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A square character table is shown to exist for all finite magnetic groups. The table possesses row 
and column orthogonality properties similar to the character table for linear groups. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In dealing with the problem of time reversal symmetry 
in a group theoretic way, Wignerl introduced the concept of 
a corepresentation of a group G oflinear/antilinear opera
tors analogous to a representation of a group oflinear opera
tors only. It was soon realized that this theory had a ready 
physical application in dealing with magnetic crystals, 
where both linear and anti linear operators commute with 
the Hamiltonian. 2 It is also likely that this theory can be 
applied to the study of elementary particles due to T or CPT 
invariance. 3 

Despite its usefulness though, the theory of corepresen
tations has unpleasant features as many results from the re
presentation theory of groups over the complex numbers do 
not appear to hold. Let G be a group oflinear/antilinear 
operators, and H the subgroup of linear operators. A core
presentation D of G is a set of matrices over the complex 
numbers 

D = I D (u),D (a):uEH,aEG - H J 

satisfying the following rules 

D(U IU2) D(udD(u 2 ), 

D (ua) D (u)D (a), 

D(a)D(u)*, 

D (al)D (a 2)*, 

where the asterisk denotes complex conjunction. Then 
(a) if M is a matrix commuting with D in the sense 

MD(u) = D (u)Mand MD (a) =D(a)M*. 

Then M is a scalar matrix if and only if it has a real 
eigen val ue. 4 

(b) if D is irreducible, 

ID(u)ijD(um, + ID (a)ikD (a)t =JQ..LsiIOjk' 
u a f 

(I) 

where I G I is the order of G andfthe dimension of D. 5 Note 
how j and k are interchanged in the two sums. 

(c) the character of the matrix of an antilinear operator 
is not invariant under a change of basis. This follows from 
the transformation rule6 

D'(a) =p-1D(a)P*. (2) 

(d) the number of classes need not equal the number of 
irreducible corepresentations (ICR's). This and the next re
sult can be verified from CrackneW or Newmarch and 

Golding.s 

(e) the sum ofthe squares of the dimensions of the ICR's 
need not equal the order of G. 

After deriving (a) and (b) Dimmock5 commented " .... 
further development of the representation theory of non un i
tary groups (without using the representation theory of the 
linear subgroup) has so far proven untenable." He, and oth
ers following him, have then relied heavily on the representa
tion theory of linear groups to obtain results about corepre
sentations (we are not excepted from this!). In particular, the 
reduction of direct products is usually performed through 
the intermediary of the irreducible representations of the lin
ear subgroup.6 

This inevitably gives the impression that corepresenta
tion theory is a poor 'second cousin' to representation the
ory. In a recent book Crackne1l9 is forced to defend the use of 
corepresentation theory for magnetic materials against those 
who feel that ordinary representation theory is quite suffi
cient, and moreover, has better properties. The best theoreti
cal argument against this view is a demonstration that all 
fundamental results in representation theory are mirrored 
by similar fundamental results in corepresentation theory, 
proved without using any theorems on representations. In this 
paper it is demonstrated that, with certain generalizations 
and additional concepts, a square character table exists for a 
finite magnetic group and that this table posseses row and 
column orthogonality. 

All of the results contained here can in fact be derived in 
a simpler manner by use of representation theory (cf. the 
character test for the types of ICR). We do not adopt that 
course as we wish to show that corepresentation can stand 
independently of representation theory. 

First, some preliminary results. From Eq. (I) 

D(U)-I =D(u-l)andD(a)-1 =D(a- I)*. 

Definition: Two corepresentations DI and D2 are equiv
alent if there exists a matrix M such that 

MDI(u) = D2(U)M and MDI(a) = D2(a)M * 

for all u, aEG. The matrix Mis said to intertwine DI andD2 • If 
DI equals D2, M commutes with D 1• 

Theorem 1: Every corepresentation is equivalent to a 
corepresentation by unitary matrices. This has been shown 
by Dimmock.5 

Definition: A corepresentation is reducible ifit is equiv
alent to a corepresentation of the form 
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Otherwise it is irreducible an (ICR). 
Theorem 2 (Mashke): Every corepresentation is equiv

alent to a direct sum of irreducible corepresentations. This 
has been given before.6 

2. SCHUR'S LEMMAS 

An algebraist once remarked to us "but nothing inter
esting happens in ordinary representation theory!" To somt; 
extent we can now sympathize with this view, as what is lost 
in simplicity is here compensated for by variety, with four 
useful forms of Schur's lemmas. 

Theorem 3 (Schur I): A matrix M intertwining two 
ICR's DI and D2 is either nonsingular or is zero. 

Theorem 4 (Schur II): If M is Hermitian and commutes 
with a unitary I CR D then M is a real constant matrix. Both 
of these have been shown by Dimmock.5 

Theorem 5 (Schur III): If D is a unitary ICR, and M a 
matrixsatisfyingMD(u) = D(u)MandM+ D(a) = D (a)M* 
for all u, aEG then M is a constant matrix. 

Proof From 

D(a l a2)M 

D(adD (a 2)*M 

MD(a,a 2 ), 

MD (a,)D (a 2 )*, 

or D(adM+* D(a2 )* 

Hence 

D(a,)MH=MD(a,). 

Similarly, from 

D(ua)M* 
D(u)M+ 

M+D(ua), 

M+D(u). 

Together with the assumptions 

D{u){M +M+) = (M +M+)D(u) 

and 

D(a)(M +M+)* =(M +M+)D(a) 

for all u, aEG. By Schur II, 

M +M+ =A1. 

Next, from the linearity of u and antilinearity of a, 

D(u) (iM) 

D(a) (iM)* = 

D(u) (iM+)* 

D(a)(iM+)* 

iMD(u), 
-iM+D(a), 

iM+D(u), 

-iMD(a). 

So iM - iM + also satisfies Schur II and is a constant matrix. 
Hence M is constant as required. 

The restriction imposed on M in Schur II that it be 
Hermitian is a very real one. Ifit is not, we have already 
shown8 that M is nonconstant. It is not possible to say much 
about any single such matrix, but we can derive results about 
the set of commuting matrices: 

m = I M:M commutes with D j, 

m is closed under matrix multiplication and addition; if 
MEm then soisM -I; it is also closed under scalar multiplica
tion by JR, and finally if M #0, kM #0 for any integer k. 
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Hence m is a (skew) field of characteristic zero over lR. We 
can say more about m. Any MEm can be written as the sum of 
a Hermitian and a skew-Hermitian matrix, and it is simple to 
show that both these belong to m. By Schur II, m can thus be 
written as a direct sum 

m = IA1:AEJRj 83m', (3) 

where m' contains only skew-Hermitian matrices. For any 
MEm', M2 is Hermitian, and since its eigenvalues are 
negative, 

M2 = - f.i2I, with f.i real. (4) 

As m' is closed under multiplication by JR, it follows that for 
m' nonempty we can find elements M I, M 2, M" .. , such that 

M,' '=M/, = -Mj. (5) 

With these preliminaries out of the way, we now show 

Theorem 6 (Schur IV): m is isomorphic to JR, C, or Q. 
Proof Ifm' is empty, then by Schur II m is isomorphic 

to lR. Assume, then, that m' is nonempty. The proof is in two 
parts: First it is shown that m contains a multiplicative sub
group isomorphic to the group ofC or the group ofQ. Then, 
it is shown that the algebra of this group over JR equals m. 

Let G be a multiplicative subgroup of m consisting of 
elements 

G = I ± I, ± M I, ± M2,· .. :MjEm', 

M; = - I,MjMj = - MjMj for all iJ#ij. 

As MjMj = - MjMj ,Mj #Mj for i # j. If such a subgroup 
only contains the four elements 

±I,±MI, 

then it is isomorphic to the group of C. 
Suppose then it contains more. It cannot contain only 

six elements for this would mean that MIM2 is a mUltiple of 
I, M I , or M 2, which gives a contradiction. Thus it will con
tain at least eight, and we show that this is the maximum. 
For consider any MEG which is not a multiple of I, MI or M 2. 

Then 

MIM2M 

is Hermitian as M /' = - Mj and all M j anticommute. 

Hence by Schur II 

M IM 2M=AI with A real. 

As M ~ = - I, A = ± 1, so 

M= ±MIM2. 

Therefore 

G= I ±I, ±M" ±M2' ±MIM2J, 

which is easily seen to be the quaternion group. Thus Gis 
either the group ofJR, C, or Q. It is not hard to check that this 
is a property ofm rather than the particular group, i.e., if one 
group is isomorphic to Q, then all are etc. and we can refer to 
the group of m. 

For the second part of the proof, we consider the case 
when the group ofm is the quaternion group as the other two 
follow as special cases. Further, to show that any matrix in m 
belongs to the algebra over JR of G, it is sufficient to show that 
any MEm' is a real linear combination of M I, M2, and M IM 2 • 
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By Hermiticity and Schur II, 

MM, + M,M = aI, 

MM2 + M~ bI, 

MMIM2 + MIM2M C/, 
with a, b, c real. Set 

N = 2M + aMI + bM2 + cMIM 2. 

Clearly NEm/. 

It follows that N anticommutes with M
" 

M2, and M IM2. 

Hence N is either zero or by normalization an element of the 
group of m. As there are no other elements of this group, N 
equals zero and 

M = - !(aM, + bM2 + cMIM2) (6) 

as required. 
Thus there are possibly three kinds ofICR according as 

m is isomorphic to R, C, or Q. That these three types actually 
occur is shown by our earlier work. 8 It is helpful to quantize 
this by introducing the intertwining number from the pure 
mathematicians' version of group theory. 10 Recall that any 
complex number may be written as an ordered pair of real 
numbers, and that any quatemion may be written as an or
dered quadruple of real numbers. This leads to the following. 

Definition: The intertwining number I ofm is the di
mension ofm as an algebra over R. An ICR is of type (a) ifm 
is isomorphic to R in which case I = 1; of type (b) ifm is 
isomorphic to Q, when I = 4, and of type (c) if m is isomor
phic to C with I = 2. 

3. ORTHOGONALITY RELATIONS 

The general forms of the orthogonality relations have 
previously been given by Dimmock.5 They are 

Theorem 7: If D, and D2 are two inequivalent ICR's, 

(7) 

For D irreducible and unitary, 

wherefis the dimension of D. 

We only remark that the last part of this theorem may be 
shown in a simpler manner as 

M= ID(u)XD(u-') + ID(a)XTD(a-')* 
U a 

satisfies the conditions of Schur III and hence is diagonal. 
This theorem does not take into account the different 

types of ICR and their properties. The following is proved 
for an ICR of type (b) and is specialized to types (a) and (c) 
later. 

Theorem 8: If D is a unitary ICR of type (b) with the 
group ofm generated by M, and M2 then 

ID (u)ijD (u)/'k 
U 

= (IG 1/2f)D,Ak - (IG 1/2fHMIlkj(M,)i/ 

- (IG l12fHM2k(M2L - (IG 1/2f) (M,M2)kj(M,M2L. (9) 
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Proof From Schur IV, the following matrix is in m and 
can be written 

ID(u)XD(u)+ + ID(a)X*D(a)+ 
U 

= AI + pM, + wM2 + OMIM2 

with A, p, w, 0 real. Taking Hermitian adjoints 

ID(u)X+D(u)+ + ID(a)XTD(a)+ 
U a 

= AI - pM, - wM2 - oM,M2• 

Adding and taking traces, 

(IG l12f) (trX + trX*) =..1.. 

(10) 

(11 ) 

(12) 

By pre- and post-multiplying these by M, we can isolate the 
term pI to give 

p = - (JG 1/2f)[tr(XM,) + tr(XM,)*] (13) 

with similarly 

W = - (IG 1/2f)[tr(XM2) + tr(XM2)*] (14) 

and 0 = - (IG 1/2f)[tr(XM,M 2) + tr(XMIM 2)*]. (15) 

From Schur III we also have 

ID (u)XD (u)+ + ID(a)XTD(a)+ =zI, (16) 
a 

with Hermitian adjoint 

ID(u)X + D(u)+ + ID(a)X*D(a)+ =z*/, (17) 
U a 

where z = (G If)trX. ( 18) 

The sum over a may be eliminated from Eqs. (10) and (17) to 
give 

ID(u) (X -X+)D(u)+ 
U 

By setting Xjk = 1 for some j, k and zero otherwise, and then 
setting Xjk = i for the same j, k and zero otherwise, simple 
manipulations give the result. 

These may be specialized to a type (c) ICR by setting 
M2 = 0 and to a type (a) ICR by also settingM. = O. We give 
a summary for each case, together with the character tests 
which follow directly with Eq. (8). 

Type (a): 

(19) 

(20) 

Type (b): 

(21) 
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D(u)x(u)* = 21G I, 
u 

Ix(a
2
) = -IG I· 

Type (c): 

* IGI IGI "D (u)ijD (ul/k = .J:::...J...fJi/Ojk - ~Mdkj(Mdi/' 
~ 2/ 2/ 

~D(a);kD(a)t = I~) Oi/Ojk + I~) (M1)kj(Mdi/, 

D(u)x(u)* = IG I, 

a 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

Equations (7), (20), (23), and (27), when combined with 
the intertwining number, are actually the row orthogonality 
relations of the character table. We defer the statement for a 
discussion of the class concept. 

4. CLASSES IN COREPRESENTATION THEORY 

It has already been remarked that the number of classes 
need not equal the number of ICR's (it is always equal to or 
larger). An examination of previously published tables7 also 
shows that in many cases different classes have the same 
character for all ICR's. Clearly then, the definition of class 
must be extended for corepresentation theory. 

Definition: Two elements U1 and U2 of the linear sub
group H are said to be in the same corepresentation class (C 
class) if either u I = U u2u - I for some uElJ or u I = aU2 - la - I 

for some aEG - H. 
It is straightforward to check that this is an equivalence 

relation on H so that a C class may be labelled Cu where u is 
any element of the C class. This also follows easily: 

Theorem 9: The character of a corepresentation is a C
class function on H. 

The C class is here only defined over the linear sub
group H; it does not as yet appear useful to extend it to 
G-H. 

Theorem 10 (Row Orthogonality): If D; and Dj are two 
unitary ICR's with characters on H of X; and Xj respectively, 
and the number of elements in Cu is nu , then 

Inux;(u)Xj(u)* = 8ljI; IH I, 
C

U 

where the sum is over all C classes of H and I; is the inter
twining number of D; . 

This follows as stated at the end of the last section. Immedi
ate results from this are 

Corollary 1: If D is a corepresentation equivalent to a 
direct sum of ICR's D; 
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then 

1 
d; = f.IH I InuX(u)x;(u)*. 

, C u 

Corollary 2: If two corepresentations have the same 
character on H, they are equivalent. Returning to results on 
C classes, 

Theorem 11: (a) u'CuU,-1 = Cu andaCua- 1 = C u- 1 

for all u, aEG. (b) Cu and C u- I are in one-to-one correspon
dence under the mapping g_g- I. 

Theorem 12: Let D be a unitary ICR and 

Su = ID(u'). 
U'EC.., 

ThenS" =zI. 
Proof This follows by using the previous theorem to 

show that S u satisfies the conditions of Schur III. 

5. THE REGULAR COREPRESENTATION 

The regular corepresentation DR is useful in corepre
sentations for exactly the same reasons as the regular repre
sentation is; with the elements of G ordered in some arbitrary 
fixed order, define 

DR (g)lj = 1 if g=g,gj-l 

= 0 if gi=g;gj-l. 

Due to the reality of the matrices, this representation is also a 
corepresentation. The following are shown in exactly the 
same manner as in representation theory ll--once the basic 
C-class results and row orthogonality are known, the meth
ods of the two theories coincide. 

Theorem 13: The number of times an ICR D; is con
tained in DR is 

2/;/1;. 
Theorem 14: 

2f./ = IHI· 
; I; 

Theorem 15: If e is the identity of G and D; is a unitary 
ICR 

I x;(e)x;(u)* = o(e,u)IH I. 
I; 

Theorem 16 (Column Orthogonality): If D; is a unitary 
ICR, 

IX;(Ul~;(U2)* = o(Cu, ,CuJ~. 
1 i nu 

6. DIRECT PRODUCTS 

The (inner) direct product is defined in the normal way 
by 

D = D 1 ® D2 if D (g)ij.kl = D 1 (g);k D2(g)jI' 

From the row orthogonality, this can be reduced directly 
without reference to the irreducible representations of H. 
We collect the interesting results in one theorem. 
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TABLE I. The character tables for the 58 magnetic point groups. The group or groups are given on the upperleft of each table, with the ICR's beneath. In the 
upper middle is given the C classes with the character beneath. To the right is the intertwining number for each ICR. 
(a) 

I' 2' m' E I 

A A A 

(b) 

2'/m E 0', 

2'lm' E I 
21m' 22'2' E C" I 

A A' As A I 
B A" Au B -I 

(c) 

2m'm' E C" 
2'm'm E O'y I 

A A' 
B A" -I 

(d) 

4' 4' E C" I 

A A I 
E E 2 -2 4 

(e) 

m1m1m l E C2x C,y C" 
mmm i E C" O'y O'x 

m1m'm E C" I 0', I 

A A, As 
BJ A, Au -1 -I 
B, B, Bs -I I -1 
B, B, Bu -1 -I 

(I) 

4'22' E Chz ,C2y C" I 

A 1 
E 2 0 -2 2 
B, -1 1 1 

(g) 

4'lm E C" I 0', I 

As 
Au 1 -1 -1 
Es 2 -2 2 -2 4 
Eu 2 -2 -2 2 4 

(h) 

4'2m' E C,x,C,y C" 
4'mm' 4'2'm E ax CTy C2, I 

A, A A, 1 1 1 1 
E E E 2 0 -2 2 
A, B, A, 1 -1 1 1 
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TABLE I (Continued). 
(i) 

4'/mmm E C'X,C'Y C2z I O'x ,CTy U z I 
A. 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Eg 2 0 -2 2 0 -2 2 
B,g -1 -1 
Au 1 1 -1 -1 -1 
Eu 2 0 -2 -2 0 2 2 
B ,u -1 -1 -1 

(j) 
42'2' E cz , C4~ C.z I 

A 1 
B -1 -1 
'E -1 -i 
'E -1 -i 

(k) 

4/m' E C 4: ,C 4-.; C'z 
41/m' E S4~,S4Z C'z I 

A A 1 1 
B B -1 1 1 
E E 2 0 -2 2 

(1) 
4m l m' E C 4: C'z C .~ 

421m' E S .; C'z S4~ I 

A A 1 1 
B B -1 1 -1 
'E 'E -1 -i 
'E 'E -i -1 

(m) 

4/mm l m' E C4~ C'z C.;; I S.~ U Z S4~ I 

A. 
B. -1 -1 -1 -1 
'Eg -1 -i -1 -i 

'Eg -i -1 -i -1 

Au -1 -1 -1 -1 

Bu -1 -1 -1 -1 1 

'Eu -1 -i -1 -i 

'Eu -i -1 -1 -i 

(n) 

4/m l m l m ' E C'z C.~ C'x.Y C'a.b 
4/m 'mm E C2z C4~ O'x,y C1 da,b 

4' /m
l m'm E C'z S4~ C2X" CTdo.,b I 

A, A, A, 1 1 1 1 
A, A, A, 1 1 -1 -1 
B, B, B, 1 1 -1 1 -1 
B, B, B, 1 1 -1 -1 1 
E E E 2 -2 0 0 0 
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TABLE I (continued). 

(0) 

32 ' 3m' E C+ 
3 C3 I 

A A 
'E 'E w w· 
2E 2E w· w 

(p) 

6' 6 ' 3' E C± 
3 I 

A A A 
E E E 2 -\ 2 

(q) 

3m ' E C+ 
3 

C-
3 I s. s+ • I 

A, 
'Eg w w· w w· 
2Eg (v· w w· w 
Au -\ -\ -\ 

'Eu w w· -\ -w -w· 
2Eu w· w -\ -w· -w 

(r) 

61/m' E C3± I s± • I 

A. \ \ \ 

Eg 2 -\ 2 -\ 2 
Au -\ -\ \ 

Eu 2 -\ -2 \ 2 

(s) 

61m2' 31m' 6l mm' E C± 
3 {1d 1.2.3 

61m'2 3'm I 6 '22' E Cl c' 21,2,3 I 

A, A, A, A, A, A, \ \ 

A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 \ \ -\ 
E E E E E E 2 -\ 0 

(t) 

61/m'm'm E C± 
3 C' 21,2,3 I s± • (Td 1,2.3 I 

A,. \ \ 
A2g \ -\ -\ 
Eg 2 -\ 0 2 -\ 0 
A ,u \ -\ -\ -\ 
A2u \ -\ -\ -\ 
Eu 2 -\ 0 -2 0 

(u) 

6m12' E s-
3 

C+ 
3 {1h C-

3 S3+ 
62 '2' 6m 'm ' E C+ • Ct C2 

C3- C-• I 

A' A A \ 
'E" 'E, 'E, -w· w -\ w· -w 
2E" 2E, 2E, -w w· -\ w -w· 
A" B B -\ -\ \ -\ 
2E' 2E2 2E2 w w· \ w w· 
'E' 'E2 'E2 w· W w· w 
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TABLE I (Continued). 

(v)'====================================== 

6/m' 
6'/m 

A' 
E" 
A" 
E' 

E 
E 

2 
\ 
2 

\ 
-\ 

\ 

\ 

-2 
-\ 

2 

\ 
-\ 

\ 
-\ 

I 

\ 
2 
\ 
2 

(w)========================================= 
6/mm'm E C-+ 

6 

-(J) 

-\ 

-(J) 

-\ 

C+ , 

-\ 

-\ 

-\ 

-\ 

-\ 

-\ 

C~ , C~ 
6 I 

-(J) 

-(J)* 

-\ 

-(J) -\ 
-(J)* -\ 

-\ -\ 
-\ 

-\ 

s~ , s-
6 

-(J) 

-\ 

-\ -\ 
-(J) 

-(J)* 

-\ 
-(J) 

-(J)* -(J) 

\ 

-\ 

-\ 

-\ 

\ 

-\ 

-\ 

-\ 

-\ 

-(J) 

-\ 

-(J) 

-(J)* 

s ,- I 

-(J) 

- (J)* 

-\ 

-\ 

-(J) 

(x)======================================== 
6'/mm'm 

A' , 
A; 
A;' 

A~ 

E" 
E' 

6/m'm'm 
6/m'mm 

E 
E 
E 

2 
2 

-\ 

-\ 

-2 
2 

-\ 

-\ 

-\ 
-\ -\ 

-\ 

\ 

-\ 

o 
o 

C" 2i 

\ 

-\ 

-\ 

\ 

o 
o 

I 

~)I====================================================================== 
m'3 

A 
E 
T 

E 

2 
3 -\ 

C'7 

-\ 
o 

I 

\ 
2 

(z)====================================== 
4'3m' 

A 
'E 
2E 
T 

4'32' 

A 
'E 
2E 
T 

E 

\ 
3 

\ 
-\ 

(J) 

(J)* 

o 

(J)* 

(J) 

o 

I 

(aa),======================================== 
m3m' 

702 

E 

3 

\ 

3 

-\ o 

-\ o 
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C3~ 

o 

o 

I 

\ 

3 

-\ 

-\ 

-\ 

-3 

-\ 

-\ 

-\ 

-\ 

o 
-\ 

-(J) 

-(J)* 

o 

o 
-\ 

-UJ 

o 

I 
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TABLE I (Continued), 
(bb) 

m'3m' E C,; 
m'3m E C,; 

A, A, 1 1 
A2 A2 1 1 
E E 2 -1 
T, T, 3 0 
T2 T2 3 0 

Theorem 17: 
(a) If D j , Dj' and Dk are ICR's and 

D j ®Dj = ffi 'Ld~Dk' 
k 

Then 

d~ = I I~ I 'Lnu,,t";(u)Xj(UI,Kk(Uj*. 
k c. 

(b) If 0 is the identity ICR, 

d~. = Ii' 
(c) If d~k is the multiplicity of 0 in D j ®Dj ®Dk 

then 

d~k =drIk' 

This difference between the double and triple product is 
of great importance in developing a Racah algebra for such 
groups.M 

Symmetrized and antisymmetrized squares are neces
sary in dealing with a number offermions or bosons; symme
trized cubes are used in magnetic phase transitions9; symme
trized, antisymmetrized and mixed symmetry cubes 
separate out the permutation properties of the 3jm symbols. 
These can all be distinguished by character tests. For com
pleteness we summarize them here. The notation used is 
[A J, where [A} isa Young diagram ofS

n
• 

(a)XI21 (u) =!( [X(u)F + X(u 2
)), 

(b)KII'1 (u) =!( [X(u))" - X(u 2
)), 

(C)XI31 (u) = ~([X(u)]J + 3X(u 2)X(u) + 2X(uJ)), 

(d)XII 'I (u) = ~([X(u)]' - 3X(u 2)X(u) + 2X(uJ)), 

(e)XI211 (u) = !([X(u)]' - X(u')). 

The row orthogonality now allows a direct reduction of 
these powers without use of tables relating these powers to 
the linear subgroup. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper it has been shown that the powerful con
cept of a character table applies to finite magnetic groups as 
well as linear groups. The only added complexity is the sim
ple intertwining number. The character table will expedite 
calculations as well as helping to show that corepresentation 
theory can stand upright without leaning on representation 
theory for most of its results. 

To make the theory more concrete, the character tables 
for the fifty-eight magnetic point groups are given. They 
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C2m C2p C4~ 
C2m u dp Slm I 

1 1 1 
1 -1 -1 
2 0 0 

-I -I 1 
-1 1 -1 

I 
have been adapted from the tables of Crack neW and all nota
tions are the same as there. 

APPENDIX: DESCENT IN SYMMETRY TO THE LINEAR 
SUBGROUP 

The results obtained so far have been done without any 
reference to the representation theory of linear groups. It is 
known, however, that there are strong relations between the 
ICR's of G and the irreducible representations (IR's) of ll. I 
These are generally shown by ascent in symmetry where the 
ICR's ofG and their properties are determined by the IR's of 
H. From the methods developed earlier, we now reverse this 
and derive these relations by descent from G to H. No new 
results are demonstrated-rather the interplay between 
Schur's lemmas for linear and nonlinear groups is shown. 

First we fix notation, and give the row orthogonality of 
an ICR ofGsubduced toll. LetD be a unitary ICR ofG and 
Ll the possibly reducible representation of H obtained by 
descent to H. X, the character of Don H, is also the character 
of .1. Row orthogonality then gives 

D(u)x(u)* = I IH I 
u 

with I the intertwining number of D. Each type of ICR is 
now considered in turn. 

Type (a): Since I equals one, .1 is an IR. Setting 

P=D(a()) 

for an arbitrary fixed element of G - H, 

.1 (a~) = D (ao)D (ao)* = PP * 

and 

.1 (aouao- I) = D (aouao- I) = PLl (u)*P +. 

The ICR matrices are then given by 

D(u) =Ll (u) andD(a) =D(aao-'ao) = .1 (aao I)P. 

The IR satisfies the character test 

a 

For the other two types ofICR, .1 is reducible. To gain 
the results given by other authors6 we consider the special 
case in which a unitary transformation has been applied to D 
so that Ll is in completely reduced form. 

Type (b): As the intertwining number is four, Ll is reduc
ible to either Ll, $..::1 1 or ..::11 $..::1 2 ffi Ll3 $ ..::1 4 , This second pos
sibility soon leads to a contradiction for by Schur's lemma 
for linear groups any MEm must be 
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c 
Schur IV shows then that MEm' is purely imaginary so that 
M I, M 2, and MIM2 are purely imaginary. This is the required 
contradiction and so Li = Li l EI1 Li l, i.e., 

(
LiI(U) 

D(u) =Li (u) = ° 
By Schur's lemma for linear groups applied to MEm 

M = (zl1 Z21). 
\z31 Z41 

But by Schur II, M + M + = AI and (M - M +)2 = - pH. 
Hence 

M =XI(~ ~) +X2C~ _OiJ 

+ X3( ~ 1 ~) + X4C~ ~. 
This in tum imposes restrictions on D (a) as MD (a) 
= D (a)M *. Choosing an arbitrary element aoEG - H gives 

D(ao) = (_Op ~), 

D(a) = ( ° 1 
- Lil (aao- )P 

Lil(a~)= -PP*, 

Li 1(aOuaO- I) = PLi 1(u)*P +, 

and 

a 

Type (c): The intertwining number is now two so Li is 
equivalent to Lil EI1 Li2 with Li 1,¢=Li 2. If Li is in completely re
duced form 
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Li (u) = (LiOI(U) 0) 
Li2(U) , 

the same reasoning as before gives MEm as 

M = XI(~ ~) + X2e~ 
For fixed arbitrary aoEG - H, 

and 

D(ao) = (;2 

Li I(aOuao-
1
) = P1Li2(u)*P 1+' 

Li 1(aOuaO- I) = P2Li2(u)*P 2+' 

from which the character test follows: 

Ix.:l, (a2
) = IX.:l,(a2

) = 0. 
U a 
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Versa1 deformations of elements of complex orthogonal and symplectic Lie algebras are studied. 
For a general element M of o(n,q or sp(2n,q, a normal form MA is found which, unlike the 
Jordan normal form M J , depends holomorphically on M and on the similarity transformation 
M A = gMg- I from the corresponding group. Orthogonal and symplectic cases are treated 
simultaneously in order to underline their close relation. Bundles of matrices oflow codimension 
are listed and bifurcation diagrams of two-parameter families of orthogonal matrices are shown. 
Finally, versal deformations of all elements of o( 6,q are explicitly shown. 

PACS numbers: 02.20.Sv, 02.20.Qs 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1971, Arnold I pointed out that a complex matrix 
MEC nxn, whose matrix elements are known with only a fin
ite precision, and with some multiple eigenvalues, may not 
always be transformed into its Jordan normal form M J • A 
small change in M may result in a different structure of M J • 

Thus the transformation MJ = gMg- I
, gEGL(n,q, is not 

stable: it does not depend in a continuous way on either M or 
g. This difficulty is not too serious, as long as one is interested 
in just one matrix M. Indeed, one can always find a matrix 
with all eigenvalues distinct and as close as necessary to M. 
If, however, we are interested in a whole family of matrices 
depending holomorphically on complex parameters, multi
ple eigenvalues cannot be avoided in some members of the 
family. 

The result of Arnoldi is a new normal form, say M A , 

such that not only can M be transformed into MA , but any 
family of matrices "close" to M. The normal form of Arnold, 
MA , is computed as the versal deformation of MJ , using 
techniques of deformation theory. From this, Arnold de
scribes the structure of any matrix belonging to a k-param
eter family of matrices in general position. For small k he 
describes precisely the bifurcation diagrams: i.e., the set of 
parameters values which correspond to matrices with multi
ple eigenvalues. 

The transformation of M to the Jordan normal form M J 

or to the Arnold normal form MA is a GL(n,q-conjugacy 
transformation of the element MEgI(n,q of the Lie algebra 
gl(n,q of the general linear group GL(n,q. Since every M' 
c~ose to M can be transformed into MA , the normal form MA 
"mtersects" all GL(n,q-orbits of elements of gl(n,q which 
are close to M. Therefore, MA has to contain some 
parameters. 

Normal forms of elements of Lie algebras or, equiv
alently, representatives of conjugacy classes were often stud
ied. 2

•
3 Analogs of the Jordan normal form M J in the case of 

"'Work supported in part by the Natural Science and Engineering Research 
CounCil of Canada and by the Ministere de l'Education du Quebec, 

gl(n,q were found for all real and complex Lie algebras. 3
,4 

The discontinuity of the dependence of the normal forms on 
the original matrix M and on the transforming matrix g was 
always disregarded. Thus the question concerning the de
scription of the versal deformations MA of MJ can be asked 
independently for matrices M belonging to any of these Lie 
algebras. 

The problem is of particular importance in applications 
when the matrixM arises as a result of measurements , i.e., its 
matrix elements are given with errors. Besides the case 
MEgI(n,q studied by Arnold, I the versal deformations were 
found also for MEgI(n,R) in Ref. 5, and for the symplectic Lie 
algebras sp(2n,q and sp(2n,R) (cf. Ref. 6), by Galin. Investi
gation of the symplectic case was motivated by classical me
chanics. The Arnold normal forms M A of elements of the 
symplectic Lie algebras (Hamiltonian matrices) allow, for 
instance, the transformation of quadratic Hamiltonians6

,7 

and Hamilton equations to a simple form depending con
tinuously, and even smoothly, on any Hamiltonian known 
only approximately. 

In the relativistic and quantum physics the orthogonal 
groups also play an important role. The purpose of this arti
cle is to find the Arnold normal forms of matrices M belong
ing to the Lie algebra o(n,q. General results are illustrated 
on the case 0(6,q as the potentially most interesting in phys
ics. Indeed, among real forms of 0(6,q and their subalge
bras, one finds practically all the Lie algebras of relativistic 
physics. 

Throughout the paper a Lie algebra (group) is identified 
with its natural representation in terms of matrices. In order 
to underline similarities and differences between the orthog
onal and symplectic cases, they are treated simultaneously. 

Section II contains a standard description of elements 
of the Lie algebras o(n,q and sp(2n,q, and their "Jordan 
normal forms." In Sec. III versal deformations and their 
properties are recalled. The Arnold normal forms of orthog
onal and symplectic matrices are found in Sec. IV. Bifurca
tion diagrams of two-parameter families of orthogonal ma
trices in general position are described in Sec. V. Section VI 
contains explicit description of minimal versal deformations 
of 0(6,q matrices. 
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II. CONJUGACY CLASSES OF ELEMENTS OF COMPLEX 
LIE ALGEBRAS 

Here we give representatives ("Jordan normal forms") 
of elements of conjugacy classes of the Lie algebras 
0(2n + l,q, 0(2n,q, and sp(2n,q which are further used in 
Sec. IV. They are the analogs of the Jordan normal forms in 
the case of the algebra gl(n,q. The results are well known, 
and our presentation follows Ref. 4. 

Orthogonal and symplectic cases are treated simulta
neously, I(N,q and L(N,q denoting the corresponding Lie 
algebra and Lie group, respectively. Unless otherwise stated 
the two cases differ only by the value of the parameter c. 
c = 1 (resp., = - 1) in the orthogonal (resp., symplectic) 
case. Below we often use the following n X n matrices. 

0 

1. ~ ( . J J" = . . 

-1 

F,,= (2.0) 

The group L(N,q is the group of operators on C" pre
serving a given nondegenerate bilinear form on C ". The form 
I is symmetric for O(N,q and skew-symmetric for Sp(2n,q; 
lis unique up to isomorphism. 

Each matrix K satisfying 

KT=cK, detK#O. (2.1) 

specifies an invariant form/(x,y) = x TKy. Two matrices K 
and K ' both with the property (2.1) and the same value of c 
are equivalent. That is, K' = gKg-) for some gEGL(N,q. 
L(N, q is then represented as the set of nonsingular matrices 
gEe N x N such that 

't/x,y I(x,y) =/(gx,gy) = x TgTKgy. (2.2) 

This implies 

g TKg = K. (2.3) 

A matrix MEC N x N belongs to the Lie algebra I(N,q iff the 
"infinitesimal equivalent" of (2.2) is satisfied, i.e., 

't/x,y 0 = (Mx,y) + (x,My) = xTMTKy + xTKMy, 
(2.4) 

which implies that 

KM+MTK=O. (2.5) 

In order to specify an element ofl(N,q, one has to give 
two matrices M and K satisfying (2.1) and (2.5). Our matrix K 
can change from case to case in order to get M in the simplest 
possible form (cf. Ref. 4). 

Two elements M and M' ofl(N,q belong to the same 
L(N,q-conjugacy class or to the same orbit [are L(N,q-con
jugate] iff 

M' = gMg-) for some gEL(N,q. (2.6) 
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Thus, the I(N,q-orbit, Orb(M), containing the element M is 
defined as 

(2.7) 

It is convenient to split the set of orbits of I(N,q-ele
ments into three mutually exclusive sets. To the first set be
long the completely indecomposable elements. The second 
consists of decomposable elements which are orthogonally 
indecomposable. The third set contains the decomposable 
elements. These are the other I(N,q matrices, which are dia
gonalizable or partially diagonalizable. Naturally this is the 
most "abundant" type of elements. Let us point out that 
nonzero eigenvalues of any element of I(N,q occur in pairs 
+a. 
- We now list the normal forms. It is convenient to 

choose the matrix K for each case separately as in Ref. 4. 
This allows us to write the matrix M J in a very simple way. 

Elements of the completely indecomposable sets are 
L(N,q-conjugate to 

MJ = I N , K = FN • (2.8) 

According to (2.1), K T = cK. Therefore, (2.8) and (2.0) imply 
that 

{ 
+ 1 for N odd 

c-
- - 1 for N even. 

(2.9) 

Thus the normal form (2.8) occurs in 0(2n + 1,q and 
sp(2n,q, but not in 0(2n,q. For simplicity we call (2.8) the 
normal form of case I. 

The orthogonally indecomposable but otherwise de
composable elements appear only for N even, N = 2n. They 
are L(N,q-conjugate to 

M J = (~ _ ~ T)' K = C~n (2.10) 

where 

A = al" + J" , aEC (2.11) 

A is simply a Jordan block. We distinguish the value a = 0 
and call the corresponding normal form (2.10) case II (for 
c = + 1 n is even, for c = - 1 n is odd). When a #0, (2.10) 
is the normal form of case III. 

The indecomposable Jordan normal forms are summa
rized in Table I. 

The Jordan normal form of a decomposable element is a 
direct sum of normal forms (M)i),Ki j

)) of types I, II, and III: 

M J = ~ M/), K= ~ Kij) , (2.12) 
i= 1 i= I 

with the obvious restriction that orthogonal (symplectic) ele
ments contain only orthogonal (symplectic) summands. Fur
thermore, two decomposable normal forms which differ 
only by permutation of terms of the direct sum are L(N,q
conjugate. 

III. VERSAL DEFORMATIONS 

Here we consider deformations of elements of a com
plex Lie algebra ~ , corresponding to a Lie group G. A. defor
mation of an element MoE~ is a family M (..i ) dependmg ho
lomorphically on complex parameters..i ), ... ,Am such that 
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TABLE I. Indecomposable and orthogonally indecomposable Jordan normal forms of elements of the Lie algebras gl(n,q, 0(2n + l,q, 0(2n,q, and sp(2n,q. 
Matrices In' I n, and Fn are defined in Eq. (2.0). 

Algebra 

gl{n,q 

0(2n + I,q 

€= + 1 

0(2n,q 

€= + 1 

sp(2n,q 

€= -1 

Name 

indecomposable 

completely 

indecomposable 

decomposable but 

not orthogonally 

completely 

indecomposable 

decomposable but 

not orthogonally 

Case 

II 

III 

II 

III 

M (0) = Mo. We are interested in versal deformations of Mo, 
i.e., deformations that "contain" representatives of orbits of 
all deformations of Mo in ,ct;. 

Definition: M (AI, ... ,/tm) is a versal deformation of Mo iff 
for any deformation M '( 111 , ... ,l1k) of Mo, there exist holo
morphic mappings 

rp:VCCk-+C m, 

g:V-+G 

such that V is a neighborhood of 0 in C k 

rp(O) = 0, g(O) = I, 

M '( 11) = g( I1)M (rp (l1))g-l( 11)· (3.1) 

Intuitively M (A ) is versal iff M (A ) and the conjugates of 
its elements under the action of G fill up a neighborhood of 
Mo. Therefore, the image of M (A ) and Orb(Mo) must intersect 
properly and the sum of their dimension must be at least the 
dimension of ~ . Since we are interested in local properties, 
their precise formulation is in terms of tangent spaces, 
namely: 

Lemma (Arnold I):M (A ) is a versal deformation of Mo iff 
M (A ) is transversal to Orb(Mo) at Mo, i.e., 

M. Tocm + T M" Orb (Mo) = T M" ~, (3.2) 

where ToC m is the tangent space of C m at the point 
DECm

, T M" Orb (Mo) is the tangent space of Orb(Mo) at Mo, 

T M" ~ is the tangent space of ~ at Mo, and M. is the deriva
tive of Mat OEC m. 

Therefore, the minimal number of parameters of a ver
sal deformation is the codimension of Orb(Mo). 

The action of G on ~ gives us the map 

I/!:G-+:9, I/!( g) = gMo g-I. 

We remark that OrbMo = 1mI/!. The tangent space of OrbMo 
is the image of the tangent space of G at the identity under 
the derivative map I/!. : 

1/!.:TeG= ~-+TM,,~ =~, I/!.(C) = [C,Mo]' 

From this we get 
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K 

~) 
~) 

Eigenvalues 

o 

o 

±a, aioO 

o 

o 

±a, 

(3.3) 

The codimension ofOrbMo is the dimension of the centra
lizer of Mo defined by 

Cent."Mo = ! CE;11 [C,Mo] = OJ = Kerl/!.. (3.4) 

We specialize now to the case where elements of G and 
~ are complex matrices. On ~ we have the following inner 

product (A,B ) = tr(AB *), where B * = B T is the adjoint of 
B (complex conjugate, transpose of B). Among all possible 
deformations of Mo, we choose one, M (A ), which is orthogo
nal to OrbMo. We use therefore the following lemma. 

Lemma (Arnold I): BE,ct; is orthogonal to Orb(Mo) iff 
[B *,Mo] = O. 

The problem is now reduced to the computation of the 
adjoint of the centralizer of Mo. Arnold did the calculation 
for the case G = GL(n,q, ,ct; = gl(n,q, and Mo = M J , the 
Jordan normal form. We recall here his results since we use 
them later. 

Centralizer of MJ in gl(n,q 

(1) M J is a Jordan block M J = aIn + I n [cf. (2.0)] 

(~ 
(each oblique segment denotes a sequence of identical 
numbers). 

(3.5) 

(2)MJ is a Jordan matrix with a single eigenvalue a and 
Jordan blocks JI, ... ,J,. Then CECentrgl(n.C)MJ iff 

(3.6) 
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where each oblique segment denotes a sequence of identical 
numbers. Here the figure is done for r = 3. 

(3) If MJ = ~ aM~, where the sum is over all distinct 
eigenvalues of M J , then CECentgl(n,qMJ iffC = ~"C" with 
[ca,M~] = 0. 

Thus the versal deformation of the Jordan matrix M J 

with a single eigenvalue a and three blocks (r = 3) which is 
orthogonal to the orbit Orb(MJ ) at M J and depends on mini
mal number of parameters is given by M J + M ("i ), where 

M("i)= ~ ~ ~ 
~"" ~ ~ 

(3.7) 

~ ~ ~ 
Each oblique segment denotes a sequence of identical num
bers and to different segments correspond different 
parameters. 

Often it is convenient to consider the minimal versal 
deformation of M J with minimal number of nonzero entries 
inM ("i ).ltcan bechosen, for instance, asMJ + M /("i ), where 

(3.8) 
M/IA. )= 

II -
There is an independent parameter for each entry placed on 
a dark line. The number of nonzero entries of M /(A. ) equals 
the number of independent parameters of the deformation; 
the deformation is versal but not orthogonal to the orbit. 

When M J has several eigenvalues, the versal deforma
tion of MJ is just the direct sum of the deformations de
scribed above for each eigenvalue. 

IV. MINIMAL VERSAL DEFORMATIONS OF ELEMENTS 
OF 0(N, C) AND sp(2n,C) 

In Sec. III, the construction of minimal versal deforma
tions of the Jordan normal form of elements of I(N,q was 
reduced to the computation of the centralizers 

Cent1llv,C)MJ = ICI[C,MJ ] =0 & KC+C'K=O! 
(4.1) 

for each normal form specified by M J and K. In this section 
we first find the centralizers and then describe the minimal 
versal deformations. 

A. Centralizers of normal forms in I(N,C) 

The computation is straightforward but lengthy. It con
sists in imposing the two requirements in (4.1) on a general 
matrix C. Here we just give the results. We start with the 
orthogonally indecomposable cases: cases I, II, and III of 
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Table I. 
(a)CaseI:MJ =IN,K=FN: 
N = 2n [for sp(2n, C)] or N = 2n + 1 [for 0(2n + 1)]. 

O~) (4.2) 

Each solid line indicates a unique complex parameter repeat
ed on each row. The dimension of the centralizer is d = n. 

(b) Case II: 

(
I n 

MJ= ° In) , N=2n: 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

C = 1------.:.+-------1 (4.5) 

Each solid oblique line indicates a parameter repeated from 
row to row. Each dashed line indicates that the same param
eter is repeated along each line but its sign varies from row to 
row, Depending on the parity ofn, CI2 and Cel have a dashed 
line or a line of zeros on the side diagonal. 

IfE= -I,Chasaformsimilarto(4.5),butCI2 andCel 

start with a coefficient in the corner instead of a zero, The 
dimension of the centralizer is 

{
2n - E if n is odd, 

d= 
2n if n is even, 

(e) Case Ill: 

M J = (
a I" +J" 

o 
o ) 

T ' -al" -J" 

In) , N=2n. 

Then 
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(
CII C12) C = ECentIIN.qMJ 
C21 C22 

iff Cis given as in (4.5) with C12 = C21 = O. Therefore, d = n. 
Next, let us turn to centralizers of decomposable Jordan 

normal forms ofl(N,C)-elements. M J is now a direct sum of 
blocks of types I, II, and III. K is the direct sum of the corre
sponding small K 'So The centralizer of the general case can 
be built up in an obvious way out of all possible pairs of 
blocks as a matrix of matrices. Thus it suffices to describe the 
centralizers of all possible M J which are direct sums of two 
blocks of types I, II, or III. 

Notation: Below we describe centralizers as matrices of 
triangular matrices. An oblique solid line indicates one com
plex parameter repeated along the line. A dashed line indi
cates one complex parameter changing sign from row to 
row. 

(d) Cases I + III, II + III, III + III I with the eigenval
ueso/III I distinct/rom thoseo/III: In these cases the centra
lizer is just the direct sum of centralizers of each block. 

(e) Case I + 1': 

(4.7) 

where J Ni and FN , are as in (2.0) and N I >N2: NI and N2 are 
simultaneously odd or even depending on E = ± 1. Then 

C= 

o~~ ~ "< (4.8) 
0 

~ o~ '" 
0 

I 

If the parameters appearing in C I2 are denoted 4 1, ... .AN2' as 
they appear in the first row from right to left, then the corre
sponding parameters in CZI are 4 1, - 4 2.A3, ... ,E4N2 in the 
first row from right to left. Ni = 2ni + 1 or Ni = 2ni de
pending whether E = ± 1. Then d = n I + n2 + N z. 

(f) Case I + II: 

N z = 2n z, NI = 2n l, or NI = 2nl + 1. Then 
CECentl(N, + N,.qMJ iff 
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(4.9) 

(figure is done for N I >n2 and E = + 1). Ifparemeters ap
pearing in C12 (C21 ) are denoted by 4 1,· .. .An2 (/LI, ... ,J.ln2) as 
they appear in the first row from right to left, then the pa
rameters of the last column (first row) of C31 (C\3) from down 
to up (left to right) are - 4 1"", - 4n2 ( - E/LI"'" - E/Ln) 
We have 

_ {nl + 2n2 + 2 min (n l ,n2) if n2 is even, 
d - n l + 2n2 - E + 2 min (n l ,n2) if n2 is odd. 

( g) Case II + II': 

MJ = (In

, -J~) E9 (In

, -J~) 

CECentl1zn , + 2n,.qMJ iff 

C= (Cijk~ 1..4 

~ 
0/ 0/ 
/ 
o / 
/' .. 

/ 

" 

In,) 
a ' 

I~ 
/ ~ / 

"./ 0 
/" 

/ " / /,-
/ 0 " 0 / / " . 

-C2~ 
"/ / / 

~ / / / 
/ / T 
/ -EC 14 

T / 

~Cl~ -EC 23 // '. 0 

/ /" ./ 

/ / " 0/ 0 

(4.11) 

, "" / 
"/ / 
// 
/ 

~ 
o / 0 

" '. o . 

~ 
(4.12) 
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Figure is done for E = + I [difference for CI2,C21,CWC41 if 
E = - I as in (4.5)]. If E = - I, CI2,C21,Cq,C41 start with a 
parameter in the corner 

{

2nl + 6n 2 if n l,n 2 are even, 

d = 2n I + 6n 2 - E if n I + n2 is odd, 

2nl +6n2 -2E if n l,n 2 are odd. 

(h ) Case III + III' with same eigenvalues: 

2 (aln , + I n , 
MJ = Ell 

;- I 0 

K- ( 
0 

Eln , 

Or), 
-aln , -I n , 

(4.13) 

n I ;;'n 1 · Then CECentl(2n, + 2n,.c)MJ iff C is given as in (4.12) 
with Cij = 0 when i + j is odd. Therefore, d = n ( + 3n 2• 

B. Minimal versal deformations of elements of I(N,C) 

As in Arnold's paper, I we give here two minimal versal 
deformations. The first one is orthogonal to the orbit. The 
second one has the minimal number of nonzero entries, but, 
unlike Arnold's case, the number of nonzero entries need not 
be equal to the number of independent parameters. 

Theorem 1: Let MJEl(N,q be in Jordan normal form. 
Then MA = M J + C *(A ) is a minimal versal deformation of 
MJ, where C (A) is a generic element ofCentI(N.{,MJ depend-

ing on d parameters. (C * = C r is the complex conjugate, 
transpose of C.) If M J has s blocks of type I and of order 
NI ;;.N2 ;;."N, (N; = 2n; or N; = 2n; + I), t blocks of type II 
and of order 2m I ;;.2m 2;;.···;;.2m/, u of these with m; odd, the 
rest with m; even, r distinct pairs of eigenvalues ( ± a j ), and 
for each pair ( ± a j ) Vi blocks of type III and of orders 
2~ ;;.2nr2 ;;' ••• ?2m~." then the dimension ofCentl(N.qMJ is 
given by 

d= I I (2i-I)m; +2 ± (2i-l)m; + in; 
j 1 i-I i-I i-I 

~ .<, t 

+ I (i - I)N; + 2 I I min(N;, mil - EU. (4.14) 
( 2 i --= 1 j =--- I 

To compute versal deformations with minimal number 
of nonzero entries, we find the general form of a tangent 
vector to Orb(MJ ), i.e., a vector [D, M J ], DEl(N,q. The gen
eral form of an element [D,MJ ], is related to the general form 
of the adjoint C * of an element CECent(MJ). Corresponding 
to each full line (dashed line) of C *, we have that the sum 
(alternated sum) of the elements on the line is zero for 
[D, M J ]. 

We give here the minimal versal deformations M A with 
minimum number of nonzero entries in each of the cases 
studied in part A. 

(a)Casel:MJ =IN, K=FN:ThenMA =MJ +MI(A) 
with 
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0 

AI 

MI(A)= 0 
(4.15) 

}'n 

0 An 0 AI 0 

E = + I, N= 2n + I 

0 

0 

0 

M1(A)= 
(4.16) AI 0 

A2 

n 0 

E = - I, N= 2n. 

(b) CaseII:MJ andKgivenby (4.3): MA = MJ + M 2(A) 
with 

o 

"1 ........ 'n '\ ... 0 VI 0 

-~ 

E= + 1, 

-" n 

"1 ........ \t 

[.1.1 

E= - 1. 

-" n 
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Depending on the parity of n, Il k and v k are on diagonals or 
not. 

(c) Case III: M J and K given in (4.6): Then 
MA = M J + M3(A ) where M 3(A ) is obtained from M 2{A ) by 
taking VI = 51 = o. 

(d ) Cases I + III, II + III, III + III' with the eigenval
ues of III' distinct from those of III: direct sums of the pre
vious results. 

(e) Case I + I': M J and K are given by (4.7): 
MA =MJ + M(A) with 

M(A)= 
-Ea n, 

(4.19) 

whereMI{A ) andMI( Il)areas in (4. 15)or(4. 16) depending on 
E. 

(I) Case I + II: M J and K given by (4.9): 
MA =MJ +M(A ) with 

M(A) 

o 
o 

o 

I; 1 ... I;N 0 ... 0 0 ... 0 - v 1 .•. 
1 

(4.20) 

The figure is done for NI <n2 unlike (4.10). MI(A ) is as in 
(4.15) or (4.16); M 2(1l) is as in (4.17) or (4.18). 

(g) Case II + II': M J and K given by (4. 11}: 
MA = M J + M (A ) with 
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M(A) 

'J) 6) 

v ') 
n

2 n 2 

1;) y) 
~12 ( !L) 

1;n 
2 

Yn
2 

(4.21) 

M2{A) and M2VL) as in (4.17) or (4.18). 
(h) Case III + III' with same eigenvalues: MJ and K as 

in (4.13): Then MA = M J + M (A) with M (A ) obtained from 
previous case by replacing M 2(A) and M 2( Il) by M3(A) and 
M 3( Il) and by taking the 51 's and DI 's to be zero. 

Remark: As in Arnold, I this is one choice of versal de
formation with minimal number of nonzero entries. There 
are other possible choices that the reader may be interested 
in considering. 

Theorem 2: Let M( Ill .... , Ilm) be a holomorphic family 
of elements of lIN, q with M (0) = Mo, and let M J be the 
normal form of Mo. Letd = codim orb(MJ ). Then there exist 
mappings 

q?:C m-+c d, q?(0) = 0, q? holomorphic, 

g:C m-+L (N,C), g holomorphic, 

such thatM (Il) = g( Il)MA (q? (f1.))g-l( Il), whereMA isa ver
sal deformation of M J , either the one given in Theorem 1 or 
the one described above. 

V. BIFURCATION DIAGRAMS 

Let us consider families of elements ofl(N,C) in general 
position (see below for a definition), investigate possible 
structures of the matrices of each family, and describe how 
the structure changes when we change the value of the 
parameters. 

Definition: Two matrices of I(N,C) have the same struc
ture or belong to the same stratum if their centralizers are 
conjugate under the action of L (N,C). 

It is easy to verify the following proposition: 
Proposition: Two matrices ofl(N,C) have the same struc

ture iff their Jordan normal forms have: (i) the same number 
of pairs of eigenvalues ± a l , ... , ± a r with the a j distinct 
and either: ± a l are simple nonzero eigenvalues or: a l = 0 
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TABLE II. Strata in o(N,Cl of codimensions c<3. A stratum is denoted by the product of determinants of irreducible blocks of one of its Jordan matrices. 

c o 

o 
(±a) 

0' 
(±a)' 

2 

( ± a)', 0-" <PO, 
(± a)'(±.8)', 
(± a)'O" 

and the eigenvalue 0 has multiplicity 2; (ii) the same number 
of multiple nonzero eigenvalues and for each of these pairs 
the same blocks of type III; (iii) the same blocks of types I and 
II when the eigenvalue 0 has multiplicity =/=2. 

Each stratum is a semialgebraic manifold (defined by 
equalities and inequalities). The splitting into strata is a finite 
semialgebraic stratification of I(N,C). The transversality 
theorem gives us: 

Corollary: The set of families of elements ofl(N, C) trans
versal to all the strata is dense (a countable intersection of 
dense open sets). 

Definition: A family of matrices is in general position if it 
is transversal to all strata. The bifurcation diagram is the set 
of parameter values which correspond to matrices with mul
tiple eigenvalues. 

The bifurcation diagram is a finite union of smooth 
manifolds; each manifold corresponds to a set of matrices 
with the same structure. The codimension of a manifold is 
equal to the codimension of the corresponding stratum in 
I(N,C). We have the property that a k-parameter family of 
elements ofl(N,C) in general position can have only singular
ities of codimension <.k We are interested to know which 
structures can occur in a k-parameter family in general posi
tion. The codimension of a stratum can be shown to be 

{

8 = I if 0 has multiplicity 2 

c = d - J.-. I 1 _ 8 and I(N,C) = o(N,C) 
2 a,,<O 

8 = 0 otherwise, (5.1) 

where the summation extends over all nonzero eigenvalues 
a, and d is given by (4.14). Clearly a single pair ± a ofeigen
values does not contribute to the codimension. 

In order to describe bundles of low codimension con
tained in o(N,C), N = 2,3, ... , we denote a Jordan matrix by 
the product of determinants of its irreducible blocks. In par-

3 

(±a)303, (±a)2( ±.8)20', 
(±a)3(±.8)2, (±a)'<P, 
( ± a)2030, (± a)2( ±.8 )2( ± y)2, 07, <PO, 
(±a)\ (±a)(±a) 

ticular, the orthogonally indecomposable matrices of the 
types I, II, and III of Table I are denoted respectively by 0", 
(±O)",and(±a)". 

Bundles of codimensions c<3 in o(N,C) are given in Ta
ble II; Table III contains bifurcation diagrams of two-pa
rameter families in general position in o(N,C). Similar results 
for symplectic algebras are found in Ref. 6. 

VI. EXAMPLES 

Here we give the Arnold normal forms of all elements of 
0(6,C). In each case we calculate d, the codimensions of the 
orbit, and c, the codimension of the stratum. We list first all 
elements of 0(3,C), 0(4,C), and o(S,C). One can find their Ar
nold normal forms as parts of the Arnold normal forms of 
elements of 0(6,C). 

Remark: Parameters are called Ai'S when they appear 
both in the orbit and the stratum and,ui's when they appear 
only in the stratum. 

Table IV gives a list of all Jordan normal forms of ele
ments of 0(3,C), 0(4,q, o(S,C), 0(6,C). 

Versal deformations of elements of o(6,q 
In each case we give d the codimension of the orbit and c 

the codimension of the bundle. 

(1) 0303
: 

0 0 

AI 0 

0 AI 0 A3 A4 As 
-As 0 1 0 

A4 A2 0 

-A3 0 A2 0 

d= c = 5. 

TABLE III. Bifurcation diagrams of 2-parameter families of matrices in general position in o(N,Cl. 

Cia) 3 

..... \ "11 

roT 
{!~) - n") 
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TABLE IV. Strata in 0(3,q, 0(4,q, 0(5,q, 0(6,Cl. 

0(3,Cl 0(4,Cl 0(5,Cl 

0300, 00000, 
( ± a)OOO, ( ± a)( ±.B)O 
( ± afO, (± 0)'0, 

0(6,Cl 

0303, 03000, 000000, 
( ±a)oooo, 
( ± a)( ±.B)( ± r), 

030, 0000 
(±a)( ±.B) 
(±a)', (±W, 
(±a.)(±a) 0", (±.B)03, (± a)( ± a)O (± a)'( ±.B), (± a)( ± a)( ±.B) 

(±a)( ±W, (±a)030, 

The following Jordan normal forms belong to the same strata: 
(± a)( ±.B)and (±a)OO 
( ± a)( ± a)( ±.B) and ( ± a)( ± a) 
(±a)( ±.B)( ± r) and (±a)( ±.B)OO 
(± a)'( ±.B) and (± a)'OO 

(2) 03000: 

0 1 

,1.1 0 

0 ,1.1 0 ,1.2 

- ,1.2 0 

- ,1.3 - ,1.s 
-,1.4 - ,1.6 

d=c= 7. 

,1.3 ,1.4 

,1.s ,1.6 
, 

0 ,1.7 

- ,1.7 0 

(3) 000000: We get an arbitrary antisymmetric matrix: 

d = c = 15. 

(4) ( ± a)OOOO: 

-a -Jil 

0 ,1.1 ,1.2 ,1.3 

-,1.1 0 ,1.4 ,1. s 

- ,1.2 - ,1.4 0 ,1.6 

- ,1.3 - ,1.s -,1.6 0 

d = 7, c = 6. 

(5) ( ± a)( ± (3)( ± y): 

0"0, 
( ± a)3, (± a)( ± a)( ± a) 
(±a)'( ±a) 

(7) (± a)( ± a)( ±(3): 

a + f.11 ,1.2 

-a-f.11 A~ 

-AI a +A I 

-A 2 -a-AI 

d = 5, c = 3. 

(8) ( ± a)( ± of: 

a+f.11 

-a-f.11 

0 

A2 AI 
-A4 

A4 

d= 5, c = 4. 

(9)( ± a)OIO: 

0 

AI 0 

0 

Al 
0 

-1 

1 

AI 0 A2 

d = 3, c = O. 

(6) ( ± a)2( ± (3): 

d = 3, c = 1. 

d = 3, c = 2. 

(10) ( ± ofOO: 

0 0 

,1.2 ,1.1 ,1.3 

0 ,1.4 0 

- ,1.4 0 -1 

A6 0 0 

,1.7 0 0 

d=c= 9. 

-A 2 0 

- ,1.3 ,1. s ,1.9 

0 -,1.6 - ,1.7 

- ,1.2 0 0 

- ,1.1 0 0 

- ,1.8 0 ,1.s 

- ,1.9 - ,1. s 0 

-A3 

-A2 

-AI 
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(11) 050: 

0 

Al 0 

0 

,1,2 

0 ,1,2 

-,1,3 

d =c = 3. 

(12) (±af: 

a 

d= 3, c=2. 

1 

0 

0 

(13) (± a)( ± a)( ± a): 

a +/ll ,1,3 

-a -/ll 

1 

0 

Al 

-,1,4 a+A I 
-,1,3 

-,1,6 

-As 

d= 9, c = 8. 

(14) ( ± a)2( ± a): 

-,1,8 

-a 
-1 

d = S, c = 4. 

0 ,1,3 

0 

-a 
-1 

As 
,1,4 

,1,7 
-a-AI 

a+A2 
-,1,7 
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,1,6 

,1,8 

-a-A2 
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We propose a projectionally complete scheme yielding an approximate solution of the functional 
equation B/ = g in a Hilbert space. We prove thatB is anA-proper mapping. The result is 
applied to an integral equation with a kernel appearing in multichannel scattering theory. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Ks, 02.30.Mv, 02.30.Rz, 11.80.Gw 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Multichannel scattering integral equations of the 
structure 

/=g+Af, (1.1) 

defined in a Hilbert space diY, withg~ and A being a linear 
mapping from diY into diY, have been solved successfully us
ing the moments method I and the Pade method. 2

•
3 The mo

ments method solves the projector equation 

where pin) is the orthogonal projection from diY on the 
subspace 

(1.2) 

T~!g = linear span of {A kglk = O,l, ... ,n}. (1.3) 

The solution/In) converges strongly to/(Ref. 4) if A is com
pact, lEptA ), and/ETA •g, where 

TA •g = U 
n = 0.1 •. 

T (n) 
A.g· (1.4) 

The Pade method calculates (hi) with h~ by solving a 
projector equation like Eq. (1.2), but with pin) now given by 

T~)'.h = linear span of {A + kh Ik = O,I, ... ,n}, (1.5) 

p(n)IT'"' = 1, 
A.g 

P (n)'1 1 
T (n) = . 

A ',k 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

Recently, integral equations for multichannel scatter
ing theory have been given by Chandler and Gibson5 and 
Kroger and Perne6 with kernels of a simple structure in con
trast to the Faddeev-type equations. But these kernels are 
not connected and hence not compact. Thus it is not guaran
teed that they can be approximated separably. Nevertheless 
one can try to solve the equations approximately using pro
jector schemes. There are methods, introduced by Petry
shyn/ which solve functional equations with so called A
proper mappings, which are more general than compact 
mappings. 

In Sec. II we propose a projectionally complete scheme 
to solve B/ = g. We take the linear space spanned by g, Bg, 
B 2g,. .. as projectional subspace. We prove that the projec
tional solution converges strongly to the solution/and that 
B is A-proper. 

In Sec. III we investigate an integral equation with a 
nonconnected kernel of the type appearing in multichannel 

scattering equations and show that the previous results can 
be applied. 

II. THEOREM ON A-PROPER MAPPINGS 

Let us start with the definition of A-proper mappings 
and projectionally complete schemes given in Ref. 7. Let X, Y 
be Banach spaces, D a given subset of X, T: D ~ X - Y a 
possibly nonlinear mapping and r = {Xn 'Pn; Yn ,Qn} a suit
able approximation scheme for the equation 

Tx =y, (x ED,y E Y). (2.1) 

The scheme r is called projection ally complete for 
(X, Y) provided that {Xn }CX and {Yn}C Yare sequences 
of monotonically increasing finite-dimensional subspaces 
with dim Xn = dim Yn for each nand Pn: X-Xn and Qn: 
Y-Yn are linear projections such that Pnx-x and QnY-Y 
for xEX and yE Y. Here and in the following -denotes strong 
convergence. LetDn = DnXn, Tn: Dn-Yn, Tn = Qn TID 
and Xn be the solution of the approximate equation 

Tnxn = QnY. (2.2) 

The mapping T is said to be A-proper with respect to the 
projectionally complete scheme r if Tn is continuous for 
each n and if {u n I Un ED n } is a bounded sequence such that 
Tn Un -v for some v in Y, then there exists a subsequence 
{un) and uED such that un,-u and Tu = v. Now we can 
prove the following result. 

Theorem: Let diY be a Hilbert space, let g be an element 
of diY, let B: diY -diY be a linear, bounded mapping, and 
assume the origin 0 to lie in the resolvent set p(B ). We define 
T~:g,T~.)Bg,TB,g,TB,Bg in analogy to Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). Let 
pin) be the orthogonal projection onto T~:gand let Q In) be 
the orthogonal projection onto T~!Bg. Let/be defined as the 
solution of 

B/=g, (2.3) 

and assume/to be an element of TB,g' Letjln) be defined as 
the solution of 

(2.4) 

Then we claim that P Inljln) converges strongly to f, the ap
proximation scheme is projectionally complete, and B is an 
A -proper mapping. 

Proof Without loss of generality let/ln)ET~!g, 
thus B/ln)ET~.)Bgandjln) fulfills 
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Bfln) = Q In)g. (2.5) 

The definition of Q In) implies the existence offln ). The as
sumptionfeTB.g implies the existence of a sequence 
f-lnleTln) such that B,g' 

The boundedness of Band Eq. (2.3) imply 

From BJlnleT~:Bgand IIQ Inlll = 1 it follows that 

Bjlnl _ Q Inlg---+<>. 
n 

Thus Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) yield 

while Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5) yield 

B (f - fln l) =g _ Qlnlg. 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

The property 0 e p(B ) implies the existence and 
boundedness of B -I, thus follows from Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) 

(2.11) 

It remains to show the projectional completeness of the ap
proximation scheme and the A -properness of the mapping. 
First, we prove the following relation: 

TB.g = TB,Bg' (2.12) 

The implication ~ is trivial; now consider k: Eq. (2.7) 
implies the existence of a sequence BJlnieT ~:Bg k T B,Bg' 
which strongly converges to g. 
TB.Bgis closed, hence geTB,Bg' For each ueTB,g there exists a 
sequence uln)eT~:g 

(2.13) 

which can be written as 

U lnl = u~lg + I ulnlB ig. (2.14) 
i= 1 

One has 
n 

Inl T ~ InlB i Tln-1leT h Inl T B Uo ge B,Bg' ~ Ui ge B.Bg _ B.Bg' ence U e B,Bg' e-
i= 1 

cause ofEq. (2.13) and TB,Bg being closed, one has ueTB,Bg' 
which proves Eq. (2.12). TB,g is a Hilbert space. 

In order to establish the correspondence to the general 
definition of a projectionally complete approximation 
scheme and an A-proper mapping we define 

x= Y=D= TB , T=B IT , .g B,g 

X - Tln l p - plnll 
n - B,g' n - TB,s' 

Y _ Tlnl Q _ Qlnll 
n - B.Bg' n - TB,g' 

D - Tlnl T _Qlnll BI 
n - B,g n - TH,R TV;,~' 

Equation (2.3) reads 

BIT./=g, 
and Eq. (2.4) reads 

Q lnll B I 'n,flnl = Qlnll g. 
T n.s TH,g T B./{ 
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(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

T~:g and T~:Bg are finite-dimensional, monotonically in
creasing subspaces of the same dimension. Because of Eq. 
(2.12) one has for each heTB,g 

plnlh_h, Qlnlh_h, (2.18) 
n n 

Q Inll TB B I T'n, 
,8 8.8 

is continuous for each n, because Q Inl and B are bounded 
mappings. 

Let {ulnllulnl€Tlnl }ETlnl be a bounded sequence such B.g B,g 
that 

for some veTB•g. Equation (2.19) can be written as 

n 

Because Oep(B ), B- 1 exists and is bounded, 

with weTB,g, hence 

BIT w = V, 
B,. 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

which completes the proof of the theorem. This yields the 
following corollary. 

Corollary 1: Let cW' be a Hilbert space, ge cW', let A: 
cW' _CW' be a linear, bounded mapping with zoEp(A ). We 
define 

T~:g = T~7,I_A,g, TA,g = Tzo-A,g' 

T~7.I- A,lz" - A Ig' Tz" - A,lz" - A Ig 

in analogy to Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). Letplnl,Q Inlbe the orthogo-
I .. Tlnl Tlnl . I L f, na proJectlOnsonto A,g' z,,_A.lz,,_Alg,respectivey. et, 

f lnl be defined as the solutions of 

(zo - A )f = g, (2.23) 

and 

(2.24) 

respectively. We assumefeTA,g' ThenJlnl converges tofin 
cW'. The proof follows from B = Zo - A and the above 
theorem. 

Corollary 2: We assume the conditions of Corollary 1, 
exceptfeTA,g' Instead we assume that the resolvent set pIA ) 
has a specific form, namely such that there is a tongue
shaped extension from the region outside the spectral radius 
r(A ) to the point Zo (Fig. 1). Then the result of Corollary 1 
holds. 

FI G, I. Schematic plot of the spectrum ajA I with a tongue shaped extension 
from the region with Izl > riA I to the point zoo 
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Proof We will show fETA,s, which completes the condi
tions of Corollary 1. The function F (z) = (z - A ) -Ig is an 
analytical function for ze:p(A ), i.e., in particular for Izl > r(A ). 
For Izl > r(A ) the Neumann series converges, 

i .!.(~)kg_(Z -A )-Ig, (2.25) 
k =0,1 z Z n 

Thus the property F(Z)ETA,S holds for Izl > r(A ), which im
pliesF(z)ITA,s = 0 forlzl > r(A ),F(z) is analytical for ze:p(A ) 
and so is F(z)ITA,s' Thus the analytical continuation of 
F(z)ITA,K from the region Izl > r(A ) to z = Zo yields 
F(zo)/TA,s = 0 and thusf= F(Zo)ETA,s' 

III. APPLICATION TO SCATTERING EQUATIONS 

Transition operators T(N), which describe the ampli
tudes for N-nucleon scattering processes, obey Faddeev-type 
coupled integral equations of the form 

(3.1) 

The kernel K (N) depends on (N - 1 I-nucleon transition oper
ators T (N - 1). The kernels K (N) are disconnected; that 
means, the integration is not performed in all variables. An 
example for an integral equation with a disconnected kernel 
is 

f(x,y) = g(x,y) + f dx' k (x,y,x'lf(x',y). (3.2) 

This kernel leads to a noncompact operator. One aims to set 
up integral equations for T(N) with connected kernels, which 
is usually possible by iteration ofEq. (3.1). Connectedness of 
the kernels and adequate treatment of their inherent singu
larities leads to compact kernels, which allows an approxi
mate solution of the integral equation by some standard 
techniques like separable approximation of the kernels, for 

a (pLM,qimIK If)a 

example. 

In Refs. 5 and 6 scattering integral equations have been 
given, which have the advantage of simply structured ker
nels, compared with the kernels of Faddeev-type equations. 
But these kernels are disconnected and cannot become con
nected by iteration. 

We want to show now for the three-nucleon case that a 
disconnected kernel, which is a typical part of the kernel of 
integral equations of Ref. 6, isA-proper. That means that an 
integral equation with only that kernel is approximately 
solvable by projector methods. We introduce some notation. 
The center of mass motion is dropped. The index a denotes a 
particle and the two-body subsystem, which does not con
tain the particle a. Pa is the relative momentum between 
particle a and the c.m. of subsystem a, CIa is the relative 
momentum between the particles in the subsystem a, ma is 
the reduced mass of particle a and the subsystem a, andlla is 
the reduced mass of the particles of subsystem a. Ip,q) a 

denotes a plane wave state. 

(3.3) 

is the Hamiltonian of the free motion in momentum repre
sentation, Go(z) = (z - HO)-l is the corresponding Green's 
function and Va is the two-body potential in subsytem a 
given by 

a (p',q'Wa Ip,q)a = 8(p' - p)(q'W(2)lq), (3.4) 

where V(2) is a Hermitian potential in the two-body space, 
which we assume to be a rotational invariant. 

The kernel we want to consider is 

(3.5) 

for a positive energy E. K, applied to a state/, reads in mo
mentum-angular momentum representation 

_ r 100 

d' '2100 

d' ,2 ~ ~ 8 Ip - p') 8 8 (qlm W(2)lq' I'm') 
- 1m 'P P q q L.. L.. 2 LM,L'M' Im.l·m' ,2 ,2 
E~+O 0 0 L'M'I'm' p . p q 

E+IE------

a (p'L 'M',q'I'm'l/)a 

2ma 21la 

= lim d ' ,2 I q,q flpLM '1m) 1
00 V( ') 
qq. '2 ,2 ,q, 

E~,+O 0 E + IE - P 12m a - q 121la 
(3.6) 

where 

VI(q,q') = (qlmjV(2)lq'lm) (3.7) 

is independent of the quantum number m because of rotational invariance. In the following we omit the angular momentum 
quantum numbers and put 2ma = 2jJ,a = 1, without loss of generality and assume 0 < E < 1. The singularity of the kernel can 
occur only for O,p, q'" 1. For sake of technical simplicity we modify K by restricting the variables to O,p, q, and q'" 1, but the 
same kind of result also holds without this restriction. Thus we finally consider the kernel 

(Kf)lp,q) = lim t dq, q'2 :(q,q; ,tlp,q'). 
H + oJo E + IE - P - q 

(3.8) 

We want to show now that there is a Hilbert space £', such that under some smoothness conditions on V, K:£'--+£' 
becomes a linear, bounded operator, with the spectrum oiK) having the form required in the assumption of Corollary 2. Let 
elp) = E - p2, sip) = le(pllll2 and define JY'by 

L 2 = f.rl f1dpp2 (dQq21/1p,qWexists}, £'= L'VIp,q)EL2,~flp,q)=flp,q)2-flp'S(P))EL2}' (3.9) 
1-' Jo Jo 1-' q - elp) 
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A scalar product is introduced on JY. 

(f,g)Ji' = (f,g)L, + (ifJf,ifJg)L,. 

We claim that JY'("')J( is a Hilbert space. 

(3.10) 

The completeness remains to be shown. Let {fn} be a 
Cauchy sequence in JY, then {fn} is a Cauchy sequence in 
L2 and there is a limit elementfEL I , 

(3.11) 

Also ifJ f ;, is a Cauchy sequence in LI and there is a limit 

element gEL2' 

(3.12) 

,W' is complete if ifJf = g. 
(i) First, we claim that {(n (p,s(p))} is a Cauchy sequence 

in 

because 

fdP p
2IJn [p,s(P)] - fm [p,s(P)] 12 

It t = 3Jo dp p2 Jo dq q
2
1fn [p,S(P)] - fm [p,s(P)W 

It t = 3Jo dp p2 Jo dq q21 [ifJfn(p,q) - ifJf.n(p,q)] 

[e(p) - q2] + fn(p,q) - fm(p,qW 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

tends to zero with m,n----'> 00 as e(p) - q2 is bounded, and be
cause ofEqs. (3.11) and (3.12). L 2(P) is complete, hence there 
exists a limit element FEL2(p), 

(3.15) 

(ii) The setn{(p,q)lq = s(P)} is a subset of measure 0 of the 
integration domain {(P,q)IO~,q< n. Wemodifyfon this set 
of measure 0, putting 

j[p,s(p)] = F(P), (3.16) 

which does not changefEL2• 

(iii) Now we can prove the relation 

f(P,q) - j[p,s(p)] - g(P,q)[q2 - e(p)] = 0 (3.17) 

almost everywhere, which follows from 

{dP P2{dQ Q2 1J(p,q) - j[p,s(p)] _ g(p,q)[Q2 - e(p)] 12 

= fdPplfdqqllJ(p,q) - fn(p,q) - (f[p,s(P)] 

- fn [p,s(P)]} + [ifJJ.'(p,q) - g(p,q)] [q2 - e(p)] 12 
(3.18) 

which can be estimated by the triangle inequality. The first 
term tends to zero because of Eq. (3.11), the second term 
tends to zero because of Eqs (3.15) and (3.16), and the last 
term tends to zero because ofEq. (3.12). Equation (3.18) 
implies 

f(P,q\- j[~is(P)] = ifJf(p,q) = g(p,q)EL
I 

(3.19) 
q -e 
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almost everywhere, thus proving the completeness of df'. 
Now we want to show that K, defined by Eq. (3.8), be

comes a linear, bounded operator mapping JY into ,)Y, pro
vided that V(q,q') is a sufficiently smooth function. Let 
V(q,q') be a once continuously differentiable function in the 
domain O<q,q' < 1, and letfEJY. Thus one can write the right 
hand side ofEq. (3.8) 

lim t dq , q'2 V(~,q') ,f'(p,q') 
< • + oJo e(p) + IE - q 

= t dq , q,2 V(q,q') - V[,~,s(P)]f(P,q') 
Jo e(p) - q-

+ V [q,s(p)] t dq, q'2f(P,q'~~ j[~;s(p)] 
Jo e - q 

+ V [q,s(p)]f[p,s(p)] lim t dq, q'2 ~ ,"' <-+oJo e(p) + IE - q-
(3.20) 

We abbreviate 

A.. v(p ') _ V(q,q') - V [q,s(p)] (3.21) 
If' ,q,q - ,2 (P) , 

q - e 

lV(P,q,q') 

V(q,q') - V [q,s(p)] - V [s(P),q'] + V [s(P),s(p)] 
[q2 _ e(p)] [q'2 - e(p)] 

(3.22) 

From the smoothness property of V(q,q') there follows 
the existence of an upper bound M, such that for O<p,q and 
q'< 1, 

IV(q,q')I<M, 

lifJ v(p,q,q')I<M, 

11V(P,q,q')I<M. 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

Now the first term on the right-hand side ofEq. (3.20), 

(KJ)(P,q) = - fdq, q'2ifJ v(p,q,q')f(p,q'), (3.26) 

can be estimated as 

Similarly one has 

IlifJ KJIIL = fdP plfdq q2Ifdq'q'2tV(p,q,q')f(p,q'W 

< ~M211J112L' (3.28) 

and thus 

IIKJII3r = IIKJIIL + lIifJ KJIIL <2~211J1IL <2~21IJWJi" 
(3.29) 
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The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.20) 
reads 

(Kd)(P,q) = - V [q,s(p)] fdq' q'2¢f(p,q'). (3.30) 

The following estimates hold 

IIKJ"IIL = fdP p2 fdq q21V [q,s(p)] f dq' q'2¢f(P,q'W 

-QM211¢fIIL, (3.31) 

II¢KJIIL 

= fdP p
2fdq q21 - ¢ V [p,s(P),q] * f dq' q'2¢f(p,q'W 

'QM211¢fIIL, (3.32) 

and hence 

(3.33) 

The last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.20) reads 

(KJ)(P,q) = V [q,s(p) V [p,s(P)]c(p), (3.34) 

where 

i1 1 
c(P) = lim dq q2 . 2 

H + 0 0 e(p) + IE - q 
(3.35) 

exists for all pin O<p< 1 and c(P) is bounded, 

Ic(P)I<N. (3.36) 

K J" can be estimated as 

IIKJ"IIL 

= fdP p2fdq q21 V [q,s(p)V [p,s(P)]c(pW 

<M 2N 2fdP p2 f dq q2lf[p,s(P)] 12 

= M 2N 2fdP p2 f dq q21¢f(p,q)[e(p) - q2] + f(P,qW 

<M 2N 2(211¢fIIL, + Ilflld2<9M2N2Ilfll~, (3.37) 

where le(p) - q21 <2 has been used. Analogously we have 

II¢KJIIL = fdPp2 fdqq21¢ V [p,s(P),q] *f [p,s(P)] c(P) 12 

<9M2N2Ilfll~, (3.38) 

hence 

(3.39) 

From Eqs. (3.29), (3.33), and (3.39) one concludes that range 
(K ) C JY and K is bounded. 

Finally we investigate the spectrum a(K). We define for 
a fixed p, O<p< 1, 
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o Jm(A) 

FIG. 2. Schematic plot of the eigenvalues Av(P) [Weinberg trajectories given 
by Eq. (3.42) for an attractive potential]' 

(3.40) 

and Kp is defined on JYp 

(KJ)(q) = lim (dq'q'2 V(~,q') ,:f"(q'). (3.41) 
H+OJO e(p) + IE - q 

It has been shown in Ref. 8 that JYp is a Hilbert space 
and Kp a compact mapping from JYpinto JYp. The spec
trum of a compact operator consists only of the point spec
trum and possibly the origin. Let Av be the eigenvalues and 
rpv be the eigenvectors of Kp' 

Kprpv = Avrpv. (3.42) 

Of course Avand rpv are dependent ofp. Under variation ofp 
the eigenvalues run along the so-called Weinberg trajector
ies9 (Fig. 2). Thus the spectrum a(K) is given by 

CT(K) = {Av [e(p)] Iv = 1,2, ... ; O<p< l}u[O]. (3.43) 

Thus the spectrum a(K ) has a shape, which allows a tongue
shaped extension from the region Izl >r(K) into the region 
inside the spectral radius and fulfills for those values zo the 
assumption of Corallary 2, and hence K is A-proper. 
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I t is well known that completeness properties of sets of coherent states associated with lattices in 
the phase plane can be proved by using the Bargmann representation or by using the kq 
representation which was introduced by J. Zak. In this paper both methods are considered, in 
particular, in connection with expansions of generalized functions in what are called Gabor 
series. The setting consists of two spaces of generalized functions (tempered distributions and 
elements of the classS') which appear in a natural way in the context of the Bargmann 
transform. Also, a thorough mathematical investigation of the Zak transform is given. This 
paper contains many comments and complements on existing literature; in particular, 
connections with the theory of interpolation of entire functions over the Gaussian integers are 
given. 

PACS numbers: 02.30.Mv, 02.30.Lt 

1. INTRODUCTION 

If xER, YER, then G (x,y) denotes the function 

(G (x,y))(f) = 21exp( - 1T(t - X)2 + 21Tiyt - 1Tixy) (fER); 

G (x,y) is called a coherent state, 1,2 or also a Gabor func
tion. 3,4 In the past ten years a number of papers 1,2,4-7 ap

peared about the completeness of the collection 
! G (na,m(3 )In,m integers l where a > 0, (3 > O. These papers 
deal with the following question: if fis a (generalized) func
tion and (J,G (na,m(3)) = o for all integersn andm, then does 
it follow that f _O? As early as 1932, von NeumannH noticed 
(apparently without publishing a proof) that the answer is 
"yes" if fEI- 2(R), a(3 = 1. Two proofs of this fact were given 
in 1970 by using the Bargmann transform,9 and in 1975 a 
proof was given by using the kq representation. The most 
complete answer to the above question was probably given in 
1979. It is shown 7 that (J,G (na,m(3)) = 0 for all integers n 
and m implies f 0 for a very large class of generalized func
tions fwhenever a(3 < 1. Also, in case a(3 = 1, a character
ization of all tempered distributions fwith (J,G (na,m(3)) 
= 0 for all nand m is given. The main tools are a Phragmen
Lindelof theorem and the Bargmann transform, although 
the latter is not explicitly mentioned. 

A related question concerns expansion of (generalized) 
functions fin series of the form ~n,m Cnm G (na,m(3) with 
a(3 = 1 (Gabor series). In 1946 Gabor lO suggested a simulta
neous time-frequency analysis of signals based on these ex
pansions. In 1979 existence and uniqueness theorems about 
Gabor series were given (cf. Ref. 6, where expressions for the 
coefficients Cnm are given, and Ref. 4, where existence of 
Gabor's expansions for tempered distributions is proved; in 
both papers the kq representation, although not explicitly 
mentioned, plays an important role). 

We give a survey of the content of this paper. In Sec. 2 
we consider the spaces S of smooth functions and S' of gen
eralized functions, and we show that, in connection with the 
Bargmann transform, these spaces arise in a natural way. In 
Sec. 3 the Zak transform T, which maps functions f of one 
real variable onto functions T fdefined on the unit square, is 
introduced and studied in detail. A peculiar property of the 
Zak transform II is the following one: if fEI- 2(R) and T f is 

continuous, then T fhas a zero in the unit square. In Sec. 4 a 
number of consequences of this property are given. One of 
the consequences is that one can improve the convergence of 
Gabor series (which, in general, converge not even in L 2 

sense for elements of S ) by shifting the lattice over a distance 
(a,b ) with suitably chosen numbers a and b. Also, the results 
about completeness after deleting one or more coherent 
states2

•
5

•
7 are completed and generalized, and a relation with 

classical results in interpolation theory is indicated. Al
though almost all results deal with square lattices of unit 
area with axes parallel to the x and y axis in the phase plane, 
some indications are given how to handle general lattices. 
Finally, the paper shows existence of Gabor's expansion for 
elements of S·. 

2. THE SPACES SAND S' AND THE BARGMANN 
TRANSFORM 

In 1961 Bargmann 12 constructed a unitary mapping of 
L 2(R) onto the set F of all entire functions fof growth «2,!) 

for which S (: I f(zWe - Izl' dz < 00. On the space F Fock's so
lution 5 = J IJ1/ of the commutation rule [5,1/] = 1 is real
ized. In 1967 Bargmann 13 described several spaces of test 
functions and generalized functions in terms of certain sub
sets ofF and duals of these. In particular the spaces Sand S' 
(Schwartz's space offunctions of rapid decrease and oftem
pered distributions respectively) were considered. In this 
section we shall investigate the relation between Bargmann 
transform and the spaces Sand S * (of smooth and general
ized functions respectively) which were introduced in Ref. 
14 and studied extensively in Refs. 3, 15, and 16. 

2.1. The space S consists of all entire functions ffor 
which there are M> 0, A > 0, B> 0 such that 

(*)If(x + (Y)I<Mexp( -1TAx2 + 1TBy2) (xER,YER). 
s 

A sequence (J"),, in S converges to zero in S sense (I., ---+0) if 

there are M > 0, A > 0, B > 0 such that (*) holds for all fn and 
such that 1.,---+0 pointwise. The space S * consists of all con
tinuous antilinear functionals defined on S. The action of 
FES' on fES is denoted by (F, f). A sequence (F"),, in S' 
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s· 
converges to zero in S" sense (Fn~) if{Fn ,J)~ for all IES. 

Note that G (x,y) ES for all xElR, YElR. 
2.2. For n = O,I"",rPn denotes the nth Hermite func

tion. We choose our normalizations such that 17 

exp(1Tx2 - 21T(X - W)2) = f Cn wnrPn (x) (XEC, WEC), 
n=O 

where Cn = 2 - 1I4(41T)"/2/(n!) 112 for all n. We have rPn ES. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

space S and the space D of all complex sequences (an)n with 
an = Ole -"') for some € > 0; if IES, then ((J,rPn))n ED, and if 
(an )nED, then "Lnan rPn converges in S sense to an element of 
S. There is a similar correspondence between the space S" 

and the space D" of all complex sequences (bn)n with 
bn = O(enE) for all € > O. It follows 18 that SC S and that 
S'CS". 

2.3. A different way to describe the spaceSis the follow
ing one: In Ref. 14 the space S p (a > 0, (3 > 0) is defined as the 
set of all functions f lR-C for which there exist C> 0, A > 0, 
D> 0 such that 

(**)Ix k Ilql(x)i <CA kB qk kaqq
(3, 

for all xElR, k = 0, 1,· .. ,q = 0,1,.· .. Our space S can be identi
fied with S :~~ as follows: If IES, then the restriction of Ito lR 
satisfies inequalities as in (**), and if we have an f lR-C 
satisfying inequalities as in (**), then Ican be extended to an 
entire function satisfying an inequality as in 2.1(*). Also, the 
notions of convergence in 2.1 for S and in Ref. 14 for S :~~ 
can be shown to be equivalent. 

We note some topological properties of the spaces Sand 
S". If we consider Sand S" with the weak * topologies, i.e., 
with the linear topologies generated by all sets of the form 
liES I {F,J)EOj (where FES",OCC open) and [FES"I 
(F,/)EOj (where IES, OCCopen), then thedualofSisS" and 
the dual of S " is S. The space S (S") is complete in the sense 

that if In ES (Fn ES") and limn ~= (F,Jn) [Iimn • oo (Fn,J)] ex
ists for all FES "(fES), then there is an IES (FES") such that 
(F,/) = limn __ oo (F,ln) [(F,/) = limn~oo (Fn ,I)] for all FES" 
(fES). More information can be found in Ref. 15. 

To indicate how big the space S " is, we observe that any 
measurable F:lR_C for which S': 00 exp( - €t 2)IF(t)1 dt 
< 00 for all € > 0 can be regarded as an element of S" by 

putting (F,J): = S': 00 F(t) I(t)' dt for IES. 
2.4. We give a list of operators of S: if IES,aEC, bEC, 

a>O, then 

(Ta I)(t) = I(t + a), (Rb I)(t) = e - 2rrlbf/(t), 

(Na/)(t) = (_._1_)112 
smha 

xJoo exp( .- 1T ((t 2 + z2)cosha - 2tZ))/(z) dz, 
- 00 smha 

(.71)(t) = {" 00 e - 2rrl,z I(z) dz, (Y" I)(t ) = (Y 1)( - t), 

(P I)(t) = (l/21Ti)j'(t), (QI)(t) = tl(t), 

for tEe. 1<; These operators are continuous and have adjoints 
that map S into S; they can therefore be extended to continu-
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ous linear operators of S ".20 

2.5. Definition: For FES" the Bargmann transform BF 
of F is defined by 

(BF)(z) = e1rr"(TzF,g) (ZEC). 

Here g(t) = 21/4exp( - 1Tt 2) for tEe. 
2.6. The following formula (for FES ') is due to Barg

mann 12; for the sake of completeness we give a proof. 
Theorem: Let FES", Then 

00 (F,rPn) 
(BF)(z) = '" __ (1T1!2Z)" (ZEC). 

n~o (n!)1/2 

Proof Put hzlt) = 21/4exp(~1Tr - 1T{t - Z)2) for ZEC, 
tEe. Since (BF)(z) = if,hz ) and 

hz(t) = 21/4exp(1Tt2 - 21T(t - ,\zl) = f rPn(t) {1T 1/2z)n 
- n ~ 0 (n!)1/2 ' 

with convergence in S sense for every ZEC, we have 

(BF)(z) = (Ph-) = ! (F,rPn) (1T1!2z )n. 
, z n ~ 0 (n!) 1/2 

2.7. Let 3" be the space of all entire functions of growth 
«2,1T/2), and let fl, be the measure on C defined by 
dfl,(z) = e - rrlzl' dz, If JY' = 3"nL 2(C,fl,), then JY' is a Hilbert 

space for which (~nzn Iv n!)n is a complete orthonormal sys
tem, and B maps L 2(R) isometrically onto JY'. 12 Also, 13 

B (S) = [/E3" I I(z)exp( - !1TlzI2) 

=0((1 + Izl)-N) forallN>OJ, 

D(S) = I IE If I I(z)exp( - !1Tlz I2) 

=0((1 + Izl)N) forsomeN>Oj. 

Theorem: (i) B (S) = I IE'!! I growth of 1< (2,1T/2 j, (ii) 
B(S")=3", 

Proof Let FES. There is an € > 0 such that 
(F,rPn) = 0 (e - M). Hence, by Stirling's formula 

[(F,rPn )I(n!) 1 /2 ]1Tn/2 = 0 (n - 1/4(1Tln)"/2e - nl<+ II). 

It follows from Ref. 21, Theorem 2.2.2 that B Ihas growth 
< (2,1T12). Conversely, let IE'!!, growth of 1< (2,1T/2). Writ
ing I(z) = "LnGnZn we know from Ref. 21, 2.2.10 that lim sup 
n Ian 121n < 1Te. Hence bn : = an 1TnI2(n!) 1 12 = 0 (e - nE) for some 

€>O. SoifweputF= "LnbnrPn, thenFESandBF= f 
The proof of (ii) is similar. 
Remarks: (1) There are similar characterizations for the 

elements of B ('G') and B (1) ('G' is the convolution class and 
(1) is the multiplication class; cf. Ref. 16). It may be shown 
that 

B ('6') = [IE'!! IV'P>l3 q <l [fIx + iy) 
= o (exp(1Tqx2 + 1Tpy2))] J, 

B (M) = [JE3" j lV'p> j3 q <l [fix + IY) 

= 0 (exp( 1TQy2 + 1TpX2))] j . 

(2) Theorem 2.7 shows that Theorem 2.8 in Ref. 7 is in 
some sense the best possible result that can be obtained by 
using the Bargmann transform. 

2.8. In the list below we have FES", GEC, bEC, a> 0, 
ZEC. 

(1) (DTaF)(z) = e - ,"-0' - ,,-az(BF)(z + a), 

(2) (BRbF)(z) = e- ,rrb'- "-IbZ(BF)(z - ib), 
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(3) (BNuF)(z) = e -IU(BF)(e - U z ), 

(4) (B.7F)(z) = (BF)(iz), 

(5) (BPF)(z) = !iz(BF)(z) + (l/21Ti)(BF)'(z), 

(6) (BQF)(z) = ¥(BF)(z) + (l/21T)(BF)'(z), 

(7) (B(Q - iP)F)(z) =z(BF)(z), 

(8) (B(Q + iP)F)(z) = (l/1T)(BF)'(Z), 

(9) (B(Q2 + P2)F)(z) = (l/21T)(BF)(z) + (z/1T)(BF)'(z). 

The proofs of these formulas are straightforward; compare 
also Ref. 12 where B U is calculated with U a canonical oper
ator associated with a symplectic transformation of the 
phase plane, and Ref. 3, Sec. 27.3. 

The obvious advantage of the space S 0 over ,Y' is that 
we can consider in (I) and (2) complex values of a and b. The 
obvious disadvantage is the fact that S 0 is described in terms 
of entire functions so that its elements are hard to localize. 
Nevertheless, it appears that one can say at least something22 

about the carriers of the elements of SO with the aid of the 
Bargmann transform and the theory of analytic functionals. 

Some other useful formulas are 

(BG (x,y))(z) = exp( - ~1T(X2 + y2) + 1T(X + iy)z) (ZEC), 

(Bo~))(z) = ( - I)k(k !)1/2(21T)k12¢dzlv2) (ZEC) 

for k = 0,1,. ... For FES
o

, IES, aER, bER, 

(F,G (a,b)) = exp( - !1T(a2 + b 2))(BF)(a - ib), 

(F,f) = Le - 1Tlzl'(BF)(z) (BI)(z) dz, 

so that (integration over R2) 

(F,f) = f f(F,G (a,b ))(G (a,b ),f) da db, 

which agrees with the formula 27.12.1.5 in Ref. 3. 

3, THE ZAK TRANSFORM 

In this section we study the Zak transform which was 
introduced in 1967 by Zak to construct a quantum mechani
cal representation (kq representation) for the description of 
the motion of a Bloch electron in the presence of a magnetic 
or electric field. 23

-
25 This representation can also be used for 

the quantum mechanical description of angle and phase.26 

The Zak transform T maps functions I defined on R onto 
functions T lof two variables as follows: 

(T I)(z,w) = ! I(z - n)e - 21Tinw. 
n = - 00 

Zak denotes the first variable (quasiposition variable) by q 
and the second variable (quasimomentum variable) by k. We 
consider here T as a mapping of L 2(R) into L 2([0,1 ]2), and 
also as a mapping of SO into S 2' [and of 5' into (52)']. Al
though the Zak transform looks, at first sight, less interest
ing from the mathematical point of view than does the Barg
mann transform, it pays (as we shall see in the next section) to 
investigate its properties systematically. A striking property 
is that T Ihas a zero in [0, If, provided that T lis continu-

ous. We further give a formula for the product T F· T I (in 
case this makes sense) which is very convenient when prov-
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ing completeness properties, and we determine T (S), T (S 0), 
T(5), and T(5' ). 

3.1. Definition: Let FES o. We define 

TF: = ! TI~nR ~)(F®H), 
n = - oc 

where H = 1 [for the definition of the tensor product, cf. Ref. 
15, Appendix 1,1.17; we have (FI ®F2, II ® 12) 
= (F1,fI)(F2 ,f2) for FiES

o
, J;ES(i = 1,2)]. This definition 

makes sense, for if FES
o

, liES, 12ES, then 

! (TI~ nR ~)(F®H), II ® 12) 
n = - 00 

n = - 00 

converges absolutely by Ref. 16, Theorem 5.5. By Ref. 15, 
Appendix 1, Theorem 3.7, the series};n TI~ nR ~)(F®H) 
converges unconditionally in S 2' sense. It also follows from 
Ref. 15, Appendix 1,4.14 that Tis a continuous linear map
ping from S 0 into S 2', and we have F = ° if TF = 0. Similar 
things hold if we consider T as a mapping from 5' into (52)'. 
In the case IE5, T I can be identified with the function 

! e-21Tinw/(z_n) [(z,w)ER2]. 
n -=- - 00 

3.2. Part of the following theorem is taken from Ref. 4; 
for the sake of completeness we include a proof. We also note 
that part (i) occurs in a more abstract version in the proof of 
Ref.27, Chap. I, Sec. 5, Lemma 4. 

Theorem: (i) TmapsL 2(R)isometricallyontoL 2([0,1]2). 
(ii) Let l.,;p < 2. Then T maps L P(R) into L P([O, If), and the 
operator norm.,; I; T is injective but not surjective. 

Proof (i) Let IEL 2(R). Since the functions 
I(z - n)e - 27Tinw are orthogonal over [0, If we see that 

.c.c I (TI)(z,wW dzdw 

n~~ oo.c.cI I(z - n)e- 27Tinwl2 dz dw 

= f~ 00 I l(zW dz. 

Hence Tis well defined as a mapping of L 2(R) into L 2([0,1 ]2), 
and it is norm-prt''''''''/ing. 

Now let gEL 2([0,1 F), and let 

cnm : = ililg(z,w)e21TimZ + 21Tinw dz dw 

for integers nand m. Putting I(z - n): = };m C nm e - 21Tinz for 
O";z < 1 and integer n, we easily see that IEL 2(R), and that 
TI=g· 

(ii) Let IEL I(R). Then 

.c.cI(TI)(z,w)1 dzdw 

.,;.c.c};n I/(z - n)1 dzdw = f~ 00 I l(z)1 dz. 

Hence TIEL 1([0, If) and II T /111"; II 1111.1t follows from con
vexity theory that T maps L P(R) into L P([O, IF), and that 
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II Tfllp<lIfllp for fELP(lR), l<p<2. 
To show injectivity, let fEL P(lR),J #0. Let fn EL 2(lR) be 

such that Ifn 1<lfn + II and fn-/' Tfn-T f a.e. By Fa
tou's lemma and part (i), 

ffl(Tf)(z,W)1 2 dzdw 

>li~~s~p ff I(Tfn)(z,wW dzdw = li~~s~Pllfn II~ > O. 

It is trivial that Tis not surjective if 1 <p < 2; otherwise 
we would have T(L P(lR)):J T(L 2(lR)), whenceL P(lR):JL 2(lR). 

Remarks: (1) There is no way to define Tas a mapping of 
L P(lR) into any L r([o, If) if P > 2 (cf. Ref. 28, Chap. XII, 2, 
p. 102). (2) As a mapping of L P(lR) into L P([O, 1]2) with 
1 <.p < 2, T is not bounded below. To see this, put fc 
: = ~ncnXln.n+ I] forc = (cn)nE1P. If Twere bounded below 
there would be an m > 0 such that 
liT fc II>mllfc lip = m~n ICn IP)I/P for CE/P. As 
(T !cHz,w) = ~ncne - 21Tinw for cE1 P, this implies that 
[~ncne - 21TinwlcEfPj = L P([O, 1]). Contradiction. 

3.3. In the list below we have FES', aEC, bEC, a> 0, 

(1) T(TaF) = T~I)(TF), 

(2) T(RbF) = R ~IIT~I(TF), 

(3) T\II(TF) = R \21(TF), 

(4) n21(TF) = TF, 

(5) T(NuF) 

=N(II( ~ e-1Tn2coshaSinhu(R .. T F)""H) 
a ~ mSlnha - ncosha '01 , 

n = - 00 

(6) TYF=e-2rrizwUTF, 

(7) T(PF) = P(I)TF, 

(8) T(QF) = (Q(l) + P(2))TF. 

Here U is (the extension of) the mapping that takes f(z,w)ES 2 

into f(w, - z). All formulas except (6) follow directly from a 
computation. To prove (6) we first take an fES. We have by 
definition 

(T.Y f)(z,w) = ! (.7 f)(z - nle - 2,,;nw. 
n= - ':fJ 

Observing that (.7 fHz - n Ie - 21Tinw 
= e - 21TiZW( . .7 R z T", fH - n), we get by the Poisson summa
tion formula 

(T.Y f)(z,wl = e - 27T;ZW ! e21Tinzf(w - n) 
11-=-00 

= e - 21TiZW(T f)(w, - z). 

For the general case take a sequence (fn In in S that converges 
in S' sense to F, and use continuity of T (cf. 3.1). 

Remarks: (1) Formula (6) and Theorem 3.2 (i) give a 
quick proof of Plancherel's theorem since U maps L 2([0,1 p) 
unitarily ontoL 2([0,1] X [ - 1,0]). It is of course the Poisson 
summation formula that does the trick here. (2) If T fis suffi
ciently well behaved we can recover f and Y fby integra
tion. We have 
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f(z) = t(Tf)(z,w) dw, (.7 f)( - w) 
Jo 

= L (T f)(z,w)e2mZl" dz, 

for zElR, wElR. 
3.4, We calculate TG (x,y) and Tif;" for xElR, YElR, 

n = 0,1, .. ·. We have by the formulas of 3.3 

(TG(x,y))(z,w) = (T(e- 1TixYR yT xg))(z,w) 

= e Trixy + 21TiYZ(Tg)(z - x,w - y), 

so that we need Tg. In general, we have by the generating 
function of the Hermite functions (cf. 2,2), 

cdTif;k)(Z,W) 

= C
t
, [e1TZ' - 217{z- tl2~e -1Tn' + 21Tin(w+ iz - 2itl] 

= C r , [83(W + iz - 2it )1~oC't 'if;,(x)]. 

Here t93(z) = ~nexp( - 1m2 + 21rinz) is the 3rd theta func
tion [in the notation of Ref. 29 we have t93(z) = 1J (1Tz,e - 1T)]. 
By the Taylor expansion of 83 around the point W + iz we get 

(Tif;k)(Z,W) = ,to if;~;:Z) e)l/\ _1T-l/2i)18~I(W + iz). 

In particular, 

(TG (x,y))(z,w) = (G (x,y))(z)83(w + iz - y - ix), 

and in case nand m are integers we get by 3.3, 

(TG (n,m))(z,w) = ( - l)ntne2mtnz+ 21Ti""'e- trZ'8,(w + iz), 
As another example, let ea (t): = e - 2triat whereaElR. We 

have 
00 

T(ea)= I ea ®8"_.,,. 

Hence, if a is an integer, T(ea ) = ea ® ~n8n' and if fES' is 
periodic with period one, then T /= /® L n 8". Similarily, if 
fis a function of the form f = ~"c,,8n' then T / = e - 2mzt" 
(~,,8n) ® . .7 f 

3,5, It is easy to see that T fhas a zero in [O,lf if T fis 
continuous and fis real-valued, or even, or odd, or a Gabor 
function. The following theorem shows this is general. 

Theorem: Let fEL 2(lR) be such that T fis continuous. 
Then T fhas a zero in [O,lf. 

Proopo: Assuming (T f)(z,w) #0 for (z,w)E[O,lf we can 
write 

(T f)(z,w) = e2r.-i'P(z.wl, 

where tp:lR2 -C is continuous. Indeed, this follows at once 
from Ref. 31, Part VI, Sec. 1, Lemma 7. 

We have by 3.3 

(T/)(z + l,w) = e21T1W(Tf)(z,w), 

(T f)(z,w + 1) = (T f)(z,w), 

for (z,w)E[O,lf, Hence, for some integers k and I 

tp (z + l,w) = tp (z,w) + w + k, 

tp (z,w + 1) = tp (z,w) + I, 
for (Z,W)E[O,qz. Calculating !p(I, 1) in two different ways, we 
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get rp(O,O) + k + I = rp (1,1) = rp (0,0) + k + 1+1. 
Contradiction. 

Remark: If f = X(o.! I' then I(T f)(z,w) I = 1 for all 
(z,w)eR2. 

3.6. In the remainder of this section we determine 
T(S ),T(S'), T(S), and T(S'). We first give a formula which 
will also be used in Sec. 4 to answer questions about com
pleteness (also cf. Ref. 6). 

Theorem: Let (1) FeS', geS or (2) FeS', geS or (3) 
FeL 2(R), geL 2(R). Then 

I (F,R _ m T _ n g)e21TiriW + 21Timz = TF· Tg, 
n.m 

where the identity is to be interpreted in S 2' for case (1) and 
in (S2)' sense for case (2). For case (3) the identity must be 
interpreted in the sense that the (mn)th Fourier coefficient of 

TF· Tg equals (F,R _ m T _ ng). 

Proof First take FeS, geS. Noting that 

(F,R_mT_ng)e21Tirnz= CrTz(F. T __ ng)(m) 

for all nand m we get by the Poisson summation formula 
(applied to the summation over m) 

I (F,R _ m T _ n g)e21Tin '" + 21Timz 
n.m 

= IF(m +z) g( - n + m +z) e21Tinw. 
n.m 

Now the formula easily follows by first summing over nand 
then over m. 

For the general case (i.e., FeS') take a sequence (Fk)k in 
S which converges to Fin S" sense. It follows as in the proof 
of Ref. 16, Lemma 5.2 that for every £ > ° there are positive 
numbers M and f3 such that 

I (Fk ,R _ m T. ng) I <M IIN(JFk 112exp(1T£(n2 + m 2)), 

for all n,m, and k (note that N(JFk eS for f3 > 0). Since 
IIN(JFk 112 is bounded in k for every f3 > ° it is not hard to 
complete the proof of the theorem for case (1). 

The prooffor case (2) is similar to that for case (1). For 
the proof of case (3) we take Fk and gk in S with 
Fk------F, gk------g in L 2(R) sense. Now we note that 

- -
TFk· Tgk ______ TF· Tg in L !([O,if) and use the result already 
proved with Fk and gk in the role of FeS, geS. Hence, the 

(mn)th Fourier coefficient of TF· Tg is given by 
(F,R -m T _ ng)· 

3.7. Theorem: T(S) equals the set of all entire functions 
rp of two variables such that rp(z + 1,w) = e - 21TiWrp (z,w), 
rp (z,w + 1) = rp (z,w) for all (z,w)e(?, and such that there are 

M> 0, A > 0, B> ° with 
I<p (x + iy,u + iv)1 <Mexp(21TxV + 1TAy2 + 1TBv2). 

Furthermore, T (S) equals the set of all <peC ro(R2) such that 
<p (z + I,w) = e - 21Ti"'rp(Z,W), <p (z,w + I) = <p (z,w) for all 
(z,w)eC 2

• Finally, 

T(S") = IFeS 2'IT
'
i'F= R \lIF,T\2IF= F Land 

T(S') = I FE(S2)'1 nilF = R illlp, nllp = F]. 
Proof LetfeS. It is clear that Tfis an entire function of 

two variables. Take K> 0, C> 0, and D> ° such that 

I fIx + iy) I <Kexp( - 1TCX2 + 1TDy2) (xeR, YER). 
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Then for real x,y,U,v, 

I~n fIx + iy - n)e - 21Tinlu -t iV'1 

<K ~nexp( -1TC(X - n)2 + 1TDy2 + 21Tnv) 

= Kexp(21TXV + 1Tv2/C + 1TDy2)~n 
xexp( - 1TC(X + viC - nIl), 

whence T (S) is contained in the set mentioned in the theo
rem. Conversely, let rp be an entire function of two variables 
such that rp (z + 1,w) = e - 21Tlwrp (z,w),rp (z,w + 1) = <p (z,w) 
for all (Z,W)EC2, and assume that M> 0, A > 0, B > ° are such 
that 

Irp (x + iy, u + iv)1 <Mexp(21TxV + 1TAy2 + 1TBv2). 

Put tP(z) = sbrp (z,w) dw for zec' Then tP is an entire function 
for which ItP(x + 1)1)1 <M exp(1TAy 2). Also, 

frp (x,w) dw = frp (x - [xj,w)e- 21Ti[x]w dw. 

Let te[O, 1], ne'l.. We have by analyticity and periodicity of rp 
in its second variable and by the estimates on rp 

If rp (t,w)e - 21Tinw dw I 
= I t + iy rp(t,w)e - 21Ti"w dw I 

Jo+ 'y 

<M exp(21Tty + 1TBr + 21Tny) 

for all real y. Minimizing with respect to y gives 

I Lrp (t,w)e21TinW dw I <M exp( - 1TB -I(t + nf)· 

Hence tP(x) = 0 (exp( - 1TB -IX2)) (xeR). It follows easily 
from the Phragmen-LindelOf theorem that rpeS. It is trivial 
that TtP = rp. 

The proof for the S case is similar and will be omitted. 
To prove the assertion about T(S ') let FeS 2' satisfy 

T\IIF = R \2IF, T\21F = F. For any ¢€S, TtP is a multiplica

tor of S 2' and it is easy to see that F· TtP is an element of S 2' 

which is periodic in its both variables. Hence F· TtP has a 
Fourier series ~n.mcnm(tP)e21Timz+ 21Tinw (cf. Ref. 3, 27.24.3). 

Define G by (G,tP): = coo(tP). Then GeS', and by Theorem 

3.6, the (nm)th Fourier coefficient of TG· TtP equals 

(G,R _ m T _ n tP) = com (tP)· Hence (F - TG)· TtP = ° for all 
¢€S. To show that this implies F!: = F - TG = 0, let ¢€S, 
tP#-O. We see from the formula 

T(R _ b T _ a tP) = e2".ibz(TtP)(z - a,w - b) 

tha.t~ ______ __ 

Fl' (TtP)(z - a,w - b) exp( -1T(Z - a)2 - 1T(W - b f) = ° 
for all a and b. Putting f(z,w) = exp( - 1TZ2 - 1TW2) 

( TtP)(z,W) , we have feS 2
, F!.T~!IT~lf = ° for all aeR, bER. 

So, if heS 2
, then (cf. Ref. 16, Sec. 5) ° = (F!.T~IIT~If,h) = (R l~aR l~bY f, .r(h.F.)) 

= f~ oJ~ = e21Tiaz + 21Tibw 

x(Y f)(z,w) (Y(h.F.))(z,w) dz dw 

for all real a and b. As f #-0, this implies that Y(h.F.) = 0. 
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We conclude that Fl = O. 
3.8. Example: Let (a,b )eR2

, k = 0,1,.··, I = 0,1, .. ·. It will 
be of some interest to know which FeS' satisfies 

TF = l:n,m T~I)R ~)T~) (c5~k) ® c5~). 

[note that the right-hand side is indeed in T (S')]. For conve
niencetake(a,b )e(O,lf, and letipeS have support in (n,n + 1) 
wheren is an integer. Then (Tip )(z,w) = ip (z - n)e - 21Tinw, and 

TF· Tt/J is the periodic distribution of two variables for 

which the restriction to [0, W equals T _ n ip .c5~k) ® R _ n c5~). 
The OOth Fourier coefficient of this function is given by 

(c5~k), T -nip ).( - 21Tin)'e-21Tinb 

= (c5~k~ n'ip )( - 21Tin)'e- 21Tinb. 

This suggests that F = l:: = _ 00 ( - 21Tin)'e - 21Tinbc5~k ~ n' and 
indeed, it can be verified directly that this is the F we are 
looking for. 

4. BARGMANN TRANSFORM, ZAK TRANSFORM, AND 
COMPLETENESS 

This section contains material that completes and eluci
dates the results of Refs. 1-7 about completeness of coherent 
states and expansions of the Gabor type. The Zak transform 
gives rise to more general results than the Bargmann trans
form does in the sense that with the former completeness 
properties for other functions than Gauss functions can be 
proved. On the other hand, the Zak transform is only useful 
when lattices of which the cells have unit area are 
considered. 

We start this section by drawing some conclusions from 
Theorems 3.5 and 3.6. In particular, L 2 convergence of cer
tain expansions of the Gabor type for well-behaved functions 
is proved. We consider, of course, the case in which Gabor 
functions are taken as basic functions in detail. The results of 
Refs. 2 and 7 about completeness if one or more coherent 
states are deleted are improved. Also, a connection with a 
result of J. M. Whittaker about interpolation over the lattice 
points in the complex plane is made. We finally indicate how 
the results can be extended to the cases with general lattices 
with cell area equal to one in the phase plane, and we show 
existence of expansions of the Gabor type for elements of S •. 

4.1. Theorem 3.6 is useful for analyzing the mapping 
1-((f,R _ m T _ nglln,m' where g is some fixed function. If, 
e.g., Tg is continuous and 1 <fJ<2, then 
((f,R _ m T _ nglln,m el q for leL P(R) (q conjugate exponent), 
but the mapping is not bounded below (as a mapping from 
L P(R) into I q) by Theorem 3.5. 

This has an interesting signal-theoretic consequence. 
The function Sg I given by (Sg I)(x,y): = (f,R _ y T _ xg) is 
sometimes called a spectrogram of f Hence, if we sample 
Sg lover a lattice of which the cells have area one, then it 
may happen that the double sequence of sample values have 
small q norm while both I and T Ihave large p norm. 

In case 1= g we have 

(f,R _ y T _ x I) = e - 1Tixy Amb(x,y;!), 

where Amb(.,.;!) is the so-called ambiguity function32 of f, 
defined by 
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Amb(x,y;!) = J: 00 e - 21Tiyt I(t + !X) I(t -!X) dt. 

. W~ de~ve from Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 the following 
mequahty: If feL 2(R), T I continuous, then 
Amb(O,O;!)<l:(n,m)#(O,O) IAmb(n,m;/)I, which is an inequal
ity expressing the uncertainty principle.32,33 

Note, however, that the assumption "T lcontinuous" is 
essential, for if 1= X[O,II' then Amb(O,O;!) = 1, 
Amb(n,m;!) = 0 [(n,m),c(O,O)]. 

Taking g = 1-, where I_(t) = I( - t), we get 

(f,R _yT -x 1-) =!r 1Tixy WI! x,!y;f,/), 

where W(.,.;!) is the Wigner distribution of I de fined by 

W(x,yi) = J: 00 e - 21TiY1(x + !t) I(x - ~t ) dt. 

Hence the Fourier coefficients of T f T I _ equal 
!( _l)nmW(!n,!m;/). As (TI_)(z,w) = (TI)( -z, - w) we 
see that it may well happen that W(!n,!m;!) = 0 for all'inte
gers nand m. This is seen from the Fig. This can happen even 
if leS, but not if leS (cf. Theorem 3.7). 

4.2. Ifwe take ageL 2(R) for which the set of zeros ofTg 
has measure zero, we get the completeness results obtained 
in Ref. 5: the set (R _ m T _ ng)n,m is complete in L 2(R). If, in 
addition, TgeL q([O, WI, where q>2, then (R _ m T _ ng)n m is 
complete in L P(K), where p = q/(q - 1). This can be pr~ved 
by using Theorem 3.2 and generalizing Theorem 3.6 proper
ly. And if Tg is, e.g., continuously differentiable [which im-

plies by Theorem 3.5 that 1/ Tgt, L 2([0, WI, then 
(R _ m T _ ng)(n,m)#(O,O) is still completeinL 2(K) [and probably 
also in L P(R) for 1 <fJ < 2]. Finally, if leL 2(K), geL 2(R) and 
the set of zeros of Tg has positive measure, then either 
(f,R _ m T _ ng) = 0 for all nand m or (f,R _ m T _ ng),cO for 
infinitely many nand m. 

Remark: LetgeS. We can use Theorem 3.6 for describ
ing the set of all leS' such that(f,R _ m T _ ng) = Oincase Tg 
has a finite number of zeros (a1,b1), ... ,(ak,bk ) in the unit 
square. By Theorem 3.6 T lis concentrated in 
(a1,b1), .. ·,(ak,bd, and the translates of these points over dis
tances (n,m) with integer nand m. Using Ref. 34, Chap. 24, 
Theorem 2.4.6 (the restriction to the unit square ot) we see 
that T Ihas the form 

k PI q, 

ILL c'ijc5~~ ® c5~;. 
I~ 1 i=Oj=O 

~IG. I-E'the ~upport of T lis in the 11111 region, then the support of T 1- is 
m the == region. 
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Now Example 3.8 can be applied, and we see in particular 
that lis concentrated in the set (a i + n Ii = 1, ... ,k;n 

integerl· 
4.3. In Ref. 4 it was shown that for any FES' there exists 

a (not unique) expansion in a Gabor series, with convergence 
in S' sense. If FES, say, then it may still be the case that the 
convergence of the series is not inL 2 sense. The next applica
tion of Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 deals with improving conver
gence of series of the Gabor type. Take IEL 2(R), gEL 2(R) and 
assume that TgEL 00([0, If). Let (a,b )E[O, If. We have for in
tegers nand m 

T(R ~ m ~ b T ~ n ~ ag) = e21Tibz(Tg)(z - a,w - b )e21Timz+ 21Tinw. 

Hence, if(cnm)n,mE/2, then 1= ~n,mcnmR ~m~bT ~n~ag 
(in L 2(R) sense) if and only if 

(T I)(z,w) = e21TibZ( Tg)(z - a,w - b ) I C nm e21Timz + 21Tinw 
n,m 

[in L 2([0, If) sense]. Now, if T land Tg are continuous, then 
it is in general advisable to take a and b such that 
(T I)(z,w) = ° whenever (Tg)(z - a,w - b) = 0. By Theorem 
3.5 this is always possible if Tg has only one zero in [0, If. If a 
and b are such that T I /T(R ~ b T ~ ag)EL 2([0,1]2), then one 
can take for Cnm the (m,n)th Fourier coefficient of 
T I /T(R ~ b T ~ ag). We see in particular (cf. 3.4) that a con
siderable class of functions Ihave an expansion 
1= ~n.mcnmG(n + a,m + b )inanL 2(R) convergent Gabor 
series for suitable values of a and b (this class contains all 
functions Ifor which T lis Holder continuous). 

Note: We can use the Zak transform to prove existence 
of Gabor type expansions for tempered distributions in gen
eral. Let gES, g =1= ° be such that Tg is real analytic and has no 
zeros on the edges of the unit squares (the latter assumption 
is probably superfluous, but convenient). According to toja
siewicz's theorem35 there exists a distribution <P of two varia
bles such that <p. Tg = T f This <P is, in general, not periodic, 
but by our assumption on g we may assume it is. Hence <P has 
a Fourier series expansion ~n.mcnm e21Tinz + 21Timw, and it fol
lows that I = ~"mcnmR ~ n T ~ mg. This generalizes Ref. 4, 
Theorem 4.7 where the Gabor case was considered [howev
er, in the proof of the theorem quoted a method is given to 
determine the double sequence (cnm )n.m ]. 

4.4. We now turn to the Gabor case in detail. We know 
from Ref. 7, 2.14 that any regular tempered distribution I 
with (J,G (n,m)) = ° for all integers nand m, (n,m) =1=(0,0) is a 
multiple of the function 10 given by 

lo(t) = 2 ~ 114 exp(1Tt 2) I (- 1)" exp( - 1T(n _ !)2). 
11- r>t 

This function which can also b~ found in Ref. 6, is an inter
esting one as we shall see. We let g(t) = 2114 exp( - 1Tt 2). 

Theorem: For every p, 1 <.p < 00 we have 
10EL oo(R)\.LP(R). The Bargmann transforms (BJ;))(z) of J;) 
equals - e.(z)e\1TZ'/21TZ, where et is the first theta function 
[in the notation of Ref. 29 we have et(z) = t?t(1Tz,e ~ 1T)]. We 

further have 5" J;) = J;), and T J;) = d / Tg where 
d = -!t?; (O,e ~ 1T). 

Proof It was already observed in the proof of Ref. 7, 
Theorem 2.14 that 10 is bounded. Now let 1 <.p < 00. We 
have for t;;.O 
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1J;)(t)1 = 2 ~ t/4 exp(m 2 - 1Tcp 2(t)) + O(exp( - 2m )), 

where cp (t) = [t + !] - !. If n = 1,2,.··, then 

f +~; exp(1Tpt 2 - 1Tpcp 2(t)) dt 

= f~+, 1 exp(1Tpt 2 - 1Tp(n + !f) dt 

;;.exp( - p1T)[(n +!) - ((n + !)2 - I)t/2] 

;;.exp( - p1T)/(2n + 1). 

It follows that lof! L P(R). 
To show that (B/oHz) = - e t(z)e\1Tz'/21TZ, we observe 

that 

P(g.J;») = 
II--=-- - x 

Taking Fourier transforms and using that.7 P = Q.7, we 
gee6 

_ 2mz(.7(g. J;»))(z) = ! (- 1 )"e ~ rrj" . ;)' . 2ml" .. \Iz 

The right-hand side is equal to it?I(1Tz,e~ 1T). Also 

(.7(g. J;)))(z) = (R z 10' g) = e ~ 1Tz'(T ~ iz J;), g). 

Now using Jacobi's identity t?t(1Tz,e" 1T) 
= i exp( - 1TZ2)t? t(m'z,e ~ 1T) (Ref. 29, 21.51) we get 

-21Tize' rrz'(T izJ;),g)=e~1Tz't?t(1Tiz,e~1T). 

It follows from the oddness of t? t that 

(Tz J;),g) = - t?t(1Tz,e ~ 1T)/21TZ. 

Now use the definition of B. 
We next show that T 10 = d / Tg. As it stands, this rela

tion must be considered in distributional sense since 
loELP(R) for l..;p..;2. We have (/o,G (n,m)) = ° for all inte
gers nand m with (n,m) =1=(0,0), and according to what we 
have found above, 

- 21TZ(R z lo,g) = t? t(1Tz,e ~ 17), 

so that (cf. Ref. 29, 21.41) 

-1 d 
(/o,g) = --[t?t(1Tz,e~17)]lz~o 

217' dz 

= _ ~t? ; (O,e ~ 1T) 

= -!t? 2(0,e ~ 1T)t? 3(0,e ~ 1T)t? 4(0,e ~ 1T) =1= 0. 

Applying Theorem 3.6 we get 

T 10' Tg = - ~t? ; (O,e ~ 1T) = d. 

Since T J;)E(S2)' and Tg has a zero in (!,!) and nowhere else in 
[0, If, there is a cpE(S') concentrated in the points (n +!, 

m + !) with integers nand m such that T 10 = d I Tg + cp [by 
Theorem 3.7 we see that d I Tg]ET(S'). It follows from 
the remark in Sec. 4.2 that cp = Tit, where It is concentrat
ed i~he points n + !, with n an integer. However, 

d ITg t = Tk, where k is the regular distribution given by 

k(z) = f ddw 
(Tgtl(z,w) 

Here we use that if ¢:R2_C is absolutely integrable over 
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[0,1]" and satisfies T\IJI/J = R \2JI/J,T\2JI/J = I/J, then I/J = TI/Jo' 
where I/J(I(z) = f6 I/J(z,w) dw (this follows from Theorem 3.6). 
Now the fact that 10 and k are regular and II is concentrated 
in the points n + ! with integer n leads to a contradiction, 

unless <p=0. This shows that T 10 = d / Tg. 
We finally show that.r 10 = 10. We therefore observe 

that Tlo = d I Tg = d I TY' g = de2
".;

zW
/( Tg)(w, - z) by 

3.3,(6). Hence (TY h))(z,w) = e - 2".iZW(T h))(z,w) 

= d I( Tg)(z,w) = (T Io)(z,w), and the result follows from 3.1 

Remarks: (1) It is easy to see that L" lu(z - n)e" 21Ti",,' 

converges uniformly and absolutely (to 11 Tg on any com
pact set not containing points (z,w) for which z - ~ is an inte
ger. In case z = ° we thus find the Fourier series -for lie,: 

C ! 'lC e - 1T1!' l 21Ti"") - 1= d -I" ~ ~ h}(n)e2 ,,,,,,,, 

(compare Ref. 29, Chap. 21, Miscellaneous Examples, 14). 
Note also that d - l/o(r - s) for integers rand s is the limit of 
the (rs)th element of the inverse of the matrix 
(e - 17jk - I I') k,1 = _ n,''',n if n--+ 00; these matrices occur in the 
study of the inverses of discrete Gauss transforms. 37 (2) As a 
consequence of Theorem 4.4 we have that the set 
(G (n,m ))(n,ml;o' (O.OJ is complete in L P(lR) if l..;p < 00, and not 
complete in L "'(lR). This generalizes the result in Ref. 2 
where the case p = 2 was treated. (3) LetlEL l(lR) so that for 
every integer m 

e,,,,,: = ( - I)"md -1(j.R _ m T _ n h})----+O 

if n----+ 00. Since for all integers k and I 

d -I LI1.
tn

( - l)"m(G(n,m),G(k,l ))R_ m T _ n h) = G(k,l), 

where the series converges boundedly, we have 

Ie",n(G(n,m),G(k,l)) = (j.G(k,l)). 
1I.ln 

It follows from Ref, 4, Theorem 4.1 and 4.1, Remark 1 that 
1= L".",e",nG(n,m) with convergence in S' sense. 

4,5. In Ref. 2 it is shown that the set G (n,m) with 
(n,m)¥(O,O), (n,m)¥(ko,lo) is not complete in L 2(lR) if 
(ko,lo)¥(O,O). We generalize this result fa L P(lR) as follows. If 
k and' are integers and FES', then R I~I kR I~ ITF 
= T(R /, T _ IF} by 3.3. So, if P (z,w) = Lk,/clke21TikZ + hi/wis 

a trigonometric polynomial, then 

T(Lk,le1kR _ k T -I lo} = P / Tg. 

Taking P such that P (H) = 0, we get PI TgeL 00([0,1]2). 
Since Tmaps L 2(JR) onto L 2([0, IF) -:JL 00([0, If), we see that 

there is an feL 2(lR) such that T f = P / Tg, i.e., an fEL 2(JR) 
with (f,G (k,l)) = ( - WICkl · Taking Coo = 1, 
ck"1,, = ( - W" + 10 + Ihl = 0 otherwise, we get an feL 2(JR) 
with (f,G (n,m)) = ° for (n,m)¥(O,O), (n,m)¥(ko,lo)' This lis 
given by 

1= 10 + ( - 1(0 + 10 + IR _ k" T _[" 10, 
and it can be shown that IEL P(lR) for all p with 1 <,p<, 00. 

Hence, the collection G (n,m) with (n,m)¥(k(j>'o) is not com
plete in L P(lR) for 1 <,p"; 00. In case 10 = ° we can even show 
that fIx) = (( - 1)'0+ le21Tikox + l)h)(x) = o (l/lxl)(lxl----+oo) 
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and that lis continuous. The discontinuities of h} (which 
occur at the points x for which x - ~ is an integer) are annihi
lated by the factor { - 1 )ko + le21Tik

,,x + 1 in this case. And if 
ko = 0 we get an ffor which (.7 f)(x) = 0 (lIlxl)(lxl----+oo) 
and .7 lis continuous. One can carry this process further, 
and it is easy to see that deletion of more coherent states gives 
rise to the existence of smoother functions perpendicular to 
all coherent states but the deleted ones. We note that the 
latter assertion is, to some extent, also true if one takes more 
general functions g than the Gauss function. 

4.6. We now discuss an expansion which is in some 
sense dual to Gabor's expansion. Let A be a finite set of lat
tice points, and letFES' satisfy (F,G (n,m)) = ° for (n,m}iA. It 
is clear that F is of the form 

F= G + d -I I (- l),,,n(F,G(n,m))R Tn T" h), 
(lI.mj1OA 

where (G,G (n,m)) = Oforalln andm [this is a consequence of 
the formula (R _ m T _ n 10,G (k,l)) = ( - l)"mdOnkOml ·] In 
caseFES' is regular and satisfies Ln,m I(F,G (n,m))1 < <TJ, then 
we can take for A all of Z X Z and G =0: 

(*)F = d Ln,m ( - l)"m(F,G (n,m))R _ m T _ n fo· 

For the proof we use that either function in (*) is regular (cf 
Theorem 4.4) and Ref. 4, Theorem 4.1. Of course, (*) is false 
in general if FES' is not regular. 

We shall now give a connection with Whittaker's re
sult38 about interpolation over the Gaussian integers. There
fore, let FES' be regular and assume that 
Ln,m [(F,G (n,m))[ < 00 so that the expansion in (*) holds for 
F. Applying the Bargmann transform to both sides and using 
that 

(Blo)(z) = - e.(z)el=' /21TZ, 

B (R _ m T _ n 10Hz) = ( - 1 )nme - 117jn' + m') + 17jn + fmJz 

X (Bfo)(z + im - n), 

01(Z + im - n)el* + fm - nJ' 

= ( _ II" + m + nmO.(z)el1Tz' e -j7T(n' + m'l -17jn + fm)z, 

(F,G (n,m)) = e -117jn' + m'J(BF)(n - im), 

we get 

( l)n+m+ If) ( ) 11Tz' 
B (R _ m T _ n lo)(z) = - . I Z e , 

21T(Z + 1m - n) 

so that 

(BF)(z) = - de. (z)e l1Tz' 2: ( _ 1)n + m + om 

n.m 

X (EFI(n - im)e-l17jn'+m'J. 

z-n +im 

This is a slight generalization of the result of Ref. 38, because 
there only functions 1= BF are admitted that have growth 
< (2,1T/2), while we admit certain functions with 
growth = (2,1T/2) (cf. 2.7). 

The expansion discussed here can be used to generalize 
a result of Iyer and Pfluger39 about entire functions of 
growt,h < (2,1T12) which are bounded at the lattice points. 
Let rp = B j. where fES, and assume that rp is bounded at the 
lattice points. We shall show that rp is constant, and to that 
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end we suppose that q; has type rr/2. Since 
zkq; (z) = (B (Q - iP)k l)(z)EB (S), we see that 

zkq; (z) = _ d81(z)e1rrz'I( _ 1)n + m + nm 
n,m 

X (n + im)kq; (n + im) e -lnin' + m'l 
Z - n - im 

for all k = 0,1,.··. Since q;EB (S) we know that 

1::=0 Ian Ilzln = 0 (exp(~rrlzI2)(1 + Izl) - K) for all K> 0 
[here we write q; (z) = 1::= oanzn]. It follows easily that 

q; 2(Z) = f akzkq; (z) 
k~O 

= _ d8 (z)el1Tz21: ( _ I)" + m +"m q; 2(n + im) 
t n.m . 

z-n -1m 

xe-1nin'+m'l. 

Now the right-hand side has growth ..;(2,rr/2), while the left
hand side has growth = (2,rr).40 We conclude that q; has type 
< rr/2, whence q; is constant by the result of Iyer and 
Pfluger. 

A trivial extension of this theorem is: If q;EB (S) satisfies 
q; (n + im) = 0 ((n + im)K) for some K = 0,1,. .. , then q; is a 
polynomial of degree ..;K. As a consequence we have: If IES 
and (f,G (n,m)) = 0 ((n 2 + m 2)K 12exp( - !7T(n2 + m 2)), then 
lis oftheform 1:f = Oak tPk' We observe (cf. 4.5) that the 
assumption .. IES" cannot be weakened to a condition in 
which boundedness of only finitely many of the functions 
Q k P I I is required. 

With methods similar to the ones used above it can be 
shown that if IES, O";Eo < 1, 
(f,G (n,m)) = 0 [exp( - !rrE(n2 + m 2))] for all E, 0 < E < Eo, 
then lENa (S 0), where a = - !log( 1 - Eo), 

4.7, Translating Ref. 4, Theorem 4,7 by using the Barg
mann transform, we get the following theorem: 

Theorem: Let IEB (S'), i,e" let Ibe an entire function 
such that 

I(z)exp( - ~rrlzI2) = 0((1 + Izlt) 

for some N> 0, There exists a double sequence (cnm )nm satis
fying C nm = 0 (( 1 + n2 + m 2t) for some K> 0 such that 

I(z) = 1:n,mcnmexp( - ~rr(n2 + m 2))e* + imlz. 

The convergence of the series is such that 

I I(z) - n' +1;'<LCnm exp( - ~rr(n2 + m 2
)) 

xenin + imlz I exp( - !rrlzI2) -0 
(1 + Izl)M 

uniformly in zEC(L-+oo) for some M> 0, Write 
I(z) = el1Tlzl'q; (z), If q;EL 2(e) and 

II zq;~Z~1 dz-o (lwl-+oo), 

then there exists a unique sequence (cnm )nm with 
cnm-+O (n 2 + m 2-+oo) such that the above expansion holds; 
these Cnm 's are given by 

_ ( _ 1)" + m + nmd -llelnilZI' - i"1 8 1(Z)q;(z) dz, 
c 2rr(z - n - im) 
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Proof Take hES' such that 1= Bh. This h has a Gabor 
expansion h = 1:n,mcnm G (n,m) which converges in S' sense, 
Now apply B to both sides and use 2.7 and 2,8, The conver
gence is in the sense indicated by Ref, 13, Sec, 4,1, 

Assume in addition that q;EL 2(e) and that 

11 q;(z) I dz-o (Iwl-+oo), 
e z-w 

where q; is as in the theorem, Put la = BNah for a > 0 (cf. 
2.4). As NahES fora > o we have Nah = 1:n.mcnm (a)G(n,m), 
where 

Cnm(a) = ( - 1)nmd -1(Nah,R _ n T _ m 10) 

by 4.4, Remark 3. By 4.6 and 2.8 we can write this as 

Cnm(a) 

= _ ( _ 1)" +m+ nmd -I e- 1TizI'la(z) I Z ~ dz, 1 8 ( ) 1T?12 

e 2rr(z + 1m - n) 

Since (BNah )(z) = exp( - !a + ~rrlze - aI2)q; (ze - a) by 2.8(3) 
and 8 1(z) = 0 (exp(rr(Imzf)), we get 

limcnm(a) 
aID 

= _ ( _ 1)" + m + nmd -lle1nii" - Izl'l 8 1(Z)q; (z) dz 
c 2rr(z - n - im) 

boundedly in (n,m) as Ie Iq; (z)l!lz - wi dz is bounded in w, 
We also have cnm-o and 

I(z) = 1:n,m cnm exp( - ; (n 2 + m2))enin + 'mlz, 

Uniqueness follows from Ref. 4, Theorem 4.1, for it follows 
from the assumptions about q; and 2.7 that hEL 2(K), 

4.8. We give an explicit formula for the unique coeffi
cients cnm(x,y) in the Gabor expansion 1:n,mcnm (x,y)G (n,m) 
ofG(x,y), with cnm (x,y)-o(n2 + m 2-+oo). Using the 
formulas 

cnm(x,y) = - (-I)"md -1(G(x,y),R _mT -nlo), 

(TaRb G (x,y),[o) = exp(rri(ay - xb ))(G (x - a,y - b ),[0)' 

(G (x - a,y - b ),.t;)) 

= exp( - !rr(x - a)2 - !rr(y - b )2) (B 10)(X - a - i(y - b )), 

(Blo)(z) = - d8 1(z)e
l1Tz2 /2rrz, 8 1(z) = 81(Z), 

we get 

(G (x,y),R _ b T _ a 10) 

= - dexp( - rr(y - b )2 - rri(xy + ab )) 

X81(x - a + i(y - b ))/2rr(x - a + i(y - b)). 

Hence, 

cnm(x,y) = exp( -1T(y - mf - rrixy) 

X81(x - n + i(y - m))/2rr(x - n + i(y - m)) 

for all real x andy and all integers nand m. 
Ifwe denote for IESby Cnm (f) the unique Gabor coeffi

cients in the expansion 1= 1:n,mcnm (f)G (n,m), then we see 
from Ref. 3, 27.12.1.5 that 

Cnm (f) = f fU;G (x,y))Cnm (x,y) dx dy. 
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In particular, 

f f(G/a,b ),G(X,y))Cn", (x,y) dx dy = cnm{a,b) 

which shows that C nm is an "eigenfunction" of the kernel 
operator with kernel (G (a,b J,G (x,y)). . 

4.9. We next consider the completeness problem wIth 
general lattices in phase plane whe~e the cell.s have area equal 
to one. Such a lattice can be descnbed by SIX real numbers 
0 1 I' a 12' aIJ, a 2I , On, a 25, with all a 22 - a l2 a 21 = 1, by 
putting 

IX y )=(a In+apm+ol3,Q2In+a22m+a2J) , n,tH t ",m , _ 

for integers nand m. We have according to Ref. 3, 27.12.2.1, 
for all lattice points ~a,b) = (xn,m ,Yn,m) 

(r1;1,V') f,R b T - a(rI;1,'Mgl-,) 

= ie - mob W (~a,~b; r l;1 , 1/.) f,r l;1,I/J)g) 

= ~e -1TiabW(!n,~m; f,g) = ( - 1tme- 1Tiab(f,R _ m T _ ng-) 

for fES, gES (cf. 4.1 for the definition of WI. Here riA,,,,) is ~he 
special transform introduced in Ref. 3,27.3.8 and 9 assoclat
ed with the matrix 

[~:~ ~ ::" ~ :'~21 
The above formula can easily be generalized to the case 

that fES·, gES or fES', gES or fEL 2(JR), gEL lOR). Hence, 
characterizing the set of all fES' for which 
(f,R _ b T _ ag) = 0 for all lattice points (a,~ ) = (xn,m ,Yn,m) 
amounts to characterizing all FES' for which 
(F,R _ '" T _ n G _) = 0 for all integers nand m, where 
G = r(;~)g. 

As ~n example take g(t ) = 2l!4exp( - 1Tt 2) and 
a I3 = a23 = O. We have 

(rIA,J)g)(z) = 21/4a22 -ll2exp( -1Tz2(1 + iaZlad/a~2) 
if a 12 = 0, and 

if a ....t, 0 (the choice of the sq uare root is determined by t/J; cf. 
Izr 2 h 

Ref. 3,27,3). Now if Rey> 0, gy(t) = exp( - 1Tyt ), t en a 
calculation shows that 

(Tgr)(z,w) = exp( - 1TYZ2W3(11'(W + iyz);r ,,-y), 

It follows that Tg has zeros at the points (n + !,m + 1) with 
integers nand m ~nd nowhere else. Now the remark ~n ~ec, 
4,2 gives an indication of the general form of all FES with 
(F,R _ m T _ ngyj = 0 for all nand m, In this case, however, 
we can do better by using the Bargmann transform. Let 
y=lO, We want to characterize all FES'.with . 
(F,G (n + ym,m)) = 0 for all integers nand m. That IS, we 
must find all FES' such that (BF) (n + ym - im) = 0 for all 
integers nand m. Note that the function tJ l (1Tz,e - "iy- ") has 
zeros at the points n + ym - im, that there is an M> Osuch 
that 
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\-8 I (1TZ',e - my - "')1 <Mexp(1T(Imz)2) (ZEC), 

and that there is a K> 0 such that 

Itt ,(1Tz,e - 1T'y - 1T)1 ;;;>Kexp(1ft?l. 

where z = - rv + iv + a -1 with v real and a an even inte
ger (compare Ref. 7,2.6). Now we can proceed as in the proof 
of Ref. 7, 2.11 to conclude that (BF )(z) 
= el "

z2tJ!l11'z,e- .".iy- "')P(z), wherePis a polynomial. The 
only difference from the proof quoted is that we need a theo
rem of Phragmen-Lindel6f type for regions of the form 
(tp = arctanr): 

With the aid of the Schwarz-Christoffel formula one can 
construct a conformal mapping l' (continuous at the bound
aries) that maps the second region onto the first one such that 
1'\ - a + ~l = - a + !, r(a - ~) = a - !, 
1'(i ro) = ( - r + i)· ro, and such that j1'(x + iw)!w) tends to a 
finite limit ,#0 uniformly inx, Ixl<a -! ifw-ro. Hence, 
the Phragmen-Lindel6f theorem for the rectangular region 
can be modified in such a way that we get the required 
bounds on e -l1rz2(BF)(z)/,J,(1Tz,e - ,,;y- '''). From this we can 
derive a similar characterization as in Ref. 7,2.12. We note 
that the more general problem of characterizing all FES' 
with (F,G (na + rm,ma-I)) = 0 for all integers nand m can 
be handled similarly (a > 0). Finally, if we have a general 
lattice (a,b) = an(cosOpsina.) + /3m(cosaz,sin02) with 
a{Jsin(B2 - OIl = 1, and (F,G (a,b)) = 0, then we can use that 

(BF)(z) = c(BNe' ,",F)(ei8,z) (ZEC) 

for somec, lei = 1 (cf. 2.8 and the references given there). We 
then get (F,G (a,b )) = 0 at the lattice points if and only if 
(N. ,.,F,G (na + 13m cos(a2 - al)' ma-')) = 0 for all inte
gers nand m, 

4.10. We finally show that every FES' can be expanded 
in an S· convergent Gabor series. Our proof consists of a 
suitable variation of the argument used in the proof of Ref 4, 
Theorem 4.7, where the $' -case was considered. 

We start with the observation that any FES' which can 
be written in the form 

(*)F= ! a"iQ+iPtF", 
"=0 

whereF"EL
2
(IR), liFnH<l,a" = o (exp( -~n]ogn -En)) 

for all B> 0 has a Gabor representation. Indeed, as 
Fn EL 2(R) We can tind (c~!kl such that 

Fn = 'lk,IC~')G (k,l) 

(convergence in 5' sense). Here we may assume in addition 
that 

Ic~'}! <;;;C((logjk \)'11 + (logjljllf2) 
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for some C> 0 independent of n (cf. Ref. 4, Theorem 4.6). 
Hence, since (Q + iP)G (x,y) = (x + iy)G (x,y), 

F = I an (~k,le~)(k + il )nG (k,/). 
"=0 

Now we note that 

I lanc~)(k + iltl.;;;;C I an Ik + ill n 
+ 1= I(lk + ill), 

n=O "=0 

where I(z): = ~nanzn + I. It follows from the assumptions on 
(an)n and Ref. 21, Theorem 2.2.10 that Ihas growth .;;;;(2,0). 
Hence 

I lane~n)(k + il tl = 0 (exp(E(k 2 + 12))) 
"=0 

for all E> O. We conclude that 

F= ~k'{~oanC~)(k + ilt)G(k,/), 

with convergence in S· sense [this follows from the fact that 
for every IES there is an E> 0 such that (J,G (k,/)) 
= 0 (exp( - Ek 2 + 12))]. 

Our next aim is to show that any FES· can be written in 
the form (*) with FnEL 2(R), IlFn 11';;;;1, an 
= 0 (exp( - !n logn - Bn)) for all B > O. So, let 
F= ~k=ocdlkES·, whereck = o (ekE) for all E>O. Let ko, 
k l , k2, .. · be a sequence of integers with 0 = ko.;;;;k t .;;;;k2.;;;; .. ·, 
and let 

ek,/ = trllcd(k + /)!/k !)-112 

for k = kl,kl + I,. .. ,kl+ I - 1, 1= 0,1,.··. The definition of 
the ek./s is such that 

We have to choose the k/s such that for all B> 0, 

(

k l + I - I )112 
= k ~kl lek./ 1

2 
= 0 (exp( - V log/- Bl)). 

Equivalently, we want the kl's such that for all B > 0, 

k,+I-1 k!lck l2 
AI: = L = o (exp( -llog/- B/)). 

k=k, (k + /)! 
Denote for 1= 0,1, .. · by 1(1) the integer with the proper

ty that ICk I.;;;;el(k = O,I,. .. .!(/) - 1), I ell I) I> el [we may as
sume that I( I ) exists, otherwise (e k ) k is bounded and so FeS']. 
Now l(l)ll~oo, for otherwise we could find an M>O and 
integers 11,/2,," with Ik~OO such that 1(/k).;;;;Mlk , 

Ic fIIkll > exp(/k) for all k, contradicting CI = 0 (exp(/E)) if 
E< 11M. Now put k l + I: = min(/2,J,(/))forl = 0,1,2,. ... We 
have 

k! 

(k + /)!' 
and it follows easily from Stirling's formula that there is an 
M> 0 such that 

k !/(k + /)!.;;;;Mexp(/-llog/-llog(I + kill)), 
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for I = O,I,.··,k = kl, ... ,kl+ I - 1. Hence, 

AI .;;;;Me3/ (kl+ I - k/)exp( -/log/-/log(I + kll/)). 

Since klll~oo ,kl + I - kl = 0 (12), it follows that 
AI = 0 (exp( - Ilogl - B/)) for all B > 0, and this completes 
the proof. 

We mention a consequence: It follows as in 4.7 that for 
every entire lof growth .;;;; (2,11"/2) there exists a double se
quence (cnm )nm with Cnm = 0 [exp(E(n2 + m2)) 1 for all E> 0 
such that 
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The concepts off all lines, valleys, ridges, and general stationary paths are defined for a potential 
energy function on a Riemannian manifold. Some theorems governing their properties and 
relationships are derived. These concepts are of interest in the classical mechanics of constrained 
systems and in the theory of collective motions in many-body quantum mechanics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

Recent attempts I ,2 to extract a collective subdynamics 
from the dynamics of a many-body system make use of the 
concepts of valleys and fall lines. The objective of this paper 
is to examine some of their properties and to exhibit the 
geometrical structures upon which they are based. Some as
pects ofthis subject, in the context of the Earth's surface, 
were first addressed by Cayley3 and Maxwell,4 who also gave 
the first expression of the well-known theorem relating the 
numbers of pits, peaks, and passes on a two-dimensional 
surface. 

Consider a Riemannian manifold M with metric g and a 
potential energy function v: M-R. For example, M might be 
a configuration space for a dynamical system and g an iner
tial mass tensor such that the kinetic energy is proportional 
to the Laplace-Beltrami operator 

,::1 = 1 ~~det(g)gij~. (1) 
~det(g) ax' ax' 

Introduce the potential gradient dv# and its negative, 
the force field 

F= -dv#. (2) 

In terms of a coordinate chart (Xi), F is a vector at each point 
with components Fi = - gijavlaxl. 

Definition (fall line): A fall line is an integral curve of the 
potential gradient. 

A fall line is thus a line of steepest descent. Some fall 
lines are illustrated, for example, in Fig. I for the potential 
landscape model of Ref. 5 in which the potential is given in 
terms of Cartesian coordinates on the Euclidean plane by 

V=y2+~2_x2y. (3) 

This figure also shows the equipotential surfaces of v. 
The potential (3) contains a minimum at the origin and a 

saddle point marked S in Fig. 1. It evidently has a valley 
connecting the two, a maximal path (the opposite of a valley) 
perpendicular to the valley at the minimum, and a ridge per
pendicular to the valley at the saddle point. We refer to all 
such paths as stationary paths. They are illustrated for the 
potential landscape model in Fig. 2. One of our objectives is 
to identify these paths precisely. For example, it is tempting 

·'Work supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Re
search Council of Canada. 

hlPresent address: Ontario Hydro Dobson Research Laboratory, 8oo Kip
ling Avenue, Toronto, Canada. 

to conclude from Fig. 1 that the valley might be the fall line 
connecting the saddle point to the minimum; i.e., the line 
called by Maxwe1l4 the "watercourse". This we shall show to 
be false. 

Definition (minimal and stationary paths): A point m in 
M is said to be on a minimal path if the square magnitude 
g(F, F) of the potential gradient at m is a proper minimum on 
the equipotential surface through m. If g(F, F) is merely sta
tionary, m is said to be on a stationary path. 

This definition is phrased mathematically as follows. 
LetXbe a vector tangent to an equipotential surface at m (see 
Fig. 3); i.e., g(X, F) = O. For m on a stationary path, the 
directional derivative Xg(F, F) of g(F, F) in the direction X 
mush vanish. Now Xg(F, F) = 2g(V xF, F),where V is the 
covariant derivative for the Riemannian metric. Thus m is 
on a stationary path if 

g(X, F) = 0 => g(V xF, F) = O. 

From Definition (2) of Fwe haveg(X, F) = - Xv and 
g(V xF, F) = - (V xF)v. Thus Condition (4) can also be 
written 

Xv = O=>(VxF)v = O. 

(4) 

(5) 

As illustrated in Fig. 3 a minimal path can be either a 
valley or a ridge or, in a multidimensional space, something 
in between. 

Definition (valleys and ridges): LetXbe a vector tangent 
to the equipotential surface at a point on a minimal path. A 
minimal path is said to be a valley if 

g(VxF,X) <0 (6) 

y 

lam§~ 

0..5 +++-+---+-+--+-#1f-f---+---==== 

-0..5 

a 0.5 10. 15 2.0. 

FIG. 1. Equipotential surfaces (light lines) and fall lines (heavy lines) for the 
potential energy function (3). 
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y 

FIG. 2. Fall lines (light lines) and stationary paths for the potential energy 
function (2). Valleys are shown as heavy lines. a ridge as a dot-dashed line. 
and maximal paths as dotted lines. 

and a ridge if 

g(VxF,X»O 

for all such X. 

(7) 

Finally, we introduce the concept of a local normal 
mode vector. First we recall that the Hessian C is the bilinear 
form given by the second covariant derivative of the 
potential 

C=VVv. (8) 

Definition (local normal mode vectors): Local normal 
mode vectors (na) are unit vectors for which C (7Ja' 7Ja) is 
stationary. 

If (e i ) are orthonormal basis vectors at a point, i.e., 
g(eo ej ) = oij and (Cij) is the matrix Cij = C(ej' ej}' the nor
mal mode vectors at the point are obtained by an orthogonal 
transformation to new basis vectors which diagonalize (Cij ). 

2. SOME THEOREMS AND RELATIONSHIPS 

In examining the properties offalllines and valleys and 
their relationships, we shall need to make use of the fact that 
F is the gradient of a scalar field and thus satisfies an integra
bility condition. Reca1l6 that if X and Yare vectors and OJ is a 
one-form then 

(V xOJ)(Y) - (VyOJ)(X) = dOJ(Y, X). 

Now dOJ = 0 when OJ = dv. Hence we have 

(V xdv)(Y) - (Vydv)(X) = 0, 

which implies 

g(VxF, Y} =g(VyF,X} 

for any vectors X and Y. 

(a) 

F 

(b) 

(9) 

(1O) 

(11) 

FIG. 3. A vector X tangent to the equipotential surface at a point m and 
hence orthogonal to the force Ffor (a) a valley and (b) a ridge. 
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Theorem 1: A point m of M is on a stationary path if and 
only if one ofthe local normal mode vectors is parallel to the 
potential gradient. 

Proof First observe that 

C(X,FI= -g(VxF,F). (12) 

This can be seen, for example, by expanding both sides in 
terms of coordinates. From Eq. (4) it then follows that the 
point is on a stationary path if and only if 

g(X, F) = 0 => C(X, FI = O. (13) 

It now follows from the definition oflocal normal mode vec
tors that F parallel to a normal mode vector and X orthogo
nal to F implies C (X, F) = 0 and hence that the point is on a 
stationary path. Conversely, if C (X, F) vanishes for all X or
thogonal to Fthen, again by definition, Fmust be parallel to 
a normal mode vector. 0 

Theorem 2 (well known): The hyperplane spanned by 
the lowest frequency normal mode vectors at the potential 
minimum is tangent to all generic fall lines. 

Proof Let (Xi) be local normal coordinates at the poten
tial minimum; i.e., the origin of the coordinate chart is the 
minimum and the tangents to the coordinate lines at the 
minimum are normal mode vectors. The Hessian matrix is 
then diagonal, C,j = C/Y;j, and the normal mode frequencies 
are given by (vC;). In a neighborhood of the minimum we 
can make an expansion of the potential v in terms of these 
coordinates: 

1"" '2 
V = viOl + - L. Ci (x') +"-. 

2 ; 
(14) 

Now let (Xi(t )) be the coordinates of a generic fall line passing 
through the minimum and parametrized by t such that it has 
a tangent at each point equal to the potential gradient dv#. 
Then 

dx i 
. dt = Cix' + 0 (x 2

) (no summation) (15) 

and hence 

xi(t) = aiec,1 + 0 (Xl). (16) 

It follows therefore that 

dXi!dxi = aiCi e(C,-C)" 

dt dt ajCj 
P7) 

which vanishes at t-+ - 00, i.e., at xi(t )-+0, whenever 
Ci > Cj • This proves the theorem. 0 

We now prove two theorems concerning the curvatures 
of fall lines. First, since the force field F is tangent to the fall 
line at each point, observe that, provided F does not vanish, 
the condition that the fall line has vanishing curvature is that 
the covariant derivative V FF ofF in the direction F is paral
lel to F. Note that the component of V FF parallel to F need 
not vanish, even if the fall line is straight, because its slope 
may be changing. In general one observes that, provided F 
does not vanish, the curvature of the fall line is in the direc
tion of the component of V FF orthogonal to F. A point at 
which F vanishes is called a critical point. 

Letf M-+R be the function 

f=g(F,F). (18) 
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Then for any vector X at a point in M, we have 

Xf = 2g(V xF, F), (19) 

and, since Xf= g(df#, X) and by Eq. (II)g(V xF, F) 
= g(V FF, X), it follows that 

df# = 2V FF. (20) 

Thus the curvature at a noncritical point is in the direc
tion of the vector dfJi', where dfJi' is the component of df# 
orthogonal to F. 

Theorem 3: All fall lines have vanishing curvature at 
noncritical points on a stationary path. Conversely, if a fall 
line has vanishing curvature at a point, that point is on a 
stationary path. 

Proof On a stationary path, by definition,fis stationary 
with respect to variations orthogonal to F. We have from 
Eqs. (4) and (11), 

g(X, F) = 0 => g(V xF, F) = g(V FF, X) = 0 (21) 

and thusdfJi' = O. Conversely,g(X, F) = OanddfJi' = Oim
plies that g(V xF, F) = 0 and hence that the point is on a 
stationary path. 0 

If a line has vanishing curvature at all points it is said to 
be geodesic. Similarly, ifits curvature vanishes at a subset of 
points we say that it is locally geodesic at those points. Theo
rem 3 states then that fall lines are locally geodesic at noncri
tical points of intersection with a stationary path. The theo
rem leads directly to the following somewhat surprising 
lemma. 

Lemma: If a stationary path is also a fall line it must be 
geodesic and conversely, if a fall line is geodesic it must also 
be a stationary path. 

Theorem 4: In a neighborhood of a minimal path, the 
fall lines curve away from the minimal path. 

Proof Since, on a minimal path, the functionfis mini
mum with respect to variations orthogonal to F, it follows 
that at a point in a neighborhood of the minimal path the 
vector dfJi' is directed away from the minimal path. Thus the 
curvature of the fall line at the point, being in the direction 
dfJi', is directed towards the minimal path. 0 

3. DISCUSSION 

Fall lines and stationary paths, particularly valleys, are 
of special interest in the theory of collective motions for the 
following reason. One of the objectives in collective theory is 
to identify decoupled manifolds, whenever they exist. Con
sider a particle that moves in a potential v on a Riemannian 
configuration space M with kinetic energy proportional to 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator (1). If the initial velocity of 
the particle at a point in M is tangent to the fall line at the 
point, then subsequent motion of the particle will remain on 
the fall line if the fall line is geodesic. Thus geodesic fall lines, 
if they exist, are decoupled submanifolds. In general, of 
course, they do not exist and then the objective becomes to 
find maximally decoupled submanifolds in order to obtain 
an approximate collective subdynamics. Since stationary 
paths are sets of points at which the fall lines are locally 
geodesic, their identification is an important step in the the
ory. Two candidates that have been proposedl.2 for an ap-
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proximate decoupled collective configuration space, or col
lective path as it is called, are the valley through the potential 
m~n~mum and the fall line from the lowest saddle point to the 
minimum. 

From the potential landscape model and Figs. 1 and 2 
we might have supposed these two paths to be identical. 
However, from Theorem 3 and its lemma we learn that this is 
not so. The only situation in which a valley is also a fall line is 
when it is geodesic, which is when it is a completely decou
pled configuration space. 

It is interesting to recall the observation of Maxwe1l4 

that "In the pure theory of surfaces there is no method of 
determining a line of watershed or of watercourse, except by 
first finding a pass or a bar and drawing the line of slope from 
that point." In contrast, we find that valleys and ridges, as 
opposed to watercourses and watersheds, are well defined 
locally. Indeed the above theorems give a simple mechanism 
for calculating stationary paths. Using Theorem 1, one ob
serves that in the potential landscape model the equation for 
a stationary path is the line 

C(RF,F) =0, (22) 

where R is a rotation operator that rotates F through an 
angle 11'/2. The use of this equation readily enables one to 
construct the stationary paths shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, 
by inspection of the equipotentials and the use of Theorem 4 
one readily infers the character of the stationary path. For an 
n-dimensional manifold the equation of the stationary path 
becomes 

C(R;F, F) = 0, i = 1, ... , n - 1, (23) 

where (R;) is a set of rotations of Finto linearly independent 
orthogonal vectors. 

An alternative method was advanced in the theory of 
Rowe and Basserman.7 First let (na) be the normal mode 
vectors at each point and suppose that they are smooth vec
tor fields over some domain of the manifold which includes 
the potential minimum. The potential gradient can then be 
expanded, 

(24) 

By Theorem 1 it follows that on a stationary path 

dv# = k Inl, (25) 

where n I is a particular normal mode vector field. For the 
valley, n I is simply the normal mode oflowest frequency at 
the potential minimum. Equation (25) is a practical equation 
for the construction of a stationary path. Recall that the 
critical points are the points at which dv# = 0 and that this 
equation can be solved iteratively by Hartree-Fock or New
ton methods. 8 Thus, in a similar way, a stationary path is 
constructed by finding the points at which the constrained 
field dv# - knl vanishes for varying values of k. 

A more detailed discussion of the construction of col
lective paths using these concepts will be presented in a fol
lowing paper. 
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We analyze a dynamical system with a finite number of degrees of freedom. A complete analysis 
is presented both for first class constraints as well as for second class constraints. The results are 
applicable to Yang-Mills fields as well as higher spin fields. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Constrained systems have been of interest in field the
ory for a long time. In the "modern"era, Pauli and Fierz 1 

studied such systems by introducing further auxiliary fields 
into the Lagrangian. These auxiliary fields then served to 
eliminate unwanted spin components. 

Presently, Yang-Mills fields provide a very interesting 
class of field equations with constraints. The Lagrangian for 
these fields is usually written as a quadratic form in the ki
netic terms. We therefore construct a mechanical model (fin
ite degrees of freedom) which has a Lagrangian with the 
same kinetic structure as the Lagrange density of Yang
Mills or higher-spin tensor fields. 

Takahashi and co-workers2 also studied constrained 
mechanical models using Lagrange multiplier fields. Their 
kinetic terms corresponded to systems of first-order differ
ential equations. The results they obtained for their systems 
are equivalent to those of Dirac,3 who studied constrained 
Hamiltonian systems in general. 

Having chosen a mechanical model with appropriate 
kinetic terms, we apply Dirac's method to it. This serves as a 
preliminary to studying the quantization of higher-spin as 
well as Yang-Mills fields; a task we carry out elsewhere for 
higher-spin fields. 4 

In Sec. II we present the model and analyze the situa
tion corresponding to the occurrence of only first-order con
straints. Then in Sec. III we examine the situation corre
sponding to the occurrence of higher-class constraints and 
analyze it completely. In Sec. IV we state our conclusions. 

II. THE MECHANICAL MODEL 

Consider the system with 2N degrees offreedom 
<Pa, <P t, a, b = I, ... ,N, described by the Langrangian 

L = ~ :Mab~b + (~:Cab<Pb - <P :Cab~b) 
- <P :'ab<Pb - V(<Pa,<P n (1) 

We assume summation over repeated indices. 
The Lagrange density for Yang-Mills fields as well as 

for a large class of higher-spin fields can be cast in the form 
(1). The potential term V contains terms cubic as well as 
quadratic in the coordinates <P a ,<P t· It plays no role in the 
constraint structure and will therefore be dropped from now 

alResearch supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Re
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blPermanent address: Department of Physics, Gifu University, Nagara, 
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on. The "kinetic mass matrix" Mab as well as the matrix 'ab 
are both Hermitian. The matrix Cab is anti-Hermitian. 

Since the matrix M is Hermitian, it can always be dia
gonalized by a unitary transformation. We assume that this 
has been done and 

(2) 

with no summation over the repeated index of the eigenvalue 
ma now or later. This eigenvalue is called the kinetic mass. 2 

Dropping the potential term V, the Langrangian can 
now be written 

L = ma~ :8ab~b + (~:Cab<Pb - <P :Cab~b) - ~ :'ab<Pb' 
(3) 

The canonical momenta conjugate to <P : and <Pb' respective
ly, are 

JL . 
7Ta = -.- = ma<Pa + Cab<Pb' 

J<P: 
(4) 

... _ JL _ ).... A. ... 7Tb - -.- - mb'f' b - 'f' aCab' 
J<Pb 

(5) 

If the matrix M is nonsingular or, what is the same thing, 
none of the kinetic masses ma vanishes, then no constraints 
occur in the system and the canonical Hamiltonian 

He = <P : 7Ta + 7Tt<Pb - L 

yields the equations of motion 

~a = [<Pa,He!, ~t= [<Pt,He!, 
~'a = [~a,He!' ~'t = [~t,HeJ, 

where the Poisson brackets are defined bi 
[7T:,<Pb! 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(10) 

and all other Poisson brackets involving only <Pa,<P t,<P: ,<Pb 
vanish. Thus such a system is completely determined. 

We now assume, therefore, that the matrix M is singu
lar of rank , < N. By a suitable choice of the unitary transfor
mation that diagonalized M we can arrange to have 
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rna = ° for a = i, j,k, ... = 1,2, ... ,N - r, 

rna #0 for a = a,/3,y, ... = N - r + 1, 
N - r+ 2, ... ,N. (11) 

We adhere to this notation ofletting lower case Latin indices 
from the middle of the alphabet, namely i, j,k, ... , run from 1 
to N - r and lower case Greek indices from the begining of 
the alphabet, namely a,/3,y, ... , run from N - r + Ito N. 

The Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to the 
Lagrangian (3) now split into equations of motion 

rnp¢>p + 2CPb~b + rpbtPb = 0, 

rna~: +2~:caa +tP:raa =0, 

and equations of constraint 

2Cib~b + ribtPb = 0, 

(12) 

2~ tCbi + tP trbi = 0. (13) 

In terms of the canonical momenta, these constraints may 
also be written 

Xi=1Ti - CibtPb = 0, 

X! _1T! - tP :caj = 0. (14) 

Here we have followed Dirac's terminology and introduced 
the "constraints" Xi,Xr 

For this particular case, the canonical Hamiltonian 
reads' 

He = (ff: + tP :Caa)~ap(1Tp - CpbtPb) + 4> :rabtPb' 
rna 

(15) 

The total Hamiltonian [yielding the constraints (14)] is given 
by 

H = He + U~Xi + X!Uj, (16) 

where we have introduced the Lagrange multiplier fields 

U~,Uj' 
The constraints [Eq. (14)] are not merely initial condi

tions but must hold for all times; thus they must be indepen
dent oftime. This requires that both Xi and X ! vanish identi
cally. Writing out these consistency conditions, we obtain 

. aXi 
Xi =Jr+ IXi,HJ =0 

= - CiP1Tp~ - (Cib - CiP~Pb + rib)tPb - 2Cij Uj 
rnp rnp 

= - 2dip 1Tp - 2eib tPb - 2cijuj (17) 

and 

(18) 

where we have defined the new matrices dip,daj and eib • eaj . 
The retention of the terms involving C corresponds to 

time-dependent external forces being present. 
If the N - r by N - r submatrix cij is nonsingular, we 

can solve Eq. (17) and (18) for the Lagrange multiplier fields 
Uj'u~ and substitute the results back in the total Hamiltonian 
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(16). The Hamiltonian so obtained involves the constrained 
variables. Thus, to obtain the true equations of motion, it is 
necessary that the Poisson brackets themselves take the con
straints into account. Such generalized Poisson brackets 
were defined by Dirac.3 

The only constraints involved here are the "first-class" 
constraints given by Eqs. (14). We now illustrate the han
dling of these constraints. As a first step we compute the 
"constraint matrix" 

(19) 

(20) 

where the tilde means transpose. The inverse of K is easily 
found to be 

[

0 
K - 1 -

- -I -!cij 
(21) 

The generalized Poisson bracket or Dirac brackee for 
any two dynamical quantities F and G is defined by 

IF,G J* = IF,G J - IIF,X}K-1lx,G J. (22) 
x 

The ordinary Poisson bracket on the right is defined by Ca
salbuoni.5 Writing this out, we get 

IF,G 1* = IF,G I + !IF,x~lc; IIXj,G I 
- !IF'Xi Ie; Ilx!,G}. (23) 

This allows us to compute the generalized Poisson brackets 
for any coordinates, velocities and momenta. In particular, 
we get 

Now using the fact that 

. 1 
tPa = -(1T a - CabtPb)' 

rna 

we get the true equations of motion from 

... . 1 . 
tPa = ItPa,H 1= ItPa,H 1* - 2ItPa'X~lc; llXj,H I 

- I), J * 1 I), * J - laXj - 'f'a,H + 2 'f'a,Xi Cij Jr' 
Here we used the consistency condition 

aXj 
IXj,HJ = --. at 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

Evaluating the various Dirac brackets we finally get the true 
equations of motion, namely 

rna8ap~'p + (2cap - CakCk/lcIP)~P + (rab - Caijb)tPb = 0. 
(29) 
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This determines completely the system for the case of 
first class constraints only. Suppose, however, that cij is sin
gular. In this case, further "secondary" constraints appear. 
We examine this situation in the next section. 

III. HIGHER CLASS CONSTRAINTS 

In this section we assume that the N - r by N - r sub
matrix C ij is singular of rank r 1 so that further or second-class 
constraints occur. Since cij is anti-Hermitian, it can also be 
diagonalized by a unitary transformation S. This diagonali
zation does not change the diagonalization of the kinetic 
mass matrix Mob since if either of the indices a, b, equals i, j 
(i.e., lies in the range 1, ... ,N - r), the matrix elements M~,b 
vanish. 

Thus we can write 

(30) 

where no sum occurs over the index of the eigenvalues Ct' 

The eigenvalues are arranged so that 

Ci = 0 for i = I,J,K, ... = 1,2, ... ,N - r - r l , (31) 

ci#O for i =A,B,r, ... =N - r- r 1 + 1, ... , 
N - r. (32) 

This notation will again be adhered to with upper case 
Latin letters I,J,K, ... , having the range 1 to N - r - r l , and 
upper case Greek letters A,B,r, ... , having the range 
N - r - r l + 1 to N - r, 

NowoperatingonEq. (17)withS -1 from the left we can 
cast it in the form 

CiS il: IU k = - S il: Idk{31T {3 - S il: lekbifJb' 

Now using (31) and (32) this becomes 

u~1 = - d~b1T{3 - e~bifJb' 

o = X~IJ_ - d~~1T{3 - ej~t/Jb' 

where 
{I) S - I (II S - 1 UB = Bi U;. U/ = Ij Uj • 

d (ll Is -Id B{3 = - Bi i{3' 
CB 

(IllS -1 eBb = - B; eib , 
cB 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

Similarly, by operating with Sfrom the right on Eq. (18), we 
obtain 

U~I* = - 1T!d ~~ + ifJ :e~IJ, 

0= XYI*= -1T!d~} + t/J :e~, 
where 

d(ll -d S 1 d(l)-d S 
aA - aj jA-' aJ - aj jJ' 

CA 

(II _ S 1 (II - S eaA - eo) jA-' eaJ - eaj jJ' 
CA 

Also, as is easy to verify, we have 

urX; = u~)X~1 + ujl)Xjll 

and 
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(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

xtuj = X~I*U~I + XYI*ujll, 

where we have further defined 

X~I = S Ai IXi =S AI 11T; - SAl ICibifJb' 

X~I* = XtSjB = 1TtSjB + ifJ :cajSjB · 

The total Hamiltonian (14) is then given by 

H = He + (-1T!d~~ + ifJ :e~~)x~1 + X~I*( - d~b1T{3 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

- e~bt/Jb) + u~l)*xjl} + XYI*uYI, (48) 

where we have eliminated the Lagrange multipliers u~1 and 
u~l* by using Eqs, (34) and (39). Thus only U~II* and uyi re
main undetermined. The corresponding constraints are xiii 
and xY I*. Again consistency requires that these constraints 
be time-independent. Thus we get 

XVI = 0 = xY I*. 
Writing these out we obtain the equations 

and 

(I (II S· - I S - lSI (II II)U J = - Ii Xi - Ii Pij jA-XA 
CA 

(11*1(1 1 *s' 111* 1 S - 1 S u/ lJ = Xj jJ - XB - Bi Pij jJ 
CB 

+ 1T!g"jSjJ + ifJ :hajSjJ' 

where we have introduced the notation 

lij = di"c"j - e;j' 

Pij = e;adaj + di{3e{3j = -Pt. 

1 1 
XSkB-S ii e'b' 

cB 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

(55) 

and all quantities with a superscript (1) are similarity trans
formed with S. Thus, for example, 

1
(11 - S - II" S 1(11 - S .... II".S. t 1J - Ii Jij jJ' IA - I, Jlj lA' e C., .... (56) 

Now iflj~ is nonsingular we can solve Eq. (50) and (51) 
for the Lagrange multipliers uyl, ujl}* and replace the results 
in the Hamiltonian (48). This is the case of second-class con
straints. If/Y) is singular such a solution is not possible and 
we must again diagonalize/j~ to obtain further higher-order 
constraints X (2), X (2). with corresponding Lagrangemultipli
ers. The situation is now the same as the transition from first
class to second-class constraints and thus may be treated in 
the same manner. Since we started with a finite matrix, this 
procedure must eventually exhaust all constraints. 

This shows that higher-class constraints are treated in a 
manner similar to second-class constraints and involve no 
new concepts. For this reason we assume thatlj~ is nonsin
gular. This allows us to solve (50) and (51) for the Lagrange 
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= S ii l(di(3e(3j + eiadaj)SjJ = PIJ' 

multipliers uyl and u~ll. and replace them in the total Hamil
tonian. The Hamiltonian so obtained still involves con
strained variables. This means that the evolution equations 
for all the dynamical variables can again only be obtained if 
the Poisson brackets themselves take the constraints into 
account. These are again the generalized Poisson brackets 
defined by Dirac in terms of the usual Poisson brackets and 
the constraints. 

with similar results for the other brackets. We can, therefore, 
obtain the complete "constraint matrix": 

K= 
The constraints for this case are simply 

X~I=O, (57) 

[ 
!X~)'X~)J !X~),X~)·J !X~l,xY)J 

!X~)*'X~)J !X~)·'X~)·J !X~)·,xY)J 

!X~I),X~)J 

!X~I)"X~IJ 

!x~I),x~)·J 

!X~I)·,X~)·J 

!X~I),xjl)J 

!X~II·,Xjl)J 

!X~)·,xjl). J 

[X~I),xY)· J ] 

! X~I). ,xY)* J 

X~I. = 0, (58) 

X~II=O, (59) 

xjl)· = O. (60) ~ [~':" 
- 2CA~AB 0 f~)l 0 -l~j 

1(1) 0 (I) • 
IB pIJ 

1(1) 0 p(I) 0 - IB - IJ The Poisson brackets between any two of these is easily com
puted. Thus, for example, using (9), (10) and (35), (40) we get The inverse of this matrix exists and is given by 

K- I = 

o 

~(~ _ -.!...{II) A - 11"(1)) 
2 

U AB 2 Al IJ J JB 
CA CA 

o 

A _11"(1)_1_ 
IJ J JB

2 cB 

The notation used here is 

A _ II) III) 1 {(I) 
4JIJ - pIJ + IB-

2 
BJ' 

cB 

- - -II) 1 -II) 
AIJ =pIJ +IIB~/BJ' 

B 

I 

1 (~ _ 1 {-II) A - 1i'(I)) 
-2 UAB -2 AI4J IJ J JB 
cA cA 

o 

o 

o 

1 j(l) A -I 
2
- AK KJ 
cA 

o 

A - I 
4J IJ 

o 

A-I 
-4JIJ 

o 

Using the inverse given by Eq. (63) we obtain the generalized Poisson or Dirac bracket. 

[F,G J. = !F,G J + !F,x~)·J:-=-i21 ~AB - -2
1 {~}A If 1YJ){x~),G I 

CA CA 

- [FXII)*jA -11"(1)_l_[X(l) G J - 1FXII)·jJ....{(1)A -lfX(I) G I 
'I IJ J JB 2c B , l 'A 2 AI IJ l J' 

B CA 

- [FXIII·JA -1!X(1)Gl-!Fxll)j_l_(~ _J....{-(1)A -1i'(1»)!X(l).GJ 
'I IJ J , , A 2c A AB 2c A AI IJ J JB B' 

+ [F,x~l)j3JJiYJ!x~)·;Gj + [F,x~)j-21 j~}3Ifl!xy)·,GI + [F,x~l)j3D-I!Xy),GI. 
CA 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

We have used this equation to obtain the generalized Poisson brackets for all the coordinates ifJ, ifJ • and the momenta 1T., 1T. 

The results are tabulated in an appendix. 
Of immediate utility to us are the following generalized Poisson brackets: 

l Ao ';'*J.-~ 1 +U S A -11"(1) 1 -III) d S A -11"(1) 1 
'!'a''!' (3 - U a(3- ai i/4J IJ J JB--U B(3 - ai i/4J IJ J J(3-' 

m(3 2cB m(3 
(67) 

lAo.';' J.-~ 1 U- S--lA-Ii'II) 1 .JII) d- S--lA-Ii'(1) 1 
'!' a''!'(3 - U a (3 - - ai il 4J IJ J JB--U B(3 - ai il 4J IJ J J(3-' 

m(3 2cB m(3 
(68) 

Using these results we can now obtain the true equations of motion from the total Hamiltonian. They are given by 
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ifJa = {ifJa,H J, (69) 

¢Ja = {¢a,H j, (70) 

where again the ordinary Poisson bracket on the right is obtained by using Eq. (56) and the consistency condition 

aXJ 
{XJ,H j = - -. (71) at 
After a rather tedious calculation involving the repeated evaluation of generalized Poisson brackets we arrive at the true 

equations of motion: 

~ j,' [ I' S A - 11'111 1 C' 2c S .G~ 1 I111 A -1(11)S - I 
rnaUafJ'I'p + 2 caP + Jaj jJ"-J lJ J JB-.JBjCjP - ai iA~UAB - - AI"-J IJ JB Bj Cjp 

2cB 2cA 2cA 

- CaiSiA2;Af~}A jJ IS if I( Jjp - cjp ) - ~faiSilA jJ IS JJ I( Jjp - Cjp)]¢p 

[ 
I'S A -11111 C'-I( .) 2c S ~/~ IflllA -1(11 )S-1( +.) + rab + Jai i/"-J lJ JB-.J2 Bj rjb + Cjb - ai iA~2 UAB - -2c AI"-J IJ JB Bj rjb Cjb 

CB CA A 

- CaiSiA....!..../~}A I} IS JJ I(djprpb - 2djpcPb - 2ejb ) - ~/aiSilA I} IS;; I(djprpb - 2djp cPb - 2eib )]ifJb = O. 
2cA 2 

(72) 

CONCLUSION many Lagrange densities for higher-spin fields can be cast 
into this form. The results obtained remain valid in the pres
ence of external forces. 

We have completely analyzed a Lagrangian system 
both in the case of only first-order constraints as well as in 
the case of second-order constraints. Our analysis also 
makes it clear how to proceed for higher-order constraints. 
The form of the Lagrangian is such that our results are im
mediately applicable to a variety of constrained systems. 
Thus, both the Yang-Mills Lagrange density as well as 

One final conjecture. The way the kinetic mass rna ap
pears as a mUltiplicative factor in the various Poisson brack
ets suggests that the indefiniteness associated with the quan
tization of higher-spin fields may be related to the relative 
signs of the kinetic masses. We propose to investigate this for 
some specific field theories. 

APPENDIX 

We list here the various generalized Poisson brackets for the case of second-class constraints. 

740 

S I (~ 1 f - I A - l'fIII)S - I 
- iA-UAB - - AI "-J lJ JB Bj' 

2CA 2cA 

I III -I _I lifJi,ifJ3j*= -SiA-jAIA lJ SJI d l{3' 
2cA 

I"" j * ~ S 1 (~ 1 fill A - l'flll )S - lSi fll) A - IS - I 'l'i>7rj =uij- iA-uAB-- AI"-JlJ JB BI Clj+ iA-
2 

AI"-JlJ JI elj' 
2cA 2cA CA 

I"" *j* S 1(~ IfIIIA-1(11)S-1 S IjIIIA-IS-1 'l'i,1r{3 = - iA-uAB - - AI"-J lJ JB BI CI{3 + iA- AI"-J lJ JI e l{3' 
2cA 2cA 2cA 

I"" "" * j * d S A - l'flll 1 C' - I 'l'a''I' j = ak kI"-J lJ JB-.J2 Bj' 
CB 

1 ifJa,ifJ 3 j * = - dakSkIA jJ ISJldIP ' 

{ifJa,7rj j * = dakSkIA IJ I/Yl_l_S ik ICkj + dakSkIA IJ IS Jk lekj , 
2cB 

lifJa,1r3j* = oa{3 + dakSkIA IJ 1~~_1-S it ICI{3 + dakSkIA jJ IS J,lel{3' 
2cB 
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(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 
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The traditional methods of Hamiltonian perturbation theory in classical mechanics are first 
presented in a way which clearly displays their differential-geometric foundations. These are 
then generalized to the case of noncanonical in phase space. In the new method the Hamiltonian 
H is treated, not as a scalar in phase space, but as one component of the fundamental form p 
dq - Hdt. The perturbation analysis is applied to this entire form, in all of its components. 

PACS numbers: 03.20. + i, 02.40. + m 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is becoming widely appreciated that a Hamiltonian 
system is better characterized by its abstract properties rath
er than by any necessary relation among q's and p's. For 
example, preservation of phase volume, regardless of the co
ordinates used to express it, has certain definite conse
quences, such as the impossibility of bounded attracting sets. 
The situation is somewhat analogous to the Pauli matrices in 
quantum mechanics: It is reassuring to have the standard 
representations, but all that is ever really called for is their 
formal, algebraic properties. Of course, Darboux's theorem 
always guarantees the existence of q's andp's, at least locally, 
so that it is never wrong to derive relations by using these 
coordinates. 

Nevertheless, there are a number of practical reasons 
why noncanonical coordinates arise in applications. First, 
Hamiltonian systems are sometimes discovered in a context 
that is independent of Lagrangians or the Legendre transfor
mation. I Canonical coordinates mayor may not be offered 
up in such circumstances. Second, the use of canonical co
ordinates may demand the choice of a gauge with no phys
ical significance; this is seen in ordinary electrodynamics, 2 

and it is a pervasive feature of Hamiltonian formulations of 
fluid mechanics which employ the Clebsch potentials. 3 

Third, the use of canonical coordinates often involves the 
representation of physically interesting quantities by means 
of awkward mathematical constructions. For example, the 
Lagrangian coordinates in fluid mechanics indicate where a 
fluid element was at some initial time. They are related to the 
actual, Eulerian position of a fluid element by the awkward 
and impractical device of integrating along streamlines; and 
yet they provide simple coordinates for fluid flow. 3 Similar
ly, the a andp coordinates4 commonly used to represent 
magnetic fields are canonical coordinates of a kind (on the 
symplectic manifold consisting of magnetic field lines), and 
yet in order to know the values of a and p at a point x of 
space, one must follow a field line back to some reference 
surface. Likewise, a direct application of Darboux's theorem 
often yields canonical coordinates whose relation to physical 
coordinates is nonlocal in nature. Fourth, in multiple time
scale phenomena, the different p's and q's on the different 
time scales evolve in time relative to one another in some 

.IPresent address: Department of Physics, University of California, Los 
Angeles, California 90024. 

ratio E; thus the Hamiltonian H must depend on some of the 
q's andp's through such combinations as Eq, Ep. At best, this 
is awkward; at worst, it can present serious obstacles to a 
Hamiltonian treatment of the problem, so that investiga
tions are sometimes carried out with non-Hamiltonian 
methods.5

.t> These problems can often be obviated by using 
noncanonical coordinates. 2, 

7 

For all these reasons, noncanonical coordinates for Ha
miltonian systems are receiving increasing attention. R

-
lo 

This paper is a contribution to the techniques of performing 
calculations in noncanonical coordinates and, in particular, 
perturbation calculations. In some sense, the methods we 
propose in this paper are similar to the asymptotic methods 
of Kruskal, II but they are explicitly Hamiltonian 
throughout. 

There are several reasons for preferring Hamiltonian 
perturbation methods, including the noncanonical methods 
we present here, to non-Hamiltonian methods. One is the 
essence of practicality: The sheer labor of perturbation cal
culation is vastly reduced with Hamiltonian methods. An
other is the philosphy that if one is given a physical system 
that is Hamiltonian, then it is best to approximate it with 
other Hamiltonian systems. In this way conservation of en
ergy, Liouville's theorem, and other consequences of Hamil
tonian systems are all valid for each of the approximations. 

In this paper we present the outlines of basic perturba
tion methods for noncanonical coordinates. We pay no at
tention to more sophisticated techniques such as supercon
vergent methods, 12 since we presume that these techniques 
can be adapted to noncanonical variables when the basic 
methods are understood. 

In Secs. 2 and 3 we describe traditional perturbation 
methods. Section 2 is devoted to non-Hamiltonian systems, 
while Sec. 3 describes Hamiltonian systems. In these de
scriptions we call on the theory of differential forms, which is 
especially appropriate for Hamiltonian systems. 13-15 Our 
purpose in doing this is to clearly identify the differential
geometric underpinnings of these traditional methods, 
which are generalized in later sections. We do not intend 
these descriptions to provide a tutorial on the traditional 
methods, for which we recommend Nayfeh l6 and Cary. 17 

The language and notation of differential geometry and 
differential forms has achieved only an incomplete popular
ity in the physics community today, but it is one which is 
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growing, and one which we wish to endorse. Out of numer
ous references on this subject, we find Spivak 18 to be infor
mative and entertaining. To make the presentation more 
readable, however, we have converted all the differential
geometric statements of importance into component lan
guage, so that they can be understood in terms of traditional 
tensor analysis. 

In Sec. 4 we present an invariant formulation of Hamil
tonian systems which describes how the fundamental form 
p dq - H dt is related to the equations of motion, and how 
the two transform under arbitrary coordinate transforma
tions. In Sec. 5, the new perturbation methods, based on this 
transformation theory, are described. 

2. NON-HAMILTONIAN PERTURBATION METHODS 

We consider an n-dimensional manifold M endowed 
with a vector field X. In some system of coordinates [Xi J , we 
assume that X has the representation 

dxi . ~ k 
- = X'(x) = L E XUx), 
dt k=O 

(1 ) 

where E is an ordering parameter. We treat all power series 
formally; as often in perturbation theory, convergence is of 
secondary concern to us. 

By hypothesis, the leading term Xo of Eq. (1) represents 
a solvable system, so that the integral curves of X are ap
proximated by the known integral curves of Xo. These are 
often represented by straight lines in the coordinate system 
I Xi J. The basic strategy of perturbation theory is to seek a 
coordinate transformation to new coordinates I X'- J , such 
that in the new coordinates the new equations of motion are 
simplified. Since the system (1) is solvable at lowest order, the 
coordinate transformation is the identity at lowest order, i.e., 
X'- = Xi + 0 (E). 

In this point of view, we have two coordinate systems 
I xij and I X'-J, and a given pointxEMis represented alternati
vely by its coordinates Xi or X'- in the two systems. The vector 
field X in the abstract does not change under the coordinate 
transformation, only its coordinate/component representa
tion. We will call this the "passive" point of view. 

In what follows, however, we adopt the "active" point 
of view. For this we consider mappings T:M-+M, and we 
write Tx = X. That is, we will write X for a typical "old" 
point of M, and x for a typical "new" point. When coordi
nates are called for, we will write Xi and X'- for the coordinates 
of the old and new points, relative to a single coordinate 
system [xiJ. 

In the active point of view, the vector field X is changed 
under the mapping into a new vector fieldXby the derivative 
or tangent map T. : 

X= T.X. (2) 

The coordinate representation of this is 

(3) 

in which, as throughout, the summation convention is em
ployed, unless greater clarity is called for. The previously 
mentioned strategy for perturbation theory is stated in the 
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active point of view by saying that we seek T such that X is 
easier to solve than X. The precise criterion depends on cir
cumstances; sometimes one asks for X which has the same 
(straight) integral curves as Xo. In this case, one has "trans
formed away" the higher order terms of X. 

One must be able to transform scalar fields under T as 
well as vector fields. It is best to treat scalars as O-forms on 
M, and use the pullback T*. Because the pullback T· works 
in a direction opposite that of T, we define a transformed 
scalar sin terms of a given scalar s:M-+R by means of 

s= T* -IS. 

In terms of values, this can be written 

(T· S)(x) = six) = s(Tx) = six), 

where we have used x = Tx. 

(4) 

(5) 

Particular scalar fields of interest are the coordinate 
functions Ii: UCM-+R. i = 1, .... n. which satisfy Xi = I i(X) 
whenever Xi are the coordinates of the point xEM. The set 
UCM is the range of the chart. Applying I i to the point 
x = Tx. we have 

Xi = [i(X) = Ii(Tx) = (T·[i)(X). (6) 

This is often written (imprecisely) as X'- = TXi. The fact that 
points are pushed forward by T and differential forms (in
cluding scalars) are pulled back by T* is the source of many 
sign errors and much confusion in practice. 

In the so-called Lie transform method. 19 one uses trans
formations Twhich are represented as the exponential of 
some vector field. or rather compositions of such transfor
mations. To begin, let us consider a vector field G. which is 
associated with the system of ordinary differential 
equations. 

dx
i 

= Gi(x). 
dE 

(7) 

We denote the advance map associated with these equations 
by TE. so that if X and x are initial and final points along an 
integral curve of (7), separated by elapsed parameter E. then 
x = T'x. In the usual exponential representation for ad
vance maps. we have TE = exp(EG). We will call Gthegener
alor of the transformation T. 

The tangent map T~ can be represented as an exponen
tial involving the Lie derivative LG which, acting on vector 
fields X. is defined by 

LGX = lim J.. eX - T~X). (8) 
E->O E 

in which both X and T*X must be evaluated at the same 
point, say X = T - 'x. The Lie derivative is simply the Lie 
bracket or commutator of the two vector fields: 

(LGX)' = G jX i
J 

- X jG i
J

. (9) 

Then we have 

T~ = exp( - ELG)' (10) 

Thus. the relation X = T~X. as in Eqs. (2) and (3). can be 
written as a power series of commutators. 
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The pullback TE* can be represented similarly. The ac
tion of LG on an arbitrary differential form a is given by 

LGa = lim ~ (TE*a - a), (11) 
E-->O E 

so that 

T E* = exp( + ELG)' (12) 

In particular, if a is a scalar s, then 

. as 
LGS = Gs = G'-. (13) 

ax' 
In perturbation theory, one applies the tangent map to 

the vector field X [Eqs. (2) and (10)] in order to make the new 
vector field X easier to solve. This involves solving a simple 
differential equation for G based on the given desiderata for 
X. Then the transformation of the coordinates themselves 
[Eqs. (5) and (12)] can be written out using the pullback. 

However, it is generally only possible to meet the desi
derata for the 0 (E) term, Xt, ofEq. (1), with a single generator 
G in the form we have given. Therefore we introduce a se
quence of generators20 Gt , G2 , ••• , Lie derivative operators 
L t = L G" etc., and transformation operators, T t , T2, •.• , de
fined by 

Tn = exp(EnGn)· 

The corresponding tangent maps and pullbacks are 

Tn* = exp( - EnLn), 

T~ = exp( + E"Ln)· 

(14) 

(15) 

In effect, each successive Tn takes care of the vector field X of 
Eq. (1) at each successive order in E; hence the En factors in 
the exponent of Eqs. (14) and (15). Then one has the overall 
transformation operator T which satisfies 

T=···T3 T2T t, T-t=Tt-tT2-tT3-t ... , (16) 

T* = ... T3* T2* T t* T; 1= T 1-;;' I T 2-;;. IT3-;;' I ••• , (17) 

T* = TTTTTT···, T* -I = ... TT - ITT - ITT - I. 

(18) 

Note the reversal offactors in Eqs. (18). 
An alternative to the use of a sequence of generators is 

to allow the one generator G ofEqs. (7) to depend on E, giving 
a non autonomous system of differential equations. 21 This 
method appears to be less efficient at higher orders, 
however. 17 

3. TRADITIONAL METHODS FOR HAMILTONIAN 
SYSTEMS 

In Hamiltonian systems the manifold M is a 2N-dimen
sional phase space, which we denote by CPo Instead of the 
coordinates Xi, we use canonical coordinates (qi>Pi)' 
i = 1, ... ,N. We write X H for the vector field on cP which 
corresponds to X in Eq. (1); X H is determined from Hamil
ton's equations of motion and the Hamiltonian H: 

i dqi aH 
X H =-=-, 

dt api 

Xk+ N = dpi = _ aH, i = 1, ... ,N. 
dt aqi 

(19) 
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We assume that H is time independent. Time-dependent Ha
miltonian systems are subsumed under the formalism of the 
next section. 

The vector field X H of Eq. (19) is linear in the I-form 
dH. The general relation between a Hamiltonian vector field 
X A and the scalar A can be expressed in the component form 

(XA)i = I pj aA, (20) 
j~ I azi 

where i = (ql,. .. ,qN,PI,,,,,PN)' The matrix Jij is the compo
nent matrix of a second rank, contravariant tensor J. The 
components of J are the Poisson brackets of the coordinates 
among themselves, i.e., Jij = Ii, zjJ. We will also write Eq. 
(20) in the index-free form X A = J (dA ). 

The Hamiltonian H is assumed to have the power series 
representation 

(21) 

in analogy with Eq. (1), and Ho is assumed to be solvable. 
Instead of transforming the vector field X H directly, one 
transforms the Hamiltonian H into a new Hamiltonian ii. H 
and H are treated as O-forms, i.e., scalars, and the transfor
mation equation is 

H= T*-IH, (22) 

as indicated by Eq. (4). 
In Hamiltonian perturbation theory the transformation 

T is usually required to be a canonical transformation (but 
see Sec. 5 below). Canonical transformations have the virtue 
that they preserve the form of Hamilton's equations of mo
tion. Canonical transformations can be represented by 
mixed-variable generating functions, as in the Poincare-von 
Zeipel method, 16 or by means of Lie transforms, 17 as in Sec. 
2. In the latter method, the vector fields Gn ofEq. (14) are 
specified by scalar generating functions gn' through Hamil
ton's equations, i.e., the tensor J: 

(23) 

The minus sign is conventional. 
The Lie derivative operators L n , when acting on sca

lars, are now represented by Poisson brackets: 

(24) 

In particular, Eq. (22) is a power series involving Poisson 
brackets. In Sec. 5 we will consider the action of the Ln on 
differential forms of higher rank. 

For Hamiltonian systems it is seldom necessary to ap
ply the Lie derivative operators Ln to vector fields, because 
the only vector fields of interest are Hamiltonian vector 
fields. For these, one uses the relation 

(25) 

in which vectors correspond to scalars through Eq. (20). In 
short, Hamiltonian vector fields can all be dealt with implic
itly through their (scalar) Hamiltonian functions. 

Typical transformation desiderata for Hamiltonian sys
tems are the elimination of the dependence of H on one or 
more of the q's. These requirements produce simple differen
tial equations for the generators gn' 
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4. AN INVARIANT FORMULATION OF HAMILTONIAN 
MECHANICS 

We consider the space <I> X R = E, which we call the 
"extended phase space;" it is a (2N + I)-dimensional space 
on which we employ the coordinates (qi>Pi>t), i = 1, ... ,N. In 
this space we introduce thefundamentall-form y, given by 

y = Pidqi - H dt. (26) 

The Hamiltonian H is allowed to depend on time. 
The exterior derivative of y is a 2-form w: 

W = dy = dpi Adqi - dH Adt. (27) 

In the coordinates (qi,Pot), the component matrix wij can be 
partitionedbysplittingthecoordinatesintotheirN + N + 1 
parts: 

-aHlaq) 
-aHIJp 

o 
(28) 

Here I represents the N XN identity matrix. The upper 
2N X 2N diagonal submatrix is nonsingular, so W ij' which 
must have even rank, has a rank which is precisely 2N. 
Therefore at each point zEE, precisely one of the 2N + 1 
eigenvectors of wij is null, i.e., has eigenvalue zero. Indeed, 
this real null eigenvector can be taken to be (aH lapi' 
- aH laqi> 1) in the (qi,Pi,t) coordinates, as is easily verified. 

The null eigenvector of wij establishes a one-dimension
al subspace of TEz for each zEE, i.e., a one-dimensional dis
tribution on E. The corresponding integral manifolds are 
curves in E which are nowhere parallel to the surfaces 
t = const. These are the "vortex lines" of the fundamental 
I-form y. 

The vortex lines specify the motion corresponding to 
the given Hamiltonian H. This is easily seen by promoting 
the eigenvector field determined above into a system of ordi
nary differential equations: 

dqi aH dpi _ aH, dt = 1. 
ds api' ds aqi ds 

(29) 

The parameter s is of no significance; when it is eliminated, 
we have Hamilton's equations of motion in the usual sense. 

The preceding construction is a demonstration, in the 
coordinates (qi ,Pot), of the fact that the time evolution of a 
dynamical system is invariantly associated with the funda
mental I-form y. More generally, let [Zi), i = 1, ... ,2N + 1, 
represent an arbitrary coordinate system on E. Usually one 
would take Z2N + I = t, but this is not essential. From y, we 
can derive the 2-form w. The components wij of W can always 
be represented, by permuting the order of the coordinates Zi, 

if necessary, so that the upper 2N X 2N diagonal submatrix is 
nonsingular. Let us call this submatrix [Jij' and let Jij be its 
inverse: 

2N 
~ Jik A ~i L.. wkj = Uj' 

k=1 

(30) 

If Z2N + I = t, then J ij = ! Zi, zjJ, as before. Then the null ei
genvector X of W is represented in components by 
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. ~ .. (ah ay
j ) X' = L.. J" -. +-, i= 1, ... ,2N, 

j= I az' a'T 
X 2N + I = 1, (31) 

where h = - Y2N + I and'T = r N + I. Note that if'T = t, then 
h = H. Finally, the equations of motion in the coordinates Zi 

are 

i = 1, ... ,2N. (32) 

The relation between y, w, the eigenvector field X, and 
the equations of motion has precisely the behavior under 
mappings that we expect and require for perturbation the
ory. To see this, let us characterize a null eigenvector X of W 

at a point zEE as the nonzero vector which satisfies 
w( y,x) = 0 for all YETEz • Let us now apply a diffeomor
phism T:E--+E, according to the rules (jj = T· - IW, 

X = T.X, Y = T. Y, as indicated already by Eqs. (2) and (4). 
Then we have 

W{X,Y) = W{T.X,T. Y) = (T· ai)(X,Y) = w(X,Y) = 0, 
(33) 

which holds for all YEEz , where z = Tz, since we assume 
that T:E--+E is a diffeomorphism. Thus, Xis the null eigen
vector of (jj. 

The upshot of this is that if we simply transform points 
by the mapping T and the 2-form W by T· - I, then the null 
eigenvector of the new (jj will automatically give the trans
formed equations of motion. Thus, we can concentrate our 
attention, as far as perturbation theory is concerned, on the 
2-form w, and not worry about the equations of motion. 

Actually, it suffices to transform only the fundamental 
I-form y, since the pullback commutes with the exterior de
rivative. It is important to note that y is subject to a "gauge 
transformation," i.e., we can write y/ = Y + dS, for any sca
lar S, and y/ serves equally as well as y for finding w, the null 
eigenvector X, and the equations of motion. 

5. HAMILTONIAN PERTURBATION THEORY IN 
NONCANONICAL COORDINATES 

We consider for a moment only time-independent sys
tems. It is a simple observation of Hamiltonian mechanics in 
usual (q,p) language that the Hamiltonian H is determined 
only to within an additive constant. This is evidently a gauge 
transformation of a simple kind; although the equations of 
motion are determined only by the I-form dH, it is more 
convenient in practice to work with the O-form H. Indeed, 
the Hamiltonian itself transforms as a scalar under (time
independent) changes of coordinates. Traditionally, one 
works with canonical transformations, which can be charac
terized as those transformations (q,pj--+(ij,ji) which satisfy 
Pidq, = Pidiji + dS, for some scalar S. 

The discussion of the preceding sections provides an
other point of view. The Hamiltonian His now seen to be the 
t component of the I-form y = Pidqi - H dt; the fact that it 
appears to transform as a scalar is due to the restricted class 
of transformations previously considered, namely time-in
dependent canonical transformations. Most generally, H 
should transform as one component of a covariant vector. 
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The traditional strategy of Hamiltonian perturbation 
theory in canonical coordinates can now be seen in another 
light. In the traditional strategy, one seeks mappings (or co
ordinate transformations) such that the first 2N components 
of Y remain inviolate, i.e., the p;dq; part, while the last com
ponent, i.e., the term - H dt, is modified according to will. 
Of course, one allows for a gauge transformation, 
Y ....... Y + dS, in this process. 

An obvious generalization of this process is to trans
form all 2N + 1 components of y, and not to pick on the 
Hamiltonian alone. Of course, this must be done with regard 
to some final form which one wishes y to assume; that final 
form might well be p;dq; - H dt in which, say, H is a func
tion only ofthep;, or it could be something else. But even in 
the former case, one is not compelled to use either canonical 
coordinates or canonical transformations in the intermedi
ate steps. Indeed, if a problem is originally formulated in 
non canonical coordinates, then by definition the first 2N 
components of y will not be represented by p;dq;. Thus, 
transforming the Hamiltonian to the desired form and find
ing appropriate canonical variables can be considered to be 
part of the same process, that of transforming y. 

Let us now take up the transformation properties of y. 
Quite generally, we will transform y by the rule 

Y = T* - Iy + dS, (34) 

where T:E ....... E, Tz = i, is a diffeomorphism of the extended 
phase space onto itself. In components, this is 

- _ azi as 
y(z) = -. y(z) + -., 
, aZ' J ai' 

(35) 

in accordance with the usual rule for covariant vectors. 
These laws are good for any transformation T. But as in 

Sec. 2, let us consider mappings which are composed of ad
vance maps derived from a set of vector fields GI , G2, etc. 
Through second order, we have 

T* -I = ... exp( - cL2)exp( - ELI) 

(36) 

The transformation of the coordinates themselves, shown in 
Eq. (6), involves T*, which can be obtained from T* - I by 
substituting - Ln for Ln everywhere in Eq. (36), and revers
ing the order of all Lie derivative operators. 

Let us now assume that y, y, and S in Eq. (34) are all 
expanded in powers of E, i.e., Y = };EnYn' y = };EnYn' 
S = };Ensn. Then substituting Eq. (36) and collecting terms 
gives 

Yo = Yo + dSo, 
YI = YI - LIYa + dSI, 
- 2 
Y2 = Y2 - LIYI + (! L I - L 2)yo + dS2, (37) 

and so forth. These equations are to be solved order by order 
for the vector fields G n' implicitly contained in the L n , and 
the scalars Sn' so that the Yn have the new form desired in a 
given application. Similar formulas arise in traditional Ha
miltonian perturbation theory, except that there the Lie de
rivative operators act on the O-form H instead of the I-form 
y. 

Equation (11) gives the definition of the Lie derivative 
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on an arbitrary differential form. However, for a practical 
application of Eq. (37), there is considerable advantage in 
calling on the homotopy formula 

Lxa = ixda + dixa, (38) 

where X is an arbitrary vector field [represented in Eq. (37) 
by the G n]' where ix is the interior product and where a is an 
arbitrary differential form. The interior derivative is defined 
as follows. If f3 is a k-form, then ixf3 is a (k - 1 )-form which 
satisfies 

(ixf3 )(XI,···,xk _ I) = f3(X,xI,···,xk _ I)' (39) 

where XI, ... ,xk _ I are arbitrary vectors. The advantage in 
using Eq. (38) is that the second term is an exact differential 
form, which can be absorbed into the terms dSn in Eq. (37), 
and the first term ofEq. (38) is easier to compute in practice 
than the entire expression. In addition, note that the first 
term ofEq. (38) involves the vector field X only algebraically, 
while the second involves its derivatives. We have found in 
practice that the second term ofEq. (38) often contains gauge 
dependent quantities that one is not interested in, anyway. 

Thus we can reinterpret Eq. (37) in the following way, 
with no loss of generality. The operatorsLn are no longer the 
Lie derivatives L G., but rather iG.d; and the scalars Sn are 
redefined so as to absorb all the exact forms produced by the 
second term ofEq. (38). Then with a representing any of the 
I-forms which arise in Eqs. (37), we have the component 
relation 

(40) 

The entire labor of the perturbation calculation reduces to 
computing terms of this form,just as it reduces to computing 
Poisson brackets in ordinary Hamiltonian perturbation 
theory. 

The terms Ln Yo in Eq. (37) are used to solve algebraical
ly for the vectors G n , and the terms dS n represent differential 
equations for the scalars Sn. The system is generally under
determined, as may be expected from the nature of the end 
product. For example, if one ends with 
Y = p;dq; - H (p;) dt, then this result can be subjected to an 
arbitrary canonical transformation of the formp; = p;(P), 
ii; = ii;(q,p) (a point transformation in the momenta). Some
times gauge invariance or other considerations enter to re
strict the possibilities. 

We have applied this perturbation theory to analyze the 
resonance structure of magnetic field lines in physical sys
tems which are nearly axisymetric. This is an example of a 
Hamiltonian system for which canonical coordinates are not 
given in the problem specification, and must be found. We 
will report on this and other applications in future papers. 
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The electric and magnetic field components are expanded in terms of spin weighted spherical 
harmonics, thereby defining a multipole structure whose propagation through a homogeneous 
conducting wholespace is obtained. For current sources contained inside the unit sphere, the 
resultant exterior electromagnetic fields are uniquely associated with either currents from 
electrodes placed inside the unit sphere, or from insulated wires inside the unit sphere. The 
former fields have transverse magnetic fields, while the latter (with the exception of the magnetic 
monopole) have transverse electric fields. When displacement currents are ignored, the fields 
from step function current sources are described by the incomplete gamma functions, while the 
exact solutions containing the hyperbolic contributions are obtained from convolutions with 
integer order modified Bessel functions and functions dependent on the temporal behavior of the 
current source. 

PACS numbers: 03.50.De 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The number of exact solutions to the idealized problems 
of geophysical prospecting is very small. In order to over
come mathematical difficulties posed by Maxwell's equa
tions, many attempts to construct relevant solutions assume 
the quasistatic approximation, or equivalently; contribu
tions from the hyperbolic wave terms are ignored. Even 
then, the number of known quasistatic solutions is small. 
SUbject to the quasi static approximation, solutions in the 
form of known tabulated functions have been given for finite 
electric and magnetic dipoles excited by step function cur
rent sources in a homogeneous conducting wholespace. To 

the author's knowledge these are the only published whole
space solutions excited by step function current sources. The 
aim of this paper is to present the general multipole solution 
to Maxwell's equations in a homogeneous conducting who
lespace, where current sources are contained inside the unit 
sphere and where the sources have a step function time 
behavior. 

Our study of Maxwell fields in a homogeneous conduct
ing wholespace begins by utilizing the spin harmonics.' We 
have chosen to employ the nonrelativistically invariant elec
tric and magnetic fields, since the presence of a nonzero con
ductor disturbs the elegance of Maxwell's equations. This 
can be seen by comparing the equations of this paper [see 
Eqs. (2.12)-(2.15)] with those of Goldberg et al.,2 but this is 
not considered a disadvantage since in terrestrial experi
ments, for example, we often have effectively a unique time 
coordinate, and so there is no need to apply Lorentz trans
formations to the field. 

In Sec. 2 the spin harmonics are defined, and then we 
introduce a spin base and derive a simple form of Maxwell's 
equations in a uniform conductor. These equations are 
solved in Sec. 3 for steady state fields. In Sec. 4 we consider a 
set of particular solutions whose magnetic field is transverse, 
while Sec. 5 considers fields with transverse electric fields. 

Section 6 contains the conclusion. We use SI units through
out this paper, and our summation convention (e.g., }; Y1m ) 

means summation over all possible values (of I and m). Only 
integral spin fields are considered. 

This paper is an extension of an unpublished research 
report,3 which determined the quasistatic approximations to 
the solutions of Sec. 4. We shall only consider fields which 
are bounded at spatial infinity, and are produced by step 
function current sources. 

2. SPIN HARMONICS 

In this section we shall collect results which will be 
needed later. 

In a spherical polar coordinate system (r, e, ¢ ), the com
ponentsX"Xo + IX""Xo -IX", have spin weight4 0, 1, - I, 
respectively, where X = Xp.oI' is a one-form.5 The spin har
monics s Y1m , 

_ im",' 21 ( e ) (e )2n + s - m sYlm -e SID T Ias1mn cot T ' 

x( (I + m)!(/- m)!(2/ + 1) )1, 
(I + s)!(/ - S)!41T 

_ s Y1m = ( - 1 r + m, Y;m , 

151</, Iml<l; m,s,/ integers, 

provide a complete orthonormal set offunctions for regular 
integral spin fields on the unit sphere, and can be used, for 
example, as a basis for regular electric fields. 

E =Eo -iE", =E" (2.3) 

where nYlm are the ordinary spherical harmonics and 
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(-/C'm' JK'm are fixed uniquely through Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). For 
a spin field X of spin weight s, the differential operators a and 
a are defined as 

aX = - (ao + icscea", - scote lx, 
dX = - (ao - icscea", + scot() lx, 

a a =-, 
x ax 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

and satisfy 

as Y1m = «(/- s)(1 + s + 1)1;+ I Y1m , 

a,Y'm = - «(/+s)(/-s+ 1)ls_'Y'm ' 
(2.6) 

(2.7) 

where lsi <I and I m 1.;;;1. 
In a homogeneous wholespace of conductivity u, Max

well's equations can be expressed as four linear first-order 
complex equations among the two real (Eo, Bo) and two com
plex (E + ,B + ) field variables. This is iIIustrated by the fol
lowing sequence: 

dBo = - aoBr - icscea",Br 
= r(VXB)", - ar(rBO) - i(r(VXB)o + ar(rB",)) 

= r(puE", + J.lEa,E",) - ir(puEo + J.lEa,Eo) 

-arr(Bo + iB",), 

and so 

(lBo = - ir(J.LuE + + J.lEa,E + ) - arrB + ' (2.8) 

oEo = ira,B + - arrE + ' (2.9) 

arB + = ar (,-2Bo) - i,-2(puEo + J.lEa,Eo), (2.10) 

drE + = a r(,-2 Eo) + i,-2a,Bo, (2.11) 

where the derivation of Eqs. (2.9)-(2.11) follows that for Eq. 
(2.8). It is straightforward to show that Maxwell's equations 
in a uniform conductor are equivalent to Eqs. (2.8)-(2.11); 
and since E _ and B_ do not appear in these equations, it is 
sufficient to consider only Eo, E + ,Bo, B + when describing 
electric and magnetic fields. 

The second-order equations following from Eqs. (2.8)
(2.11) are 

doEo + a;,-2 Eo = J.lu,-2a, Eo + f.lE,-2a~Eo, (2.12) 

oC1E + + ra;rE + = 20Eo + ,-2f.lua,E + + ,-2f.lEa~E + ' 
(2.13) 

doBo + a;,-2Bo = J.lu,-2a,Bo + J.lE,-2a~Bo, (2.14) 

odB + + ar,-2arB + = 2oBo + f.lu,-2a,B + + f.lE,-2a;B + . 

(2.15) 

3. STEADY STATE FIELDS 

In order to provide a simple example of the application 
of spin weighted spherical harmonics, as well as to obtain 
results which are needed later, we shall discuss those steady 
state fields which are regular outside the unit sphere. A 
steady state electric field in a homogeneous conducting me
dium satisfies V X E = 0 = V ·E, and so 

E=Ve, (3.1) 

where V 2e = O. Then Eqs. (3.1) and (2.4) allow us to write 
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E=(Eo,E+) 

= (aA (ao + icscea,p)(elr)) 

= (aA o(e/r)), 

and provided that e is regular on the unit sphere, 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

where elm (r) are functions of the radial coordinate r. From 
Eqs. (3.2), (3.3), and (2.6), 

E = L [(are 1m )oYlm , - elm (I (I + 1))11 Ylm Ir] (3.4) 

and from Eqs. (2.8)-(2.11), Maxwell's equations are satisfied 
providing oEo = - ar(rE+) and d(rE+) = ar(,-2Eo), or 
equivalently 

which implies (as it must, of course) that 

where aim are constants, and only terms which are bounded 
at spatial infinity have been retained. 

It remains to solve for the magnetic field components. 
These cannot be unique (unless the required boundary condi
tions are given), since the magnetic field in uniform conduc
tors is defined by the electric field to within the gradient of a 
harmonic function. Since the analytic form of such regular 
functions is given explicitly in Eq. (3.5), it only remains to 
observe that the particular solution 

B = (0, - iJ.luaoocot(e 12))/ V4rrr 

+ I(l> OJ[O,iJ.lua lm r -1- W + 1)/1)1/\ Ylm ] (3.6) 

is satisfied by Eqs. (2.8)-(2.11), subject to Eq. (3.5), where 
!'(/> 0) means summation of I from one to positive infinity, 
and m from - I to I. The expression cottle /2)/r) has been 
called a singular spin harmonic/) and results presumably 
from the presence of a "conduction path" along which 
charge has passed to the coordinate origin. Clearly, the gen
eral asymptotically regular, steady state magnetic field is 
found by replacing aim in Eq. (3.5) by arbitrary constants, 
blm say, and adding the result to Eq. (3.6). Strictly, the term 
resulting from a oo in Eq. (3.6) is not regular at spatial infinity 
(for e = 0), but nevertheless, we shall retain it in what 
follows. 

4. TRANSIENT TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELDS 

In this section we shall investigate the transient devel
opment of electromagnetic fields which result from a step 
function current source, and which tend with time to the 
steady state fields in Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6). Initially we shall 
only seek a particular solution to this problem, deferring the 
homogeneous solutions to the next section. First, note that 
the following canonical form for the magnetic field, 
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Bo=O, 

- 1iJ,(JaOOaO (r,t )cot(O /2) 
B+ = -------,-,----

(41Tr) I 12 

+ "'(I 0)' (~)I/2 a'mal(r,t)1 Y'm (4.1) 
£,.. > lfur I r1/2' 

will supply the required particular solution, provided we can 
solve Eq. (4.2), 

(a; + r- lar - (I + !)2r- 2 - j..Laa, - j..LEa7)a, = 0, (4.2) 

subject to the following initial and boundary conditions, 

lim[rl+ 1/2a ,(r,t)] = 1, t>O 
, .0 

a, =o=a,a" t=O 

(!_~~a,) is bounded, 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

where Eq. (4.2) follows from Eqs. (4.1) and (2.15); and Eq. 
(4.3) states that the steady state magnetic field is established 
at the origin for all positive times. We have used only I as a 
subscript for a" since a, is obviously independent of m. 

Introducing the Laplace transform of a" 53a" 

fu, = L'" e - Sla,dt, 

allows Eqs. (4.2) and (4.4) to be rewritten as 

or 

(a; + r-Ia, - r- 2(1 + ~)2 - j..Las - j..LEs2)53a, = 0, 

fu, = cl,+ 1/2(P) + c2K, + I/l(P), 

p = (j..Las + j..LES2) 1/2r, 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

where I and K are modified (spherical) Bessel functions and 
C I and C2 are independent of r. From Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), 
CI = 0, while from Eqs. (4.6) and (4.3), 

fu, = p' + I 12K, + 1/2 (p)/sr (I + ~)2/- 1/2,' + 1/2. (4.8) 

The inverse Laplace transform ofEq. (4.8) can be performed 
by deforming the contour integral into an anticlockwise loop 
around the segment of the real axis between s = - a / E and 
s = O. There is a pole at s = 0, and a branch cut between 
s = 0 ands = - q/E, since the multivalueness ofp/+ 112 can 
be absorbed into K, + 1/2 (P). A straightforward calculation 
yields 

a, = r-{/+ 1/2/ 1 _ e q 1+ 1/2 q u ,(4.9) [ L
UI£ - ul ,+ I/2J ()d] 

o ur (I + !)2/ + 1/2,' + 1/2 

q = (j..Lau - j..LEU2 ) l/2r, 

where JI + 112 is an ordinary Bessel function of order I + ~. 
The corresponding expressions for the electric fields 

can be obtained directly. From Eqs. (2.10), (4.1), and (4.8), 

53E = I (/ + l)a'mi+ 1I2K, + 112 (P)OYlm (4.10) 
o s(1 + Es/a)r(1 +!),'+2 ' 

while from Eqs. (2.8), (4.1), and (4.8), and setting b 0, 

a ((I + 1)/1)1/2 Y p'+ 1/2 
53E+ = I(i>O) 1m I 1m 

s(1 + Es/a)r(1 + !)21- 1/2,' + 2 

X [PK/+ 312(P) - (I + 1)K,+ 1/2(P)], (4.11) 
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where 53Eo, 53E + are the Laplace transforms of Eo, E +, and 
so 

Eo = I[a/m(1 + 1)OY'm (1 - e - u'I£) 

aim (l + 1)OY'm 

" + 2r(l + ~)21 + 1/2 

xL
uI

< e - Ulq' + 1/2JI + 112 (q)dU], 

o u(1 - Eu/a) 
while for I> 0, 

(4.12) 

E+ = I(bO)[a,m(/(1 + 1))1/2IY/mr-I-2(1- e-u'I<) 

+ alm((l + 1)/l)1/2IYlm rIE __ e_-_ul __ 

r(l + 112)21+ 1121"+ 2 Jo u(1 - Eu/a) 

X [ql + 1/2J/ + 1/2 (q) - ql + 3/2JI + 3/2 (q) ]du ]. 

(4.13) 
It is possible to rewrite the solutions for B +, Eo, and 

E+, given in Eqs. (4.1), (4.9), (4.12), (4.13), by utilizing the 
following relationship: 

m Id:n) ali + Ilk 21 + Ie - "'II + I (a(t 2 _ k 2)1/2) 

..., t>k 
/- (2/-1)!!(t 2 -k 2J1'+11I2 ' 

_ 53 - I( pl+ 112KI+ 112(P) ) 
- 2/-1I2r(/+~)' 

where 53 - I is the inverse Laplace transform, and 

a = a/2E, k = (Vj..LE)r. 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

Equation (4.14) can be proved by induction by first observing 
that the I = 0 case is given in tables of inverse Laplace trans
forms 7, and finally, that the operator k 21 + I a k k - 121 + I) 

maps the result for I into the corresponding result for I + 1. 
We can now write the fields B +, Eo, E + as a convolution of 
4>1 with given functions of time; for example, from Eqs. 
(4.14) and (4.10), 

( 
(I + l)almOYlm 

E - '" o-£,.. rl+2 

_ aim (l ~/! )oYlm S'" 4>/(t - 1')(1 - e - a rl<)d1'). 

(4.16) 

where we have written the solution in a form which avoids 
the light cone where k = t. 

When displacement currents are ignored, or equiv
alently, E is set to zero, the fields above take simple forms. By 
setting E to zero in the expression for a l in Eq. (4.9), we find 
that 

So
oo pi - 1/2e - p" Ipu 

a = r-{/+ 1/2) - J (rp)dp 
I 0 21-1I2r(/+!) 1+1/2 

= r(/ +~, ;2)/,'+ 1I2r(1 + !), 
;2 =j..Lar/(4t) , 

r(a,z) = 100 

e - "u a 
- 'du, 

where we have utilized a well known Bessel transform. 8 
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Consequently, in the quasistatic approximation (€ = 0), 

Bo=O, 

i!-luaoor (!, ; 2)cot(8 12) 

~41Trrm 

+ L(I>0)(~)1/21iJ,ualmr(1 +!, ;2)I Ylm 
I ,; + I r (I + !) , 

" (I + 1)a1m r(1 +!, ;2)OYlm E- L 0- ';+2r(I+!) , 

E + = 0 for I = 0, 

= "(I> 0) (I (I + 1)) I /2a 'm I Y'm 
L r(I+!)r'+2 

X[T(I+!,;2)+ ~;2'+le-"] (1)0). 

By integrating repeatedly by parts, it can be shown that 

r(/+l;2) 2 /-1 Y;2j+1 
---....:'----.:.---,20.:.:' '---'- = erfc; + -- e -, L ' 

r(1 +!) V1T j~O (2) + I)!! 

where the summation term on the right is zero for 1 = O. 
This completes our derivation of the transverse magnet

ic fields. Since these fields have nonzero steady state electric 
fields, it is natural to associate them with electrodes placed 
inside the unit sphere. Finally, the lowest order physically 
interesting solution is that of the infinitesimal electric dipole 
which follows by setting 

a lO = 18112u(21T)1/2, 

where t)f is the "length" of the dipole. For this case, the 
solutions above are well known.9 The only difference be
tween our dipole results and those presented earlier are in <I> I 
in Eq. (4.14), where we have dropped the wave front delta 
functions, and the singular derivatives of the wave front del
ta functions, which were included in the earlier 
derivations. 10 

5. TRANSIENT TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC FIELDS 

We shall begin this section by discussing the general 
transient electromagnetic fields which are bounded at spatial 
infinity, and which are established by a step function cur
rent. Such fields must tend with time to steady state solu
tions, and as we have found a particular set of fields which 
tend with time to the steady solutions in Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), 
any additional fields must tend to the "complimentary" 
steady state fields mentioned in Sec. 3, 

Eo = O=E+. 

These fields are found by writing 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 
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and solving Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15), 

(a; + r lar - r - 2(1 + !)2 -!-lUa, -!-l€a~)/3, = 0, 

(a; + r-IOr - r- 2(1 + !)2 -!-lUO, -1.1£O~)y, 

=2r- 3(/(/+ 1))1/2/3" 

to the initial and boundary conditions 

/3, =O=y" t=O, 

a,/3, = 0 = a,y" t = 0, 

lim(r' + 112/3,) = 1 = lim(rl + 3/2y,), t> 0, 
r-_O r----+O 

lim/3, , lim y, bounded. 
r ">c 

Taking Laplace transforms, and using our earlier nota
tion, the general solution to the above equations is 

p'+ I/2K (P) 
i,lf3 = '+ 1/2 (5.3) 

, 2'- 1/2r(l + !)sr'+ 1/2' 

i.lYo = 0, (5.4) 

P' + 3/2 K (P) _ (/ + 1 lIP' -1- 1/2K (P) 
q _ '+3/2 '+112 
~y,-

12'- 1/2r(/ + !)sr' +- 312 

+P(S)K'+1/2(P), (5.5) 

where P (s) is an arbitrary function of s. Reference to the pre
vious section shows that P (s) generates the transverse mag
netic fields found earlier, so we shall set P (s) to zero, 

P(s) =0. 

Then, from Eqs. (2.10), (2.8), and (5.1 )-(5.6), 

~2iboo 0 Y 00 [p3/2K (P) _ plK (P)] 53Eo = ,3/2 \' 
Vtu + /.l€s)sr (!)r -

53E+ = - L(I>O)i( / ~ 1 y/2 
X b'mP' + 1/2K, +- 1/2 (P)I Y'm 

r'+ 12'- 1I2r(1 +!) 
and so from Eq. (4.14), 

E = - "(I O)i __ 1m 'I'm. ( 
/ + I ) 1/2 b <I> Y 

+ L > I 1"+1 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

Consequently, with the exception of the magnetic monopole 
(boo) term, the electric field is transverse and can be found in 
closed form. The latter fact is suggested by the work of 
Wait, II who has derived the explicit form (modulo wave 
front delta function terms) of <1>1' 

From the results in Sec. 4, the solutions for Bo, B +, and 
Eo may be written down using the Green's function solution 
based on <1>, in Eq. (4.14), or using the half-integer order 
(spherical) ordinary Bessel functions; for example, 

L 
(l + l)b'moY'm B -

0- r'+2 

X [1 _ rUlE e - U'ql + 112J, + 1/2 (q)du ]. 

Jo ur (I + !)2 i + 112 

We shall not pursue this further, however, but instead shall 
present the quasistatic solutions which follow by setting € to 
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(5.9) 

(5.10) 

2(V1T)rt 
(5.11) 

E+= -""(l>O)ib
lm 

--±- 11m':> -( 
I 1 

)

1/2 y r 21 + Ie - 1;' 

£.. I tr(1 + ~)rl+ I 

(5.12) 

By construction, the steady state electric fields in this 
section have all been zero, and so it is natural to associate the 
fields in this section as arising from insulated current carry
ing wires. The lowest order, physically interesting, example 
is that of the infinitesimal magnetic dipole, which follows by 
setting 

blO =,J1dA 12(21T) I 12, 

where dA is the dipole's "area". For this case, the solutions 
above agree with earlier results. 12 

6. CONCLUSION 

We have constructed all Maxwell fields in a homogen
eous wholespace which are established by a step function 
current source, and are regular outside of the unit sphere. 
With the exception of the (nonphysical) magnetic monopole, 
fields from insulated wires inside the unit sphere produce 
transverse electric fields, while fields from electrodes inside 
the unit sphere produce transverse magnetic fields. Such a 
decomposition into transverse electric, and magnetic, fields 
is unique, and as a current source with an arbitrary time 
dependence can be constructed from step function current 
sources, this decomposition is also quite general. 

When displacement currents are ignored, the fields 
from step function current sources are described by the in
complete gamma functions, while the exact solutions con
taining the hyperbolic contributions are obtained from con
volutions with integer order modified Bessel functions and 
functions dependent on the temporal behavior of the current 
source. 

The spin weighted spherical harmonics played a central 
role in our solution technique. Similar approaches appear in 
the book by Gel'fand, Minlos, and Shapiro, 13 and in the pa
per by Goldberg et al. 14 These works considered empty space 
Maxwell solutions, and showed that in a spherical polar co
ordinate system, the angular dependence of such fields could 
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be completely separated by using field components which 
were irreducible under the action of the three dimensional 
rotation group. Gel'fand et al. utilized the vector potential, 
whereas Goldberg et al. used the three components of the 
Maxwell spinor. 15 Both approaches, as well as a Hertz vector 
approach, could be used in the presence of finite conductiv
ity, but the resulting equations contain, either implicitly or 
explicitly, components with spin weight negative one, since 
the natural gauge condition (V·A = pUt/! + pEa, I/J) reads 

ar(rAo) - Re(rdA +) = r(j.unp + pEa,I/J), 
where (Ao, A +) is the vector potential, I/J the scalar potential, 
and Re denotes the real part of an expression. In order to 
avoid such reality conditions the physical field components 
(Eo, E+) and (Bo' B+) were used. (However, any such choice 
is simply a matter of personal preference, and each option 
has probably some merit.) 

Finally, the only solutions known to the author which 
are directly analogous to those derived in this paper are the 
infinitesimal electric and magnetic dipoles, both of which are 
well known. The solutions for the higher multipoles appears 
to be new, and as an arbitrary bounded current source can be 
expanded in a multipole expansion, our expressions above 
can be used, for example, to estimate how closely a given 
source field is approximated by dipole fields. 
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It is shown, following a criterion borrowed from Khas'minskii, that the stochastic process 
associated with the (approximate) Fokker-Planck equation of the hydrogen atom problem in 
stochastic electrodynamics (SED) is nonrecurrent and therefore also nonergodic. The 
demonstration of this nonrecurrence property does not use any explicit solution. The property 
implies, among other things, that all the invariant measures of the process will be nonfinite. 
Some remarks concerning the consequences for SED are made. 

PACS numbers: 03.50.Kk, 41.70. + t, 02.50.Ey 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Stochastic electrodynamics (SED) is classical electrody
namics (including Lorentz-Dirac radiation damping) sup
plemented by the assumption that there exists a stochastic 
electromagnetic field filling up the whole space. From var
ious arguments (e.g., retrieving the ground state energy of 
the quantal harmonic oscillator, I or requiring relativistic in
variance for the spectrum2

; it may be found that this back
ground field must have zero mean value and a spectral 
density 1-5 

(1 ) 

i.e., we recognize the properties of the vacuum state of quan
tum electrodynamics. 

The theory constitutes a well-defined problem of math
ematical physics, but its solution is rather difficult, due to the 
nonwhite character of the random background field, and the 
nonstandard techniques required for the treatment of non
linear systems have been worked out only recently [Refs. 6-9 
and references therein]. 
For a single nonrelativistic charged particle the equation of 
motion in SED is the Braffort-Marshall equation. 1,3.5,10.1 I 

mr = F(r) + mIT + eE(t ), (2) 

where m is the mass of the particle, e its charge and 
T = 2e2/3mc3

; F(r) is the external (known) force and E(t) the 
electric field due to the background radiation. This last term 
is written in the electric-dipole approximation, which ne
glects the magnetic force of the background field and the 
spatial dependence of the electric field. Starting with (2) and 
using a stochastic Liouville equation, a generalized Fokker
Planck equation (FPE) (of a rather complicated form) for the 
distribution in phase space may be derived 12,13; the process 
obtained turns out to be definitely non Markoffian in phase 
space. The fact that the damping and stochastic force are 
small with respect to the "deterministic" Hamiltonians 
makes it possible to use perturbation methods and find sever-

'IResearch fellow from the UNAM (Universidad Nacional Autonoma de 
Mexico). 

al approximations of the usual type (second-order partial) 
derivatives to the generalized FPE.5

,8 The lack of uniqueness 
of such equations is due to the non-Markoffian character 
mentioned above, These equations may be reduced to a 
unique FPE in terms of a smaller number of variables name
ly some relevant constants of notion corresponding to the 
unperturbed deterministic motiono,H (for the case of multi
periodic systems, such relevant constants of motion are the 
action variables). 

This reduced FPE can also be obtained directly by cal
culating, through perturbation methods, the variations of 
these constants of motion under the effect of the damping 
and stochastic force and by averaging these variations to get 
the drift and diffusion coefficients.o,9 

In the case oflinear system, although the predictions of 
this FPE are not fully identical with those of quantum the
ory, they are rather satisfactory."J-5.1O However, in the case 
of nonlinear systems, such as the anharmonic oscillator and 
the Kepler problem (Coulomb potential) the results obtained 
until now, from the reduced FPE are not in agreement with 
quantum theory. H.14 

We show in this paper, using a criterion borrowed from 
Khas'minskii, 15 that the process associated with the Kepler 
problem FPE is nonrecurrent and therefore nonergodic. We 
examine the implications of this nonrecurrence property and 
its possible origins. 

II. THE KEPLER SYSTEM 

In the Kepler problemo
,7 we have the Coulomb 

potential 

VIr) = - Klr, (3) 

K being a positive constant. The suitable variables for writing 
the reduced Fokker-Planck equation are the energy of the 
particle E, its total angular momentum M and the eccentric
ity e given by 

(4) 

or the variable 1] = (1 - e2 )112. We restrict our attention to 
bound states, thus E < O. In this case the reduced FPE iso,x 
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(5) 

where 

T= 21TK(m/12E 13)1/2 (6) 

denotes the orbital period. The coefficients are 

C E = 16~rmK2( E /M2 + ~mK2/M4), (7a) 

C M = 161T3rmK2(lIM), (7b) 

C EE = 16~rliM(12E 14/mK2)~3(€)' (7c) 

C MM = 16~rliM 12E I~I(€)' (7d) 

C ME = C EM = 16~rliM(12E 15/2/(mK2)1/2)~2(€)' (7e) 

where the functions ~r(€) may be expressed as series in terms 
of Bessel functions I n (so-called Kapteyn series)6-8 (a thor
ough study of these functions ~r' including the derivation of 
their asymptotic behavior near rJ = 0, may be found in Ref. 
16): 

~r(€) = ~ n~~ ""sg(n)n
r
[; In(n€) +J~(n€)r (8) 

and sg (n) denotes the sign of n. 
The domain of definition ofEq. (5) is 

- 00 <E<.O, 

0<.M<.[mK2/IE 1]'12. (Sa) 

It is worth noting that, in this so-called "current" form, 
Eq. (5), of the FPE [see Eqs. (9)-(11) below], the drift coeffi
cients depend only on the damping Lorentz force and the 
diffusion coefficients only on the stochastic force (see Ref. 6 
for example). This property holds for any stochastic force 
which depends on time only (but not on the phase space 
point),8 or, more generally I? for any stochastic force with 
zero divergence (with respect to phase space variables). 

The problem is to solve the FPE in the stationary case. 
The stationary FPE can be written as 

div( WoC + C grad Wo) = 0, 

where 

and 

is called the probability current. 

(9) 

C
EM

) 
C MM ' 

(10) 

(11) 

From Eqs. (7a) and (7b) we easily find div C = ° and 
then we always have the trivial constant solution 
Wo = const. 18 To the authors' knowledge no other exact so
lution has been obtained; however, Claverie and Pesquera9

•
1

? 
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have been looking for solutions under the form 
W = Cst exp( - ~ ), where ~ is expressed as a series expan
sion. We remark that the constant solution does not satisfy 
the "zero flux" boundary conditions, i.e., J·n = ° which 
seems natural for a good solution. H 

The difficulty in finding an exact nontrivial solution 
(which could be compared with the experiment and with 
quantum theoretical results) is at the origin of the present 
work. In actual fact, as we are going to see below, we do not 
need to know any solution of the stationary FPE, in order to 
prove the nonrecurrence ofthe associated process (and all its 
consequences). In order to get some idea about the behavior 
of another solution (supposing that it exists), different from 
the trivial one, we can proceed as follows: 

We modify slightly the coefficients given by Eq. (7) in 
such a way as to satisfy the so-called detailed balance condi
tion (DBC), i.e., the vanishing of the probability currentX 

WoC + Cgrad Wo = 0, (12) 

~her~ C and Care given by (10). Equati0'!J 12) gives 
C + C grad Log Wo = 0, hence provided C - I exists (which 
is the case, except on some boundaries of our domain), the 
DBC explicitly reads: 8 

C - I C must be a gradient field (grad Log Wo). 

One among the possible modifications is thenH 

A. modi ) _ lId A. modi ) _ 1 1 + €2/2 
'1'1 € --- an '1" € ----,----

2 rJ2 - 2 rJ5 
(13) 

whatever ~3(€) may be. These modified functions coincide 
with ~I(€) and ~2(€) respectively up to order €' near ° and 
diverge as rJ-+O with the same power of rJ; thus the exact 
problem satisfies the DBC along the boundary € = ° and the 
exact DB solution of the modified problem could provide an 
approximation to some stationary solution of it. 

The exact DB stationary solution of the modified prob
lem isH 

W;;'Od(M) = const e - 2M If. (14) 

and, on the other hand, since the drift coefficients are the 
same as for the exact problem, we still have the solution 
W~lOd = const. 

Both solutions, the constant and the approximate one, 
unavoidably lead to a divergent integral for the complete 
probability density WoM 2/rJ2. The volume element in the 
"reduced" phase space is M 2/rJ2 dM drJ. It is due to the 
reduction from the complete six-dimensional phase space 
(q,p), with volume element dq dp, to the space (M,rJ) (see Refs. 
6-8). In other words, Wo corresponds to a electron diffusion 
toward infinity (self-ionization process), in clear contradic
tion with experiment and with quantum theory. (See the end 
of the previous section.) 

III. KHAS'MINSKII'S CRITERION15 

Let X (t ) be a diffusion process on a u-compact complete 
metric space (E,p) with Markov transition P (t,x,A ), t>O, xEA 
and AEB where B is the u-algebra of the measurable sets 
generated by the open sets in the space (E,p).15 

The definition of a recurrent diffusion process is the 
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following: 
Definition: If there exists a compactum K such that for 

all points xEE, 

Px I there is a t such that x,EK J = 1, (15) 

the process is called recurrent. 
In other words: for every point xEE, every trajectory 

starting from x will cross the compactum K with probability 
1. 

It is easy to show that the trajectory of a recurrent diffu
sion process is everywhere dense in E with probability 1, 
then it is always ergodic. 

We recall the following important properties proved by 
Khas'minskii 15 for general multidimensional processes: 

(1) If a process is recurrent, it has a unique invariant 
measure, which may be finite (its integral is finite) or infinite. 

(2) If a process has a finite invariant measure, then it is 
recurrent (and consequently this invariant measure is 
unique). 

Thus, if a process is nonrecurrent, it cannot have'a finite 
invariant measure; only infinite invariant measure (s) is (are) 
possible. From the physical point of view, a bound state obvi
ously corresponds to the existence of a finite invariant mea
sure, i.e., to a recurrent process (in S.E.D, examples of this 
situation are provided by the harmonic oscillator and the 
rigid rotator l

•
3

•
5

). Conversely, a nonrecurrent process, hav
ing no finite invariant measure, may describe only an "un
bound state." The importance of the distinction between re
current and nonrecurrent processes is therefore quite clear 
from the physical point of view. Now, Khas'minskii l5 pro
vides several sufficient criteria ensuring either recurrence or 
nonrecurrence of a process, based upon the knowledge of the 
drift and diffusion coefficients of the process. We proceed to 
the description of the one among these criteria that we used 
in the present work. 

From the theory of Markov process it is well known 
that in the case of diffusion process in a domain E of N
dimensional Euclidean space RN the Dynkin infinitesimal 
operator has the form 19-21 

N a2u N au 
Lu= Iaij--+ Ibi -· (16) 

iJ= I axiax) i= I aXi 

for twice differentiable functions. 
We now assume that the operator (16) is given in all 

Euclidean space RN
, and, moreover, that the coefficients aij 

and bi are sufficiently smooth (for example, that a continu
ous third derivative exists for all the coefficients), and 

N I aijA)) > 0 everywhere in RN if I A t>O. 
iJ= I i= I 

Under these assumptions, and defining 

l!.i(X;) = inf bi(xt> ... ,xN)laii (x l ,x2'··"XN ), (17a) 

B;(xi ) = sup b,(XI,x2, ... ,xn)laii(xl,x2, ... ,XN)' (I7b) 

where the infimum (supremum) is taken over all the coordi
nates except the ith, it is possible to derive the Khas'minskii 
criterion (see Ref. 15, supplement, Theorem II, p. 194). 

Khas'minskii's criterion: In order that a diffusion pro
cess be nonrecurrent, it is sufficient that for some i, I<.i<.N, 
one of the following two inequalities be satisfied: 
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i.~ exp { - fl!.i(y) dY } dx < + 00, 

J:"oo exp{f"B;(y)dY } dx< + 00, 

whatever Xo may be. 

(ISa) 

(ISb) 

This criterion (and others also given by Khas'minskii 15) 

may be considered as generalizations to the multidimen
tional case of well-known criteria corresponding to the case 
of one-dimensional diffusion processes.22 A more abstract 
treatment for multidimensional processes based upon the 
martingale approach, may be found in the recent book by 
Strook and Varadhan. 23 

IV. THE STANDARD FORM OF THE FPE 

In order to apply the Khas'minskii criterion to the 
Kepler problem, we have to put its FPE under a form which 
satisfies the criterion assumptions; i.e., the equation must be 
defined in the whole corresponding Euclidean space (R2 in 
this case) and it must be in the forward form which corre
sponds to the Dynkin infinitesimal operator [Eq. (16)]. [The 
continuity condition on the third derivates of the coefficients 
is satisfied for € in the interval (0,1)]. We perform this trans
formation in several steps. 

(i) We change form the E-M representation to the E-€ 
representation, with the idea to have a domain of definition 
more suitable for the extension to R2. 

(ii) By a change of variables, we write the current form 
FPE in all R2. 

(iii) In this step the original equation, which in current 
form describes the incomplete probability density, is 
changed into a equation for the complete probability density. 
This is carried out by introducing the volume element. 

(iv) Finally, the mixed equation obtained in (iii) is trans
formed into the forward form. 

Steps (i) and (ii) require us to know the behavior of the 
FPE coefficients under the effect of a change of variables. 

We have the FPE (in current form) 

Caw = ± {~[DiW+ ±Dij a!!1}, 
at i = I aSi j = I as) J 

(19) 

where Wis the density in the full (nonreduced) phase-space. 
We make the change of variables 

(20) 

and we want the new coefficients D: and D U' and the new 
volume element C '. 

The result has been given by Lax (Ref. 24, Sec. 3: Behav
ior of the diffusion coefficient under transformation) for the 
case where the FPE is written in terms of the complete prob
ability density P = CW, and the corresponding result for an 
equation of the form (19) will be found in Ref. 25. 

and 

D' = Idet(D(S))1 ~ as: D (i= 12) 
, D(s') k~1 aSk k , , 

, (D (S ) ) 2 as: as; D .. = Idet -- I I --Dkl 
'J D (s ') k,l= I aSk aSl 

(2Ia) 

(iJ = 1,2), 

(21b) 
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C' = Idet(D(5))IC 
D(s') , 

(21c) 

where det (D (s)1 D (s ')) is the Jacobian of the transformation 
(20). 

We proceed now to step (i): 
(i) The domain of definition (5a) of our current form 

FPE (5) is of a rather complicated form, so we have to change 
of representation in order to obtain a suitable One for the 
extension to HZ. Among the possible new representations 
there is the "energy-eccentricity" one, whose domain is 

(22) 

The change of variables is [see Eq. (20)] 

I~-{:~ [1- ::IE It· (23) 

which, when used in Eq. (21), gives (without primes) 

and 

DE = 8~r(m~)t/ZI2E 13/2(d7]5)(3 - 7]Z), 

D£ = 24~r(m~)t/212E 11/2CI7]3, 

DEE = 16~rli12E 13E¢3(E), 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(24c) 
2 

Du = 16~rli12E 1?'L[7]2¢3(E) - 27]¢z(E) + ¢t(E)], (24d) 
E 

(24e) 

C = 16~(m~)3/2EI12E 1512. (24t) 

(ii) The rectangular domain of definition (22) of the cur
rent form FPE in the (E-E) representation is easily extended 
to all RZ

, by a new change of variables. One, among the sever
al possibilities, is 

{

E' = InlEI 

{! - E' = Arctanh(2c - 1) = ..!..In C...2' 
2 l-~-

(25) 

which gives [applying again expressions (21) for the new co
efficients and the new volume element] 

D., = [E ID., 

DE'E' = E7]2/[E IDEE' 

D.,., = (IE \!E7]2)D£., 

(26a) 

(26b) 

(26c) 

(26d) 

DE'" = D"E' = - DEE' (26e) 

C' = E7]2\E Ie. (26t) 

We now have a current form FPE [Eq. (19)] defined in all R2 
[variables E " E' given by (25)], and its coefficients are given 
by (26). In the two following steps we shall put it in the stan
dard form, namely, 

OP 2 0 2 02 

-= I 7-(G;P) + I --(GijP), (27) 
ot ;= lOS; ij= I 0SiOSj 

where 

p=cw (28) 
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is the complete probability density. 
(iii) From (19) it is evident that we can write (C is time 

independent) 

oP = ± {~[~P+ ±Dij~(!.-)]}' 
ot ;=1 os; C j=1 0Sj C 

or 

oP 2 0 {[D; 2 0 ( 1 )] 2 Dij OP} -=I- -+ID jj-- P+I--· ot ; = t oS; C j = I 0Sj C j = t C OSj 
(29) 

Then defining 

and 

,D; ~Dij OC 
G;=-+£"'-2-

C j= IC 0Sj 

D .. 
G~. =-'!...., 

I) C 

(30a) 

(30b) 

we write our FPE in a current form 

(31) 

Applying Eqs. (30) to the coefficients (26) it is long, but easy, 
to find the new coefficients G; and G ij: 

G' ,=_1_[ -D ~ DEE + 2(1-2C)D ], 
E IE[C E + 2 lEI E7]2 EE 

(32a) 

G' __ 1_[ D _~ D'E _ 2(1-2c) D ] 
.' - E7]2C +. 2 [E [ E7]2 .., 

,IDEE 
G E'E' = ----, 

[E[2 C 

, 1 D .. 
G.,., = -- --, 

C7]4 C 

(32b) 

(32c) 

(32d) 

(32e) 

(iv) Finally, by comparing the standard form (27) and 
the current form (31), we get the desired relations 

2 oG~. 
G· = G~ - I _I) (i= 1,2), 

I I j= t 0Sj (33a) 

and 

Gij =Gij (ij= 1,2). (33b) 

The coefficients of our forward FPE for the complete 
probability density are found by substitution of (32) in (33) 
and are explicitly 

E2+2 [ 2-E GE , = - g(E)--5 - - 2f(E) 2-=----:,p3(E) 
7] E 

1 .,,2 7]] 
+ ~2(E) + 4 3 (E) - 42(E) , 

7] E E 
(34a) 
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GE, = ~ g(E)~5 +/~)[ 21 +E
2e 

tP3(E) 

- 2 2 + e tP2(E) + tPl(E) - 'TJ2tP 3 (E) + 2'TJtP ~ (E) - EtP ; (E)], 
E'TJ 

(34b) 

GE'E' =4/(E)tP3(E)/E, (34c) 

GE'E' = (f(E)/~)[tP3(E)/E - 2tP2(E)/E'TJ + tPl(E)/'TJ2], 
(34d) 

GE'E' = Ga , = 2/:) [tP3(E) - tP~E)], (34e) 

where 

g(E) = ;,r 12E 13 , 

/(E) = (rli/(mK2)3/2)12E 1712. 

(35a) 

(35b) 

V. APPLICATION OF THE KHAS'MINSKII CRITERION TO 
THE KEPLER SYSTEM 

Now our FPE [Eq. (27) with coefficients (34)] is in the 
required form for the application of the Khas'minskii crite
rion and satisfies all his assumptions. In order to apply this 
criterion we must find the value of one of the expressions (17) 
for one of the two variables E', E'; the simplest choice is 
BE' (E'). We show in this section that BE,(E') >0 and then 
(I8a) is satisfied, implying that the process is non-recurrent. 
Let us define 

BE,(E') = - GE,(E,E)/GE'E,(E,E). (36) 

Using the expressions (35) we find 

B ,(E') = g(E) E(3 - 'TJ2) + 2 
E 4/(E) 'TJ5tP3(E) 

1 d [ 2Ao + --- 'TJ 'I'3(E) - 'TJtP2(E)]; 
2tP3(E) dE 

(37) 

by using (39a) for expressing tP3(E) in the bracket [ ], this can 
be transformed to 

BE,(E') = 2 + g(E) E(3 - 'TJ2) + ~(1 +~) tP2(E) 
4/(E) 'TJs tP3(E) 4'TJ 'TJ2 tP3(E) 

+!L tP ~(E) + EL tPz"(E). 
4 tP3(E) 4 tP3(E) 

(38) 

Now, the functions tP2 obey the following recurrence rela
tions, derived by Marshall: 16 

tP2r + 2 (E) = (i + M )tP2r + I (E), 

where 

and 

r = 0,1,2, ... , 
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(39a) 

(39b) 

(40) 

(41) 

Using these relations, we shall now prove the following: 
Theorem: All the functions tPr(E) with r> 1 are power 

series of E all of whose coefficients are nonnegative (and con
sequently the same property holds for all their derivatives 
with respect to E). 

(i) First we have (see Ref. 16) 

tPl(E) = ~ (00 usin
2
u du 

1T Jo (u 2 - esin2u)1/2 

1(+00 sin2udu 
= -:; Jo (1 _ e(sinu/uf)1/2' (42) 

Since the series expansion of[1 - E2sin2u/u2] -1/2 has all its 
coefficients positive, we immediately see that tPl(E) will ap
pear as a series of (even) powers of E of all whose coefficients 
are positive (they essentially involve the integrals 
So+ 00 (sinu/u)2nsin2u du). 

(ii) Recurrence relation (39a): Let us prove that if/tEl is a 
series with nonnegative coefficients, then i/has the same 
property. Now, l/'TJ = (1 - El)-1/2 is a series with positive 
coefficients (in actual fact this is true for any negative power 
of'TJ), and consequently the same property holds for (e /'TJ)f. 
Moreover, since the first term has exponent 2 (or larger), the 
derivative (d /dE) [(E2 /'TJlf] has its first term with exponent 1 
(or larger), hence dividing by E still gives us a genuine power 
series of E (nonnegative powers), and all coefficients are non
negative. Q. E. D. 

(iii) Recurrence relation (39b): We now want to prove 
t~t if/tEl is a series with nonnegative coefficients, then 
(L + M lfhas the same property. The proof is slightly more 
involved than the pre'20us o~e. From the definitions (40) and 
(41) of the operators Land M, we get, for any function/tEl 

and by direct differentiation, 

d A A A A 

= 'TJ2- [(L + M If] - 2E(L + M)f. 
dE 

(43a) 

(43b) 

Therefore, upon replacing the left hand side of (43b) by its 
expression (43a), 

~[(i +Mlf] = 2~(i +Mlf+~~f' +~f". 
dE 'TJ- 2 'TJ 2'TJ 

(43c) 

Now, intrOducing the notationg(E) = (i + M)/(E), Eq. (43c) 
appears as a differential equation for g, 

dg/dE = A (E)g + B (E), (44) 

where A (E) = 2E/'TJ2 and B (E) = ~f' /'TJ + E/" /'TJ2. 

Now, 'TJ- 1 and 'TJ- 2 are series with nonnegative coeffi
cients. Thus, if we assume that the power series of / (E) has this 
property, the property also holds forf',f" A (E), andB (E). On 
the other hand, the first coefficient of the power series of g(E), 
namely g(O), is nonnegative 
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A. A. 

g(O) = (L + M)f(E)I. ~o, 

Then Eq. (44) gives us g/(O) = A (O)g(O) + B (0);;;.0, similarly, 
by successive differentiation of (44) we prove that al.l the d~
rivatives of g(€) take nonnegative values for € = 0; dIfferenti
ating (44) n times through Leibnitz rule gives us gin + II(E) as 
B (nl(€) plus a linear combination of [g(€), g'(€), ... ,gInl(€) I with 
all coefficients being nonnegative: Thus, if g(O), ... ,g(nl(O);;;.o, 
then gin + 11(0);;;'0, and since g(O);;;.O, the property holds for 
every n. Thus, iff(E) is a power series ~th n~nnegative coeffi
cients, the same property holds for (L + M If. 

It may be recalled that this procedure (namely obtain
ing the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of the solution of 
a differential equation through successive differentiation of 
the equation) is just the one used in the original existence 
proof by Cauchy (so-called method of limits), which uses 
"dominant series" with nonnegative coefficients (see, e.g., 
Ince, Ref. 26). 

(iv) We may now trivially conclude: If the property of 
being a series of powers of € with nonnegative coe~cients 
holds for some function ¢, (E), since this property IS con
served by both recurrence ;elations (39a) and (39b), it is obvi
ous that, through the suitable application of (39a) and (39b) 
alternatively, the same property will also hold for all ¢,(€) 
with r> r o' But, according to point (i) above, the property 
holds for r = I, hence also for r> I, which completes the 
proof. 

Let us now return to the Eq. (38) for B.,(E').1t is clear 
that BE' (E ');;;. 2, because all terms beyond 2 in the right-hand 
side are nonnegative (for O<E< 1). More precisely, these 
terms are strictly positive for € > 0, and vanish for E = O. 
This vanishing is obvious for the 2nd, 3rd, and 5th terms 
since E is explicitly factored out, and as concerns the 4th term 
we have ¢ 2 (0) = 0 because all series ¢,(€) invol~e only. ~ven 
powers of E [this may be directly seen from theIr defimtlOn 
Eq. (8)], and therefore ¢ ;(0) = 0 whatever r may be. 

We therefore get 

l!.;(E') = Inf., B., (E') = 2, (46) 

since the lower bound 2 is actually reached for E = 0. 
Inserting (46) into the left-hand side of (18a), we get 

1.~ ~ exp{ - {2dY } dx 

= 1.~ "" exp[ - 2(x - x o)] dx 

= i+ co exp( - 2z) dz = 1/2. (47) 

Thus theocriterion (18a) is satisfied, and we may therefore 
conclude that the stochastic process associated with the 
Fokker-Planck equation (5) (ofthe hydrogen atom problem) 
is nonrecurrent. 
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VI. REMARKS 

We finish this paper with some remarks: 
(i) As mentioned in Sec. III, we know from Khas'mins

kii 15 that if a stochastic process is nonrecurrent there does 
not exist any finite invariant measure. Therefore, if another 
stationary solution different from the trivial one (W = const) 
exists, it will also present the problem of self-ionization. 

(ii) Also from Khas'minskii 15 we have: If the invariant 
measure is not unique the associated process is nonrecur
rent. Thus the knowledge of a positive stationary solution 
different from the trivial one (the constant) would be enough 
for proving the nonrecurrence property. In the Kepler sys
tem the existence of stationary (positive) solutions, different 
from the constant, has not yet been proved rigorously; how
ever, since we have proved the nonrecurrence property, the 
existence of other stationary (positive) solutions (non finite) 
seems quite likely. A possibility could be to prove the exis
tence of such a solution determined by suitable boundary 
conditions different from those corresponding to the trivial 
constant solution; prescribed positive nonconstant values 
along the boundaries, or zero-flux condition along some 
boundary (along which the constant solution has nonzero 
flux), or any mixture of both types. In any case, the main 
problem would not be to prove that the solution exists, but 
rather that it is nonnegative throughout the whole domain. 

The modified Kepler problem [Sec. II, Eq. (13)] is an 
example where the non uniqueness is proved [there is the 
constant solution and the solution given by Eq. (14)], and this 
is enough for ensuring the nonrecurrence property. Another 
example is the Kepler system in the Rayleigh-Jeans field 
[SE(W) = const w2

] with Lorentz-Dirac damping force, 
where the constant and the Boltzmann-Gibbs solutions are 
known and both are divergent. 18 

(iii) The present results could have led to the idea of 
modifying the spectral density (1) while keeping unchanged 
the seemingly well-established Lorentz-Dirac damping 
force. However, it is this last one which is essentially respon
sible. 18 As we already said, the drift coefficients [we consider 
here the coefficients of the equation in current form (5) or 
(19), not those of the equation in standard form (27)] depend 
only on the damping force [see Eqs. (Sa)] and the existence of 
the trivial constant solution is a consequence of them, be
cause div C = O. Then in all problems with this damping 
force two possibilities arise: 

(a) The solution is unique and is therefore the constant 
one, and it is nonfinite. 

(b) The solution is non unique; then the process is nonre
current, and only nonfinite invariant measures may exist. As 
we have seen in the preceding remark, possibility (b) is the 
most likely, but in any case the result is unsatisfactory since 
we do not have any finite invariant measure. 

It is a rather remarkable and unexpected result that, for 
the Coulomb potential, if we assume the Lorentz-Dirac 
damping law and a position and velocity-independent spec
trum for the stochastic force (or, even more generally 17 if we 
simply assume a zero divergence for this force), then no spec
tral density allows us to get a "reasonable" stationary state 
(stationary distribution with a finite integral). 
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We conclude that the problem of finding a better agree
ment between classical stochastic theories, such as SED, and 
quantum theory (e.g., finding some reasonable stationary 
state for the Kepler system) is deeper than previously 
thought. This paper suggest that the change of the spectral 
density only is not enough and more drastic modifications 
(e.g., introducing a position and/or velocity-dependent sto
chastic force, or a modified damping force, or both) would be 
necessary in the present version of S. E. D. (as described in 
Refs. 5-8). 
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Using the techniques of constructive quantum field theory we analyze the dynamics of a cubic 
lattice of quantum mechanical oscillators with nearest-neighbor coupling that interact with a 
corresponding lattice of finite-volume truncations of independent relativistic Fermi fields. Since 
the model is nonrelativistic, we rely on a nonrelativistic version of the Osterwalder-Schrader 
(OS) reconstruction theorem. Also, the absence of Nelson's symmetry in the (un)Euclidean 
picture is not serious because the transfer matrix in a given space direction is simple enough to 
make the verification of spatial OS positivity easy. After establishing for our model many of the 
basic results that hold for the more standard models, we give a proof of the Fortuin-Kasteleyn
Ginibre (FKG) inequality that is essentially independent of the dimension of the Fermi systems. 

PACS numbers: 03.65. - w, 03.70. + k, 02.50.Sk, 02.30.Ap 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently the Fortuin-Kasteleyn-Ginibre (FKG) in
equality was shown to hold for the scalar Yukawa2 quantum 
field theory. ' Whether the inequality holds for the pseudos
calar model is still an open question, however, and the meth
od of Ref. 1 does not seem to suggest specifically how this 
question might be resolved (although the general strategy 
appears to be the best approach). Nevertheless, a special cal
culation was made in Ref. 1 which tended to suggest that the 
FKG inequality actually held for the pseudoscalar Yukawan 

model for arbitrary space-time dimension n. 
In this paper we present further evidence by studying a 

nonrelativistic modification of the pseudoscalar Yukawa 
model in which the role of the fermions is reduced but not 
eliminated. More specifically, we consider a lattice of quan
tum-mechanical oscillators with nearest-neighbor coupling 
interacting with a lattice of Fermi systems which do not ex
changefermions. We may take the lattice dimension to be 
arbitrary; as we will see, the singular behavior of the model is 
determined by the dimension of the Fermi system at each 
lattice site. We consider only one-dimensional Fermi sys
tems (Le., fermions that live in two space-time dimensions), 
but our proof of the FKG inequality for such a model is 
effectively independent of dimension. 

Since our model is non relativistic, however, we must 
investigate to what extent the techniques and results of con
structive quantum field theory are affected by such a modifi
cation, and much of the paper is devoted to the establish
ment of basic results for the model. Before describing our 
model in greater detail, we pause to make a few remarks 
about the axiomatics of nonrelativistic field theories. 

Let ! 'Ir n (x" ... ,x n ) I ;; = a be scalar distributions on pro
ducts of, say, RVXR. If these distributions are the vacuum 
expectations for the dynamics of a nonrelativistic field in v 
space dimensions, then the strongest set of axioms we can 
generally expect the distributions to satisfy is the following: 

alResearch supported by NSF Grant MeS 8002499. 

Non RWI (Temperedness): 'lrn is tempered; 'Ira = 1, 
and 'lrn(x" ... ,xn) = 'Jrn(xn, ... ,xtl. 

Non RW2 (Translation Invariance in Space and Time): 
ForcERvXR, 'Jrn(x,-c,,,,,xn -c)= 'Jrn(xl, ... ,xn). 

Non RW3 (Positive Definiteness): For./jkEY(RVXR), 
1 <.j<.l, 1 <.k<.nj , 

± J 'lrnj+nI(XI, ... ,xnj,YnI"",YI) it ./jdXk) 
j./=I k=1 

X it ./j'k(Yk)dnjxd nl y-,O. 
k=1 

Non RW4 (Non-Relativistic Spectrum Condition): For 

n >0, set Wn(SI, .. ·,Sn - 1) = 'Jrn( O,SI.SI + S2"'" :t: Sk)

Then suppW
n 

C(RvXR+)" - I, 

Non RW5 (Time Cluster Property): Let 

1": ! l, ... ,m + n}-+!x\J'··,xm'Yl - (0) ) ... ·.Yn - (O,A)} be 
a bijection. Then 

lim 'lrm+n(1"(l), ... ,1"(m+n)) 
A_± oc 

= 'Ir m(xl, ... ,xm)'Jrn(YI, ... ,Yn) 

in the sense of distributions. 
Non RW6 (Space Cluster Property): For nonzero aERv 

let 
1": ! l, ... ,m + n }-+!x1 ... ·.xm , YI - (Aa,O), ...• Yn - (Aa,O)) 
be a bijection. Then 

lim 'Jrm+ n(1" (l), ... ,1"(m + n)) 
A_oo 

= '1:rm(xp ... ,xm)'Jrn(YI,· .. ,Yn) 

in the sense of distributions. 
For convenience we call these axioms the nonrelativistic 
Wightman axioms; they comprise the obvious nonrelativis
tic analog of the Wightman set of axioms. 2.3.4 We cannot 
expect locality to hold (i.e., symmetry of 'Jrn with respect to 
arguments whose differences lie outside the light cone) be
cause the propagation of an effect due to a nonrelativistic 
interaction is typically instantaneous. The space cluster 
property is the obvious analog of the relativistic cluster prop-
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erty, but the time cluster property must now be stated explic
itly and separately because it is now essential for establishing 
uniqueness of the vacuum when one applies the proof of the 
Wightman reconstruction theorem to construct a nonrelati
vistic Garding-Wightman theory. The point is that the ab
sence of relativistic invariance severs the connection be
tween the Hamiltonian and momentum operators, so the 
two cluster properties are in general independent. 

The price we pay for this nonrelativistic modification of 
the Wightman axioms lies in the weakness of the spectrum 
condition. Since the distributions Wn are required only to be 
supported in products of forward half-space-times rather 
than in products offorward light cones, the general theory of 
Laplace transforms5 can no longer provide us with analytic 
continuations of the 'lrn to extended forward tubes. 2

-
5 In 

particular, we cannot prove a PCT theorem2
.4.5 for a nonre

lativistic theory. What our spectrum condition does allow, 
however, is an analytic continuation of the 'lrn to products 
of complex half-planes with respect to successive differences 
in the time arguments, where the space arguments are held 
fixed. (Strictly speaking, we smear with respect to the space 
arguments and hold the test functions fixed.) This simple
minded analytic continuation certainly captures the Euclid
ean points with strictly ordered imaginary times so the non
relativistic Wightman theory has Schwinger functions (Eu
clidean Green's functions4

,6,7). 

Before discussing what properties the Schwinger func
tions of a nonrelativistic theory should have in order to de
termine the theory, we proceed with a detailed description of 
the model we wish to study. 

Consider a v-dimensional cubic lattice indexed by zv 
and let A C zv have the form 

A = ! m E ZVI - L j < mj ..;;Lj J, 
where L1, ... ,Lv E Z+. At each lattice site mEA we intro
duce a one-dimensional quantum-mechanical system; i.e., 
we let JV m be the mth copy of L 2(R) and denote the usual 
momentum and position operators on this mth copy by Pm 
and Qm' respectively. The Hilbert space for this system is 
® mEA JV m and we wish to consider the Hamiltonian 

HA = I (P~ +W6Q~) + )' (Qm - Qm,f, 
mEA (m,~CA 

(Ll) 
where"(m,m') CA "means "m,m'EA and are nearest neigh
bors in the periodic sense." This interaction describes an 
array of harmonic oscillators with fundamental frequency 
Wo and nearest-neighbor coupling, and HA is self-adjoint, 
bounded below, and has only discrete spectrum. As usual, 
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are explicitly computed 
by decomposing HA into normal modes via the Fourier 
transform. One defines 

a (k) = w(k ) 112 '" eim.kQ + _1_' _ '" eim.k P kEA * 
A £.. m (k)1/2 £.. m' , 

mEA W mEA 

(1.2) 

where 
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w(k )2=W6 + f (1 - coskj ). 

j= 1 

Hence 

aA (k)t = w(k )1/2 L e - im.kQm 
mEA 

- W(:) 1/2 1 e-
im

.
k 

Pm' 

where t denotes operator adjoint; moreover, 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

Qm = I~ 1 k~" e - im·k W(k\1 12 [aA (k) + aA ( - k )t], 

(1.5) 

Pm = I~ ~ k~" e- im.kw(k )1I2[aA (k) - aA ( - k )t], 

(1.6) 

1 
HA = -I -I I w(k )aA (k )taA(k) + I w(k). (1.7) 

A kEA" kEA" 

Let {J II be the ground state and consider the corre
sponding expectations 

( fI (eit,HAQm,e-it,HA){JA,{JA),m("EA, 
("= 1 

for our dynamical system. The limits of such expectations as 
A - 00 exist and can be computed explicitly, and it is well 
known that these vacuum expectation values for the result
ing infinite system of coupled quantum-mechanical oscilla
tors yield the discrete version of the free scalar quantum field 
theory2-5 in the sense of Wightman reconstruction.2 The (re
constructed) Hilbert space can be realized as the symmetric 
Fock space :Y B over 12(ZV) or some Sobelev variation there
of, and the annihilation (creation) operator a(k )(a(k )t) is de
fined as an operator-valued distribution over TV in periodic 
analogy to the scalar field case. 5 The (reconstructed) position 
operators Qm form the "time-zero field" and they are related 
to the annihilation and creation operators via the formula 

1 i e- im·k 
Qm = - dVk __ 

j 
[a(k) + a( - k)t]. 

(21T)" rv w(k ) 1 2 
(1.8) 

Similarly the (reconstructed) momentum operators Pm form 
the "time-zero conjugate field," and we have 

Pm= -i ( dVke-im.kw(k)1/2[a(k)_a(_k)t). 
(21T)V JT V 

Our Hamiltonian is given by 

H = _1_ ( d vk cv(k )a(k )ta(k). 
(211r JT v 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

[The constant term in (1.7) diverges asA-oo, but it is can
celled in the vacuum expectation expressions.] We also have 
the formula for H in configuration space 

H= L (:P~:+cv6:Q~:)+ )' :(Qm _Q;,,)2: 
mEZV (m,~CA 

(1.11) 

where: : denotes the usual Wick ordering.3,5 The expres
sions (1.10) and (1.11) are understood in the sense of quadrat-
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ic forms5
•
8 on the form domain for the self-adjoint operator 

H. 
Following the customary choice of one-particle space in 

the scalar field case, we choose the Hilbert space 

as our "one-particle" space; the symmetric Fock space over 
this space will serve as our time-zero Hilbert space. As usual, 
it should be noted that as a consequence of this choice the 
functorial annihilation (creation) operator3

•
5 is not 

ark )(a(k )t) but w(k ) -I /2a(k )(w(k ) -I /2a(k )t). Finally, since 
the ground state representation of our infinite quantum-me
chanical system is the "free boson" part of our model (where 
the fundamental frequency Wo is the "boson mass"), we will 
denote Hby H B in the sequel. Similarly, we denote the vacu
um state by nB • 

The free Fermi part of our model is described as follows: 
at each lattice site we place an interval, say [ - 1T,1T), in which 
the periodic truncation of the time-zero relativistic Fermi 
fields (in two space-time dimensions) with Fermi mass Mis 
introduced. Moreover, we stipulate that these Fermi systems 
do not exchange fermions, so the Fermi fields at different 
lattice sites are independent. Thus we denote the Fermi fields 

at lattice site m by ¢lum)(x), t/Jt;) (x) for a = 0,1 and 
- 1T<"X<"1T, where, as usual, the latter fields are the adjoint 
spinor fields. We let YI]:') denote the antisymmetric Fock 
space over an mth copy of the periodic version of the usual 
one-particle Hilbert space for fermions in one space dim en
sion,9.10 and we denote the free fermion Hamiltonian by 

HI]:'). The smearing of t/Jt;1 ,t/Jt;) against appropriate test 
functions yields bounded operators on YI]:'I, and the opera
tor H 1]:') is bounded below. Let nI]:'l denote the vacuum state. 

Since the analysis of our interacting system will be 

based entirely on the Matthews-Salam-Seiler strategy, 1 1-14 

in which the fermions are "integrated out," we omit the ex
plicit description of the Fermi fields and Fermi Hamiltonian 
and merely state the typical formulas we will need. First, for 
sl,,,,,sn,tl,· .. ,tn distinct we have the explicit formula 

(T[ t~1 (e-C,H';" t/J~I(xr)eC,j{~m') rUI (e-s,H'F" 

X t/J~~)( Y r )e
S

, j{~m')]n I]:'),n I]:')})'.~m' 
= ± detl<j.k<n S ((xj,sj),(Yk ,td)aj.Bk' (1.13) 

where T [ ) denotes the ordering of the product based on the 
one-to-one correspondence y:{ 1, ... ,2n j--+fsl"",sn ,tl,···,tn J 
defined by y(k) < y(k + 1) (i.e., time ordering), 
S ((x,s),( Y,t )) 

_1_ ~ einiX-Ylf"" dweic"is-cli/3o+i/3ln+M 
21T n~~ 00 _ "" w2 + n2 +M2' 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

and ± on the rhs of (1.13) depends on the number of trans
positions required to change the time ordering of operators 
on the lhs to an ordering where the t/J's alternate with the ips 
(+ if the number is even and - if the number is odd). Sis 
the Euclidean Fermi propagator I I with periodic boundary 
conditions in one direction and free boundary conditions in 
the other. As always, the structure of the matrix on the rhs of 
(1. 13) ensures that the determinant is independent of the or
dering of! 1, ... ,n J. (1.13) can be derived from the original 
description of the free Fermi field theory in periodic analogy 
to the derivation 15 for the free infinite volume theory. Fol
lowing rules for evaluating free expectations involving 
Wick-ordered fermions, 15,16 one also obtains formulas for 
currents. For example, 

(T[/UI (e-s,j{~"'a.~o: t/J~m)(Xr)raa.t/!~';'I(x():es,j{~") ]nl]:'l,nl]:'),/~,,, 
I 

I detj,,;j.k,,;n [S((xj,Sj),(Xk,Sk))r lap)l - 8jd, (1.16) 
u l •• .. ,u l1 =o 

where 

(1.17) 

We have singled out this particular matrix because it will be 
involved in our interacting theory. 

If only a finite set A oflattice sites are occupied by these 
Fermi systems, the Hilbert space for the composite free the
ory is 

,Jr A ==.7 B ® ® Y';I; (1.18) 
mEA 

the Hamiltonian is H B + ~ mEA H ';1, and the vacuum is 

nA nB ® ® n';l. (1.19) 
mEA 

We propose to perturb the ground state of our system with 
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an interaction that is "local." More specifically, we wish to 
construct and study the vacuum expectation values of the 
theory whose (unrenormalized) Hamiltonian for a finite vol
ume A is given by 

+,1. 1 Qm f~1T dx a,~o: t/J~ml(x)Faa,t/J~';'I(x):, 
where A is the coupling constant. Thus, each quantum-me
chanical oscillator interacts with its own Fermi microcosm, 
where the additional force acting on the oscillator is propor
tional to a relativistic current density averaged over the in
terval. The Fermi systems at different lattice sites interact 
only through the quantum-mechanical couplings (i.e., "bo
sonically"). As in the case of the Yukawa2 quantum field 
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theory, 10 the Hamiltonian has ultraviolet divergences that 
must be cancelled by an infinite energy counterterm and an 
infinite "boson mass" counterterm (i.e., an infinite shift in 
the spring constant lU~). Thus, our Hamiltonian is given by 

HA=HB + 1 Ht;) +A 1 Qm f~1T dx a.~o: tP~m)(x) 
X r aa, tt';')(x): - 8lU2(A) 2 :Q ~: - 8E (A ), 

meA 

where OlU2(A ) and 8E (A ) will be determined when we rigor
ously define H A by the removal of a standard ultraviolet 
cutoff in Sec, 3, 

It should not be surprising that the renormalization 
problems are so similar to those of the Yukawa2 (Y2 ) model. 
The ultraviolet singularities are independent of the lattice 
dimension v, and in the case v = I it is not hard to see that 
our model is mathematically equivalent to a nonrelativistic 
truncation of the Y2 model that preserves the singular struc
ture of the Fermi fields. (This fact will be even more trans
parent in the Matthews-Salam-Seiler formulation.) More 
generally, if the periodic Fermi system at each lattice site is 
chosen to be n-dimensional, we expect the renormalization 
problems to be as difficult for our model as they are for the 
Yn + I model. 

We begin our analysis in Sec. 2 by deriving a Matthews
Salam-Seiler formula with an ultraviolet cutoff imposed on 
the time-zero Fermi fields. We follow the "semi-Euclidean" 
approach of Seiler and Simon 14 (i.e., we avoid the use of 
Osterwalder-Schrader fields 15). This strategy is based on the 
Phillips perturbation expansion for semigroups together 
with an application offree expectation formulas to each 
term. The free Euclidean measure in our case is the Gaussian 
measure dp. on Y'(ZVX Rl with mean zero and covariance f ¢ (m,s)¢ (m' ,s') dJ.L(¢ ) 

i 
ik,(m-m') 

_ 1 00 dlU eiw(s-s') dVk ~ 2' 

- (21T)V + I f- T Y lU + lU(k ) 
00 (1.20) 

As in the case of the standard free boson measure,3,17,18 we 
have checkerboard and hypercontractive inequalities avail
able to us via the Markov property and Nelson's fundamen
tal hypercontractive result. 19 

Although our derivation of a Matthews-Salam-Seiler 
formula is basically a mimicry of the Seiler-Simon deriva
tion for the Y2 model, we illustrate the prooffor two reasons. 
First, there is an error in the Seiler-Simon paper which was 
pointed out by Lon Rosen and Barry Simon (private commu
nication), and so we must supplement the proof with an ar
gument due to Rosen. Second, the term-by-term identifica
tion of the Phillips perturbation expansion with the 
expansion for the corresponding Matthews-Salam-Seiler 
expression is complicated by the fact that different lattice 
sites exchange "bosons" but do not exchange fermions, 

With regard to Secs. 3 and 4 there is a general point that 
must be stressed. Since our model is nonrelativistic, the ana
lytic continuation of the model to imaginary time is unEucli
dean. (We avoid the word "non-Euclidean" for obvious rea
sons). In particular, Nelson's symmetry does not hold. Since 
several of the basic results in constructive quantum field the-
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ory seem to depend on Nelson's symmetry, this appears to be 
a disaster until one realizes the implications of Ref. 14. It is 
well known but rarely emphasized20 that the main function 
of Nelson's symmetry is to identify the transfer matrix for a 
spatial direction. As Seiler and Simon point out, 14 the crucial 
property is OS positivity in the spatial directions (i.e., self
adjointness of the transfer matrices). Thus the power of Nel
son's symmetry is no more mysterious than that of any other 
symmety that eliminates the need for a possibly difficult cal
culation, In our case Nelson's symmetry is not needed be
cause the transfer matrices for the spatial directions are very 

. simple; their off-diagonal elements are merely those that 
arise from a nearest-neighbor ferromagnetic coupling. 18 

It is the absence of a Reeh-Schlieder theorem4.14 that 
creates problem for us. The free vacuum n A is certainly cy
clic in J¥" A with respect to products of free propagations of 

Qm and smeared tt'am')(x), tP~m')(x), where 
meZ,m'EA, - 1T<;x<;1T,a = 0,1; by analytic continuation to 
imaginary time one can obtain a cyclicity statement for semi
group propagations as well. However, since the Fermi sys
tems are independent n A is clearly not cyclic with respect to 
products of free propagations supported in an arbitrary fixed 
rectangle in our space-time ZVX R. In the Seiler-Simon 
analysis of the Y2 model such a property of Y2 (known as a 
Reeh-Schlieder theorem) seems to be involved in three 
arguments: 

(a) Proof of semiboundedness of H A , 

(b) Proof of vacuum overlap, 
(c) Refinement of Frohlich bounds to temperedness 

bounds for the Schwinger functions for arbitrary coupling 
strength A. (In the case of weak coupling the temperedness 
bounds are derivable from the cluster expansion.21 ,22) 

In Sec, 3 we accomplish (a) and (b) for our model without 
using a Reeh-Schlieder theorem or even OS positivity in the 
spatial directions. Our proof is based on the Matthews-Sa
lam-Seiler formula together with the fact that the interac
tion is pseudoscalar (i.e., that r is anti-Hermitian). We use 
modified Jost states involving truncations of Qm' so we can
not extend our method to proving temperedness bounds; (c) 
is beyond Our reach at the present time, The consequences of 
Sec. 3 are a Euclidean Gell-Mann-Low formula and a Mat
thews-Salam-Seiler formula without ultraviolet cutoffs. 
The interacting measure is 

(1.21) 

where detren is a suitably renormalized determinant and Km 
is an operator-valued random variable that is 
Ilm) x[ - II2,r/2 J-measurable (i.e., Km depends only on 
X¢ (m,.), where X is the characteristic function of the interval 
[ - t /2,t /2]). A X [ - t /2,t /2] is, of course, the given Eu
clidean finite-volume cutoff, and the Gell-Mann-Low for
mula involves the t = 00 limit with A fixed. Although the 
only couplings of the interacting measure in the spatial di
rections are due to the free measure dp., the measure is highly 
nonlocal in the imaginary time direction because the fer
mions are coupled in that direction. Thus, on a scale of diffi
culty in controlling the infinite-volume theory, our model 
lies roughly between P (¢ band Y2• 
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In Sec. 4 we establish OS positivity,6,14 existence of the 
Euclidean pressure,18,23 and Frohlich bounds 14,24 for the 
model. Also, we point out that in the case of weak coupling 
the cluster expansion21 ,22 for the Y2 model adapted to our 
model yields convergence of the finite-volume Schwinger 
functions to infinite-volume Schwinger functions satisfying 
exponential clustering and the unEuclidean Osterwalder
Schrader axioms [i.e., the (EO ') Osterwalder-Schrader axi
oms6 modified by the explicit inclusion of space reflections 
and translations in the positivity and clustering axioms and 
by the replacement of the Euclidean group with the group of 
imaginary time translations and those space translations ap
propriate to the model in question]. This information yields 
the following basic results: 

Theorem 1.1: LetEA be the energy of the ground states 
ofHA andiiA = II PAflA II-I PAnA, wherePA istheprojec
tion onto the eigenspace of EA' Then the expectations 

( T LUI (eit.H"Qm. e - it.H,,) JJI VSkHA t/J~~kl (xk)e - iSkHA) 

X JJI (eiSH.H"t/J~:kbk)e-iS"<kHA)]iiA,iiA) 

converge in the sense of distributions as A -+ 00, provided 
that UJo- IIA I and M - IIA I are sufficiently small. 

Theorem 1.2: The infinite volume expectations (proper
ly indexed) satisfy all of the nonrelativistic Wightman axi
oms including a positive energy gap. 

The axiomatic result that is used here is a nonrelativistic 
Osterwalder-Schrader reconstruction theorem. As in our 
discussion of the nonrelativistic Wightman axioms, we con
centrate on scalar distributions on products of RV X R with 
the understanding that our remarks extend to the more com
plicated objects that our model would involve. 

Theorem 1.3: Let! Sn (x w",xn) J,~o = 0 be distributions on 
products of RV X R such that S n is supported by 

(RVXR)~ 

==! ((XI,SI,,,,,(Xn 'Sn ))e(RVX Rrlsl"",Sn are distinct I 
in the sense of distributions. 3-6 If the sequence 
! S n (x I"",x n ) I :: = ° satisfies the un-Euclidean Osterwalder
Schrader axioms, then these distributions are the Schwinger 
functions of a nonrelativistic Wightman theory. 

This theorem follows by inspection of the standard OS re
construction proof.6 The point is that the OS analytic con
tinuation is the same analytic continuation mentioned in our 
discussion of the nonrelativistic axioms: time arguments 
playa distinguished role. Osterwalder and Schrader obtain 
the nonrelativistic spectrum condition on the Wightman dis
tributions they construct before using Euclidean in variance 
to obtain relativistic in variance (from which the relativistic 
spectrum condition, analytic continuation of Wightman dis
tributions to extended forward tubes, and locality follow); 
i.e., they prove relativistic properties "after the fact." The 
time cluster property of nonrelativistic Wightman distribu
tions follows from uniqueness of the vacuum they construct, 
while the space cluster property follows from the space clus
ter property and temperedness bounds of the Schwinger 
functions together with the general theory of Laplace trans-
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forms and the Vitali convergence theorem.5 Although space 
clustering is usually not proved this way in the case of rela
tivistic theories, the argument is of a standard type in con
structive field theory. 25 

Remark: The converse of this theorem does not hold. In 
particular, the Schwinger functions of an arbitrary nonrela
tivistic theory may not be symmetric in their arguments. 

Sections 5 and 6 are devoted to proving that our model 
satisfies the FKG inequality26 

Theorem 1.4: Let ( ) A,t be the normalized expectation 
for the measure (1.21). Let F,G be increasing functions on Rn 
such that 

!(¢> )= F(¢> (ml,td, ... ,¢> (m.,tn )), 

g(¢> )=G (¢> (m; ,t; ), ... ,¢> (m~,t ~)), 

and!g are integrable with respect to (1.21). Then 

(!g)A,t - (!)A,t(g)A.t>O. 

Our basic strategy is the same as in Ref. 1. In Sec. 5 we find a 
condition that implies Theorem 1.4; as in the case of the 
Yukawa model, we expect the corresponding sufficiency 
statement for higher-dimensional Fermi systems to hold be
cause, the counterterms that cancel ultraviolet divergences 
must be local, and local terms are annihilated in the deriva
tion of the sufficient condition. 

In Sec. 6 we prove the sufficient condition for an arbi
trary Fermi dimension K. For our model the condition boils 
down to 

trS~I(s,t )S~I(t,s»O, meZv
, neZ\ (1.22) 

where S~I(s,t ) is a particular solution of the ordinary differ
ential equation 

[ - (30!!... - i i nl(3( + M - r¢> (m,S)]S~I(S,t) 
ds (= I 

=r8(s - t) 

and (30, ... ,(3K are Dirac matrices. As in Ref. 1, the two-point 
function of interest is not explicitly computable, nor do the 
symmetries of the equation make the desired positivity con
dition manifest. Roughly speaking, we prove (1.22) by writ
ing the quantity in question as the sum of a conserved quanti
ty and a quantity whose sign is manifest. 

2. MATTHEWS-SALAM-SEilER PICTURE 

As our starting point we take the obvious adaptation of 
the free boson Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula to our model. 

Theorem 2.1: For a finite A CZv and c> 0, set 
H = H B + c LmEA Q ~ and let o-EA •. Let dJ-L be the Gaussian 
measure on Y'(ZVXR) defined by (1.20) and let FI, ... ,F. be 
arbitrary continuous, polynomially bounded functions on R. 
Then for SO';;;;SI .;;;; .. ·.;;;;s • .;;;;s. + I' 

(
e - (s, - solH IT (FI(Qo(/l)e - (s, , ,- s,lff )fl B,n B) 

(= I 

= J dJ-L (¢> ) (IJI FA¢> (o-(c).srll 

X exp( - c ~A 1" f , 4> (m,s)2 ds ). (2.1) 
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where the operator F c{Qo(f)) is defined by the functional cal
culus. We omit the proof of this theorem because it differs in 
no significant way from the proof of the Feynman-Kac-Nel
son formula for the standard free scalar mode1.3

,17,18 Our 
measure dl1 is essentially a lattice of massive Wiener mea
sures coupled by a nearest-neighbor interaction and the 
proof of(2.1) is based on the Markov property corresponding 
to such a measure. 

Remarks: 1. As in Refs. 3, 17, and 18, we can translate 
the Gaussian definition of Wick ordering into the Euclidean 
analog of the definition for time-zero fields by introducing 
the Euclidean Fock space appropriate to our model-the 
symmetric Fock space over the Hilbert space 

{fEY'(ZV XR)/lifI/ 2 

= foo dOJ r d vk /!(k,OJW 2 < 00 }. (2.2) 
_ 00 Jr OJ + OJ(k ) 

2. dl1 is supported by the Borel set of all «J such that 
«J (m,s) is a-Holder continuous in s, provided that a < ~.27 
Moreover, it follows from (1.20) that 

f dl1(«J)<(J (m,s)2 < 00. (2.3) 

3. It follows from (2.3) and hypercontractivity3.17.18 that 
«J (m,s) lies in L P(dl1) for 1 < p < 00, so our random field will 
not require smearing against test functions when we con
struct our interacting expectations. 

Theorem 2.2: Let ml, ... ,mnEzvand t;, ... ,f"EZsuch that 
the pairs (mk'~) are distinct. For each k, let Fk be an arbi
trary L;I, -measurable function on Y'(ZVXR), where 
Ak = [mk l X [(k ,fk + 1]. There are constants /3,y> 0, de
pendent only on the fundamental frequency OJo (boson mass), 
such that if the minimum separation between sets A k is 
greater than or equal to y, then for I < p < 00 

(2.4) 

instead of the symmetric Fock space Over the Hilbert space 
(1.12)]. The latter space is, of course, the Hilbert space used 
in applying (2.5). Notice also that the (a priori) necessity for a 
separation y is made transparent by the estimate (2.6). If OJo is 
small, then the hypercontractivity argument is destroyed 
unless one chooses a separation like 

y> In2OJo- '/ln( 1 + ~(U6). 
Because of the stated need for a separation y, Theorem 

2.2 is too weak for useful applications. However, given this 
theorem, we can immediately eliminate the need for y. 

Theorem 2.3: With the objects and assumptions of 
Theorem 2.2, drop the separation requirement (i.e., set 
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This theorem represents an obvious adaptation of checker
board estimates 18; as in the case of the free 'scalar field the
ory, the basic reasoning for proving such a result involves the 
Markov property and Nelson's general hypercontractive re
suit. 19 We omit the details, but emphasize that the explicit 
estimates needed to make the strategy work are 

(OJ~+ i (1_COSkf))1I2_1_fOO dOJeiw(s-s') 
t= I 21T - 00 

1 X----------
OJ6 + OJ2 + l:~= I (I - coskl ) 

=exp[ -(OJ~ + f'tl (1-COSkl)Y/2/s-s'11, (2.5) 

X ---------------------
OJ6 + OJ2 + l:~= 1(1 - cosk() 

<2OJo- t + ~ (OJ6 + OJ2 + (~I (I - COSk()) r In - n'l. 

f;;, J 

(2.6) 

(2.5) is a standard calculation, while (2.6) follows from the 
contour-shifting proof of Lemma IV.5 in Ref. 18, where we 
are shifting from 1m k j = 0 to 

1m k j = sgn(n - n') 

X In[1 + + ("i +u>' + ;f: (I - OO"',))} 

We should also note that when one applies (2.6) to the GRS 
(Guerra, Rosen, and Simon) arguments, 18 one uses the co
ordinate-zero subspaces of the Euclidean Fock space instead 
of the time-zero subspace [i.e., the symmetric Fock space 
over the Hilbert space 

(2.7) 

y = I). There is a constant /3 > 0, dependent only on OJoo such 
that (2.3) holds. 

One proves this by merely decoupling the lattice into 
sublattices with spacing y via the Holder inequality and then 
applying Theorem 2.2. Such a crude initial decoupling does 
not hurt us because the number of sublattices depends only 
on y, which in turn depends only on OJo' 

Remark: It has been known for some time that checker
board estimates for lattice Markov fields can be derived. (See 
the conclUding remarks of Sec. IV.2 in Ref. 18.) 

In our study of the interacting theory we impose an 
ultraviolet cutoff on the time-zero Fermi fields at each lattice 

site m E Z. More specifically, we let tf~~(x)( tft;:1 (x)) denote 
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the regularization of ",~ml(x)( ",~ml (x)) that includes only those 
Fourier components with momenta - N, ... ,O, ... ,N. The cut
off versions of ( 1.13) and (1.16) are 

( T [ ",Ill (e - ,~';" "'tiN (x,)e,~';'I) 

X ,(II (e - s;H\crnlf/l.B~'\v( y ,)eS(H';'I).a ~I,fl ~I D7';'1 
(2.8) 

and 

I 

I det'<j,h;n [SN((X j,s j),(Xkh))r ]ap.(1 - 0 jk)' 
a ...... a".=O 

(2.9) 
respectively, where 

1 N . 

S N((X,S),( y,t ))= 2; n ~~ N eln1x 
- yl 

f'" d iwls - 'I i{3ofJJ + i{3l n + M X we . 
_ '" w2 + n2 + M2 

(2.10) 

Following the semi-Euclidean strategy ofSeiler-Si
mon, 14 we begin by stating the basic result for our regular
ized Hamiltonian. 

Theorem 2.4: Fix NeZ + , A.. real, A C ZV finite, C N > 0 
(where the N-dependence will be specified in Sec. 3), and set 

HN =HB + I H~I+CN IQ~, (2.11) 
mEA mEA 

VN = ; Qm a,tof~lT dx: f/la':'1 (x)raa''''~\v(X):' 
(2.12) 

Then H N + A.. V N is self-adjoint and bounded below on the 
domain of H N' 

This theorem follows immediately from the fact that V N is a 
Phillips perturbation 14,28 with respect to H N' This fact in 
turn follows from the relative operator bound 

V7v<const(HN + 1), (2.13) 

which is a consequence of the operator inequality 
~mEA Q ~ < (11 C N)H N and the boundedness of 
f"- lT dx :"'~"'.1(x)rau' ",~~IN(X):. 

Remark: Actually, the additional quadratic term in 
(2.11) is not necessary for (2.13) to hold 14; we are introducing 
it at this early stage because we will need a quadratic coun
terterm when the ultraviolet cutoff is removed. 
Given!EC ({'(T I X R) al C ({'(T I X R), set 

I f'" 1/I1j;1(f) = u~o _'" dse-sIH~+AV~1 

X 
f

lT d I' ( ).t.lml ( ) sIHN+AVNI XJu X,S 'i'a,N X e , 
-IT 

tP (t)= -'IHV'AVN1Q 'IHN+AVvl m.N e me . 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Although these operators are densely defined as a result of 
Theorem 2.4 it is not clear whether an arbitrary product of 
them makes any sense. However, as in the Y2 case the re
ordering of an arbitrary product by T [ ] is defined on a dense 
domain containing the free vacuum fl A , where T [ ] is under
stood to reorder the integrand of the mUltiple integral 
involved. 

The Matthews-Salam-Seiler picture of our model is 
embodied in the following theorem: 

Theorem 2.S: Let aEA n, yEA " t> 0, 

- t 12<t p ... ,t,<t 12, and!"''',!n, 
gl, ... ,gnEC ({'(T I XR) al C ({'(T I XR) such that the projec
tions ofsupp!" ... ,suPP!n ,suPpgl, ... ,suppgn onto the second 
variable are disjoint, contain no t k, and lie in the interval 
[ - t 12,t /2]. Then 

(e-,/2IHN+ AV
N
IT[ )JI tPl1kl,N(tk) )JI I/I~k))(fk) )].1 l/I~k))(gk)]e-'/2IHN+AVNlflA,flA) 

= ± fdJ-l(tP) II {det2(1-A..SNFXtPm)exP(-cNf,/2 tP(m,s)2 dS)} IT tP(y(t'),t,) II detj,kEU 'Iml (Sm,N !j,gd, 
mEA -,/2 (~I mEA 

(2.17) 

where X is the characteristic function of the interval [ - t 12,t 12], det2 is the regularized determinane9 for perturbations that 
are Hilbert-Schmidt with respect to 

dY'F-{!EL 2(T ' XR)alL 2(T ' XR)III!lli12= n~~",f:", dw(nz+wz+M2)1/2 uto1iu(n,wW<oo}, (2.18) 

S N is the operator on dY' F whose kernel is given by (2.10), 

SmN=(I-A..SNrXtPm)-ISNF, (2.19) 

tPm(s)=tP (m,s), (2.20) 

and ( , ) on the rhs of (2.17) denotes the inner product for 
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L Z(T I X R) al L 2(T I X R). 
(2.17) is the Matthews-Salam-Seiler formula 14 for our 

cutoff model. Since the Fermi systems do not exchange fer
mions, this formula is not surprising to anyone familiar with 
the corresponding formula for the Yz model. Moreover, the 
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rigorous interpretation of the quantities on the rhs is exactly 
the same as in the case of Y2 with a similar ultraviolet cut
off, 14 except that the mechanism II for cancellation of 

poles is not needed in our case; (Sm,N fJ,gk) is actually a 
bounded random variable! More specifically, 

Lemma 2,6: (Sm,N fJ,gk) is a Lim] xl ~ 112,I12j-measur
able function on Y/(ZV X R) (defined d/L-almost-everywhere) 
and 

I (Sm.N fJ,g,)1 <M ~ IllfJIIL'ffiL' Ilgk IIL'ffiL' (2,21) 

d/L-almost-everywhere, 
Proof Since d/L is supported by the Borel subset of all f/l 

such that f/l (m,s) is a-Holder continuous in s, where we fix 
a < 1/2, we may confine our attention to such f/l, By (2,19), 
we have 

Sm.N = (- VN + M -Arxf/lm)~I, (2.22) 

where V/V denotes the ultraviolet regularization of 

a a v f30 - + f3 1 -, 
axo aX I 

which affects the periodic variable x I only and includes the 
Fourier components I - N, ... ,O, ... ,N J. 

(Thus SN = (- VN +M)~I.) 

Now since f30ll I are Hermitian matrices and r is an anti
Hermitian matrix, we know that - iV N - iArXf/lm is an 
(unbounded) self-adjoint operator on 
L 2(T I X R) Ell L 2(T I X R). (rf/lm is a bounded perturbation, 
since we have assumed f/lm to be continuous.) Hence 

II( - iV/V + iM - iArXf/lm)fIIL'ffiL,;>MllfIlL'ffiL' 

and this imaginary translate of our self-adjoint operator has 
dense range. It follows from (2.22) that Sm.N is a bounded 
operator on our L 2 space and that (2.21) holds, 

To show that f/l-+(Sm.N fJ,gk) is a measurable function, 
we define an approximating sequence in the following way: 
for each positive integer!, partition the interval [ - t / ,I] into I 
equal subintervals and replace Xf/lm with the corresponding 
step function based on evaluation of f/lm at, say, the right
hand endpoints of the subintervals. The operator Sm N 1 cor
responding to such an approximation f/l ~ of f/lm clearly de
pends on f/l continuously in operator norm (as an operator on 
our L 2 space) because the relative topology on the Borel set of 
a-Holder continuous functions is just the topology for 
pointwise convergence of nets (and therefore xf/l ~ depends 
on f/l continuously in sup norm by the nature of the approxi
mation). To prove pointwise convergence of Sm,N,! to Sm,N as 
1-+ 00, we need only note that 

I(Sm.NJfJ,gk) - (Sm.NfJ,gk)1 

= I(Sm,N.dAXf/l~ -AXf/lm)Sm,NfJ,gk)1 

<M~IIA 111(rf/l~ - Xf/lm)Sm,NfJL'IDL,llgkIIL'IDL' 

[since (2.21) clearly holds for Sm,N,l as well]. The uniform 
convergence of xf/l ~ to xf/lm for a fixed, arbitrary a-Holder 
continuous f/l completes the proof. 

Notice that the vital ingredients of the proof are that the 
interaction is pseudoscalar (i.e., r is an anti-Hermitian ma
trix) and that d/L is supported by continuous f/l. This lemma 
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will be the key to our vacuum overlap result as well as to our 
semiboundedness result. 

Although the analysis involved in proving Theorem 2.5 
is the same as that employed in the proof of the parallel result 
in Ref. 14, the combinatorial aspect of the proof is not quite 
trivial. Since this difficulty makes the proof of our theorem a 
notational nightmare, we will follow the expository spirit of 
Ref. 14 and merely illustrate the basic argument by proving 
the following (more modest) theorem. 

Theorem 2.5/: For t> 0,.1 real, 

(e ~ IIHN+ AVNI{}II '{}II) 

=fd/L(f/l) II Idet2(1-ASN rf/lm) 
mEA 

xexp( -CN f~~,~2 f/l(m,sfdS)}. (2.23) 

Proof Since VN is a Phillips perturbation, we know by 
Theorem 3.1 in Ref. 14 that the Phillips perturbation expan
sion of e ~ IIHN+ AVNI is convergent in operator norm. Now the 
nth order coefficient of the resulting power series in A for the 
lhs of (2.23) is 

(-1)" £ dt
l 
... £_1,_ ... -1 .. / dtn(e-it-,,- .. ·-, .. IH, 

X iJ
I 

(VNe -I,H"){},P{}II ). 

which can be rewritten as follows: 

(- 1)" f",/h,S,,, ... ,,s .. <C
,

12 dns (e-11/2+s,IH, 

X CDI (Ve -Is" .-sAH'"j{}1I '{}II' 

where Sn + I =t /2 and the change in integration variables is 
given by 

s( = t /2 - t( - ... - tn,l<t<n. 

Applying (1.10), (2.11), and (2.12), we get 

( - 1)" f- 1 12o,"'S .. " 1 12 d ns 

X ( dnx L (e-II12+s,IIHn+Cl:m,,,Q;,1 
Jlx~';;17" OE!I" 

X IT (QojtJe~ls",~sAIHn+Cl:mF"Q;;'I){}B'{}B) 
(~ I 

x(e-11/2+s'll:mc"H~'!'1 (DI C,~o: tf~l(x() 
Xr ./JojtJl(x ).e~IS,+.~stll:m'AHr;o,) 

aa''f/a,N t'. 

X ® {} 1j;'1, ® {} 1j;'1), (2.24) 
mEA mEA 

where we temporarily drop the subscript of CN for conve
nience. The fermion factor splits into 

Q CJllml C~o :tf~~1(x() 
X r .1,lml (x )'e -Is(m - sAH',oml){} Iml {} Iml) 

aa' 'f'a',N t· F, F , 

where tm denotes the successor of tin (T-I(m) and the opera
tor product is taken in the order of increasing t. 
( 

~11!21+sAl: . H('!"h ' . . e mEA f as disappeared by apphcatIon to the oth-
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er side of the inner product, and we have used all available 
commutativity to telescope exponents.) By Theorem 2.1 the 
boson factor can be replaced by 

J dll(f/J) }]I f/J (O"(t),s()e - cl:~AS'_/Z'/2ds<l>lm.s)2 

and by formula (2.9) the mth fermion factor can be replaced 
by 

L det j.kEU- '1m) (1 - /) jk ) 
a:u- '(m)-I 0.1) 

X [SN((X j,sj),(xk,sdlF lapk' 
where the structure of the matrix makes the determinant 
independent of the ordering of a-I(m). Thus (2.24) becomes 

( - 1)" f d ns r d nx L J 
-1/2<;S,<;··'<;S.<;I/2 J1X.1<;" oEA 

X dll(f/J) IT f/J (0"( t),s t')e - cl:mEAS'~2, /2<1> (m.s)' ds 

1'=1 

I I 

X L 00' L II det j.kEu 'lm)(l - /)jk) 
a. = 0 an = 0 meA 

X [SN((X j,sj),(xk,sdlF laP" 
Now since the s-integrand involves a summation over all 
OEA n, it follows via arbitrary permutations of variables in 
the x-integration and a-summation that the s-integrand is 
symmetric in SI'OO"Sn' so we may replace 

f (_l)n i (- 1)" dns with -- dns. 
- r 12<;s,<;··.<;s.<;1 /2 n! Is,j<;l /2 

Now for convenience set 

= ( dns ( dnx ± 
J1S,1<;I/2 J\X,1<;1T a, =0 

X e - C~mE.-1ff~2t/2t;f.1(m.stZ ds 

X II det j.kEU- '(m) (1 - /) jk ) 
mEA 

X [SN((X j,s j),(Xkh))r lap. 
so that our expression becomes 

I n 

L II f/J (O"(t),srl 
". =0 f= I 

[( - 1)" /n!lSdll(f/J) ~oEA .An (f/J,a). Consider the mapping 
1':A n--+! O,oo.,n jA defined by 

1'(a)(m) = la-l(m)1 

and notice that if 1'(a) = 1'(a') then a can be transformed into 
a' via a permutation of !l,oo.,n j. But in the expression for 
An (f/J,a) such a transformation to a' amounts to a permuta
tion in the integration and summation variables. Thus 

1'(a) = r(a')=>A n (f/J,a) = An (f/J,a'). 

so our expression may be rewritten as 

(- ,1)" J dll(f/J) L 11'-I(K)IAn(f/J,a,,). 
n. ":A~lo ..... nl 

where a" is a representative element of 1'-I(K). Since 

-I {nvII K(m)!. L K(m) = n, 
11' (K)I = mEA mEA 

0, otherwise, 
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(2.24) = J dll(f/J) )' II (- l)",m) An(f/J.a,,) 
":A~Io •...• n) mEA K(m)! 
I ",m)=n 

mEA 

= J dll(f/J) k'A-~ .... nl ell (~(~~m)) 1,1<112 dns 

I ",m)=n 
mEA 

X {,1<;" d nX ,,~o ••• at 01 J! LQ/ (m,Sf) 

X;det j.kEU. '(m)(l - /) jd [SN((S j,S j),(Xk>SdlF lapj 

But the S dll(f/J )-integrand of this last expression is just the 
nth order coefficient of 

X e - CL m <-oAf
f

/
2
'/2¢ (tn.s)Z ds , 

and the mth factor is the Fredholm expansion29
•
3o of 

(2.25) 

so we have now established the desired equation (2.23)/or
mally. To establish it rigorously. we must show that the 
Fredholm expansion 

"~O (-n~)" 1/11/2 d"s {,I.1T d"x (III f/J(m'Sf) 

I 

L dethj.k • ll (l - Djk ) 
all =0 

(2.26) 

converges in L P(dll) for 1.;;; p < 00. [Obviously this will also 
establish that (2.25) lies in L P(dll), so that the rhs of (2.23) 
makes sense.] At this point we must interrupt the proof of 
our theorem to discuss a serious gap in the proof of Theorem 
3.2 in Ref. 14 and show how it can be filled. 

By a straightforward calculation it can be shown that 
the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of 

Km.N-sNrXf/Jm (2.27) 

as an operator on:Jrp lies in L 2(dll), so by the basic Fred
holm theory (2.26) converges to (2.25) in the dll-almost ev
erywhere sense. To obtain the stronger convergence one 
needs a stronger property in order to exploit the hypercon
tractive properties of dll; e.g., it would help if K m.N were 
trace-class. However, we do not know whether the trace 
norm of K m •N lies in any L P(dll), or even whether K m •N is 
trace-class in the dll-almost everywhere sense. Moreover, we 
do not see how to prove that the corresponding operator for 
Y2 is trace-class as it is claimed to be in Theorem 3.2 of Ref. 
14. The point is that the regularization on the time-zero Fer
mi fields induces a regularization on the Euclidean Fermi 
propagator with respect to the space variable only (see formu-
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la (2.10) in the case of our model); there is no ultraviolet 
cutoff with respect to imaginary time, and the method in 
Ref. 12 for proving that the appropriate operator is trace
class seems to depend on having an ultraviolet cutoff in all 
directions. Actually, the K operator that Seiler and Simon 
work with in Ref. 14 is trace-class anyway, but it is defined 
by the wrong Euclidean Fermi propagator (see Remark 1 
after Theorem 3.2 in Ref. 14). Even if K m •N is not trace-class, 
however, the argument in Ref. 14 involving wholesale ex
pansion in powers of A is basically suited for our case as well 
as for theirs; one only needs more delicate estimates. We 
introduce these estimates within the context of our model, 
but they are virtually the same as in the Y2 case. 

Since <P m (s)E£. P(df-L), 1 < p < 00, an easy calculation 
shows that the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of Km N with respect 
to L 2(T I XR) alL 2(TI XR) is also in L 2(df-L): Hence 
det2( 1 - AKm •N ) is well defined df-L-almost everywhere with 
respect to L 2(T I X R) al L 2(T I X R) and certainly coincides 
with its definition with respect to PI" F' Since it does not mat
ter which Hilbert space we use, we choose to work with 
L 2(T I X R) al L 2(T I X R) because it is more convenient. LetD 
be the positive operator defined by 

d 2 d 2 
D2 __ ___ +M2, 

dt 2 dx2 

and set 

D (w,n )=(w2 + n2 + M 2) 1/2. 

For 1 < p < 00 we denote the class 1fJ P norm with respect to 
L2(TIXR)alL2(TIXR)by II lip. We have: 

Lemma 2.7: (Rosen) For E> O,E' >~, 

f
'/2 

liD 1/2-EKm.NII~ = const <Pm (sf ds, 
-,/2 

(2.28) 

f
'/2 

liD - E'Km.N Iii < const <Pm (sf ds. 
- ,/2 

(2.29) 

Proof For E> ° 
IIDI/2-EKm,NII~ = Trx<pmD -1- 2EhNX<Pm' 

where hN is multiplication in momentum space by the char
acteristic function of! - N, ... ,O, ... ,N l XR. This follows 
from the relation 

(2.30) 

where t denotes adjoint with respect to 
L 2(T I XR) alL 2(TI XR). The integral expression in momen
tum space is 

IIDI/2-<Km,NII~ =2 n~~Nn'~~oo f~oo dw 

X f~ 00 dul' D(w,n)-1-2<IX<Pm(w' - wWon'n 

N foo 
= 2 n ~~ N _ 00 dwD (w,n) - I - 2E 

X f~ 00 dw' Lr<Pm (w'W· 

Since the S': 00 dw-integration yields finite constants and 
S': 00 dw' IX<Pm(w'W = S'~2'/2ds <Pm (sf, we have 
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f
'/2 

liD 1/2 - <Km,N II~ = const ds <Pm (S)2. 
- ,!2 

To establish (2.29) we try to write D - E'Km,N as a product of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Let tEe 0' (R) such that t = 1 on 
[ - t /2,t /2] and set 

l=D -E'SNtD o, 

L =D -orX<Pm' 

where a > ° is to be chosen. Obviously D - <'Km,N = lL; 
moreover, 

11111; = TrDotD -2-2E'hNtD o 

by (2.30), so we have 

III II~ = 2 n ~~ N n' ~~ 00 f~ 00 dw f~ 00 dw' D (w',n,)20 

XD (w,n) - 2 - 2E'I; (w' - wWonn' 

= 2 n~~Nf~ 00 dwD(w,n)-2-2<' 

X f~ 00 dw' D (w',n)2°1; (w/ - wW· 

Since; decays faster than any inverse polynomial, we know 
that 

so 

III II; <2 n ~~ N constn f~ 00 dw(w2 + M 2t- 1-<' 

because D (w,n)2>w2 + M2. Obviously III II; < 00 if 
a < ~ + E'. Examining L, we see that 

IlL II; = TrX<pmD - 20X<Pm 

= 2 n ~~ 00 n' ~~ 00 f: 00 dw roo 00 dw'D (w,n) - 20 

X IX<Pm(w' - wWOn'n 

= 2 n~~ 00 f: 00 dwD(w,n)-20 f dw' IX<Pm(w'W 

= 2 n ~~ 00 f~ 00 dw D (w,n) - 20 fi,2!2 <Pm (S)2 ds. 

The constant is finite if a > 1. Such an a can be picked for 1 
and L if and only if E' > !, Hence 

liD -E'Km,Nlli<1111I~IIL II~ 

f
'/2 

< const <Pm (S)2 ds 
-'/2 

for such E'. D 
Since D zKm,N is an analytic family of operators, it fol

lows from complex interpolation 12 that for E<!, 

IIKm.N Ilq < liD - <'Km,N II: - 'liD 1/2 - 'Km,N II~, 

where q-1 = 1 - ~t and t = 2E'/( 1 - 2E + 2E'). Thus, 
Lemma 2.7 implies that 

f
'/2 

IIKm,N II~ < const <Pm (S)2 ds=F(<p ), 
- ,/2 

(2.31) 

provided that ° < E<~,E' >!. From now on we fix such E,E' 
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(and therefore q) with to <! (and therefore q < 2). In particu
lar, I/Km •N IIq < 00 d,u-almost everywhere, so by the theory of 
regularized determinants28 det2( 1 - AK m.N) is entire inA d,u
almost everywhere and we have the bound 

/det2(1 - AKm.N)/< exp(C /Alql/Km,NII:) (2.32) 

for some C> O. 
Corollary 2,8: (Rosen) (2,26) converges in L P(d,u) for 

l<p< 00. 

Proof Since det2( 1 - AK m,N) is entire in A, we may write 

det2(I-AKm,N)= IanA n, 
n=O 

where 

1 d n 
a = ---det2(1-AKmN)IA~o. 

n n! dA n ' 

The Cauchy formula yields 

a = _1_ ( det2(1 - AKm,N) dA. 
n 21Tl' J1A I ~ RAn + I 

By (2.32), 

lan/<R -nexp(CRqIlKm,NII:), 

so if we setR = nllqIIKm,Nllq- I, we have 

Ian I <n - nlqllKm,N lI;enC. 

By (2.31) 

IIKm,N II; <F(ifo )"12, 

so by hypercontractivity 

(f lanIPd,u)IIP 

<n - nlqecn( f IIKm,N II:n d,u yl P 

<n - nlqecn( f F pn12 d,u) II p 

<n - nlqecn[ (P2
n 

- 1)( f F 2d,u Y12r2

, p;;.2,n;;.2, 

because F (ifo ) involves the square of ifo. Thus 

(f: 00 Ian I P d,u)1I P < constnn - nlq((pn/2) - 1)n12 

< constnn - nlq( p/2)"12nnI2 

for p;;.2,n;;.2. Sinceq < 2, this estimate yields an infinite radi
us of L P(d,u )-convergence of the power series for p;;. 2, and so 
we have such convergence for p;;. 1. But the series is just 
(2.26). 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5'. 0 

3. SEMIBOUNDEDNESS AND VACUUM OVERLAP 

We now proceed to show how the ultraviolet cutoff is 
removed, Our basic approach is very similar to the Seiler
Simon approach 14 to the Y2 model, except that the absence of 
a Reeh-Schlieder theorem in our case compels us to use 
methods that are (apparently) peculiar to the pseudoscalar 
character of the interaction in our model. 

Lemma 3.1: There is a dense subspace D of jy' A with 
the property that for every 7]ED there exists a C> 0 such that 

(e- t(HN +AVN)7],7])<C (e-t(HN+AVN)I1,1,I1A) 
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for all NEZ + , t> 0, where n A is the free vacuum. 

This lemma is the analog of Theorem 5.4 in Ref. 14. To prove 
it we must consider a modification of the type of states (Jost 
states) used in Ref. 14. 

Consider vectors in jy' A of the form 

IT VtkHoQl1k) e - itkH. ) 
k~1 

x IT Vt" kHO t//ai,k ))(Fk) e - It, 'kHO ) 
k ~ I 

X IT (eit".'kHO t//CT'(kl)(Gk)e, "".'kl/·)I1 ,1 , 
k~1 

where Ho is the free Hamiltonian, (TEA n, (T'EA n', 

r:! 1, ... ,rl--+Z", F I, ... , Fn , Gp' .. ,Gn,EC "'(TI) $ C "'(T I), and 

¢(m)(G)_ atof~7T Ga(x)¢~m)(x)dx, 

¢(m) (F)= atof~7T Fa (x) ¢~m)(x)dx. 
By cyclicity of the vacuum for our free model, the set of 
linear combinations of such vectors is a dense subspace of 
jy',1' Clearly, if we consider arbitrary CO' functions tl, ... ,tr 
on R, then the expression 

IT (i'kHotdQl1k))e -1t,Ho) IT (e lt
, , kH• ¢(ai,k ))(Fk)e -It" ,Ho) 

k~ I k~ I 

X IT (e - t. , " .No¢(o'(k ))(Gk)e -It. +, f.No )e't , f. f .Ro 

k~1 

(3.1) 

IS a product of bounded operators only. (tk(Ql1k)) is under
stood in the sense of the functional calculus.) Moreover, arbi
trary linear combinations of the application of such products 
to 11,1 from a dense subspace of jy' A because Ql1k) can be 
strongly approximated by a sequence of operators like 
tk (Ql1k))' Also, (3.1) remains bounded if t w .. ,tr +n + n' are 
replaced by complex variables zl, ... ,zr+ n + n' such that 
1m Z 1;;.0 and 1m Zk <1m Zk + I' and this operator-valued 
function is strongly analytic in each variable on the interior 
of this domain; this follows from the fact that H 0 is bounded 
below. 

Theorem 3.2: Consider all linear combinations of vec
tors of the form 

IT (e-SkHotk(Ql1k))eSkHo) IT (e-Sk+.Ho ¢(ai,k))(FdeSk'.Ho) 
k~1 k~1 

X IT (e-s.+,+.No¢(o'(k))(Gk)eS.",.N0)I1,1' (3.2) 
k~1 

where S k <S k + I . The linear space is dense in jy'll . 

As in the case of Lemma 5.2 in Ref. 14, the proof consists of 
pointing out that the orthogonality statement for a candidate 
vector with respect to all the vectors (3.2) is just the state
ment that the analytic functions defined by the inner product 
vanish on determining sets; this implies that the candidate 
vector is orthogonal to the application of all the operators 
(3.1) to 11 A' and so the candidate vector is zero by the density 
of linear combinations of such states. 

Corollary 3.3: Let D be the set of all linear combinations 
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of vectors of the form 

)JI (e-s.Ho;k(Qrik»)es.Ho) f~oo dsr+, .. , f~oo dSr+2n 

X IT (e-S".Ho ~(ojkl)(fd"sr+k)) 
k=1 

X e" + .H. IT (e - s, +" + .H.~(a'(k II 
k=1 

X(g ( )) S'+n+.H.\n 
k ·,sr + n + k e fir-", , (3.3) 

where y:!I, ... ,r!_ZY, aEA n, a'EA n', ;1"",;rEC o(R), 
f"·"/n,g" .. ·,gn,EC o(T' XR) EB C o(T' XR),SI>O,Sk <Sk+ I 
for 1 <k < r, and (denoting the projection of T I X R onto R by 
172 ) 

Sr< 172 SUPpfl<"'<172 sUppfn <172 SUPpgl""<172 suppgn" 

Then D is dense in Jf' '" ' 

Vectors of this form are the "good Jost states" 14 that we have 
decided to use because we can show that the dense subspace 
D works for Lemma 3.1, We need a Matthews-Salam-Seiler 
formula for these states, 

Theorem 3.4: With the objects introduced in Corollary 
3.3, set,., = (3.3). Then for t> ° 
(e-t(HN+J..VNl,.",.,) = fdJ1. (ifJ) II {det2(1 -AKm,N) 

mEJ\ 

X exp( - c N f~/t2/2 ifJm (S)2 dS)} 
r 

X II ;difJr1k)(Sk + ~t)) 
k=1 

r 

X II ;k(ifJrikl( -Sk - !t)) 
k=1 

X II detj,kEo-'(mlva'-'(m)(Sm,N!j.ik), 
mEJ\ 

where V denotes adjunction, 
(3.4) 

__ ~t ,jEa-l(m), __ {gt ,kEa-l(m), 
f j - -' '-I( ) gk - f- k '-I( ) j ,JEa m , k , Ea m , 

f±(x,s)=f(x, ± (s + ~t))}, 
and the X that occurs in the definitions (2.19) [and (2.27)] of 
Sm,N and Km,N' respectively, is the characteristic function of 
[t /2,( 12]. 

Given Theorem 2. 1, the proof of this theorem does not 
differ significantly from the proof of Theorem 2.5. The sup
port of X and the displacement of the test functions arise 
from the fact that the good Jost states are generated by free 
propagations: the relationship of the time-ordering to the 
Matthews-Salam-Seiler picture causes the test functions to 
be supported outside the region of interaction. 

Proof of Lemma 3.1: By the Schwartz inequality we 
may assume that ,.,ED is a good Jost state instead of an arbi
trary linear combination of such states. Thus, with,., = (3.3) 
we apply (3.4) to obtain 

(e - t(HN+ VNI,.",.,)< JJI lI;k 11:0 f dJ1.(ifJ) 11 {det2(1 - AKm.N) exp( - CN f~t2/2 ifJm (sf dS)} 

X II Idetj,kEU '(mlVa'-'(ml(Sm,N!j.idl, 
mEJ\ 

where the positivity of det2( 1 - AKm,N) follows from Seiler's reasoning. II Applying Lemma 2.6 we get 

(e-tIHN+VNI,.",.,)< II (2Ia- l (m)I)!M -n IT II~H:o IT (lIfkIlL, .. L,lIgklli'''L' 
mEJ\ k=1 k=1 

X f dJ1.(ifJ) 11 {det2(I-AKm,N)exp( -CN f~:/2 ifJm(S)2 dS)} =const(e-tIHN+J..VNlil""il",). 0 

Theorem 3.5. Let 

where Tr denotes the trace for operators that are trace-class 
with respect to Jf' F' and set 

A 2 N foo 1 
cN = - '" dill (3.6) 

417 n=~N _ 00 (J}2 + n2 +M2 

in the definition (2.11) of H N' Then there is a C> 0, indepen
dent of A ,t,N such that 

(e - IHA"'fl A,il A )<C t I'" I. 

Given the Matthews-Salam-Seiler formula (2.23) for our 
model and the checkerboard estimates of Sec. 2, this theorem 
follows from the estimates of Seiler-Simon 13 adapted to our 
model. 

Remark: Obviously c N- 00 as N_ 00, and this constant 
is the shift in the spring constant for each harmonic oscilla-
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(3.5) 

tor (i.e., shift in the square of the boson mass) that contrib
utes to the ultraviolet renormalization of the model. An
other counterterm is the last term in the definition of H"'.N; 
this constant is the energy shift that completes the renorma1-
ization, and it diverges as N-oo because the Hilbert
Schmidt norm of 

(3.7) 

does not lie in L 2(dJ1.). We should also note that by the meth
ods of Seiler-Simon 12 this cancellation of infinities can still 
be controlled if C N is modified by the addition of a finite 
constant. (For the energy counterterm such a claim is, of 
course, triviaL) 

Theorem 3.6: H""N converges in the strong resolvent 
sense as N_ 00 to a self-adjoint operator H A bounded below. 
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Proof Given Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.4, and Theorem 
3.5, this theorem follows from exactly the same reasoning as 
in the proof of the Y2 result in Ref. 14. 0 

Corollary 3.7: For every 1]ElJ there is a C> 0 such that 

(e - tHA1],1])<.C(e - tHY}A ,nA) 

for all t>O. 
Proof According to Lemma 3.1 the constant C is inde-

pendent of N, so the corollary is immediate. 0 
Theorem 3.8: EA =inf spec HA is an isolated eigenval

ue of HA with finite multiplicity. 
Proof This result follows from the adaptation to our 

model of the regularizations, first-order operator inequal
ities, and operator resolvent arguments of Glimm and Jaffe 
in their treatment of y 2•

10 We do not know whether EA is 
simple. 0 

By the same reasoning used in the proof of Lemma 5.1 
of Ref. 14, it follows from Corollary 3.7 that nA is not or
thogonal to the space of interacting ground states for a given 
volume A. More precisely, 

Theorem 3.9: Let P A denote the projection of JY A onto 
the eigenspace of EA' Then PAn A # O. 

This theorem is the desired vacuum overlap result. 
We also have a Matthews-Salam-Seiler formula in the 

ultraviolet limit N = 00. 

Theorem 3.10: LetOEA n,yEA ',t>O, -~t<'tl, ... ,t,<.~t, 
II, ... ,/n, gl,· .. ,gn EC ({'(TIXR)EIl C ({'(TI XR), and for arbi
trary/EC ({'(TI XR) Ell C ({'(TI XR) set 

I/I(m)(f) = f: 00 ds f~ 1T dx ut/u (x,s)e - SHA¢~m)(x)esH,,, (3.8) 

I/I(m) (f) = Joo dSJ1T dx ± lu(x,s)e- sHA ¢~)(X)e'HA, 
-00 -1T a=O (3.9) 

<Pm(s) = e-SHAQme'HA. (3.10) 

Assume that [td, ... ,[t,L 
1T2 SUPp/l,· .. ,1T2 supp/n ,1T2 supp gl, ... ,1T2 suppgn are disjoint 

and contained in [ - t /2,t /2]. Then with <P m.N' 1/1 t;;), 1/1 t;;) , 
and CN given by (2.16), (2.14), (2.15), and (3.6), respectively, 

converges to 

(e-(t/2)IIAT [lII <Pr1k )(tk ) kill I/I(ai,kl)(fk) 

X kill I/I(ai,k n(gk)]e (1/2)IIAn A n A ) 

as N- 00. Moreover 

exp [ A22 1 f Tr(K~,N + K:,NK m,N)d/1] 

X f d/1(rP) 11 {det 2(I-AKm,N) 

X exp( - CN f:~/2 rPm (sfdS)} JJ
I 

rPr1k)(tk ) 
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(3.11) 

(3.12) 

X n detj,kEu '(m) (Sm,N Ij ,gk ) (3.13) 
mEA 

converges to 

f d/1(rP) 11 {det3(1 - AKm) 

X exp [ - ~2 :Tr(K~ +K~Km):]} 

X IT rPr1k)(tk) n detj,kw '(m)(Smlj,gk) (3.14) 
k = I mEA 

as N .. ~oo, whereKm is given by (3.7), 

Sm=(I-AKm)-ISr, (3.15) 

: : denotes Wick ordering with respect to d/1, and det3 is the 
regularized determinant for operators that are class CJ with 
respect to 7t'F' Thus, by (2.17) we have (3.12) = (3.14). 

The convergence of (3.11) to (3.12) follows from Theo
rem 3.6, while the convergence of (3.13) to (3.14) follows 
essentially from the estimates of Seiler [11] and of Seiler
Simon [12]. (It should be noted that 

A 2 f'12 -TrK~NKmN =CN rPm(sfds.) 
2 "-112 

It is worth mentioning that: 
Lemma 3.11: I (Sm.N Ij ,gk) L~ = 0 converges to 

(S,n Ij ,gk) pointwise on the Borel set of a-Holder continuous 
rP. Thus (Sm Ij,gk) is a random variable and 

I(Sm Ij,gdl <.M -III/IIL'",L' IIgIIL'4L' (3.16) 

d/1-almost-everywhere. 
Proof Clearly 

!(Sm,Nlj,gk) - (Sm Ij,gk)1 

= !(Sm,Nr(V N - V)Sm Ij,gdl 

<.M -III(VN - V)Sm IjIIL'ffiL' Ilgk IIL'",L' 
and 

Sm = (- V +M - rXrPm)-lr 

is a bounded operator by the same reasoning as in the proof 
of Lemma 2.6. Since the range of Sm is the domain of V and 
V N-+V strongly on this domain, we have the desired 
convergence. 0 

By the dominated convergence theorem it follows that 
Corollary 3.12: [(Sm,N Ij,gk) l N= 0 converges to 

(Sm Ij,gk) in L P(d,u) for 1<. p < 00. 

The point of this corollary is that the L p(d/1) convergence of 
the density 

exp [ ~2 f Tr(K~,N + K:,NKm,N) d,u] 

X n {detz(1 - AKm,N) 
mEA 

x exp( -CN f:,Z
12 dSrPm(S)Z)} 

to the density 

n det ren (1 - AKm )= n {det~( 1 -- AKm) 
mEA mEA 
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immediately implies the convergence of (3.13) to (3.14), so 
some of the work usually involved in proving a result like 
Theorem 3.10 could be avoided in our case. 

Remark: In view of Corollary 3.12, one might believe 
that our model is "purely bosonic" in some sense, but this is 
probably not the case in the infinite volume limit. We cannot 
prove that (Sm !j,gk) is a random variable in the t = 00 limit. 
The point is that df-l is not supported by the set of continuous 
¢J such that ¢J (m,s)-<J as s~ ± 00. 

Finally, it follows from Theorems 3.9 and 3.10 that: 
Corollary 3.13: With the objects and assumptions of 

Theorem 3.10, 

(T()JI <l>l1kl(tk ) )J.I f/l1a1
k
IlUk) JJI f/l1a1

k
ll(gk)] nA ,nA ), 

= lim (e-tHAflA,flA)-1(3.12) 
t--oc 

= lim [f II detren (I-AKm)df-l]-1(3.14), (3.19) 
l-oo mEA 

- -I 
where flA =IIPAflA II PAflA· 

Remark: That the partition function 

ZA;t = f II det ren (1 - AKm) df-l 
mEA 

= (e-tHAflA,flA) (3.20) 

does not vanish follows from Seiler's reasoning. II Equation 
(3.19) is, of course, the Euclidean Gell-Mann-Low formu
la, 18 which is a standard consequence of vacuum overlap. It 
expresses interacting vacuum expectations as thermody
namic quantities involving the free vacuum. 

4. OS POSITIVITY, FROHLICH BOUNDS, AND NON
RELATIVISTIC WIGHTMAN AXIOMS 

We now have the finite-volume noncoincident (with re
spect to imaginary time) Schwinger functions (Euclidean 
Green's functions) for our model, and we denote them in the 
following way: 

Clearly, all of the results of the previous sections are 
preserved with respect to the replacement 
- t /2~ - t ',t /2~t,t~t + t '. Withtheobjectsandassump

tions of Theorem 3.10 and with this minor generalization in 
effect, we set 

SA; _ t·.t(J,g,u;r,y)=ZA;t+ t' - 1(3.12), (4.1) 

whereJ,g,r denote the strings 1/1>"''/n)' (gl, ... ,gn)' (tl,· .. ,tr ), 
respectively, and y(k )(u(k)) is the lattice site associated with 
t k Uk and g k)' It follows from our Matthews-Salam-Seiler 
formula that 

SA; _ t'.t(J,g,u;r,y) = ZA;t + t' - 1(3.14). (4.2) 

SA; _ t',t(J,g,u;r,y) is the partially smeared Schwinger func
tion for n fermion-antifermion pairs (at u-selected sites) and r 
"bosons. " 

Theorem 4.1: Consider 21 strings of test functions: 

F j (fjl '''',/jn)' 1<,J<,I,/jk EC (;(TI XR) ffi C (;(T I XR), 

Gj (gjl , ... gj,,),I<,J<,I,gjkEC (;(T I XR) ffi C (;(TI X R), 

and 1 strings of real numbers: 
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rj=(t jl , ... ,t jr),1 <,j<,l, 

where the sets 1T 2 supp !jk' 1T 2 SUpp gjk' 1 t jk J are disjoint and 
contained in the interval [ - t ',t]. LetA1, ... ,A1 be rectangu
lar subsets of ZV containing the origin differing only in a 
given direction, and denote the common coordinate-zero 
subrectangle by A '. Let 

u j :I1, .. ·,n j J~A t ,yj:I1, .. ·,rj J~A t, 
where A t denotes the strictly positive part of A j with re
spect to the given direction. Let 0 be the reflection of ZV 
through the plane that separates A 'from the lattice sites that 
are positive with respect to that direction. Then 

1 

~ ZA+ IJA+ ,SA+ IJA+ ' ~ (u j; - t ,I (u j; - t ,f 

I,j= I 

(F, V Fj,G/VGj,ul V Ouj;rf Vrj'YI V 0Yj»O, 

where V denotes adjunction of strings. 
This theorem is essentially the statement that our model sat
isfies OS positivity3,6,14 in the spatial directions, and the 
prooffollows easily from (4.2). The point is that the only part 
of the interaction that couples lattice sites is df-l, which is 
certainly OS positive.31 ,32 

Remark: If A I = ... = A1=A, then 
A : uOA t = A +uOA + and we have a more familiar state
ment of OS positivity. We have stated this slight generaliza
tion because such a version is implicitly used in the Seiler
Simon derivation 14 of Frohlich bounds and we intend to ap
peal to their reasoning. 

Theorem 4.2. With the same objects that were intro
duced in Theorem 4.1, except that 0 is no longer a lattice 
reflection but the reflection of R, assume that 

1 tjl ]'· .. ,1 t jrj J,1T2 sUPP!jl , .. ·,1T2 sUPPJ}nj ' 

1T2 suppg jl , .. ·,1T2 suppgnj j 

C [O,t;], 
where tl, ... ,tl > 0. Let A I = ... = AI==A and require only 
that the ranges of u j' Y j lie in A. Then 

1 

~ ZA-_t tSA.-t t(F1V OF]., ~ '''''J' I'tJ 
r.j= I 

G/V OGj,urVUj; 

r l V - rj'YI VYj»O, 

where 0 Fj=(O!jl , ... ,O!jn) and (0J}k)(x,s)=!jdx, - s). 
This result states that our Schwinger functions satisfy OS 
positivity in the imaginary time direction, and it follows 
from elementary manipulations with the expression that 
(4.1) yields for such a combination. 

A consequence of these OS positivity results is that the 
Euclidean pressure exists. 

Theorem 4.3. a oo -lim t-.oo (lit IA I) InZA;t exists if 

A ~ 00 through rectangles. 
A-·oo 

The point is that InZA;t is convex in t and in each dimension 
variable of the rectangle A by virtue of OS positivity. Thus, 
the theorem follows immediately from the general convexity 
lemmas in Ref. 14 (Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4) and the linear upper 
bound on InZA;t furnished by Theorem 3.5. 

Theorem 4.4. With the objects and assumptions of 
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Theorem 3.10, there are constants C I,C2,C3 > ° dependent 
only on the model parameters, such that 

ZA;I' + liSA; -1',I(J,g,a;r,yll 

.;;:C IAlit+ I')cnc, II (r 1)1/2 
"" I Z 3 mf' 

m,f 

n 

X II (ll/kll-lnI!gkll-1/2)' (4.3) 
k~1 

where r mf denotes the number of k's such that (<tk < (+ 1 
and y(k ) = m, and 

1I/II
z
-13 f:oo dw f~~OO (f'2+ ui+M

2
)-13 

I 

X I lia(t.wW· (4.4) 
a =0 

This result is just the adaptation to our model of the volume
divergent bounds obtained by McBryan33 and by Seiler-Si
mon 13 for the Y2 model. Given the checkerboard estimates 
for the lattice directions (briefly discussed in Sec. 2), the 
proof of this theorem may be patterned after either the 
McBryan proof or the Seiler-Simon proof. It should be not
ed that although the lattice checkerboard estimates essen
tially reduce the problem to that of a single lattice site (be
cause the fermions do not couple lattice sites) the actual work 
is no easier than in the case of the Y2 model. The Euclidean 
boson field at a given lattice site depends only on imaginary 
time, but the Euclidean fermi propagator is still two-dimen
sional (albeit periodic in one direction) and the renormaliza
tion problems are unchanged. 

Theorem 4.5: With the objects and assumptions of 
Theorem 4.4, let It k J, 11'2 supp Ik' 11'2 supp g k lie in the inter
val [ - t0l2,t0l2] and assume that the ranges of a and y lie in 
the boxAo. There is a constant C1 > 0, dependent only on the 
model parameters, such that 

lim ISA; _ 1/2.1/2 (f,g,a;r,y) I <C \AolloC ~ C; 
1-00 

(4.5) 

where C2,C3 are the constants C2,C3 of Theorem 4.4. 

These bounds are Frohlich bounds. 14.24 As in the proof of 
such bounds for the Y2 model,'4 the basic ingredients of the 
proof are OS positivity in both spatial and imaginary time 
directions, volume divergent bounds like (4.3), and control 
over the energy difference between volumes. At first glance it 
might appear that we are in trouble because Seiler and Simon 
have controlled this energy difference by an argument that 
seems to depend on Nelson's symmetry. However, the con
vexity lemmas (Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 in Ref. 14) give us con
trol over such a difference, and indeed Seiler and Simon ar
gue precisely this way in the proof of a later theorem. 

Equation (4.5) is not enough to prove that the noncoin
cident (with respect to imaginary time) distributions one ob
tains for the infinite volume theory are tempered. The usual 
argument involving a partition of unity is ruined by the fac
tor C ;01.101 if C1 > 1. In the Y2 case Seiler and Simon show that 
the constant C1 = 1 works for the Frohlich bounds in the 
A = ZV limit by showing that the constant C1 = ea~ works 
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for the volume-divergent bounds. However, their proof de
pends on the Euclidean Reeh-Schlieder theorem, so we can
not duplicate this refinement for our model. 

Although we cannot prove that our infinite volume 
Schwinger functions will be tempered for arbitrary coupling 

strength A, we can certainly prove both uniqueness and tem
peredness for the weakly coupled model. 

Theorem 4.6: If wo- 11,1 I and M - 11,1 I are sufficiently 
small, then with the objects and assumptions of Theorem 4.5 
we have 

(a) liml •oo SA; _ 1/2,112 (J,g,a;r,y)-S (J,g,a;r,y) exists. 
;\--00 

(b) There are constants C I,C2 > 0, dependent only on the 
model parameters such that 

ISA;_I/2,llz(J,g,a;r,y)1 

<c7c; II (rmf!)1/2 IT (ll/kll-,dlgkll-,d· 
m,f k = I 

(c) Let o-:Il, ... ,n J-Z", Y:ll, ... ,rJ-Z", 

t-I, ... ,t,ER., andj" ... ,j" ,gl'''',g" 
EC O'(T I XR) EB C O'(T' XR); then IS(fV 1',gV faV 0-; 
rV il'YV y) - S(J,g,a;r,y)S(j,g,o-;i,y)1 
<ce- CI for all t >0, wherej~(x,s)=jdx,s - t) 
and i l =(i, - t, ... ,t~ - t). 

(d) If € is a unit coordinate vector for ZV, 

IS(fV j,gVg,aVo-j;rVi,yVYj) 

- S (f,g,a;r,y)S(j,g,o-,i,y) I 
<ce - cj for alljEZ+, 

where o-j(k )=6"(k) - €j. 
This theorem can be proven by an adaptation of the Y2 clus
ter expansion21 .22 to our model. We omit the proof because it 
differs in no significant way from Refs. 21 and 22. Obviously 
the expansion would be modified in the spatial directions by 
the fact that the fermions are already decoupled and the bo
sonic part of the model is lattice-like with a nearest-neighbor 
coupling. Part (b) of the theorem, which implies that our 
infinite volume Schwinger functions are tempered, follows 
from estimates on the cluster expansion-at least if we pat
tern our expansion after Magnen and Seneor.22 Unlike Mag
nen and Seneor, Cooper and Rosen21 appealed to the Seiler
Simon and McBryan results instead of explicitly deriving 
temperedness estimates from their version of the Y2 cluster 
expansion, but such estimates should follow from a detailed 
inspection of their convergence proof. 

Corollary 4.7: If wo- 11,1 I and M - I 1,1 I are sufficiently 
small, then the infinite volume Schwinger functions satisfy 
all of the un Euclidean OS axioms including exponential 
clustering. 

Combining parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 4.6 with Corol
lary 3.13, the general theory of Laplace transforms, and 
standard Vitali arguments,3.25 we obtain Theorem 1.1. In 
view of Corollary 4.7 and Osterwalder-Schrader recon
struction, we see that Theorem 1.2 immediately follows. 

5. FKG INEQUALITY: SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
The free boson measure that arises in our model is given 

by the covariance (1.20). It is evident from the formula that a 
boson lattice approximation of the model will involve imagi-
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nary time only. Thus, we set 

qj(m) = f: 00 dsftdm,s) <p(m,s), 8>0, jEZ, 

1' •. (m,s) = 1 f dVk 
J &.} (21T)V + 1 Jrv 

f

1T15' , eik.m + iw(s - jl5l(w(k)2 + ( 2)1/2 

X -11'15 _, dw (28 -2(1 _ cos8w) + w(k )2)1/2' 

where [s] denotes the element of 8 Z closest tos (with, say, the 
left-hand convention if s lies midway between two successive 
members of 8 Z). This lattice approximation is completely 
analogous to the lattice approximation of the free boson 
measure for the standard quantum field theories. 1.3,18 It is 
easy to see that 

f
qj(m)qj'(m')dJi= 1 f d V kf1T15 ' dw 

(21Tr + 1 JT V 
_ 11'15 ' 

eik,(m - m'l + iw(j - j') 

X , 
28- 2(1 - cos8w) + W(k)2 

so we have the expected covariance for the new random 
variables. 

Now our strategy is to prove the FKG inequality for 
our model with both the fermion ultraviolet cutoff and this 
boson lattice cutoff in effect. In Sec. 3 we saw how the former 
cutoff can be removed, so our regularization problem is re
duced to showing only that the lattice cutoff can be removed 
with the fermion ultraviolet cutoff in effect. The FKG in
equality would obviously be preserved under successive re
moval of the cutoffs, 

Since the FKG inequality is a bosonic result, we may 
concentrate on the Euclidean measure, which describes the 
boson subtheory of our model. Fix a fermion ultraviolet cut
off N and consider the corresponding interaction density: 

p(<p )- II {det
2

( 1 - ASNrX<Pm)e - C,f'/202dS <b(m.SI'}, 

mEA 

where the objects are those introduced in Sec. 2 and we are 
suppressing the dependence of the interaction density on N, 
A, and t, The problem is to show that if we define the interac
tion density for lattice cutoff 8 as 

pl5 (<p)== II {det
2

( 1 - AS NrX<P ~ )e - cNf'''.',/,ds <b "(m.sl'}, 
mEA 

then there is a sequence ! 8 k ) such that 15k !O and /k---+ p in 
L P(dJi) for 1..; p < 00. Clearly, the following result suffices: 

Theorem 5.1: For an arbitrary time cutoff t, fermion 
ultraviolet cutoff N, and lattice site mEZV, there is a sequence 
! 15k ) such that 15k ~o and 

e - cNfuz,/,ds 4> 'k(m.sl'---+e - C,vf'".2</,ds 4> (m.sl' 

det2(1 - ASNrX<p ~)---+det2(1 - ASNrX<Pm) 

in L P(dJi) for 1..; p < 00. 

We omit the proof of this theorem because the basic strategy 
is the same as that used in Ref. 1 for the lattice approxima
tion of Y2' Indeed, the proof of Theorem 5.1 is simpler be
cause we are working with a fixed cutoff on Fermi momenta. 
Without this cutoff, each factor in the interaction density 
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would be either zero or infinity and we would have to control 
the cancellation. As it is, each factor can be handled sepa
rately, and the momentum integrals to be estimated 1 in this 
case are essentially one-dimensional34 and contain no ultra
violet singularities that might complicate the derivation of 8-
independent bounds. 

With this double approximation in effect, let 2J + 1 be 
the (odd) number of random variables that we are effectively 
considering at a given lattice site mEA [i.e., (2J + 1)8 = t; the 
variables themselves are labelled q _ J(m), ... ,qo(m), ... ,q J(m)]. 
The approximate measure is the measure dv on RIA 1(2J + 11 

given by 

dv(q) = 11 {det2(I-ASNrj~tJXjqj(m)) 
X e - CifiL~ ~ .Il jml'}e -(Aq.ql II dq j (m), 

m,) 

where X j is the characteristic function for 
[(j - !)8,(j + !)8 ],( , ) denotes the inner product on 
RIA 1(2J + I), andA is the IA I (2J + 1) X IA I (2J + 1) matrix de
fined by 

A = -..115 + w~, (5.1) 

where..1 15 is the lattice analog of the (v + I)-dimensional La
placian 18 (with 8-spacing in the imaginary time variable and 
I-spacing in the space variables) with free boundary condi
tionsonA X8 ! - J, ... ,O, ... ,J). This section and the next will 
be devoted to proving the FKG inequality for dv. We must 
prove 

Theorem 5.2: Letf,g be increasing functions on 
RIA 1(2J + 11 (in the sense thatf(q)..; f(q') if q j ..;qj for allj) such 
thatf,g,fg are dv-integrable, Then 

(fg) - (f) (g);;.O, 
where ( ) denotes the normalized expectation with respect to 
dv. 

Remark: By the same argument as in Refs. 1 and 18 
(except that our fields <p D, <p are not smeared), Theorem 1.4 
follows from Theorem 5.2 via the successive limits 
8---+O,N---+00. As in Ref. 1, our approach to proving Theorem 
5.2 lies in Theorem 1.1 of Ref. 1, which we state here for 
convenience: 

Theorem 5.3: Let WEe 2(Rn) such that 

a2w laqjaqk;;'O, j=j=k. 

Iff,g are increasing functions on R n such thatf,g,fg are 
eW(qld nq-integrable, then 

(fg) - (f) (g);;.O, 

where ( ) denotes the normalized expectation with respect to 
eW(qldnq. 

In order to show that dv can even be written in the form 
suitable for this theorem, we must show that 
det2(1 - ASNr2,~~ _Jqj(m)Xj) cannot vanish for any 
qERIA 1(2J+ II, mEA. Indeed we have 

Theorem 5.4: 1 -ASNr2,~~ -Jqj(m)Xj is invertible 
on:lt" F for all mEA, qERIA 1(2J + 11. 

Proof Let 

7tA;1 = {VEL 2(R) e L 2(R)1 Ilvllfnl 

- ato f: 00 dw(w
2 + n2 + M~)1/2Iva(wW < oo} 
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and S (n) be the bounded operator on 7f'i;) defined by the 
kernel 

Sln)(s,s') = _1_ Joo dw eiwl,s- s') i/3# + i/31n + M. (5.2) 
211' _ 00 w2 + n2 + M 2 

Then 

n = - 00 

n= -N 

QCAn) 
en F' 

under the obvious isomorphism. Since the characteristic 
functions X j have no y-dependence, we also have 

. N , 

SNr t qj(m)Xj~ $ slnlr L qj(m)Xj' 
j=_' n=-N j=_' 

so it is enough to show that 1 - AS (nlr l:~ = _ ,q j (m)x j is 
invertible on 7f'i;). Now by the same calculation mentioned 
in Sec. 2 we see that S In)r l:~ = _ ,q j (m)x j is a Hilbert
Schmidt operator on 7f'i;1, so by the Fredholm alternative it 
suffices to prove that 1 - AS In)r l:~ = _ ,q j (m)x j has zero 
kernel. Since r is anti-Hermitian, the proof is similar to an 
argument of Seiler. II 0 

It is clear from our proof of this theorem that 
det2(1 - ASNrl:~= _,qj(m)Xj) splits into the product , 
II~ = _ N det~n)( 1 - AS In)r L q j (m )Xj), where det~nl is the 

j= -, 
restriction of det2 to 7f'i;). Since these factors are nonzero 
and real (hence positive by continuity in A ), we may define 

W(q) = 1 {n=~N In det~n)( 1 _As(nlrj=~/j(m)Xj) 

- eNo j=~' qj(m)2} - (Aq,q), 

so that dv(q) = eWlq)IIm.jdq jim). We also have: 

Lemma 5.5: Wm.n(q)=lndet~n)(1-AS(n)r 
Xl:~= _,qj(m)Xj) lies in C I(R2J+ I) and for - J<k<J, 

_a_ Wm,n = -ATr1n)(I-AS(nlr ±. qj(m)Xj)-1 
aqdm) j= -, 

Xs1nlrXk' 

where Tr1n) denotes an improper trace on 7f'i;1 for which 
Tr(n)SlnlrXk = O. 

Proof For q in a fixed compact set and for sufficiently 
small A, a standard computation based on the Fredholm ex
pansion yields 

Wm,n(q) = - (~2 A; Tr(n)[S(nlrj=~,qj(m)Xj]l, 
where Tr1n) is well-defined for each term because 
Slnlr~~= _ ,qj(m)Xj is Hilbert-Schmidt. Partialdifferenti
ation yields 

_a_ W 
Jqdm) m,n 

,t2 A I'J'r1n)[sln)r j=~' qj(m)x j r- IS (nlrXk , 

by cyclicity of the trace. But the rhs is just the power series 
expansion for 
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-A Tr'n) [ (1 -As(n)r j=~/j(m)Xj)-1 
XS1n)rXk - s(n)rb]. 

By analyticity in a neighborhood of the real axis, the result
ing equation holds for all reaU. Finally, although S In)rX k is 
not trace-class, the properties of the Dirac matrices together 
with (5.2) imply that there is a principal value of Tr1n) for 
which Tr(n)S(n)rXk = 0 (in fact, any principal value whose 
cutoff preserves the matrix trace will do). 0 
It immediately follows that 

Corollary 5.6: Wm •n EC 2(R2I + I), and for - J<k,k '<J, 

a2Wm.nlaqdm)aqk,(m) = - A 2Trln)S~)XkS~)b,,(5.3) 

where 

s~)=( 1 - ASln)rj=~' qj(m)Xj) - Is1n)r, 

= (1 -ASln)rX¢>~)-ISln)r. (5.4) 

Of course, Tr1n) is well-defined here. Collecting everything, 
we get: 

Theorem 5.7: WEC 2(RIA 1121+ II), and for 
-J<k,k'<J, I,I'EA, 

a 2 w laq dl)aqk,(/') = -A1k.I)(k',I'1' l'=fl, (5.5) 

and 
N 

- Alk,llik '.1) - A 2 L Tr1nIS\n)x ks\n lX k' . 
n= -N 

(5.6) 

Our aim is to show that these second partial derivatives 
are nonnegative for (k,l) =f (k ' ,I '). Now since the off-diagonal 
elements of the finite-difference Laplacian..1 {; are positive or 
zero, it follows from (5.1) that the off-diagonal elements of A 
are negative or zero. Therefore, it suffices to show that 

Tr(n)S~lbS~)Xk' <0, k =fk'. (5.7) 

From now on we let Tr denote the trace on the Hilbert space 
L 2(R) $L 2(R). The arguments of the next section will show 
that 1 - AS (nlr l:~= _ ,q j(m)x j is invertible on 
L 2(R) $ L 2(R) and thatS~) is Hilbert-Schmidt on this space. 
Hence Tr S~IXkS~IXk' is defined and 

Trln)S~IXkS~)Xk' = Tr S~IXkS~IXk" 
Thus, our object in the next section is to show that 

Tr S~IXkS~IXk' <0, k =fk '. (5.8) 

6. FKG INEQUALITY: PROOF 

Consider the more general situation: 

S (nl( ') = _1_ J'" d i/3# + iii + M eiw1s - s') 
S,S W 2 2 2 ' 

211' - 00 W + n + M 
(6.1) 

where 
K 

Ii = L ntf3( 
1= I 

and the matrices/3o, ... ,/3K' r anticommute and satisfy the 
properties 

/3~=/3o /3}=1, 
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r. = - r, r 2 = - 1, 

where • denotes matrix adjoint. The standard real-valued 
irreducible representation of this collection of Dirac matri
ces is d .. =2[(" + 2)/2J dimensional, where [ ] denotes the least
integer function. 

By implication we are considering the same basic mod
el, where the Fermi system at each lattice site is now a K

dimensional box in which the time-zero Fermi fields appro
priate to that dimension satisfy periodic boundary 
conditions. 

Throughout this section we replace XlP ~ with an arbi
trary bounded measurable, real-valued function h with com
pact support and the Hilbert space we use is 

d. 

y .. _ Ell L 2(R). 
(= 1 

Theorem 6.1: 1 - Sln)rh is invertible, 

Slnl=(1 -Sln)rh )-ISln)r 

(
d. )-1 

= - /30 ds - 1ft + M - rh , (6.2) 

and Slnl
X is Hilbert-Schmidt for the characteristic function 

X of any compact set. 
Proof By computation we have the explicit formula 

Sln)(s,s') 

Xe -In' + M'I'''ls - s'l, (6.3) 
so S Inl(s,s')rh (s') is L 2 on R X R. Thus S In)rh is Hilbert
Schmidt on JY' .. , so by the Fredholm alternative, the first 
claim is established if we can show that 1 - S In)rh has dense 
range. But 

1 - S In1rh = S In{ - /30! - iii + M - rh ) 

on the domain of self-adjointness for i(d / ds). Since 
i( - /3o(d / ds) - iii - rh ) is self-adjoint on this domain and 
M # 0, we know that the unbounded operator 
- /3o(d / ds) - iii + M - rh is onto.5 S In) is a bounded oper

ator with dense range, so we have verified the first claim. The 
second claim is algebraically evident, and the third claim 
follows from the first claim together with the fact that S In~ 
is Hilbert-Schmidt for every such X. 0 

Our goal is to prove that Tr Sln)hSln)Xk' is real and 
that 

Tr Sln)XkSlnlh' ..;;0, k #k', 

where X k ,X k' are the characteristic functions of the preced
ing section and the trace is taken with respect to JY' ... The 
quantity is well-defined by virtue of the preceding theorem; 
indeed, the fundamental theorem28 for Hilbert-Schmidt op
erators on L 2 spaces yields: 

Corollary 6.2: Sin) has a measurable kernel S~~ (s,s') that 
is L 2 on R X K for every compact K C R, and 

Tr Sln)XkSln)Xk' = J ds J ds' Xk(s')h'(s) tr Sln)(s,s')Sln)(s's), 

where tr denotes matrix trace. 
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Therefore it is enough to show that 

tr Sln)(s,s')Sln)(s',s)";;O 

for almost all (s,s')ER X R. 
We will be concerned with symmetries that will involve 

the dependence of Sin) on hand M, so we set 

S';)=Sln), 

Sin) =Slnl 
M,h- • 

Now notice that since 

S';),h = (1 - S';)rh )-Is,;)r, 

= S';)r(1 - hS,;)r)-I, 

we have 

S';).t = -(1 +rS';)th)-lrS';)t, 

where t denotes operator adjoint on JY' ... Since 
A tIs,s') = A (s',s)· almost everywhere for any bounded oper
ator A that is densely defined by, say, a locally integrable 
kernel Af,,(s,s'), it follows from (6.1) that 

rs';)t = s,;)r, 

so 

S';)t = -(1 +S,;)rh)-IS,;)r= -S';),_h' 

Hence 

S';),h (s' ,s)· = - S,;), _ h (s,s'), a.a, (s,s')ER X R, 

so the desired inequality becomes 

tr S,;),h (s,s')S,;), _ h (s,s')·>O (6.4) 

for almost all (S,s')ER. Obviously this holds in the special case 
h =0. For technical reasons we will now impose the condi
tion hEC aIR) and remove the regularization later, Note that 

( - /30 ! -iii + M - rh )~o! + ilt + M + rh ) 

d 2 

= - - +n2+M2+h2+r/3oh'. 
ds2 

is a self-adjoint operator on Y .. which is bounded below by 
n2 + M2 because 

- ~+h2+r.'f3l.' 
ds2 0" 

= ( - (Jo! -rh )~o! + rh ) 

and 

d -f3o- -rh 
ds 

= ~o! + rh )t on the domain of 

Let 

Ch =( - :s: +n2+M 2+h 2+r/3oh,)-I, 

The point is that 

S';),h = ~o! + iii + M + rh )chr, 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

while the matrix structure of Ch involves only the self-ad-
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joint matrix r{Jo and the identity matrix. Unfortunately, if 
we write down (6.6) in terms of kernels and substitute the 
result into (6.4), we still do not have a manifest inequality. 
However, part of our proof will involve the relation 

Sin) _ Sl - n) = 2(ilJ + M)C r. (6.7) 
M.h - M.h h 

Lemma 6.3: Ch has a measurable matrix kernel Ch (s,s') 
which is L 2 on R X K for every compact K C R. Moreover, 
Ch (s,s') is a positive matrix for almost all (s,s')ER X R. 

Proof The first claim follows from equation (6.7) and 
Corollary 6.2. Now since the second-order differential oper
ator is a self-adjoint operator with a bounded inverse, basic 
spectral theory together with (6.5) gives us the formula 

C
h 

= 100 

dte-II-ld'lds'l+n'+M'+h'+rf3"h'l, 

where the integration is done in the strong operator sense. 
Hence, there exists an improper S; dt-integration with re
spect to which 

Ch (s,s') = fC dt 

X e - I (n' + M'le - 'I -Id 'Ids'l + h' + rf3"h 'I(S,S') 

for almost all (s,s')ER X R. Since there is a subsequence of the 
Trotter product approximations 

(e(llk )(d'lds')e - Illk)(h 2 + rf3"h '))k (s,s') (6.8) 

converging to e - t ( - d 'Ids') + h 2 + r{3"h ')(s,s') for almost all 

(s,s')eR X R, the second claim is verified if we can show that 
(6.8) is a positive matrix. But this can be seen by writing (6.8) 
down explicitly as a mUltiple integralS because in the inte
grand there are no anti-commutation problems interfering 
with the combination of exponential factors into an expon
entiated sum, and the resulting matrix exponential has a self
adjoint exponent (so, in fact, we can prove a Feynman-Kac 
formula for the semi-group, although we will not need such a 
high-powered result). 0 

Lemma 6.4: For each s'ER and positive integer t" <"dK 

there is a unique solution R.,f" (.,s') in J¥'K of the integral 
equation 

RI;I'(s,s') - I~ 1 J: 00 ds" [S~(s,s")F ]/;r h (s")R/",1'(s" ,s') 

= [S~(S,S')]t.I" (6.9) 

R (s,s') = S~.h(s,s')almosteverywhere,andforeachs',R (s,s') 
is smooth in s for s#s' and 

- 130 .!!.... R (s,s') - ilJR (s,s') + MR (s,s') - rh (s)R (s,s') = 0, 
ds 

s#s'. (6.10) 

Proof By (6.3) we know that the rhs of (6.9) is L 2 for 
fixed s', so the invertibility of 1 - S ~ rh establishes the first 
claim. Now apply the differential operator 
- 13o(d / ds) - i1l + M to (6.9) in the sense of distributions to 

obtain 

-00 ~ - i1l + M - rh (S))R (s,s') = rD(S - s'). 

Since h is smooth, R (s,s') is smooth in s for S#S,35 and we 
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have (6.10). To establish that R (s,s') = SM.h(S,S') almost ev
erywhere, we note that S~.h (s,s') satisfies the integral equa
tion (6.9) in an almost everywhere sense because it is the 
matrix kernel of (I - S~rh )-IS~r. By Corollary 6.2 we 
know that S~.h ("s') is L 2 for almost all s', and so for all such 
s', S~.h(·'S') = R (.,s') almost everywhere, column for col-
umn, by virtue of uniqueness. 0 

Lemma 6.5: For hEC ;(R) real-valued, 

SI~;t. _ h (s,s')* St;).h (s,s') = 0, a.a. (s,s')eR X R. 

Proof By the preceding lemma it suffices to show that 
for fixed s' 

R I~;) _ h(s,s')*R ~.h(S,S') = 0, s#s'. 

Now by (6.10), we have the equations 

~ R t;),h (s,s') = ( - i(301l + 13aM - (3Jh (s))R t;).h (s,s'), 

:s R I~;t. - h (s,s') = (i(301l - (3aM + (3Jh (s))R I~;). - h (s,s'). 

The matrix adjoint of the second equation is 

.!!.... R I - nl (s s')* ds -M, - h , 

= R I~ ;t. _ h (s,s')*( - i1l(30 - (3aM - r(3oh (s)) 

= R I ~ ;), _ h (s,s')*(i(301l - (3aM + (3Jh (s)). 

Hence 

.!!.... [R 1- n) (s s')*R In) (s s')] = 0 s....t.s' ds - M. - h' M.h' , -r- , 

so R I~ ;). _ h (s,s')* R ~.h (s,s') is a constant matrix on either 
side of the singularity. But the integral equation (6.9) implies 
exponential decay of this quantity as S-+ ± 00, 0 

We are finally in a position to prove (6.4) for smooth h. 
Theorem 6.6: For real-valued hEC ;(R), 

t r S-In) (s s')S-ln) (s s')* = tr sln\ (s s,)*s(n\ (s s')"-O M.h' M. - h , M. - h' M.h'''' 

for almost all (s,s')ER X R. 
Proof For convenience we abuse notation by suppress

ing the arguments s,s'. Obviously 

[S~. _ h - Sl~;). _ h ]* [S~.h - S(~ ;).h ] 

Sin) *Sln) sIn) *SI - nl = M. - h M,h - M, - h - M,h 
_sl-n\ *Sln\ +SI-n\ *SI-n\ - M, - h M.h - M, - h - M,h , 

where the mUltiplication is understood to be pointwise ma
trix multiplication. Now the second and third terms on the 
rhs vanish by virtue of the preceding lemma; moreover, we 
can apply (6.7) to the lhs Hence 

[2(i1l + M)C _ hr]* [2(i1/ + M)Chr] 
_ s-(n) *S-In) + SI - n) *Sl - n) - M. - h M,h - M, - h - M.h 

almost everywhere. Simplifying the lhs, we get 

- 4(n2 + M 2)rC* C r = Sin) *sln) - h h M. - h M,h 
- rSI-n)*sl-n) r M.h M.-h' 

where we have applied the relation 

rSt;),h = - SI':!, M. _ hr a.e. 

to the second term on the rhs. Taking the trace of this equa-
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tion, we have 

4(n2 + M2)tr C~ h Ch 
= tr SIn) *s(n) + tr S( - n)*s( - n) M, - h M,h M,h M, - h' 

= tr SIn) *s(n) + tr S( - n) *S( - n). M, - h M.h M, - h M,h 

But since the Dirac matrices have been chosen to be real
valued, we also have the relation 

SIN) - S( - n) a e M,h - M,h .. 

Now for any matricesA,B, 

trA = tr A , A * = A *, AB = AB 

so 

4(n2 + M2)tr C~ hCh = 2tr St;j,h *St;j, -h a.e. 

By Lemma 6.3, Ch and C _ h are positive matrices, so 

tr C ~ h Ch = tr C _ h Ch >0 a.e., 

and so the desired inequality is established. 0 
Corollary 6.7: For real-valued, bounded, measurable h 

with compact support, 

tr St;j,h (s,s')St;j, _ h (s,s')* >0 

for almost all (s,s')ER X R. 
Proof There is a sequence [h k J of C 0" functions which 

are uniformly bounded and supported in a common bound
ed set such that 

hk-+h a.e., k-+oo. 

By the preceding theorem we need only show that a subse
quence of 

r S (n) (s,s') J 00 
t M. ± h. k ~ 1 

converges to St;j,h (s,s') for almost all (s,s'). Now by the domi
nated convergence theorem 

St;jrhk-+St;jrh, k-+oo, 

in the Hilbert-Schmidt sense and therefore in the bounded 
operator sense. It follows from the Neumann expansion 

(I-Ak)-1 - (1 -A )-1 

f [(I-A )-I(Ak -A W'(I-A )-1 
k'~ 1 

[which certainly converges for (1 - A ) - 1 bounded and A k 

sufficiently close to A in bounded norm] that 

(1 +St;jrhk)-'-+(1 +St;jrh)-I, k-+oo, 

in bounded norm. Hence 
SIn) 

M.±h. 

= (1 +St;jrhk)-'st;jrk _ oo -+(1 + St;jrh )-Ist;jr 

-s-(n) 
- M,±h 

in Hilbert-Schmidt norm, and so we have convergence of 
kernels in the L 2 sense. 0 
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In this paper complete solutions of the Schrodinger equation for three different superposed 
potentials have been obtained. In particular high-energy asymptotic expansions of the bound
state eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are derived. Various properties of these expansions have 
been examined including the behavior of Regge trajectories. Finally the relevance of these 
investigations to various aspects of the spectroscopy of heavy quark composites is discussed in 
detail. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ge 

I. INTRODUCTION 

After the discovery of J I ¢ resonance I much theoretical 
effort has gone into understanding the spectrum and decay 
properties oftheJ I¢ family.2.3 The charmonium model4-7 
has been quite successful in interpreting ¢ and ¢' as 
charmed-quark-antiquark (cC) bound states and other subse
quently observed phenomena. The discovery8 of charmed 
mesons, besides giving strong support to the theory, also 
provides a semiquantitative description of the vast body of 
new ideas accumulated in colliding-beam experiments in the 
3-5 GeV energy range.9 

The interaction between quarks is mediated by gluons. 
From the asymptotic-freedom arguments it is known that if 
the distance between quarks gets small (the interaction ener
gy being very high), the strong coupling constant as < 1 and 
one has a similar situation as in QED. One gluon exchange 
prevails and perturbation theory can be applied. At large 
distances, however, the interaction energy being small a, 
gets large and this coupling prevents the liberation of quarks 
since the production of qij pairs is more likely. 

The large masses of ¢ resonances and charmed mesons 
led to the assumption that the charmed quarks are so heavy 
that they may be treated nonrelativistically.4 No one has yet 
succeeded in calculating the effective form of the interquark 
forces from quantum chromodynamics even in the nonrela
tivistic limit. 10.11 Most of the attempts, therefore, at under
standing the level spacing and the decay rates of heavy me
sonic states in the ¢ and Y regions start from a 
nonrelativistic considerations of the bound-state problems 
for a vector (or scalar) interaction and utilize numerical tech
niques for solving the wave equation, while the spin-orbit 
coupling, tensor forces and hyperfine structure are treated as 
additional corrections. In spite of the fact that different mod
els have been able to provide most of the important features 
of meson spectroscopy, a comparison of the results so ob
tained, however, shows that various parameters involved in 
these models differ appreciably in their values. This differ
ence obviously indicates a certain range of uncertainty in 
their values. Although numerical methods have been found 
to be quite useful in such type of study it would be worth
while to obtain theoretical expressions for obtaining good 
approximations to various features of the theory viz., the 
level spacings, leptonic decay width, etc. For the interpreta-

tion of various results, therefore, various potential models 
have been developed. The long-range binding between 
quarks has been "guessed" as V( r) = ar, i.e., V( r) which has 
linear dependence on r and the constant a has to be deter
mined experimentally. In some cases even a harmonic-oscil
lator potential 12 has been used. Miiller-Kirsten et al. 13,14 

have recently considered in detail the logarithmic and the 
superposition of arbitrary quark confining potential with a 
short-range gluon exchange Coulomb component. Eichten 
et al. 15 have also recently postulated that in the nonrelativis
tic limit many of the gross features of the potential between 
the charmed quarks can be simulated by the potential 
V( r) = - k Ir + rla 2

• They have chosen this potential to 
give a simple interpolation between the known Coulomb
type force at short distance and a linear growth of the static 
potential suggested by some models of quark confinement. 16 

In the following we consider in detail a perturbation-theo
retical solution of the wave equation for the three potentials 
which are the superposition of 

(I) a quark confining linear potential and a short-range 
gluon exchange modified Coulomb potential 
- g2/r In(r/ro) as suggested by asymptotic-freedom 

arguments, 17 

(II) a logarithmic potential and a short-range gluon ex
change modified Coulomb potential similar to that 
considered in (I) above, and 

(III) an arbitrary power quark confining potential and a 
short-range gluon exchange centrifugal potential. 

Besides the reasons mentioned in the beginning, the 
other motivations which led us to undertake such a study are 
that after the discovery of Ystates IR doubts have been raised 
on the application of linear potential as a phenomenological 
ansatz for the quark confining interaction. In view of these 
difficulties with the linear potential, Quigg and Rosnerl 9

,2o 

investigated the spectroscopy from a logarithmic and a pow
er potential viewpoint. We hope, therefore, that our study 
made here will not only be useful in finding out the approxi
mate form of the potential but will also pave the way for 
investigating the spectroscopy of heavy quark composites of 
various other new states which may be discovered in the 
future. In the present work we, however, confine ourselves to 
the study of charmonium spectroscopy only. 

Since an exactly similar procedure has been adoped for 
solving all three potentials (I), (II), and (III), we show the 
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details of our calculations for potential (I) only. This has been 
done in Sec. II. We derive various types of solutions of the 
wavefunctions as well as asymptotic expansions for the ener
gy eigenvalues and Regge trajectories. For the other two po
tentials, (II) and (III), we give in Sec. II only the final expres
sions for wavefunctions, energy eigenvalues, and Regge 
trajectories. In Sec. III then, we investigate the physical im
plication of these asymptotic expansions of the energy eigen
values and Regge trajectories for all three potentials. In this 
section we also consider the spin-dependent corrections 
(spin-orbit, tensor, spin-spin) and calculate the splitting of 
the 3PJ levels of charmonium. The S-wave bound-state wave 
function at the origin and the leptonic decay rates have also 
been calculated. Finally, in Sec. IV, we give a brief discussion 
of our results. 

II. ASYMPTOTIC EIGENSOLUTIONS 

We consider the Schrooinger equation for the following 
potentials: 

(I) V(r)=glr-g2/rln(rlro)- Vo, (2.1) 

(II) V( r) = glln( rlro) - g2/rln( rlro) - Vo, (2.2) 

where g I' g2 > 0, g I >g2 and Vo is constant, and 

(2.3) 

whereA;> I,gl,gz > 0, and Vois a constant. Separating off the 
motion of the center of mass in the usual way we obtain the 
radial wave equation for the relative motion of the two parti
cles of masses m l , m z, i.e., . 

(2.4) 

where, as usual t/J = (1/r)t/J(r)P 7'(cos {} )eim<fJ, 
/-l = m lm2/(m l + m2) is the reduced mass of the two parti
cles, and r is their separation. 

and 

Now we consider potential (2.1), on setting 

a = 2/-l(E + Vo)/fi2, 

13 = 2/-lg llf?, 

0= 2/-lg2/f/z, 

r = /(/ + 1), 

Eq. (2.4) can be written as 

d 2t/J + [a _ L - f3r + 8 ] t/J = 0. 
dr r r In( rlro) 

Next setting 

r = e' (- 00 <z < 00), and 

if! = e'12¢ 

we obtain the following basic equation: 

d 2¢ 
-2 +(-L 2+v(z))¢=0, 
dz 

where 

781 

v(z) = ae2z - f3e3z + o(~), 
z-c 
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(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

and 

c = In roo 

Now such value of z, say zo, is determined for which v(z) 
becomes maximal. In the vicinity of this maximum 
[v(z) - L 2] may become positive, thereby making the solu
tions oscillatory as needed for the existence of eigenvalues. 
Hence setting (dvldz)z = Zo = 0, one gets on solving for Zo 

Zo = In[ ~ ± ~ {I + 3:~ C!:~~~::~;2 )f12] (2.10) 

for 

a>O,f3>O. 

Expanding vIz) in the neighborhood of the maximum at zo' 
we obtain 

(2.11) 

where for i = 0, 1,2, "', 

v1ii(ZO) = 2iae2zo - 3if3e 3zo + olfo[(zo - C)-I - i(zo - C)-2 

+ i(i - I)(zo - C)-3 - i(i - l)(i - 2)(zo - C)-4 

+ i(i - I)(i - 2)(i - 3)(zo - C)-5 - ... ]. (2.12) 

For i = ° this expression is positive, for i = 1 it is zero, and 
for i> 1 it is negative [as required for a maximum of vIz) at 
z = Zo for a > 0)]. We now set h = [ - 2VI2i(zo) 11

/
4

, i.e., 

h 2 = 4a
3
/
2 + SoK _ 3f38[aJ + 0(13 2) (2.13) 

313 2a l/2 4a3 / 2 ' 

where 

K 

and 

In(2a13f3roe) 

[In(2a13f3r 0)] 2 

[aJ = [(ZO-C)-I +2(zo-C)-3_2(zo-C)-2]. (2.14) 

On changing the independent variable in (2.8) to 
w = h (z - zo) one gets 

d 2~ + [ _ L 2 + v(zo) _ w
2

]¢ 
dw- h 2 4 

_ 00 (vlil(Zo)) Wi 
- i~3 2vI21(zo) i!h i - 2 ¢, (2.15) 

where 

vlii(zo) 2'ae2zo - Yf3e3zo + tiezo [d J 
V(21(zo) 22ae2zo - 32f3e 3zo + tiezo[a] 

(2.16) 

and 

[d] = [(zo - C)-I - i(zo - C)-2 + i(i - I)(zo - C)-3 

- i(i - I)(i - 2)(zo - C)-4 + ... ]. (2.17) 

In particular, we have for i = 3, 4 

v
13l

(zo) = [5 + J2. 130 [aJ _ J... 138 [b] _ J... f38K ] 
V(21(zo) 4 a 2 4 a 2 2 a 2 

(2.18) 

S7/3S[a] _ 3/3S[c] _ ~ /38K] 
4a2 4a2 2 a 2 ' 

(2.19) 
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where 

[b] = [(zo - C)-I - 3(zo - C)-2 

+ 6(zo - C)-3 - 6(zo - C)-4] (2.20) 

and 

[c] = [(ZO - C)-I - 4(zo - C)-2 + 12(zo - C)-3 

- 24(zo - C)-4 + 24(zo - C)-5]. (2.21) 

For large values of h the right-hand side of (2.15) may, 
to a first approximation, be neglected. The corresponding 
behavior of the eigenvalues (1/ h 2)( - L 2 + v(zo)) can then be 
determined by comparing the equation with the equation of 
parabolic cylinder functions. The solutions are square inte
grable only if 

(1/h 2)[ _ L 2 + v(Zo)] = ~q, 

where q = 2n + I, n = 0, 1,2, ... (provided the wavefunction 
is required to vanish at infinity; otherwise it is only approxi
mately an odd integer). For the complete solution we get 

(1/h 2)( - L 2 + v(zo)) = ~q + Ll/h. (2.22) 

The quantity Ll in (2.22) remains to be determined. Substitut
ing (2.22) into (2.15) one gets an equation which can be writ
ten as 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

Equation (2.23) is now in a form suitable for the applica
tion of our perturbation method. t/J = t/J (0) is simply a parabol
ic cylinder function D(q _ 1)/2 (W), i.e., 

t/J (0) = t/Jq = D(q _ 1)/2 (W), pj) qt/Jq = 0, (2.25) 

where 

D (W)=2(q-3)/4e -W
2/4 1J1 (3- q 2..~) 

(q - 1)12 4 '2' 2 ' 

IJI being a confluent hypergeometric function. The function 
t/Jq is well known to obey the recursion formula 

wt/Jq = (q, q + 2)t/Jq+ 2 + (q, q - 2)t/Jq _ 2' (2.26) 

where 

(q, q + 2) = 1, (q, q - 2) = !(q - 1). (2.27) 

For higher powers we have 

(2.28) 

and a recursion relation can be written down for the coeffi
cients Si' The first approximation t/J = t/J (0) then leaves un
compensated terms amounting to 

R (0) _ {2Ll 00 (V(Il(ZO)) Wi } 
q - h - i~3 d2)(zo) i!hi-2 t/Jq(w) 

2Ll DO 1 - 2i -

= h t/Jq - i~3 hi - 2 j~i Si(q,j)t/Jq + j(w), (2.29) 

where we have set 

- . vli)(zo) 1 . 
Si(q,j) = ----w--( ) ,Si(q,j). 

v Zo I. 

We rewrite (2.29) in the form 

DO 1 - 2i 
Rq (0) = i~3 h i- 2 j~i [q, q + jLt/Jq +j(W)' 

where 

[q, qj3 = 2Ll - S3(q,j), 

and forjO/-O 

[q, q + jL = - S,(q,j), 

and for 

i> 3, - 2i<,j<,2i, 

[q, q + jL = - S,(q,j). 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

Since .fiJ q +j = pj) q - j, .fiJ qt/Jq + j = jt/Jq +j' a term J-lt/Jq + j in 
R ~O) can be removed by adding to t/J (0) the contribution 
J-lt/Jq + /j except, of course, whenj = O. Thus, the next-order 
contribution of t/J becomes 

t/J (I) = ! _1_ Ii [q, q.+ jL t/Jq +j(w), (2.33) 
i ~ 3 h I - 2 j ~ 2i j 

NO 
In its turn this contribution leaves uncompensated 

R (1)= ~ _1_ ~i [q,q+jL R(O) 
q L hi-2 L . q+j 

i ~ 3 j~ 2i j 
j#O 

and yields the next contribution of t/J 

t/J(2) = ! _1_ Ii [q,q+jL ! _?_ 
i ~ 3 h I - 2 j ~ 2i j i' ~ 3 h I - 2 

- 2i' 

X I 
/ ~ 2( 

j+/#O 

NO 

[q+j,q+j+/L· A. .. 

j+/ 'l'q+j+j' 

Proceeding this way one gets the solution 

t/J = t/J (0) + t/J (I) + t/J (2) + "', 

(2.34) 

which is an asymptotic expansion in descending powers of h 
valid for 

z-zo=O(1/h), (2.35) 

i.e., around z = ZOo Together with this solution we obtain an 
eigenvalue equation from which Ll in (2.22) follows. The lat
ter is obtained by setting equal to zero the sum of the terms in 
t/Jq in Rq (0), Rq (I), ... which have been unaccounted for so far. 
Thus 

00 1 00 1 -2i [q,q+jL 00 1 . 
o = i~3 h i-2 [q, q], + i~3 h i-2 j~i j i'~3 h (-2 [q + j, q],.. + "', (2.36) 

j#O 
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or 

0= ~ [q,q]3+-&{[q,q]4+I [q,q.+JL [q+J,q]3j+O(1/h 3). 
J~6 } 

ir'O 

This is the equation from which Ll and hence the eigenvalues are determined. Thus 

2M = [S4(q, 0) - ~S.1(q, 6)S3(q + 6, - 6) + ~3(q, - 6)S3(q - 6, 6) - ~~(q, 2)S3(q + 2, - 2) 

+ ~S3(q, - 2)~(q - 2, 2)J + O(1/h 2) 

(2.37) 

= q2 + 1 {19 _ 45/38K _ 3/38[e] + 57/38[a] } _ (15q2 + 7) {25 _ 45/38K _ 15/38 [b] + 75/38[a] } 
4 2a2 4a2 4a2 24.32 a 2 2a2 2a2 

+ O(1/h 2). 

Using (2.5), (2.18), (2.19), and (2.22) we obtain 

(I + 1/2)2 = _1_ [16a
3 + 20a8K _ 28[a]] 1 [4a3/2 

58K 3/38[a] ] (105q2 + 25) /38K 
12 9/32 3/3 - -;;:q ----:;p-+ 2a 1/2 - 4a3/2 + 26 7 

where 

+ (51q2 + 1) + (219q2 + 59) /38 [A] -I _ (93q2 + 23) /38 [A] -2 + (183q2 + 23) /38 [A]-3 
72 3X26 a 2 3X24 a 2 3X26 a 2 

+ (57q2 + 17) /38 [A ]-4 + 9(q2 + 1) /38 [A ]-5 +.1. [4a3/2 + 58K _ 3/38[a]]-1 
25 a 2 24 a 2 28 3/3 2a 1/2 4a3/2 

X [( - 19.851q2 + 0.2963) - (857.775q2 - 451.11) /38~ + /38 {(2932.444l + 1999.1l)[A ]-1 
a a 2 

_ (4380.443q2 + 2695.111)[A ] -2 + (697.777q2 _ 192.89)[A ]-3 

+ (4530.66q2 - 5309.334)[A ]-4 + (7296q2 + 7616)[A ]-5 
+ (464Oq2 + 10 4OO)[A ]-6 + (96Oq2 + 48(0)[A ]-7}] + 0 (1/h 3), 

(2.38) 

It may be of interest to note that for 8 = 0 the expression (2.38) reduces to the eigenfunction expansion for the pure linear 
potential. This expansion is found to be in exact agreement up to 0 (1/h 2) with that obtained by Miiller-Kirsten et al.

14 

Proceeding in a similar manner we can write the following large-h asymptotic expansions of eigenfunctions of the Schrodinger 

equation for potential (2.2) 

(I 1 2)2 1 [{3 ( E + Vo 1 ) ( E + Vo 1) ( ( E + Vo 1 ) ) + / = - 4 ro exp2 - - - 2ro exp - - 8 4/3ro exp - - + [a] 
12 gl 2 gl 2 gl 2 

1 [ ( E + Vo 1 ) ( E + Vo - - q 4/3ro exp2\ -- - - - 2ro exp 
2 gl 2 gl 

1)( (E+V. 1) )]112 - -;;: 8 4/3ro exp gl 0 - -;;: + [a] 

(33q2+ 1) (21q2+5) 8 8ro [ (E+ Vo 
+ 2332 + 2232 'P - Ii exp - gl 

_ ~)]{ _ (357
q2

/109 [a] 

- i. (q2 + l)[e] + 4(15q2 + 7)[b ]} + 8q 2 [( - 7.0125q2 + 0.2962) + (212.148q2 + 2967.25)8p 
8 2 h 

+ oro exp{ - (E;I Vo - + )}{(2554.96q2 + 3843.85)[a] - (827.259q2 + 926.814)[b] 

+ (498q2 + 822)[e] - (99.55q2 + 270.22)[a] + (5.55q2 + 27.778)[e]}] + O(1/h 3), (2.39) 

where the notations /3 and 0 have the same values as given in (2.5) while other notations used in the above expansion have the 
following meaning: 
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e - al/3 + 1I2(e' + 3/2), a 
a=2IL(E+gl lnro+ Vol, p= 2 ,e = - -+lnro, 

pte' + 1/2) P 
h 4 = 4{3e(2a - /31//3 _ 2e(2a - /3)12fJ [4{3e(2a -/3)12fJ + [a]]8 + 0 W), 

[a]=[ I, _ 2'2+ 2'3]' 
(Zo - e ) (Zo - e ) (Zo - e ) 

[b ] = [( 1 ') _ ( 3 ')2 + ( 6 ')3 _ ( 6 ')4]' 
Zo - e Zo - e Zo - e Zo - e 

[
1 4 12 24 24] 

[e] = , - ,2 + , 3 - ,4 + ,5 ' 
(Zo - e ) (Zo - e ) (Zo - e ) (Zo - e ) (Zo - e ) 

[d] = [ 1 _ 5 + 20 60 + 120 
(zo - e') (zo - e'f (zo - e')3 (zo - e')4 (zo - e'f 

[ 
1 6 30 120 + 360 

[f] = (zo - e') - (zo - e')2 + (zo - e')3 (zo - e')4 (zo - e'f 

120 ] 
(zo - e')6 ' 

720 720] -----:-+ . 
(zo - e')6 (zo - e'f 

(2.40) 

It may be of interest to note that for 8 = 0 the expression (2.39) reduces to a eigenfunction expansion for the pure logarithmic 
potential. This expansion is found to be in agreement up to 0 (1/h 2) with that obtained by Muller-Kirsten et al. 13 

Similarly for potential (2.3), we can write the following large h-asymptotic expansion for the eigenfunction 

(/ + 1/2f = 8 + ap2(_I_) - qp(aA )1/2 + ~ [ - 32(q2 + I)(A 2 + 6A + 12) + (15q2 + 7)(A + 4f] 
A + 2 253 

_ q [( - 32Oq2 - 1600) {(A + 2)5 - 25} + (224Oq2 + 6080) {(A + 2)4 - 24} {(A + 2)2 _ 22} 
29(aA )1/2p 720 A 5!3! A A 

(544q2 + 2144) {(A + 2)3 - 23}2 _ (7200q2 + 14688) 
+ 2632 A 4!(3!f 

X {(A + 2)3 - 23} {(A + 2)2 - 22}2 + (564Oq2 + 9240) ((A + 2)2 - 22)4 + 0 (1/h 3) 
A A (3!)4 A ' 

(2.41) 

B. Calculation of bound quark-antiquark mass where 8, a, andp have the same values as defined in Eq. (2.5). 
Other notations used in (2.41) have the following meaning: 

P = , h 2 = 2(aA )1/2p. [ 
2a ]1/..1. 

(2+Af 
(2.42) 

Since the quark mass is twice the reduced mass 11-, the 
mass Mq of a bound quark-antiquark pair in the state q is 
given by 

Equation (2.40) for A = 1 and 8 = 0 reduces to the eigen
function expansion for the pure linear potential. This expan
sion is found to be in exact agreement up to 0 (1/ h 2) with that 
obtained by Muller-Kirsten et al. 14 

III. APPLICATIONS 

A. Regge trajectories 

We have utilized the square roots of the expansions 
(2.39) and (2.41) for plotting Regge trajectories. The Regge 
trajectories for potential (2.2) has been shown in Fig. 1, while 
for the potential (2.3) they have been plotted in Figs. 2 and 3. 
In Fig. 2, in particular, the first four Regge trajectories have 
been shown for A = I. Similarly in Fig. 3 they have been 
plotted for A = 2. The values of quark mass m, 8, and P 
chosen for plotting these trajectories have been given in Ta
ble I. We observe that these trajectories are almost linear 
over the range of immediate interest. It is, therefore, of inter
est to conclude that Regge trajectories for the superposed 
potentials considered by us in this paper do not lose their 
linearity and their bahavior is similar to the ones obtained 
for pure logarithmic and linear potentials. 
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O+---~--~-r--~~--~-----r----. 
o 1 

----(E. ... Vo) 

FIG. I. First three Regge trajectories for the potential 12.2) with m = 1.65 
GeV, /3 = 2.37 GeV3

, tJ = 0.15 GeV, and ro = IIGeV)-'. 
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Mq =4p +E. (3.1) S12 = 3(0'"P)(0'2'P) - 0'1'0'2' 

In the usual way we have for S = I and, respectively, 
J = L - 1, L, L + 1 

In Table I, the calculated values of lowest Sand P states 
obtained from (2.38), (2.39), (2.41), and (3.1) along with their 
corresponding experimental values are given. The values of 
the corresponding parameters used in the calculation (i.e., 0, 
p, ro, and m) are also given in the same table. The values 
predicted for the higher S states agree with those stated by 
other authors (see, e.g., Refs. 21 and 22). The P states, of 
course, have to be corrected for tensor forces and spin-orbit 
and spin-spin coupling. This is done in the following Sec. III 
C. 

L·S = - (L + 1), - 1, L. (3.3) 

Similarly we have for S = 1 and, respectively,28 L = J - 1, 
J,J+ 1: 

S - - 2(J-l) 2 _ 2(J+2) (3.4) 
\2 - 2J + 1" 2J + 1 . 

C. Spin-dependent corrections 

We first discuss the correction to be applied to the po
tential (2.1). Substituting V into Vc we obtain terms which 
are singular at r = 0 (i.e., more divergent than I1r). Since 
there are no acceptable bound-state solutions for such singu
lar potentials, we have to regularize the singularities by the 
introduction of cutoff parameters a, b, and e into the poten
tial. We choose these parameters by using the following re
placements in the singular terms29: 

Spin-dependent corrections have been considered in 
many previous investigations23

-
27 and are generally taken 

over from the corresponding work on positronium. To lead
ing order in (v/ e)2, where v is the relative velocity of the quark 
and antiquark (each of mass m), the correction to be applied 
to the potential V (r) is 

1 
~------+--------~--~. 
~ln(r/ro) r In(r/ro) (r + a2)' 

Ve(r) = _3_.!.. dV(r) L.s + _1_ V2V(r)0"'0'2 
2m2 r dr 6m2 

__ 1_(d
2
V(r) _ .!.. dV(r))S\2. (3.2) 

1 1 1 
~(ln(r/ro))Z -+ r In(r/ro) (rln(r/ro) + b 2) , (3.5) 

1 1 1 
12m 2 dr r dr 

Here L is the orbital angular momentum operator, 

---~-+ . 
(r In(r/ro))3 r In(r/ro) [(r In(r/roW + e2] 

S = !(O', + 0'2), and S'2 is the standard tensor operator, i.e., Substituting V into Ve we then have 

V (r) = _3_ [g, + g2 + g2 ]L.S 
c 2mz r r In(r/ro)(r + a2) rIn(r/roH rln(r/ro) + b 2 J 

1 [2g , gz 2g2 ] 

+ 6m2 --;:- - r In(r/roll rln(r/ro) + b 2 J - r In(r/roll (rIn(r/ro)f + e2 J 0','0'2 

+_1_ [ 2g2 + 3g2 + 2g2 
12mz r In(r/ro)(r + a2

) r In(r/roll rln(r/ro) + b 2 J r In(r/roH (r In(r/ro)f + e2 J 

+~+ g2 + g2 ]S'2' 
r r In(r/ro)(r + aZ) r In(r/ro)(rln(r/ro) + b 2) 

(3.6) 

The Coulomb terms here can be treated as a further perturbation. We next assume that on the average the separation of quark 
and antiquark in the meson is such that O<r/a; [rln(r/ro)]/b 2; [r In(r/ro)]/c< 1. In such a case we can expand the regularized 
denominators in rising powers of r and ignore all powers of r higher than the first since these would have to be treated as 
further perturbations of the linear confinement potential. 

Under these conditions, we have to add to V(r) the contribution 

d 
Ve(r) = , 

r In(r/ro) 

where 

3 (1 1) 1 (1 2) 1 (3 4 2) d=-- -+- L·S- -- --+- 0','0'2+-- -+-+- SI2' 
2m2 a2 b 2 6m2 b 2 c2 12m2 a2 b 2 c2 

(3.7) 

This means that the coupling constantg2 associated with the (r In(r/ro))-' term in VIr) has only to be replaced by (g2 + d) to 
obtain the well-known 1 2s + 'PJ states. 

785 

Expressions similar to (3.7) can also be found for the spin-dependent corrections to the potentials (2.2) and (2.3). 
Thus, for the potential (2.2) 

d d 
Vc (r) = ' + ..1. , 

r In(r/ro) r 
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10 

9 

e 

'1 

4 

R.. 3 

1 
2 

i 

O+-----~----_+----~~--~r_----,_----_r----~ 

O+-----,-4----r~--~----L-r_----._----_r----_, 
o 1 2 4-

------~~_~~m(e+Vo)Gev 

FIG. 2. First four Regge trajectories for the potential (2.3) with A = I, 
m = 1.65 GeY, (J = 0.35 Gey4, 8 = 0.01. 

o 

-------t._ O<=m(E.-t\lo) Gev. 

FIG. 3. First four Regge trajectories for the potential (2.3) with ,1,= 2, 
m = 1.65 GeY, (J = 0.055 GeY" 8 = 1.18. 

TABLE 1. The lowest Sand Pstates of charmonium obtained for the potentials (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3). The input value is underlined. The quark mass 'm' in each 
case has been chosen to be equal to 1.65 GeY. 

Mass (GeY) Mass (GeY) 
calculated calculated 
for potential for potential Mass (GeY) calculated for potential (2.3)' with 

States (2.1) • (2.2)b ,1,=1 ,1,=2 ,1,=3 ,1,=4 ,1,=5 ,1,=6 

13S 1 3.096 1Q2.§. 3.096 3.096 3.096 3.096 3.096 3.096 
13p 3.52 3.43 3.39 3.28 3.20 Ti7 T.i4 TI3 
23S 1 3.64 3.69 3.66 3.66 3.67 3.68 3.66 3.68 
23p 3.88 3.70 3.86 3.85 3.80 3.77 3.73 3.74 
33S 1 4.06 3.88 4.14 4.23 4.22 4.23 4.16 4.17 

aFor this potential the input values used are (J = 0.3 Gey3
, 8 = 0.15 GeY, m = 1.65 GeY, and 70 = I Gey-I. 

bFor this potential the input values used are (J = 2.37 Gey3
, 8 = 0.15 GeY, 70 = I Gey-I. 

'For this potential the input values used are 

(i) for A = I; (J = 0.35 Gey4; 8 = + 0.01, 
(ii) fod = 2; (J = 0.055 Gey4; 8 = + 1.18, 

(iii) for A = 3; (J = 0.008 Gey4; 8 = 4.5, 

'(iv) for A = 4; (J = 0.003 Gey4; 8 = 10.5, 
(v) fod = 5; (J = 9X 10- 5 Gey4; 8 = 18.5, 

(vi) for A = 6; (J = 8.5 X 10- 6 GeY\ 8 = 29.5, 
(vii) for ,1,= 7; (J = 7X 10- 7 Gey4; 8 = 45.0, 
(viii) fod = 8; (J = I X 10- 7 Gey4; 8 = 61.8. 
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,1,=7 

3.096 
3.i2 
3.68 
3.72 
4.16 

Mass 
(GeY) 

,1,=8 (observed) 

3.096 3.096 
3.12 
3.77 3.684 
3.81 
4.29 4.16 
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where 

(3.8) 

and 

3g1 1 1 
d2 = -- L·S + -- 0'1'0'2 + --S12' 

2m2 6m2 12m2 

This means that, in this case, the coupling constantg2 associated with the (r In(r/ro))-I term in VIr) has to be replaced by 
(g2 + dIl and a term d

2 
has to be added to the centrifugal term of the SchrOdinger equation to obtain the well-known Pstates. 

For the potential (2.3), 

Vc(r) = d3 + d4, 
r 

where 

and 

d3 = [2. L.S + J.. 0'1'0'2] .!L 
23m2 

d4 = [3L.S - J.. 0'1'0'2 + J.. SI2 ] ~. (3.9) 
3 2 a4m 2 

Thus a Coulomb term gets added to the potential VIr). The 
solution given by Eq. (3.2) in Ref. 14 has therefore been used 
to calculate the P states. 

In Table II the charmonium states 1 2..+ IPJ for the 
three potentials (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) along with the corre
sponding experimentally observed values30 are given. It will 
be quite in order to state here that even with our simple (and 
perhaps crude) arguments, the agreement of our results with 
the experimentally observed values is quite good. 

D. Calculations for leptonlc decay widths 

Decay widths are well known to play an important role 
in exploring the origin of a newly-found hadronic state. The 
leptonic decay widths of a vector quark-antiquark bound 
state such as f/! can be expressed in terms of the s-wave 
bound-state wavefunction at the origin. Thus 

_ 1611'a2e2 

r(f/!-+II) = Q IIP(OW. (3.10) 
M2 

'" Here a is the fine structure constant [not to be confused with 
a ofEq. (2.5)]. eQ is the charge of the constituent quark off/!. 

In the case of an s-wave bound state, the wavefunction is 
related to the potential V via the following expression: 

IIP(OW = ~ (dV) 
211' dr 

= ~ f IP *(r) dV IP (r)dr. 
211' dr 

(3.11) 

In order to calculate (dV /dr) and hence IIP(OW, the WKB 
approximation method31 is used. 

Thus, for the potential (2.1) 

IIP(OW=~ 
211' 

iT dr [E - glr + g2/rln(r/ro) + Vol -1/2 dV /dr 
X'o _ 

[ dr [E - glr + g2/r In(r/ro) + Vol -1/2 

(3.12) 

where ris the classical turning point, ro = 1, and 
dV /dr = gl + g2r-2{ (In r)-I + (In r)-21. Similarly for the 
potential (2.2), we have 

IIP(OW=~ 
211' 

iT dr[E - glln(r/ro) + g2/r In(r/ro) + Vol -1/2 dV /dr 
X '0 

[ dr [E - gl In(r/ro) + g2/r In(r/ro) + Vol -1/2 

(3.13) 

where ris the classical turning point, ro = 1, and 

TABLE II. The charmonium states I 2, + 'PJ for the three potentials after corrections for spin interactions. All parameters are as given in Table I along with 

a = b = c = 2.25 GeV for potential (2.1); a = 4.5 GeV, b = c = 2.25 GeV for potential (2.2); and a = 2.25 GeV for potential (2.3). 

States 

'See Ref. 29. 
"See Ref. 36. 

Decay width 
(keV) 
calculated 
for potential 
(2.1) 

4.8 
2.0 
1.02 

Decay width 
(keV) 
calculated 
for potential 
(2.2) 

4.8 
2.24 
1.25 
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Decay width (keV) calculated for 
potential (2.3) with Decay width (keV) 

A = I A = 2 (observed) 

3.36 
2.45 
1.9 

3.8 
2.45 
1.7 

4.8 ± 0.6' 
2.1 ± 0.3' 
0.77 ± 0.1 b 
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TABLE III. Leptonic decay rates in keY for the three potentials. All parameters are as given in Table I. 

Mass(GeV) Mass(GeV) 
calculated calculated for 
for potential potential 

States (2.1) (2.2) 

13P2 3.531 3.540 
13p, 3.440 3.452 
I'Po 3.362 3.361 

'See Refs. 24 and 35. 

dV Idr = gllr + g2r-2!(ln r)-I + (In r)-2), and for the po
tential (2.3) 

I If! (OW = L 
21T 

f'dr [E - glr'- - g21r + Vol -1/2 dV Idr 

X " 

f'dr [E-glr'--g2Ir+ VO]-1/2 

(3.14) 

where r l and r 2 are the classical turning points given by 
!E - V(r) J = O. Equations (3. 12) and(3.13) have been solved 
analytically to obtain I If! (OW while (3.14) has been evaluated 
numerically for A = 1 and A = 2. 

The results obtained for the decay widths for all three 
potentials have been shown in Table III and compared with 
the experimentally-observed values.32 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The investigation made in this paper shows that simple 
perturbation methods can be formulated for solving the 
wave equation for the superposition of potentials. Our en
deavor here in particular has been to show that besides the 
deployment of numerical integration techniques for obtain
ing the meson spectrum, decay widths, and evaluation of P 
states by considering the spin-orbit corrections, perturba
tion theory can also be successfully used in such studies. 

In particular the asymptotic eigenexpansions and ei
genvalues for the three superposed potentials (2.1), (2.2), and 
(2.3) have been derived. As in the earlier investigations by 
Dingle et al. 33 in connection with the asymptotic expansions 
of Mathieu functions and their eigenvalues it is found that 
expansions have successive terms which alternate in sign, 
thereby indicating the Borel summability of the expansion. 
In the expansions obtained by us a similar condition is 
satisfied. 

In our study we have used perturbation terms up to 
o (l/h 2) only. At first sight it might appear that the accuracy 
of our results could have been further improved had we eval
uated perturbation terms beyond second order. We have, 
however, checked that the contribution due to second-order 
perturbation terms is found to be very small when compared 
to the first-order term. Therefore, the consideration of even 
this term does not appreciably change our results. 

In potentials (2.1) and (2.2) we have superposed an im
proved form of the Coulomb potential-g2/[r In(rlro)] as 
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Mass(GeV) 
calculated for 
potential (2.3) with Mass (GeV) 
A=1 (observed) • 

3.550 3.561 ± 7X 1O~3 
3.456 3.511 ± 7X 10- 3 

3.361 3.413 ± 9 X 1O~3 

suggested by asymptotic-freedom arguments I 7 with linear 
and logarithmic confining potentials respectively. We have, 
however, assumed that this modified form of the Coulomb 
potential is sufficiently weak and is, therefore, treated as a 
perturbation of the linear and logarithmic confining poten
tials. Our results for the mass and leptonic decay widths for 
both these potentials are found to be quite satisfactory. 

Potentials of the form (ar + /3r- l
) (or its invariants) 

have been quite fashionable in the if; region although their 
causal connection with QCD (except perhaps in very general 
terms) may well be debated. Lack of interest in the harmonic 
oscillator (h.o.) like descriptions of the cc region, on the other 
hand, is due to an almost instinctive feeling that for c quarks 
which are heavy, only a nonrelativistic description makes 
sense, and that any relativisitic sophistication is simply not 
warranted. But a nonrelativistic h.o. model would necessar
ily yield equal mass spacings at the linear level, in definite 
disagreement with experiment, Joshi and Mitra34 have, how
ever, shown that the harmonic oscillator potential could of
fer some results on cc spectra provided it incorporates a 
short-range modification of the form _r- 2

, as a sort of 
counterpart to the Coulomb term of a confining potential. 
Led by these considerations we have here studied a general 
power potential along with a short-range r- 2 term as given 
in Eqs. (2.3). The main features of the results obtained for 
this may be summarized as follows: 

1. The values of the predicted s states agree well with 
those stated by other authors. 21

•
35 

2. For the uncorrected P states it is observed that as the 
power A is increased, the mass obtained for these states goes 
on decreasing. 

3. As A is increased the centrifugal term associated with 
the potential becomes more and more dominant, as is obvi
ous from the increase in /j and decreases in /3. 

4. The decay width calculations do not give good result 
for the IS state while for other states they are satisfactory. 

It should also be noted that expansions (2.38), (2.39), 
and (2.41) are invariant under the joint interchange q- - q 
and h 2_ - h 2, which obviously converts one solution into 
another. 
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Quantum mechanical scattering theory for potentials of the form 
V(r) = (sin r)/r/3, 1/3 <(3,1/2 
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A rigorous nonrelativistic time dependent quantum-mechanical scattering theory for a single 
particle is developed for potentials of the form VIr) = (sin r)/r P,! <13q. The positive-energy 
solutions of the radial Schrodinger equation are used to construct modified wave operators 
which converge as t_ ± 00 on a dense set of states to the familiar time-independent formulas for 
the wave operators. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Nk 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nonrelativistic quantum-mechanical scattering theory 
for short-range potentials and for long-range Coulomb-like 
potentials has been developed to a high degree of satisfaction 
in recent years (e.g., see Refs. 1-3). There remains incom
plete the study of the so-called oscillatory potentials. Of 
these, the prototypical class of radial examples is given by 

VIr) = (sin r")/r P, 13> O. (1) 

Existence of the Moller wave operators is known for (1) when 
a + 13 > 1 and 13 > ! and also 4,5 when 2/3 + a> 2. The pur
pose of this paper is to establish a rigorous scattering theory 
for potentials of the form (1) for a = 1 and ! <13"~. This is 
achieved by making a detailed analysis of the positive-energy 
solutions of the radial Schrodinger equation. It is discovered 
that these solutions do not behave asymptotically like plane 
waves. Because of this fact, we expect that the usual Moller 
wave operators do not exist. We use the asymptotic form of 
the solutions to define a "modified" free propagator which is 
in tum employed to construct wave operators. These opera
tors converge (in the time-dependent sense) on a dense set of 
states to the operators defined by the familiar time-indepen
dent formulas on partial wavespaces. 

Let us now introduce some notation in order that we 
may state our main results. Since the potential V (r) is spheri
cally symmetric, we may separate radial and angular varia
bles to reduce the problem from three to one dimension. The 
partial waves paces 

Sim = (1/E L 2(JR3)I ¢(x) = R (r)Y1m (n ) J, 
when Y1m is a spherical harmonic and In 1= l,areinvariant 
subspaces for the Hamiltonian 

H= -..:::l+V, 

~ (H) = (1/E L 2(JR3) 1..:::l1/E L 2(JR3) in the sense of 
distributions J . 

On Sim , H is unitarily equivalent to the operator h on 
L 2(JR+)[JR+=(0, 00)] given by 

h,p = (_ ~ + 1(1 + 1) + V(r)),p, 
dr r 

~(h) 

= {,pEL2(JR+)i( _ :; + 1(/; 1) + V (r)),pE L 2(JR+) 

in the sense of distributions and ,p (r)-+O as r-+o} . 

(For a proof of this, see Ref. 6.) These facts allow us to focus 
our analysis (without loss of generality) on the operator h for 
fixed angular momentum I. For convenience and reference, 
we state our main results here. 

Theorem 1: Let VIr) =(sin r)/Il, ! <13<!. Suppose that 
,p (k,r) is a solution of the positive-energy radial Schrodinger 
equation, i.e., that ,p satisfies 

{ 
_ d 2 + I (I + 1) + V(r)},p (k,r) = k 2,p (k,r), 

dr r 
(MIO, ±!, ± 1, ± 2, ± 3j). (2) 

Then, 

,p (k,r) = c + (k )eikr + iYlk )u(rl 

+c_(k)e-ikr-iYlklv(rl+o(l) asr-+oo (3) 

where 

vIr) = fs-2f3 ds and y(k) = 
-1 (4) 

Theorem 2: For/E L 2(JR+), let 

l(k) = l.i.m. (R ,po(k,rlf(r) dr 
R-oo Jo 

(5) 

[l.i.m.=limit in mean, i.e., inL 2(JR +)], where ,po(k,r) is a solu
tion of(2) with V=O,ch~sensothatcPo(k,r) = O(rl+ l)asr-+O 
and so that the map/-lis an isometry (see Ref. 7). Let 

A = I/E L 2(JR+lllE C o(JR+) and I!, 1,2,3, ct suppiJ· (6) 

Let us define the modified free propagator by 

[u(t If](r) = LX> a(k,r)e - itk7(k) dk, /E A, (7) 

where [see Eq. (4)] 

a(k,r) = c +(k )eikr + il1k )v(r) + c _(k)e - ikr - il1k )v(r). (8) 

Then the limits 

W ± / = lim eithu(t If (9) 
t----+± <Xl 

exist on the dense set A C L 2(R +) and are given by 

W ± / = 1°O,p (k,rJl(k) dk. (10) 

The solutions,p (k,r) of(2) may be chosen so that the map 
/-w ± / is an isometry.? 
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The next two sections of the paper are devoted to prov
ing these theorems. The idea for the definition of u(t ) is based 
on a technique ofZinnes and Mulherin.s 

Product integral notation is used throughout to facili
tate the study of the Schrodinger equation. Numerous refer
ences to product integration are available in the litera
ture.6,9.10 Frequent reference is made to a previous work4 of 
the author which contains a list of useful properties of the 
product integral. This work will hereafter be labeled I, and 
the properties labeled I (i), I (ii), etc. 

The reader may regard the product integral formalism 
merely as a useful notation for expressing solutions of ordi
nary differential equations. The situation is analogous to 
that of defining the antiderivative F of a functionfas F (x) = 

sY(s) ds instead of saying that F satisfies F'(x) = fIx). The 
integral notation is concise and lends itself to several quite 
natural properties and estimates, such as Sf + g = Sf + Sg 
and ISfl <Sl/l 

The product integral notation has analogous attributes. 
Much of our experience and intuition with integrals may be 
carried over to product integrals, provided that we keep in 
mind that the latter is derived from a product rather than a 
sum. Briefly, the product integral is the propagator of the 
solution of the differential equation. 

2. ASYMPTOTIC FORM OF THE SOLUTIONS OF THE 
RADIAL SCHRODINGER EQUATION 

This section is devoted to proving Theorem 1. In this 
proof, attention is focused on a fixed value of k, so that the 
implicit dependence offunctions and constants on k is some
times suppressed in the notation. The k dependence will be
come important later, in the proof of Theorem 2. For sim
plicity in the calculations, we shall take I = 0 in the proof of 
the theorem. The term I (I + 1)/ r forl # 0 falls off at infini ty 
sufficiently fast to have no effect on the result. 

Before proving the theorem we state a slightly sharper 
version of a lemma proved in I by integration by parts. 

Lemma 1: Let p, p, and c be constants with! <P < 1, 
!<p< 1, and c = is, SE R, Sri 10, ± 1, ± 2, ± 3}. Let 
o (r) = S;' (sin s)lsP ds. Then, 

i
"" e - ilJls)lk 

eCS ds 
r sP 

ecr e - ilJlr)lk 

C r P 

1 elc + I)r e - ilJ Ir)lk 
+------

2kc c+i r p + f3 

__ 1_ elc -I)r e - ilJlr)lk _ .!!..- ecr e - ilJlr)lk 

2kc c-i r p + f3 c c r P+ 1 

1 e-ilJlr)lk 
--::------eelc + 21)r __ _ 
4k 2C(C + i)(c + 2i) rP + 2{3 

1 e - ilJlr)lk 
+ ecr __ ~ 

2k 2c(C2 + 1) r P+ 2f3 

1 e - ilJlr)lk _______ elc - 21)r __ _ 

4k 2C(C - i)(c - 2i) rP + 2f3 
+ O(r- P - f3 - I ). 

Proof of Theorem 1: Let 

A (r) = (v(r)~ k2 ~). <P(r) = (:,~J 
791 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 23, No.5, May 1982 

Then, Eq. (2) has the standard matrix form 

<P '(r) = A (r)<P (r), 

and its solution is given by 

<P (r) = IT e4 ls) ds<p a' 
a 

(11) 

(12) 

where <P a = <P (a), for any a E R +. n~ e4 ls) ds is the product 
integral of A from a to r and as such is the propagator of the 
solution of (11). 

We may write 

(13) 
a 

where PI is the projection operator on the first component, 
that is, 

In order to analyze rp (r), we study n~ e4ls) ds. 
Let 

M=C~ -\k). 
Then, by the similarity rule I(ii) we can write 

ITe4 Is) ds = MJ1:eIM-'AIs)M I dSM- I 

a a 
r 

= MfleIA,IS)+A,ls)1 dSM- I , 

a 

where 

AI(s) = (ik - i~1S) )(~ ~ J 
A2(S) = i~:) (~ ~ 1). 

By the sum rule I (iii), 

ITeIA'iS) + A,ls) 1 ds = Q (r)ITeBIS) ds, 
a a 

where 

Q(r) = ITe4.1S)dS = eS:;A.ls)ds [by I (vii)] 
a 

(14) 

o ) i 
Ok I ) -2k S~Vls) ds e- I r-a e 

B (S) = (Q -IA2Q )(S) 

= V(S)( 0

0 
° r +e,lJls)lke2Iks 

r _e - ilJls)lke - 2iks) 

o ' (16) 

and where we have defined 

O(r) = i"" VIs) ds, 

=F ika =F ~s: Vis) ds 
d± =e 2k 
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and 

r ± = ± (i/2k )d 2± • (17) 

That S; v (s) ds exists follows from an elementary integration 
by parts. Note that r _ = r + and Ir ± 12 = l/4k 2. 

Now let 

I(s) = r _ V (s)e - i6lS)lke - 2iks, (IS) 

where VIs) = (sin s)/sp, 1 <p<!. Combination of(14), (15), 
(16), and (IS) yields 

IT~lsldS = MQ(r)IT~ISldSM -I, 
a a 

where 

B (s) = (_0 I(s)) 
/(s) o· 

(19) 

(20) 

We see that the study of n~ ~ lsi ds reduces to the study of 
n~~lsl ds. The latter will be undertaken now, using the prod
uct integral identity 

IT~(SldS = [1 + H(r))ITeIH(SIB(S)[l+ HIslI-'j dS(l + H (a)), (21) 
a a 

for a and r sufficiently large and H (r) = S; B (s) ds. We shall 
exploit the fact that B has only off-diagonal elements. 

In order that (21) be applicable, it must be shown that 
H (r) = S; B (s) ds exists, where the integral may be taken 
componentwise, which is to say that 

(0 S;lo(S) dS) 
H(r) = \s;I(s) ds 

exists. For this, it suffices to show that 

1'''/(S) ds = r _ Joo V (s)e - i6(sl/ke - 2iks ds 

exists. By writing 

Vis) = (sin s)lsfJ = (l/sfJ){(eiS - e - i')l2i}, 

we may express 

J
OO Joo - i6(s)/k 
I(s) ds = r ~ e - i(2k - lis e fJ ds 

, 21 , S 

_ X.=.. e - i(2k + lis e ds. J
oo - i6(sl/k 

2i , sfJ 

(22) 

If we use Lemma 1 on each of these terms and then 
recombine exponentials to form sines and cosines, we obtain 
(after laborious yet elementary calculations) 

1°O/ (S) ds = r _(k)e - 2ik'e - i6('l/kz(k,r) + zl(k,r), 

(23) 

where 

z(k,r) 

- (4k 2 _ 1)-I(l/rP)[2ik sin r + cos r] 

+ [2k (4k 2 - 1)(4k 2 _ 4)] -1(lI~fJ)[ - (4k 2 + 2)sin 2r 

+6ikcos2rJ -i[4k2(4k2_1)]-1(1I~P) 

792 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 23, No.5, May 1982 

+ P(4k 2 - 1)-2(lIrP + 11l4ksin r - i(4k 2 + l)cos rJ 

+ [Sk 3(4k 2 - I)) -1(l/rP)cos r 
+ [4k2(4k2_1)(4k2_4)(4k2_9)]-1 

x (lIrfJ)[i(24k 2 + 6) sin 3r + (8k 3 + 22k )cos 3rJ 

- [Sk 3(k 2 _ 1)(4k 2 - 1)] -1(lIrfJ){3iksin r 

+ (4k 2 + l)cos r} (24) 

and 

(25) 

This shows that H (r) exists, which means that we are now 
ready to apply (21). We have from (20) and (22) that 

HB(r) = (
'J(r)S;/(s) ds 0 ) 

o l(r)S;!(s) ds . 
(26) 

We may write 

HB(l +H)-l =HB-HBH(l +H)-l 

and use the sum rule I (iii) to estimate n~eHB(I + HI-' ds. Since 
HB is diagonal, we may use I (vii) to calculate its product 
integral directly, i.e., 

II, HBds Cs:HBds) e =e . 
a 

We therefore turn our attention to the calculation of 

f1(S){i OO/
(U) dU} ds. 

Using (IS) and (23)-(25), we may write 

l(k,S)loo/(k,U) du 

= C~ 2) [(sin s)/sfJ ]z(k,s) + 0 (s - 5
P ) 

ass-oo. 

(27) 

For our present purpose of calculating the asymptotic 
form of solutions of (2), we need only be concerned with the 
first term of z(k,s) [see Eq. (24)) in (27), as this is the only term 
in (27) which is not conditionally integrable. This is true be
cause sin2s = ! - !cos 2s, and S;s - 2fJ ds does not exist for 
1 <p<!. In the proof of the existence of the modified wave 
operators in Sec. 3, we shall have to make a more precise 
estimate of (27). 

With this in mind, let us define 

r(k)= _[4k(4k2_1)]-I, 

vIr) = fs -2fJ ds, 

y=(~ ~ J 
C = ir(k )r - 2Py, 

D=HB-C-HBH(1 +H)-l, 

and write 

HB(1 +H)-l =C+D. 

Note that D = D (k,s) = O(s - 3P) as s- 00 . 

Brian Bourgeois 
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Using the sum rule 

ITe[HBII + H) 'J ds = ITe[C + D J ds 
a a 

where 

T(k,r) = ITeCdS. 
a 

By I (vii), we have 

T(k,r) = e(J~Cds) 

= T(k,r)ITe[T-'DTJ ds, 
a 

= (eiy(ok )u(r) 0) 
e - iy(k )vlr) . 

Since T is bounded, we have that 

(T-1DT)(k,s) = O(S-3P) ass-oo. 

(34) 

Therefore, T -IDTE L I[(a, 00)], which implies by I (iv) the 

existence of II:el T-'DTJ dS=lim II~el T-'DTJ ds. Putting to-
r~"" 

gether (13), (19), (21), (33), and (34), we have 

¢(k,r) 

= P1MQ(I + H)-lrfreIT-'DTJ dS(I + H(a))M -1<Pa. 
a 

Let 

Y= Y(k)=P1M, 

G = G(k,r) = ITeIT-'DTI ds, 
a 

G = G(k) = fIe'T 'DTJ ds, 
a 

L =L(k) = (I +H(a))M-I<Pa' 

We may now write 

¢(k,r) = YQ(I +H)-ITGL 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

= YQ(I + H)-ITGL + YQ(I + H)-IT(G - G)L 

= YQTGL - YQH(I +H)-ITGL 

+ YQ (I + H) -I T (G - G)L 

= YPTGL + Y(Q - P)TGL 

- YQH(I +H)-ITGL 

+YQ(I+H)-IT(G-G)L, (40) 

where 

P(k,r) = (d+(ko)e
ikr 0) 

d_(k )e- ikr 

[see Eq. (15)]. 
Ifwe let 

793 

€ = ¢ - YPTGL, 

€I = YQ(I +H)-IT(G - G)L, 

€2= Y(Q-P)TGL, 

€3 = - YQH(I +H)-ITGL, 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 23, No.5, May 1982 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

then we have 

(46) 

Since 

YPTGL = c+(k )eikr+iy(k)v(r) + e(k )e- ikr-iy(k)u(r), (47) 

the proof of the theorem will be complete if we can show that 
€-D as r_ 00. But this follows easily if we note that each of 
the factors in each €i is bounded and each €i has a factor that 
tends to 0 as r_ 00. A detailed analysis of all of these terms 
will be given in the next section, where we prove the exis
tence of the modified wave operators. 

3.THE WAVE OPERATORS 

In this section, we prove Theorem 2. By construction, 
the wave operators W ± defined by piecing together the var
ious w ± given in (9) and (10) for each partial wavespace Sim 

satisfy the usual results of scattering theory. That is, the op
erators are norm-preserving [provided the solutions ¢ (k,r) of 
(2) are chosen properly] and they satisfy the intertwining 
relations. The proof, however, shows that these operators 
may be used to approximate the asymptotic behavior of a 
particle whose initial prepared state belongs only to a dense 
set in L 2 (R3

) rather than to all of L 2(R3
). Physically, this 

drawback should have little effect, since any initial state can 
be approximated arbitrarily closely by a state in the dense 
set. 

We note that, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we carry out 
the calculations for the case I = O. The results remain valid 
for 1,=0. In addition, we focus attention on w+ with the 
observation that the prooffor w- is entirely analogous. 

Proof of Theorem 2: We wish to show that 

II~~II [eilhu(t)f](r) - Sa"" ¢ (k,r)j(k) dk IIL',R') = 0 

[See (5)-(10)]. This is equivalent to showing that 

,~~ II [u(t )f](r) - e - ith Sa"" ¢ (k,r)j(k) dk IIL',R+) 

= ~n;11 [u(t)f](r) - f"¢ (k,r)e-ilkf(k) dk IIL"R+) 

= lim II f'" [¢ (k,r) - a(k,r) 1 e - ilk f(k )dk II L 'IR') = O. 
1-00 Jo 

A proof that allows us to bring e - ilh through the integral 
sign in the first equality above is given in Ref. 6. If we let 

€(k,r) = ¢ (k,r) - a(k,r) 

[see (8), (42), and (47)] and 

g(r,t) = Sa"" €(k,r)e - ilkf(k) dk, (48) 

then our goal of proving Theorem 2 will be accomplished by 
showing that 

limllg(r,t)IIL',R') = O. (49) 
t- .00 

Using (42)-(46) and letting 

gi(r,t) = Sa"" €i(k,r)r ilkf(k) dk, (50) 
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we see that we may write 
3 

g(r,t 1 = Igj(r,t). 
j=1 

To complete the proof, we will show that 

lim IIgj(r,t )IIL'IR+) = 0, i = 1,2,3. 
1-00 

First, we indicate some additional notation and state 
and prove a lemma found in I. For the remainder ofthe 
paper, we interpret the statement 

p(k,r) = 0 (q(r)) 

to mean that there exist constants C and R in R + such that 
r>R implies 

p(k,rl<;Cq(r) 

independent of k E suppj, wherefE A is fixed. We introduce 
the symbol L ~ (dm) (or simply L ~) to denote L P ([a, 00 ); dm), 
for a,p E R+. 

Lemma 2: Let P (r,t 1 = fop(k,r)e - ilk'.l(k) dk,fE A, 
lP(k,r) I < B, V reR +, V kE supp j, B = const. Suppose that 

i"'IP(r,t W dr<q(a), 

where lim q(a) = o. Then 

lim IIP(r,t IIIL'(R") =0. 
1_00 

Proof of Lemma 2: 

IIP(r,tllli'(R+) = [IP(r,tWdr+ L"'IP(r,tWdr, 

VaER+. 
The latter term can be made arbitrarily small independent of 
t by taking a large enough. The former term tends to 0 as 
t-+oo by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma and the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem because, for each reR + , 

P (r,t ) is the Fourier transform at t of a function in L 2 (R +; 
dk ), and P (r,t ) is bounded on (O,a). 

Remark: If p(k,r) = 0 (q(r)), where qE L ~ (dr), and if pis 
bounded, then p satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3a. 

We shall now prove (49) with three lemmas. 

Lemma 3a: lim IlgI(r,t IIIL'(R+) = o. 
1_", 

Proof We have 

gl(r,t) = 1'" EI(k,r)e - ilk'.l(k) dk, (51) 

whereEI(k,r) = yQ(1 +H)-IT(G - G)L. We use thedefini
tions (37) and (38) and the property I (i) to write 

(52) 

We shall writeD [defined in (32)] as a sum of three terms, i.e., 

D=D] +D2+D3' 

where 

D](k,r) = iYI(k )r- 4P y [see (30) and (66)], 

794 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 23, No.5, May 1982 

(53) 

(53a) 

U = TTl and TI(k,r) = neD, ds, 
oc 

(53c) 

That (5 3a)-( 5 3c) suffice to complete the proof of Lemma 3a is 
given as follows. Using (53a) and the sum rule I (iii), we may 
write 

ne!T-'DTI d. _ I 

= Tine! U 'ID, + D,)U Ids _ I 

Since DI is diagonal, we may use I (vii) to write 

TI(k,r) = neD, d. 

'" 

= (eiY'lok )v,lr) 0) 
e - iy,lk )v,lr) , 

where 

vl(r) = {S-4f3dS. 

Therefore, 

T] - I = iYI(k )vl(r)Y + WI(k,r), 

where 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

Now use the sum rule and (53b) on the second term of the rhs 
of (54) to get 

TI(~el u- 'ID, +D,)Ui ds _ I) 

= TI(~eID.+U 'DPi dS _ / ) 

= T{T4~eIT4 'u 'D,UT,i dS _ / ) 

=T][T4-I+T4(~eIT4-'U 'D,UT,i dS _ / )], (59) 

where T4(k,r) = n:, ~4ds. We may write T4 as a "time-or
dered exponential," i.e., 

T4(k,r) = I -J,'" D4(k,sl) ds + J,"'D4(k,sd 

X {f'" D 4(k,s2) dS2 IdS I - ••.. 

From (53b), we have r; D4(k,s) ds = 0 (r - 3P ) and thus, 

T4(k,r) - I = 0 (r - 3
(3

). (60) 

Finally, using (53c), I (vi), and the fact that U and T4 are 
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bounded, we have 

II~e(T.u-'D3UT.ldS_III</;"IIT.U-'D3UT41IdS_l 

= O(r- sp+ I). 

Putting (52), (54), (57), and (59) together, we may write 

G - G = G4 + Gs, 

where 

(61) 

G4 = iYI(k )vl(r)YG, (62) 

G5 = WIG + T I(T4 - 1)G 
+TIT4(~eIT.-'U 'D,UT4IdS_I)G. (63) 

From (58), (60) and (61), it follows that 

G5(k,r) = 0(r- 2P ). (64) 

We may now write (51) as 

gl=g4+g5' 

where 

and 

g5(r,t) = LX> €5(k,r)e - ilk 'j(k ) dk 

with 

and 

€5(k,r) = YQ(I +H)-ITG5L. 

For Lemma 2 and (64), it follows that 

lim IIg5(r,t )IIL '(R+) = O. 
I~oo 

We must now show that 

lim Ilgk,t )IIL'(R ') = O. 
I~", 

Let us write 

€4 = €6 + €7' 

where 

€6= YPTG4L, 

€7 = - YPH(I + H)-ITG4L 

+ Y(Q -P)(I +H)-ITG4L. 

From (62), (56), (22), (23), (15), and (41), it follows that 

€7(k,r) = O(r- lP ). 

Therefore, lim II ('" €7(k,r)e - ilk 'j(k ) dk II = o. 
I~"" Jo L'(R+) 

We must show that 

lim Ilg6(r,t )IIL '(R+) = 0, 
I~", 

where g6(r,t) = L"" €6(k,r)e - ilk'j(k) dk. We have that 
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g6(r,t) = vl(r)i'" YPTYGLe-ilk'IiYI(k )J(k)J dk. 

Now, g6(r,t) is a function which has the same form as 
vl(r)[u(t )q](r), where q(k) = iy JJk ll(k ) and ~(t) 
is defined in (7). In fact, YPTYGL and YPTGL differ only by 
the constant factor Y, i.e., 

YPTGL = c +(k )eikr + iy(k )v(r) + c _e - ikr - iy(k )v(r). 

and 

YPTYGL = c +(k)e - ikr + iy(k )v(r) _ C _(k )e - ikr - iy(k )v(r). 

Therefore, it suffices to show that 

limllvl(r)[u(t)f](r)IIL'(R') = 0, \;flEA. 
I~", 

Using (7) and (48), we may write 

[u(t )/](r) = L"" 4> (k,r)e - ilk'j(k) dk - g(r,t), 

so that 

vl(r)[u(t )/](r) = vl(r) fO 4> (k,r)e - ilk 'j(k ) dk - V I (r)g(r,t ), 

By Lemma 2, 

lim Ilvl(r)i"" 4> (k,r)e - ilk'j(k) dk II = 0, 
1--------+00 0 L 2(R-t) 

because 

II (""4> (k,r)e-ilk'j(k) dk II = 1I/IIL 2(R+)' Jo L'(R+) 

for 4> (k,r) chosen properly.7 Also by Lemma 2, 

lim Ilvl(r)g(r,t )IIL '(R+) = 0, 
I~"" 

because 
3 

vl(r)g(r,t) = I vl(r)gi(r,t), 
;= 1 

and examination of (56), (50), and (43)-(45) reveals that 

vl(r) = O(r-P) 

and 

€i(r,t) = O(r- P), i= 1,2,3. (65) 

This shows that the statements (53a)-(53d) imply the proof of 
Lemma 3a. We must verify these statements. 

Recall from (32) that 

D=HB- C-HBH(I +H)-l. 

We use the (sin r)/,-JP term ofz(k,r) defined in (24) along with 
(23)-(27) to motivate the following definitions. 

YI(k) = - 3[64k4(k2 - 1)(4k2 - 1)]-1, 

DI(k,r) = iYI(k )r- 4Py, 

ZI(k,r) = (4k2rP)-I(zl(ok,r) 0) 
zl(k,r) 

= O(r- SP), 

~=~-4 (~ 
Z3 = the sum of all terms of HBH which are O(r - SP), 

Z4 = the sum of all terms of HBH2 which are O(r- SP), 
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D2=HB-C-Dt-Zt-HBH+HBH2+Z2' 

D3=Zt-Z2-HBHV+H)-t. 

From these definitions, it follows immediately that 
D=Dt +D2 +D3' 

and that D3(k,r) = O(r- SP). Thus, we have (53a), and (53c). 
For the sake of brevity, the proof of (53b) will not be given 
here. The proof is elementary, consisting of nothing more 
than several judicious integrations by parts of many of the 
terms in 

and 

(l/4k 2)[(sin r)/rP ]z(k,r), 

r _(k )e- 2ik'e - ifJ(,)/\ 

(l/4k 2)[(sin r)/rP ]r(k,r), 

(l/4k 2)e - 4ik'e - 2ifJ(')/k(l/4k 2) [(sin r)/rP ]z3(k,r). 

The only thing that has to be checked carefully is that none 
of these integrals results in terms such as vIr) and vt(r) defined 
in (4) and (56), respectively. This completes the proof of 
Lemma3a. 

Lemma 3b:limllg2(r,t)IIL2(R+) = O. 
I~", 

Proof We have 

g2(r,t) = I'" E2(k,r)e - ilk f(k ) dk , 

whereE2(k,r) = [Y(Q - p)Tfk ](k,r). Using(15)and(41), we 
may write 

Q -P=P (
ei(}(,)/2k _ 1 0 ) 

o e - i(}(,)/2k - 1 

= riO (r)/2k ]PY - 0 (8 2(r)), 

which gives 

E2(k,r) = [i8(r)/2k ]YPTYGL + O(r-2P). 

Therefore, 

g2(r,t) = 8 (r) I'" YPTYGLe - ilk '( ;k J(k )) dk 

+ 1'OO(r-2P)e-i'kf(k)dk. 

By Lemma 2, 

lim II ('" 0 (r- 2P)e - ilkf(k) dk II = O. 
,->'" Jo L '(R +) 

The other term is similar to g6(r,t ), discussed in the proof of 
Lemma 3a. The constant factor Y may be disregarded (with
out losslof'generality), and we have 

8 (r)l°° YPTGLe - ilk2( ;kJ(k)) dk = 8 (r)[u(t )q](r), 

where q(k ) = ~J(k ) and u(t ) is defined in (7). As in the 
2k 

proof of Lemma 3a, we have that 

limI18(r)[u(t)q](r)IIL'(R+) =0. 
,~'" 

This completes the proof of Lemma 3b. 

Lemma 3c: lim Ilg3(r,t )IIL '(K') = O. 
t-+oo 
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Proof We have 

g3(r,t) = I'" E3(k,r)e - ilk f(k ) dk, 

where E3(k,r) = [ - YQH(I + H)-ITGL ](k,r). We may 
write 

E3 = Es + E9, 

where 

Es= - YPHTGL 

and (67) 

E9 = YPH2(I + H)-ITGL - Y(Q - P)H(I + H)-ITGL. 

Since E9(k,r) = 0 (r - 2P), we have by Lemma 2 that 

lim II ('" E9(k,r)e - i'kf(k) dk II . 
I~", Jo L '(R ') 

We consider the term 

gs(r,t) = I'" Es(k,r)e - ilk f(k ) dk. 

From (41), (23), and (24), we see that 

_ PH = ( 0 _ - d+eikrS;!(k,s) dS) 
-d_e-1k'S;!(k,s)ds 0 

=r- PSP+O(r- 2P ), (68) 
where 

S(k,r) = ( 0 'T _(k )(2ik sin r + cos r)) 
'T +(k)( - 2ik sin r + cos r) 0 

and 'T ± (k) = ± [(4k 2 - 1 )2ik ] - I [See Eq. (17)]. Putting 
(68) into (67) yields 

Es = EIO + Ell' 

where 
_p A 

E 10 = r YSPTGL 

and 

Ell = O(r-- 2P ). 

By Lemma 2, 

lim II ('" EII(k,r)e - ilkf(k) dk II = o. 
1--+00 Jo L 2(R I) 

Except for the factor r-PS, the term EIO is the same as 

(YPTGL )(k,r) 

= c + (k )eik, + il1k )v(,) + c _ (k )e - ik, - il1k )v(,). 

In fact. 

r-PYSPTGL 

= r - Psin r {a + (k )eikr + il1k )v(r) + a _ (k )e - ikr - il1k )v(r)} 

+ r'- PeDs r{b +(k )eik, + il1k )v(r) + b _(k)e - ik, -- il1k )V(')}, 

where 

a±(k)= -(4k2_1)-IC±(k) 

and 

b±(k)= ±[2ik(4k 2 -1)j-lc±(k). 

Just as in the proof in Lemma 3a, it can be easily seen using 
Lemma 2 that 
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limllr-Psin r[u(t}f](r)IlL'(R+) = ° 
t~oo 

and 

limllr-Pcosr[u(t}f](r)l!L'(R+) =0, VfEA. 
t-_oo 

This implies that 

lim II (00 ElO(k,r)r itkj(k) dk II = 0 
t~"" Jo L'(R+) 

and, hence, that 

lim//g3(r,t IIlL'(R+) = 0, 
t_oo 

which completes the proof of Lemma 3c and of Theorem 2. 
Using (10), we may extend the definition of our modi

fied wave operators (9) on each partial wavespace from the 
dense set A C L 2(JR +) to all of the L 2(R +). Explicitly, for f E 
L 2(JR+), we define 

w ± f = l.i.m. (R t/> (k,rll(k ) dk. (69) 
R-.oo Jo 

We conjecture that 

[u(t }f](r) = Li.m. (Ra(k,r)e - itkj(k) dk 
R-+oo Jo 

[see (7)] exists in L 2(JR +) and that 

W ± f = limeithu(t If. 
t~oo 

This does not appear to be an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 2, because the modified free propagator u(t ) is not a 
simple function of the usual free propagator as, for example, 
in the Coloumb case. 11 

With this extended definition of the modified wave op
erators, we conclude easily from (69) that the range of both 
operators is the absolutely continuous subspace of h. We 
may define the scattering operator S = (w+)*w- on each 
partial wavespace and conclude that S is unitary. We thus 
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have completeness of the wave operators. The question of 
asymptotic completeness, i.e., absence of the essential spec
trum, requires additional investigation. 
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Generalized completeness relations involving resonance states are constructed within the 
framework of analytically continued symmetrized scattering kernels into the unphysical sheet of 
the complex-energy plane. The bases states utilized are identified with complex-energy 
generalized eigenvectors over an extended or rigged Hilbert space. The resulting relations are 
uniquely defined and do not exhibit the usual divergence problems encountered with the 
regularization methods. 

PACS numbers: 03.6S.Nk 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Resonances occur in many places in nuclear and parti
cle physics. Our main interest lies in the off-energy-shell con
tinuation of the two-body t matrix in the presence of reson
ances (e.g., in 1T-N and N-N scattering). Some time ago, 
Haftel l extended the method of Baranger et al. 2 of continu
ing the off-shell t matrix when the uncoupled partial wave 
eigenchannel has only scattering states to the case when a 
bound state is also present. The same problem was consid
ered by Sauer and Sevgen3 in the presence of inelasticities. 
Working in the spirit of these approaches,l-3 we need to have 
a completeness relation for resonance states which restrict 
the arbitrariness in the full off-shell t matrix to only the sym
metric part of the off-shell function.4.5 

Because of their violent behavior, resonance states are 
not usually used as a basis of eigenfunction expansion. It 
turns out that the main problem that arises when the scatter
ing process is mediated by resonances (among other possible 
states) is the construction of appropriate completeness rela
tions which bring about the presence of resonance states in 
an explicit way. 

A number of studies6-14 have been made to define the 
integral properties of resonance states and to construct ap
propriate completeness relations involving such states. Var
ious restrictive conditions, however, are usually associated 
with such completeness relations (see, e.g., Ref. 10). This has 
consequently lead to nonuniqueness in establishing the orth
ogonality and completeness properties of resonance states. A 
brief outline of those attempts may clarify this point. 

Berggren6 made use of a regularization method due to 
Zel'dovich 7 to define the value of integrals over resonance 
states. Based on this regularization method, Berggren6 also 
constructed a completeness relation in which a discrete set of 
bound (orthonormal) and resonant (biorthonormal) states is 
completed by a set of continuum states. The analytically 
continued complex energies and asymptotic wavenumbers 
of this continuum part are chosen along a specified integra
tion contour which determines the properties of the expan
sion, and the complete set is not a simple extension of Hilbert 
space. 

Blpresent address: Rochester Institute of Techno!ogy, Rochester, New 
York 14623. 

blAffiliation 1978-79. USDOE Contract number W-7405-ENG-82. 

In another method, More and Gerjuoy8 obtained 
anomalous normalizations of the resonance wavefunctions 
which are determined by the energy dependence of an effec
tive Hamiltonian. Garcia-Calderon and Peierls9 obtained 
normalization constants related to the residues of an outgo
ing Green function which defines the resonance states, and a 
completeness formula was derived9.10 which involved a cer
tain part of the continuum. Romoll used analytic continu
ation to develop a generalization of the inner-product inte
grals for resonances based on the S-matrix approach. Kim 
and Vasavada 12 worked also in the S-matrix formalism and 
treated the normalization of the resonant states differently. 
In the work of these authors, 12 a completeness relation in 
which all resonances are screened out from the continuum 
was obtained. Thus in the work of Refs.6, II, and 12 both 
resonance and bound states contributions to the complete
ness relation are treated on the same footing. 

Underlying the nonuniqueness in defining the integral 
properties of resonance states are the divergence difficulties 
inherent in the coordinate-space representation of these 
states. This has to do in a sense with the fact that the reso
nance states considered6-14 do not span the entire Hilbert 
space. A voiding such nonuniqueness seems, therefore, to be 
intimately connected with the proper description of reso
nance states in Hilbert space (see Sec. IV). 

In the present paper, an attempt is made to overcome 
the above limitations by utilizing biorthonormal resonance 
states defined in terms of symmetrized scattering kernels 15-18 
analytically continued into the "unphysical sheet" of com
plex energies. As such, the resonance states are treated as 
generalized eigenfunctions in a complex-energy representa
tion which lends itself to the avoidance of the divergence 
problems associated with coordinate-space calculations. 
The resonance states considered form complete bases states 
in an "extended" or rigged Hilbert space (see below). 

In addressing the problem of constructing appropriate 
completeness relations for resonance states, the present 
work extends to the general treatment of unstable states in 
scattering theory and their generalized description in quan
tum mechanics. 19-30 Using functional analysis tech
niques,31.32 resonances are described within such ap
proaches l9-3o in terms of generalized eigenvectors with 
complex eigenvalues in a rigged Hilbert space formula
tion. 19.33 By analytically continuing the expansions of sym-
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metrized resolvent scattering kernels into the unphysical 
sheet of the complex-energy plane, the generalized bases 
states given for resonances in the present work are identified 
in a natural way with rigged Hilbert space structures. 22,3 1-33 

In Sec. II, a brief summary of the properties of symme
trized scattering kernels in Hilbert space is given. Extension 
to complex energies and analytic continuation into the un
physical sheet is considered in Sec. III. Generalized com
pleteness relations involving resonance states are construct
ed in Sec. IV. Section V contains a conclusion. 

II. SYMMETRIZED SCATTERING KERNELS IN HILBERT 
SPACE 

In this section, results based on the symmetrized scat
tering kernels of Meetz, 15 Weinberg, 16,17 and Sasakawa 18 are 
briefly outlined, and their properties which have direct bear
ing on our results are discussed. 

Let AVbe an interaction and 
Go (E ± iE) = (E - Ho ± iE) -I the two-body Green's func
tion, with Ho being the kinetic energy operator. Defining the 
symmetrized scattering kernel,17-19,24,2s 

K ±(E) = I VI I/2G O±(E)1 VIl!2, (2.1) 

the outgoing and ingoing solutions are given by a "modified" 
Lippman-Schwinger equation3s,36 (assuming no degener
acy) as 

I VI I /21/J±(E)1 VI I/2 = ,ptE) +AK ±(E)IVI I /21/J±(E). 
(2.2) 

The properties of K ± (E ) depend upon the potential. 
We confine ourselves to the class of potentials which make 
these kernels square integrable,34-39 i.e., 

11K ± 112 = f dr f dr'lK ±(r, r';EW < 00. (2.3) 

In this case, K ± (E) behaves as a Hilbert-Schmidt opera
tor26 belonging to the (complex) space L 2. 

The kernel symmetrization in (2.1) applies for V;>O. For 
potentials which change sign, the "polar" form37,38 

K ±(E) = 1V11/2Go±(E)1V11/2(sgnV) (2.4) 

should be used, where (sgn V) denotes a sign factor equal to 
+ 1 for positive Vand - 1 for negative V. The discussion in 
this paper is restricted, for simplicity, to the symmetrized 
kernels in (2.1). This will not affect our main results, and 
extension to the form in (2.4) can be done in a straightfor
ward manner. IS 

The symmetrized kernel K ± (E ) is a two-sheeted func
tion of E. The upper half E-plane is mapped onto the first 
(physical) sheet and the lower halfis mapped onto the second 
(unphysical) sheet. K ± (E) represent the boundary values of 
K (E ) on the real axis in the first sheet 

K ±(E) = limK(E ± iE). 
E-+O 

(2.5) 

Spectral decompositions of K (E ) can be obtained for all 
E by investigating its properties in the first and second 
sheets. On the first sheet including the real axis, K (E ) is sym
metric and the completely continuous L 2 operator has pure 
point spectrumY-I 8,40,4 I Itsresolvent40,41 K(l-AK)-1 isa 
meromorphic function of the coupling constant A with sin-
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gular values at IS-17 

A = TJn- I(E), (2.6) 

where the TJ n (E) are the eigenvalues of K (E), i.e., 

K(E)Xn(E) = TJn(E)Xn(E), (2.7) 

and the X n (E) the corresponding eigenelements, viz., 

(2.8) 
On the negative real axis, the set Ix n J is orthonormal: 

(Xn IXm) = 8nm · (2.9) 

Then, for - 00 < E <,0, K (E ) has the spectral 
decompositionls-18,40,41 

K(E) = l:TJn(E)Xn(E)®Xn(E), (2.10) 
n 

which is convergent in the mean.40 Since elements of the 
formKx are dense in L 2, the system IXn J iscomplete,40 and 
the kernel K (E) is normal, i.e., permutable with its adjoint: 

KKt = KtK. (2.11) 

For positive energies, K (E ± iE) is not Hermitian and 
ceases to be normal so that its spectral decomposition into 
the orthonormal set Ix n J is no longer possible. It is still 
possible, however, to construct an expansion in terms of 
biorthogonal eigenfunctions by analytic continuation from 
the negative real axis ls which yields 

K (E + iE) = L TJ n (E + iE)X n (E + iE) . X n (E + iE), 
n 

(2.12a) 
K (E - iE) = K (E + iE)==K *(E + iE) 

= Ll1n(E + iE)Xn(E + iE)' Xn(E + iE), 
n 

(2.12b) 
with 

l1n(E + iE) = TJ~(E + iE) = TJn(E - iE), 

Xn(E + iE) = X~(E + iE) = Xn(E - iE). 
(2.l3) 

Denoting Z = E ± iE, the eigenfunctions X n and X n satisfy 

K(z)Xn(z) = TJn(z)Xn(z), K(z)Xn(z) = l1n(z)Xn(z) (2.14) 

and the biorthogonality relation 

(Xn IXm) = 8nm · (2.15) 

Comparing (2.12) with (2.10), it is seen that the tensorial 
product X n ® X n is replaced with the product X n • X n , which 
does not involve the complex conjugate. This results from 
the fact that the analytic continuation of IIXn(E ± iE)11 2 is 
given by 

IIXn(E ± iE)11 2 = (Xn(E ± iE)IXn(E ± iE). (2.16) 

It also follows that in contrast to (2.10) the expansions 
in (2.12) have the property of being "complex normal," IS i.e., 

KKt = (KtK)*. (2.17) 

Thus, the biorthogonal system Ix n ,x n J allows us to extend 
the expansion (2.10) to positive energies. The resulting ex
pansion in (2.12) converges in E ± iE, implying that Ix n ,x n J 
is a complete biorthogonal system IS of L 2. 

Other choices of symmetrized scattering kernels are 
also possiblel6--18,34,42-46 as long as they lead to good conver-
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gence properties. In this regard, the symmetric kernel 

K(E) = IV I 1/2PGo(E)1V I 1/2, (2.18) 

where P denotes the principal value, has better convergence 
properties at positive energies 18 than the kernel in (2.1) and is 
therefore more practical to use. In particular, the eigenele
ments corresponding to the kernel (2.18) form a complete set, 
and spectral decomposition is applicable (which permits also 
use of the Weinberg quasiparticle approach in a straightfor
ward manner I6.17

). 

The above discussion is equivalent to applying the 
Fredholm theory4s.46 to the completely continuous kernel 
K (E ) for all E in the space L 2 and hence may always be ap
proximated by a kernel of finite rank. 15-18.38-41 The above 
method, however, leads to expressions 15-18 which are easier 
to handle than the corresponding Fredholm determinants. 
In the next sections, we pursue and extend this discussion to 
the complex-energy plane and obtain generalized complete
ness relations for resonant scattering. 

III. ANALYTIC SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITIONS 

Our aim in this section is to obtain spectral decomposi
tions which exhibit the resonance states explicitly. To this 
purpose, we extend the spectral definition of the operators 
considered. In general, given a bounded self-adjoint linear 
operator on a Hilbert space JY, we can decompose35

-
39 

JY=JYp EIlJYc ' (3.1) 

where JYp has a discrete point spectrum and JYc has a con
tinous spectrum. Making use of the resolvent kerneI40

,41 

R (z) =K(I-AK)-1 

= 1V11/2(Z-H)-11V11/2, (3.2) 

one may, accordingly, write the spectral decomposition 

1V1 1/2 Z~H 1V11/2=~ I:n~~nl + ldE~ Isza~(~al, 
(3.3) 

where ISn) specifies a set of discrete eigenstates for z = Zn' a 
real solution to an equation similar to (2.14), viz., 

(3.4) 

and Is a) = I V 1
1/2t/! ± (E, a) specifies a set of continuum solu

tions to (2.2), with a indexing possible degeneracies. In (3.3), 
the integration is taken over a set of continuum eigenvalues 
denoted by c. Further, the set Is J consisting of ISn J and 
Is a J form a complete orthonormal set: 

(Sn 15m) = 8nm , 

(s"(E)lsa'(E') = 8(E - E')8aa" 

(Sn Isa(E) = 0. 

(3.5) 

Resonances are now treated through analytic continu
ation of the resolvent kernel in (3,3) into the unphysical 
sheet. In doing this, it is known that if the integration con
tour c (corresponding to the real cut) is deformed into a curve 
u in an allowable fashion which preserves the analyticity of 
the integrand, the integral itself remains constant during de
formation. Therefore, by deforming the integration contour 
c into the lower half-plane while keeping its end points fixed 
to a contour u which crosses the resonance poles at the 
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points Zv = E - iF but avoids other singularities of the ana
lytically continued integrand, one obtains, upon applying 
the Cauchy residue theorem and noticing (2.16), the result 

1V11I2 _1_1V1 1/2 = I ISn )(Sn I + C dz'Ia Isza~(!,al 
z-H n Z-Zn J., 

+ ?ResR -(Z)lz~zv' 
where use has been made of 

a 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

which gives the discontinuity of R (z) across the cut c as fol
lows20 from (3.3), with 

R ±(z) = R (E ± iF) = 1V11/2(E ± iF - H) - I1V11I2. 
(3.8) 

In writing (3.6), only the resolvent term R -(z) appears 
in the last sum since it is this term which may have resonance 
poles in its continuation through the cut c into the unphysi
cal sheet. The term R +(z) remains analytic for 1m z > ° be
cause it does not cross the real-axis cut. 

Noting the association of the discrete (bound) states 
ISn J in (3.3) with residues from the first-order poles of the 
resolvent kernel in the physical branch, i.e., 

ResR (z) I z = z" = lim(z - zn)R (z) = ISn) (Sn I (3.9) 
Z-Zn 

and assuming that each point Zv in (3.6) is a first-order pole 
(resonance) of R (z), the residue terms in the last sum of(3.6) 
can be evaluated similarly. 

Defining a set ISn J at points in the physical sheet other 
than those satisfying the bound-state solutions, then con
tinuing these functions to resonance solutions at complex 
points Zv in the unphysical sheet, one gets 

ResR -(z) ResR (z) = lim(z -zJR (z) = ISv)(tvl. (3.10) 

By construction, the analytically continued eigenelements in 
(3.10) above form a biorthogonal system Isv' tv J as follows 
from (2.16) and the discussion in Sec. II. 

Consequently, we are able to write for the resolvent ker
nel the generalized spectral decomposition 

1V1112-1-1V11/2=I ISn)(snl 
z-H Z-Zn 

+ idZ'~ Isza~(!,al . (3,11 ) 

In (3.11), the system Is, t J consisting ofiSviv J and 
Is a, t a J satisfies the biorthogonality relations: 

(Sv It'L) = 8v,,' 
(5 a(z)lt a'(z') = 8(z - z')8aa" (3.12) 

(Svita) = (saltv) = 0, 

which ensure its completeness in the space L 2. 

IV. GENERALIZED COMPLETENESS RELATIONS 

Let if) be an arbitrary element of (complex) L 2. As a 
result of the completeness and orthonormality of the set 
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{x n J in (2.7)-(2.9), the Parseval identity 

(4.1) 
n 

holds true in L 2. 
In the following, a generalized Parseval's identity in

volving the contribution of complex points in the unphysical 
sheet as demonstrated in the set {s, t J is obtained. 

Spectral decomposition in terms of discrete and contin
uum eigenstates yields37 

11/112 = ~(/ISn )(Sn II) + i dE ~(/lsa)(sal/). (4.2) 

Applying analytic continuation through the cut c into 
the unphysical sheet, as done in Sec. III, one gets the follow
ing result on deforming the integration contour and using 
Cauchy theorem, taking into account (3.9): 

n 

(4.3) 

where the contour 0" is taken as in (3.5). 
The completeness relation in (4.3), in contrast to (4.1), is 

defined over an "extended" or rigged Hilbert space31-33 of 
generalized eigenvectors (locally integrable distributions) 
corresponding to complex eigenvalues. In the terminology of 
functional analysis,19.20.22-33 a rigged Hilbert space is repre
sented by a Gel'fand triplet <peL 2e <P, where <P is a dense 
subspace of L 2 with nuclear embedding and <P is the dual 
space of <P. Generalized eigenfunctions corresponding to 
complex eigenvalues given in (4.3) are then elements of the 
enlarged Hilbert space <P-:JL 2. The use of rigged Hilbert 
space structures provides a powerful tool for the study of 
unstable and resonance states in quantum mechanics, 19-30 
whereby the restrictive nature of the usual Hilbert space is 
overcome. 

In this connection, it is worth nothing that, in the ab
sence of bound states, the last two terms in (4.3) imply the 
decomposition of the rigged Hilbert space <P e L 2 e <P into 
both "discrete" and "continuous" parts corresponding to 
the discrete and continuous contributions of the "complete" 
set of generalized eigenfunctions. 

Since relation (4.3) is defined over an entire rigged Hil
bert space, restrictions associated with "undercomplete
ness" or "overcompleteness," which often give rise to non
uniqueness in constructing completeness relations for 
resonance states,6.8-13 are avoided. Provided the resolvent 
kernel has a well-defined analytic continuation from Eec to 
EeO", the existence of such a generalized completeness rela
tion allows the expansion of any integral property, e.g., norm 
or inner product, in terms of generalized bases involving res
onance states. Thus, for two arbitrary functions/, ge<P, one 
has 

(/Ig) = I(/IO(slg) + I(/ISv)(tvlg) 
n 

(4.4) 
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It should be noted that the generalized bases in (4.3) and 
(4.4) are evaluated in a spectral representation correspond
ing to complex-energy solutions according to (3.4). This 
avoids the use of coordinate-space representation of reso
nance states and the associated divergence problems.47 

Further, in view of(4.3) and (4.4), it is justifiable to write 
the generalized closure relation 

~ISn)(Snl + ~ISv)(tvl + idz~lsa)(tal = 1, 

(4.5) 

which is uniquely defined over the entire rigged Hilbert 
space <peL 2 e <P as mentioned before. 

v. CONCLUSION 

The generalized completeness relations obtained in this 
work (Sec. IV) should prove of relevance in various applica
tions where resonance scattering can take place. They pro
vide a generalized scheme for eigenfunction expansions 
based on complex-energy generalized eigenfunctions which 
span an entire rigged Hilbert space. 

In this regard, the present completeness relations can be 
applied, for example, to sum rules in nuclear physics,6lead
ing to well-defined separation of resonance contributions as 
contrasted with other approaches.6-14 Further, the expan
sion of the multichannel Green function, half-shell and off
shell scattering amplitudes, using these generalized com
pleteness relations is within immediate reach. It should 
prove also useful to apply these relations to few-body prob
lems involving two-body resonant t matrices.4,5 
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An expression is derived for the sixth nonzero term in the WKBJ approximation. The six-term 
WKBJ approximation is applied to calculate the eigenvalues for the potential V(x) = !kx2 + ax4, 
k> 0 and a > O. At low values of..1 [ = afz/( f.lk 3) I 12], the calculated results are in excellent 
agreement, to 15 significant figures, with those of Banerjee et al. for all quantum numbers. At 
medium and high values of A , the calculated results are poor at low quantum numbers, but 
improve rapidly as n increases. A 15-significant-figure accuracy is achieved at n = 10 for 
A = 0.05, and at about n = 15 forA = 20000. ForA = 0.5, eigenvalues are calculated to 20 
significant figures and an argument is presented to show that by n = 50, the calculated value is 
correct to 19 significant figures. The accuracy further improves at higher quantum numbers. 

PACS numbers: 03.65.Sq 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, we have used l (hereafter referred to as Paper 
I) the five-term (or eighth order) WKBJ approximation to 
calculate the eigenvalues for the anharmonic oscillator 
potential, 

V(x)=~kx2+ax4, k>O and a>O. (1) 

Numer~cal results were compared with those of Hioe and 
Montroll. 2 It was found that at n = 4, a seven-significant
figure accuracy was achieved and at n = 6, a nine-signifi
cant-figure accuracy. References to previous work on this 
problem may be found in Paper I. Another recent investiga
tion of the energy levels of potential (I) by the WKBJ ap
proximation is that of Hioe et al. 3 

Banerjee and co-workers, in two recent papers,4.5 have 
used an interesting method6 to calculate the eigenvalues of 
potential (1) to 15-significant-figure accuracy. Their ap
proach is similar to that ofBiswas et al., 7 but differs from it in 
one important respect-the introduction of a scaling param
eter. Banerjee et al.4

•
5 use an appropriately scaled basis for 

the expansion of each eigenfunction: 

I/1n(..1) = e- ax' f amxm, 
m~O 

(2) 

where the scaling is introduced through the parameter a. 
For an effective expansion the scale of coordinates is chosen 
so that sufficient lower members of the basis functions 
I xme - ax' J in the expansion (2) have appreciable values in the 
region of oscillations of the actual eigenfunctions and decay 
outside the region of oscillation. Banerjee et al.4 give argu
ments to show that the scaling parameter a will depend on n 
and A according to the following formula: 

a(n,..-l) = ! + Bn I 13..1 1/3, (3) 

where the constant B is adjusted empirically. The effect of 
using this scaled basis is remarkable. Banerjee et al.4 are able 
to calculate the eigenvalues in any realm of n and..1 to high 
accuracy. 

This has prompted us to examine the improvement 
which may be obtained in the eigenvalues for potential (I) by 
taking into account the sixth nonzero term in the WKBJ 
approximation. In the present paper, we first derive an ex
pression for the sixth nonzero term in the WKBJ approxima
tion' and then apply the six-term (tenth order) WKBJ ap
proximation to calculate the eigenvalues for potential (1). 
The results are compared with those of Banerjee et al.4

•
5 

II. SIX-TERM WKBJ APPROXIMATION 

Using Dunham's8 approach, we have derived the fifth 
nonzero term in the WKBJ approximation in a previous pa
per.9 The discrete energy eigenvalues are determined in the 
WKBJ approximation by the following condition: 

1 i 00 (fz)S n = 2-'" I ---;- Ys (x) dx, 
'IITt C s ~ 0 1 

(4) 

where n is the quantum number, x is in a complex plane cut 
along the real axis between the classical turning points, and 
the integration is carried out along a contour C enclosing the 
two turning points but no other singularities of the integrand 
Ys (x), and not crossing the cut. 

Recursion formulas for determiningys are given in Ref. 
9, which also contains explicit expressions for Ys 's up to and 
includingYl3' As shown in that paper, the contribution to (4) 
due to Y3' Y5' Y7,'" vanish, and it is only Yo, YI' Y2,Y4"" that 
contribute nonzero values to the right-hand side of(4). Equa
tion (4) may be rewritten as 

n + ! = II + 12 + 13 + "', (5) 

where II> 12, 13,,,, represent the contribution due to Yo, Y2' 
Y4'''', respectively. Explicit expressions for 11,12,13,14, and 15 
were obtained in Ref. 9. Here we derive an expression for 16 , 

the next nonzero term in the right-hand side of (4). The nth 
derivative (n > 3) of V shall be represented by v(n). 
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16 = - If ,( Ylo(xl dx = _ [/i/(2JL1
1/2

]9 ,( !350229325V tlO(E _ VI- 29/2 
21T Yc 2291T Yc 

+ 1400917300V,8V"(E - V)- 27 /2 + 160[2350680VoV'" + 11893561 V'6V"2](E _ VI- 2s /2 

+ 128[S2582SV,6V(4) + 6755070 V's V" V", + 7840S19V,4V"3](E _ VI- 23/2 

+ 2S6[27120V,SV(SI + 522SIOV'4V" V(41 + 39346SV,4V",2 + 1937784V,3V"2V" + 696101 V,2V"4] 

X(E - VI- 21 /2 + 1024[3S160V'3V"'VI41 + 13S60V,3V" VISI + S8938V'2V" V",2 

+ 4S738V,2V"2VI41 + 80364V'V"3V'" - 1087V"S](E _ V)-19/2 

+ 4096[900V,2V"'V(S) + 78SV'2(V '4112 + 2SS2V'V" V'''VI41 

+ 1224V'V,,2Vlsl + 2321 V,,2V.,2 _ 114V,,3V(4I](E _ VI- 17 /2 

+ 16384[40V'V(4)VISI + 68V"V"'VISI- 3V"(V'4112](E - V)-ISI2 + 32768(VISI)2(E - V)- 13/21 dx. (6) 

We perform integration by parts repeatedly to simplify the above expression to aform in which V' is absent. This gives us 

+ 40[ 1001 V" VIS) + 3S2V"'VI71 + 3146V141V(61 + 416(VISI)2](E - V)-13/2 + 560VllOl(E - V)- 11/21 dx. (7) 

The apparent nonintegrable singularities in the above expression can be removed, and the final expression may be written 
as 

(8) 

Here r l , r 2 are the classical turning points defined by E - V(x) = O. 
The six-term (or tenth order) WKBJ approximation may then be written as 

n + ! = I) + 12 + 13 + 14 + Is + 16, (9) 

A. A special case 

In view of the fact that the derivation of 16 is lengthy and cumbersome, it was felt desirable to check its correctness by any 
test which may be possible. One such test is provided by considering a special case, 

V(x) = ex N, N = 2,4,6, .... (10) 

For this potential, Bender et al. )0 have used the MACSYMA computer program at MIT to perform the algebraic manipUlation 
required to calculate the first eight terms in the series in (5). For the potential (10), our expression for 16 gives 
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Therefore 

[IiC I/N /(" .. )1/2]9E-9IN+21!2N F(l - 9/N) 
1=-""" (N-1)(N-3)(N-9) 

6 24(17")1I212! F( -7/2 - 9/N) 

X [3(N - 1)3(2N - 9){7665(N - 1)(4N - 9) - (N - 2)(53246N - 154474)J 

+ (N - 1)2(N - 2)(2N - 9)(82733N 2 
- 513481N + 837666) 

- 5(N - l)(N - 2)(N - 4){ 11(N - 5)(N - 6)(123N - 701) + 26(N - 2)(N - 3)(l37N - 669)J 

+ 385(N - 2)(N - 4)(N - 5)(N - 6)(N - 7)(N - 8)]. 

On setting 1i/(2Jt) I 12 = C - lIN, this gives 

- 91N + 2)12NF(1 9/N) 
E - (N _ l)(N - 3)(N - 9)(2N + 3)(320N 5 

- 504N 4 

24(17")1/212!F( - 7/2 - 9/N) 

- 4854N3 - 957N 2 + 14754N + 12801). 

The above expression is the same as the corresponding term obtained by Bender et al. 10 

III. APPLICATION TO THE ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

(12) 

(l3) 

The evaluation of the terms 11,12,13,14 , and Is for the potential (1) has been carried out in paper I, and their values 
obtained in terms of K (w) and E (w), the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind. We shall find it convenient to 
express our results in terms of A, w, and TJ, which are defined by 

A =ali/(/lk3)1/2, (14) 

w = n -!(1 + 16adk 2)-1/2JI/2, (15) 

and 

TJ = 4a>2(1 - ( 2) or 1 - 2w2 = (1 _ TJ)1/2. (16) 

In Paper I, we had usedz, which is equal to TJ/4. The use of TJ, instead ofz, helps to reduce the size of many such numerical 
coefficients which are very large and which occur in the course of the evaluation ofthe integrals and in the final result, and 
facilitates the derivation. The evaluation of 16 is similar to that of Is, the evaluation of which is given in the Appendix of Paper 
I. Hence we only give the final expression for 16 , For the sake of completeness, we also include the expressions for II to Is in 
terms ofTJ. 
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+ (1 -17)1/2(312115217 _ 1816832 + 26512 _ 79123 _ 87275 
17 817

2 1617
3 

+ 316085 15169 _ 133392 195072 )[ 2} 
128

4 + 5 6 + 7 E(w)-(I-w)K(w)] , 
17 17 17 17 

16 = - -17 (1 -17)1/2 146513920172 _ 16588230417 + 37772442 _ 371691 18681849 164
A, 9(1 ?7/4 { ( 

103951T 817 1024172 

+ 11535975 + 217913259 + 1595181 2828529 + 1694833 1l~8640 ) K(wl 
2048173 16384174 2048175 32176 2177 

+ (293027840172 _ 40502156817 + 124146836 _ 6249915 + 132448023 + 86986521 + 128838999 
417 512172 512173 8192174 

1865978121 43880145 133:!012 + 915:
9
120 )[E(W) - (1 - ( 2)K(W)]} . (17) 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The energy eigenvalues were calculated by solving (9). 
The procedure is explained in Paper I. The parameter A, and 
the energy E in the present paper (as well as in Paper I) are 
related to A, and E of Banerjee et al.4

•
5 as follows: 

A, (our) = ! A, (Banerjee), 

E (our) = ~ E (Banerjee). 

Eigenvalues were calculated for certain values of A, and n for 
which results have been obtained by Banerjee et al.4

•
s We 

compare our results with those of Banerjee et al. in Tables I 
and II. We shall represent the eigenvalue obtained from aj
term WKBJ approximation by Ell). The series expansion in 
(4) is, in general, semiconvergent. 11.12 Consequently, ifin any 
case 11j + 1 /lj I is greater than 1, the series in (5) has to be 
truncated at 1j • For medium and large values of A" such a 
situation is encountered at very low quantum numbers 
(n = 0,1, or 2), where 11~I51 is greater than 1. Such cases are 
omitted from Tables I and II. Our calculated eigenvalues to 
15 significant figures are shown in Table I along with those 
of BanerjeeS (represented by E B) in Table I. The difference 
between the two is shown as [E 16) - E B] X 1015 - P, where p 
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is the number of digits to the left of the decimal point in a 
calculated value, in column 5. This type of representation 
shows the difference in terms of the number of significant 
figures, without regard to the decimal position. Thus the 
extreme right hand digit of any number in column 5 of Table 
I corresponds to the 15th significant figure. BanerjeeS esti
mates the accuracy of his results to be ± 1 in the 15th signifi
cant figure. The eigenvalues tabulated in column 4 of Table I 
are half of those given in the paper of Banerjee. S Thus one 
may consider the uncertainty to be ± ~ in the 15th signifi
cant figure, but because of the round-off problem, a more 
realistic estimate will be ± 1. 

At low values of A, (,0.005), our results are seen to be in 
excellent agreement with those of Banerjee5 for all values of 
the quantum number n. At medium and high values of A" our 
results are poor at very small quantum numbers, but there is 
a rapid improvement as n increases. By n = 10 a I5-signifi
cant-figure accuracy is achieved for A, = 0.05. As A, in
creases, the quantum number at which this accuracy is at
tained slowly inches upwards. For A, = 20 000, this accuracy 
would occur at about n = 15. The trend of errors in column 5 
of Table I indicates that at higher quantum numbers, the 
accuracy is expected to be even better. 
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TABLE I. Calculated eigenvalues for the anharmonic oscillator from the six-term WKBJ approximation compared with those of Banerjee et al., E B. P is the 
number of digits to the left of the decimal point in the calculated value. 

0.00005 

0.0005 

0.005 

0.05 

10 

100 

0.500037 493440100 

1.50018744846806 

2.50048130796919 

3.5009370083338] 

4.50153648602231 

5.50228567756483 

6.50318451956137 

7.50423294868150 

8.50543090166433 

9.50677831531834 

10.50·92751265213 

101.241039929621 

1000 1067.12127261611 

10 

100 

0.5003743463365 0 J 

1.50186987408436 

2.50485593639
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Sometimes the degree of anharmonicity is represented 
by a, where a is related to A. by 

a=A.2/3/(I+A.2/3). (18) 

The two extreme values of a are 0 (harmonic oscillator) and 1 
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(quartic oscillator). Thus a = 0.5 (which corresponds to 
A. = 1) may be considered to be a "midway" point between 
the two extremes. Banerjee et al.4 have calculated eigenval
ues for a greater number of quantum numbers for A. = 0.5 
(which corresponds to a = 0.387). We have investigated the 
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TABLE II. Calculated eigenvalues from five- and six-term WKBJ approximations for A. = 0.5. 

A n E (5 ) E (6) 

0.5 9. n 87786035753370553 9.028 7786709610363783 

11.648720724227815370 11.648720727565973504 

14.417669228861977967 14. 41 7669229695024079 

17.320424160311568038 17.320424160563087955 

20. )4519)040966719798 20.3 4519304105"480161 

23. "82504752803942995 23. 482504752838246326 

10 26.72455106981 B 122133 26.7'"5510698)2814932 

11 30.064761479572176306 30.064761479578961524 

12 33.497515000620279447 33. 497510000623616717 

13 37.017937179549549272 37.0 17937179551280943 

14 40.6217525253826433 4 4 40.62175252538358 11213 

15 04.305174400399051427 04.30517 440039958349 3 

16 48.064821022616716574 48.064821022617028203 

17 51.897650161136117781 51.897650161136306052 

18 55. 800 907')22586:363033 55.800907522586479963 

19 59.772005366525081533 ')9. 7720RS366S2,) 15SCJ7"i 

20 6 j. B08888897677 410953 63.808588897677459415 

21 6'i .<)092086628051511IJ31 67.90Q208662805186824 

22 72. 011 091648199060 180 72.07109764819908 Fl63 

23 76.2927521027 86945857 76.2927521027 869 60 84 6 

24 80.572 495347256465501 60.5724953 47256475975 

25 84.90 8764000797666703 811. 90876lJ0007 9767 4127 

26 89.300096183 4 37875283 89.300096183437880615 

27 93.7 451213 46 475157409 93.7 45121346475161205 

28 98.2 4 2551455110218967 9 8 .211255 1455110221817 

29 102.79117330?21171'1725 102.791173)0221175937 

30 10".3B98 4 177
'
158831113 107.38984177458831272 

31 112.037 47392630015194 112.03747392630015115 

32 116.73304373968758154 116·7]30417396~75H24h 

33 121.Ll75577il75573561QS 121.475577 4755715617(, 

34 126.2641495 30711628 379 126.2641495307 4628434 

35 131.0978787 31125992 305 1 J 1. 097078734 25992348 

36 135 .9 7592502500366384 135.97592502500366418 

37 1l1Q. 897 il86461909 6']2<j~ 1 Ion. 89748646190965326 

38 '4';'.8617965('550667572 '45.86179 6S25')0667503 

39 11,0. 86812167')')9 3~15 163 150 .86B 12167')59 355ltiO 

40 11)').9' 5759134850oo891.l 155.9 1575913485060908 

41 161. OQI.jQ 3 487 2li226 36 0 5 161.00403 4 872<12263707 

42 166.1323017650 4552823 16n., 3230 176'304552832 

43 111.2999379 16273289 8) 171.29993791627 328993 

44 176.5063451 1688q83864 176.5063 Ll 5116RR9R3870 

45 181.750947 4 3 173960891 181. 7S09J.l7J.l 317 3Q60896 

46 187.03318990004614057 187. a 3318990004614061 

47 192.35253733786026966 192.352,3733786020970 

"8 197.70847323263166370 197.7084732)263166373 

49 203.10049872106401575 203.10049872106401577 

50 208.52813164242393733 208.52813 16 4242393735 

100 5 '7.71209156945416761 517.772091569454 167G 1 

1000 10966.391855333463 404 10966.391855333 463404 

10000 235551.88889540475932 235551.88889540475932 

question of the dependence of the accuracy of the WKBJ 
values on n for this value of A. While there is no known 
method of obtaining exact error bounds for energy eigenval
ues obtained by the WKBJ method, we have shown in Paper 
I that a study of the behavior' of IE (j + II - E (jl I is helpful in 
assessing the accuracy. 
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In Table II, for A = 0.5, we show E(51 and E(61 to 20 
significant figures, together with Banerjee et al.'s values to 
15 significant figures. Notice the very regular behavior of the 
difference [E(61 - E(5)] X 10 20 - p , shown in column 5. The 
difference [E (71 - E (61] is anticipated to be about an order of 
magnitude smaller than [E (6) - E (51]. Thus if any number in 
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column 5 has t digits, we can be reasonably confident that the 
corresponding E (6) value is correct to (20 - t ) significant fig
ures. This indicates that a 20-significant-figure accuracy for 
E (6) will be achieved at about n = 55. Also, between n = 5 
and n = 50, there appears to be an approximate linear rela
tion between log (number of correct significant figures) and 
log n. If this relationship persists for higher quantum num
bers, we can estimate that at n = 100, E (6) can be expected to 
have a 24 significant figure accuracy. The difference between 
E (6) and E B is shown in column 7 of Table II. It may be noted 
that the figures in column 5 differ from the corresponding 
figures in column 7 by a factor of 105

• An examination of 
column 7 appears to indicate that occasionally the uncer
tainty in the 15th significant figure of EB is somewhat great
er than ± 1. 

The available evidence indicates that among the various 
methods which have been used for calculating the eigenval
ues of the potential (1), for medium and high quantum num
bers, the method of Banerjee et al.4 and the WKBJ method 
used in the present paper are about the best. Computational
ly, the six-term WKBJ method is more efficient than the 
method of Banerjee et al.4 The computer time required to 
calculate an eigenvalue increases with n for the method of 
Banerjee et al.; they quote a time of about 3 min for 
n = 10 000 and A = 0.5 on IBM 7044. In our case, above 
n - 10, the required computer time remains more or less the 
same for any n. For n = 10 000 and A = 0.5 the calculation 
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of the eigenvalue by the six-term WKBJ method took less 
than 2 sec on CYBER 74. 
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We prove that given an asymptotically flat (in a very weak sense) initial data set, there always 
exists a spinor field that satisfies Witten's equation and that becomes constant at infinity. Thus 
we fill a gap in Witten's arguments on the non negativity of the total mass of an isolated system, 
when measured at spatial infinity. We also include a review of Witten's argument. 

PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 02.30. + g 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For almost fifteen years there has been in general rela
tivity a certain conjecture about the sign of the total mass. It 
says that for any isolated system whose matter has nonnega
tive local mass density, its total mass, measured asymptoti
cally, must be nonnegative. This conjecture has concerned 
many relativists, not only because of the important physical 
consequences that would arise should it fail, but also because 
of the general feeling that our understanding of the theory 
should be such that we can resolve it. 

There are two distinct regimes where one can measure 
the mass (i.e., extract it from the asymptotic behavior of the 
field), and therefore two distinct conjectures. One regime, at 
null infinity, yields the Bondi mass l

; the other, at spatial 
infinity, the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass.z We are 
concerned here only with the second regime, i.e., with the 
issue of the non negativity of the ADM mass. 

There have been established a number of special cases of 
this conjecture, in addition to several attempts to prove it in 
general. 3

-
13 Recently two general arguments for the conjec

ture have been given-by Schoen and Yau l4 and by Wit
ten. 15 The validity of Witten's proof depends on the exis
tence, on an asymptotically flat initial data set, of a spinor 
field which satisfies a certain first-order elliptic equation and 
which becomes constant at infinity. In this paper we give a 
proof of the existence and uniqueness of such a spinor field, 
thereby completing Witten's argument. 

Consider an initial data set, (S,hab ,1Tab)' for Einstein 
equations. It consists of S, a three-dimensional manifold 
without boundary, hab' a metric of signature (- - -), and 1Tab' a 
second-rank symmetric tensor field. We assume our initial 
data set to be smooth (C 00), although this condition can be 
weakened considerably. We say that initial data set 
(S,h ab ,1Tab) satisfies the local mass condition if 

.u>IJJall!z. (1.1) 

Here,.u and Ja are the scalar and the vector fields defined by 

(1.2) 

Ja=Db(1Tab -1Thab ), (1.3) 

where R is the scalar curvature and Db the covariant deriva
tive of (S,h ab ), and 1T=~ a' One thinks of S as a Cauchy 
surface of some space-time, hab as the induced metric, and 

alSupported in part by the Aileen S. Andrew Foundation and by the NSF. 

1Tab as the extrinsic curvature of S. Then Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) 
are the constraint equations of general relativity, and /.jt,Ja ) 

forms the energy momentum of the matter, as locally mea
sured by an observer at rest with respect to S. Thus, (1.1) is 
the statement that the local energy momentum of the matter 
is timelike. 

We remark that only the initial data set (S,hab , 1T ab) itself 
will be used in what follows while, of course, its physical 
interpretation lies in the full space-time. 

Witten's argument further makes use of spinors on 
(S,hab ). There follows a summary of their properties. It is 
well known that in a three-dimensional Riemannian mani
fold we can define two-component SU(2,C) spinor fields. The 
spinors at each point form a two-dimensional complex vec
tor space and will be labeled by capital Latin indices, e.g., 
A A. Indices are raised and lowered by the anti symmetric 
symplectic spinor field ~B and its inverse € AB' The SU(2,-C) 
structure also gives rise to a Hermitian inner product. It is 
implemented by an adjoint operation-which maps spinor 
field A A into another spinor field denoted by A A t-with the 
following properties: 

Three-dimensional complex vectors are represented by sym
metric two-spinors, Sa-SAB = S(ABI' and the metric hab by 
h(AB)(CD) = - €A(C€D)B' The real vectors are those which 
satisfy 

SAB = - (SAB)t, 

and so, for any spinor AA,A (AA B ) is always a real vector. 
Thus, for example, for Sa real, 

SAB(SAB)t = - SABS AB = - Sasa > O. 

We also introduce a derivative operator on spinors, DAB 
= D(ABI' which satisfies the usual rules of the covariant de
rivative and which, when acting on a real scalar, yields a real 
vector. 

One can derive all these properties ofSU(2,C) spinors by 
reducing the SL(2,C) spinors of space-time to SU(2,C) on a 
spacelike hypersurface S (see e. g., Sen 16-17.) Then the adjoint 

operation arises naturally aSA tA = ~2tAB'XB" where tAB' is 
the spinor form of the timelike vector orthonormal to S. 

We are now ready to review Witten's argument. 15 In
troduce the operator !iJ AB whose action on spinor fields is 
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(1.4) 

where 1TABCD = 1T(AB)(CD) is the spinor representation of the 
tensor field 1Tab .18 Consider now the identity,I9 

LA tA(fiJ ABfiJBcA C)dV 

s = _!'J {(fiJAB A C) t (fiJ ABAc) 
2 Js 

+t(,U€NM -iiJNM)A tMANJ dV 

+ + iD a(A tC fiJ aAcl dV, (1.5) 

obtained by integrating the left-hand side by parts, and then 
using the constraint equations (1.2) and (1.3), and the con
tracted Ricci Identity, D'(nDIA IC)7

c = - (R 18)7B· 
Now, let f3c be any solution of 

(1.6) 

with f3 C going asymptotically to a constant spinor f3 g.20 
Then, for this f3 C the left-hand side of identity (1.5) is zero 
and therefore, using Gauss's theorem, we obtain 

lim L [f3 ~fiJ af3 C] d ~a 

= D (fiJABf3C)t(fiJ ABf3cl + t(,u~M - ~2 J N
MlB tMf3NJdV, 

where the limit is that in which ~, a topologically S 2 surface, 
recedes to infinity and d ~a is the surface element normal to 
~. Witten has argued that the limit of the surface integral in 
(1.7), provided the initial data set is asymptotically fiat in a 
suitable sense, is given by 

lim L [f3~fiJ af3 C] d ~a = t(E~M - ~2pNMlB6Mf30N' 
(1.8) 

where E and P N M (regarded as an asymptotically constant 
vector field) are the ADM expressions for the energy and 
momentum, respectively, andf3~ is the value of f3N at infin
ity. Thus, since for an initial data set satisfying the local mass 
condition the left-hand side oft 1.8) is explicitly nonnegative, 
and since f3 g is arbitrary, we conclude with Witten that 

E>IPapaII/2, (1.9) 
that is, that the total mass is nonnegative. 

It immediately follows from (1.7) and (1.8) that the van
ishing of E (and hence Pa ) occurs only if both,u = 0 (and 
hence Ja = 0), and §iJ ABf3c = O. It has been shown by Sen 17 

that any space-time having an initial data set that admits a 
nonzero spinor field satisfying fiJ ABf3C = 0, is at least ofPe
trov type [3,1]. It is very likely that the only asymptotically 
fiat space-time of type [3,1] or more special is fiat space-time. 
Thus, one expects that the only one having zero mass is Min
kowski space-time. 

To summarize, Witten's argument shows that the total 
mass is nonnegative, is the sense of(1.9), provided there ex
ists a spinor field f3 C satisfying Eq. (1.6). 

Thus, to complete Witten's proof, it suffices to show the 
existence of such a solution. 

Existence Theorem: Let (S,hab , 1T ab ) be an initial data set 
that satisfies the local mass condition and is asymptotically 
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fiat (as defined in Sec. II). Then, for any f3 g, a constant spinor 
field (in the sense of Sec. II), there exists a spinor field f3 c, 
satisfying the equation 

§iJ AB fiJ ~f3 C = 0, 

with f3 C approaching f3 g at infinity. 
Its proof is given in Sec. II. As suggested by O'Mur

chadha, it is based on the fact that Eq. (1.6) comes from a 
variational principle. We also show there that the solution is 
unique. 

II. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 

Before proving the theorem, we must define asymptotic 
fiatness of an initial data set. Our definition, considerably 
weaker than those commonly used, requires only what we 
shall need in the proof. 21 

Definition: An initial data set (S,h ab ,1Tab ) is said to be 
asymptotically flat provided: 

(1) There exists a fiat metric 1] ab on S - K, where K is a 
compact set, such that for some C> 0 and any vector la, 

C -11]abl al b,;;;,hab l al b';;;'C1]ab l al b, 

and (S - K, 1] ab) consists of a finite number of connected 
components, each of them isometric to Euclidean space mi
nus a ball. 

(2) IVahbc 12
, ~b1Tab',u, and Irl are all integrable. Here 

." 

Va denotes the covariant derivative on (S,1]ab). 

It will be immediate, from the proof of the theorem, that 
the above conditions are the weakest possible that make the 
integral in the right-hand side of (1.7), and hence the total 
mass, to be finite. 

The plan of the proof is as follows: First write f3 C and 
f3 g plus a spinor field.8 c, which belongs to a certain Hilbert 
space H. Substitution into (1.6) results in an inhomogeneous 
equation on.8 c. We then define a certain complex-valued, 
continuous, linear functional on H. It gives rise, by the Riesz 
Theorem, to a spinor.8 c, solution of the weak (in the sense of 
distributions) form of the inhomogeneous equation. The el
liptic character of the equation ensures that this solution is in 
fact smooth, and so a solution of the strong form. Finally we 
prove uniqueness. 

We first define the Hilbert space H. Let Hbe the Hilbert 
space obtained as the completion of Co (smooth and com
pact support) spinor fields under the norm 

IlulI~= DfiJ~uB)t(fiJ ACUC) dV. (2.1) 

Note that for Co spinors (2.1) is positive definite [as follows 
from integrating the right-hand side of identity (1.5)]. Thus, 
(2.1) is indeed a norm and therefore H a Hilbert space. 

Two important properties of the elements of H will be 
derived from the following Lemma. 

Generalized Sobolev Lemma: Let (S,hab ,1Tab) be an as
ymptotically fiat initial data set satisfying the local mass con
dition. Then H, defined as above, is a subset of L 6 • 22 That is, 
for some C> 0, 

IIAII~;>C itA tAAA )3 dV 
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for any A. AeR. 
This lemma is proved in Appendix A by generalizing 

the standard Sobolev lemma23 on flat R 3, as suggested by 
Geroch. A similar lemma has been discussed by Schoen and 
Yau. 14 

It is immediate from the generalized Sobolev lemma 
that the elements on H are measurable spinor fields (and so 
are distributions). There also follows from the lemma the 
result that, given any CO' Cauchy sequence on H a: , (hence, 
converging on L6 to some a A ), f» BAa: weakly converges to 
the distributional derivative f» B A a A of a A. To see this, con
sider any aA, smooth and of compact support. Then 

l~~ IL[atAf» ABa! - (f» BAaA)taB] dV I 

= lim I I(f» BAaA )t(a! - a B) dV I 
n_oo Js 

.;;; lim 1If» BA aA IIL.I , II a! - a B Ik 
n~", 

=0, 
where we have used Holder's inequality. From these results, 
in turn, it is clear that the expression for the norm, (2.1), not 
only makes sense for CO' spinors but for any spinor field in 
H. From now on, we shall consider all derivatives on ele
ments of H as distributional derivatives (note that, by con
struction, the first derivatives are in L2)' This completes our 
discussion of H. 

We now split f3 A, the solution we are seeking, into two 
parts: a smooth spinor field f3 ~, which goes to constant at 

infinity (in the sense that V af3 ~ = 0 outside a compact re-
A 'I A 

gion), f3 A, some spinor field. We now demand f3 A to be in H, 
thus making precise the requirement that f3 A approaches f3 ~ 
asymptotically. Now, Eq. (1.6) becomes 

f» ABf» BCtl C = f» ABpB' 

where 

pA= _ f»Acf3~. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

From the definition of asymptotic flatness we see that 
pA is square integrable (lIPAIIL, < 00). Thus the linear func
tional defined by 

f(aA)-Df»AB~)tpA dV (2.4) 

for all aAeR, satisfies 

If(aA)l.;;; llaA IIH IlpIIL, 
for all aAeR. So,/(·) is a bounded linear functional onH, and 
therefore it is continuous. Then, by the Riesz theorem, there 
exists t3 A in H such that 

f(aA) = L(ii)AB~)t(ii)Act3C)dV 

for all aAEll. That is, by (2.4), 

L(9AB~)tI9 ACtl C -PA l dV= 0 

for all aAEll. 
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(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Restricting now aA to be smooth and of compact sup
port, and integrating (2.6) by parts, we get 

LI (ii) CAii)AB~)ttlC - atBii) BLPL l dV = 0, (2.7) 

which is precisely the weak form ofEq. (2.2). 
From standard theorems on elliptic equations,24 we 

now conclude that the weak solution of (2.2) is a Coo solu
tion. This completes the proof of existence. 

There remains to prove uniqueness, that is, to show that 
given f3 ~, the spinor field tl A is determined uniquely on H. It 
suffices to show that Eq. (1.6) has no nontrivial solutions in 
H. But were aAeR a solution of(1.6) and a:aC 0' sequence 
converging to aA in H, then, by integrating by parts the inte
gral over S of a~A(ii) ABf»B caC), we would obtain, in the 
limitn-oo, IlaliH =OandsoaA =0. This concludes the 
proof of the theorem. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The existence theorem proved in Sec. II fills the gap in 
Witten's argument, thus making rigorous his proof of the 
nonnegativity of total mass. 

It might be possible to prove a similar theorem, using 
the new methods for elliptical equations on manifolds Eu
clidean at infinity developed by Choquet-Bruhat and Cristo
doulou. 25 But it is very likely, even were this possible, that 
there would be required much stronger conditions on the 
asymptotic flatness of the initial data set than the ones we 
have used. There would result, then, a weaker version of the 
present existence theorem. But, as we shall see, the use of 
weaker boundary conditions becomes of interest due to the 
possibility of extending the definition of total mass to include 
those systems which are only asymptotically flat in the weak 
sense of our definition. 

We have been using the second-order equation (1.6) in
stead of Witten's first order equation, f» A Bf3 B = 0, because 
the former is all that is needed to prove the nonnegativity of 
mass. On the other hand, the latter arises naturally in super
gravity, and so is in some sense more physical. However, all 
our solutions of (1.6) also satisfy Witten's equation. 26 Thus, 
the two versions are equivalent. 

To define the total energy momentum of an isolated 
system one generally starts with a very small class of initial 
data sets, for which it is easy to determine someexpressions 
for E and Pa and to give physical arguments (such as the 
existence of conservation laws or of a canonical formalism) 
to justify that they are the right expressions. The definition is 
then corroborated in the weak field approximation and by 
applying it to exact solutions. After that, the definition is 
extended to all systems for which the expressions make sense 
(e.g., give finite values for E and Pa)' Until Witten's paper l5 

all such expressions were either surface or volume integrals 
with non-positive-definite integrands. Thus, because of pos
sible cancellations in the integrals for E and Pa , it could not 
immediately be stated which are the weakest asymptotic 
conditions a system must satisfy in order to have a well
defined total energy-momentum. But now we have a volume 
integral with positive definite integrand that, according to 
Witten's arguments, under suitable boundary conditions 
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yields the same answer for E and Pa , as do the ADM expres
sionsz [via Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8)]. But by the present existence 
theorem, the volume integral makes sense under far weaker 
boundary conditions, namely those of Sec. II. This circum
stance suggests that energy and momentum be defined in 
terms of that volume integral [the one ofEq. (1.7)]. Thus, 
with this definition we extend-in some sense maximally
the class of initial data sets admitting a finite total energy and 
linear momentum. 27 

This generalization has the added advantage that the 
integrand of the volume integral in (1. 7) [where /3 C is a solu
tion of (1.6)], acquires essentially the meaning of an energy
momentum density. (Actually, it is the component along the 
null direction /3 AiJ A' of the local contribution to the total 
energy momentum,) This density, the integrand on the right
hand side of (1.7), contains not only contributions from the 
matter fields, the second term, but also those from the gravi
tational field, the first term. One expects physically that the 
local energy momentum of matter and gravity would con
tribute to the total energy momentum through a red shift 
factor, which will depend on the configuration of the entire 
system, In fact it is precisely the/3 c's that play the role of red 
shift factors and the nonlocality is reflected in the/3 C 's satis
fying an elliptic equation, 

Further one obtains, in the following way, a variational 
principal for total mass. First introduce the norm~d vector 
space Vofspinor fields/3 A oftheform/3A = /3~ + /304, where 
/3 ~ is any smooth spinor field that is asymptotically constant 
in the sense of Sec, II and,8c is any spinor field belonging to 
H. The norm is chosen to be the square root of the right-hand 
side of (1.7). Consider now the hyperplane in V obtained by 
fixing/3~. That spin or field in this hyperplane which mini
mizes the V norm exists and is precisely our solution of Eq. 
(1.6) corresponding to this particular fixed value of /3 ~ Thus 
the squared norm of this minimizing spinor field is just -! 
(EEMN - ,/2 PM N)/3 lM/30N' So we obtain a variational prin
ciple, for which the spin or field/3.4, used in the expression for 

/ 
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FIG. I. The Riemannian three-manifold (S,huh ) with all nontrivial topology 
inside the compact region K. To prove the generalized Sobolev lemma we 
show that (S,huh ) can be covered by sets like the one shaded above. 
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E and Pa , is just the one which minimizes !{E€ M N - ~2P M N) 

X/3'b
M

/30N' 
Thus the present definition of E and Pa ,-as given in 

terms of the volume integral of a density-is suggested by 
the fact that it agrees with the ADM definition, when the 
latter is applicable, and strictly generalizes it. Further, this 
definition fits naturally into the framework of a variational 
principle. Can a case be made that this version is the more 
fundamental? Some insight might be gleaned from a study of 
the linear case. 

Note added in proof After the completion of this work, 
we learned of a simultaneous work of T. Parker and C. 
Taubes substantially overlapping ours. 
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF THE GENERALIZED SOBOLEV 
LEMMA 

It suffices to prove that for any CO' functions/, the 
inequality 

(AI) 

holds on (S,hab ). To see that this suffices, first note that we 
can use the form of the H norm given by the first integral in 
the right-hand side of identity (1.5), and that nothing is lost 
by dropping the secon'd term in this integral, since it is al
ways nonnegative. Second, note that we can pass to scalar 
functions, since the inequality 

IDa (A tCAcl l
/

2 i =!iA tC..@aAC +AC..@aA tCJ(A tMAM)-I/2 

<i..@aAcl 
holds for any Ac , where we have used the symmetry of 17'ab' 

Finally, note that once (AI) is proved for CO' functions, the 
lemma will then follow by Cauchy completion in H. 

But it even suffices to prove that (A I) holds on every set 
of some finite cover of S. Indeed, following Schoen and Yau, 
let, for contradiction, (A 1) fail for S. That is, let there exist a 
sequence of CO' functions, j;, such that both 

(a) LIDJI 2 dV-.O and (b) Lv IOdV= 1. 

Now consider any finite cover of S. Then, for every set of the 
finite cover (a) holds, and for at least one of them the left side 
of (b) must be bounded away from zero, But this contradicts 
that (A 1) holds for every set of some finite cover, 

The proof is now completed by showing that there does 
exist such a cover. Inequality (AI) is well known to hold on 
flatR 3 (see, e,g" Ref. 23). It still holds on flat "!R 3", that is on 
the closure of one side of a plane. This can be shown by just 
performing the x-integration in Ref. 23 between ( - 00 ,0) 
instead of between ( - 00, + 00), And finally (A 1) still holds 
when the flat metric on !R 3 is replaced by any curved metric 
bounded by it (in the sense of definition of asymptotic flat-
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ness). This follows since some multiple of each side of (A 1) 
with the flat metric bounds the same side with the curved 
metric. 

All that remains is to prove that a finite number of sets 
of this form covers S. Nothing is lost by considering K, the 
compact set (in the definition of asymptotic flatness) contain
ing all the nontrivial topology of S, to have as its boundary a 
sphere [with respect to the flat background metric of 
(S - K I]. Now let p by any point of K, and q any point of JK 
(the boundary of K). By connectedness, there exists a 
smooth, non-self-intersecting curve r in K, joining p to q, as 
in Fig. 1. Consider the subset T, formed by taking the closure 
of the union of (i) a tubular neighborhood of rand (ii) that 
region lying in that side, not containing K, of the plane (with 
respect to the flat background metric) tangent to K at q. But, 
using the 1Jab on S - K whose existence is guaranteed by the 
definition of asymptotic flatness, this (T,hab ) is of the re
quired form. 28 Thus, inequality (AI) holds on this (T,h ab ). 

Since p is arbitrary, T sets cover K, and since q is arbitrary, 
they also cover S. But K is compact and so a finite number 
must cover S. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, a considerable amount of research in analyt
ical neutron transport theory and radiative transfer has been 
directed toward problems of the form 

a 
J.l az I/J(z, J.l) + ¢(z, J.l) 

= c(z) fl ¢(z,J.l')dJ.l', O<z< 00, 

2 -I 

¢(O, J.l) = g lu), 0 <J.l< 1, 

lim ¢(z, J.l) = 0, 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

where c(z) is a continuous function of position. 1-13 (See Ref. 
12 for a review, and Refs. 14 and 15 for a similar transport 
equation describing the flow of neutral particles through a 
plasma.) Most of the research of Refs. 1-13 has treated 

c(z) = cae - zls 

or 

c(z) = 1"0 a(t)e - z/tdt, 

where 

(1.4) 

(1.5a) 

(1.5b) 

For these choices of c, elementary continuum (distribution
al) solutions of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.3) have been constructed 
which are complete on the half-range 0 <J.l<.I; thus, a cer
tain unique linear superposition of these solutions will solve 
the full problem (1.1)-(1.3). For the case of a homogeneous 
medium with scattering, 

c(z) = co' O<.co<.l, (1.6) 

a discrete solution must be added to the set of continuum 
solutions to obtain half-range completeness. 16 The discrete 
solution exists for Eq. (1.6) but not for Eqs. (1.4) or (1.5) 
because c~ sufficiently fast as z-+ 00 for these latter func
tions c; thus for large z the medium is essentially a pure 
absorber for which there is no discrete solution. 16 

A nonhomogeneous medium which does not become a 

alWork by the first author (E. W.L.) was performed under the auspices ofthe 
U. S. Department of Energy, and work by the second and third authors 
(G.c.P. and V.C.B.) was partly supported by the National Science Founda
tion under grant CPE-77 -24992. 

pure absorber as z-+ 00 has been discussed by Pomraning and 
Larsen3; it is defined by 

(1.7) 

This function varies monotonically from its z = 0 value (c d 
to its z = 00 value (c2). Continuum ( - 1 <v< 1), and [pro
vided c l , c2, and s satisfy a certain condition] one discrete 
(v = vol solution are constructed in Ref. 3. The continuum 
solutions, however, contain the usual delta and principal
value functions and their first derivatives, and thus are not 
well suited for numerical computation. 

In this article we reconsider the half-space character
ized by Eq. (1.7) and derive more general and more useful 
results than in Ref. 3. In Sec. II we show how to construct, 
for all c I and c2, a set of continuum solutions ( - 1 <v< I) 
which contain only the usual delta and principal-value dis
tributions, and which are much more suitable for numerical 
calculations than those derived in Ref. 3. In Sec. III we con
struct, for all c I < C2 and all s, a discrete solution which de
cays as z-+ 00. In Sec. IV we construct a discrete solution 
which decays as z-+ 00 for all c I > c2 and for an infinite denu
merable number of choices ofs. Finally, in Sec. V, we use the 
solutions constructed in Secs. II and III to obtain numerical 
results for some albedo problems via the FN method.2.7.13.15 
Unfortunately, we cannot at the present obtain analytic solu
tions; we discuss this also in Sec. V. 

II. CONTINUUM SOLUTIONS 

The general ansatz for continuum solutions ofEqs. (1.1) 
and (1.3), with c(z) given by Eq. (1.7), is 

¢(z,J.l) =A (J.l)e- zl!-' + (vB(v) e-z1vdv, (2.1a) 
Jo v - J.l 

o =A (J.l), - 1<J.l <0. (2.1b) 

Introducing Eq. (2.1) into Eq. (1.1) one can-after lengthy 
manipulations described below-obtain A (J.l) explicitly as a 
function of B (J.l). Thus for "any" B (J.l), the resulting pair of 
functions (A, B ), when introduced into Eq. (2.1), gives a solu
tion of the transport equation. If in particular one chooses 
Bv' (v) = ~c28(v - v'), then elementary solutions are obtained 
which are parametrized by v'. [The factor ~C2 is a convenient 
normalization. ] 

An easier way to derive these elementary solutions, 
however, is to set Bv' (v) = ~c28(v' - v) at the outset. Doing 
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this, and then replacing v' by v, Eqs. (2.1) become 

t/l,,(z'f-L) =A,,(f-L)e-Zll-' 

+ C2V _1_ e - zl", 0..; v..; 1, 
2 V-f-L 

° =AI-'(f-L), - 1";f-L <0. 

We now rewrite Eqs. (1.1) and (1.7) as 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

0= (s + Z)0 ~~ + t/l) - (CIS + c2zl( + f~ I t/ldf-L} (2.3) 

Introducing Eqs. (2.2) into Eq. (2.3) and rearranging gives 

0= C2 [sA. I(V) +ZA.2(v)]e- ZI" 

- [SCI +zc2] f A,,(f-L)e-Zll-'df-L, (2.4) 

where 

C;V II df-L A.;(v) = 1-- --, i= 1,2 
2 -IV-f-L 

(2.5) 

are the usual dispersion functions for the homogeneous 
C = C; media. 16 

To solve Eq. (2.4), we take 

Av( f-L) = av( f-L) + bv8(v - f-L), 

and we use the integration by parts formula 

Z f av(f-L)e-ZII-'df-L 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

= f-L2av( f-L)e - ZII-'I~ - f [~ f-L2a,,( f-L)]e - zll-'df-L. (2.7) 

Introducing Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) into Eq. (2.4) now gives 

0= [A.2(v) - bv ]ze - zlv 

+ [SA.I(V)-S~: bv -vav(v)]e-
zlv 

+ (" [~f-L2av(f-L) - £.lsav(f-L)]e-ZII-'df-L Jo df-L C2 

+ [ ~i~ f-L2av( f-L)e - ZII-']. (2.8) 

This equation is satisfied if each term in brackets is zero. The 
first two such terms and Eq. (2.5) give 

bv = A. 2(v), (2.9) 

a,,{v) = ~( 1 - :J. (2.10) 

The third term and Eq. (2.10) give 

av( f-L) = S(1 - £.l) -\ e - (c,slc,1I1/1-' - Ilvl, (2.11) 
C2 f-L 

which automatically causes the fourth term in Eq. (2.8) to 
vanish. 

To summarize, we have constructed for all c I and C2 the 
following family of elementary solutions of Eqs. (1.1), (1.3), 
and (1.7): 

816 

t/lv(Z, f-L) = [A. 2(v)8(v - f-L) + C2V _I_]e - zlv 
2 v-f-L 

+av(f-L)e- Z/I', 0..; v..; I 
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(2.12) 

where 

{
a, - 1";f-L";0 and v<f-L..;I, 

av(f-L)= S(I-:J ~2exp[C:: (~ - ~)], O<f-L";v. 

(2.13) 

These solutions consist of the standard continuum solutions 
for the homogeneous C = c2 medium 16 plus an extra term 
which is not a distribution. 

To conclude this section, we note that a procedure com
pletely analogous to the above can be used to generate con
tinuum solutions, which correspond to - 1..; v";O, and 
which grow rather than decay as z_ 00. These extra solu
tions play no role in half-space problems, but they will enter 
into the solutions of finite slab problems. 

III. DISCRETE MODE FOR C, <C2 

For v> 1 let us define A.; (v) by Eqs. (2.5). As mentioned 
earlier, A.;( f-L) are the dispersion functions for the homogen
eous C = c; media. It is well known l6 that on the interval 
1 < v < 00, A.; (v) has exactly one zero, at the point V;, and for 
C I < C2 we have l..;v l ";v2"; 00. The proper ansatz for the dis
crete solution ofEqs. (1.1), (1.3), and (1.7) can now be given as 

t/l(z,f-L) =A (f-L)e-ZII-' + ----'--'-f!-zlvdv, (3.la) Iv, vB (v) 

I V-f-L 

O=A(f-L), -I";f-L<O. (3.1b) 

This ansatz differs from that for the continuum modes, Eqs. 
(2.1), in that the range of integration in the integral term is 
now [1, v2], whereas in Eqs. (2.1) itis [0, 1]. The integraIterm 
in Eq. (3.la) is thus not a principal value, and it has the 
interpretation as a superposition of constant C discrete 
modes for ° < c..;c2 . This "superposition" type of discrete 
mode has not appeared in any prior eigenfunction analysis of 
the transport equation. 

Introducing Eqs. (3.1) into the transport equation (2.3) 
and rearranging, we obtain 

0= 1'" [s~l(v)+ZA.2(v)]B(v)e-zlvdv 
- (SCI + Zc2l( + f~ I A (v)e - ZIVdv). (3.2) 

Integrations by parts give 

1'" zA.2(v)B (v)e - zlvdv 

=v2A.2(v)B(v)e-ZIVI~'- 1'" [:v VA.2(v)B(vl}e-ZIVdv 

(3.3) 

and 

f zA (v)e-z/vdv 

= vA (v)e-ZIVlb - f [:v vA (v)]e-zlvdv, (3.4) 

and thus Eq. (3.2) can be written 
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0= lV'[SA.I(V)B(V)- :v VA. 2(V)B(V)]e- z
/
vdV 

_~ t [C ISA(V)-C2.!!.....-VA(V)]e- z
/
vdv 

2 Jo dv 

+ [!~2 VA. 2(V)B(V)]e- z
/
v, 

- [lim VA. 2(v)B(v) + c2 A (1)]e- Z 

v~1 2 

+ ; [~VA (v)e- z
/

v
]. (3.5) 

Each of the five bracketed terms in Eq. (3.5) must van
ish. Setting the first and second to zero gives 

VA.2(v)B (v) = re"°lv), (3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

and 

1 [cls( 1)] A(,u)=A(I),u2exp ~ 1-; , (3.7) 

where r and A (1) are constants. 
On the interval 1 < v < V2' A. 2(v) is negative, while A.1(v) 

is negative for 1 < v < VI and positive for VI < V < v2, and 
therefore f} (v)..;;O. It is easily shown that f) is continuous and 
bounded except for v = V2' where we have 

f} (v) = a In(v2 - v) + 0 (1), V~V2' (3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

Hence, 

es01v) = O(1)(v2 - v)sa, V~V2 (3.9) 

and so by Eq. (3.6a), the third bracketed term in Eq. (3.5) 
automatically vanishes. It can easily be shown that the re
sults in this paragraph do not hold if CI > c2; hence, for this 
analysis, the assumption C I < C2 is essential. 

Setting the fourth bracketed term in Eq. (3.5) to zero 
gives, with Eq. (3.6a), 

2 A (1) = - - reSOII), (3.10) 
C2 

and hence 

A (,u) = - ~ r exp [Sf} (1) + S ..s.( 1 - ~)], 
C2 C2,u 

(3.11) 

which automatically causes the fifth bracketed term in Eq. 
(3.5) to vanish. 

By inspection, A (,u) is a continuous, bounded function 
of,u forO..;;,u";; 1, if we define A (0) = O. By Eqs. (3.6a) and (3.9) 
and the properties of A. 2(v), the same is true for B (v) on the 
interval 1..;; v..;; V2' except possibly at the point V2' where 

B(v) = O(1)(v2 - v)'a-I, V~V2. (3.12) 

For 0 < S < a-I, B (v) has a singularity at v = V 2' but this sin
gularity is integrable. For a - I < S..;; 00, B (v) has no singular
ity at v = V2' and in fact B (v2) = O. The "turnover" value of 
s, S = a-I, is the only value for which B (V2) is finite and 
nonzero. 

Thus for all O";;s < 00, B (v) is integrable, and we can 
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choose r so that B (v) is a weight function: 

1 = lV' B(v)dv; 

the proper value of r is 
r = [ IV, e"0lv) dV] - I. 

JI VA. 2(v) 

Our results are summarized as follows. 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

The discrete solution is given by Eqs. (3.1), with A (,u) 
defined by Eq. (3.11), B (v) and f} (v) by Eqs. (3.6), and rby Eq. 
(3.14). The function A ( v) is continuous and bounded, and 
B (v) is continuous and bounded for S < a-I < 00, where a is 
defined by Eq. (3.8b). However, for 0 <S <a-I, B (v) has an 
integrable singularity at v = V2. 

From Eq. (1.7), it is apparent that as S tends to 0 or 00, 

c(z) tends to the constants Cz or CI, respectively. For these 
cases, we have verified analytically that B (v) converges to 
8 (v - v2)or8 (v - vtl,respectively, and that A (,u)converges 
to zero. Thus, the discrete mode ofEq. (3.1) converges, with
in a normalization factor, to the usual discrete mode for the 
homogeneous C = Cz or C = CI medium. 

We have computed B (v) numerically for CI = 0.9, 
C2 = 0.99, and various values ofs. (For these values of C I and 
CZ'VI = 1.903 20, Vz = 5.79673, and the "turnover" value of 
sis s = 1.29863.) The results, plotted in Fig. 1, numerically 
and visually substantiate the above comments concerning 
the behavior of B (v) as s---.o or S-+ 00. 

To conclude this section, we remark that we have not 
been able to directly extend the above analysis to either the 
case C I > Cz or to the construction of a discrete solution grow
ing asz-+oo. Forc l > C2 a discrete solution decaying asz-+oo 
can, however, be constructed, in certain cases, but by a dif
ferent analysis which we present in the next section. 

IV. DISCRETE MODE FOR Cf > C2 

In this section we shall construct a discrete solution of 
Eqs. (Ll), (1.3), and (1.7), for constantsc l , C2' and s satisfying 

s(c l - cz) = m (C2V2)2[ln (vz - 1) + (~)], (4.1) 
2 V 2 + 1 ~ - 1 

where m is any positive integer and, as in Sec. III, Vz is the 
positive root of A.2(vz) = o. It is shown below that the above 
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expression in brackets is positive; hence Eq. (4.1) implies 
c t > C2' Thus if C t and C2 are chosen, with C t > C2' then Eq. 
(4.1) defines an infinite denumerable set of admissible values 
of s. We do not now know how to treat other values of s. 

An ansatz which leads to the solution, and which is 
analogous to Eqs. (2.1) and (3.1), is 

¢(z,ft) = ("" vB (v) e-z/vdv. (4.2) 
)1 v - ft 

Introducing Eq. (4.2) into Eq. (2.3) and integrating by parts, 
as in the previous sections, we obtain 

d 
- v2A2(v)B(v) + sAt(v)B(v) = 0, 
dv 

B (1) = B ( 00 ) = 0. 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

It is easy to show that Eqs. (4.3) have no continuous solu
tions. However, if we formally introduce the distributional 
form into Eq. (4.3a), 

B (v) = f bn 8
In )(v - v2) (4.4) 

n=O 

(where 81n) is the nth derivative of the delta function and bn 

are constants to be determined), then Eq. (4.3b) is satisfied 
and Eq. (4.3a) reduces to a homogeneous system of m + 1 
equations for the m + 1 unknowns bn • This system has a 
unique (up to a normalization) solution provided its determi
nant vanishes, and this condition is given exactly by Eq. (4.1). 

The ansatz (4.2) and the form (4.4) for B imply that 

¢(z,ft)=e- Z
/

V
, f ¢n(ft}zn. (4.5) 
n~O 

Since this equivalent form for ¢ is algebraically much easier 
to manipulate, we shall use it as our basic ansatz. 

Thus, we introduce Eq. (4.5) into Eq. (2.3) and rearrange 
to get 

° = (s + z){ 1: (n + l)ft¢n+ t (ft}zn 

(4.6) 

The following equation is an identity, which can be verified 
by comparing similar powers of z: 

nto [! f~ I ¢n(ft')dft']zn 

= jto ( - S)j(! f~ I ¢j( ft')dft') 

+ (s +z) :~; [:t: (-S)j-I 

X (~ f~ I ¢n + j( ft')dft') ]z". 

Replacing the last term in Eq. (4.6) by Eq. (4.7) gives 
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(4.7) 

° = (S + z){ f [(1 - E-) ¢n - c2 fl ¢n (ft')dft']z" 
n =0 V 2 2 - I 

+ :~J(n + 1).u¢n+ dft) - (c2 - cd 

X :t: (-S)j(+ f~1 ¢n+j(ft')dft)]z"} 

+ s(c2 - cd .f ( - sy(J... fl ¢j( ft')dft')' (4.8) 
}=o 2-1 

By setting the last term, and the coefficient of each power of z 
in the braces equal to zero, we obtain the following set of 
equations: 

¢m(ft)-4>2(ft) fl ¢m(ft')dft'=O, 

¢n (ft) - 4>2( ft) f~ I ¢n (ft')dft' 

2 
= - (n + 1)-ft4>2(ft) ¢n+ dft) 

c2 

(4.9) 

+ 4>2( ftl( 1 - ~J J.l
n 

( - s¥ f~ I ¢n +j( ft')dft', 

O<n<m -1, (4.10) 

0= jto (-s¥ f~1 ¢j(ft')dft'· (4.11) 

Here we have defined 

A. ( ) _ C2V 2 1 
'1'2 ft ------

2 v2 - ft 
(4.12) 

and we have 

f~ I 4>2( ft)dft = 1 - A2(v2) = 1. (4.13) 

The solution ofEq. (4.9), up to a multiplicative con
stant, is 

¢m(ft) = 4>2(ft)· (4.14) 

Equation (4.10) with n = m - 1 now becomes 

¢m - I (ft) - 4>2( ft) f~ I ¢m - I (ft')dft' 

2 2 (cl ) = - m - ft4> 2 (ft) - S4>2( ft) 1 - - . 
C2 c2 

(4.15) 

Integrating over ft, the left side vanishes, and we obtain the 
condition 

sIc I - c2) = 2m f I ft4> ~ ( ft )dft 

(4.16) 

The right side of this equation is positive, and when the inte
grand is evaluated, the equation reduces to Eq. (4.1), which 
we have a priori assumed to hold. 

Let us now denote the right side ofEq. (4.15) as 
1/ m _ I ( ft). Then the general solution of Eq. (4.15) is 

and 
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(4.17b) 

To determine am _ I' we introduce Eqs. (4.14) and (4.17) into 
the right side of Eq. (4.10) with n = m - 2 and (again) inte
grate over f.L. The left side (again) vanishes, and we obtain a 
condition which explicitly determines am _ I' With am _ I 
thus determined, we denote the right side of the equation for 
t/l m - 2 as 'TIm _ 2' and we obtain the general solution 

t/lm - 2 (f.L) = am - A>2( f.L) + 'TIm - 2 (f.L), (4.1Sa) 

f~1 t/lm-2(f.L)df.L=am- 2· (4.1Sb) 

The remaining equations (4.10) can be solved explicitly 
and recursively in this manner, yielding the forms 

t/ln(f.L) = an4>2(f.L) + 'TIn(f.L), O<.n<.m, (4.19a) 

(4. 19b) 

and where every constant an is determined except for the last 
one, ao. However, all of Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) are satisfied, and 
the one remaining equation to be solved, Eq. (4.11), reduces 
to 

0= ao + f (- sYaj • (4.20) 
j~ I 

This establishes the value of ao, and thus the solution is now 
fully and uniquely determined. 

To summarize, ifm is a positive integer andcl' C2, s, and 
m satisfy Eq. (4.1), then a solution of the transport equation 
can be constructed having the form of Eqs. (4.5) and (4.19). 
(The special case m = 1 was treated earlier in Ref. 3.) 

The essential ingredients in the above analysis are the 
constraint (4.1) and the ansatz (4.5). To satisfy Eq. (1.3) we 
have assumed V2 > 0, but if one desires discrete solutions 
which grow as z--+ 00, then one can take V 2 to be the negative 
(rather than the positive) root of the equationA,2(v2) = 0 .. The 
right side of Eq. (4.1) is an odd function of v2, and thus If V2 
changes sign from plus to minus, then CI - C2 must also 
change sign from plus to minus. The above analysis now 
follows directly. To summarize, we obtain for C I < C2 and the 
infinite discrete set of values of s defined by Eq. (4.1), a dis
crete solution which grows as Z--+ 00 • 

v. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

We consider the solution of the albedo problem for Eqs. 
(1.1)-(1.3), where c(z) is given by Eq. (1.7) with C I < C2• If the 
eigenfunctions described in Secs. II and III are half-range 
complete, we may write the solution of this transport prob
lem as 

t/l(z,f.L) = A + t/l+(z,f.L) + fA (v)t/lv(z,f.L)dv, (5.1) 

where t/lv(z, f.L) are the continuum eigenfunctions obtained in 
Sec. II, t/l + (z, f.L) is the discrete eigenfunction derived in Sec. 
III, and A + and A (v) are expansion coefficients. A complete 
and conceptually straightforward solution method for this 
problem would be to construct a half-range completeness 
proof for the eigenfunctions, thus justifying the writing of 
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Eq. (5.1), coupled with an analytic solution technique for the 
singular integral equation which yields A + and A (v). At this 
time, however, we have been unable to find a completeness 
proof and solution technique. 

Instead, we derive from Eq. (5.1) a singular integral 
equation for the outgoing angular flux t/l(0, - f.L), f.L > 0, and 
use the FN method described by Siewert et al.2.7.13.15 to ob
tain a solution for the outgoing flux. This procedure starts 
with Eq. (5.1) and hence presumes completeness of the eigen
functions. If the final numerical results are correct (we com
pare our results with an independent numerical solution of 
the transport equation), we then have established numerical 
evidence for half-range completeness of the eigenfunctions. 
To obtain the above-mentioned integral equation, we need 
the relationship 

f~ I f.Lt/ll(Z, f.L)t/l2(Z, - f.L)df.L = 0, (5.2) 

where t/ll and t/l2 are any two solutions of the transport equa
tion (1.1) which vanish atz = + 00. Equation (5.2) is easily 
derived by writing Eq. (Ll) for t/ll(Z, f.L) as well as for 
t/l2(Z, - f.L), cross multiplying, integrating over f.L, and sub
stracting the two results. Now, we multiply Eq. (5.1) succes
sively by f.Lt/l+(z, - f.L) andf.Lt/lv(z, - f.L), integrate over f.L, and 
evaluate the results at z = 0. Since Eq. (5.2) implies that the 
right-hand side ofEq. (5.1) vanishes upon integration, we 
obtain the two equations 

f 1 f.L4> +( - f.L)t/l(0, f.L)df.L = 0, 

f I f.L4>v( - f.L)t/l(0, f.L)df.L = 0, O<.v<.l, 

where we have defined 

4> +( f.L) = t/l +(0, f.L), 4>v( f.L) = t/lv(O, f.L). 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Using the boundary condition, Eq. (1.2), in Eqs. (5.3) and 
(5.4) for t/l(0, f.L) for positive values of f.L, we obtain 

f f.L4> +( f.L)t/l(0, - f.L)df.L = S +, (5.6) 

ff.L4>v(f.L)t/l(O,-f.L)df.L=S(V), O<.v<.l, (5.7) 

with the "source" terms given by 

S+= ff.L4>+(-f.L)g(f.L)df.L, (5.S) 

S(v) = ff.L4>v(-f.L)g(f.L)df.L, O<.v<.1. (5.9) 

For any incident distribution g (f.L), these sources may be 
evaluated and Eq. (5.7) then represents a singular integral 
equation to be solved, subject to the constraint given by Eq. 
(5.6), for the outgoing angular distribution t/l(0, - f.L), f.L > 0. 

The F N solution method represents t/l(0, - f.L) as 
N 

t/l(0, - f.L) = I bn f.Ln - 1, f.L > 0, (5.10) 
n=l 

where the expansion coefficients bn are to be determined. If 
we define 1 

Dn = So f.L"4> +( f.L)df.L, (5.11) 
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TABLE I. The albedo for an isotropic incident flux with c , = 0.9 and C2 = 0.99. 

N'\s 0.1 0.3 1.0 

2 0.71690 0.65197 0.571 56 
3 0.71687 0.65192 0.57162 
4 0.71689 0.65192 0.57164 
5 0.71690 0.65192 0.57164 
ANISN 0.718 0.653 0.572 

Cn(v) = f p,nt/>v(p,)dp" O<v<l, (5.12) 

the use ofEq. (5.10) in Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) gives 
N 

L Dnbn =S+, (5.13) 
n~1 

N L Cn(v)bn =S(v), O<v<1. (5.14) 
n~ I 

To obtain the required N equations to determine the bn , the 
FN philosophy is to evaluate Eq. (5.14) at N - 1 points, say 
vm , m = 1,2, ... ,N - 1. Equation (5.13) provides the Nth 
equation. We used the simple choice of equally spaced collo
cation points, that is, 

2m -1 v - m = 1,2, ... ,N - 1. (5.15) m-
2N

_
2

' 

Thus we obtain the N X N matrix problem 
N L Cn(vm)bn = S(vm)' m = 1,2, ... ,N, (5.16) 

n=1 

where for compactness of notation we have written 

Cn(vN)=Dn, S(VN)==S+' (5.17) 

Once the bn are obtained by applying any standard linear 
equation solver to Eq. (5.16), the albedo A, defined as the 
ratio of outgoing to incoming currents, is given by 

11 III N b A = p,1/J(0, - p, )dp, p,g (p, )dp, = L _n_
1
, 

o 0 n~ln+ 
(5.18) 

where in writing the last equality, we have assumed that the 
incoming current is normalized to unity. 

Introducing the eigenfunctions explicitly into Eqs. (5.8) 
and (5.9), we find that the sources can be written 

S+= rV'vB(v) t_P,-g(p,)dp,dv, (5.19) 
JI Jo v + P, 

Sly) = C2V t -P,-g (p,)dp" O<v<1. (5.20) 
2 Jo v + p, 

For the special case of isotropic incidence, g (,u) = 2, Eqs. 
(5.19) and (5.20) reduce to 

S+ = 2 IV, vB (V)[ 1 - vln C : v) ]dV, (5.21) 

Sly) = C2v[ 1 - vln C : v)], O<v<1. (5.22) 

Similarly, the matrix elements are given explicitly as 

Dn = -~En(CIS/c2)eS(811)+lc'/c')1 
c2 

+ f' vB (v)Kn(v)dv, n = 1,2, ... ,N (5.23) 
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3.0 10.0 20.0 

0.51935 0.49209 0.48521 
0.51937 0.49213 0.48530 
0.51938 0.492 14 0.48530 
0.51938 0.492 14 0.48530 
0.520 0.493 0.486 

Cn(v) = s( 1- :Jv" -IEn(C IS/C2v )eC ,s/c,v 

+ V"1L2(V) + C2v Kn(v), O<v<l, n = 1,2, ... ,N. 
2 

(5.24) 

Here En (z) is the usual nth order exponential integral, 16 and 
Kn(v) is defined as 

1
1 n 

Kn(v) = ~dp" 
ov-p, 

which can be computed recursively from 

Kn (v) = vKn _ I (v) - lin, 

with 

Ko(v) = In (_v_), O<v< 1. 
I-v 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

As an application of the foregoing numerical method, 
we have obtained explicit results for g (p,) = 2 (isotropic inci
dence) and various values of C I' C2, and s. Typical results from 
our computations are shown in Table I, which corresponds 
toc i = 0.9andc2 = 0.99. For these parameters, the turnover 
value of S is 1.298 63 and Table I gives results for S both 
smaller and larger than this turnover value. These results 
show that for this problem the F N solution method con
verges extremely well as a function of N, and apparently 
converges to the correct answer as generated independently 
by the ANISN computer code. 17 (ANISN generates a direct 
numerical solution of the transport equation by the stan
dard, well-tested method of discrete ordinates.) 

The excellent agreement between F Nand ANISN cal
culations gives numerical evidence that the eigenfunctions 
constructed above are indeed complete on the half-range. In 
addition, our results show that the F N method is a very effec
tive tool for obtaining numerical albedo results for the class 
of problems considered in this article. 
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Unrenormalized Schwinger-Dyson equations and dynamical mass 
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In dynamical mass generation of fermion fields by fermion-spin-1-boson interactions, 
anomalous magnetic moment-like terms in three-point functions play an essential role, so that 
the Schwinger-Dyson equations do not admit a trivial solution, i.e., a solution without 
dynamically generated mass. Applicability of Altman's and Lika's versions of nonlinear 
operator theory to unrenormalized Schwinger-Dyson equations is discussed and algorithms for 
construction of approximate solutions are proposed. 

PACS numbers: 1l.10.Lm 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In early 1960's, interest in the problem of dynamically 
generated masses (DGM's) was revived in various con
texts 1-15 after a dormancy due to the success of the renormal
ization theory. One aspect of the problem is concerned with 
DGM due to a breakdown of chiral, gauge, conformal and 
other invariances, and another is concerned with the exis
tence and uniqueness of solution of nonlinear and/or singu
lar integral equations. Here we discuss mainly the latter as
pect of the problem and try to apply the modern nonlinear 
operator theory 16-2 I to the equations arising in the problem 
of the dynamical mass generation (DMG). 

Though we do not discuss much about the group theor
etic aspect of DMG in this note, Poincare group and spinor 
structure cannot be ignored. As is seen in Eq. (11), r matrices 
play essential roles in the DMG of spin 1/2 fields. If the 
vertex part contains a magnetic moment-like term, the equa
tion for the mass term of the self energy is coupled to the 
equation of the r"p part, and does not have a trivial solution, 
even if the self energy of the vector field is ignored. In this 
case one cannot use the bare vertex even for the r I' part of the 
three-point function, so one must begin with form factors 
with nice asymptotic behaviors, because we cannot subtract 
divergent terms without throwing away the dynamically
generated mass we want. 

In section 2, we formulate the physical equations. As we 
are mainly concerned with the operator theoretical aspect, 
we take the U v(l) and UA (1) models as the simplest examples 
in order to see the essential features of nonlinear integral 
equations in the theory ofDMG. In Sec. 3 we interpret the 
equations proposed in Sec. 2 in terms of operator theory so 
that the operator theory will be applicable. In Sec. 4 we pro
pose Lipschitz approximation to the nonlinear operator aris
ing in the unrenormalized Schwinger-Dyson equation pro
posed in Sec. 2. Existence of a solution to systems with 
equations with constraint is also discussed. Section 4 con
tains concluding remarks. Relevant mathematical defini
tions and theorems are presented in the Appendix. 

2. SCHWINGER-DYSON EQUATIONS TO BE 
CONSIDERED 

In order to see the essential features of integral equa
tions for the self-energy parts relevant to the problem of 

DMG, we consider the Uv(l) and UA (1) models as the sim
plest examples. We begin with the following Lagrangian: 

x = ':£1 + Xg + .YinI' 

XI = ¢ir·al/J, 

X g = l(al' A v - avAI' )(aI'A" - avAI') 
+ gauge fixing term, 

x int = - ig¢YsrI'I/JAI" 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

As we are going to deal with unrenormalized Schwinger
Dyson equations, counterterms are not included in the above 
Lagrangian, where Ys = rs or 1. 

Then the equations for the self-energy part reads 

.I (p) = E (.I;p) = :gYsr
" 
f d 4k I r·k + .I (k )j -I 

XF,,(k,p; - P - k )D"" (.I,p) , (5) 

where 

Dl'v(.I,p) = (gl'v _ P~v ) 

{ 
2 1 ----< (~) 1 P ;"PK } - I 

X P + - 1T;" ~,P - - -2- 1T;"K(.I,P) 
3 3 P 

+ PI'PV {!- 2+ P;"PK (~. )}-I (6) 
2 ':>P 2 1T;"K~;P , 

P P 
1Tl'v(.I,p) = : - g f d 4k Tr [Ysrl' {r·k +.I (k))-I 

XFv(k, - k - p;plIr'(p + k) +.I(p + k)) -1]. (7) 

The only integral that may diverge is 1T I'V (.I,O), but it does not 
affect the convergence of the integral (5). As for the domain 
D (E) one can choose a suitable bounded set in the direct sum 
of Banach spaces lBl ::>.I1 and lB2::>.I; with norms defined 
by (23) in Sec. 3 . .Ii may have "singularities" - (k 2 - K) Ii, 
t) > O. For convenience let us set the gauge parameter t = O. 
Then the longitudinal part of Dl'v(p) does not have a pole 
unless 1T;"K (.I,p) = 0 for some P with p2:;6 O. If one ignores the 
form factor F and the momentum dependence of 1T, one gets 
the following equation for the mass part of the self-energy 
function: 
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where f-l2(~) is a functional of ~. 
Obviously, this equation has the trivial solution 

~ (p)=O. Since 1964, the great majority of the papers3
-

9 on 
DMG in models with boson-fermion interactions have been 
concerned with finding nontrivial solutions of this "homo-

geneous" equation. But the situation is not so simple if the 
form factors are taken into account. Suppose the vertex part 
(amputated three-point function) Fv contains an "anoma
lous magnetic moment-like term" Y5Y[v Yp) (p + q)p 12 

I 

Fv(p,q; - p - q) = Y5Yvll(p2,q2,p.q) + Y5YlvYP )(P + q)pI2(p2,q2,p.q) + .... (9) 

Then even in the approximation with the "Feynman gauge" free propagator 

D~v(p) = igpv (p2 _f-l2 - i€)-I (10) 

the equation for the y.p part and the scalar part of the self-energy part remain coupled 

~1(p2) =g f d 4k {- 2y.ky.p(p2)-I(1 +~I(k2))/dQ) + 31'(1 - y.kY'Plp2) 

X~2(k 2)/2(Q) + ... } [(p - k)2 - f-l2j -1[k2(l + ~I(k 2))2 - ~2(k 2)2J-I, (1Ia) 

~2(p2) = g f d 4k {( - y.ky.p - 2k.p + 3k 2)(1 + ~I(k 2))/2(Q) 

+ ~2(k 2)/I(Q) + ... } [(p - k)2 - f-l2J-I[k 2(1 + ~I(k 2))2 - ~2(k2)2j -I, (lIb) 

where~(p) = Y'P~I(p2) + ~2(p2),/;(Q) =/;(k 2,p2,k.p), and l' = - 1 ifY5 = Y5 and l' = 1 ifY5 = 1. It can be easily seen that 
the system (11) does not have a solution with ~2==0 unless the form factors satisfy some complicated constraints involving ~ I' 
In other words, the anomalous magnetic momentum-like term in the vertex part induces a DMG. Moreover, it is easily seen 
that ~2(0) =1= ° unless the form factors satisfy further constraints. 

Some comments are in order. Though the system (11) does not admit the trivial solution~2=0, it is still ofUrysohn type. 
However, if the vacuum polarization 1T is taken into account [see Eq. (5)], the mapping Bis no longer Urysohn but noncom
pact, so that many theories developed for compact mapping are not applicable. If one sets S =1= 0, the longitudinal part of D pv (p) 
has a pole at a different value ofp2 from that of the transversal part. This may cause additional difficulties in the handling of the 
equations. 

An interesting model of the vertex part with a nice asymptotic behavior is 

A 1P2lalq2lal(p + q)21P 
Fp(p,q; - p - q)at,C IY5Yp [1P21 + Iq21 + I(p + q)21 + m2j2a +P 

A 1P2Ia'lq2Ia'l(p + q)2IP' 
+C2Y5Ylpyv)(p+qlv 11P21+lq21+I(p+qfl+m2j2a'+P'+1I2' a,a',f3'>O,f3> 1, (12) 

where m is a parameter with the dimension of mass. This form factor reproduces self-consistently ~ (p) - Y'p, p- 00, up to at 
most a logarithmic factor. If one begins with a more general vertex function 

F' _ _ =c' A m2rlP2lalq2lal(p + q)21P 
p(p,q, p q)- .Y5Yp {1P21 + 1q21 + I(p+qfl +m2j2a+P+r 

+ C
' m2r'1P2Ia'lq2Ia'l(p + q)2IP' 
2Y5YlpYvl(P+q)v {1P21 + Iq21 + l(p+q)21 +m2j2a'+p'+r'+l' a,a',f3',y> O, f3> 1, (13) 

and indulges in naive power counting, one gets ~ (p) - y.p( p21m2) - r. But let us curtail further discussion of this topic and 
return to the main issue. 

Another question to be considered is whether there are any different features in DMG if the Lagrangian is not P
invariant. As an example of systems with parity-violating interactions, let us consider the system with the following 
Lagrangian: 

!Z' = iih·at/J -lFpvFPv -lGpvGPV - ifihpt/JA p - ig¢(1 +f3Y5)Ypt/JBp' (14) 

Fpv = apAv - avAp, Gpv = apB" - a"Bp' 

Then we get the following Schwinger-Dyson equations: 
~ (p) = n (~,r,p) 

=lfd 4k Yp 1 r~(k,p; -p - k)D~,,(p + k) 
y.k -~(k) 

+ II d 4k Yp 1 r~(k,p; - p - k )D~~(p + k) 
y.k-~(k) 

+g I d 4
k(1 +f3Y5)Yp y.k _1.I'(k) r~(k,p; -p - k)D!,,(p + k) 

+ g I d 4
k (1 + f3Y5)Yp y.k _l~(k) r~(k,p; - p - k )D!~(p + k), 
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{k 2g,t1' - k,tkl' -1T;t(k )}D~v(k) - td!(k )D!:(k) = ig,tv' 

{k 2g,t1' - k,tkl' - tdl'(k )}D~~(k) - td!(k )D!v(k) = 0, 

{k 2g,t1' - k,tkl' -7TfI'(k )}D!v(k) -7Tf~(k )D~~(k) = ig"v, 

{k 2g,,1' - k"kp. -7Tfp.(k )}D!:(k) -7Tf~(k )D~v(k) = 0, 

(17a) 

(17b) 

(17c) 

(17d) 

tdl'(k)=ffd4qTr[y" 1 r~(q-!k,-q-!k;k) 1 ], 
y.(q - !k ) - ~ (q - !k) y.(q + !k ) - ~ (q + !k ) 

(ISa) 

td!(k) =ffd4qTr[y" 1 rB(q-!k,-q-!k'k) 1 ] 
y.(q - !k) - ~ (q - !k ) p. , y.(q + !k ) - ~ (q + !k) 

=gfd4qTr[(I+pY5)YI' ( !k) 1 ~(k(~(q-!k,-q-!k;k) 1 ], (ISb) 
y. q - - q - ! y.(q + !k ) - ~ (q + !k ) 

7Tf1'(k)=gfd4qTr[(I+PY5)y,t ( k) 1~( !k)[r!(q-!k,-q-!k;k)] 1 ],(ISC) 
y. q - ! - q - y.(q + !k) + ~ (q + !k ) 

where r A and r B are the vertex part. Now we assume that~, rA, and r B have the following forms: 

I (p) = y'PO'I(p2) + 0'2(p2) + Y5Y'P0'3(p2) + Y50'4(P2), (19) 

r~(p,q; - p - q) = yJl(p2,q2,p.q) + Y[p.Yv[n p2,q2,p.q), (20) 

with u's,J's, and h 's with appropriate asymptotic behaviors. 
Of course, (20) and (21) are not the most general forms of r's 
but we take them as reasonable models of the vertex parts. If 
one begins with an arbitrary set of u's,J's, and h 's, one finds 
that n [~,r,p] generates the structure -Y5 which violates 
the CP-invariance. For such a structure to be absent in ~ the 
input model vertex functions must satisfy certain con
straints. In other words one cannot choose all the model 
functions!,s and h 's independently. For systems with La
grangian containing boson-boson interaction together with 
fermion-boson interaction, for example a system with 

.2" in! = - ig¢y st/J(P - AlP 4, 

or non-abelian gauge theory, one cannot express boson self 
energies and boson propagators in terms offermion propaga
tors, so that one has to deal with a set of unknown functions 

{~I'~2,1Tl· 

3. OPERATOR THEORETIC CONSIDERATIONS OF THE 
RELEVANT EQUATIONS 

In this section we reformulate the problem of the unren
ormalized Schwinger-Dyson equations and DMG in the 
language of modern, nonlinear operator theory (NLOT). 

Let us write a nonlinear integral equation abstractly 

0' - r [0'] = :<1> [0'] = o. (22) 

As we are thinking ofEq. (5) and Eq. (11), we do not assume 
that the map r is Frechet differentiable, because these equa
tions contain the unknown function in the denominators. 
Though the Euclidian versions of these maps are Frechet 
differentiable, we do not discuss the Euclidean version be
cause one cannot Wick-rotate an approximate or model ver
tex part and approximate solutions. So we must apply theor
ies of nonlinear maps without Frechet differentiability 
developed by Altman 17 and Lika. 18 
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(21) 

As Dp.v can be expressed in terms of ~1.2 Eq. (5) can be 
rewritten as a system of equations for two unknown func
tions ~l and ~2' So, Eq. (5) as well as Eq. (11) can be dealt 
with in the direct sum of the Banach space of candidates for 
~ 1 and those for ~ ; (p2) =:( [P21 + 7]) - 1~2( p2), 7] > O. As 
~2(p2) may increase _lp211/2 as [P21_oo, we take ~; as a 
normable function instead, and define the norms as follows: 

II~ II = 11~111 + II~; II, (23a) 

11~111 = SUpl~l(p2)1, (23b) 

II~;II =SUpl~2(p2)1 +SUpl[P211/2~2(p2)1. (23c) 

Because of the presence of ~ in the denominators ofEq. (5) 
and Eq. (11), the domains of the maps under consideration 
are bounded, in other words, not vector spaces, so that global 
theories are not applicable. On the other hand, in terms of 
the propagator 

G(p) = [y.p _~(p)]-l (24) 

the Schwinger-Dyson equation is "polynomially" nonlin
ear, but the unknown function G (p) has a pole at an un
known place so that we cannot construct a Banach space 
that contains G (p). 

As for the vertex part F(p,q;p - q), we assume the fol
lowing asymptotic bound so that the integrals in Eqs. (5) and 

(7) exist for finite values ofp2 if Dp.v(p) _ l/p2: 
~-.. oo 

G(p) - y.p/p2 
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equations, developed by Altman 17 and Lika 18 for the cases 
where the mappings are not Frechet differentiable. 

with 

Now let us consider Eq. (5). One of the simplest zeroth 
approximation one can think of is of the form 

a,a', /3' > 0, /3> 1, (27) (28) 
where m is a constant with the dimension of mass. 

The asymptotic bounds (26)-(27) are a sort of asymptot
ic freedom, and seem reasonable especially in non-abelian 
gauge theories, though theories of asymptotic freedom based 
on "renormalization group" equations l9

-
21 do not say any

thing about asymptotic behaviors of many-point functions 
with some moments squared and some products of momenta 
remaining finite and others tending to 00. 

where b: ( - 1, + 1 I -c. Then fix the parameters Z and M 
so as to satisfy the condition 

(29) 

4. ALGORITHMS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF 
APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 

Or one may begin with a more complicated zeroth approxi
mation ~ 0' involving many parameters and fix those param
eters so that ~()'(p) and E(~O',p) have the same asymptotic 
behaviors for p2 -0 or p2 -0 and p2 _ 00 or they coincide at 
several fixed values of p2. 

In this section, we try to apply the algorithms for con
struction of approximate solutions to nonlinear operator 

In order to apply theorems 1--4 we take a Lipschitz ap-
proximation @ to E defined as follows: 

e(~,al,a2,lUI,lU2;P) =:g f d4kY5YI"G(~,al,lUI,k) 
XFv(k,p; - P - k )Dl"v(G (~),al,a2,lUI,lU2'P + k), 

G(~ a lU .n) = : y-p(l + ~1(p2)) - ~2(p2) II _ fJ (a _ 1"2 - P 1)1 
' I' hr p2(1+~I(p2))_~2(p2ft ""I lJ' 

y.p(1 + ~1(p2)) - ~2(p2) fJ 1"2 PI 
+ p2(l+EI(~0,p2))2_E2(~0,p2)2 ",,(al-lJ' - ), 

D/1V(G (~),al,a2,lUI,lU2;k) = {gl"v - k~:v ){ k 2 + !ffA A (G (~,al,lUd,a2,lU2;k) 
kAk _ _ } - 1 

-!y1TA,,(G(~,al,lUd,a2,lU2;k) (l-fJ"J,(a2-lk 2-KI)J 

( 
kl"kv ){ 2 ~ () kAk" o} - 1 2 

+ gl"v - ~ k +! A(~ ,k) -!~1TA"(~ ,k) fJ",,(az, -Ik -KI), 

ffA,,(G (~,al,lUd,a2,lU2;k) = :1TA,,(~(),k )fJ"" (az - Ik 2 - K I) + 1Tt,..(G (~,al,lUd,k HI - fJw ,(a2 - Ik 2 - K I)), 

1Tt,..(G (~,al,lUd,k) = :g f d 4q Tr [Y5YA G (~,al,lUI,q -!k ))F,,(q - !k, - q - !k;k)G (~,al,lUI,q +!k)] 

fJ," (x) = f: 00 cp," (x')dx' 

where P and K are real roots of the equations 

77(1 + EI(~O,77W - Ez(~o,77) = 0, 

~ kAk" 
Ll (s) = :s + 1 A (~o,k ) I k 2 = 5 -1 ~ 1T A" (~o,k ) I k 2 = 5 = 0 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

with respect to 77 and S, respectively. Kin Eq. (32), etc., should not be confused with K in Eq. (A 1), etc. If one or both of these 
equations have two or more roots, the definition of the Lipschitz approximation (30)-(34) must be modified accordingly. Or 
one may try different input form factors and/or different zeroth approximations. 

825 

Now, the Frechet derivative of the Lipschitz approximation e is 
e'(~,a ,a ,lU ,lU ~ "p) = - 2gf d4k Y Y y.p(1 +~I(p2)) - ~2(p2)2 

1 2 1 Z , 5 I" [p2(l + ~1(p2))2 _ ~2(p2)2]2 

X [p2(1 + ~1(p2))~; (p2) _ ~2(p2~ ;(p2)][ 1 - fJw , (a - ~2 - P 1)1 

XFv(k,p; - P - k )Dl"v(G (~),al,a2,lUl,lU2'P + k) + ... 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 23, No.5, May 1982 

(39) 
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so that integration of terms with double factors in denominators are not carried out over neighborhoods of the poles. Now the 
problem is to check whether various conditions in the theorems presented in the Appendix are satisfied for various choices of 
parameters and input (model) form factors. If those conditions are satisfied for a certain choice of input form factors and 
parameters, one can proceed to construct an approximate solution. 

For form factors with asymptotic behaviors, (26) and (27), and.2" 's in the Banach space with norm (23), the integrals on the 
right-hand sides of (5), (30), and (39) are convergent so that Lipschitz conditions are satisfied, and for small.2" I·) we get the 
following estimates: 

lie '(.2" II);a l,a 2,lU l,lU2) - e '(.2" (2);a l,a2,lU I,lU2)1! <~ 11.2" II) - .2" (2)11,} 
~ " (40a) 

L = 0 (cg),c = Max (C D C2), 

liE (.2" II)) - e (.2" (I);a Da2,lU I,lU2) - E (.2" (2') + e (.2" (2);a l,a2,lUI,lU2l1l<L 111.2" (1) - .2" (~)II,} 
" (40b) 

LI = o (cg). 

Consequently, we get, e.g., the following estimate for constants Bo, 1]0' '0 and ho relevant to the applicability of Theorem 3: 

Bo = (1 - o (eg))-I, 1]0 = 0 [Max(lI.2" (O)II,cgs(.2" (o))],} 

'0 = 0 (1]0)' ho = 0 [Bo Max [egll.2" (OIIl,(eg)2s(.2" (01] j, 
(41) 

where s(.2" (0)) is a functional of.2" (0). Therefore, the conditions for applicability of Theorem 3 can be satisfied if eg is sufficiently 
small and one chooses a zeroth approximation.2" (0) and the parameters a's and lU'S appropriately. As for the local uniqueness of 
the solution, see Theorem 4. 

If necessary or desirable, one can modify the definition of the norms in Q3 1 ffi Q32 by adding some seminorms, e.g., 

c
j 

supp _ a, _ ,u,,,k '"p + a, + 'u, la.2"j(k 2)1a(k 2) I, 
SO that functions with undesirable behaviors are excluded from the domain D (E). 

Now let us consider the applicability of Theorem 1. If one begins with.2" (0) with sufficiently small norm, say 0 (eg) < 1, one 
finds thatK of(A2) is 0 (eg), so that for the inequality KC < 1 to hold Cneed not be small but maybeO [(eg)-I] > 1. On the other 
hand, if cg< 1 then 

, = 0 [C exp (1 - q)( 1 - q)-I Max (11.2" (Olll,cg)] (42) 

and 

(43) 

so that (A8) is a very mild condition unless q is close to 1. Theorem 2 is useful when it is difficult to solve Eq. (A 7) at each stage 
of the successive approximations. 

It is also possible to define a new Lipschitz approximation by 

e N(.2";al,a2,lUl,lU2;P) = :g f d 4k Y5YI-' G N (.2";a l ,lU l,k) 

XFv(k,p; -p - k)D:v(GN(.2"),al>a2,lUl,lU2'P + k), (44) 

G N(.2"·a lU n) =: y-p(1 + .2"1(p2)) - .2"2(p2) [1 _ e (a _ [P2 - pN 1)1 
, 1'1'1' p2(1+.2"I(p2))2_.2"2(p2)2 "', I 

+ y-p( 1 +.2" I( p2)) - .2"2( p2) e (a _ Ip2 _ P N I), (45) 
p2( 1 +.2" f( p2W _ .2"2 N (p2)2 "', I 

etc., where .2" N is the Nth approximation to.2" by the algo
rithm (All), (AI7), (A26), or (A31), pN is the zero of the 
denominator of the second term on the r.h.s. of (41) with 
respect to p2, etc., and proceed to higher approximations. 

Similarly one can define a Lipschitz approximation and 
devise an algorithm for Eq. (11), but we do not write it down 
here, leaving the problem as an exercise for the reader. 

Unfortunately, however, these algorithms are not ap
plicable in the presence of constraints, but the existence 
theorem 5 has a significance to the problem of DMG by 
parity-violating interactions. To see this let us write the 
equation for (7 in the following abstract form: 

(7;(p) = lU(7I,(72,(72,(74,j,h;p] i = 1,2,3,4. (46) 

If one requires that the Y5 term be absent, the system (42) is 
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reduced to 

(7i = ili[(7I,(72,(73,0,j,h;p], i = 1,2,3, (47) 

0= il4[(7I,(72,(73,0,j,h;p]. (48) 

If all thef's and h 's are specified as model inputs, there are 
more equations than unknown functions. On the other hand, 
if one of h 's, say h4' is left unspecified, Eq. (18c) can be re
garded as a constraint upon h4 • Obviously, this constraint is 
nonlinear with respect to (7'S and linear with respect to! 
Moreover, h4 and il4 do not belong to the same Banach 
space. The system of equations (17) and (18) as a whole can be 
regarded as an equation of the form E ((7,h4) = ° with the 
mapE:'1)CQ3 = :B I ffiB2 ffiB3 ffiBh-Q3' = : ffi;~ I Bi' where 
Bi stands for the Banach space of the candidates for 
(7iand Bh for the Banach space of the candidates for h4 • As 
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the u's are functions of one variable while/is a function of 
three variables, ))3 and ))3' are obviously different, and the 
systemE'(u,J) = Odoes not determine theu's and/uniquely. 
But if the conditions of these theorems are satisfied, one can 
say that the model under consideration has solutions. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

As a problem of broken symmetry, the problem of 
DMG has two fairly distinct aspects. One is the group theor
etic aspect and the other is the operator theoretic aspect. In 
this note we tried to apply the modern NLOT to the latter 
aspect of the problem, which is essentially concerned with 
nonlinear singular integral equations, i.e., the unrenorma
lized Schwinger-Dyson equations or simplified versions of 
those equations. 

As we are mainly concerned with the NLOT aspect, in 
order to avoid unnecessary complications we have dealt with 
the U V.A (I) models, but generalizations of the methods and 
arguments to the SU(n) cases, etc. are rather straightfor
ward, unless parity-violating interactions are involved. 

So far we have presented some theorems concerning 
existence of solutions of unrenormalized Schwinger-Dyson 
equations with input (model) vertex parts with nice asymp
totic behaviors, and algorithms for construction of approxi
mate solutions. As has been seen in Sec.2, the anomalous 
magnetic moment term in the vertex part generates a mass 
unless the form factor satisfies some extra conditions. In oth
er words, .or2( p2) = 0 is not a solution in general, so that one 
need not look for an exotic (singular at g = 0) solution for 
mass generation. (The g dependence of r is irrelevant here.) 

It may be helpful to add semi norms to the definition of 
norms in Banach spaces so that functions with undesirable 
behaviors will be excluded from the domains and the radii of 
the domains be increased. 

Theorem 4 asserts local uniqueness of solution under 
certain conditions. On the other hand, the bifurcation the
ory22-24 requires Frechet differentiability, so that it is not 
applicable to our equations, unfortunately. 

Though one may begin with input form factors that are 
complex above the thresholds of particle production, and .or 
and 1T, also become complex above the thresholds, we do not 
use the complex analyticity of those functions but treat them 
as complex-valued functions of real variables, so that our 
method is applicable also when, for example, the transcen
dental equations (3 7) and/or (38) have complex roots. (We do 
not use Wick rotations.) 

Though we dealt with DGM offermion fields with 
massless Lagrangian in Sec. 2, the technique developed there 
can be applied to fermion fields with massive Lagrangians. 
For example, it may be worthwhile to solve equations for the 
proton-neutron mass difference with various models of the 
charge and anomalous magnetic moment form factors. 

Though Wick rotation may be applicable to the exact 
solution of Eq. (5) with the exact three-point function, one 
cannot expect the applicability of Wick rotation to approxi
mate solutions to equations with an approximate or model 
three-point function. Moreover, the theory of equations with 
non-Frechet-differentiable maps may be useful in solid state 
physics where the Wick rotation is out of the question. 
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APPENDIX: RELEVANT MATHEMATICAL DEFINITIONS 
AND THEOREMS 

In this Appendix, some relevant mathematical notions 
are defined and theorems are presented. 

In order to formulate algorithms for construction of 
approximate solutions of nonlinear operator equations with 
maps that are not Frechet differentiable, Altman 17 intro
duced the notion of Lipschitz approximation. 

Definition 1: Let P: D (p)CX~Ybe a nonlinear opera
tor. Then an operator T : D (p)-Y is called a Lipschitz ap
proximation to Pif P - Tis Lipschitz continuous, i.e., there 
exists a positive constant K such that for any x,xED (p) 

IIPx - Tx - Px + Txll <K Ilx - xii· (AI) 

Definition 2: An operator is called a Lipschitz approxi
mation in the narrow sense if there exists a functional 
K: D (p)~R+ and element h (x)EX, a sequence En ~O, and a 
number qE(O, 1) such that for any EE(O, 1], 

IIP(x + Eh) - T(x + Eh) - Px - Txll<EK(xlllh II, 
(A2) 

[T(x + Enh) - TX]/En-8[x,h (x)], 

110 (x,h (xl) + Pxll <qIIPxll, 

n~oo, 

where x + En hE W for sufficiently small En'S. 

(A3) 

(A4) 

If a Lipschitz approximation Tor P is Frechet differen
tiable, the Frechet derivative T'(x) is continuous in 

U = :D (p)0.S (xo,r) 

and for any XEUo where 

Uo = :D(p)r\S(xo,r), 

there exists an element h (x)EX such that 

T'(x)h (x) + Px = 0, 

Ilh (x)11 <C IIPxll, KC < 1, 

then one can define an algorithm as follows: 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

GivenxoED (p), KC /q </3 < 1, andKC < q < 1, suppose 
x1,,··,xn ,n>O are already defined. Then put En = 1 if 
<1> (I,xn ,hn) < qllPxn II, where 

<1> (E,x,h ) = :IIP(x + Eh) - (1 - E)Pxll/E. (A9) 

and hn is the solution ofEq. (A7) with x = x n • 

If <1> (I,xn ,hn) > qllPxn II, there exists a number EnE(O, 1) 
such that 

/3qllPxn II <<1> (En ,Xn ,hn )<qIIPxn II· 

In either case, put 

Xn+1 =Xn +Enhn· 

(AW) 

(All) 

In other words, the problem is reduced to the inversions of 
the linear operators T'(x). Then we have the following theo
rem due to Altman. 17 

Theorem 1: If T is a Lipschitz approximation to Pin Uo 
and T' is continuous in U and satisfies the conditions (A 7) 
and (A8) in Uo with radius 

r>(1 - q)-IC exp (1 - q)IIPxoll, 

then Xn EUo and there exists at least one x* such that 
Px* = O. The error estimate reads 

Ilxn -x*II«I-q)-ICbn , 
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where 

bn = IIPxo11 exp((l-q)(l- tn))' 

n-I 

to=O, tn = L E;. 
;=0 

(AI4) 

Alternatively we have the following theorem, also due to 
Altman. 17 

Theorem 2: If there exists qe(O, 1) such that for any xe Uo 
there exists h (x) such that 

IIT'(x)h (x) + Pxll<qIlPxIl, 

IIh (xlii <C IIPxll, (AI5) 

KC+q< 1, 

one can define an algorithm as follows. Given xoeD (p) and 

KC + q <q < 1, (KC + ifJ/q </3 < 1. (AI6) 

Suppose that XI""'Xn are already defined. Then put En = 1 
or choose En < 1 in the same way as in Theorem 1 provided q 
and /3 are subject to the condition (A 16), and define 

(AI7) 

If the radius rof Sis larger than (1 - q)-I exp (1 - q)IIPxoll 
then [xn Ie Uandxn-x* as n-oo. 

We have also the following theorems due to Lika l8 

Theorem 3: If the conditions 
1) The Frechet derivative Q '(x) of an operator Q and an 

operator 

F=:P-Q (AI8) 

satisfy Lipschitz conditions in a domain M with constants L 
and L I , respectively: 

IIQ '(x) - Q '(x'lIl <L IIx - x'll, (AI9) 

IIF(x) - F(x')II<Llllx - x'lI; (A20) 

2) there exists 

Fo = :[Q '(xo)]- 1, (A21) 

and 

11F011<Bo, IIF oP(xolll<l1;· (A22) 

3) BoLl < 1; (A23) 

4) ho = :BoLl1o<~(1 - BoLI)2; (A24) 

5) ball S (xo,ro) is constrained in M where 

ro = :[1 - BoLl - [(1 - BoLl- 2hol l
/

2]l1oho- 1 

= :R (ho)l1o; (A25) 

then the equation P (x) = ° admits a solution x*eS (xo,r 0) and 
the sequence [x n I defined by 

xn+1 =Xn - [Q'(xn)]-IP(xn) (A26) 

converges to this solution. The rate of convergence is 

(A27) 

where 

828 

(A28) 

R(hn)l1n = [l-BnLI- [(I-BnLd2-2hnll/2] 
X(Bn L )-1. 
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Theorem 4: If the conditions 1 )-3) of Theorem 3 and the 
condition 

4') ho < 2N -21(1 - BoLI)N - 1) 

for an N such that 

(I-BoLI)-I<N<2(I-BoLI)-1, 

are satisfied, then the sequence [xn I defined by 

(A29) 

(A30) 

xn+1 =Xn - [Q'(xo)]-lp(Xn) (A31) 

converges to the only solution x*eS (xo,Nl1o) of the equation 
Px = 0, i.e., the solution x* is locally unique. The error esti
mate reads 

Ilxn - x*II«Nho + BoLI)nl1o(1- Nho - BoLd-I. (A32) 

In order to see the existence of solution of problems 
with constraints Theorem 5 below, also due to Altman,17 is 
useful. 

Definition 3: The set Fx (4) ) of special contraction direc
tion for a map 4> : D (4) )_ YatxeD (4) ) is defined as the set of 
elementsyeY such that there exist numbers B,qe(O, 1), 
Ee(O, 1], and an element xeX'such that 

II4>x - <Px - Eyll<qEllYlI, (A33) 

where the distance between x and x,d (x,Xj<EllYll. 
If 4> is a closed operator, one can state the following 

theorem. 
Theorem 5: Suppose 
1) 4>: Xo-Yis closed on U = :X~whereXoisasubset 

of X and S the closure in X of the ball 

(A34) 

2) for any xeUo = :Xfi'S the set Fx (4)) of special con
tractor directions is dense in some ball in Y with center 0; 

(A35) 

then the equation 4>x = ° has a solution x*eU. The main 
difficulty in application of this theorem is to verify the dense
ness of the special contractor directions in a ball in Y for a 
given map 4>. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A gauge field of the Yang-Mills type is said to be invar
iant under a Lie group of spacetime diffeomorphisms G if 
and only if any element gEG induces a transformation of the 
potential that can be compensated for by a gauge 
transformation. I 

The first purpose of this paper is to derive some proper
ties of invariant Yang-Mills fields. This study is illustrated 
in the case of spatial homogeneity and isotropy. It is shown 
that there exists spatially homogeneous and isotropic non
abelian configurations which are not pure gauge (this is in 
sharp contrast with electromagnetism). We end up with the 
resolution of the coupled Einstein-Yang-Mills equations 
under these symmetry assumptions. 

The gauge field is taken to be SO(3). The spacetime 
manifold and the Yang-Mills potential are, respectively, de
noted by M and A ( = A : Ta dXll in local coordinates; 
[Ta,Tb] = CabcTc)' A (P) is the value of A at PEM. 

2. SYMMETRIC GAUGE FIELDS 

When the gauge field A is G-invariant (or, as it is also 
said, "G-symmetric"), there exists a differentiable (up to the 
required order) application R from M X G to SO (3) such that 

(g* A )(P) = R (P,g)A (P)R -I(p,g) + dR (P ,g)R -1(P,g) 
(2.1) 

and reciprocally. Here, gOA is the transformed potential ob
tained from A by the usual pull back of I-forms. 

The connection I-form w(A ) defined on the correspond
ing principal bundle-supposed to be the trivial bundle 
M XSO (3) forsimplicity2-is invariant by agroupH of bun
dIe automorphisms whose action on the base M is given by G. 
However, as we shall show, G is isomorphic to no subgroup 
of H in some cases. This leads to difficulties in the study of G
invariant gauge fields. 

The compensating gauge transformations R (P,g) are 
gauge-dependent. In a new gauge, the gauge transformations 
R '(P,g) given by 

R '(P,g) = U (g(P))R (P,g) U - I(P) (2.2) 

satisfy (2.1), with A' = UA U -I + dU U -I in place of A. 
Let !f be the group of gauge transformations that leave 

A unchanged. It is easy to prove that the gauge transforma-

"IAspirant du Fonds National BeIge de la Recherche Scientifique. 
b1permanent address: Interactions Fondamentales, Universite Libre de 

Bruxelles, Campus Plaine C. P. 228, B·1050 Bruxelles, Belgium. 

tions C(P;gI,g2) defined by 

C (P;g l,g2) = R - I (P,g ,)R - I(gl (P ),g2)R (P, g2 g tl (2.3) 

belong to!f (in the productg~,,gl acts first). They are obvi
ously modified when, instead of the application R, one uses 
the compensating application R (P,g) L (P, g), L (P, g)E!f. A 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a set of 
compensatingtransformationsR(P,g) = R (P,g)L (P,g) obey
ing the simple composition rule 

R (P;g~I) = R(gl(P),g2)R(P,gI) (2.4) 
is that C (P;g 1,g2) - 1 can be made to vanish by a suitable 
choice for L (P ,g). This is not always the case. Consider, for 
example, the flat space potential A(7(.xJ') given in Minkows
kian coordinates by M{j~X', where M is a constant matrix 
belonging to the SO (3)-algebra. This potential is translation
invariant; with the 4-translation al' which maps xl' on xl' + 
aI', one can associate the compensating gauge transforma
tionsR (xl',al') = exp[(a1xO + l(al'))M]. Computing (2.3) for 
any two translations al' and b 1', one finds 

C (.xJ';al',b 1') 

= exp[( - b lao + I(al' + bl') - I(al') - l(bl'))M] #-1. 

Indeed, the exponent cannot vanish for all al' ,b I' since b laO is 
not symmetric under the exchange al' ~b 1'. 

It is only when (2.4) holds or can be made to hold that 
the action of the group G on M can be "lifted" to the bundle 
M X SO (3) in a manner that preserves the group structure. 
Indeed, let g be an element of G and R (P ,g), one of the corre
sponding compensating gauge transformations. They define 
a transformation of the section M X ! 1 I, 

hg:(P,I}-+hg(P,I} = (g(P),R -I(p,g)), (2.5) 

that can be extended in a unique way to the whole of 
M X SO (3) if one requires that hg be a bundle automorphism 
[i.e., commute with any element of SO (3)]: 

hg:M XSO (3)-+M XSO (3):(P,&f)-(g(P),&fR -1(P,g)).(2.6) 

By construction, the connection w is hg-invariant: h;w = w 
[use (2.1), (2.5), and (2.6)]. However, if (2.4) does not hold, 
hg,g, #- hg, hg,. The difference is a transformation along the 
fibers. Let H be the group generated by the hg's. It is a sub
group of the group of bundle automorphisms that leave the 
connection I-form w invariant. It possesses a "normal" (or 
"invariant") subgroupff, which contains all the elements of 
H that map each fiber on itself (i.e., the action of ff on the 
base space M reduces to the identity). ff is also a subgroup of 
!f. The group G is the quotient of Hby ff. The existence of 
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a group homomorphism H-G does not imply that G is iso
morphic to some subgroup of H. 

The classification of G-invariant gauge fields must be 
based on a classification of all possible groups Hand ff with 
the above properties. Two cases need be considered here: (i) 
A/ = ! 1 I; (ii) ff contains a one-parameter subgroup, say 
! eA'I'IP1J (AE[0,21T), ip (P )ESO(3)-algebra). 

In the first case, Hand G are isomorphic. The compen
sating gauge transformations R (P,g) obey the composition 
law (2.4), from which the relations 

R (P,e) =1, 

R (p,g-l) = R -l(g-l(P),g) 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

follow. The construction (up to a gauge transformation) of all 
G-invariant Yang-Mills fields may be found in the litera
ture.3 We shall not repeat it in this note; rather, we shall turn 
to the second case. 

3. THE QUASIABELIAN CASE 

If the gauge transformation e"'I' (P I leave the potential A 
invariant, the field ip (P) is covariantly constant. Let us as
sume for simplicity that the spacetime manifold M is con
nected and has a zero second Betti number. In the SO(3) case, 
this implies the existence of a gauge in which ip is constant, 
A (P) = a(P)cp (A; (x) = all (x)ip a), and F (P) = I(P)ip 
(F;v(x) = Illv(x)CP aJ = da). 

Unless the field strengths all vanish, any gauge transfor
mation L (P) that leaves the potential unchanged belongs to 
the group ! e"'I'J (useF = LFL -I), which thus coincides with 
ff. Besides, any gauge transformation R (p,g) satisfying (2.1) 
must be a (point-dependent in general) rotation about the 
direction in isospin space determined by ip. The SO(2) poten
tial a (P) is G-invariant (g·a~ is a gradient) and the problem 
is completely reduced to the abelian one.4 

We shall merely analyze here the properties of G-invar
iant abelian potentials from a local point of view. For the 
sake of briefness, we shall also assume that the group G acts 
transitively on M. The discussion can readily be extended to 
more general situations. 

In local coordinates, the invariance equations (2.1) read 

£SAall= -JIlXA' (3.1) 

where SA (A = 1 , ... ,n) are the generators of G. The scalar 
functions X A (x) are submitted to the following conditions. 

JI'(£sAXB - £s"xA - C~BXC) = 0, (3.2a) 

which one easily derives from (3.1). Here, the constants C~B 
are the structure constants ofG ([SA' SB] = C~BSC). From 
(3.2a), it follows that 

(3.2b) 

where KAB are antisymmetric constants obeying 

CljBKDC + C~CKDA + C~AKDB = ° (3.3) 

[to get (3.3), take the Lie derivative of (3.2b) with respect to 
S c' and add to the resulting expression the similar ones ob
tained by cyclic permutations of (ABC)]. Moreover, these 
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constants are gauge invariant (i.e., invariant when the func
tions XA are replaced by XA + £s.u). 

The geometrical meaning of the K AB'S is clear: let 
E = (S ~ (x), X A (x)) and 71 = (0,1) be the generators in 
M X SO(2) [local coordinates used: (xl' ,A )] of the n + I di
mensional Lie group H (the lift of G on the bundle). The 
vector fields E commute with 71: 

[E ,71] = 0, (3.4a) 

because they generate bundle automorphisms. It is easy to 
compute the other structure constants of H: 

[E ,m] = c~Bfc + K AB 71, 
[71,71] = o. 

(3.4b) 

(3.4c) 

The relation (3.3) is nothing but (part of) the Jacobi identity 
for these structure constants. 

The generators E are determined up to arbitrary multi
ples f.l A 71 of the vector field 7i This amounts to adding arbi
trary constants f.l A to the functions X A (x), and results in a 
change of the constants K AB given by 

KAB-K ~B = KAB - C5Bf.lC· (3.5) 
Two sets K AB and K ~B that differ by such a combination are 
to be identified. One can use this arbitrariness to give some 
"canonical" values to K AB . For example, one can assume 
KAB = ° when the group G of space-time diffeomorphisms is 
two-dimensional and nonabelian, or three-dimensional and 
of Bianchi type VIII or IX. The G-Lie algebra is isomorphic 
to an H-Lie subalgebra in those cases. 

Let S (Po) be the "isotropy" (or "stability") subgroup of 
G at some reference point Po, and let S: = d~SA 
(a = 1, ... ,m = n - 4) be its generators ([S:, S:] = C~bS n 
As is known, they vanish at Po. However, the gauge invariant 
constants ka = d:x A (Po) do not necessarily vanish and can
not, in general, be made to vanish by a transformation 
X A -X A + f.t A satisfying C ;Bf.tC = O. Thus, even when 
KAB = 0, the relation (3.2b) does not imply thatthe functions 
XA are the components of a gradient (i.e., XA 
= £SAf.l( = S~ul')). The remaining arbitrariness mentioned 

above can nevertheless be used to bring the numbers ka to 
some canonical values. 

Consider two sets of functions X A (x) and X ~ (x) defining 
the same constants KAB and ka • It is easily shown that they 
differ by a gradient: 

XA (x) - X~ (x) = £s.f.l(x). 

Accordingly, the vector field E is mapped on the vector 
field f ~ by the gauge transformation 
x'l' = xll ,A , = A + u(x). 

It results from this analysis that the lifted groupsH and 
their action on the bundle M X SO(2) can be classified ac
cording to the various canonical values of the pair (KAB,kb)' 
subject to the conditions (3.3) and d~dfKAB = - C~bkc. 
Given such a pair, one can integrate, at least locally, Eqs. 
(3.2b) for XA with the "initial" conditions d~XA(PO) = ka • 

One can then find all the corresponding G-invariant gauge 
fields al' by solving the invariance equations £f..{J) = 0 for 
the connection form (J) = (a I' (x), 1); this is a standard problem 
of differential geometry. In most cases, however, it is simpler 
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to construct all the G-invariant field strengths 
J;.v (£SA f/l-v = 0) and to require that they be closed. 

4. SPATIAL HOMOGENEITY AND ISOTROPY 

Suppose that M is a pseudo-Riemannian manifold of 
the Robertson-Walker type; its metric possesses a six-di
mensional group G6 ofisometries acting on a one-parameter 
family of spacelike hypersurfaces. In standard coordinates, 
one has 

ds2 = - dt 2 + b 2(t )dcr, (4.1) 

where dcr is the time-independent metric of a Riemannian 
three-space of constant curvature k. For simplicity, only the 
k = 0 (flat) and k = 1 (closed) models will be considered 
here. We intend to find all the SO(3) gauge fields that share 
the symmetry of the metric. 

The quasiabelian case is not interesting, since the 
Yang-Mills field would be pure gauge. Indeed, the field 
strengths would vanish as a result of the symmetry require
ments. 

We shall thus turn to the case,/Y = I I J. In order to 
derive all the homogeneous and spherically symmetric 
Yang-Mills fields, we shall use the properties (2.4), (2.7a), 
and (2.7b) of the compensating gauge transformations 
R(P,g). 

As is known, the group G6 ofisometries has a three
parameter subgroup, called here the "translation" group, 
that acts simply transitively on the surfaces t = con st. This 
group is abelian when k = 0, and of type IX (according to the 
classification given by Bianchi) when k = 1. Let 
I dt,wm = W;;'(Xk )dxn J be a set of independent translation-in
variant I-forms. In this paragraph, latin indices take the 
"spatial" values 1,2,3. The I-forms wm can be chosen so that 
dwm = 2-IC~uI' I\wq (with C~ = kEmp) and 
~ 2 q 

du = ~m (w m
) (see the book by Ryan and Shepley5). 

It is always possible to find a gauge in which R (P,g) = I 
for all translations. Indeed, consider an arbitrary reference 
point Po and all the other points P b ,P b' ... that lie on the same 
t-coordinate line (one such reference point per hypersurface 
of transitivity). By performing the gauge transformation 
U(P) = R -1(PO(P),gp) = R (P,g;; I), wheregp is the unique 
translation that maps on P the reference point Po(P) belong
ing to the same hypersurface of transitivity, one gets new 
compensating gauge transformations R '(P,g) which all re
duce to the identity. In this gauge, the Yang-Mills field is 
strictly translation-invariant (g* A = A for all translations). 
Accordingly, one has 

(4.2) 

where the matrices Ao and Am depend only on t. Time-de
pendent gauge transformations leave the potential (4.2) 
form-invariant. 

Let us now analyze the conditions resulting from the 
isotropy. The application R defines group homomorphisms 
from the isotropy subgroups S (P) to SO(3) because it obeys 
the composition law (2.4). Since the groups S (P) are all iso
morphic to SO(3)-we exclude spatial reflections from G6-

their image by R can only be the trivial group II J or SO(3) 
itself. If two points belong to the same surface of homo gene-
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ity, their stability subgroups are mapped on the same SO(3) 
subgroup. This is a consequence of the relation 

R (P,g) = R (Po(P),u), u =gip\ggpES(Po(P)), (4.3) 

which holds for any gEG6 in the gauges chosen above. 
Suppose that the isotropy subgroups at all reference 

points-and thus everywhere in spacetime-are mapped on 
SO(3) (if the continuous application R maps these subgroups 
on I I J, the potential A, being strictly symmetric, is pure 
gauge). After an appropriate time-dependent gauge transfor
mation is performed, any spatial rotation about the reference 
points is compensated by the "same" rotation in isotopic 
space. In that particular gauge, R (Po,g) is independent of the 
hypersurfaces of transitivity. Moreover, since the transla
tion group is an invariant subgroup of G 6' one can infer from 
(4.3) that R (P,g) = R (Po,g), i.e., dR = O. The invariance 
equations read 

R;:'A~ =R~A~, A~ =R~Ag 

for every R ;:'ESO(3). This implies 

A (t) = a(t )Tmwm. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

The field (4.5) is, up to a gauge transformation, the most 
general spatially homogeneous and spherically symmetric 
SO(3) Yang-Mills field. 

By direct computation, one gets the field strengths 

F(t) = aTmdt 1\ wm + 2 -I(ka - a2)TmEmpqul' I\wq. 
(4.6) 

In the flat model, they vanish at a = 0, whereas in the closed 
one, they vanish at both a = 0 and a = 1. 

5. A SOLUTION TO EINSTEIN-YANG-MILLS 
EQUATIONS 

On account of its symmetry, the energy-momentum 
tensor of the Yang-Mills field is a function of time alone and 
has the perfect fluid form. Moreover, the pressure it defines 
is equal to one-third of the energy density 
E[2E = 3b -4(b 2a2 + (ka - a2)2)], because its trace vanish
es. The solution to Einsteins' equations for the metric b is 
thus well known [b~t 1/2 in the open model and b ~ sin 1], 

t ~ (1 - cos 1]) in the closed one]. As to the Yang-Mills field, 
it is determined by quadratures from the conservation law 
Eb 4 = const. This problem is equivalent to the integration of 
the one-dimensional motion in the positive quartic potential 
(ka - a2)2, which has two minima in the k = 1 case. 

This example shows the existence of nontrivial, nonsta
tionary, spherically symmetric and homogeneous real solu
tions to Yang-Mills equations (with finite energy when the 
spatial sections are closed). Such solutions have no analog in 
the electromagnetic case. Their detailed physical signifi
cance (if any) is, however, not known. 

Note added in proof The interested reader might have 
noticed the great similarities between the question studied in 
Sec. 3 and the problem of ray representations of Lie groups: 
V. Bargmann, "Ray Representations of Lie Groups," a se
ries of six lectures delivered at the University of Texas on 
Feb. 23, 25, 27 and March 2, 4, 6, 1981 (unpublished); Ann. 
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Math. 59, (1) (1954). In both cases, one lifts a group of trans
formations defined on the base space to the bundle space of 
an appropriate fiber bundle. After this paper was completed, 
the author became aware of the following works, which deal 
with similar topics: Gu Chaohao and Hu Hesheng, Com
mun. Math. Phys. 79, 75 (1981) (spherically symmetric 
gauge fields) and A. V. Gaiduk, Theoret. Math. Phys. 44, 
795 (1980) (translation-invariant gauge fields). 
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An ansatz yielding propagating wave solutions for pure SU(3) gauge theories is exhibited. The 
solutions are self-dual and have a superposition property like their SU(2) analogs. Possible 
generalizations of the ansatz which may be used to obtain additional irreducible SU(3) solutions 
are also suggested. 

PACS numbers: 11.10.Np, 11.30.Jw 

I. INTRODUCTION 

SU(2) Yang-Mills theories provide the simplest exam
ples of theories with a non-abelian gauge symmetry and 
hence have been the focus of most investigations. However, 
since the strong interactions may be mediated by an octet of 
color SU(3) gauge fields, it is also important to consider clas
sical solutions ofSU(3) gauge theories. Apart from the possi
bility that such solutions will be relevant to the quantum 
theory, the study ofSU(3) solutions is attractive for a number 
of other reasons. Firstly, results obtained for SU(2) theories 
generalize readily to higher rank gauge groups since it is 
always possible to embed known SU(2) solutions. Secondly, 
because SU(3) has an inherently more complex structure 
than SU(2), it is possible that some nontrivial generalizations 
of SU(2) solutions exist, apart from the straightforward em
beddings. Finally, unlike the SU(2) case, it is possible to con
struct a stable solution to the pure SU(3) gauge field equa
tions without the introduction of explicit scalar fields. I 

A large number ofSU(3) solutions have now been dis
covered. These include generalizations of the 't Hooft-Po
lyakov monopole l

-6 and the Prasad-Sommerfield mono
pole,? as well as SU(3) dyons.8 Models ofSU(3) monopoles 
coupled to fermions have also been considered.9 

SU(3) instantons with topological charges of ± 1 and 
± 4, corresponding to the two inequivalent embeddings of 

the group SU(2) inside SU(3), 10.11 have been obtained. Irre
ducible SU(3) solutions have resulted from an 0(3) symmet
ric ansatz I2

•
13 corresponding to an SU(3) generalization of 

Witten's cylindrically symmetric multi-instanton solution. 14 

SU(3) versions of meron 15 and multimeron 16 configurations 
also exist and investigation of complex SL(3,C) self-dual 
fields I? has yielded a number of interesting nontrivial 
solutions. 

The Corrigan-Fairlie-'t Hooft-Wilczek (CFtHW) an
satz, 18 however, has not yet been generalized to SU(3) due to 
the difficulty of finding an analog of the 't Hooft tensor 1/ a{Lv' 
We have utilized a particularly simple version of this ansatz 
for the investigation of propagating wave solutions in SU(2) 
gauge theories. 19 In addition to the natural interest in SU(3) 
versions of these solutions, we might hope to gain some indi
cation of possible generalizations of 1/a{Lv appropriate to 
SU(3). 

alWork supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-
76SFOO515. 

In Sec. II we exhibit a generalization of the 0(3) sym
metric ansiitze used by other authors8

•
13 to find SU(3) solu

tions. This generalization is shown to yield the SU(3) version 
of the wave solutions mentioned above. The self-duality 
properties of the ansatz are considered in detail in Sec. III 
and possible generalizations which may be useful for finding 
the SU(3) analog of the CFtHW ansatz are discussed in Sec. 
IV. 

II. SU(3) WAVE SOLUTIONS 

We begin by writing the gauge potential A{L and field 
strength F{Lv as matrices in the space of infinitesimal group 
generators 

with 

A aTa 
A =_{L __ , 

{L 2i 

F aTa 
F = .....:...{L_V __ 

{LV 2i 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

F{LV = J{LAv - JvA{L + [A{L.Av]. (2.1c) 

The equation of motion may thus be written as 

D vF{Lv = JVF{Lv + [A v,F{Lv] = O. (2.2) 

For SU(2) gauge theories the matrices T a are given by 
the 2 X 2 Pauli matrices 0", a = 1'00.,3, whereas for SU(3) 
gauge theories they are chosen to be the usual 3 X 3 Gell
Mann matrices A a, a = 1'00.,8. 

As discussed in an earlier paper, 19 a suitable ansatz for 
wavelike solutions ofSU(2) gauge theories characterized by a 
propagation vector k{L is given by 

A{L = iU{Lvk j(k.x), (2.3) 

where k·x = k{Lx{L' Equation (2.3) is just a special case of the 
CFtHW ansatz. The antisymmetric matrices u{LV satisfy the 
0(4) commutation relations and are defined as usual by 

1 
u ij = 4i [ujOuj ] 

and 

(2.4) 

or 
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with 

'l7a/lV = €a/lV' a,j-lv = 1,2,3 

=8a/l' v=4. (2.5) 

The CFtHW ansatz may be extended to Minkowski space 
[our metric is g'v = diag (+ - - -)] by defining 

UiQ = iuJ2. 

The set of u/lV matrices thus obtained satisfy 0(3,1) commu
tation relations and yield complex solutions in Minkowski 
space. In the particular case of ansatz (2.3) one class of self
dual solutions with a restricted superposition property is ob
tained provided that k 2 = k/l k /l = O. Since the function 
f(k.x) remains completely arbitrary, these solutions may be 
regarded as non-abelian generalizations of electromagnetic 
plane waves. The Euclidean space version of these solutions 
with k 2 = 0 is of course trivial. 

In order to obtain SU(3) versions of these SU(2) wave 
solutions, we begin by defining a generalization of the 0(3) 
symmetric ansiitze used by Horvath and PallaS and Bais and 
Weldon. 13 As in the SU(2) case it is possible to exhibit the 
ansatz in either Euclidean or Minkowski space. 

A. Euclidean space version 

We choose the SU(3) gauge potentials to be 

kk 
Aj = i€jjk kjLkH (v) + i€jjk ..!..2.. Qkp G (v) + iL jk4D (v) 

k 

(2.6a) 

(2.6b) 

where v = k/lx/l = klx l + k 2x 2 + k3X3 + k4x4, 

k= Ikl, 
(Lak = i€jaj' 

(Qab)jj = 8aj 8bj + 8aj8bj - ¥>ab 8 jj' i,j,a,b = 1,3 

and H, G, D, E, A, B, C, F are unknown functions of v. It can 
be seen that ansatz (2.6) corresponds to the most general 
form of the potential which can be constructed from La ,Qab' 
and the vector k/l' and reduces to the simple SU(2) embed
ding if 

G=D=E=A =B=F=O. 

La and Qab satisfy the commutation relations 

[La,Lb] = i€abcLcJ 

[La,Qbcl =i(€cnaQbn +€bnaQcn)' 

[Qab,Qcd 1 = 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

i(8ad €bcs + 8bd €acs + 8bc €ads + 8ac €bds)Ls' (2.7c) 

The Lorentz condition J/lA/l = 0 is satisfied if 

D' + k
2
A' = C', 

k4 

E ' k2B' -F' 
+-k-- , 

4 

(2.8a) 

(2.8b) 

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to 

v=k/lx/l' 
It is straightforward to calculate the field strengths 

from Eq. (2.lc), 

Fjj = i{(€jrskj - €jrskj) [ krLs( H' + k~~2 + k..,4D + 2k4BE) + Qps~pkr (G' -HG + k..,4E + 2k4BD)] 

- €jjrkrksLs(H2 + G 2) - €jjpLpk/(D2 + E2) - 2€jjn Qm~km k/DE + (kjLj - kjL j) 

Q k k 
X [k4D' - k4(HD + 2GE) - k2(AH + 2BG)] - 2€ijs ks np k n p HG 

(Q
. k k Q. k k.) 

+ Jm k m I - 1m k m J [k4E' - k4(2HE + DG ) - k2(A G + 2BH)] 

kr 2 2} (2.9a) - (€jrmQmj - €jrmQm;) k (k HG + k4 DE) , 

F4j = i{€;jkkjLdH' - CD - 2EF)k4 + €;jkkjkp Q;p k4(G' - CE - 2FD) +L;[k4
2D' + k2(HC + 2FG)] 

+ Q~kj [k/E'+k2(2HF+CG)] +k;[Laka(C'+k..,4'-HC-2FG) 

+ Qrs~rks (F' + k4B' - 2HF- CG)]). (2.9b) 

Equations (2.9) may now be inserted into the field equa
tions (2.2). In order to illustrate the simplifications required 
to obtain the field equations in a suitable form it is conve
nient to conisder 

(2.10) 
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From Eq. (2.9b) it follows immediately that 

J;F4; = i{L;k;(k/D" + k2C'~ k2k..,4 ") 

+ (Qabkakb1k) (k/E") + k 2F" + k4k
2B ")}. 

(2.lla) 
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The Lorentz condition (2.S) may be used to simplify this 
expression to 

aF. = ·{L.k.k 2C" + Qabkakb k 2F"} 
/ 4/ I / / f.J. k f.J. ' 

where k,.,. 2 = k/ + k2
• 

Similarly, the inhomogeneous term in Eq. (2.10) 
becomes 

[A/,F4;] = i{kjLj [ - k42(2CD 2 + 2CE 2 + SEFD) 

+ WH' - 2HD' - k2(2CH2 + 2CG 2 

(2.11b) 

+ 8HGF) + 2EG' - 2GE'] + (Qijk;kjlk) 

X [- k/(6FD 2 + 6FE 2 + 6ECD) 

+ 3DG' - 3GD' - k 2(6FH2 + 6FG 2 + 6GHC) 

+ 3EH' - 3HE'J}. (2.12a) 

Upon choosing 

D= {~}andE= {~}, 
Eq. (2.12a) simplifies to 

[AoF4; ] 

= i{ - kjLjk/(2CH 2 + 2CG l + 8HGF) 

_ Qijk;kj k 2(6FH2 + 6FG 2 + 6CHG)}. (2. 12b) k ,.,. 
The important point to note in Eqs. (2.11b) and (2.12b) 

is that they are now multiplied by a factor kfl 2. When these 
solutions are continued to Minkowski space, the class of so
lutions with kfl 2 = ° will automatically satisfy the equations 
of motion and represent the SU(3) analogs of the self-dual 
propagating SU(2) wave solutions obtained in earlier work. 

The field equations for the field strengths Fij may be 
simplified by the methods described above, and after much 
tedious algebra, the equations of motion finally become 

ik 2{kL(C" - 2H 2C - 2CGl - 8HGF) 
/L J J 

and 

+ QiJ:;kJ (F" - 6FHl - 6FG 2 
- 6CHG)} = ° 

(2.13a) 

ikfl 2 {(EjapkaLp + {~:~~nk4Ik}) 

836 

X [H" -H 3 -7HG 2 -4GFC-4HF 2 -HC 2
] 

( 
kaksQsn { k k }) + Ejan k + Qjnkn 4/ 4Lj 

X [G" - G 3 - 7H 2G - 4CHF - 4GF 2 - GC 2
] 

+ ~kL k [C" - {H"} _ 2H 2C- 2G lC- 8HFG 
k2 J a a G" 

{
H3 + 7HG 2 + 4GFC + 4HF2 + HC 2}] 

+ G 3 + 7H 2G + 4CHF+ 4GF2 + GC 2 
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+ kjQ;m k ;kmk 4 [F" _ {H H} _ 6FH2 _ 6FG 2 _ 6GHC 
k 3 G N 

{
H3 + 7HG

2 + 4GFC + 4HF2 + HC
2
}]} = ° 

+ G 3 +7H 2G+4CHF+4GF 2 +GC 2 
' 

(2.13b) 

where the terms in braces correspond to choosing 

D={~}, E={~}. 
Hence solutions of Eq. (2.13) are obtained if 

or 

(i) C" - (2CH 2 + 2CG 2 + 8HGF) = 0, 

(ii) F" -6(CHG+FH 2+FG 2)=0, 

(2. 14a) 

(2. 14b) 

(iii) H" -(H3+7HG 2+HC 2+4GCF+4HF1
) 

= 0, (2.14c) 

(iv) G" - (G 3 + 7H 2G + GC 2 + 4HCF + 4GF 2) 

= 0, (2. 14d) 

k/ = 0. (2.15) 

The trivial SU(2) embedding is recovered by setting 

H=C, 

G=F=O. 

B. Minkowski space version 

By analogy with the SU(2) case, the ansatz for the Min
kowski space version of the above solutions may be written 
as 

Ai 

(2. 16a) 

(2.16b) 

Inserting ansatz (2.16) into Eq. (2.1c) yields the field 
strengths: 

Fa; = {iE;jkkJLdH' + CD + 2EF)k a + iE;jk 

kJkPQ k O 

X kp (G' + CE+ 2FD) 
k 

+L;[ _k02D'-k2(HC+2FG)] 

+ Q;J ~ [ - ko 2E' - k2(CG + 2HF)] 

+ k;[LJkJ(koA' - C' - HC - 2FG) 

Q kOkb ]} 
+ ab k (koB' -F' - CG - 2HF) 

and 

Fij = {(iEJrsk; - iE;rskJ)[Lskr(H' + :0: E2 

) 
kPk r 

+ kOAD + 2koBE + Qps -k-

Eve Kovacs 
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x (G'+HG+k oAE+2kOBD)] 

- i€jjrk rLskS(H2 + G 2) + i€jjpLpko 2(D2 + E2) 

. Qmnkm 2 • s knk P 

+ 21€ijn k ko DE - 21€jjs k Qnp -k- HG 

+ (kjLj - kjL;) [ - kOD' - kO(HD + 2GE) 

2 ( k mk j k mkj ) 
- k (AH + 2BG)] + Qjm -k- - Qjm -k-

X [- kOE' - kO(GD + 2HE) - k2(AG + 2BH)] 

- (€jrmQmj - €jrmQmj) :r (ik?HG - iko
2DE)}. 

Substituting these expressions into the field equations it 
is found that just as in the SU(2) case, solutions are obtained 
ifEqs. (2.14) or (2.15) are satisfied, where now 
kp. 2 = ko

2 
- k2

• Hence the fields (2.17), with the functions C, 
F, H, and G remaining arbitrary and depending on a propa
gation vector kp. such that kp. 2 = 0, describe the SU(3) ana
log ofSU(2) nonabelian plane waves. Clearly for these solu
tions just as in the SU(2) case, it is possible to superpose 
gauge fields of the form (2.16) and still obtain a solution of 
the field equatons. 

As expected. the properties ofSU(3) plane wave solu
tions do not differ significantly from those for SU(2) gauge 
theories. 

The important result of this section is not the investiga
tion of these properties, but rather the construction of the 
ansatz (2.6) or (2.16) in such a way as to ensure that the equa
tions of motion reduce to expressions multiplied by an over
all factor of kp. 2. 

III. SELF-DUALITY PROPERTIES OF THE SU(3) WAVE 
SOLUTIONS 

It is interesting to examine the consequence of demand
ing that the field strengths (2.9) satisfy the self-duality condi
tion. For convenience the Euclidean space solutions are con
sidered; however, analogous results may be derived for the 
Minkowski space solutions. 

To obtain the duals of the field strengths (2.9) it is much 
more convenient to express them in a covariant form. Ac
cordingly, the gauge fields (2.6) are written as 

AI' = iTp.vkvH + iS4p.a{3kak{3 G + iS44a{3 ka
k

{3 Kp.B 
k kk4 

where 

Kp. = 8p.4kyky - kp.k4' 

k= Ikl, 
Tp.v = 7Jap.vLa, a = 1, ... ,3. 

Sp.va{3 = - 7Ja!-,a 7Jbv{3Qab' a.h = 1, ...• 3 
and 7Jap.v is the 't Hooft tensor defined by Eq. (2.5). 

(3.1) 

(3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

(3.2c) 

(3.2d) 

The tensors T!-'v are seen to correspond to the embed
ding of the SU(2) tensors a!-'v inside SU(3) which yields in
stantons with charges of q = ± 4. The tensors Sp.va{3 have no 
analog in SU(2). With the aid of the somewhat cumbersome 
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commutation relations given in Appendix A, the field 
strengths may be evaluated: 

Fp.v = ;{!Tvpkp. - T p.pkv)kp(H' - H2 - G 2) 

k k (2 2) Kp +Tvp. y yH +G + (TvpK!-, -Tp.pKv)-
k4 

( G2k) 1 X AH+2GB+ ~ +-(Kvkp. -kvKp.)T4p kp 
k k4 

X (A' - AH - 2GB - G ::4) + (S4va{3kp. - S4p.a{3kv) 

ka k{3 , ka 
X -k- (G - 3GH) - 3S4p.av k GHkyky 

ka k{3 , 
+ (Kvkp. - Kp.kv)S44a{3 -- (B - GA - 2HB) 

kk4 

K{3ka } 3) + (S4va{3Kp. - S4p.a{3Kv) -- (GA + 2HB). (3. 
kk4 

It is trivial to check that Eq. (3.3) is identical to the field 
strengths (2.9) for D = Hand E = G. 

The dual ofEq. (3.3), "Fp.v = ~€p.va{3Fa{3' may now be 
calculated using the formulas given in Appendix B: 

"Fp.v = i{ - (Tvakp. - Tp.aky)ka(H' - H2 - G 2) 

Ka 
+ Tvp.kykyH' - (TvaKp. - Tp.aKv)--,:; 

( 
k4G2) k

2 

X AH + 2GB + k2 - Tp.vkyky k4 

( G~) ~~ X AH + 2GB + k2 + €p.va4kakyky--,:;-

X (A ' - AH _ 2GB _ G ::4 ) 
- (S4ry6 k p. - S4p.y6 k v) 

k k k G' 
X~(G'-3GH)-f.- -y-k ~4p.yv k 

k k2 

- S4p.yv -y- (GA + 2HB )kaka 
kk4 

K6 k y 
- (S4Vy6KI' - S41'y6Kv) -- (GA + 2HB) 

kk4 

ka k{3 , } + €I'Va4kakykyS44a{3 -- (B - GA - 2HB) . 
kk4 

(3.4) 

Comparing Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) it is easy to see that the 
anti-self-duality condition" FI'Y = - Fp.v. is satisfied if 

or 

(i) H' + H 2 + 2G 2 + k
2 

(AH + 2GB) = 0, 
k4 

(ii) A' - (AH + 2GB + G 2k4/k
2) = O. 

(iii) G' + 3GH + k
2 

(GA + 2HB) = 0, 
k4 

(iv) B' - GA - 2HB = 0. 
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(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

(3.6c) 

(3.6d) 
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It is not difficult to check that the self-duality equations 
(3.6) imply the equations of motion (2.14), by remembering 
the Lorentz condition for the ansatz (3.1) is satisfied if 

H + k
2

A = e 
k4 ' 

G+ k
2

B =F. 
k4 

Hence, as expected the kp 2 = 0 solutions for SU(3) 
gauge theories are anti-self-dual, just like their SU(2) ana
logs. The system of Eqs. (3.6) gives a set of first order equa
tions for wavelike SU(3) solutions, which although simpler 
than the corresponding equations of motion, are still not 
trivial to solve. 

IV. REMARKS 

(i) The form of the ansatz (3.1) is very suggestive. With a 
suitable choice of the functions G, B, and A it reduces to an 
embedding of the CFtHW ansatz inside SU(3). From a gen
eralization ofEq. (3.1), a possible candidate for an SU(3) 
version of the CFtHW ansatz may be written as 

Ap = iTpvJ)n h + itppa(3 [(Jpln e)(Ja(3lnJ) 

- (Jp lnJ)(Ja(31n e)], (4.1) 

where h,f, and e are some superpotentials. It is not difficult 
to show Eq. (4.1) satisfies the Lorentz condition. 

The field strengths and their duals resulting from an
satz (4.1) have been evaluated. The algebra is rather involved 
and unfortunately applying the self-duality condition does 
not lead to the nice simplification which occurs for SU(2). 
However, it is still possible that (4.1) results in some simplifi
cation of the equations of motion, so further investigation of 
this ansatz is indicated. 

(ii) We have recently obtained the most general self-dual 
SU(2) plane wave solutions20 by the use of Yang's R-gauge 
equations. 21 Yang's formulation has also been extended to 
the gauge group SU(3).22 Just as in the SU(2) case, it is not 
difficult to see that the most general self-dual SU(3) plane 
wave solutions may be obtained by simply requiring that the 
functions used in the R-gauge ansatz be dependent on the 
Lorentz scalar k·x. 
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APPENDIX A 

The commutation relations for the tensors 'T pv and 
tpvpo- as defined by Eqs. (3.2c)-(3.2d) are given by 

['Tpv,'Tp/i] = i('TppOv/i - 'Tp/iOvp + 'Tv/iOpp - 'TvpOp/i), (AI) 
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[S/llla/3' Tpa ] 

= i(tllvOpO(3(T - t lll'ao- O(3p + tp(3ao-Ovp - t p(3ap Ovo-

+ tVll(3pOO(7 - tVI'(3o-0ap + tva(3o-0pp - tva(3pOpo-)' (A2) 

[tl,,'o(3,tpo-Y/i] = (°110'008 -8pIAw) ['Tv(3''Tpy ] 

+ (Ovo-c:5(3o - Ov/ic:5(3o-) ['TIJa , 'Tpy ] 

+ (O vp c:5(3Y - OVy c:5(3p)['TI'O,'T(7/i] 

+ (c:511pc:5ay - c:5llYc:5ap)['Tv(3,'T(T/i]' (A3) 

APPENDIX B 

Using the well-known identity 

EVk(7l) 17allk = 17a,'k0l'(T + 17ao-vc:511k + 17ako-0I"" (Bl) 

the duals of the tensors 'T11V and t p vo{3 may be evaluated: 

!El'va(3T(3p = Tvl'c:5ap + TaJjpp + Tl'uOpv, (B2) 

!El'vu(3t(3pYli = - !(SpPvI)Oya + tapl'l)c:5 yv + tvpa/ic:5 yp )' 

(B3) 

!EI1VU(3t(3pUIJ = - t llpv/i' 

!Ell va{3 t O(T/i(3 = - ~E p va(3 t (3o-ou 

= -!Epvo(3t(T(3/io = ~tl'l7V/i' 

The following formulas are also useful: 

~EllvU{3(T{3pko - T ap k(3)kp = - (TVO k ll - Tl'okv)ka 

(B4) 

(BS) 

+ TVl'kyky, (B6) 

!Ellvo{3(t4(3ylika - t4uyl)k(3)ky k /i 

= - (t4VY/ikll - t4I'Y/ikv)kyk/i - t4pyvkyk/ik/i' (B7) 
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We use a supermanifold formalism to support a geometrical interpretation of a recently 
proposed superfield formulation ofBRS (Becchi-Ronet-Stora) and anti-BRS transformations. 

PACS numbers: 11.10.Np, 11.30.Pb 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the discovery of the Becchi-Ronet-Stora (BRS) 
transformations as symmetry transformations of a quan
tized gauge theory, it was clear that they could be interpreted 
somehow as supersymmetric transformations. In Ref. 1 a 
new superfield formulation of a quantized gauge theory has 
been proposed. It exploits both BRS and anti-BRS symme
try2 and it looks compact and effective in supplying a pre
scription for constructing the most general Lagrangian. The 
key to the superfield construction is the transformation 

.1.pdxP-U -1(X,O,O'),{p (x)dxpU(x,O,O') 
+ U-I(x,O,O')c{U(x,O,O'), (1.1) 

where ° and 0' are "anticommuting variables" (0 2 = 0'2 = 0, 

00'= -O'O)andd= ~dx + ~dO+ ~dB. - axp I' ao ao 
Moreover 

U(x,O,B) 
= exp! 00x) + ~(x) + O~ [~(x) + !(ejx)0x) + 0X)~(X))] I 
= 1 + 00X) + O~(x) + 00 [~(x) + ~(X)0X)]. (1.2) 

Underlined quantities are matrix-valued fields: 
.1.1' (x) = A ~ (x)i, etc., where i(i = 1, ... ,N) are the gener
ators of the Lie algebra ~ of some classical Lie group G; 
A ~ (x) are the gauge potentials, ci(x) and t(x) the Faddeev
Popov (FP) fields, and B i(X) the auxiliary fields. The trans
formation (1.1) generates a one-form 

tp(x,O,O')dxp + '7.(x,O,O')dO' + ij(x,O,O')dO (1.3) 

in the superspace 1: with local coordinates (! xl' 1,0,0'). From 
the explicit expression of the superfields t p ' '7., and ij, the 
~RS and anti-BRS transformations appear as translations in ° and 0, respectively. 

In Ref. 3 a geometrical interpretation of the transfor
mati?n ( 1.1) has been proposed, resorting to an unusual geo
metncal structure. Here we present a different and very sim
ple geometrical interpretation. Equation (1.1) is understood 
just as it looks: a gauge transformation on a connection form 
defined in the superspace 1:. A difficulty arises when we look 
for the structure group of the principal fiber bundle whose 
base space sho~d be this superspace. It cannot be G itself, 
bec~use U (x,O,O ) is never a pure real (complex) matrix when ° 
or ° are different from zero. 

The clue for solving this difficulty is provided by Rog
ers' supermanifold theory4.5 (in this context see also Ref. 6). 
In Rogers' approach supermanifolds are spaces locally ho
meomorphic to "generalized Euclidean spaces," called 

Grassmann algebras, whose coordinates are both odd Grass
mann variables (like ° and e) and even Grassmann variables 
replacing the usual real coordinates. In our case if we inter
pret ! xl' I and the group parameters in G as even Grassmann 
variables, the above difficulty disappears. Then the underly
ing geometrical structure is a (super) principal fiber bundle 
whose base space is a supermanifold which, according to 
Rogers' approach, supplies a suitable refined version of the 
superspace 1:, and whose structure group is the Grassmann 
enlargement of G. 

This interpretation automatically accounts for the anti-
commutativity of the fields ci(x) and t(x). It is interesting to 
observe that replacing real variables by even Grassmann var
iables, which looks at first sight like a useless complication 
from a practical point of view, allows us to set Eq. (1.1) and 
the BRS transformations in a very simple geometrical 
framework. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we derive 
the necessary mathematical results. Our approach is to link 
tightly real or complex geometrical objects (such as mani
folds, groups, ... ) to their Grassmann enlargements, in such a 
way that operations defined on them (such as maps, pro
ducts, ... ) work in exactly parallel ways. Our approach is con
structive: for every real or complex geometrical structure we 
show that there is a Grassmann enlargement and build it. So 
the result need not be unique. In Sec. 3 we explain in detail 
the geometrical interpretation ofEq. (1.1). In Sec. 4 we deal 
with the analogous problem for the matter fields. 

2. THE G FORMALISM 

In this section we derive some results about G ~ mani
folds not contained in Ref. 4. First we recall a few fundamen
tal concepts about the G ~ formalism. For conventions and 
proofs see Ref. 4. 

Consider a Grassmann algebra B Lover R L.
7 We shall 

choose L finite, until Sec. 2E. In Sec. 2F we shall tum to 
L = 00 (see also Sec. 3). BL can be given a Banach space 
topology. Consider B~) and B ~), the even and odd part of 
B L , respectively. A parameter or variable taking its values in 
B~) (B ~)) will be called an even (odd) Grassmann parameter 
or variable. Now let us construct the Banach space 

B,£·n = B~)X".XB~)XB~)X"'XB~). 
m times n times 

The "body" map €:B ,£.n_R m associates to each 
(m + n)-tuple (XI"'" xm,Y" ... ,Yn)EB ,£.n the m-tuple 
(x" x 2, ... , x m ), where Xi is the (real) coefficient ofthe trivial 
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Grassmann generator in Xi' The "soul map" is defined by 
s = id - €. The definition of a G 00 function is the fundamen
tal definition in Ref. 4. G 00 differentiability is more restric
tive that e 00 differentiability in the usual Banach sense and 
assures the existence and unicity of the Grassmann continu
ation for e 00 functions. 

Let Vbe an open set in B 'Z.n and Vbe open in R m with 
V = €( V). The Z-continuation4 or Grassmann continuation 
of a function fEe oc (V,B L) is defined by 

zlf)(xl,···,xm, YI"'" Yn) 
L 1 

= I 
k,~···~km~O kl!···km ! 

X [a~, ... a!mf](XI, ... ,Xm)s(xdk'",s(xm)km, (2.1) 

where, according to our definitions, s(xi ) = Xi - €(xi ) 
= Xi - Xi' Then Z(f)EG 00 (U,B L)' It is evident that the con

tinuation (2.1) involves only even variables. Let/, g E 

e 00 ( V,B L)' then it is easy to show that 

z(fg) = z(f) z( g). (2.2) 

Letf open set in R m -+B 1'°, be represented by the set of e 00 

functions (J:(x"""xm ),i = 1, ... ,m J. Define zlf) as the set of 
functions (z(J:) J. Now letfV-+V, where Vis open in R m 

and Vis open inR n, andg: V'-+B 1'°, where V'~ V, and both 
f and g are e 00 functions. Then 

z(gof) = z(g)ozlf). (2.3) 

A. G oc Manifolds 

A G ""(m,n) manifold Y\ is a Hausdorff space locally 
homeomorphic to B 'tn. The exact definition4 parallels the 
usual e 00 manifold definition, with e 00 functions replaced 
by G ex ones. Precisely if ( fJ" I is an open covering of Y, and 
( ¢,,: fJ" -+ open subset of B 'Z,n,aEA J is the relative family of 
homeomorphisms, then ¢" 0¢f1- I:¢{J( U"nUrJ-+¢" (fJ"nUf1 ) 
must be a Goo function for any a,{3EA. 

Given a G OO(m,n) manifold Y\ consider the equivalence 
relation among points of Y, :X ~ Y if and only if for some 
aEA,E (¢" (x)) = E(¢" lY)j. It has been shown in Ref. 4 that the 
corresponding quotient space is an m-dimensional e oc 

manifold. Let us call the quotient map, or "body" map, P" 
A problem we are faced with, in this paper, is whether, 

given an m-dimensional e 00 manifold M, we are able to de
fine a G 00 (m,n) manifold MIs I' such that the quotient mani
fold just defined is exactly M. Let us first consider the prob
lem of how to define a G oc (m,O) manifold MIG I' starting with 
an m manifold M. A simple solution is the following one. 

Suppose! V, ,l/J" laEA I is an atlas for M. For every aEA 
consider the subset fJ" of the Cartesian product V" X B ~,l.() 
defined by 

fJ" = {(X,X):XEU" ,xEB ~'.() and E(X) = l/J" (x)} (2.4) 

and define ¢" :fJ" -->-B ~,"() by ¢" (x,x) = X for (X,X)EfJ". It is 
easy to see that ¢" is a bijection and the image of ¢" is an 
open subset of B ~,"(). So we can transfer the topology of this 
open subset into 0" in such a way that ¢" is a 
homeomorphism. 

Now construct the disjoint union ~ = u Ua • It is of 
aEA 
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course a Hausdorff space. Define a relation in:m by 

(x,.i)-(x',x'jiff(x,X)EUa,(x',x')EUp and 

x = x', x' = z(l/Jpol/Ja- I)(X). (2.5) 

Due to the property (2.3) and to the fact that z(tPp °tPa- I) 
is one-to-one the relation (2.5) is an equivalence relation. 
Moreover it matches the overlapping of the Va's. 

Then consider the space MIG) equal to the space:m mod
ulo the above equilvalence relation. MIG) is a Hausdorff 
space as the canonical projection onto it is open and the 
relation (2.5) is closed iniixii.8 The ¢a 's provide MIG) with 
a Goo differentiable structure, so that MIG) is a Goo (m,O) 
manifold. 

Ifwe consider the "body" map PM' we find that the 
image of MIG) can be identified withM. Locally, PM I ujx, X) 
= x for (x, X)EUa. We find straightforwardly that 

PMo¢;; 1= l/Ja- 10E 

for XE¢a (Ua). 

(2.6) 

From now on MIG) will be called the Grassmann9 en
largement of M. It is evident that if M = R m, MIG) = B 'Z,o. 

Now let M (N) be a e 00 m(n) manifold, 
(Ua,tPa laEA l({ V'a·,p'a·l,a'EA 'j) an atlas for M(N) and 
Mjg) W(G)) the re~tive enlargement defined by the atlas 
{ Va ,l/Ja ,aEA J (( V"' ,p". ,a'EA 'J). Let t/J: M-+Nbe a e 00 map. 
For any couple (Va' Va') such that t/J(Va )nVa' =/-t/J define 

i,w =p,,. 10ZIp" 0t/J ° tP" 1)00", (2.7) 

which is defined in the set of pairs (X,X)EU" with 
XEV"ntP I( V,,). The set of i"". defines a unique function 
i:MIG )-+NIG ) , which we call the z extension of t/J,z(t/J ). 

Indeed, for example, if (x,x)~ (x,x'), where (X,X)EO", 
(X,X')EUr!, and XEU"ntP . I (V"' ). then 

iaa'x,X) = (Pa-: 10Z( Pa' 0t/J°l/Ja- I)O¢a )(x,X) 

= (Pa-: 10Z( Pa' 0t/J0tPa- I ))(X) 

= (Pa-: 10z(Pa·°t/J°tPa-I))(z(tPaol/Jp-lj(x')) (2.8) 

= (Pa-: lozlpa' 0t/J0tPp- I))(X') 

= (Pa-: 10z(Pa·°t/J°tP{J-I)0¢pj(x,x') = ia'P(x,x'), 

where E(X) = tPa(x) and €(x') = tPp(x) due to Eq. (2.3). 

An analogous matching property holds in the image space. 
For if ia'a(x,X) = (y,Y) and iP'a(x,X) = (y',y) for (X,X)EUa, 
where (y,Y)EVa' and (y',Y)EV{j" then in the same way one 
shows that y = y' and y = zip (J' 0p a-: I )lY). Likewise one can 
show that, given a e 00 map t/J:M-->-N and a e 00 map X:N-->-R, 
where R is an r-dimensional e 00 manifold, and considering 
the z extensions z(t/J ):M(G)-+N(GI and z lx ):N(G)-+RIG ), the 
composition property 

zlx°¢ ) = zlx)oz(¢ ), (2.9) 

holds, where essential use has been made ofEq. (2.3). We can 
also easily show that 

z(idv ) = idv,c, ' (2.10) 

where idM(idM1c» is the identify function on M (MIG I)' Now 
let ¢:M-+Nbe a e oc diffeomorphism, thenz(¢ ):Miql-+Nlql is 
a G x diffeomorphism. Indeed z(¢ ) and z(¢ - I) are G 00 maps 
and, by Eqs. (2.3) and (2.10), we have 
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z(¢ -I)OZ(¢) = idMIG ), etc. (2.11) 

If pr 1(2) :M X N-M (N) is the projection map onto the first 
(second) factor, then 

z(pr Ii2 )) = pr Ii2 ):MIG ) XN(G)-M(G)(N(Gd. (2.12) 

Ifh):M-N is the constant maph)(x) = Yo for xEM and 
YoE Va' eN, where ( Va' ,P a' ) is a chart in N, then z ((o) is the 
constant map from M(G) onto the point (YO,Pa' (yo) I)E Va" 
where 1 is the trivial generator in B L. 

Finally let <1>M :MIG)-M and <1>N:N(G)-N be the gen
eralized "body" maps defined above. Then if X:M-N is any 
c~ map, 

(2.13) 

Therefore if VC N is any open set, and we define: V;G) as 
¢ ,v IW), we have 

l¥ IW))IGI =Zl¥)-'(V;G))' (2,14) 

Indeed l¥ -IW))IGI = [xEM(G) :l¥°¢iM) )(X)EV)l and 
zl¥r 1(V;(i)) = [xEMIGI:(¢Nozl¥))(x)EVj, where X stands 
here for a generic point in MIG 1 • 

B. G f groups 

Let G be a C '" Lie group. Consider the enlargement 
G(G) of the manifold G, defined in the previous subsection. 
The question is whether G(G) is itself a group whose structure 
is tightly related to the old one. To this end consider the C '" 
product function WG X G-G and the C'" inverse function 
i:G-G and take their G '" z continuation 
z(,u):G(G) XG(G)-G(G) andz(i):G(G)-G(G) as defined in Sec. 
2A. Then we have associativity, 

z(,u)(z(,u)(a,b),C) = Z(Il)o(z(Il)XidG )(a,b,c,) (GI 
= z( Il°(,u X idG ))(a,b,C) 

= z( llo(idG XIl))(a,b,C) = z( Il)(a, z(,u)(b,C)) 
(2.15) 

by (2.9) and (2.10), for every triple a,b,c,EG(G). 
If e is the unit element in G and ! U", ¢" J is a chart in G 

such that eEU" , then given any element bEG(G) ' 

z( Il) 1 u"x G"j(e'¢a (e)1 ),b) = z(,u)o(z(fe) X idG,(1)(a,b), 
(2.16) 

where a is an element of G(G). Here symbols and properties 
established below, Eq. (2.12), have been used. Therefore the 
element eE§G)' which in the chart Ua has the representation 
(e,¢"(e)1)EU,,, is the unit element in G(G). Of course there is 
no loss of generality if we choose for a particular a'¢a (e) = O. 
Finally we also have 

z(,u)(a,z(i)(a)) 

= z( ll)o(idG,GI Xz(i))oz(..1 )(a) (2.17) 

= z( llo(idG X i) 0..1 )(a) = z(fe)(a) = e = z( Il)(z(i)(a),a), 

where..1:G-G X Gis the function..1 (a) = (a,a). Thereforez(i) 
is the inverse function in G(G) . In conclusion we may call G(G) 
a G '" Lie group. 

Now let G be a classical matrix Lie group. G may be 
considered as a submanifold of R n' (if the matrices are n X n), 
specified by a set of k (k < n 2

) polynomial equations: 
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(2.18) 

where ~ are the matrix elements. It is natural to ask if the 
group G obtained by thinking of ajl as Grassmann variables 
ajl and by imposing the constraint equations 

z(g;)(ajl) = 0, i = 1, ... ,k (2.19) 

is the same as the group G(G) defined above. The answ~ is 
yes. Indeed the matrix product and inverse function in G are 
exactly thez continuations of the corresponding functions in 
G, as the latters are rational functions. And this is just the 
reason why G specified by the conditions (2.19) is a group. 
We should also verify that the topological and differential 
structure are the same. This is done in Appendix A. 

We remark that our definition of a Grassmann Lie 
group is based on G '" product and inverse functions, where
as in Ref. 5 a superanalytic product function is used to define 
a super-Lie group. However, if we start with an analytic Lie 
group G we end up with a Grassmann analytic product func
tion. Indeed the z continuation of an analytic function is 
trivially a Grassmann analytic function. See Sec. 2F for fur
ther comments on this point. 

c. Principal fiber bundle 

Let P (M,G) be a principal fiber bundle with structure 
group G. Let 1T:P-Mbe the projection. Let [ Ua J be a cover
ing of M formed by trivializing sets. That is, there exist dif
feomorphisms h" :U" X G-1T- I (U,,) with the property 

(2.20) 

for every bEG, provided that perr- I( V,), Here r is the prod
uct function r:P X G-P, 

We want to transform P (M,G ) into a similar mathemat
ical object in which manifolds are replaced by G = manifolds 
and C '" maps by G 00 functions. To this end we enlarge P,M, 
and G as in Sec. 2A and get PIG 1 ,MIG)' and G(G I. As shown in 
the preceding subsection GIG) is a G oc Lie group. We extend 
the product function r:P X G-G by means of 
z(r):P(GI XGIG)-PIG ). We define also the continuation 
Z(1T):PIG1 -M(G). Then by (2.9) 

Z(1T)Oz(r) (p,ii) = Z(1T) (ji) (2.21) 

for pEPIGI and aEGIG ). 
Let us define the continuations 

z(h" ):U,,(G) X GIG )-1T- I (U" )(G). They are G 00 diffeomor
ph isms by Eq. (2.11), Moreover by (2.12) 

pr ,oz(h (; I) = z(pr,oh ,,- I) = z(1T)I1T 'IV,,),,;," (2.22) 

By Eq. (2.14) we know that 1T- I( Ua )IG) = Z(1T- I )(Ua".,J. It 
follows that Z(1T) is onto, and therefore it is a Goo fibration, 
Continuing (2.20) we get, 

z(r)l17 'IU"",,)XG,,)P,b) = z(r)o(z(h,,) X idG,,.,l(x,a,b) 

= z(ha(x,z(,u)(a,b)), (2.23) 

We see that the action of the group G(G) on PIG) is free. 
Therefore all conditions are satisfied and we may call 
PIG 1 (MIG 1 ,GIG I) a Goo principal fiber bundle. 

D. Vector fields and forms 

A common attitude in dealing with superspace is not to 
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make a distinction between real coordinates in space-time 
and corresponding coordinates in the supers pace. Reph
rased in the language of G = manifolds, we should be able to 
deal interchangeably with real coordinates and even Grass
mann coordinates. We have seen that, with respect to en
larged manifolds MIG) , this makes sense as for the differential 
structure. But of course we must verify this point also for 
vector fields and forms. Since MIG) has a far richer structure 
than M, some attention has to be paid to the correspondence 
between objects on M and objects on MIG) . In Ref. 4, given an 
open set U in a G = supermanifold Y" the graded commuta
tive algebra Goo (U), of G 00 functions: U--.B L is defined. In 
analogy with the Coo case, one can define vector fields: they 
form a graded Lie left B L module D '( U) and in local coordi
nates they have an expression which exactly parallels the 
usual one in the C 00 case. Those considerations are easily 
extended to the dual D,(U) of D '(U), i.e., the module of 
forms. 

When the G '" manifold is an MIG \ the grading is trivial 
and the procedure is even easier. Let ( [fa' if; a l be a chart in 
MIG) and let (x" ... ,xm l be a system of Grassmann coordi
nates in B 'Z'o. Let (U", tPa) be the corresponding chart in M 
and (x, '''''X m l the corresponding system of coordinates in 
R m. We denote by X, the vector field which in this chart 
corresponds to the partial derivatives a/ax,. IflEG OO( [fa) we 
write z(X,) to mean the vector fields defined by 

(2.24) 

where a/ ax, is the ith G derivative in B Z·o [remember that if 
lEG OO( Ua ), thenloif;a- I is G 00].4 It is interesting to observe 
that if/EC oo(Ua)' then 

z(X,)z(f) = z(XJ). (2.25) 

To every vector field X, which in the chart (Ua , tPa) has the 
expression 

m 

X= I;,X, 
i= 1 

with ;, EC 00 (Ua ), we associate the vector field in [fa' 
m 

z(X) = I z(;, )z(X,). (2.26) 
i= 1 

Conversely as {z(Xi ) J form a basis of the module {D I( [fa) J ,4 
we may write an arbitrary vector field XED I( [fa) as 

X = l:,t:z(X,), 

where ;iEG 00 (Ua ). 

(2.27) 

If U is an open set not coinciding with a chart, and 
XED '(U), we definez(X) by (2.26) in every chart {U", tPa l 
such that UnU" =I=</J. This definition is correct provided that 
the coefficients z(;,) satisfy the usual transformation proper
ty when we pass from one chart to another. This is an easy 
consequence of the transformation properties of the coeffi
cients;,. Let (o/EDI( U) J form a basis dual to (X, l. In local 
coordinates (x, l they are equal to the forms dx,. Therefore 

z(w')z(Xj ) = Z(Wi(Xj)) = tJj. (2.28) 

Then every form wED, ( [f) can be expressed locally as 

(2.29) 
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therefore to every form wED, (U) which in the chart (V" tP,,) 
has the expression w = l:, T/,w', we associate in U . the form 

/(,1 

(2.30) 

As a consequence of all these defini tions we may express very 
simply the module corresponding to the Lie algebra .'1 of G. 
If A,(i = 1, ... ,N) is a basis for the Lie algebra ;y of G, then 
z(A, ) form a basis for the B i~) module .'1 IG) of GIG) . The struc
ture constants are the same. 

Now let P(M,G) be a principal fiber bundle (pfb) and 
PIG) (MIG) ,GIG)) the corresponding G '" pfb. Suppose w is as 
connection form inP(M,G), then Eq. (2.30) defines a form in 
PIG)' The question is whether z(w) is a connection form for 
PIG) (MIG)' GIG I)' The answer is affirmative but the rather 
lengthy proof is deferred to Appendix B. 

E. Odd Grassmann variables supermanifolds 

Up to now we have been solving the problem of how to 
define a G "'(m,O) manifold MIG)' starting with an m mani
fold M. As explained in the Introduction, we must deal with 
a G "'(m,2) manifold Mis)' Locally it looks like B 'Z.2 with two 
odd Grassmann variables () and if. As there is no particular 
topological requirement with respect to these two variables, 
we choose the simplest solution and define 
MIS) = MIG) XB~2. Then the "body" may (/J,:Mlsr-+M is 
the composite map (/J M oj, where j:Mls )--.MIG ) is the projec
tion onto the first factor. Unlike (/JM' which is a C 00 function 
but not a G 00 one,j is G co. Therefore the problem of defining, 
for example, a new form in MIs) starting with a form in MIG) 
is easily solved by the inducing procedure. 

F. Analytic Grassmann (G'u) manifolds 

As we shall see in the next section, in the specific case 
dealt with in this paper, as well as in other instances, a Grass
mann algebra B L' with L finite, is not enough to guarantee a 
suitable differentiable structure. For many purposes we need 
an infinite L. A Grassmann algebra B L with L = 00 has been 
studied in Ref. 4. Due to Proposition (3.1) (iii) of Ref. 6 we 
can easily define a z continuation of a function! V --.B L' 

where V is an open set in R m, by means of Eq. (2.1) with 
L = 00, provided that/is analytic in V. Then z(f) is Grass
mann analytic (G"') in the domain E - I(V), i.e., it can be ex
pressed as the sum of an absolutely convergent power series 
in a neighborhood of any point of E - I( V). We call z(f) the 
analytic z continuation off Equations (2.2) and (2.3) still 
hold. 

Therefore we can repeat step by step what we have done 
from Secs. 2A-2D simply by replacing C 00 functions by ana
lytic functions, G 00 manifolds by G"' manifolds, and so on. It 
should be remarked that this implies we can get an analytic 
Grassmann enlargement of a manifold M only if M is itself 
analytic. 

As a final remark we observe that it is not necessary to 
stick to the particular algebra B L proposed in Ref. 4. Indeed 
in Ref. 6 a generalization of B L has been proposed, which 
though preserving all the results of Ref. 4 assumes less strin
gent requirements. For example, the number of odd gener
ators needs not be discrete. Of course we could as well have 
adopted the Banach-Grassmann algebras of Ref. 6. 
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3. THE GEOMETRICAL CONSTRUCTION 

After the mathematical preliminaries of the previous 
section, we define a suitable geometrical framework in which 
the transformation (1.1) can be correctly interpreted as a 
gauge transformation. We start of course with a principal 
fiber bundle P (M,G), in which the potentials A.J' (x) have a 
well established geometrical meaning and determine a con
nection form in P. M is the space-time manifold and G is a 
classical compact matrix Lie group, say SU(N). 

We make a first step toward the super-principal fiber 
bundle we need, shifting from the real space-time coordi
nates ! x Il- I in M to even Grassmann variables and from real 
parameters in the group G to even Grassmann parameters. 
There is a well defined way of doing it. As we have shown in 
Sec. 2, we can enlarge any m manifold M to a G 00 or G W(m,O) 
manifold MIG I in which the local coordinates are m even 
Grassmann coordinates. In the same way we can enlarge the 
group G and get a corresponding G a Lie group GIG I (where a 
means either 00 or liJ). In the particular case in which G is a 
matrix group, this enlargement amounts to replacing the 
real matrix elements by even Grassmann parameters. 

U sing these new objects we can define a G a principal 
fiber bundle, in which manifolds are replaced by G a mani
folds, C" maps by G" ones, as is shown in Sec. 2C. In the 
present case we get a G" principal fiber bundle 
PIG I (MIG I' GIG I)' As is shown in Sec. 20, though PIG I has a 
richer structure than P, we have a well defined prescription 
for passing from a connection liJ in P(M,G) to a connection 
z(liJ) in PIGI . 

Equation (1.1) requires all relevant objects to be defined 
with respect to a base manifold in which the local coordi
nates are the usual space-time coordinates! x" I plus two 
anticommuting variables e and O. The simplest way of doing 
this is to choose the supermanifold MIS I = MIGI XB ~.21, so 
that ! x 1 are replaced by even Grassmann variables ! x" 1, Il- _ 

and e and e are to be interpreted as odd Grassmann varia
bles. We can go back from MIS I to MIGI by a simple projec
tionj, which is of course a G" map. For example, when 
M = R m, MIS I = B~m,21. 

Now it is straightforward to construct a super principal 
fiber bundle PIS I (M(s) , GIG)) by the usual induction proce
dure.lO Let PIS) coincide with the subset of M(s) XPIGI con
sisting of ordered pairs (y, Pl such thatj( Yl = Z(1T)( Pl for ev
ery yeMlS ) and pEP(GI' where Z(1T) is the fibration map in 
PIG)(M(G) , GIG))' The group action is defined by (Y,Pla 
= (y, pO) for aEGIG ) and (y,PlEPIS )' and the fibration map is 

defined by 1T( y,Pl = y. Since all the maps involved ace G ", 
p(S) (MISI'GIG )) is a Ga super principal fiber bundle. 
A The mapj induces a mapJPIS)-+PIG ) defined by 
j(( y,Pl) = pfor (Y,PlEPIS )' Then to each connection win PIG) 
there correspond~ a unique connection 'iil in PIS) given by the 
pullback of w by j: 

'iil = j* w. (3.1) 

If (j is a local cross section in P, then 

(j'( Yl = (j,(j(X)), (3.2) 

~herej(Y) = xeMIG ) is a local cross section in PIS) and 
jo(j' = (j0j. It is easy to verify that (j'*'iil = j*O'*whas a trivial 
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dependence on e and e in the corresponding chart. Indeed 
we expect by analogy with other papers II that a dependence 
on e and 0 is going to appear as a result of a gauge transfor
mation, by which we mean an automorphism X of PIS I ' that 
is a diffeomorphismX:Plsl-+PIS) such that 
X (ii'if) = x(ii')a, 'V aEGIG I and p' EPls I' It can be represented 
by a function y:PIS ) -+GIG I' with x(ii') = p' y(ii'). As a conse
quence of an automorphism operation 

'iil -+w~ = X*'iil = ad (y- I)'iil + y- Idy. (3.3) 

Undergoing the gauge transformation represented by y, 'iil 
acquires an explicit e and 0 dependence, as we shall see in 
detail in a moment. 

Let Ubea trivializing open set inM, h: U X G-+1T-I(U) 
the trivializing diffeomorphism and A.J' (X)dX" a local one
form in U defining a connection form liJ in 1T- I

( U). It is well 
known that if certain compatibility conditions in the passage 
from a trivializing set to another are satisfied, liJ is globally 
defined. Let O'(x) = h (x,e),xEU,e the identity in G, be the pre
ferred cross section in U. Consider z(liJ), and 'iil obtained by 
z(liJ) through the pullback (3.1), and (j' obtained by z(o-) 
through Eq. (3.2) and defined in UIGI XB~2. Then 

(j'*'iil = A.J' (X)dX", (3.4) 

where! Xk 1 is a coordinate system in UIG ), and the transfor
mation (3.3) in local coordinates is given by 

-11l-(X)dxll-

-+g-I(X,O,O~ (X)dFg(x,O,O) + g-l(x,O,O)c!J(x,e,O), 
(3.5) 

where g = yo(j' and 

d= ~dF+ ~de+ -i:de. 
- aXil- ae ao 

We expand g(x,e,O) in power series of e and 04
: 

g(x,e,O) = go(X) + Ogl(X) + Og2(X) + eOg3(X)· (3.6) 

go(X) represents a usual gauge transformation and it is 
irrelevant here. Then let us consider 
h (x,e,O) = go- 1(X)g(x,e,O) and rewrite it as 

h (x,e,O) = 1 + O((X) + O(:(X) + eO[~(X) + (:(X)((X)] 

= exp! O(:(X) + e((X) + eo 

X [~(X) + ~k(x)((x) + ((X)(:(X))] 1· (3.7) 

The argument of the exponential map belongs to the Lie 
module ~IG) of the Grassmann Lie group GIG)' Therefore 
(:(X) = ci(X)z(r),((X) = ?(X)z(Tt~ (X) = B i(X)z(~), where 
r(i = I , ... ,N) are the generators of the Lie algebra ~ of G. 
An important fact is that, as e? and Oci are even Grassmann 
numbers, the functions dX) and ?(X) must take their values in 
the odd part B~) of B L' so that they have an anticommuting 
character. 

Therefore we have succeeded in recovering formula 
(1.1) as a real gauge transformation in the principal fiber 
bundle PIS) (MISI'GIG ) ), provided that we interpret !xll-l as 
even Grassmann variables A ~ (x) and B i(X) as even Grass
mann fields, and ~ as the basis of the Grassmann extension 
of the Lie algebra. 

Now we are able to decide what kind of Grassmann 
algebra B L is the most appropriate in our case. In general we 
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have to deal with products of fields containing an arbitrary 
number of FP fields. As the latters are B ~I -valued, the pro
ducts vanish from a certain order on, if L is finite. So we must 
choose L infinite; but, in this case, the entire differential 
structure must be GW (see Sec. 2F). 

A final remark concerns the curvature if' of the connec
tion (jj' in Eq. (3.4) and if ~ corresponding to its gauge trans
formed (i)~. It is obvious that jj'* if' has no dependence on 0 
and e. From the form of the transformation (3.5) it is clear 
that jj'* if ~ has a nontrivial dependence on 0 and B, but it is 
zero in the 0 and if direction. 1 

4. MATTER FIELDS 

In this section we study the geometrical meaning of the 
matter fields in the framework of the super principal fiber 
bundle PISI ' 

I t is well known that in connection with a principal fiber 
bundle P(M,G), a matter field rP = I rP; Ii = 1, ... ,sl, trans
forming according to a finite dimensional representation r of 
G, can be regarded as a suitable function /:P-+F, where F is 
the representation space. The map /satisfies the relation 

/,(pa) = r(a-I)/,(p) (4.1) 

for every pEP, aeG. The relation between /,and rP is given by 
a cross section 0' [let P (M,G ) be trivial so that 0' is a global 
cross section]: 

rP=/,ou. (4.2) 

As a consequence of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) a gauge transforma
tion y (see above for conventions) transforms rP in the follow
ing way: 

(4.3) 

where g = you. 
Now consider the space FIG I = B ~I ® F. F(G I is a free 

B~I module. Indeed if/X; Ii = 1, ... ,s1 is a basefor F, 
11 ® X; Ii = 1, ... ,s I is a base for F IGI . Consider the Grass
mann Lie group GL (FIGI ) (see Sec. 2B). Then a representa
tion r:G-+GL(F) can be continued to z(r):GIGI-+GL(F(GI)' 
Moreover, let us continue /'to z(/J:PIG I-+GIG I' Then Eqs. 
(4.1 )-(4.3) hold for the z-continued quantities with p,a,x re
placed by pEPIG ), iieGIGl' andxeMlGi' respectively. Now de
fine /':PISI-+FIGI by 

/' = z(/J0J, (4.4) 

then /'00- ' = z(rP)Oj = ~, if 0-' is the same as in Eq. (3.4)._ 
Therefore the new field has trivial dependence on 0 and e. 
But as a consequence of a gauge transformation we obtain 

(4.5) 

where h (x,e,if) is given by Eq. (3.7). The transformation (4.5) 
generates the superfield ~r' Again, a translation in if and e 
coordinates generates the BRS and anti-BRS transforma
tions of the matter field. 12 
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APPENDIX A 

Let Gbe the matrix group introduced in Sec. 2B. As it is 
a submanifold of some R n' we can find 13 a covering 
I Ua,aeA I ofG and a set ofC "" functions Fa :Va-+R q, 

where q = dim G and Va CR n' is an open set containing Ua, 
with the following property: the restrictions rP a = !al Uu are 
such that I U a' rP a ,aeA I is an atlas for G. 

This is based on the implicit function theorem. By re
peating a parallel argument for z continuations, we reach the 
same conclusion when we consider in the space B 2'·0 the 
s~bset satisfying the constr~nt ~quations (2.1 ~-let us call it 
G. There will be an atlas I Ua ,rPa ,aeA l, for G, where 
¢a = zifa)1 ~ . 

u" 

In other words if a e Ua we shall write 

t = rPa(a) = Fait), (AI) 

where teR q, S = I aj/l is the point in R n' rxpresenting a, that 
isg;(s) = 0 for i = 1, ... ,k. Likewise iffieUa , we write 

(A2) 

where teB 'tal is the point inB 2',0 satisfyingz(g; )({) = 0 for 
i = 1, ... ,k. 

Let us identify a point fieUa to a point ii = ((tl)eU" , if 
and only if 

(A3) 

For this identification to be correct we must show that if 
t' = z(Fp)({) for some/3eA, then (t,t)-(t 't'), see Sec. 2A. 
Indeed rPa (t) = E(t) = E(z(Fa )({)) = Fa (s) and likewise 
rPp(t ') = Fp(s), so that t = t '. 

Moreover t' = z(FpoF a- I)(t) = z(rPp0rP;;' I)(t), there
fore (tl) -It 'l')· The £onverse is also true. There is a bijec
tion between G(G) and G, which is trivially a 
diffeomorphism. 

APPENDIX B 

Let lU be a connection form in P (M,G ). For notations we 
refer to Sec. 2. If I A; 1 is a basis for the Lie algebra .'1 of G, lU 

can be written as 

(Bl) 

We define Z(lU) by 

Z(lU) = LZ(lU;)z(A;), (B2) 
; 

wherez(lU;) have been defined in Sec. 2D andz(Aj) = z(,{ )(e). 
,{ is the left invariant vector field such that A; (e) = A;, 
where e is the identity in G, and e is the identity in G(G I' It is 
easy to show that if a(t ), with a(O) = e, is the generating curve 
of Ae.'1, then z(a)(t) is the generating curve of z(A ), teB j~l. A 
generic element A of the Lie module :1 IG I of GIG I has the 
form 

A = LCjz(A;), wherec;eB~l. (B3) 

The vertical vector field A; is defined by 

A d 
A·(P)f= -!(r(p,a;(t))), feC""(P). , dt 

(B4) 
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The vertical vector field in p(G) corresponding to z(A j I is giv
en by z(AJ Indeed, 

A _ d- ._ A _ 

Z(Aj)(P)F= dtJ(z(r)(p,z(a')(t))1 =z(A;)(P)J (B5) 

because if the one-parameter group of transformations 10 

r(p,aj(t)) generates 1;, the one-parameter group 
z(r)(p,z(a')(t)) generates z( .. 4;). Therefore any vertical vector 
field A derived from a unique element AE[9 (G)' will have the 
form 

Now it is elementary to see that 
.... -

z(w)(A ) = A. 

Moreover 

(R tz(w))(A) = ada ,A, 

where Ra:p-+r(P,ii) for iiEG(G) and P~G)' And this is 
enough to conclude that 

R tz(w) = ada ,z(w). 
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(B6) 

(B7) 

(B8) 

(B9) 

Therefore z(w I is a G aO connection in p(G) (M(G) , G(G) I· 
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We analyze the structure of the higher Legendre transforms r Ir) 1 A ) (r> 1) of the generating 
functional G of the connected Green's functions Gn in Euclidean boson field theories. In 
addition to the vertex functions, r Ir) generates a variety of objects of interest for their r
irreducibility in certain channels, e.g., r-irreducible expectations, rth order Bethe-Salpeter 
kernels, and r-field projectors. Our analysis is independent of perturbation theory, our definition 
of r-irreducibility being based on Spencer's idea of t-lines. We derive formulas for a7r Ir) 1 A;t I (in 
terms of either 6~rlr)IA;t I or the Gn 's) to be used as input in the proofs ofr-irreducibility. For 
the case of the weakly coupled P (rP b model, we establish the existence of the moments 
6~ r Ir) 1 O;t I and their regularity in t. 

PACS numbers: lUO.St, 02.30. + g, 05.20. - Y 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This is the third in a series of papers dealing with higher 
Legendre transforms 1.2 in Euclidean quantum field theory. 
In our first two papers3

•
4 (which we shall refer to as I and II), 

we studied the first two Legendre transforms rlN) (N = 1,2), 
giving elementary proofs of their irreducibility properties 
and establishing their connection with N-irreducible expec
tations and with (generalized) Bethe-Salpeter (BS) kernels. 
In the present paper we analyze the general structure of r IN) 

for N> 1. The structural results we obtain prepare us for the 
proofs5 of various irreducibility properties of rlN) when 
N> 2 and they exhibit r IN) as the generator of N-irreducible 
expectations, Nth order BS kernels, "N-particle projec
tors", .... It is, of course, well knownl.6 that rlN) generates 
vertex functions r ~N) that are N-irreducible (N..;; 4), but what 
we wish to call attention to here is the remarkable role r IN) 

plays in organizing together all of these other field-theoretic 
objects which are of interest for their N-irreducibility in cer
tain "channels". 

To define rlN) in a Euclidean boson theory whose ex
pectation is denoted (.), we first introduce source terms of 
order N, 

N 

U 1 J I = L JirP i = JirP i , (1.1) 
i=O 

where J = (Jo, J I, ... , I N), JoEC, and, for n> 1, I n 

= I n (xl,· .. ,xn) is a symmetric function of n variables XiERd. 
[We use the summation-integration convention that repeat
ed (but possibly suppressed!) variables are summed or inte
grated over; e.g., J2 rP 2 = S dXI dX2 J2(X I, x 2 ) rP (xt! rP (X2)'] 
Then 

ZIJI = (e U1JI )_1 

is the generator of the Schwinger functions Sn 
= (t5Z / t5Jn ) [0). If we transform JO, ... ,Jr (r<N) to 

"Schwinger variables" 

(1.2) 

-IResearch supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada. 

(1.3) 

where a runs from 0 to r, then the rth partial Schwinger 
Legendre transform Sr lrIN ) of Z is defined by 

SrlrlN)IA g, ... , A;, Jr+ I ,· .. ,IN I = Z IJ} -A ~·Ja' 
(1.4) 

where, on the right side of (1.4), Ja 

= Ja IA g, ... , A ;,Jr + I , .. ·,IN I is obtained by inverting (1.3). 
When all the J,'s are transformed (i.e., r = N) we obtain the 
(complete) Nth Schwinger Legendre transform SrIN)IA S I 
=SrININ)IA S}. It is not hard to check2 that Sr lrlN ) can be 
defined iteratively in the sense that sr Ir + liN) is the Le
gendre transform ofSrlrlN) with respect to the variable 
Jr + I . As an example, it is trivial to compute that 

SrIOIN)IA g,JI, .. ·,JN I =A g In(expctl Ji rP)) 

+Ag(1-lnAg)-1. 

When A g takes its "physical value" So = 1, 

SrIOIN)1 1, J I, ... , I N I = In( exPitl Ji ¢> i) 

= GIN) IJI, ... ,JN I ' (1.5) 

where G = G IN) is the generator of (generalized) connected 
Green's functions. In other words, G is the Oth partial Le
gendre transform of Z. For most of this paper we shall sup
press this Oth iteration of the transform and define Sr lrlN ) 
directly as the transform of G 1 J I = G 1 It, ... ,J N }. 

While SrIN)[A S I is the simplest transform to describe 
and while it will prove to be very useful for computations, 
there is a more physically meaningful transform r lN ) with 
better irreducibility properties. r lN ) can be obtained from 
Sr IN ) by making a change of variables to connected varia
bles, 1.2 A s_A. Alternatively, we can define r lN ) directly as 
the transform ofthe functional G IJ I of(1.5): Let 

Ai[J} =t5~, GIJI -t5~, G{O), 1 <i,N, 

=GiIJ}-A~, 1 <i<N, (1.6) 
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where A 7 = Gj (O) = O~, G (O). The (complete)N th Le
gendre transform of G is then 

rINI(A) =G(J(A }}-GJ,(J(A }}·Jj(A}, (1.7) 

whereJ (A I is the inverse of the mapA (J I oft 1.6). Similarly 
we can define the rth partial Legendre transform 
rlr/NI(AI"'" An Jr+ 1'"'' I N } by transforming only J I, ... ,1r' 

There is yet a third transform WrINI(A } which is de
fined as in (1.6)-(1.7) but with G replaced by G w, where the 
W means that the sources are physically Wick ordered (see 
Sec. II). Wr(N) turns out to be more suitable for rigorous 
mathematical purposes. In Sec. II we establish the (simple) 
relationships among sr,r and wr; in particular, we show 
that rand wr are the same functional. (Note that we shall 
often suppress the superscript N.) 

The reader should note that the subtraction of A 0 in 
( 1.6) does not occur in the definitions of the Legendre trans
form in Refs. 1 and 6. Because we make this subtraction, the 
"physical value" of A (i.e., the value corresponding to J = 0) 
is A = 0, and so it is natural to make power series expansions 
inJ or A about the origin. In addition, the subtractions intro
duce a small but (from the point of view of spectral analysis) 
desirable change in our notion of irreducibility. With the 
variables (1.6) we are led to say that a graph is r-reducible if 
by cutting up to r lines it may be disconnected into two com
ponents each of which contains an external vertex; otherwise 
we say it is r-irreducible (see Sec. II of I). 

The underlying theme of this series of papers is that r
irreducibility is best understood and analyzed through the 
interplay of two key ideas. The first is that the systematic use 
of generating functionals ( = higher Legendre transforms) 
eliminates much of the combinatorial complexity of the sub
ject. The second idea is to use Spencer's "t-lines" or "sepa
rating surfaces" to give an analytic definition of r-irreducibi
lity that does not rely on perturbation theory. This definition 
thus eliminates the complexity and lack of rigor arising from 
the use of (divergent) perturbation series. 

We briefly explain Spencer's approach (for more details 
see I). The free part of the Euclidean measure of a boson field 
theory is a Gaussian measure 

df-lc = const e-I12Sdx[IV.pI'+m5¢'l = const e- I12(.p,c -'.pI 

(1.8) 

with covariance C = ( -.J + m6)-I. Let Cu 

= ( -.J u + m6) - I, where .J u is the Laplacian with zero 
Dirichlet data on a (d - 1 )-dimensional surface (TC Rd 
which separates Rd into two parts. (We shall generally think 
of (T as being a hyperplane.) Introduce the interpolating 
covariance 

C(t)(x,y)=tC(x,y)+(I-t)Cu(x,y), O.;;;t.;;;1 (1.9) 

and corresponding Gaussian measure df-lc(tl defined as in 
(1.8) but with C replaced by C (t). The effect of using df-lclt) 

instead of df-lc in perturbation theory is that graphs have a 
factor C (t )(x, y) instead of C (x, y) associated with each line 
joining vertices x and y. Lines crossing (T and hence perturba
tion theory graphs containing such lines are distinguished by 
the fact that they are zero when C (t ) = Cu at t = O. [Note 
that Cu(x, y) > 0 if x andy are on the same side of (T.] That is, 
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given a graph f1 = f1 (t ) with external vertices x, y, ... , the 
property "vertex x is connected to vertex Ji" is equivalent to 
the property "f1(0) = Oifx andy are separated by (T". Unlike 
C(t)(x,y), 

C(x,y) = aC(t) (x,y) = C(x,y) - Cu(x,y) 
at 

is not zero when (T separates x and y. This means that taking a 
t-derivative of a line corresponds to cutting the line. As a 
result, the property that" f1 is I-irreducible between x and 
y" is equivalent to the property that" f1 (0) = (a f1/ at )(0) = 0 
if x and yare separated by (T", and similarly for higher irre
ducibility properties. 

At the nonperturbative level, the effect of using df-lcltl 

instead of df-lc to define expectations is that G = G (J; t I ac
quires a tdependence (as dorlNI, r~NI, ... ). Motivated by the 
above discussion of graphs in perturbation theory, we can 
define the irreducibility properties of an object like a BS ker
nel or vertex function in terms of the vanishing ofits t-deriva
tives, without any reference to perturbation theory (see Sec. 
II of I). This is Spencer's approach, and it has already been 
successfully applied in a number of situations. 7-11 

As an illustration of how nicely the ideas of generating 
functionals and separating surfaces combine, consider the 
assertion that the Green's functions 

Gn(xl,· .. ,xn)= IT OJ,IX,) G(JIIJ=o 
;= 1 

are connected for n = 2,3, .... This assertion may be equiv
alently expressed in terms of the generating functional 
G (J; t) as 

(1.10) 

if x I and X 2 are on opposite sides of (T. We refer to (1.10) as the 
"connectedness of G (J;t )" (see Sec. II ofI). But (1.10) is 
obvious: When t = 0 df-lc(tl = df-lc

q 
factors across (T and, 

since the interaction part of the Euclidean action is local, 
( . ) also factors. Hence if F ± are functions of ¢ depending 
only on ¢ on the ± side of (T we have 

(1.11) 

In particular, taking F ± = exp(x ± J I ·¢), we obtain 

G 111""'0;0} = G (X + J I ,· .. ) + G (X _ J I ,· .. I, (1.12) 

where X ± (x) is the characteristic function of the ± side of 
(T. (1.10) follows at once from (1.12). 

The basic differentiation formula for r(NI (N) 1) is 
quite simple: 

at r [A; t} = rA, [A; t I A 7 
for suitable A (Theorems 111.1 and Vl.ll). The evaluation of 
iY,r thus reduces to the evaluation offunctional derivatives 
rA,A},"_ of r. The thrust of Sec. III is to express such func
tional derivatives in terms of the more familiar connected 
Green's functions Gn • 

In Sec. IV we show how easily r-irreducible expecta
tions l2 and r-particle projections l3 may be expressed in 
terms of the Legendre transform. A typical formula is the 
one for the r-irreducible expectation of ¢ j and ¢j (i.e., r-
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irreducible between the arguments of tP i and the arguments 
of tPj): 

(tPi;tPj)(r)=r%~) [OJ for r<i,j<N. 

In Sec. V we show how r (N) generates the N th order BS 
kernel KIN), the basic formula being 

KIN)(X,y) = - connected part of r~Jx)A~Y) [OJ , 

where x, YElRNd. 
Although Spencer's idea liberates us from divergent 

perturbation theory, it does not solve all problems of math
ematical rigor. As a matter of fact it introduces new prob
lems: not only must we show that, say, rlN) [A; t} is well 
defined and differentiable with respect to A for A in some 
Banach space of functions, but we must also worry about 
whether it is differentiable in t and whether the resulting 
formulas make sense. We postpone such questions until Sec. 
VI. In particular Secs. II-V are written as though G [J }, 
r IN) [A } , .. : were bona fide regular functionals on some Ban
ach space and all the formulas made sense in this framework. 
However, as we explained in I, such assumptions are dubious 
for N~ 3 and it is necessary to interpret the results ofSecs. 11-
V in the framework offormal power series (fps) (see II). Thus 
when we provide the mathematical justification for these 
results in Sec. VI (such as the existence of G, r IN), their 
regularity in t, validity of the differentiation formulas, ... ) it 
is in the context offps. 

In conclusion, rlN) and r lr/N) generate a variety of ob
jects (in addition to the vertex functions) whose desired irre
ducibility properties may all be summarized by appropriate 
(channel) irreducibility properties of the Legendre trans
form. The proofs of some of these properties have already 
been given in I and others will be the subject offuture papers 
in this series. 5,14 

II. THE DEFINITION(S) OF r N
) 

In this section we discuss the relationships among sev
eral Nth Legendre transforms (see Theorem 11.3). We shall 
deal explicitly only with complete transforms although with 
obvious modifications the results are equally valid for partial 
transforms. We start by reminding the reader of the defini
tions of rlN) and Sr IN ) and by defining Wr IN ). Let 
J = (Jo, ... ,J N) , where I n = I n (x I, ... ,xn) is a symmetric func
tion of n variables XiERd. For notational convenience we 
allow a JoEC component in J although generally Jo = O. 
Then the source terms are 

(2.la) 

and 

U W r J} = J. : A. i: t t • 'r . , (2.lb) 

where the "physically Wick ordered" powers are defined by 

:tPi: =: tP (xl) .. ·tP (Xi): = (IT _D_)~I . 
hI Df(Xd (e4>f) f= 0 

For example :tP: = tP - (tP) and 

:tP 2: = (:tP:f - «(:tP:)2) 
= tP 2 - 2tP (tP ) - (tP 2) + 2(tP )2. 
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(2.2) 

Remark 1. It is obvious from the definition that (:tP i:) 
= 0 for i> 1. However, Wick powers are not orthogonal with 

respect to ( . ), i.e., (:tP i: :tP j :) #0 for 1 <i<j. See Sec. IV 
for the appropriate orthogonalization procedure. 

The generators to be transformed are 
G [J} = In(expU [J J> (2.3a) 

and 

(2.3b) 

with Jo = O. The conjugate variables we shall use are the 
connected variables 

1 <i<N, (2.4b) 

where Gi [J} = D~, G [J } , A ? = Gi ! 0 }, and the Schwinger 
variables 

Af[J} =GJ[J}. (2.4c) 

The conjugate functions to the G 's written in terms of these 
variables are the Legendre transforms of interest: 

rIN)[A} = G [J [A }} - GJ,IJ [A }} Ji IA } , (2.5a) 

SrINI[ASI =G IrIASI}-GJ, IJS[AS}1 Jf[A S} , 
(2.5b) 

wrlN'IA W} 
= G W [JW[A WI}_ G f.[JW[A W}} J i

W IA wI, 
(2.5c) 

where J [A } is the inverse of the map (0, JI, ... ,JN)~A [J j, 
etc. In Sec. IV we also consider transforms qr lr/NI , where qn 
= tP n + ... is a more general polynomial in the fields than 

tP" or : tP n: . 
We will shortly see (in Theorem 11.3) that 

r [A I = wr [A } . Nonetheless it is much easier to deal rig
orously with wr [A } since G W [J I provides a natural do
main for J, namely 

[J = (0, J1, ... ,JN)I(J, CtJ J) < 00, Ji symmetric} , 

where CtJ ij = D ij C .. i and C is the covariance of the theory. 
For example, in EP(tP b [weakly coupled P(tP hl we have by 
Theorem VI.2 that I «(Ji : tP i:)n I <const(J, CtJ J )"/2 . The rea
son for this is that, thanks to the subtraction scheme in : : 
every field in : tP i: must be connected to to something out
side its dots. To be precise suppose the expectation ( . ) fac
tors across (7, g(tP ) is some polynomial in the field supported 
on the + side of (7, and the set! _ = [k I the argument x k of 
:tP i: is on the - side of (71 is nonempty. Then 

(:tP i: g(tP) 

( D) (e4>f g(tP) ( D) (e4>f) 
= kU. Df(xk) (e4>f) 1J Df(Xk) (e4>f) 
= <:tP1':g(tP)(:tP l :)=0, 

where: tP 1+: = : TI kE1 • tP (X k ): • There is also a natural do
main for A in wr IA I because of the subtraction in the defi
nition (2.4b) of A W I J I. This domain is 

[A I(A, CtJ-1A) < 00, Ai symmetric I . 
See Theorem VI. 1. 

The virtue ofsr is that it is easier to compute with than 
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r while at the same time being simply related to r (see Theo
rem 11.3). Hence we may derive formulas for (the more phys
ically meaningful) r by first obtaining the corresponding 
formulas for sr. 

The change of variables A = sF {A + A ° I (see Lemma 
11.2) relating rand sr is implemented by the functionals 
FdA j, where 

! ~F;f;=exp {! ~AJ;}, 
;=0 11 ;= I I! 

i.e., (2.6) 

FdA I (xl, .. ·,x;) = (t _8_) exp {! ~ApP} 1 . 
r= I 8f(xr) p= I p. [=0 

For example, Fo = 1, 

FI(xII =AI(x l ), 

F2(x l, x 2) = A2(x l, x2) + AI(xIl A I(X2), 

F3(x l, x2, x 3 ) = A3(x l, x 2, x3) + (A 2(x l, x 2 ) A I (x3 ) + perms) 

+ AI(xd A I(X2) A I(X 3 ) 

=A3 + 3A2AI +A ~ . 

Remark 2. We must take into account in the definitions 
of 8/8A; and 8/8J; the fact that our generating functionals 
are defined for J; andA; symmetric. This is done in the obvi
ous way. For example, 

8 r(2) _ r(2) 
8A

2
(x,y) - A,(x,y) 

=~r(2) {A I,A2 + ~ [8(, -x)8(, - y) 
d)' 2 
+ 8(. - y) 8(, - x)]}1 A = ° . 

We shall also use the symmetrization convention that all 
formulas are to be interpreted as symmetrized so that J;. A;. 
8 /8J;, 8/8A;. F;, etc., are symmetric under permutations of 
their arguments. With this convention it is often possible to 
write {f(xl, ... ,xm) + perms) as nf(xl, ... ,xm), where n is the 
number of permutations. 

It follows immediately from the definition (2.6) that 
F; {A I depends only on A I'''',A; , that F obeys the addition 
formula 

F;{A+BI =jtJ;)F;_j {A )F;!B), (2.7) 

and that for j.;;,i F obeys the differentiation formula 

8F; !A l(ul, .. "u;) 

8A j (x l , .. ·,xj ) 

= II -- - IT f(xk)exp I -ApP ( ; 8) 1 . [ "" 1 ]1 
r=18f(ur) j1 K=I p=IP! [=0 

=C)(n 8(Uk -Xk))F;_j!A] (uj+l>""u;), (2.8) 
} ,k= I 

(Note the use of the symmetrization convention of Remark 
2.) 

These functionals are also intimately involved in the 
relationship between Wick-ordered and un-Wick-ordered 
products of fields. For example, 

;¢2; =¢2+2Fd -AO] ¢+F2{ -AO). 

In general 
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Lemmaff.I. 

(a) :¢;:-rWij¢j, 
j=O 

(b) ¢;= t Wit :¢j:, 
j=o 

(c) U W {J) = U { W - , J) , 

where 

Wi} 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

={e)F;-j{ ±AO) = C)(:fY-j (e~[)±II[=o, O.;;,j.;;,i 

0, otherwise, 

W ij- '(XI"'; YI''') 

_{(~)(rr 8(Xk -Yk))F;-;{ -AO)(Y;+I'''''Yj)' . . N 
- \1 k=1 I';;'}';;' 

0, otherwise. 

Remark 3. Here the products are to be interpreted so 
that the number of variables and the symmetry properties 
match up properly. Hence W,; ¢j is the symmetrized tensor 
product of W ij and ¢ j with the factor (J ) in the definition 
of W - being the number of terms in the sum 

(Wij ¢j)(xl",x;) = I F;_j {-AO) (X[')¢I, 
Ie 11 .... ,;1 

III =j 
where¢ I = flkEI ¢ (xdandx[' = (Xk)UI' On the other hand 
W - , (the transpose of W -) acts as the integral operator 

(W --, J);(xl .. ,x;) 

=J;(XI"'Xi)+ ± e) fdYi+I ... dYjF;-i {-AOI(Y) 
J=I+ I I 

X Jj(y, x). 

Note that W +, W - , and W - , are all triangular matrices 
with identity operators on the diagonal and hence are all 
invertible. 

Proof The lemma is an immediate consequence of the 
definitions 

:¢i;= t(~)(i.)i-j(e~[)-II ¢j [see(2.2)], 
j=O J 8/ /=0 

¢ 1 = t (~) (i.);-j (e~[) I :¢j: , 
j=O J 8/ [=0 

(e~[) ± 1= exp { ± itl ,~ A ?f;} = Jo ~ F;( ±A 0)f; 

[see (2.4) and (2.6)] , 

U W {J] = ± Ji:¢j: = ± t Jj(W j! ¢i) 
j=O j=Oi=O 

N N 
= I I(Jj(Wj!¢i)=U{W-'JI· 

i=Oj= i 

Lemmaff.2. 
(a) AS{JI =F{A {JI +A°J, 
(b) Gj"'{Jj=Fi{AW{Jjj, 
(c) A W{JI =A {W-'J]. 
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where we identify land (0,/,0,0, ... ,0). But 
(2.12) 

G ! J + I J - G ! J J = ! 1- Gj ! J J I j 

j= I J1 

= ! +(Aj +AJ)Ji 
j= I J. 

and the assertion follows from the definition (2.6) of F. 
(b) From definition (2.3b) 

G'J.= (:tP i: eUw ) (eUw)-1 

= (~)i (e U 
W + tP/) (eU w) -I (e4>/) -II 

af, /=0 

= (~)i exp! G W! J + I J - G W! J J - G W ! I J J I 
8f, /=0 

= (~)i exp{ ! 1- (Gt!J J - Gt !OllJi} I 
8f, j= I J1 /=0 

= F!A W!J J J by (2.4b) and (2.6). 
(c) Note that in (2.11) the only components (W - tJ)i of 

W - tJ having a dependence on J I are the i = 0,1 compo
nents and 

(W - tJ)o = Jo - A? J I + terms in J2···JN , 

(W-tJ)1 =JI + terms in J2···JN . 

Hence 

G:"!JJ =Gi!W-tJJ -8il A? 

and the claim follows from definitions (2.4a) and (2.4b) of A 
and A w. • 

We are now in a position to present the (formal) rela-
tionships between F, wF, and sr. 

Theorem 11.3. 

(a) F!A J = WF!A J, 
(b) F!A J =sF!F!A +AoJJ. 
Proof, 

(a) Denote by B ':'1 the restriction of Bij to 1 <i,j<.N. 
Setting Jo = ° we have by (2.11) 

G W!J J - G'J.!J J Ji 
= G !( W - t )(NIJ J - W.u Ji 
- [(W-)\Z'I GJ.!(W - t)(NIJ I Ji - W to J;] 
=G!W-t)(NIJJ -GJ.!(W-t)(NIJJ !(W-t)(NIJJk' 

However, both A W! J J and A ! J J are independent of Jo so 
Lemmall.2(c) gives (W-t)(NIJW!A J =J!A J and hence 

WF!A J = G W!JW!A J J - G 'J.!JW!A J J Jr!A J 
=G[J[A JJ -GJ.[J[A JjJdA J 

=F{AJ. 

(b) By Lemma 1I.2aF!A +Ao! =A S [J {A J J so that 
from the definition (2.5b) ofsr 
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SF!F!A+AoJJ =sF!AS!J!A JJJ 
=G !J!A JJ -GJ!J!A JJ Ji!A I 
=F!A I. • 

Theorem 11.3 provides two special cases of a general 
result which states roughly that changes of variables in the 
source space (i.e., the J's) or in the maps defining the conju
gate variables (i.e., A ! J J) cause only a change of variables in 
the Legendre transform. More precisely, if Q is a real Banach 
space, G is a real-valued Frechet differentiable function on Q 
and Pis an invertible map from Qto its dual Q * we define the 
P-Legendre transform by 

PG*(p)=G(P-I(p))- (VG(P-I(p)),P-I(p)) , 

where VG:Q-Q * is the Frechet derivative of G. It is not 
hard to see that if GI , G2 :Q-1R are related by 

G2(q) = GI(Tq) - (a,q) , 

where T is a bounded linear map on Q and AeQ *, then 

p'G!(p) = P'GT(PI(TP 2-
I(P))). (2.13) 

In Theorem 1I.3a we have GI = G,G2 = G w, T= (W -t)(NI, 
PI =A,andP2 =A w. What makes these variables so special 
as far as (2.13) is concerned is that (by Lemma 1I.2c) 
P2 = PI T rather than P2 = T * PI T as one would expect for 
the "vector" variable P = VG. As a result in (2.13) PI TP 2- I 

is the identity operator and p'G! = P'G T. 

III. DERIVATIVES of flN) 

As we discussed in the Introduction we use the ap
proach to irreducibility introduced by Spencer. 12 In this ap
proach the covariance C is replaced by C (t ) [see (1. 9)] and 
cutting a line corresponds to taking a t-derivative. Accord
ingly we modify definitions (2.3)-(2.5) in the obvious way to 
include a t dependence; thus, e.g., G = G ! J; t I, A S 

= AS! J; t I so that upon inversion J S = J ! A s; t I, and 

sF=sF{AS;tJ =G!JS!AS;tJ;tJ -AfJr!AS;tl· 

To discuss irreducibility properties of F !A; t I we must be 
able to differentiate it with respect to t. Note that in such 
computations A and t are the independent variables. Hence, 
denoting a/at by ,we have 

s·· . .. 
F=G+GJ,Jf-AfJf=G. (3.1) 

In Theorem 111.1 we derive the corresponding formula for r 
and express rin terms offunctional derivatives FA . Then in 

i 

Theorems 111.3 and 111.7 we give formulas expressing func-
tional derivatives of Fin terms of the more familiar connect
ed Green's functions Gk • Many of the properties (and in par
ticular irreducibility properties) of Ffollow from an analysis 
of these formulas. 3

•
5 Again as in Sec. II we deal explicitly 

only with complete transforms although again with obvious 
modifications the results are valid for partial transforms too. 

Theorem 111.1. For N~2 

(a) Sr(NI!A; t J = - !C(i)-I(A2 -A ~ -A? A?), 

(b) r(NI{A;tJ = -!C(i)-I(A2 +A 1A I +2A IA?) 

+ F(NJAO 
Ai " 

where C -IA 2 means 
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- trC- ICC- IA2 = - f dx dy C(x,y)(C- 1 ®C- IA2)(x,y). 

Remark 1. We warn the reader that some care must be 
taken when manipulating C -I. See Sec. III of I. 

Proof (a) If dJic(t) is the Gaussian measure of mean zero 
and covariance C (t ) then 15 

at f I(¢) dJiC(t) 

= -! f [f :¢ (x) C -I¢ (y): dx dy ]/(¢) dJic(t) , 

where: : is Wick ordering with respect to dJic(t). Hence 

G IJ l = -!C -I(GJ, IJ l - GJ,I0j) (3.2) 

and so by (3.1) 

silAsl= -!C-IIAf-A~-A~An· 
(b) From Theorem 1I.3b 

ilA l =siIFIA+Aoll +sr 8Fi AO 
A, 8A. J 

J 

= -!C -1(F2IA +A °l -F2IA OJ) + rAJ A J 
= -!C -1(A2 +AIAI + 2A\ A~) + rAjA J .• 

We now tum to the question of expressing rA ... A in 

terms ofGk. This will be done for m<:;2 in Theorem III~3 and 
for m > 2 in Theorem 111.7. In Theorem 111.3 we express 
r(N) in terms of 

AjAj 

( 8)i (8)i I Sij= - - YI/'gl ' 
8f 8g f=g=O 

(3.3a) 

where 

Y I/, g l = exp [G I J + I + g l - G I J + I l - G P + g l 
+ G IJ II . (3.3b) 

Here I and g are functions of one variable and we identify I 
with (0,/,0,0, ... ). Each index i is an abbreviation for a set x('1 

= Ixl,. .. ,xi l of i points in Rd and (0I81)i is an abbreviation 
for n~ = \ (0I8/(xm)). Hence Sij is a "function" on Rid X Rid 
and S should be thought of as a matrix whose (i, 11 entry is the 
operator with kernel Sij: 

' .. J ... 
, 

where Gn = GJ,IJ l and we have used the symmetrization 
convention of Remark 2 of Sec. II. For example, 

S2.2(XI2),yl2)) = G4(X I, x2,Y\,Y2) + G2(X I,y\) G2(X2,Y2) 

+ G2(X I 'Y2) G2(X2,Ytl· 

The significant features of S are isolated in the following 
remarks. 

Remark 2. As a consequence of 

Y I/,gl =exp [ I Gi+ili gi] 
i.i=1 11 j1 

we have that Sij = Sii is a polynomial in 
( Gk Ike iu j, kni =1'/), knj =pIJ l. So every space-time point in i 
is connected to a space-time point inj and vice versa. 
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Remark 3. Note that S is independent of N, the order of 
the Legendre transform. In particular, S is a function of 
(Jo, J\ ,J2, ... ) rather than (JI,. .. ,JN). Furthermore, we do not 
restrict the arguments of Sij to the range 1 <:;i,j<:;N. When we 
wish to do so we will use S (N) to denote the resulting N X N 
matrix. In the following analysis, inasmuch as G generally 
enters in the combination G IJ IA l j, S enters either in the 
combinationS IJ IA II orin thecombinationS(N)IJ IA ll· 
Hence the N dependence enters through the superscript (N) 
and through J I A l. 

The reason r~~j may be expressed in terms of Sis 
provided in 

Lemma III.2. 
(a) For all m;;'O, l<:;n<:;N 

8A n (n) OJ~ = k~O k A~_k Skm (3.4) 

n 8FnlA +Aol 
= L 8A Skm' (3.5) 

k =0 k 

with the conventions that for all m;;'O 

A! = (¢meVIJI ) (eV1JI)-I, 

Am =GmIJl-GmIOl, 

8Fn 
-- =Fn' 
8Ao 

(b) As N X N matrices 

8A =S(N) (8F IA +A °l)t. 
OJ 8A 

Proof (a) 

8Am (8)m -= - ASPl 
8Jn 8JI n 

= (8~)m (:)n exp[G IJ + Il- G IJ III f=O 

[by (2.12)] 

= (:gr (:Ir exp[ G IJ + g + Il 

-GIJ+glllf=g=o 

= (:gr (:)n exp[G IJ + Il - G IJ II 
X exp [G I J + g + I l - G I J + g l - G I J + I l 
+GIJlllf=g=o, 

which yields (3.4) by the definition (3.3) of S. To derive (3.5) 
we need only apply Lemma 1I.2a and the differentiation for
mula (2.8) for F. 

(b) When l<:;m, n<:;N, Skm is zero unless k;;.1 and 
8Fnl8Ak is zero unless k<:;n<:;N so that (3.5) becomes 

8Am = f S k 8Fn 
8Jn k= I m 8Ak 

N (8F)t = L Smk - . 
k= I 8A kn 
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= 

I5FdA +A O} 
- Jk IA } I5A

i
(x(')) 

k~i e) Jk(X('l,U(k-'))(Fk_ i IA +A O})(U(k-,)), 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

where the argument of r~) is the union (x('l, ylJ)) of the 
'+J 

argumentsxi'l andyU) of r(N) and riN) respectively. Fur-
Al Aj ' 

thermore, r!,f) =0 if i + j > N. 
'+1 

Remark 4. Parts (a) and (b) are the analogs for r of the 
conjugate relation srA = - J and the Jacobian relation 
srAA = - G j"J 1, respectively. In particular, whenJ = 0, 
(3.6) reads r~JJ = - (S(N))ij 1 • 

Proof (a) The first part is an immediate consequence of 

rIN)IA) = G IJ {A JJ -JdA }Fd A +Ao}· 

To prove the second part we observe that, by the differenti
ation formula (2.8) we must have k>i and then 

Jd A } I5Fk = (~)JdUik))(rr l5(u, -X,))Fk_i(Ulk-/l) 
15Ai I ,=1 

= e)Jk(XI'l,u(k-'))Fk_i(Uik-/)). (3.7) 

Note that the symmetrization convention implicit in (2.8) is 
irrelevant since we are integrating against a symmetric func
tion Jk • 

(b) Differentiating part (a) yields 

N k I5F (Ik - i)) 
r~J) = _ 2:('\'k(XI'l,ulk-i)) k-i u 

k = i I r I5AAyVl) 
I5Fk I5Jk {A I 
15Ai I5Aj 

= _ i .(~)(k ~ i)Jdxl'l,yI/l,ulk - i - Jl) 
k=I+J I 1 

X F . . (Ulk-i-Jl) 
k -.-J 

(
I5F)' I5Jk 
I5A ik c5Ai 

by the same calculation as in (3.7). That the sum is rA . is 
the content of part (a). That (I5F Ic5A );dc5JkII5Aj) isS\j"I,-",Jis a 
consequence of the Jacobian relationship c5J 18A 
= (I5A II5J)-1 and Lemma II1.2b. Note in particular that 

I5A loJisinvertibleby hypothesis, I5F 18A is invertible since it 
is a triangular matrix with identities on the diagonal, and 
hence SIN) is invertible by Lemma IIl.2b. • 

By Theorems III. I, III.3, and III. 7 we may reduce the 
study of the irreducibility properties of r (see I and Ref. 5) to 
the study of the connectedness properties of functionals like 
Sij that are defined in terms of G I J } . The connectedness of G 

itselfis easy to establish from its decomposition property [see 
(1.12)]. S inherits from G a similar decomposition property. 
It may be stated fairly simply if (when t = 0) we view S, SiN), 
and SiN

)-' all as operators on spaces of the form 

where ~O) = C,~l) = JY1~ Ell JY1~ is a space offunctions 
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on Rd, and J¥'1/1;=(~l)r is a space of symmetric functions 
on Rdi. ~l) is the space of functions from which J 1 or A 1 is 
chosen. We assume J¥'11) is composed ofthe two pieces. 

J¥'1~ = I those functions in ~l) supported on Rd± }, 
where R~ denotes the ± side of a. Similarly?t", the space 
from which J or A is chosen, is naturally composed of four 
pieces: 

JY = CEIlJY + EIlJY _ EIlJYo, 

where 

00 8; 

JY ± = Ell (JY1~ ) •. 
;= 1 

We denote by P +' P _, and Po the projectors on?t" +' ?t" _, 
and JYo, respectively. 

When t = 0 and Pol = 0, henceforth referred to as "at 
0", the expectation (.) factors [see (1.11)] yielding the de
composition property 

G I J} = G I P +J I + G {P _J } 

ofG. Hence 

(3.8) 

GIJ+fl =GIJ+fx+l +G{J+fx_l-GIJ} 

so that 

Y{f,gJ = Y!fx +,gX + }Y{fx -,gX - J 

and 

Sij =Si+J+ Si-J-

= I t (~,)(~)s .. / S i-".j-/ 
.. =0/=0 I 1 + -

(3.9) 

(3. lOa) 

(3. lOb) 

by the product rule for differentiation. Here i + denotes those 

arguments of i that are in R~ ; S denotes the restriction of S 
+ 

toC EIl?t" +. We impose the convention thatS ij is defined for 
+ 

all i and j (regardless of which side of a they are on) but is zero 
unless all the arguments of i andj are in R~ . Hence all but 
one of the terms in the expanded symmetrized version of 
(3. lOb) are zero. 

The formulas (3.10) represent S as a tensorlike product 

of Sand S . It is only the symmetrization that prevents ?t" 
+ -

from being the tensor product (C Ell Jf" +) ® (C EIl?t" _).Ac-
cordingly we identify eachf(x)€JY1~ ® JYV2. with its sym
metric extension to 

J(x) = C ~ 1}SJ)(X)€JY1i+ J1 

(where Sx denotes symmetrization with respect to x). Note 
that if x l/1dtd+ andyVl€Rd_ we have, as desired, 

J(xl/l,y lil) = C ~ l}Sf)(Xi/l,y!Jl) 

= (i ~ 1) _._1_ L f(1T(xl/1,ylil)) 
I (I + 11! <rES,+) 

= f(x l/1,yV1) 

since there are precisely ilJ1 nonzerof(1T(xi/1,yVl))'s and each 
one equalsf(xl/l,y !Jl). We extend this identification to all 
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fE(CGl~ +) ® (C Gl~ _).ltis then natural to define the "ten
sor" product A XA :~ _~ of two operators 

+ 

A XAj= A ®Af. (3.11a) 
+ - + 

The kernel of A X A is given by 
+ 

('! X~) mn (x(m l, inl) 

= S S ~ ~ (m) A (x(il yV))A . . (x(mll) y(nl})) 
x .Y £.. ~. I} , m ~ I.n -) , , 

;=0 j=O I + -
(3.11b) 

wherex(il = {xl, ... ,x; J andx(mll) = {x;+ I , ... ,xm J. As a result 
of(3.11a) this "tensor" product enjoys the algebraic proper
ties one expects-namely linearity in both arguments and 
the product rule 

(3.12) 

The decomposition property (3.10) of S may be rewritten in 
terms of the tensor product as 

s = [( ~ F - I) X ( ~ F -I) k at 0, 

where F is the (infinite) diagonal matrix with F;; = 11. From 
this we have immediately that 

(3.13) 

However, (3.13) is of little value since it is S(N)' that we are 
primarily interested in and the projections that restrict S to 
S(NI do not commute with either taking tensor products or 
inverses. [We remind the reader that, to view S(NI and 
(S (N I) - I as operators on ~ we here impose the conventions 
SV;/) = (S(NI); 1= 0 unless l.;;;ij.;;;N.] Nonetheless, S(Nr' 
does have a simple decomposition property: 

Theorem III. 4. At 0 

S = [ ( ~ F - I) X (~ F -I) k. 
S(NI' = F-ILto(F~ Iml

-,) X(F~ IN-m
l

') 

_ :~:(F~ Iml-')X(F~ IN- m - W')}, 
where the last sum is zero if N.;;;2 and S~I = (S(OI)ij- I 

= O;,OOj,O' 

Example. 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

PaS 131 '=F-I{~III 'X(F~121 ')+(F~121 ')XSIII' 

(II ' (1)- '} 
-S xS , 

+ -

where by (3.3) (S(II); I = G 2- I if i = j = 1 and zero other-

wise, and {(G G ) - I 

(S(21)ij- 1= G: G
4 
+ ~Gi ij , if 1.;;;ij.;;;2 

0, otherwise. 
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Prool' Let 1fml be the proiection on J¥1ml p (ml 'J. ± ~ ±' ± 

= f ~~ be the projection on J¥1~ Gl"· Gl J¥1:) , 
j=1 

piN) = L 1f~) X1f~ 
m.n>O 

l,m+n,N 
be the projection on Jrll Gl ... Gl J¥1N), and P (0) = P (~ = 1f~ 
be the projection on C. We must verify that multiplying 
p(N)Sp(N) by the right hand side of (3.15) yields piN). Now 

p(N)SP(N)F -I Lt 0 (F~ (m)-,) X (F~ (N - m)-,) 

_ :~:(F~(ml-')X(F~(N-m - W')} 
= P(NILtJ ~ ~ (m)-')x(~ ~ (N-m)-,) 

_ Nf 2(S S (m) ')X(S S (N-m- W')} 
m=1 ++ --

(3.16) 

by (3.12) and (3.14). The crux of this proof is the observation 
(m)"' 

that while S S is not P I:) the error "lives"in 
± ± 

J¥1: + II Gl J¥1: + 2) Gl .... To be precise 
1m) , 

SS =P(:) +EI:+ I), 
± ± 

(3.17) 

where the error satisfies 

(
1m)) (m)-' 

p(m)Elm+I)=plm) S -S S =0, 
± ± ± ± ± ± 

Substituting (3.17) into the first sum in (3.16) gives 

N 
p(NI L (Pl~) +E(,:,+I))X(pl~-m)+EI~-m+II). 

m=O 

Many of the resulting terms in this sum are annihilated by 

piN) because if (Pl~ + pi,:, - II)A 
+ 

= (Pl~ + pIN-ml)A = 0 for some m = 1, ... ,N(so that 

A XA lives inJ¥1N + I) GlJ¥1N + 2) Gl"') thenp(NIA xA = O. 
+ + 
We thus obtain 

N N-2 L P(,:,IXpl~-ml+pIN) L EI,:,+I) 
m=O m=l 

N-I 
Xp(N-m-ll+p(NI L pl,:,-I)XEI~-m+1), (3.1Sa) 

m=2 

where we have dropped the terms involving E I~ = 0 and all 
those terms annihilated by P (N), namely E I,:, + I) X P I~ - m) 

(m = N - I,N), pi,:,) XEI~-m+ II (m = 0,1), andE(':'+ II 
XEI~- m + I), EI~ + 1) X'"'~- m), and ,",,:,1 XEI~- m + II 

(all mI. For the second sum in (3.16) we drop the E + XE_ 
terms to obtain 

N-2 N-2 
'" plm)XPIN-m-ll+pIN) '" E(m+11 
£..+ - £.. + 

m=l m=1 
N-2 

Xpl~-m-ll+p(NI L pl,:,IXEI~-ml. (3.1Sb) 
m= 1 

The last two sums in (3.1Sa) cancel those in (3.1Sb) and so 
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N N-2 
(3.16) = L P(':;.) Xp(~ - m) - L P(':;.) Xp(~ - m - I) 

m=O m=1 
N-I 

= P(~ XP(~) + L pi':;.) xtl-~-m) + P(Z)XPI~ 
m= I 

=pIN). • 

Remark 5. Theorem 111.4 expresses SIN)-' as a sum of 
terms each of which depends on the variables Xi+ Ai (or 

Xi_ Ai) only through S (m) (S 1m)) for some m<N /2. However, 
+ 

form<N /2, 

s~m) = (:I){ :g) 
{ 

m Ih gk } I 
Xexp h.f:,)Ah+k +A~+k) h! k! [=g=O 

is a polynomial in Al for / = 2,3, ... ,N and hence is indepen
dent of A I' Hence each term in (3.15) is independent of one of 
X +A I and X _A I' This fact leads to the two-irreducibility of 
the vertex functions r~N) for N>2. 

We may also use S to give a convenient evaluation of 
A,o 

n' 

Theorem III.S. 

PoA ~(x(n))I,=o = - ~PoSn2(xln),y(2))C -1(vI,h)I,=J=o, 
(3.19) 

Remark. We remind the reader that the effect of the 
projection Po is to ensure that not all of {xl"",xn I are on the 
same side of u. 

Proof Suppose t = 0 and not all of {xl,· .. ,xn I are on the 
same side of u. 

A, 0 = G "{J = OJ n J, 

= - ~C -1(y<2))GJ,(y
I2 ))J, [by (3.2)] 

= - ~C-I!G2 + GIGdJ, (by Lemma 11.2) 

= -!C -I(vl,h)! GI(vI)G I(v2) t, (since Gis 

connected). 

When YI and h are on the same side of u the connectedness of 
Gcauses this as well as the right hand sideof(3.19) to vanish. 
So to complete the proofwe need only show that whenYI and 
hare separated by u 

_O __ O_Y!/,g1 I 
ol(vtl OI(v2) [= J = 0 

=.U[GI(Vtl-A~(v;)]I_ . 
• - I J _ (0,g.0.0 .... ) 

(The A ~ terms are eliminated by the J I derivatives.) But 
when J = 0 (3.8) implies 

_o __ o_Y!/,g1 I 
ol(vl) ol(v2) [=0 

= lII( O/~i) )exP!G !/+gI - G {II - G {gl 11[=0 

2 

= II (GJ,(y,) !I + g I - GJ,(y,) [I I ) 
i= I 

Xexp!G!/+gI -G{/I -G!glll[=o 
2 

= rr [GJ,(y,,{gl - A ?(vi)]. 
;=1 
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• 

We now continue with the project, started in Theorem 
111.3, of expressing the moments r A ... A of r in terms of Gk • 

I, 1m 

While the case m > 2 is conceptually similar to that of Theo
rem 111.3 it is characterized by a richness of obscuring detail. 
Since this material will not be used later in this paper we 
suggest that the reader omit it (at least on a first reading) and 
go directly to our analysis of the N-field projections and gen
eralized Bethe-Salpeter kernels in Sec. IV and V, 
respectively. 

In Theorem 111.7 we will express r A ... A (for m>3) in 
I, ''" 

terms of tensors S ij (of degree 2), T t')"i" (of degree n > 3), and 
Uln:."!) (ofdegreen + mwithn>3,m>0). When we say, for 
ex~~;l~, that Tin) is of degree n we are referring only to the 
fact that Tin) has n indices il ···in. As with Sij' each index ik in 
T(n) (and u(n.m)) is an abbreviation for an ik-tuple of points in 
Hd so that Tl.n). is a "function" on JR i

, d X ... X Hi" d. We now 
'.""" 

define Tin) and u(n.m). The most significant feature ofthese 
definitions (see Remark 6) is the fact that Tin) and u(n.m) are 
polynomials in theSij 's, which in turn are polynomials in Gk • 

The appropriate generating functionals are defined induc
tively by 

.?r3){/,g,h 1= [Y!h,g+/1 - Y!hll 
- Y{h,gl + I]Y!/,gI, (3.20) 

,<71n)!/I,···ln I = I» [",<71n - 1)!/p···ln _ I I for n > 3, (3.21) 
n-I 

OUln.O)!/I'··'/n I = - rr Y!J:ln J, (3.22) 
;=1 

ou(n.m)!/I,···ln + m I = I» ["+ m ou(n.m - 1)!/I,···ln + m _ I I for 

m>O, (3.23) 

where the "derivation" I» h is defined by 

'" {j.sf h k 
I» h.sf!! Sij 1/1/2''') = L - T~l - . (3.24) 

ij,k=O {jSij k! 

The evaluation of I» h derivatives is straightforward if one 
uses the following properties: 

I» hY!/,g1 = .?r3)!/,g,h I, 

I» h(a.sf + bf/l) = aI» h.sf + bI» h f/I, 

I» h (.sf f/I) = .sf I» h f/I + f/I I» h.sf. 

For example, 

ou(n,I)!/I,· .. ln + I I 

= - ~~:~<J¥_IY!~/n I f3) !J: In In + I I· 
Jr' 

(3.25a) 

(3.25b) 

(3.25c) 

Then OU and Y act as generating functions for U and T: 

Tin) -Lrrn 

( {j )i1],<71n)! I' {, I I 
i, ... i" - . = I {j~ J 1'" n Ii = 0' 

In,m) _ [nrr+ m( {j )i1] (n.m) I 
U i, ... j" + m - j = I {j~ OU {/1"r" + m I Ii = 0' 
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For example, since 

Y!h,g + II - Y!h/l - Y!h,gl + 1 
Ii t_hk 

= ISi+i,k 

we have 

iJ>1 
k>O 

/1 j1 k! 

TlJl= I I(~,)(~)Si-j'J-/Sk'j'+j' 
j'= 1/= I / ] 

and 

(3.26) 

(
in , ... ···S . ... 

/
., /" ' .. '. In _ 1,1" _ I 

i;, ...• i~ _ I 1"'" n-l 

ij + ... +;~ _I = i" 

(3.27) 

Remark 6. T\~Li" + m is a linear combination of terms of 

the form Si,k, Si,k, "Si" _ "k" I with each point of i, u .. ·uin oc
curring precisely once inj, u ... ujn _ I uk,u ... ukn _ I and vice 
versa. (It is possible for some ofthej's and k 's to be empty.) 
The structure of uln,m) is the same as that of Tin) but with 
degree of homogeneity (in S) n + m - 1 instead of n - 1. 
The basis for these definitions is 

Lemma III.6. For 1 "h;,N 

o S f f II (3) IN)-' (a)-- ijJtA = Tijk'Sk'k , 
OAk ' 

(b) O~k T\~ .. :t.~ I IJ!A II = T\~Li._lk'Sr.f' for n;;;.4, 

(c) _0- uln,m-I) fJ fA II = Uln,m) ,SINF' c5A
k 

'.'··',,+m-I t l '.'··'n+m_,k k k 

for n;;;.3, m;;;'1. 

Proof (a) Firstly, 

oY!/,g1 0 [ /'" l ] 
oA = Y!/,g I ~ £A Gt + I ! J ! A II -:;;--:;;-

k tJ>1 uk/' J. 

_ Y oGj' +l oJn /" l 
- !J,gl I £J £A "1 "1 

i'/>I U n Uk/ • ] • 

=Y!/,g1 

[by (3.5)] 

- yfJ, I"S SIN)-,F l 
- t,g £.. k',i' +l k',k "1 "1 

/ . ] . 
by the Jacobian relationship oj /oA = (oA / OJ) - I and 
Lemma 11I.2b. Hence 

1<./ <.i 
l<k'<N 

as desired. 

(b) Think of T\7 .. :t. ~ I [J [A II as a function of [Sij I each 
of which is in turn a function of J [A I. Then, by the chain rule 
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_0_ Tin -: I) _ 0 Tin _ I) oSij 
OAk I,"". I - oSij i, ... i., -OA-

k 

- 0 Tin - I) T(3) SiN) , [b ] 
- Os.. i.···i" I ijk' k'k y part (a) 

1J 

= TI~.) .. i" Ik,S~N.l ' [by (3.21) and (3.24)]. 

(c) The proof is virtually identical to that of part (b) .• 

We are now in a position to complete the project commenced 
in Theorem 111.3. 

Theorem 111.7. 

(il + i2 + ... + i_I) 
(a) .. . n r'{) 

'),1
2

,0 .. ,i
n

_
1 

"-+ ••• -ti,, JA'I! 

= (il ; ... : in)r':,,), ... , '. 
1,0", n 

+ (;SIN)-'Uln,O)}""i: 

where each SiN) 'in ;SIN) 'acts on the corresponding in

dex if Uln. 0). 

(b)r(N) = (i+j)r IN ) +(~SIN)'TI3)) 
A,Artk i A;+rtk ijk 

=(i:~+k)r'{) +(~SIN) 'T(3)) 
I,}, k 111' k ijk 

+ (~S(N) 'U I3. O))ijk' 

(c) For n;;;.3 

Remark 7. Evaluation of the remainingA
ia 

derivatives 
in part (c) by means of Lemma 111.6 results in a sum of terms 
each of which may be viewed as a tree graph with 

(i) n external vertices each associated with a different ia , 

(ii) each line associated with SIN)', 

(iii) each vertex having m legs (m is always at least 3) 
associated with either Tim) or Ulp, m -pi (with p;;;. 3, 
m-p;;;'O). 

Proof (a) By Theorem IIl.3b 

n-I r lN ) 
[
i l +i2 + ... +i ] 

i
1
,i

2
, ••• ,i

n 
_ 1 A" + .. , + i" IA'n 

(il + ... + i ) 
_ n r lN ) 

/• /' A" + ... ~ In ., ••. , n 

n 

Applying ®SIN) yields, for the right-hand side, 
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{ (
i. + '" + i • f } n- INI 

X - .. i l + ... + i" _ IJn C., ... ,ln -. 

where the sum runs over i., ... ,in _. E{ 1, ... ,N J with 
i. + ... + in _ 1 = jn' We remind the reader that plNI is the 
projection (i.e., identity) onH (JI e .. · eH(NI. It is legitimate to 
drop the superscript N from S IN I since we are considering 
only j.,·1n _. E! 1, ... ,N J. 

(b) This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
III.3(b), followed by Lemma III.6a, followed by part (a). 

(c) This follows immediately by induction from parts (a) 
and (b). About the only point worth noting is that if 
i. + ... + ip _ 1 > Nthen by part (a) 

( ;SINI 'UlP,OI) .. = constrA,,+ ... +, _ lA, 
'I""p p P 

- const r A = O. 
i, + ..... 'p 

Remark 8. We observed in Remark 7 that Theorem 
III.7 could be used to produce a tree graph expansion for 
rIJ.!.-A 10J havingSIN)"'s for lines and Tlml'sand 
UI ;.m .. pi's for vertices. Now Tlml and UI p,m - pi are polyno
mials in Sij' which is in turn a polynomial in Gk (with k;;.2). 
Hence knowing the perturbation theory expansion for 
G k I J = O} yields the perturbation theory expansion for 
rIJ.! .. A {A = O}. In any given order of perturbation theory 

the~ riml and UI p,m - pi may be represented as a sum of 
Schwinger functionlike graphs. By this we mean that the 
graphs are not amputated and that they need not be connect
ed. On the other hand, in the free theory S(N)(A = 0) = ";?, 
where C(j ij = 8ijc1";? .. i, so that 

SIN)-' = ~-I + I ~-I(I _sINlc-l)n. 
n=] 

Each order of the perturbation theory of S IN I" , is not a sum 
of conventional graphs. Instead it is a sum of terms each of 
which is a tensor product G amp ® C - 1 ® ... ® C -I of an am
putated graph G amp and a number (possibly zero) of C -l>s. A 
careful analysis of what happens when these expansions for 
Tlml, U lP• m - pI, andS INI 'are substituted into the tree graph 
expansion of Remark 7 yields the result that, in perturbation 
theory, rlJ! .. A 10} may also be represented as a sum of 

I, In 

terms of the form Gamp ® C -I ® ... ® C -I. Here Gamp is a 
conventional amputated graph. Furthermore the arguments 
x. and X2 of any C - J (x I' x 2 ) must be arguments from two 
different Aia'S. Finally there can be no C -l>s in any graph in 
the perturbation theory expansion of (8/8A Ilkr(N) I A ~ a if 
k #2. This is no surprise since r!:,.I"A, 10} is connected and 
every C - I occurs as a distinct connected component of a 
graph. Hence we expect r !:,.I'A, 10} to have better regularity 
properties than a general rlJ! .. A • 

" In 
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IV. THE r-FIELD PROJECTIONS 

The r-field projections for a Euclidean scalar boson 
field theory, whose infinite volume measure and expectation 
are denoted dvand <. >, respectively, are defined as fol
lows. If 

H = L ;eal (dv), 

H.;.o = ceH, 

H.;.r = span {¢ifIl"'¢ifn)/n<rJjECO':'readRd)} 

then P ';'r' the projection onto r or fewer fields, is simply the 
orthogonal projection onto H.;.r. The r-field projection Pr is 
then defined by 

{ 
P<o' 

P = 
r P.;.r-P,;,lr-1i' ifr>O. 

ifr = 0, 
(4.1) 

We also let P> r = I - p.;.r' These projections have the basic 
properties 

Pot/l = (t/l), 

Pr¢ (x.) .. ·¢ (xm ) = 0 if m < r, 

1= IPr (assumingtheH.;./sspanH), 
r=O 

p.;.rP.;.s =P.;.min(r,si' 

PrPs =8r,sPr , 

all of which follow immediately from the definitions. 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

(4.2c) 

(4.2d) 

(4.2e) 

(4.21) 

The projections Pr for r<2 have long been used to ana
lyze the low mass spectrum of quantum field theory mod
els. 7-9,11,16,17 Of particular interest have been the r-irreduci
ble expectations 

(rp i;rpj)lrl = (rp ip >rrpj) 

used by Spencer and Zirillf' 12 (for r< 2) to study the low mass 
spectrum of (even) €P (rp b models. The higher order projec
tions (i.e., r> 2) were introduced by Glimm and Jaffe. 13 In 
particular, the inverse ofthe operator R (rl given by the kernel 

R(rl(xlrl,yrl) = (rpr(x(r))Prrpr(yrl)) 

played a central role in their definition of the higher order 
Bethe--Salpeter kernels (see Sec. V). The irreducibility prop
erties of various of the above objects have been studied by 
Combescure and DunlopJO and Koch. 8 

It is our goal in this section to show how simply one may 
express the above objects in terms of partial Legendre trans
forms (thus generalizing the results for r = 1,2 given in I). 
This provides a convenient path for the analysis oftheir irre
ducibility properties (see I). 

We now explain why the projections P <r can be ex
pressed in terms of Legendre transforms in a natural way. 
This can be done quite generally as follows, Let 

m-I 

qm = rp m + L Tmnrp n, m = 0,1,2, .... 
n=O 

be a sequence of real polynomials in ¢. Two examples are 

qn(x1, .. ·,xn) = IT rp{x k ) (4.3) 
k~1 
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and 
n 

qn(x,,···,xn) = ; IT -P(xd:· (4.4) 
k=' 

Let Q 10, rl be the (r + 1) X (r + 1) matrix whose (a, /3 ) entry is 
the operator with kernel (qaq/3) a,/3 = O,I, ... ,r. Then if 
Q 10, rl is invertible 

(4.5) 

To see this we need only observe that the righ- hand side 
defines a self-adjoint, idempotent operator that leaves qy in
variant for r = O,I, ... ,r. 

Furthermore Q 10, rl 'may be represented in terms of a 
Legendre transform of 

(4.6) 

where N>r. Let 

A~{JJ =ZUJJ, O<a<r (4.7) 

and 

qrlrlNI{A g, ... ,A ;,Jr+, ,· .. ,IN} = zq{JqJ - A ~J~, (4.8) 

where, on the right-hand side of (4.8) 
J~ = J~ {A g, ... ,A ;,Jr+, , .... IN}is obtained by inverting 
(4.7) when O<a<r and J'f = Ji when r + l<i<N. (We shall 
use the conventions that Greek indices take values up to and 
including r while Latin indices run from r + 1 to N.) Note 
that unlike the Legendre transforms of Secs. II and III 
qrlrlNI is a function of Ao' The Jacobian relation for qrlrlNI 
now gives 

qrlrlNI = _ ( 5A q ) - , 
A,.Av 5J a/3 

so that if we set the arguments ofqr equal to their physical 
values (i.e., A ~ = A ~ {O J and J i = 0) 

qrlrlNI __ (Q 10, rl) - , (4.9) A,.Ap - a(3 . 

As a result (4.5) may be written. for any N>r>O, as 

(Pql[l)(-p) = f dv(-p')pq(-p,-p') I[I(-p'), 

where 

P<r(-P,-P ') = - qa(-P) qr~:::; q(3(-P '). 

From the point of view of irreducibility and hence spec
tral analysis it is preferable to express P <r in terms of rlrlNI 
rather than qrlrlNI. This we do in 

Theorem IV.1. At the physical values A = J = O. we 
have 

(a)(P"I[I)(-p) = f dv(-p ')P<r(-P,-P ') I[I(-p '), 

where P <r (-p,-p ') = 1 - : -P a: r ~:::;: -P '(3: 
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for any N>r> 1. 

(b) (-P ip >r -P k) = r~tl for all O<r <i,j<N, 

(c)Prl[l= -P;>r -p r r~;A, (-P'P>r 1[1) for all r>l, 

(d) R Ir)' = - r ~;A, = (S Irl);;:- , for all r> 1. 

Proof (a) We remind the reader that when A = J = 0 
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r Irl N) - r Irl - (S Irl) - , (by Theorem III 3b) A,.Ap - A,.Ap - - a(3 . , 

where 

Sa(3 = (:)a(:gY (e"'fHg) (e"'f)-' (e",g)-'lf=g=O 

[by (3.3)J 

[by (2.2)] 

and that Sir) is the restriction of S whose indices run from 1 to 
r. Then choosing qa = : -P a; we have Q = Sand 

(Q 10,rl)",p' = {~: precisely :n: :f :, ~ are zero} 

(Slrl);p', a>l, /3>1 

and part (b) follows from (4.5). 
(b) By Lemma 11.2 GJp {J {A J J = F(3 {A + AoJ is inde

pendent of Ji and so the usual cancellation gives (with Greek 
indices running from 1 to r) 

51(3 5J(3 
rlrlNI_ G - +G -G -

Jj 
- Jp oj. Jj Jp 5J· , , 

=GJ,' 

Applying another derivative we get 

51 
rlrlNI=G +G 2 J,Jk J,Jk J,Jp 5J

k 

- G - G (Glrl)-I G - J,Jk J,Jp (3a Ju Jk' 

where G ~1 is the restriction of GJa Jp to 1 <a,/3<r, since 

5 5J 
0- (G {J!A J 1) - G (3 + G - 5J

k 
Ju - JuJp 5J

k 
J,,Jk' 

On the other hand by part (a) of this theorem (since 
A =J=O) 

(-Pi P>r -pk) 

= (-P i -P k) - (-P i) (-P k) - (-P i: -P a:> (S Irl)ap' (: -P (3; -P k ) 

since 

and 

- G G (G Irl) - , G 
- J, J k - J, J a up Jolk 

Glr) = W+ (: A.Y: : A.6:)(W+)1 [by (2.10)] 
J u J" ay • 'I' • . 'I' • 6(3 

- W + Sirl (W+)I 
- ay y6 6(3' 

(c) Pr 1[1 = p;.r P <r p;.r 1[1 

= _ P : A. a: r Irl ( : A. (3: P 1[1 ) 
>r • V' • Aa Ap • If' • >r 

= - P ;.r-P r r ~I, A, (r P;'r 1[1) [by (4.2,b) ] 

(d) By part (c) with CjI = -P r 

R Irl = _ R Ir)r lrl R Ir) A,A, 

and so the desired conclusion follows if R Ir) is invertible. But 
by Lemma IV.2 (which follows), for a = I .... ,r, 

a 
P :A.a: _ (P _p ):A.a: = ~ V :,1,(3: a.'I' . - <a <Ia-I).'I'. L a(3.'I'., 

(3=1 

where Vis a lower triangular rX r matrix with identities on 
the diagonal and is hence invertible. Now 
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(Vsvt)czl3 = «(Pa :¢a:)(P13 :¢I3:) 

= «( Pa¢ a)( P13¢ 13) [by (4.2b)] 

= oal3 RIal [by (4.2£)]' 

Therefore the invertibiIity of R (I), ••• , R Ir) is equivalent to the 
invertibility of Slrl, which we are assuming. • 

Remarks 1. The 1 in the formula for p .. r of part (a) of the 
theorem may be absorbed into the sum over a and,Bby using 
a Legendre transform of Z Po,···,J N }. 

2. The formula 

(qjP >r qk) = qrrJ: I for all O<,r<i,j<,N 

may be proved by the same method that its analog for r~:J:1 
is proven in part (b). 

Lemma IV.2. 

(a)P .. r: ¢m: = i &'~.a: ¢a: for all r,m>O, 

where 

r 

a=O 

for r = 0, 

for r> 1. 

(b) p .. r ¢ m = L &i~,a ¢ a for all r,m>O, 
a=Q 

where 

&i lrl - W+ 9 1rl w~ m.a - mJ j.13 l3.a . 

[Here we use the convention that (S Irl)l3~a t is defined for all 
a,/3 but is nonzero only for I <a,/3<,r.] 

Proof (a) For r = 0 the result is obvious. For r> 1 

p .. r : ¢m: 

'f :.1. a: r Irl ( :.1. 13: :.1. m: ) £.. .'1' • A,.Ap .'1' •• '1' • 
a,l3= I 

'f S r lrl :.l. a : £.. ml3 A,y4a • 'I' •. 
a.l3= I 

m r 
- ~ ~ W+ 9 1rl '.1.13' -.£.. £.. mj j,fJ : 'I' : [by part (a)] 

J=OI3=O 

= f i f w ~ .9'J~ w 13~¢ a [by (2.4)]. • 
j=O{J=Oa=O 

v. THE BETHE-SALPETER KERNELS 

Glimm and Jaffe have given13 an inductive definition of 
a higher order rth Bethe-Salpeter kernel that reads 

Klrl(xlr),ylrl) = R W'(xlrl,ylrl) 

- L n;; I(SXSy ® Kllall)(xlrl,ylrl), 
1TE &'; aE11' 

where x lrl = (x\, ... ,xr)eRrd,Sx is symmetrization in x lrl, 

R Irl = (¢ rpr¢ r) (see Sec IV), 

(5.1) 

&'; is the set of partitions of {1, ... rl into two or more 
subsets, 
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r! 
nrr = ---, where la I is the cardinality of a, 

II lal! 
aErr 

and 

Thanks to the symmetrization all partitions 1T = {a I , ... ,ak I 
that have the same { la II , ... , lak II will give the same 

SxSy ® K(lall. (For example 
aE1r 

1T= {11,2},{311,1T= {11,3},{211 and1T= [{2,3},{ljj all 

yield the sameSxSy ® K(la ll .) This redundancy in (5.1) may 
aErr 

be removed to give the equivalent definition 

Klrl=Rlrl-' - ~ n~IKP £.. p , (5.2) 
pE'~2 

where iiJ r is the set of decompositions of r into positive inte
ger summands without regard to order (e.g., 
iiJ 3 = [ { 3}, { 2, 1 }, {l, 1, Ij j), 

iiJ; = iiJr\ {r}, (e.g., iiJi = {{2,lj,{l,I,lj j), 

np = IInp(k)!, 
k 

n p(k) is the number of k's occurring inp [e.g., 
nfl .I. 11 (1) = 3, n12,1j (2) = 1], 

K p = SxSy ® Klkl. 
kEP 

As we have shown in Theorem IV.ld, R Irl ' 
- r~~,[Oj so that the definition (5.2) may be stated di

rectly in terms of the Legendre transform as 

Klrl = -r~~,[Oj- L n;IKP. (5.3) 
pEg; 

Note the principle that if we want a kernelK (xl, ... ,xj;"') with 
r-irreducibility properties when the points (x \, ... ,xj ) = xvi are 
in a cluster we take anA j(xVi)-derivative of r Irl instead of j A 1-

derivatives (see I and Ref. 5 for more details). For example, 
for r = 2 and 3 

K 2(XI21 ,y<2)) 

= SxSy ( - r~;A2 [OJ - W~~A, {OJ ®r~~A, [OJ). 
K (3)(XO) ,y<3)) 

= ss [- r (3
) [01 - K (2 )®K I I) x y A3A3 

- 1I3lK II)®K(I)®K(I)j. 

Remark 1. Our K Irl is the negative of Glimm and 
Jaffe's. 13 We have chosen this sign convention so that posi
tive kernels are associated with repulsive potentials. For ex
ample, in a ¢ 4 field theory 

K (2)(X 1,x2,y I ,y2) = 24Ao(x I - X2)0(X I - Y II 
XO(XI - h) + 0(,1 2). 

Remark 2. Combescure and DunloplO have analyzed 
the cluster-irreducibility properties (with the x lrl as one clus
ter andylr) as a second) of K Ir)(xlr),ylr)) without recourse to the 
Legendre transform. We have used Legendre transforms to 
analyze3•

s the cases r = 2, 3, and 4. The use of the Legendre 
transform has two important consequences. Firstly, the 
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combinatorics are handled automatically yielding simple 
proofs. Secondly, it is natural to consider not just the cluster 
irreducibility of r ~~) 0 j but more generally that of 

r ~~,Ai.1 A j. Taking further functional derivatives r ~I ... A. 

yields irreducibility for arbitrary numbers of clusters:' '. 

Note that the subtracted terms (lin p)K p in (5.3) are 
themselves r-cluster irreducible if K Ik 1 is k-cluster irreduci
ble and so are irrelevant as far as the cluster irreducibility 
properties of K Irl are concerned. Their role is to "eliminate 
lower body scattering processes." In other words their role is 
to make K Irl(xlrl,ylrl) connected and not just cluster connect
ed. When t = 0 so that the covariance decouples across the 
surface (J we should have K Ir)(xlr),yIr)) = 0 whenever (J splits 
the 2r variables xlrl,ylr) and not just when {J separates all the 
variables in xlrl from all of the variables in ylrl. This is indeed 
the case (Ref. 10, Corollary 2.1, case d = 0). We now prove 
this result without the restriction J = O. Define the function
al KlrllJ J by 

K(11 = (s(I))11 I. 

Klrl = (Slrl); 1_ L n -; IK P, 

p€9J; 

Alternatively 

(Slrl)r~ 1= L n -; IK p. 

pE.9!' 

Theorem V.I. KlrllJ J is connected. i.e .• at O. 

Klrl(xlrl.ylrl) = 0 

whenever {J splits the 2r variables X I'X2 •... 'Yr. 

(5.4a) 

(5.4b) 

(5.5) 

Proof The proof is by induction on r. The result is triv
ial for r = 1 so assume that (5.5) has been proved for 
r<M - 1. We use the notation preceding Theorem III. 4. 

Since SIMI, and hence KIMI. commutes with the projec
tions P +. P _, and Po it suffices to prove P oK 1M 1 = 0 or 
equivalently 

Q~)KIMI = 0 for all m = 1 •...• M - 1. (5.6) 

Here Q ~ 1 = n-I:,I X n-I~ - ml ~ ~M 1 is the projection in ~M 1 
onto functions which vanish unless exactly m arguments are 
on the + side of {J and the remaining M - m arguments are 
on the - side. By theorem 111.4 

Q~I(SIMI)M~ = (M\ -I(S Iml) - I X (s 1M - ml) - I • 

.m} + mm - M-mM-m 

(5.7) 
[The second term in (3.15) drops out.] By the inductive hy-

pothesis each K Ik 1 in ~ n -; I K p must be supported entire
pE.0~ 

lyon one side of (1. Furthermore, given any PEfPM,P'EfP ffl
, 

and p" EfP M - m such that p = p' up" there are precisely 

n(np(k)) _ np 
k np.(k) - np.np' 

ways of assigning either a + or a - to each element of p in 
such a way that the elements assigned + form p' and those 
assigned - form p". Hence 
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Q~ILn-;lKP 
pE,tyr 

I p' p' 

--K ®K 
m n p.n p" + 

= (M\(s Iml) -·1 X(S M - m)) - I [by (5.4b)]. 
mJ + mm - M-mM-m 

Together with (5.7) this establishes (5.6) and hence the 
theorem .• 

Remark 3. The connectivity of K Irl = K Ir) 101 implies 
that there are no C - I 's in its perturbation series. As a result 
we expectKlrl to be more regular than r~~)OI. We have 
established this improved regularity for r = 1 and 2 in I (see 
Sec. V) and II. 

VI. THE EXISTENCE AND REGULARITY OF [YN) rAJ IN 
WEAKL Y COUPLED P(¢;)2 MODELS 

We now consider the rigorous construction of the gen
eralized vertex functions of r IN 1 I A J in weakly coupled P (¢; h 
models [EP(¢; hJ. The main results of this section will be the 
existence of these vertex functions (Theorem VI. 1 ), their reg
ularity in t (Theorem VIA), and the validity of the formula 

tlNIIA J = r~)IA JA? 
for suitable A (Theorem Vl.ll). Since for large n (eJ

"",") is 
not well defined even in the free theory, we view generating 
functionals like G I J J not as ordinary complex valued func
tionals but as formal power series in J. This framework was 
considered in detail in II, so we shall only outline its essential 
features here. This formal power series (fps) is simply the set 
of all moments of the generating functional. If &?J ] and &?J 2 
are Banach spaces (or more generally Frechet spaces) we 
define the space of all formal power series on &?J ] with values 
in &?J 2 to be 

'" 
3'(&?J]. &?J 2) = X.A" n(&?J]. &?J 2)' 

n~O 

where.A" 0(&?J I' &?J 2) = &?J 2 and for n~ 1 and 

.A" n (&?J I> &?J 2) = I symmetric, continuous. n-linear, 
&?J 2-valued forms on &?J ] J . 

A typicalelementFof 3'(.%1], .%1 2) is then a sequence IFn J of 
.%I 2-valued, n-linear, continuous symmetric forms on .%I], In 
the event that~: =0 lIn!llFn Iixn has a nonzero radius of con
vergence r the series ~: = 0 lIn!Fn (J.J, ...• J J converges 
strongly to a function F (J I which is analytic for IIJ II &J, < r. 
If so. we identify the fps F with the analytic function F I J ) . 
Based on this identification we can define fps operations 
such as addition, scalar multiplication, other multiplications 
(when .%1 2 has the appropriate additional structure. e.g .• Hil
bert space or C *-algebra), composition, and differentiation. 
For example. the sum of the formal power series F = I Fn J 
andG= {Gn } isdefinedtobeF+G=IFn +Gn }. We 
showed in Sec. II of II that these operations have all the usual 
algebraic properties. 
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As we found in II the choice of space f!lJ for a functional 
like GEY(f!lJ,C) can be delicate with the "right" choice de
pending on the purpose of the analysis. In this section we 
shall first choose f!lJ to be f!lJ, of (6.2a) when discussing the 
existence and regularity of G and r, and then we choose f!lJ 
to be the Frechet space iiJ of( 6.19) when discussing formulas 
fora~r. 

To prove the existence of the (generalized) vertex func
tions of Wr(N), (we often suppress the Nand W) using this 
framework we start with the (generalized) Schwinger 
functions. 

S::V(l), ... ,J(n)) = (U W{J(1)I···u w{J(n)J>,. (6.1) 

Here (.), is the Euclidean expectation in an €P (¢ h theory 
with covariance C(t) [see (1.9)]. We remind the reader that 
the source terms in U W {J I = l:f= I :¢ ;:J; are physically 
Wick ordered [see (2.2)] and that wr = r (Theorem 1I.3a). 
We choose to use U W rather than Ubecause the subtraction 
scheme implicit in the Wick ordering results in natural test 
function spaces: 

f!lJ, = {J = (JI,···,J N )IJ;symmetric, IIJ II: 
; 

= 2)J;, ® C (t ).T;) = (I, 'G' J) < 00 J, (6.2a) 
; 

f!lJ~ = {A = (AI, ... ,AN)IA;symmetric,IIA 11~2 

= L(A;,~C(t)-IA;) = (A/t'-IA)< 00 I. (6.2b) 

We prove in Theorem VI.2 that S ,:v is indeed a continuous n
linear form on f!lJ" or in other words that 
ZW = (S ,:vI EY(f!lJ "C). From.l w we may define 
G W = InZwEY(f!lJ pC) by (fps) composition (note that 
S:: = 1) and A W (J I EY(f!lJ "f!lJ~) by differentiation [see 
(2.4b)]. The crucial step in the construction of wr is taking 
the composition inverse of A W {J I to get J W (A I 
EY(f!lJ~,f!lJ,). According to Lemma II. 10 of II this composi
tion inverse exists provided (8A W / aJ) (J = 0 I, viewed as an 
operator from f!lJ, to f!lJ ~, has a bounded inverse. That it 
does is proven in Theorem VI.3. Then wr fA I EY(f!lJ~,C) 
may be defined by Wr{A I =Gw{JW{A II 
- G f,'{JW{A J I·Jt{A J. Here the product G tJ;w is the 

(fps) evaluation product mapping f!lJ ~ X f!lJ t into C. Hence 
we have 

Theorem VI.I. In EP (¢ b 
A W (J JEY(f!lJ" f!lJ~) is invertible and 
wr (A IEY(f!lJ~, q. 

Remark 1. Note that this theorem provides a rigorous 
definition and proof of existence of the (generalized) vertex 
functions of Wr(N) without requiring the existence of 
Wr(NI{A J as a complex valued function on f!lJ~. When 
N = 1,2 Wr(N){A I does indeed exist as a conventionalfunc
tion. This was proven for N = 1 by Glimm and Iaffe l8 and 
for N = 2 by us. 19 

Theorem VI.2. In EP (¢ b 

I (VI(t/Y1 :¢j:)), I <Cn,N;VI"J(i)I" (6.3) 

Remark 2. Henceforth we shall use C to denote various 
(positive) constants like cn•N , which depend on nand N but 
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are independent of J, etc. 
Proof By Holder's inequality it suffices to prove 

I «(M:¢k:l"), l<cIIMII~ 
for MEC 0'(R2k). Let 

{taEC 0'(R2)laEZ2J 

be a partition of unity invariant under lattice translations. 
Given any a = (a l, ... ,ak)E(Z2)k define the localization of M 
at a to be 

k 

Ma(xl,· .. ,xk) = M(XI'''''Xk) IItai(xJ 
;= 1 

Then 

«(M:¢k:l"), = a~a"(VI(Mai:¢k:)), 
and the proof goes in two steps. 

In Step 1 we prove 

I (VI(Ma,:¢k:)), I <cD(al, ... ,an);~X"Maill,. (6.4a) 

Here D is the decay factor 

(6.4b) 
a.TI<.i<n 

14<k 

where (J' and l' run over all maps, 

1':{(ij))_{ 1,2, 3, ... ,k J, 

0': ((iJ) I-{ 1,2, 3, ... ,n J, af...i,ll=j:.i. 

This complicated looking decay factor says nothing more 
than that there is decay from every variable of every Ma

i 
to 

some variable in a different MaV=j:.i). It arises because the 
subtraction scheme in : ¢ k: fo;ces every ¢ in every : ¢ k: in 
(6.4a) to be connected to some ¢ in a different :¢ k:. We have 
already remarked on this connectivity following the defini
tion (2.Sc) of wr. It will surface again in the Integration by 
Parts Lemma VI. 7. 

In Step 2 we prove that the estimate (6.4a) implies (6.3). 
Step 1. We apply the cluster expansion20 to the finite 

volume approximations to (VI (M ai : ¢ k: )) , . In doing so we 

must be careful not to destroy the cancellations built into 
:¢ k: or else we lose the crucial decay factor D of (6.4). Ac
cordingly we implement the cancellations by Ginibre's du
plicate copy trick. We use a large number of independent 
isomorphic copies of our P (¢ h theory. To be precise we use a 
multi fold theory containing nk copies (labelled by two indi
ces 1 <a<k, 1 <i<n) in addition to the original. If «.» is the 
expectation with respect to the product measure of all the 
theories we have 

k n 

= (f(¢ ), II II (fa,i(¢a.;),' 
a=1i=l 

Consider the simple example 

(:¢2: :¢2:>, = «(¢2 _ 2¢ (¢), _ (¢2), 

+ 2(¢ ),(¢ ),)(¢2 - 2¢ (¢), 

- (¢2), + 2(¢ ),(¢ ),),. 
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Defining 

[~2L = ~ 2 - 2~~I.i - ~ L + 2~I.i~2.i 
gives 

(:~2: :~2:), = «[~2ll[~2l2»' 

In general 

:~ k: = (:/r e~1 (e~/),- t~o 
I I (-I)I"'111T1!~TI(~/),. 

[e II. 2 .. .. k 11T€t9 jC Ie". 

where :!Ji [e is the set of all partitions of 1 c = 11 •. ... k } "I. 

and ~ / = n~ (xj ). 

jEJ 

Thus we define 

[~k L = I I (- 1)1"'111T1!~ / IT ~ ~i> (6.6) 
/elt.2 •.... kl TTE.o/'jC a~1 

where 11' = PI .... ,!I".I }. in order to give 

We advise any reader not familiar with the cluster ex
pansion to read Ref. 20 forthwith. For then it will be obvious 
that 

((VI(Mai [~k Ll)) A = x.~/x fTi da(r) 

xar((VI(Mai [~kLl)):.~Ti ZA;~.ax (6.8) 

where « » A is a finite volume approximation to « ) ). 
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X is any finite union of closed lattice squares containing 
the supports of l;aiI1..;J<k.l<i<n}. 

f!lj = I lattice bonds that do not intersect the support of 
anY;ai }. 

Ix = Ire f!lj IF is finite. re Int X. every connected 
com ponen t of X "( f!lj "r ) intersects the 
support of some;ai,}' 

S(r) = (S(r)b = {~ 

so that r is the set of coupling bonds and f!lj "r is 
the set of Dirichlet bonds. 

a(r) is a vector having one component for each non
zero S(r)b [a-(r)b is a measure of the strength of 
coupling on the bond bET]. 

«) )~.~Ti is the unnormalized expectation in volume 
X all of whose covariances (remember the 
nk + 1 copies) have boundary conditions 
given by a(r). 

ZA = «1 »~.~Tib " 
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The connectedness properties we have built into the sub
traction scheme : ~ k: now imply that [for every nonzero 
term in (6.8)] every connected component of X ,,(f!lj "r) 
must intersect the supports of ;a! for at least two different 
values of i. This is proven by applying the argument (modi
fied appropriately for unnormalized expectations) which fol
lows the definition (2.5) of wr. 

We now proceed along the usual cluster expansion 
road.20 We use the Kirkwood-Salsburg equations to esti
mate Z/I ,x.axIZA' We then evaluate the derivatives ar. We 
use the Schwarz inequality (with respect to the Gaussian 
measure) to separate the interaction from the polynomial in 
the fields downstairs. The Gaussian integral containing the 
latter is evaluated and estimated as usual. It is important to 
observe that in this Gaussian integral two ~ 's belonging to 
the same factor M a , cannot contract directly to each other 
without intervening interaction vertices. This is a conse
quence of the fact that. if: : denotes Wick ordering with 
respect to the covariance C (a(r)) of the multifold theory. 
then 

« [~k L¢) )~.~Ti 

= ( :/ r «e~1 «(e~/»~.~Ti ) - 1¢»~.~Ti I/~ 0 «1 »~.~Ti 
= ( :/ r « :e~/: ( « :e~/:» ~.~Ti ) - I ¢» ~.~Ti II ~ 0 ( (1 » ~.~Ti 
= «:[~ k L:¢»~.~Ti (6.9) 

for any ¢ that is independent of I ~ai 11 <a<k }. 
When this is done we get. as usual. 

I (IT (Ma,:~ k:), l<eI IT IIMa,lI,eK'lx'-K(m"I'Ti. 
i~1 x,n~1 

where the constant K (mo) may be made arbitrarily large by 
increasing the bare mass mo. Now we use Prop. 5.1 of Ref. 20 
which states that the number of terms in the above sum hav
ing a given value IX I is at most eK,IX I. and Eq. (5.1) of Ref. 20 
which states 21r I> IX I - nk. We thus obtain 

I (IT (Ma,:~ k:), I<e IT IIMa,ll,e- 'x, ,,,,,,. 
i= I i= I 

if mo is chosen large enough. Here IX I min is the area of the 
smallest IX I occurring in a nonzero term of (6.8). 

Now consider any d;. It is "in" (that is. in or at least 
adjacent to) some component XP(iJI of X. Some other a~ii~j 
also must be "in" that component. Then 

I
· 1ji.J1 I I I It,. - a~i.J1 <e X pU.J1 

implies 

I Id; - a~,(i~11 <eIIXpU.J11 
iJ iJ 

<nkelXI 

so 

e--IXI"''''<exp( -e{;ld; -a~~~j I) 
<D (ul ..... u n ). 

This establishes the estimate (6.4) and so completes Step 1. 
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Step 2. We must now show that 

(6.10) 
(l, •...• a" 

The proof is similar to the corresponding proof in Step 6 of 
Theorem VI. 1 of II. Since D contains a finite number (de
pending only on k,n) of terms we need only consider one of 
them (Le., one fixed but arbitrary a and r). We can represent 
its contribution to (6.10), 

L IIexp( - cld, - a~~~\ IlITIIMaj ll" 
" .•...• 0" iJ i 

by a graph in which 
(I) Each liMa; II, is represented as a box with k dots (the k 

components of u j) on its boundary. 
(2) These boxes are arranged in a line in their natural 

order. 
(3) Dots are joined in pairs by lines representing the 

decay factor e - clet, - afrl of the pair of dots (ei;, ~:). 
(4) Every dot has at least one line leaving it. 

By use of the triangle inequality we can bound this graph by 
one which in addition satisfies 

(5) All lines leaving a dot travel in the same direction. 
We express such a graph in the form (VI,AI···Apv2), 

where VjE/ 2(Z2k) and the Aj's are operators between various 
[2,S, simply by drawing in vertical dotted lines such as 

Ma, ~M~~ Ma.l 

I 
VI AI A2 I A3 V2 

I 

Then VI = liMa, Ii" V2 = liMa. II" andAj is the operator 
whose kernel contains everything between the ith pair of 
dotted lines. [When an edge crosses several. dotted lines we 
rewrite it as • - , - ., : I~, where I is the identity operator on 
[2(Z2).J In the example pictured 

A I (i1,i2,i3;jI,j2' j3, j4) 

= exp( - C[\il - jll + \i l - j2\ 

+ Iii - j31 + li2 - j41 + li3 - j4\l), 

A2(il,i2,i3,i4;jl,j2,j3) = OjJ,Oj,j, IIM(i"j,.j,) II, 
A 3(iI,iz,i3;jl,j2,j3) = OJ,j, OJ,j, exp( - eli3 - j}\). 

The estimate is completed by invoking 

(~IIMa II; y12 <constllM II, (Refs. 18 and 19), 

III® ... ®I®A II<IIA IIHs .• 

IIA II <suPLIA (i1· .. ;jl .. ·)1 
'('" il'" 

to estimate II v j II, A j for i even, and A j for i odd, 
respectively .• 
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Theorem VI.3. In an EP (¢ b model with covariance 
C (t ), A .if J = 0 J has a bounded inverse when viewed as an 
operator from f}O, to f}O *,. 

Proof The (k,k ') entry of A .n J = 0 J is 

~ _O_ln(e'm:¢>m:), I 
oj I 8Jk , J=O 

= -{j- (:A. k':eJ ,:¢>:) (eJ ,:¢>:) -II 
{jJk .'1'. , , 

I J, =0 

= /k (eJ ,4>(eJ ,4»,-I:¢k':), I 
uJ I J, =0 

= <:¢k: :¢k':),. (6.11) 

In a free theory A .n Jk = 0 J is trivially invertible since then 
.. k 

(:¢ k; ;¢ k';), reduces tOOkk,k !C(t)' . Hence it suffices to 
prove that A fl J = 0 I is norm differentiable in the coupling 
constant A. or in other words that 

Now 

~(M:A. k:M':A. k':) dA. .'1'. .'1'., 

- " ~ (M :A.k:M' :A.k':) 
- £., aA. a, • '1'. a, • 'I' ." 

.d,ni .d 

where.:l runs over lattice squares and 

L d 2X A. V(¢ (x)) = ~ Ld 2X ..1.4 V(¢ (x)) I"" =" 
is the interaction. So we wish to prove, in the notation of 
Theorem VI. 2, that 

I a (M . A. k • M" A. k' .) I aA. 4 a, : '1': a, : 'I' :, 

That is, in addition to the decay factor D (u l , U2) of Theorem 
VI.2, we must extract decay from.J to some M or M' argu
ment to enable us to perform the sum over.J. This decay 
arises from the connectedness between the interaction vertex 
brought down by a /aA.4 and Ma, :¢ k:M ~2:¢ k':. We im
plement this connectedness by doubling the multifold theory 
of Theorem V1.2. Then every connected component of X in 
the cluster expansion that contains.J must also intersect the 
support of at least one Sai: The fact that every connected 
component of X must intersect the supports of Sa', for at least 
two different values of i remains true even with the interac
tion term present: if ( [¢ k L tP)~. ojT) is zero for all small 
enough ..1.4 then so is (a /aA.4 ([¢ k J ItP)~. ojT)' • 

We now consider the regularity in t of G WI J;t I and 
r ! A;t I for JEf}O, and AEf}O~. As defined in (6.2) f}O I is the 
quadratic form domain of Cff (t ), and f}O ~ the form domain of 
Cff(t)-I. Since Cff(t) = tCff(I) + (1 - t)~(O) and 
Cff (0)< ~ (1 )<mo- 2 we have the natural inclusions (for 
O<t<l) 

!J1j ~ c!J1j ~ = !J1j r C.:/2 C!J1j I = !J1j I C f}O 0' (6.12) 
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N 

where !£,2 = al L 2((R)i)sym. By :!lJ I = :!lJ r we mean equality 
;= 1 

as sets although of course Ilfll, increases with t (and similarly 
for the equality :!lJ ~ = :!lJ r). Furthermore, all the norms II'II~ 
are independent of t when restricted to :!lJ ~ so that :!lJ ~ is a 
closed proper subspace of :!lJ ~ for t > O. This follows from the 
fact (Lemma V.2b of II) that the forms C (t ) -I restricted to 
the form domain of C (0) -I are independent of t. Note that 
the form domain of C (0) - I is just the Sobolev space21 

W~·2(R2\a) = /IIf,V/EL 2,f~a=0). 
To motivate the regularity results for G and r that we 

obtain in the following theorem, we consider the special case 
of N = I for a free theory. Then 

G = Go/I;t) = ! (/,C(t)J) = !II/II~ 

and 

r = ro/A;t J = - ! (A,C(t)-IA) = - ! IIA 11~2. 

Clearly, Go is defined for IE:!lJ, and we see from (6.12) that 
the largest possible domain on which Go can be differentiable 
in t (for fixed I) is :!lJ I' In fact, 
a,Go/l;t) = ! (/,(C(I) - C(O))J) on:!lJ I' On the other 
hand, ro is defined for AE:!lJ~ and we see from the discussion 
following (6.12) that a,ro / A;t J = 0 on :!lJ ~, the largest do
main on which a,ro / A;O J can exist. In those cases in which 
it is possible to modify r IN I so as to remove the C - I,S explic
itly (as in the case of (/> (II and <p (21 of I), we would anticipate 
that the modified r IN I would exist and be differentiable in t 
on a larger space than:!lJ~ (see Theorems V.S and V.8 of II). 

Theorem VI.4. For EP (¢ h models, 
(a) G w/J;t JEY(:!lJ "C) and is Coo in tfor/E:!lJ I' 
(b) wr /A;t JEY(:!lJ~,C) and is C 00 in t for AE:!lJ~. 

Proof (a) The proof that (I)/k,:¢ k,:), is C 00 in twhen 

Ik,E:!lJ I is based on the formula l5 

a, <I(¢ ) CIt) = ! f dx dy C (x, y)( 8¢ (~~¢ (y) I(¢ )tl'l 

= I ! fdXdYC(x,y)(x.:I,(X) 8¢( ~~¢(y) X.:I,(Yif(¢)) , 
.:1, • .:1, x C('I 

where 0 CI' I is the expectation with respect to the Gaussian 
measure of mean zero and covariance C (t ) and 
C = C (I) - C (0) 0;;; C (I). This formula is applied repeatedly to 

the finite volume approximations to (I)/k,:¢ k,:), and the 

result is estimated just as in Theorems VI.2 and V1.3. Since 
the details are so similar to but easier than those of Theorem 
VI.l of II. We shall not repeat them here. 

(b) Define A /I;t J = 'G'(t)-IA w!J;t J where, by an 
abuse of notation, 'G' (t ) - I is the continuous extension of our 
old 'G' (t ) - I to a unitary operator from :!lJ ~ to :!lJ ,. Clearly 
A (t )EY(:!lJ ,,:!lJ, JandA -I = A -IO'G'(t )EY(:!lJ ,,:!lJ ,). In ad
dition by Lemma VI.5 (to follow) 

A /.; t JEY(:!lJ 1,:!lJ tl and is C 00 in t, 

1- 1/.; t JEY(:!lJ 1,:!lJ tl and is C OOin t. 

In essence what this says is that if I is restricted to lie in :!lJ I 
then 1/ I;t J is also in :!lJ I and furthermore ~ A:!lJ I has an 
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inverse defined on :!lJ I (all in the sense offormal power se
ries). This should not be surprising since in a free theory AJ 
/.;t J is the linear operator 

I 

21 0 
FINI= 

o 
N!I 

By the definition (2.Sc) and Lemma 1I.2b we then have 

wr /A;t) = G w/I /A );t) - FdA J/dA ) 
= G w/A -1/ 'G'(t)-IA;t );t) -FdA )A i- I/ 'G'(t)-IA;t J 

=G w /1- 1/'G'(I)-IA;t);t)-F;\A )A j-
I /'G'(1)- IA;t) 

for all AE.@o = 1 (AI, ... ,AN)IAi symmetric, 
®j 

AiEl>(( -..:1 + m~)' ),Ai(XI, ... ,xi) = 0 if any xjEa) by 
Lemma VI.6 (also to follow). Then the facts that 
G W /. ; t J ~:!lJ I is C 00 in t and that A - 1/. ; t J ~ 'G' (I) - I .@O 
is C 00 in t [note that 'G'( 1)-I.@OC:!lJ I] imply that wr /A;t J 
is C 00 in t whenever AE.@o. Furthermore the derivatives are 
continuous in the:!lJr topology. A uniformity argument al
lows us to use that continuity to extend the domain on which 

r W / • ; t ) is C 00 to .@ 0'1tJ r = :!lJ ~ . • 
Lemma VI.5. In EP (¢ )~ /.;t ) = 'G' (t ) - IA I·;t ), upon re

striction to :!lJ I' becomes a C 00 (in t ) in Y (:!lJ 1,:!lJ I) with C 00 

inverse. 
Proof The claim that A / J;t ) EY (:!lJ 1,:!lJ I) is C 00 

amounts to the estimate 

I :t kk (J(lI, 'G' (t) -I An _ d/ l2i , ... ,J lnl;t) I 
o;;;cllJ(llllrll/'21111· .. lI/lnllll 
= ell 'G' (I )-I/'I)IIIIIJ'21111 .. ·IIJ(nllll' 

The proof of this estimate is the same as the proof that 
G W /.;t) ~:!lJ I is PC 00. We need only integrate by parts (see 
Lemma V1.7) to cancel the 'G'(t )-1 and write l(I)as 
'G'(l)'G'(l)-IJ IH. This in effect replaces the C(t) propagators 
hooked to the first test function by C ( 1) propagators and 
leaves 'G' (1) - I I (I I as the first test function . 

The invertibility of A and its regularity in t follow from 
Lemma 11.10 ofII once we verify that the linear approxima
tion to A /. ; t J (viewed as a linear operator on :!lJ I) has a 
bounded inverse. But in a free theory the linear approxima
tion (6.13) toA /. ; t J is trivially invertible. By continuity inA 
it is also invertible in all sufficiently weakly coupled P (¢ h 
models. (See the proof of Theorem VI.3.) • 

Lemma VI. 6. 'G' (t ) -I ~.@ 0 is independent of t where 

.@ 0 = !(A I"",A N lIAi symmetric, AiEl> (( -..:1 + m~) ': i), 
A;(xl, ... ,xi ) =OifanyxjEa). 

Proof By LemmaC.20fI C (t )-1 ~ .@ I is independent of 
t where 

.@ I = D ( - ..:1 + m~)nD ( -..:1a + m~) 
= IAIIAIEl>( -..:1 + m~),AI(xtl = 0 if XJEaJ. 

Taking tensor products and direct sums yields the result .• 
While Theorem VI.4 assures us that r is C 00 with re-
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spect to t it does not provide us with a means for calculating 
its t-derivatives. In particular the formula 

.t (A;t) = - ! C(t)-I(A2 +AIAI + 2AIA?) + rA,A? 
(6.14) 

• 0 
of Theorem III. 1 cannot be true for allAe&Ot. All of the A ;'s 
are invariant under translations along a. So every nonzero 
A ? fails to have the decay required to be in &0 o' Furthermore 
C (t) - 1I2A ~ C (t) - 112, which in a free theory is C (t) - 112 

CC (t) - 112, is too singular near a to be locally L 2. Hence in 
(6.14) we must restrict the class of allowed test functions A 
sufficiently to ensure that r A. is globally L I and locally suffi
ciently regular to allow sme~ring with A ~. To make these 
requirements more precise consider the linear approxima
tion rA,A, [0) to rAj' By Theorem Hl.3b 

-r {OJ =S-I = [(:A.a::t/>P:)]-I .. A,Aj I). 'f' ••• 'J 

In a free theory 
, 
" --

-rA,A)O) = (f1)- 18ij(C(t)-I) ' = ~(t)-\. 
In an interacting theory, denoting 

<:t/> a: :t/>P:) - ~(t) ap by l:aP' we have 

- wrA,Aj[O)Aj = [~(t)+ IrlAj 

= [1+'1ff(t)-IIt l 

'1ff{t)kj
I
Aj 

n~o( - w[ ( ~ -Irr ~ -IA L 
(6.15) 

We can neutralize the final ~ (t) - I simply by requiring A 
to be in 

N "j 

ffu== Ell C O'(Rd \a)' , 
j~1 

for then ~ (t) -I A is independent of t and may be viewed as 
just another test function in ff u' The typical behavior of 

~ (t) -Il: may be determined by using integration by parts. 

Lemma VI.l. (Integration by parts with physical Wick 
ordering). Let (. > be the expectation in an EP (t/> h model with 
covariance C. IfF.A I' ... .A n are polynominals in the field then 

( : (C -It/> )jVIAj :F) 
= i (: 8Ak II Aj:F) + (: fI Ai: 8F) 

k~1 8t/> j# j~1 8t/> 

- (: VljDI Aj:F), (6.16) 

where the meaning of the physical Wick dots depends explic
itly on the indicated factorization, i.e., 

:BI···B : = ~ ... ~~/ . 
• m. a a BpI 

'fL1 'fLm (e > I"~O 
In particular if any B j is independent of t/>, :BI· .. Bm : = O. 

Remark 3. This lemma is very similar in spirit to Theo
rem 3.2.2 of Ref. 22 and its proof is a straightforward appli-
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cation of Theorem 3.1.1 of Ref. 22. Note the compatibility of 
physical Wick ordering with the operations of integration by 
parts and differentiation with respect to t/>: for instance if in 
(6.16) F = :11'Bj: then we have 

8 m m 8B 
-: IIB.: = ~ -' : IIB.:. f:.A.' ) . L f:.A.' ) • 
U'f' j~1 ;=1 U'f' j,.,; 

Applying this lemma to (ift -Il:bl' for example, yields 

(ift -Il:ht = !( :(C -It/> )(xl)(C -It/> )(x2): :t/> (y):) 

= - !8(xl -x2 )(: V"(x l ): :t/>(y):) 

+ !<: V'(XtJV'(X2)::t/> (y):). (6.17) 

Equations (6.15) and (6.17) suggest that we choose the same 
space for the rA,'s (essentially theJ;'s) and the ~(t)-IA;'s 
and that a typical "function" fix I, ... ,xj) in that space be of 
the form l:"..9,8,J".(x".), where 9; is the set of all partitions 
of [ l, ... ,i), 8

1T 
is a product of 8 functions forcing all variables 

within each set of the partition 11' to be equal, x". has one 
variable from each set of the partition 11', and!1TEL p(R211T1) for 
allp < 00. For example if 11' = ([ 1,2,3) (4)} then 

8,J".(x1T ) = 8(xl - x2)8(XI - x3lf" (X I,x4)' 

In order to separate local from global regularity we take 
advantage of the amalgam I q(L P) spaces. 23 These spaces 
have the norms 

[ ]

I/q 

Ilf!lp;q = ~"xJlIlp , (6.18) 

where the sum runs over a covering of R2 by unit lattice 
squares. (Make the obvious modification when q = 00.) We 
require that each!" be in the Frechet space determined by 
the increasing family of norms [!I·llp;1 \P = 1,2,3,4, ... ). More 
precisely the space we will use for the J's and '1ff (t ) -lA's is 

g; = !(JI,. .. ,JNIJ;symmetric, 

J j = I 8"Jj.1T (x".),IJ Ip;1 < ao'tlp < ao J, (6.19a) 
TT£,qIJ' 

where 

and 
N 

IJIp;1 = I IIX.:1 Jjlp 
;~ I .:1 

with.::i running over a covering of R2
; by unit lattice squares. 

Using the I q(L P) mapping properties of C it is not hard to 
check that g; c &0 1 and that (A ?) is indeed in the dual space 

g;. = {(A1, .. ·,AN)IA j symmetric, 3p< 0031A 1;;00 < 00), 

where 

IA I; = sUpSUpll11'Ajllu, 
, 1TEG;' 

IA 1;;00 = s~ps~pIX.:1Aj Ip" 

and 11'Aj is defined as follows. 

(6.19b) 

Definition. Given any function Aj of i variables xj ER2 

and any partition 11'E9 i we define 11'A; to be the function of 
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11T1 variables obtained from A i be setting all variables in each 
set of 1T equal. For example if 1T = {{1,2,3 I, {4 I} then (1TA4) 
(x,y) = A4(X,x,x, y). We are using a somewhat schematic no
tation. !iJ '" is really obtained by completion from C 00 func
tions and consists of functions that have appropriate L P 

properties with respect to measures like I"£:;?,{j,,dxl,,·dx i • 

Remark. For r IZI it is possible to replace !iJ by the Ban-
ach space 

!iJIZI = {(JI ,Jz)IIIJtlI4/3;1 < oo']z symmetric, 

Jz = 8""J2,1T, + J2,,,,, 

IIJ2,,,, 112;1 < 00 ,IIJ2,1T, 114/3;1 < 00 I, (6.20) 

where 1T1 = {1,21 and 1Tz = U lj,PI}. In the following 
proofs we shall identify those arguments that must be modi
fied to effect this replacement. 

We pause here to comment on the strategy involved in 
choosing different spaces in which J is to live (such as YJ I 
and !iJ). In general, if G {J I = G W [ J I is a functional (or 
fps) on the Frechet space a'" then{jG /8J [J lEa"'''' so that we 
expect A [J j to map into the dual space 

JEa'" --'pA {J j = 'G' J + F {J 1 (6.21) 

and, if this map is invertible, then the Legendre transform 
r {A 1 of G is a functional (or fps) on a"''''. For certain pur
~oses a"'''' may be too small (for example, it may not contain 
A 0). We can then try cutting down a'" to a'" 0 C a'" in order 
that a"'~:::) a"'* be large enough (think of a'" as YJ I and of 
2"0 as !iJ). By itself such a reduction of the space is too 
simple-minded to work since the map (6.21) restricted to a'" 0 

will certainly not map onto a"'~ and we lose the crucial in
vertibility of A [J I. However, if we have the additional infor
mation that the perturbation Fin (6.21) is sufficiently regular 
to absorb a 'G' - I and that 'G' - IF is "small, "then A will map 
£fo onto 'G' a'" o' This is the point of introducing the variable 
A I J 1- 'G' - IA (J 1 which is then an invertible map of a'" 0 

onto itself(the proof of this is the crux ofthe argument!). As a 
result we obtain a Legendre transform r {A j defined on 
'G' 2"0' with (a priori) {jAr {A I E( 'G' a'" 0)"'. But 
AE'G' sro~AE 2"o~JE a'" o~ A r I A J Ea"'o (since (jAr is 
essentially J) and so {jAr {A I-A 0 is well defined if A °Ea"'~. 
DAr {A J -,4 0 is well defined if,4 °Ea"'~. 

_ We shall henceforth denote the map 'G' (t ) -IA W {J;t I 
by A [J;t I and its composition inverse (whose existence we 
prove in Theorem VI.11) by j {A;t j. Our battle plan is as 
follows. In Lemma VI.8 we prove that A (J;t jEY(!iJ ,!iJ) is 
C oc in t.}n Lemma yI.lO we prove that the linear approxi
mation A J 10;t I to A has a continuous inverse as a map from 
!iJ to fdJ. In Theorem VI.11 we combine the results of Lem
mas yl.8 and VI. 10 to prove the validity of the formula (6.14) 
for r lA;t). 

Lemma VI.B. In EP (tP h. A [J;t I EY(!iJ ,!iJ) is Coo in t. 
Proof The cornerstone of this proof is the estimate that 

for every n, N, and PI <Pz < 00 there exist constants C,E (pos
sibly depending on Pi ,n,N) such that 

IZ '1:J""'J," [0 j('G' (t)- IJI:I).! 1~1,,·Jtll 

= 1(( ~C(t)-IJ\~I:tPi':)(JI;I:tPi2:)".JI=I:tPi":), (6.22) 
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<c L max e - £d (.<I ".<IMI 11'.<1 JIIII·. lIn Ix Jlml! 
.d

1
., •• ,..:1" 2<m<rr I I PI m = 2 .Am 1m p-z' 

where the Cm 's are not summed over 

.dm=.1 IX",X.1 . m. m.ln. 

with each .1mJ a unit square in H2, 

d (.1 1'.1m ) = ~ m,in dist(.1 Ij Am,j)' 
j= Ilq<'m 

The decay factor controls the sum over .d I so that 

\({jJ rZ W {OJ('G'(t )-IJ(lVI21".Jlnl\ 

<C!J(lI!*,. lIn IJ(ml! . 
PI'CO P2 

m=2 

This estimate ensures that 'G'(t )-IZ 7{J;t jEY(!iJ ,!iJ). Since 
'G'(t):!iJ C YJ ,--'pYJ~C!iJ*, it also ensures thatZ W 
[J;t I EY(!iJ,!iJ "') and hence that Z W {J;t I EY(.@,q. The 
appropriate modification of Theorem VIA provides an esti
mate on W lat k

- 1)'G'(t )-IZ 7 ... J," analogous to (6.22). It en

sures that 'G' (t )-IZ 7{J;t I and Z W[J;t 1 are C 00 in t as ele
ments of Y(!iJ,!iJ) and Y(!iJ ,q, respectively. The 
conclusion of the lemma then follows from 

'G'(t)-IGJ[J;t 1= 'G'(t)-IZ7{J;t j/ZW{J;t I 
and 

AJ[J;tj =F-I{'G'(t)-IGJ{J;tj. 

[See the definition (2.6) of F and Lemma 11.2.] 
We now prove the estimate (6.22) (uniformly in the vol

ume of a volume cutoff theory). Without loss of generality we 
may assume that each J I:) is nonzero for only one value of i m 

and has support in a single hypercube .1 m' The estimate 
takes four steps. 

Step 1. (Implementation of the : : subtractions by Gin
ibre's duplicate field trick) Just repeat the analogous step of 
Theorem VI.2. 

Step 2. [Use of integration by parts to get rid of the 
C (t) -I>s] We repeatedly apply (6.16) until all of the C (t )-IoS 

of (6.22) are gone. This produces a sum of terms in which 
each argument ofJ III is connected by a {j function either to an 
argumentofa J(mlwithm > 1 (m¥: 1 by Wick ordering) or to 
an interaction vertex. 

Step 3. (Application of the cluster expansion) Apply the 
cluster expansion as in Theorem VI.2. [See (6.8).] 

Step 4. (Estimation of the cluster expansion) The esti
mation procedure is again essentially the same as in Step 1 of 
Theorem VI.2. The only real difference is that we now wish 
to end up with a different norm on the J (k I'S. Consider one 
term 

i
,(I'1 Z 

dO'(r \:Jr (J(I).I.)u A ,x.ax 
/U I, or x,ojr) Z 

o A 

from the cluster expansion. Here 1/1 is a polynomial in the 
fields and contains 

(i) IT J\:I[tPi;"t (recall that [tPk]m isjust :tP k: re-
m= 2 

written with duplicate fields; here i;" <im with strict inequal-
ity if some tP 's have been differentiated in Step 2), 

(ii) possibly some interaction vertices (produced in Step 
2) and 
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(iii) a delta function propagator joining each argument 
of J(I} either to an interaction vertex or to an argument of a 
J(ml'~ith m> 1. 

'm It is possible that more than one argument of J\~I is 
connected to the same interaction vertex or J\:I. As before, 
the Kirkwood-Salsburg equations are used to bound 
ZA ,xaxlZA by eO(IIIX 1

; the derivative a r is evaluated; the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is used to separate the interac
tion from the polynomial in the field downstairs and the 
Gaussian integral containing the latter is evaluated as a sum 
of graphs. (Note that as in Theorem VI.2 Wick ordering 
ensures that no two fields belonging to the same J (k I can 
contract directly to each other without intervening interac
tion vertices.) 

Each graph in this sum is an integral whose integrand 
consists of our J (k I's, the () function propagators of Step 2, 
some a rc propagators from the evaluation of a r, and some 
C propagators from the evaluation of the Gaussian integral. 
Do enough of the integral to dispose of all the delta functions 
including those built into the J (ml's with m;> 2 by the defini
tion of ~. In general this will result in terms with two or 
more arguments of J\~I set equal; we denote the resulting 
function by 1TIJ\~1 as in the definition (6. 19b) of ~*. So a 
typical integrand is of the form 

( 1TIJ\~I) (1TIJ\~I) IT ( J\:,I"m ) (J~:lfT:" )G, 
m=2 

where G is the value of a graph which contains all the C 's and 
arc's and which has arguments oftheJ(kl's as external var
iables. (Do not forget that we have already been through a 
Schwarz inequality - that is why we now have 2n J 's.) Each 
integration variable can appear simultaneously in 

(i) one of 1T J(II and 1T J(II _1_,,_ t '.' 

(ii) one of J\21" ,J(,21_, ... J~nl"" 
2' 2 2'''2 ". " 

(iii) G. 

Any such integral may be estimated by the following gener
alization,20.4 of HOlder's inequality. 

Lemma VI.9. If fdllk = 1 for all k in the finite index set 
K, then 

liEKdlldXk)I]gm (xKm) I <lIgm ilL qm' 

where Km CK,xKm = {Xk IkeKm} and for each k 

') _1 <1. 
m.T"EKm qm 

We simply assign q = pi to 1TIJ\~1 and 1TIJ\~I, q = P2 to all 

the J(ml , 's and J(.ml , 's with m;>2 and 
'm,7Tm lm"'m 

q=P3=(l!PI-l!P2)-l to G(recallp2>PI)' 
Since IIG lip, <ceO(IIIX I - K(moiIFi by standard cluster ex

pansion techniques we now have, all together, 

I !o"n dat,r}lr < tP) 'X.a1n Z A~:.ax I 
"--ceO(lllxl-K(moIJrI/v J\II/., nn Iv J\m'l . 
'" /\,-"", "PI A~m 'm pz 

m=2 
Continuing as in Theorem VI.2 we have 
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"--c ~eO(IIIXI-K(mollrl/v J(II/., nn Iv", J\mll 
" £.. A.d. '. PI A m 1m P2 
~r m=2 

..--ce-1X1",'n/ v J(II/., nn IV J(m'l . 
" A.d. "PI Aiim 1m pz 

m=2 

Now for eachj the component of X containing..:i IJ must also 
contain a..:i . for some m > 1 so that for allj, dist mJ 

(..:i I.j' ..:im./ )<cIX Imin' Hence min d (..:i I,..:i m )<cIX Imin and 

(6.22) follows. m • 

Remark 5. For the special case of r (21 it is always possi
bletoassign in Lemma V1.9,q = 4toG,J~II(x,y)andJ\II(x), , ~ 
q = 2 to J~II(x, x) and J~':i11.2J for all m;>2, and q = ~ to J 1 
and J til( 1J,\2J J for all m;>2. This is becauseJ~II(x, x) occurs if 
and only if both arguments of J~II are connected to the () 
functions of a single J ~m(\ 2 J with m;> 2. Thus we may choose 

, • (2) 
the space of J's to be the Banach space ~ of Remark 4. 
Moreover, it follows by continuity in the coupling constant 
that A {O I has a continuous inverse as a linear transforma
tion o~ ~ (2) . For the general case N> 2 we establish the 
corresponding invertibility in 

Lemma VJ.lD. AJ {O I: g; -~ has a continuous 
inverse. 

Proof Now (see the proof of Theorem VI.3) 

AJ{O}ap = «~(t)-I:tPa:):tPP:). 
Integrate by parts (using Lemma VI. 7) sufficiently often that 
~ (t) -I disappears. Denote by S those arguments of : tP a: 
that contract directly to arguments of : tP fJ: the latter being 
denoted T(so IS I = I T I). The remaining arguments of:tP a: 
(if any) naturally partition themselves with all the arguments 
in each subset of the partition contracting to the same inter
action vertex. Thus 

AJ{O}aP = L L ISI!{)S,T 
SC(I ... aJ ",,&,5' 

TC \I .. ·fJ J 

( :n(-l)lrl!{)yV(lrll: :tPT':), (6.23) 
ye" 

where S' = { l· .. a} \S, T' = { 1 ... /3 } \ T, 6S•T is a symme
trized product of delta functions forcing each argument of S 
equal to a different argument of T, and 6y is a product of 
delta functions forcing all arguments of r to equal the argu
ment of V( I rl), which is the I rl th derivative of the interaction. 
Note that, thanks to the Wick ordering, if either S' or T' is 
nonempty they both must be nonempty. We can thus rewrite 
(6.23) as 

AJ{O}a.tJ =F':.J + L ISI!6s,T L .(n 6r
l '".T" 

1rE.glJS i"E1T )'1 

SC(I, .... aJ 
+ 

F"iJ1, ... .tJJ 

where F(N) is the free theory value of AJ given by (6.13) and 

IfT,T' = (:!! ( - l)lrl!V!lYIl:tP T':). 

Now IfT,T' is a regular function except for singularities at 
coinciding arguments that are at worst powers oflogarithms 
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and has exponential decay from each argument of T' to some 
argument of S ' and vice versa. Furthermore, again thanks to 
the Wick ordering, there is no probelm in setting equal var
ious arguments of T' to give!" T' 1T' (with the 1T' acting on the 
arguments in T '), as is necess~ry when AJ 101 acts on an 
element of 9. Thus for any P < 00, there exists a constant cp 

(depending only onp and N) such that 

Ilx ,j,/".TX ,j,1T'llu <'AcpE,j~,jT' (6.24a) 

provided the coupling constant A <.Ao. Here ..:i" and..:i To are 
hypercubes giving the localizations of incoming and outgo
ing variables of!".T' and E,j~,j, is an exponential decay fac
tor obeying 

sup L E,j~,jT <.C < 00. (6.24b) 
i1 T , A'/T 

To prove that AJ 101 has a continuous inverse we use a N eu
mann expansion about the diagonal operator F(N): 

J{I)[AJ 101- 1 - F(N) ']J(2) 

"tl ( - IP~! all! III { L 
S'5.,I...a;l 

T,5.' l...a, + oJ 

where the ai's are "integrated over" and where we have in
serted the representation for J(2) as an element of 9. 

It suffices to show that given any PI < 00 there exist 
constants C,P2 < 00 (depending only onpl' N) andA I (de
pending only on N and not on pd such that the right hand 
side of (6.25) is bounded by cIJ(I)I*,IJ(2)lp whenever p, , 

O<,A<A I • 

Pick any n > O. Corresponding to that n there are in 
(6.25)atmostN IN2N2N 19N1lnI19NII=CIC~ terms, each 
consisting of a product of numerical factors (no larger than I 
in magnitude since (1/ a i!) lSi II < I) and an integral 

Do enough of this integral to get rid of all the D functions. 
This leaves us with a true integral whose integrand consists 

f 'J(I) f " d J(2) Th' t t' o one 1TI a,' n ""Ti1Ti s, an one a.+ "~fT' em egra Ion 
variables which appear in 1T; J~~ may also appear in J~~+ \." 
and up to N !""T;1T;'S in total. Any single integration vari
able which does not appear in 1T; J ~~ may appear in a total of 
(N + I) kernels (J~~+ \." and/or!",T;1T;'s). Hence we may 
now localize each integration variable by I = l:,j X,j and 
apply Lemma VI.9 with q = pi assigned to J(1), 

q = P2==(N + 1)P1 assigned to J(2), and to those (up to N) 
!",T;1T;'S having variables in common with J(I) and 
q = N + 1 assigned to all remainingf T,1T;'S. The sum over 

'" I 

localizations may be controlled by (6.24b) and we are left 
with 
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IJ(1) [AJ 10 I-I - F(N)-' ]J(2)1 

<' ~ IJ(I)I* "A" N ,,- NIJ(2)\ ""£.J p;CIC2 C(N+ l)p,CN+ I (N+I)p,' 
n=l 

This does indeed converge to give the desired bound pro
vided A <AI==min[A.o, K2cN + 1 )-1]. Note that CN + 1 and 
hence the condition on the coupling constant are indepen-
dent of PI' • 

Theorem VI.n. In EP(</> h we have, forAeN(), andN;>2, 

tlA;tl =rAIA;tIA7. (6.26) 

Proof Suppose AE...!Y' ()'. Then (6.26) is a consequence of 
three facts. Firstly, as in Theorem V1.4, with j = A-I 

tlA,tl 

=~ [GwIJI'G'(t)-IA;tj;tl-FiIA IJ;I'G'(t)-IA;tl] at 
= G wIJI'G'(I)-IA; t I; t I 

since 'G'(t)-IA = 'G'(l)-IA. 

Secondly, by (2.11), 

G wI J I = a, G 1 W - IJ I 
= G! W -IJ 1+ GJ) W -IJ J(W -IJ)j. (6.27) 

We compute the first term using (3.2), 

G{W-1J} = -!C-I(GJ,IW-'JI-GJ,IOj) 

= -!C-I(Ai"'+A:VA:V+2A:VA~lIJI· 
As for the second term, we have, by Lemma 1I.2b, 

N 

GJJW-1JI = L G~!JJ(W-I)ljl 
1=0 

N 

= L FIlA wIJII(W-1)lj\ 
1=0 

and from the definition 

we have 

W· -I 
jk = 

k-j (k) . _ '" W-k 1 A o. £.., . J. - J I 

i= 1 I 

Hence the second term in (6.27) is 

- e)FIIA W!J I J(W - ')lj IWj:k~) 7Jk 

= -e)Fk_i!AWIJIIA7Jk 

and so 

GW{JI = -!C-I(Af +A:VA:V +2A :VA~HJI 

-e)Fk_ i IA
W

!JIIA7Jk' 

This formula is valid for all Je9 by Lemma VI. 8. 
Thirdly, by Lemma 11.10 of II the composition inverse 

JIA I toA!J} existsinY(9,9)sinceAI~JeY(9,9) 
(Lemma V1.8) and the linear approximation AJ 10} has a 
continuous inverse on 9 (Lemma VI. 10). 

Putting all three facts together we have that for 
AE...!Y'(}' c9 
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l' fA;t I 
= - !C- J [A2 +AJAJ + 2AJA ~] - e)Fk-;fA IJkA 7 

'0 =rA,A;, 

where we may drop the first term for AE./Y' CT [see (3.17) of I] 
and where we have used (the analog for wr of) Theorem 
III.3a. • 

We note that formula (6.26) is valid only for a very re
stricted class of test functions A. This class may be extended 
a bit beyondff CT by continuity but certainly does not include 
A 7. Hence we may not iterate this formula, as it stands, to 
evaluate higher derivatives. However, if we choose a se
quence f; n I of functions in Co (Rd /0') that are bounded by 1 
and converge pointwise to 1 then 

a i.n :=A 7(; : ;)E./Y' CT 

and 

r{A;tl = lim a;.nrA,{A,tl 
n~oo 

(6.28) 

may be iterated to evaluate higher derivatives since the ap
propriate limits are uniform in t. We shall exploit (6.28) and 
its iterates in our proofs5 of the irreducibility properties of 
r(3) and r(4). 
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The holonomy group and spontaneous symmetry breaking 
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We show that the residual symmetry group after spontaneous symmetry breaking must either be 
the holonomy group H of the connection or contain H as a subgroup. Since H is a connected, 
normal Lie subgroup of the gauge group G, knowing the dimension of H is often sufficient to 
determine H itself. We develop an algorithm for determining dim H for any gauge theory given 
the structure constants of the gauge group. This algorithm is then applied to a fiber bundle with 
an SUz or SU3 gauge group. 

PACS numbers: 11.30.Qc, 02.20. + b 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Gauge theories playa key role in our understanding of 
all four of the basic interactions of physics. Electromagne
tism is the prototype gauge theory with an abelian U 1 gauge 
group. 1 In more recent years the weak interactions have also 
been understood as a gauge theory through the work of 
Weinberg2 and Salam,3 unifying the weak and electromag
netic interactions through an SU 2 XU, gauge group. The 
strong interactions also appear to be described as the color 
SU3 gauge theory,4 and even gravity is the gauge theory ofT4 

or the Poincare' group as shown originally by Utiyama5 and 
more recently by others.6

•
7 

The most natural and most elegant mathematical de
scription of these Ubiquitous gauge theories is through fiber 
bundles. A principal fiber bundle can be thought of as a gen
eralized topological product of a base space such as four
dimensional Minkowski space and the structure group. In 
more detail, a gauge is a global section and a gauge field is 
identified with the connection I-form in a principal fibra
tion. The Yang-Mills field strengths become the coefficients 
in some basis of the curvature 2-form. This description goes 
back to Trautman.8 Detailed definitions can be found in var
ious texts. 9

-
ll Because they are such a natural description of 

gauge theories, fiber bundles are rapidly coming into physics 
literature. For example, Wu and YanglZ have used fiber
bundle concepts in their treatment of magnetic monopoles, 
and Cho 7 has used fiber bundles in his treatment of gravity as 
a gauge theory. 

Spontaneous symmetry breaking and the Higgs '3 

mechanism for generating masses for gauge fields is a crucial 
ingredient in modern gauge theories. This plays a key role in 
the Weinberg-Salam unification of electromagnetism with 
the weak interactions. It also plays a key role in the grand 
unified theories 14 which promise to unite the electromagnet
ic, weak, and strong interactions under a single large group 
such as SUs. Extended N = 8 supergravity l5 or some larger 
scheme holds the promise of perhaps uniting gravity with all 
of the other interactions. Here, we are faced with a large 
graded Lie algebra with probably sequential symmetry 
breakings first to something like SU5 and then down to what 
we actually observe. Spontaneous symmetry breaking is usu
ally put in by hand, and this suffices for small gauge groups. 
For the large complicated groups encountered in various 
unification schemes, however, this is quite unsatisfactory, 

and some guidance from the underlying fiber bundle struc
ture would be quite useful. We hope to shed some light on 
this problem in the present paper. 

Once we appreciate the importance of spontaneous 
symmetry breaking and the naturalness of a fiber bundle 
description of gauge theories, we are led to investigate spon
taneous symmetry breaking in fiber bundles. No satisfactory 
theory has emerged yet, although preliminary work by 
MayerlO,16 suggests that the problem involves a description 
of quantized gauge fields in terms of operator-valued distri
butions with the Higgs mechanism involving affine vector 
bundles. More recent work 17 has centered on dimensional 
reduction of higher-dimensional spaces. The problem of 
working out the details of spontaneous symmetry breaking 
in a fiber bundle with full mathematical rigor is clearly a very 
difficult one. It is certainly worth doing, however, since the 
underlying fiber-bundle structure is there whether we realize 
it or not. Properly taking into account this structure will 
greatly clarify spontaneous symmetry breaking and is cer
tainly superior to putting this breaking in by hand. An exam
ple of a similar clarification is the realization that the "vector 
potential" AI-' in electromagnetism is really the coefficient of 
a connection form in a principal fiber bundle. This realiza
tion leads one directly to the peculiarities of a Bleuler-Gupta 
quantization scheme. 

In this paper, we sidestep the major mathematical diffi
culties and address ourselves to the problem of what can be 
said about the observable effects of spontaneous symmetry 
breaking in a general gauge theory, taking into account the 
fiber-bundle structure but not doing the spontaneous sym
metry breaking in the fiber-bundle in detail. We will need to 
know only that the fiber-bundle structure exists and that 
spontaneous symmetry breaking has taken place. We will 
show, in fact, that the residual symmetry group after sponta
neous symmetry breaking must either be the holonomy 
group of the connection or contain that group. Mayer 1o

•
1o 

mentioned this possibility. LooslH discussed the internal ho
lo~omy groups of Yang-Mills fields but did not consider 
their role in spontaneous symmetry breaking. 

In Sec. II below, we define the holonomy group of the 
connection and discuss its role in spontaneous symmetry 
breaking. We calculate the holonomy group of the connec
tion of a principal fiber bundle with SUz and SU} structure 
groups in Sec. III and discuss our results and conclusions in 
Sec. IV. 
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II. HOLONOMY GROUP 

We can define the holonomy group as follows: Let 
Ii = (P,G,B,rr) be a principal fibration with structure group 
the Lie group G, base space B, and projection rr. Also let rbe 
the connection and E an associated vector bundle. Any path 
r(t) in B (a piecewise smooth mapping of the interval [0, I] 
into B ) can be lifted to a horizontal path Z (t ) in P. The path r 
and the connection r determine an isomorphism of the fiber 
E'I1o) onto the fiber E'I1 1)' If r is a loop so that r(0) = (1), the 
two fibers coincide and the horizontal lift induces in P a fiber 
isomorphism of the fiber over b = riO) onto itself and a linear 
isomorphism of E yjo) onto itself. The set of all such isomor
phisms is a group called the holonomy group of the connec
tion at b. If b1 and b2 are two points in B which can be joined 
by a path, the holonomy groups at these points are isomor
phic, and it makes sense to speak of the holonomy group of 
the fibration. The restricted holonomy group is the subset of 
the holonomy group obtained by considering only null-ho
motopic loops. 

An important property of the holonomy group is con
tained in the following theorem from Kobayashi and No
mizu 11 and others,,9 

Theorem: Let P (B,G,rr) be a principal fiber bundle with 
projection rr and structure group G whose base manifold B is 
connected and parcompact (admits locally finite open cover
ings). H (u) and HO(u), uep, are the holonomy group and re
stricted holonomy group of a connection r with reference 
po~nt~. Then (a)HO(u) is a connected Lie subgroup ofG; (b) 
H (u) IS a normal subgroup of H (u), and H (u)/HO(u) is 
countable. 

In our work we will take the base manifold B to be 
Minkowski space, since we are interested in gauge theories 
defined over Minkowski space. Minkowski space is a metric 
space, and all metric spaces are paracompact9 so that this 
theorem applies to our situation. Also, we need not distin
guish between H (u) and HO(u), and the holonomy group is a 
Lie subgroup of the gauge group G. In the following, we will 
also restrict our attention to semisimple G, since Loos has 
pointed out that for a nonsemisimple gauge group G, one 
may have G an invariant subgroup of H, rather than H a 
subgroup of G 

We now want to show that the holonomy group H as 
defined above is the smallest possible residual symmetry 
group of the theory after spontaneous symmetry breaking. 
Let ¢,;(r) be an n-component real field transforming as a re
presentation r oftKe gauge group G. ¢'; is the cross section of 
an as~ocia~ed vector bundle associated with the principal 
fibratIon Vla the representation r. Assume that spontaneous 
symmetry breaking takes place (not necessarily by the Higgs 
mechanism) so that one or more components of ¢'i develop a 
nonzero vacuum expectation value. The vacuum will then 
no longer be invariant under the full gauge group G, and we 
can define a residual symmetry groupR which is a subgroup 
of G and which leaves (Ol¢'; 10) invariant. We wish to get 
some handle on R. 

Now using the connection, we can execute a parallel 
displacement of multiplets around a closed loop in event 
space (Minkowski space) from x k back to x k. Doing this for 
all closed loops in event space results in a group of linear 
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~ultiplet transformations at x k. This group is a representa
tlOn of the holonomy group H (x k), from the above defini
tions. Let the specific multiplet, which is to be carried 
around the closed loop, be the ¢,;(r) mentioned above. The 
resulting holonomy group structure has to do with the prop
erties of the connection but has nothing whatever to do with 
whether or not ¢'; has a vacuum expectation value. Thus the 
holonomy group will certainly leave (Ol¢; /0) invariant. In 
fa~t the physical residual symmetry group R of (O/¢,; /0) cer
tamly must contain the group obtained as we carry the 
space-time dependent quantity (O/¢; /0) around all possible 
closed loops in the event space. The latter, of course, is just 
the holonomy group of the connection H. R may have addi
tional symmetries beyond those defined by the physical 
transport of (O/¢i /0) around closed loops so that we have 
shown that Hc;;,R. From the above theorems, H is a Lie 
subgroup of the gauge group G go that we have finally 

(I) 

Thus the residual symmetry group R after spontaneous sym
metry breaking must be at least as big as H. These results are 
independent of the initial spontaneous symmetry breaking 
mechanism. In a specific gauge theory, if H turns out to be 
sufficiently large, then R is strongly constrained. We will see 
an example of this below for G = SU 3' 

Weare led by the above results to calculate the holon
omy group of the connection for fiber bundles with various 
interesting structure (gauge) groups such as SU3 or SUs. The 
following theorem due to Ambrose and Singer (cf. Kobaya
shi and Nomizu 11) will be useful. 

Theorem: Let P(B,G,rr) be a principal fiber bundle, 
where B is connected and paracompact. Let r be a connec
tion in P, 11 the curvature form, H(u) the holonomy group 
with reference point ueP, and P(u) the holonomy bundle 
through u of r. Then the Lie algebra of H (u) is equal to the 
subspace of fl' Lie algebra of G, spanned by all elements of 
the form I1 v (X,Y), where VeP(u) and X and Yare arbitrary 
horizontal vectors at V. 

Using this theorem, we can calculate the Lie algebra of 
the holonomy group H and hence the holonomy group itself. 
Instead of doing this, we shall do a much simpler calculation 
and find the dimensionality of the Lie algebra of H. Finding 
dim H should suffice in most problems of physical interest 
since H is a Lie subgroup of G, so that knowing dim His 
almost equivalent to finding H itself. 

Another way of stating the above theorem 18,20 is that 
the Lie algebra of the holonomy group at u is generated by 
Fp.v (u) and all its covariant derivatives D F (u) p J.Lv , 

DpDaFp.v(u), ... . Fp.v is the coefficient of the curvature 2-
form (the gauge fields). Now we can write 

Fp.v = Bp.r" - a"rp' - [rp.,r,,], (2) 

whereF",v-FI'/ I;; andr", =r/ 1;. These basis vectors I; in 
the fiber bundle obey 

[Ii> Ij ] = /;/ Ik' (3) 

wh~r~/;j are the structure. constants of the structure group 
G. I,j,k = 1, ... ,n, where n IS the dimensionality of the struc
ture group G. The covariant derivative of (2) is 
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DaF"v = aaF"v - [ra,F"v]' (4) 

The second covariant derivative can be written as 

Df3DaF"v 

= af3aaF"v - [af3 r a,F"v] 
- [ra,af3 F"v] - [rf3 ,aaF"v] + [rf3 ,[ra,F"v]]. 

(5) 

Now in order to calculate dim H, we need to find the number 
of independent vectors generated by F"v' DaF"v' 
Df3DaF"", ... in the n-dimensional space defined by the basis 
vectors Ii of G. We shall refer to this as "i space." Clearly 
dim H <n since at most n independent vectors can exist in an 
n-dimensional space. Now taken as vectors in i space, (2), (4), 
and (5) determine different independent directions given by 

F"v =F"v i Ii, 

[r",FKA ]=FK/r/f/lk' (6) 

[rv, [r",FKA ] ]-Fj r/f/rv I flk qlq' 

since partial derivatives aa do not rotate vectors in i space. 
Thus dim H is simply the number of independent vectors in 
the sequence in (6). This clearly depends strongly on the 
properties of the structure constantsfj k of the gauge group 
G. Now it is important to note that for our purposes F"v i 

represents a single vector in i space rather than a large num
ber as f-l, v range over 1, ... ,4. The reason is clear from the 
work of Loos ls: Ifwe carry a field ¢, which transforms as 
some representation of the gauge group G, completely 
around an infinitesimal parallelogram, we get an infinites
imal gauge transformation 

'/I' = [1 + W"v(dx"d'xv - dxvd'x")]'/I 

=[1 + W"vdf"V] '/I, (7) 

where we suppressed the i indices. Thus F"v i df "V can be 
taken to be an infinitesimal generator of the holonomy group 
rather than F"v i itself, i.e., F"v i always appears contracted 
with df "v. Appending handles on the infinitesimal parallel
ogram brings in the covariant derivative terms and similar 
remarks hold for r" i. Thus we can rewrite the sequence (6) 
as 

F i Fjril'k Fjr i I' kr II' q 
, Jii' Jij Jl k,"" (8) 

where Fi==.Fi"v df"v and r i = dx"r" i. Our job then re
duces to finding the number of independent vectors in the 
sequence (8). This will be dim H. Note thatfj k can be used 
to define a generalized cross product and (8) can also be writ
ten as 

Fi Xr,(F xr)Xr, .... (9) 

The number of independent vectors in the sequence (8) 
can be found by considering the sequence 

(10) 

or in general (Tf) m for progressively larger m. The first m for 
which (Tf) m can be written as a linear combination of pre
ceding members in the series defines the dimensionality of 
the holonomy group, where dim H = m. Thus the equations 
which must be checked for progressively larger mare 
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m = 2 (rf)2 =Ar 2 EJ, 

m = 3 (Tf)3 = B (rf)1 r 2, 

m = 4 (Tf)4 = cr 2 (Tf)2 + Dr 4 EJ, 

m=5 (Tf)5=Er 2(Tf)3+Fr 4(rf)l, (11) 

where r 2=r iri , EJ=EJ} , andA,B, ... are constants. The above 
defines an algorithm from which dim H can be calculated for 
any gauge group G by plugging in the appropriate structure 
constantsfj k. We will now apply this to G = SU2 and SU3 

in the following section. 

III. dim H FOR SUz AND SU3 FIBER BUNDLES 

SU2 : For G =SU2 we have the structure constants 

(12) 

which satisfy the identity 

fjk fklq -EJi/EJjq - EJiqEJjI' (13) 

Let us first look at the m = 2 equation from (11). This is 
i 1 2 r'/;jkr'itkq =Ar EJjq . (14) 

The left hand side is 

- rir 1 (EJi/EJjq - EJiqEJjl )= - r 2EJjq + rqrj' (15) 

so that (14) is not satisfied. For n = 3, using (12) and (13), we 
can show 

(16) 

Thus the (Tff term is a multiple of the (rf)1 term and the 
m = 3 equation of (11) is satisfied for SU2• Thus dim H = 3 
for G = SU2• Since SU2 itself has three generators, this is a 
reasonable result. 

SU3 : The fully antisymmetric structure constants of 
SU3 can be taken to be21 

fl23 = 1, f147 = f246 = f257 = f345 = !, (17) 

fl56 = f367 = -!, f458 = f678 = (v3/2). 

The overall normalization ofthese is irrelevant since arbi
trary constants appear in (11) in any case. We now have eight 
generators and the calculation is somewhat more difficult. 
We find that the m = 2-7 equations of (11) are not satisfied 
for the structure constants ofSU3• The m = 8 equation is 
satisfied as we might expect. Thus we have eight indepen
dent vectors in the sequence (8) and dim H = 8 for SU3. [To 
show that dim H = 8 for SU 3' it is actually sufficient to show 
that the m = 4 equation in the sequence (8) cannot be satis
fied. This implies that dim H;;.5. Since H must be a connect
ed, normal Lie subgroup of SU3, and since the largest sub
group ofSU3, other than SU3 itself, is SU2 XU I with 
dimension 4, H can only be SU3 itself with dimension 8.] 
Note that for large groups and for large min (11), the number 
of arbitrary constants A,B, ... which must be found becomes 
large and the problem becomes much more tedious. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

We found in the preceding section that dim H = 3 for 
an SU2 gauge theory and dim H = 8 for an SU3 gauge the
ory. The holonomy group H must be a connected, normal 
Lie subgroup of the gauge group G, and we have shown that 
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the residual symmetry group must be H or contain H as a 
subgroup. The holonomy groups are then SU2 in the SU2 

case and SU3 in the SU3 case, and these are also the residual 
symmetry groups. These are very puzzling results and sug
gest that spontaneous symmetry breaking does not take 
place in a pure SU2 or SU3 gauge theory. Symmetry breaking 
in an SU3 gauge theory such as the eightfold way of Gell
Mann and Ne'eman22 must take place some other way, per
haps dynamically. 

We have given a well defined algorithm for uniquely 
finding the dimension of the holonomy group, given any 
gauge group G and its structure constants. dim H then pro
vides valuable information about possible residual symme
try groups after spontaneous symmetry breaking in the 
gauge theory. This algorithm is such that it can readily be 
put on a computer. For gauge groups as large as SUs with 24 
generators, this will be necessary. SUs and other large gauge 
groups will be the subject of a subsequent paper. Preliminary 
work suggests that the holonomy group of SUs is not SUs 
itself. 
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In this paper, all inequivalent principal fiber bundles with base space S 2 and fiber S I, 

corresponding to Milnor classification, are constructed. Electromagnetism with magnetic 
monopoles is geometrically described in terms of these fiber bundles. In each of them, the 
coincidence of winding number and Chern number is established. The Dirac quantization 
condition is shown to have a topological origin. In fact, magnetic monopoles with charge 
g = (~/2e)n correspond, in a topological sense, to the fiber bundle with winding number equal 
ton. 

PACS numbers: 14.80.Hv, 02.40. + m 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Electromagnetism with magnetic monopoles was intro
duced by Dirac in 1931. I The most important consequences 
of the presence of magnetic monopoles, already pointed out 
in Dirac's paper, are the following (a) The electromagnetic 
vector potential A becomes singular along a string coming 
from infinity to the point where the monopole is fixed. (b) 
The wave function of an electron moving in the field of a 
magnetic monopole should vanish on the string. (c) From (b), 
the quantization condition 2eg/~ = nEZ, which relates 
electric charge e with magnetic charge g, follows. 

More recently, W u and Yang, 2 were able to reformulate 
Dirac's theory, avoiding the singularity in the potential. The 
procedure employed by these authors was to split up the 
region surrounding the monopole in two overlapping re
gions, with a different vector potential defined in each one. 
The two vector potentials are then related by a U(I) gauge 
transfromation in the overlapping region. Wu and Yang ob
serve in their paper that the suitable mathematical structure 
to describe gauge theories is that of principal fiber bundle. 
More precisely, gauge fields are to be identified with the 
components of a connection I-form in some trivialization, a 
strength field tensor with the curvature 2-form, and gauge 
transformations with a fiber bundle homomorphism. 3 So, 
electromagnetism is geometrically described by a principal 
fiber bundle structure with base space S 2 and structure group 
U( 1). Electromagnetism without monopoles is then de
scribed by the trivial bundleS 2 X S I, while electromagnetism 
with monopoles correspond to nontrivial principal fiber 
bundles. 

On the other hand, a theorem of Milnor4 provides the 
classification of all inequivalent fiber bundles with base 
space S n and structure group G: "Let G be an arcwise con
nected group. Then the set of all classes of equivalent fiber 
bundles with group G and base S n, is in one-to-one corre
spondence with lIn _ I (G )". In the case of electromagnetism 
this theorem leads to 1I1(S I) = Z inequivalent fiber bundles. 
For a non-abelian gauge theory, corresponding to fiber bun
dles with baseS 4 and group SU(N), the Milnor theorem leads 
also to 1I3(SU(N)) = Z inequivalent fiber bundles. 

Another way to discuss the classification of fiber bun
dles is given by the cohomology classes. Starting with con
nections in a principal fiber bundle P (M, G ), it is possible to 
derive a set of closed forms on M, of even degree, by means of 
the Weyl homomorphism. 5 It happens that cohomology 
classes determined by this set of closed forms do not depend 
on the particular choice of connection in P (M, G ). It is, there
fore, possible to associate elements of H*(M, R ) with P. Fur
thermore, these elements verify the axioms for Chern 
classes: they belong to H*,(M, Z) and the fiber bundles 
P (M, G) over M are classified by them. 

In the case of bundles with base S 4 and group SU(N), 
only the second Chern class does not vanish and its integra
tion over S 4 yields the so-called instanton number or second 
Chern number. This has been shown to coincide6 with the 
"winding number" or elemen t of 1I 3(S U (N )) in Milnor's clas
sification. For electromagnetism, only the first Chern class is 
different from zero, and its integral over S 2 produces an inte
ger number. 

Guided by the results about instantons, it is possible at 
this point to formulate some questions concerning the math
ematical structure of the Dirac monopole: 

(i) Does Chern number (which might be called mono
pole number) coincide with the winding number, or element 
of 1I1(S I) in Milnor's classification? 

(ii) Is there any relation between the integer n = 2eg/~ 
appearing in Dirac's quantization condition, the Chern 
number, and the winding number? In other words: Has mag
netic charge quantization a topological meaning? 

The aim of this work is to answer the preceding ques
tions. A first step in this direction was recently given by 
Ryder 7 and Minami. 8 Both authors interpret W u-Yang po
tentials as components of a connection I-form in the Hopf 
bundle S 3, with base S 2, fiber S I, and projection II given by 
the Hopfmap with invariant equal to 1. However, a misin
terpretation of the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem leads 
Ryder to Schwinger quantization condition n = 2. Let us 
illuminate this point. Take E I to be the canonical linear bun
dle over PdC) = S 2, with fiber C and structure group 
o = C - [0 J, associated with the principal fiber bundle 
C 2 - [OJ(PI(C), 0) which, by reduction on the group, re-
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sults in the HopfbundleS 3(S2, U(l)). Let CI(Ed be the first 
Chern class. Acording to the IV Chern axiom CI(Ed is a 
generator of H 2(PI (C), Z), satisfying S s' CI(EI) = ± 1, 
where the sign ± depends on the orientation. This would 
lead to a quantization condition n = ± 1, in contrast with 
the result of Ryder. 

On the other hand, SO(3) = S 3/Z2 is another principal 
fiber bundle with base S 2 and fiber S I. Since the "tangent 
sphere bundle of S n is associated to the principal fiber bundle 
SO(n + 1) over S n with group SO(n)", 9 in particular, the fi
ber bundle SO(3)(S 2, S I) is associated with the tangent sphere 
bundle of S2. The Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem says5: "If 
M is an oriented compact Riemannian manifold of dimen
sion 2p and if E is the tangent bundle of M, then the closed 
2p-form r integrated over M gives the Euler number of M", 
where r is the pth Chern class of the bundle E. Therefore, 
since the Euler number of S 2 is 2, using the preceding theo
rems, it follows that S s' CI(E) = 2 for the fiber bundle SO(3). 

The content of this work is as follows. In Sec. 2 the Z 
inequivalent fiber bundles with baseS 2 and fiber S I of Milnor 
classification are constructed explicitly. We observe that the 
bundles corresponding to the integers m, and - m, are ine
quivalent. However, if instead of the group U(l) = SO(2), we 
consider 0(2) = SO(2)XZ2 as the structure group of the 
bundle, with Z2 = (I, C), we obtain that the bundles corre
sponding to m and - m are equivalent. Matrix C = (6 _°1) 
is to be physically identified with magnetic charge 
conjugation. 

As a particular case, we obtain for n = 1 the Hopfbun
dIe S 3 used in the construction of Ryder and Minami, and for 
n = 2 the bundle SO(3) associated with the tangent bundle to 
the sphere S 2. 

In Sec. 3 we prove that the winding number in Milnor's 
classification coincides with the Chern number and with the 
integer appearing in the Dirac quantization condition. For 
this purpose, we write down explicitly connections in each of 
the fiber bundles, and calculate its Chern classes. We note 
through the previously mentioned identifications that all 
connections correspond to the Wu-Yang potentials. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FIBER BUNDLES ($2, $1) 

As we said in Sec. 1, the fiber bundles with base S 2 and 
fiber S I are classified according to the first homotopy group 
of S I, ill(S I) = z. Thus, weare going to construct Z inequi
valent principal coordinate fiber bundles with base S 2 and 
fiberS I:Pn (S2,S I, { Ua j, {tP~~ J). Choosing as open covering 
for S 2 { UI, U2 j, given by 

UI = {Ie, cP), 0<cP<21T, O<O<1Tj, (la) 

U2 ={(0,CP), 0<cP<21T, O<O<1Tj, (lb) 

where (0, cP) are the polar coordinates on the sphereS 2. The 
transition functions tPW: UlnU2-S1 are 

rfJ2{(O, ¢ ) = ncP, (2) 

where cP is also the polar angle on S I. Let us remark that the 
functions tP~nl are homotopically inequivalent and thus the 
fiber bundles Pn constructed from them are also inequiva
lent. As we shall see in Sec. 3, the choice of transition func-
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tion tP~ni is essential for the geometrical interpretation of the 
Dirac quantization condition. 

For n = 0, the transition functions are constantly equal 
to the identity in S I and the resulting fiber bundle is then the 
prod uct bundle S 2 X S I, which describes electromagnetism 
without monopoles. 

A. The case n = 1 

Let us see that for n = 1 we obtain the Hopf bundle 
corresponding to the Hopfprojection S3_S2.9 We sum up 
concisely the structure of this bundle, which will be fre
quently used in this work. The elements of S 3 can be identi
fied with pairs of complex numbers (Zo, ZI) satisfying 
IZol2 + IZI12 = 1, in such a way that there exists a one-to
one correspondence between elements of S 3 and 2 X 2 com
plex matrices UESU(2). We shall parametrize these matrices 
by Euler angles: 

(
Zo 

U(cP,e,tP)= iZ~ (3) 

where 

O<CP < 21T, o<e < 1T, O<tP < 41T (4) 

and O'j> i = 1,2, 3, are Pauli matrices. 
The Hopf projection is given in these coordinates by 

(5) 

We shall represent the elements of U( 1) = S I, as a sub
group ofSU(2), by eiu,a, O<a < 21T, a being the polar coordi
nate onS I. 

The right action Ra ofU(I) over the bundle space is 
then defined as 

Ra U(CP, e, tP) = ei(<1>/2)u'ei(/J/2)u'ei(tP/2)u'eiau, 

=U(cP, e, tP + 2a); 

we choose the local sections 

O'I(cP, e) = U(cP, e, cP), 

0'2(cP, e) = u(cp, e, - cP). 

Consequently, local trivializations ¢i: il 1- 1(Ui)-U(I), 
i = 1, 2, are given by 

¢1(cP, e, tP) = (tP - cP )/2, 

¢2(cP, e, tP) = (tP + cP )/2 

(6) 

(7a) 

(7b) 

(8a) 

(8b) 

and the corresponding transition function tP21: UlnU2-U( 1) 
is 

(9) 

which corresponds to the mapping S I_S I with winding 
number n = 1. Q.E.D. 

B. The case n = 2 

Next we shall discuss the bundle SOt 3)(S 2, S I), associat
ed with the tangent bundle to the sphere S 2, and we shall 
show that it corresponds to n = 2 in Milnor's classification. 

We represent the points of S 2 in Cartesian coordinates 
S2 = {x = (to,tl.t2)Il:J~ = Ij and the elements ofSO(3) by 
real3X 3 matrices. We define theprojectionp: SO(3)_S2by 
P(R) = RX2 with RESO(3), X2 = (0, 0, 1), and the local sec-
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tions ai : Ui ---+SO(3) by 

a2(x) = 
( 

Da{3 

(a,f3 = 0,1), (lOa) 

- to - tl 

(

-1 

with A = ~ 
o 

o 
~), (lOb) 

-1 

where matrix A is a rotation of angle 1faround axis 1. Transi
tion functions can be obtained as usual from local sections: 
t/J21: U2nUI---+SO(2) 

t/J21(X) = a2- I(x)al(x) 

- t~ + t~ 2totl 0 
t ~ + 16 t ~ + 16 

= - 2totl -ti +t6 (11) 

t ~ + t 6 t~ + t6 
0 

0 0 

which belongs to SO(2)CSO(3). 
Using polar coordinates on S 2, X = (to, tl' t2)=(<1>, e) 

with 

to = sin e cos <1>, 

tl = sin e sin <1>, 

t2 = cos e. 
Equation (11) is written down as 

sin 2<1> 

(

COS 2<1> 

t/J21(X) = - s~ 2<1> COS02<1> 

Therefore, transition functions are given by 

t/J21(<1>, e) = 2<1>, 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

which correspond to a mappingS I---+S I with "winding num
ber" 2. 

Let us now see how the fiber bundle (S2' S d with n = 2 
can be obtained from the fiber bundle (S2, SI) with n = 1. 
Taking Euler parametrization for the elements RESO(3), 

(15) 

with 0<<1> < 21f, o<e < 1f, O<t/J < 21f and J being the infinites
imal generators ofSO(3), the projectionp can be expressed as 

(

0) (Sin e cos <1>~ 
p(R) = R 0 = sin e sin <1> 2. 

1 cos e 
(16) 

Representing the elements of S I=U(1)CSO(3) by Ra 
= eiaJ

" the right action of S I on the bundle is given by the 
right matrix multiplication 

RaR (<1>, e, t/J) = R (<1>, e, t/J + a). (17) 

Finally, local sections are given in this parametrization by 

a2(<1>, e) = R (<1>, e, - <1», (ISa) 

a l (<1>, e) =R (<1>, e, <1». (ISb) 

On the other hand, as is well known, the group SO(3) is iso
morphic to the factor group SU(2)1Z2' Using Euler parame-
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metrization for both groups, the isomorphism is expressed as 

R (<1>, e, t/J)~! U(<1>, e, t/J), U(<1>, e, t/J + 21f)1 

=U(2 )(<1>, e, t/J), (19) 

where we have introduced the notation U(2)(<1>, e, t/J) in the 
class belonging to SU(2)1Z2 associated with the element 
U(<1>, e, t/J). 

With the identification provided by this isomorphism, 
it is possible to construct the fiber bundle (S 2, S I) with n = 2 
from the fiber bundle (S2' Sd with n = 1, by means of the 
Hopf projection III and the canonical projection P2 follow
ing the commutative diagram. 

SU(2)~S2 
P~ I II2 (20) 

SU(2)/Z2 

This is possible due to the compatibility of Il andp2: Two 
points in SU(2) which belong to the same class in SU(2)/Z2 
have the same Hopf projection on S 2. 

In a similar way, local sections (IS) in SU(2)/Z2' which 
will be denoted by d?), are obtained from the local sections of 
SU(2) by the commutative diagram 

a· 
SU(2)":- Ui 

P2" /d,21 (21) 

SU(2)/Z2 

C. The general case 

Generalizing the former ideas we shall construct the Z 
fiber bundles with base S 2 and fiber S I corresponding to Mil
nor's classification. 

(0 Positive n 

Let Zn be the cyclic subgroup of SU(2) given by 

Zn = (eli2rrmln)<7" m = 0, ... , n - IJ (22) 

and SU(2)1Zn the right-cosets space ofSU(2). 
Let us remark that, since Zn is not an invariant sub

group of SU(2), right and left cosets do not coincide. Our 
choice of right cosets is appropriate with respect to the Hopf 
projection defined in Ref. 5. We shall denote the elements of 
Bn = SU(2)/Zn by 

U 1n)(<1>, e, t/J) = (U(<1>, e, t/J + 41fm/n), m = 0, ... , n - IJ. 
(23) 

Since all elements of the class Ulnl(<1>, e, t/J) have the same 
Hopf projection, we can define the projection Il n : B n ---+S 2 by 
the following commutative diagram: 

SU(2) !!J. S 2 

Pn'- I Iln (24) 

SU(2)1Zn' 

where Pn is the canonical projection Pn: SU(2)---+SU(2)/Zn' 
Let us see that B n is a fiber bundle with base S 2, fiber S I, 

projection Iln' and transition functions with winding num
ber n. Let us first define the right action of the group 
U( 1) = S I on the bundle Bn in the following way: 

Ra Ulnl(<1>, e, t/J) = u(nl(<1>, e, t/J + 2a/n). (25) 
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This action verifies the property 

PnRa = RnaPn' (26) 

which is equivalent to the commutativity of the diagram 

SU(2) 

Pn~ 
~SU(2) 

Rna ~ Pn 
Bn -.. Bn· 

The local sections in Bn are given by the commutative 
diagram 

SU(2) ~ Ui 

Pn"- /at). 
Bn 

Thence 

dt)(<P, e) = Uln)(<p, e, <P), 

d2
n)(<P, e) = u(nl(<p, e, - <P). 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

The trivializations rP In l: n n- I( Ui )-U( 1) can be derived from 
local sections (29) obtaining 

rP \n)( u(n)(<p, e, tP)) = (n/2)(tP - <P), 

rP ~n)( Uln)(<p, e, tP)) = (n/2)(tP + <P). 

Therefore, the transition function is 

t/J2n/(<p, e) = n<P, 

(30) 

(31) 

which corresponds to a map S I--+s I with winding number n. 
Let us finally remark that this general construction includes 
as particular cases the bundles BI = SU(2) and B2 = SO(3) 
previously discussed. 

(ii) Negative n 

Let us now show that it is possible to give a different 
fibration for SU(2) in such a way that the fiber bundle with 
n = - I in the Milnor classification comes out. To show it, 
we take the same Hopf projection and change the right ac
tion6 for 

Ra U(<P, e, tP) = U(<P, e, tP - 2a). (32) 

Then, using the same local sections as in Ref. 7, the 
following local trivializations~: n 1-I(Ui)-U(I) arise: 

il(<p, e, tP) = - (tP - <P )/2, i2(<P, e, tP) = - (tP + <P )/2, 
(33) 

which result in the transition function i21: U2nUI-UI given 
by 

(34) 

In a similar way we obtain the fiber bundle with winding 
number - n (n > 0), by means of a fibration of SU(2)/Zn 
different from that used in section (i). We choose the same 
projection nn: Bn_S2 as in Sec. 2C, and define the right 
action of the group U( 1) on B n by 

Ra u(n)(<p, e, tP) = Ulnl(<p, e, tP - 2a/n), (35) 

which satisfies 

(36) 
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Using the last property and local sections (29), it is easy to 
find the trivializations 

i\n)(u(n)(<p, e, tP)) = - (n/2)(tP - <P), 

i~n)( Uln)(<p, e, tP)) = - (n/2)(tP + <P) 

and the transition functions 

iiJm<p, e) = - n<P. 

(37) 

(38) 

We shall denote the space SU(2)/Zn' fibered by the group 
action (32), by B _ n' 

Let us finally note that the bundles B nand B _ n are 
equivalent, provided that we consider 0(2) instead ofU( 1) as 
a structure group. Actually, if we consider the continuous 
functions Ai: Ui-0(2) given by 

Ai(<P, e) = (~ ~ J, i = 1,2 (39) 

we obtain 

if21(<P, e) = A 2- I(<P, e )tP21(<P, e )..1.1(<P, e) (40) 

which, by virtue of Lemma 2.10 of Ref. 9, proves the equiv
alence of Bn and B _ n' Nevertheless, as we have considered 
as the structure group SO(2) = U( 1) and the functions Ai are 
not defined on it, the fiber bundles Bn and B _ n are not 
equivalent in our construction. 

3. GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE DIRAC 
QUANTIZATION 

In this section, we are going to interpret Wu-Yang po
tentials as local I-forms of a connection in the fiber bundles 
Bn. We shall show that the integer n is the topological index 
corresponding to the first Chern class of these connections. 

As is well known, a connection in a principal fiber bun
dle is given by a family of I-forms lUi defined on Ui> valued in 
the Lie algebra of the structure group of the bundle, and 
which satisfy the compatibility relations 

(41) 

In our case, we shall choose the connection in Bn given by 
the family 

lUl
l
n) = i(n/2)( 1 + cos e) d<P, 

(42) 

lUfnl = - i(n/2)( 1 - cos e) d<P, 

which satisfy condition (41), taking into account the transi
tion functions given in (31) and (38). The choice ofthefactor 
in front of the connection I-forms (42) is by no means arbi
trary, but fixed by the following facts. 

The Wu-Yang potentials (A i = A ~ dxl") 

A I = - g(1 + cos e) d<P, 

A 2 = g( 1 - cos e ) d<P 

are related by the gauge transformation 

A 2 = A I _ i ~ - 2ige/""d e2ige/"" = 2gd<P 
e 
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and with the local connection 0/ by the equation 

win) = ( - ie/lic)A j. (45) 

Furthermore, relation (44) coincides with compatibility con
dition (41), in view of the Dirac quantization condition 

2eg/1ic = nEZ. 

Let us now describe the topological interpretation of the 
Dirac quantization condition. For that purpose, we lift the 
local family! wIn) I in the usual way: 

w = ad(¢ j-l)n*Wj + ¢ j-Id¢j (46) 

which, in the particular case of the local forms given in Eq. 
(43), results in 

win) = i(n/2)(d¢ + cos e d4». (47) 

Thus, the local I-forms associated with the Wu-Yang poten
tials are lifted by means of(45) and (46), producing the global 
I-form 

A In) = - g(d¢ + cos e d4> ). (48) 

Let us remark that no dependence on n appears in (48), be
cause we have used the Dirac quantization condition and the 
I-form (47) projects onto A j by the local sections o1n) . 

The curvature associated with the connection win) is 

il ln ) = dwln ) = - i(n/2)sin e de 1\ d4> 

and the first Chern class is 

(49) 

n ~(r\n)) = ...:::J. illn ) = ~ sin e de 1\ d4>, (50) 
21Ti 41T 

so that the topological index associated with rt) is 

v = i,rr) = n. (51) 

Finally, the magnetic field is given by the curvature 2-form 
associated with Wu-Yang potentials, 

Bin) = dA ln) = g sin e de 1\ d4>, (52) 

which again does not depend on n, and whose flux is 

4>ln) = i, Bin) = 41Tg, (53) 

as it should be for a magnetic monopole. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The main result of this work is to prove that the Dirac 
quantization condition 2eg/1ic = n has a topological origin. 
To this end we explicitly build Z unequivalent fiber bundles 
over S 2 with fiber S I, corresponding to the Milnor classifica
tion nl(S I) = Z. From a connection in each of these fiber 
bundles the corresponding Chern classes are constructed 
and the equality between the Chern number and the winding 
number [element of nl(S I)] is proved. Furthermore, it is 
proven that the former topological numbers coincide with 
the Dirac quantization number n. We finally conclude from 
the above construction that Z topologically unequivalent 
versions of the Dirac monopole do arise, although all of them 
give rise to the same monopole magnetic field and Wu-Yang 
potentials. 

It should be interesting to apply a similar analysis to 
study fiber bundles with base space S 4 and fiber S 3. After 
Milnor construction there are n 3(S 3) = Z unequivalent fiber 
bundles whose first element is the Hopffibration S 7(S 4, S 3). 10 
This analysis would be relevant for the description and clas
sification of instantons and nonabelian [SU(2)] monopoles. 
Some work in this direction is in progress. 
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Dynamical group of microscopic collective states. I. One-dimensional case 
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In the present series of papers it is intended to determine the nature and study various 
realizations of the dynamical group of microscopic collective states for anA-nucleon system, 
defined as those A-particle states invariant under the orthogonal group O(n) associated with the 
n = A-I Jacobi vectors. The present paper discusses the case of a hypothetical one
dimensional space. Simple invariance considerations show that the dynamical group of 
collective states is then the group .Y fie (2, R ), which is the restriction to the collective subspace 
of the group f"A (2, R ) oflinear canonical transformations in n dimensions conserving the O(n) 
symmetry. In addition to the well-known realization of the dynamical group in the Schr6dinger 
representation based upon the Dzublik-Zickendraht transformation, two new realizations are 
proposed. The first acts in a Barut Hilbert space, which is the subspace of a Bargmann Hilbert 
space of analytic functions left invariant by O(n). A unitary mapping is established between the 
ordinary Hilbert space of collective states and the Barut Hilbert space and coherent collective 
states are defined in the latter. The second is carried out in terms of one boson creation and one 
boson annihilation operator through a generalized Holstein-Primakoff representation. The 
generator ofa U(I) group, which is the one-dimensional analog of the U(6) group of the 
interacting boson model (IBM), can then be expressed in terms of the generators of.Y fie (2, R ). 
Finally the generalization of the preceding analysis to a d-dimensional space is outlined in the 
cases where d = 2 or 3.The dynamical group of collective states becomes .Y fie (2d, R ). 

PACS numbers: 21.60.Fw, 02.20. + b 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The construction of a microscopic collective Hamilton
ian for an A -nucleon system, as well as the determination of 
its eigenstates and dynamical group is one of the major open 
problems in nuclear physics. In various recent works the 
microscopic Hamiltonian is projected out from the A -nu
cleon Hamiltonian by restricting the latter to a single irredu
cible representation (IR) of the orthogonal group O(n) associ
ated with the n = A-I Jacobi vectors. 1,2 The simplest 
choice for the IR ofO(n) corresponds to the scalar represen
tation, as was suggested by Vanagas.2 In that approach a 
basis for the microscopic collective states consists of all those 
A-nucleon states that are left invariant by the transforma
tions ofO(n), 

In a recent publication, Chacon, Moshinsky, and Vana
gas3 construct the microscopic collective Hamiltonian for a 
system of three nucleons moving in two dimensions and in
teracting through harmonic-oscillator forces, as an intro
duction to the more difficult case of A particles moving in 
three dimensions and interacting through arbitrary forces, 
The generalization to an arbitrary number A of nucleons still 
moving in two dimensions and interacting through oscillator 
forces is carried out in another paper by Chacon and Mo
shinsky,4 In both cases the eigenstates of the collective Ha
miltonian are explicitly obtained and their dynamical group 
is proved to be SO (3,2), The microscopic collective states are 
then put in one-to-one correspondence with macroscopic 
collective states classified according to IR's of a U(3) group, 
which is the two-dimensional analog of the U(6) group of the 
interacting boson model (IBM). 5 This step requires a canoni-

alMaitre de recherches F.N,R.S. 

cal transformation, whose form in the classical picture is 
given in a paper by Moshinsky and Seligman6 and whose 
unitary representation in quantum mechanics is contained in 
Ref,3, 

To explicitly project onto the collective subspace of the 
A -particle space, the authors quoted above make use of a 
coordinate transformation which was independently pro
posed by Dzublik et al. 7 and Zickendraht,8 That transforma
tion changes the 3A - 3 Jacobi coordinates into a set of co
ordinates including 3A - 9 noncollective ones and 6 
collective ones, namely the three Euler angles that take us 
from the principal axis to the frame of reference fixed in 
space, and the three principal moments of inertia of the A
body system. Although it has a clear and appealing geomet
rical significance, the Dzublik-Zickendraht transformation 
is not easy to handle because the collective variables cannot 
be expressed in a simple way in terms of the Jacobi coordi
nates. Consequently the projection onto the collective sub
space is difficult to work out. In Refs. 3 and 4 it was carried 
out step by step by assuming a simple Hamiltonian and first 
allowing the number of particles to be small, namely A = 3, 
and then generalizing the results to an aribtrary number of 
particles. This procedure tends to conceal some simple prop
erties that would follow from general invariance consider
ations, independently of the number of particles, 

I t is one of the purposes of the present series of papers to 
show that general invariance principles allow one to con
struct a basis for the collective subspace and determine the 
dynamical group of collective states without preliminary use 
of the Dzublik-Zickendraht transformation. That program 
is most easily carried out in the formalism of the boson cre
ation and annihilation operators associated with the Jacobi 
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coordinates. We are thus naturally led to look for the realiza
tion of the collective states and their dynamical group in a 
Bargmann Hilbert space9 or, more exactly, in the subspace 
of the latter invariant under O(n). We shall refer to such a 
subspace as a Barut Hilbert space, in accordance with 
Kramer, Moshinsky, and Seligman, 10 who introduced that 
terminology to emphasize that such a space belongs to a class 
of spaces first considered by Barut and Girardello. II In the 
Barut Hilbert space, the collective variables assume a very 
simple form in terms of the variables of the A-particle sys
tem, so that the projection onto the collective subspace is 
easy to carry out. 

Another purpose of the present series of papers is to 
investigate further the relation between the O(n) invariant 
microscopic collective model and the IBM that has already 
been studied by various authors. 2.3.6.12 In this connection, we 
want to show that it is interesting to consider a generalized 
Holstein-Primakotf representation 13 of the dynamical 
group of collective states. 

In the present paper we restrict ourselves, for pedagogi
cal convenience, to reviewing in detail the case of A particles 
in a hypothetical one-dimensional space and outlining the 
generalization of the analysis to a d-dimensional space. By 
taking d equal to 2 or 3, we can then recover the hypothetical 
two-dimensional space considered in Refs. 3 and 4 or the 
physical three-dimensional space, respectively. The details 
of the d-dimensional-space analysis will be given for d > I in 
subsequent publications. 

In Sec. 2, we start to prove by means of in variance con
siderations that the dynamical group of A -particle collective 
states in one dimension is the group Y A (2, R ), which is the 
restriction of the group Y;Z(2, R ) of linear canonical trans
formations conserving the O(n) symmetry 14 to the collective 
subspace of the A-particle space. We then show in Sec. 3 that 
the realization of Y;Ze (2, R ) in the Hilbert space of collec
tive states dYe' which we obtain by using the Dzublik-Zick
endraht transformation in one dimension, coincides with the 
dynamical group previously derived by Moshinsky and his 
collaborators. 15 In Sec. 4, we turn to the definition of collec
tive variables in a Barut Hilbert space of collective states Y e , 

and obtain a realization of Y A (2, R ) in that space. In Sec. 5, 
we show that there exists a unitary mapping between the 
elements of the Hilbert spaces dYe and Y e. Section 6 is de
voted to the definition and study of coherent collective states 
in the sense of Barut and Girardello. II In Sec. 7 we then pass 
on to the generalized Holstein-Primakotf representation of 
Y;Z e (2, R ) and show that the generator of a U( I) group can 
be written in terms of the generators of Y;Ze (2, R ). Finally 
in Sec. 8, we prove that when shifting to d dimensions, the 
dynamical group of collective states becomes Y;Z e (2d, R ) 
and outline the generalization to that case of the analysis 
carried out in the preceding sections. 

2. DYNAMICAL GROUP OF MICROSCOPIC 
COLLECTIVE STATES IN ONE DIMENSION 

In this section, we consider a system of A particles in a 
one-dimensional space, construct a basis for its collective 
states, and obtain the dynamical group of the latter. 

Let us denote by x" s = 1,2, ... ,n, the n = A - I Jacobi 
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coordinates of the A-particle system, and by Ps = - ialax" 
s = 1,2, ... n, the momenta canonically conjugate to x,. As 
usual, we can introduce boson creation and annihilation op
erators associated with the Jacobi coordinates 17, and 5" 
s = 1,2, ... ,n, defined by 

17, = (lIV2)(x, - ip,), 5s = (lIV2)(x, + ip,) (2.1) 

and satisfying the following commutation relations: 

[17,,17,] = [5" 5,] = 0, [5" 17,] = 8". (2.2) 

In Eq. (2.1), we use units in which Ii, the mass m of the 
particles, and the frequency (J) are equal to 1. In terms of the 
operators 17" we can construct a basis for the translation ally 
invariant A-particle states, 

lIP f ,'" f ..> 
= (./V Il. ... /y))-1/217 / ''''17n f "10), 

_,VI' ... A/n = 0, 1, ... , (2.3) 

where 10) is the boson vacuum state. 
It is well known 14 that a dynamical group for the A

particle states (2.3) is the group oflinear canonical transfor
mations in n dimensions, the symplectic group Sp(2n, R ), 
whose generators are the n(2n + 1) bilinear operators 

DI, = 17s 17t> s<,J = 1, ... ,n. (2.4a) 

D" = 5s51' s<t = 1, ... ,n, (2.4b) 

E" = !(17,5, + 5,17,) = c" + !Dsl' s,t = 1, ... ,n, (2.4c) 

and satisfy the following commutation relations: 

[Est> Es"'] = D,s' Es,' - Os,, Es'" 

[Esl' DI·,·] = D,s·DI,· + Ott' DIs" 

[Es" Os",] = - Dss·Dtt , - Dst,D,s" (2.5) 

[DI" m,·] = [OS" OS'" ] = 0, 

[OS" DI·,·] = Dss' Et·, + Os,, Es" + D,s,E"s + D",Es·s· 

The n weight generators are the operators E", s = l, ... ,n. In 
Eq. (2.4c), we introduced the operators 

C" = 17s51' s, t = 1, ... ,n, (2.6) 

which are the generators of the U(n) subgroup ofSp (2n, R ), 
and satisfy the same commutation relations as the Es, 

operators. 
In the construction of collective A-particle states, we 

are interested in the (full) orthogonal subgroup O(n) ofU(n), 
whose generators are the Hermitian operators 

A" = - i(C" - C'S), s < t = 2, ... ,n, (2.7) 
and satisfy the following commutation relations: 

[A,,, As"'] = i(Dss·A tt · + Dtt·A ss· - Ds,·A,s· - D,s·As,·)· 

We have thus obtained the chain of groups 

Sp(2n, R p U(n), 

U(npO(n). 

(2.8) 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

The A-particle states (2.3) are classified according to the 
chain of groups (2.9a). They indeed belong to one of two IR's 
ofSp(2n, R ), <r) or <r - I~) according to whether the total 
number of bosons ff = ff I + ... + ff n is even or odd. 14 
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Those IR's ofSp(2n, R ) are characterized by their minimum 
weights, corresponding to the state 10) or 71n 10), respective
ly. The states (2.3) also belong to a given IR ofU(n), namely 
the totally symmetrical one characterized by [JY]. The re
maining quantum numbers necessary to specify the states 
correspond to a classification according to the canonical 
chain ofU(n), i.e., U(npU(n - Ip···~U(I). 

To get states classified according to the chain (2.9b), one 
would have to take appropriate linear combinations of the 
states (2.3). The IR's ofO(n) contained in the IR [JY] ofU(n) 
can be entirely characterized by a single quantum number A., 
which can take the values ff, ff - 2, ... ,0(1) if ff is even 
(odd). 

In the present work, the A particle collective states are 
assumed to belong to the IR(O) ofO(n). A basis for them can 
be easily constructed from the states (2.3). As the collective 
states must be invariant under O(n) and the vacuum state 10) 
obviously belongs to them, the remaining collective states 
are obtained from 10) by application of all the possible O(n) 
invariants that can be formed from the creation operators 71 s' 

S = I, ... ,n. It is well known that there is only one basic invar
iant (by an invariant we mean an absolute invariant of the 
theory of invariants) ofO(n) that can be formed from the 
vector 71s' namely the scalar product l:;= 171;.16 Therefore a 
basis for the collective states is made of the states 

(2.10) 

Incidentally, let us mention that we should have 
reached the same result if we had considered the collective 
states as those states invariant under the rotation group 
SO(n) instead of those invariant under the full orthogonal 
group O(n). It is indeed not possible to form a pseudoscalar 
from the vector 71s' s = 1, ... , n, so that all the invariants un
der SO(n) are also invariants under O(n). In one dimension, 
one may therefore indifferently use O(n) or SO(n) to con
struct collective states. 

To discuss the properties of the states I¢N)' it is advan
tageous to consider a chain of subgroups ofSp(2n, R) other 
than (2.9), the chain 

Sp(2n, R pY/l(2, R )XO(n), 

Y/l(2,RP~(I). 

(2.IIa) 

(2.11b) 

The Y /l(2, R ) group can be interpreted as the group oflinear 
canonical transformations conserving the O(n) symmetry. 14 

Its generators are obtained by contracting those ofSp(2n, R ) 
with respect to the particle index s. They are given by 

§t = i 71;, 
s= 1 

(2.12) 

1 n 

IF = - I (71sSs + Ss 71s) = C(; + n/2, 
2 s= 1 

and their commutation relations by 

[IF, §t] = 2§t, [IF, §] = - 2§, [§, §t] = 41F. 
(2.13) 

It can be easily checked that the operators §t, §, and IF 
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commute with the generatorsA s1 ofO(n). The ~(I) sub
group of Y /l(2, R ) is generated by the single operator 

n 

Crff = L 71sss· (2.14) 
s= 1 

Using definition (2.1), the basic collective states (2.1) 
can be rewritten as 

(2.15) 

where aN is a normalization coefficient to be determined by 
the condition 

(2.16) 

From the commutation relations (2.13), one gets 

aN =2- N [N!(n/2)N]-1/2, (2.17) 

where (n/2)N = n/2 (n/2 + 1)·.·(n/2 + N - 1) is Pochham
mer's symbol, and the phase of aN has been chosen to be 
equal to + 1. With this convention, the generators of Y /l(2, 
R ) act on the collective states as follows: 

§tl¢N) = 2[(N + 1)(N + n/2)] 1/21¢N+ I)' 

§I¢N) =2[N(N+n/2-1)] 1/21¢N_I)' 

IFI¢N) = 2(N + n/4)I¢N)' 

(2.18a) 

(2.18b) 

(2.18c) 

Equation (2.18) clearly shows that the basic collective states 
belong to a single IR of the group Y /l(2, R ), characterized by 
its minimum weight (n/2) corresponding to the vacuum 
state I¢o) = 10). When acting upon the collective states, the 
Casimir operator of Y /l(2, R ), defined as 

f§= 1F2 - H§t§ + §§t], (2.19) 

is diagonal and its eigenvalue is equal to 

(2.20) 

The group Y /l(2, R ), however, also acts upon the non
collective A-particle states [with the restriction that states 
belonging to different IRs ofO(n) are not mixed]. Therefore 
it is not the dynamical group of collective states that we are 
looking for. To get the latter we have to restrict Y j1 (2, R ) to 
the IR(O) ofO(n), or in other words, to project it onto the 
collective subspace of the A-particle space. We shall denote 
the dynamical group of collective states obtained in this way 
by Y /lc (2, R ). The projection of any operator onto the col
lective subspace will be distinguished from the operator itself 
by an upper or lower index c. The generators of Y /lc (2, R ) 
are then the operators 

9 ct = fji c§tfji c' 

(2.21) 
and 

where fji c denotes the projection operator onto the collec
tive subspace. As the operators §t, §, and IF do not con
nect collective states with noncollective ones, we may sup
press one fji c operator in the definition of any of the 
generators (2.21), writing, for instance, §ct = fji c§t 
= § t fji c' As a consequence, the operators (2.21) satisfy 

commutation relations similar to Eq. (2.13) so that the dyna
mical group is indeed a symplectic group, as mentioned pre-
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viously. We may now replace the generators of Y;l(2, R ) by 
those of Y A (2, R ) in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.18). By doing so in 
Eq. (2.19), we get the Casimir operator ~ e of Y A (2, R ) 
which reduces to a constant equal to 

,Cfj c = n/2(n/2 - 2). (2.22) 

For practical use of the projection procedure one has to 
find explicit ways of carrying it out. In the following sections 
we describe three different methods of projection leading to 
three different realizations of the dynamical group. In Sec. 3, 
we begin by applying the well-known procedure based upon 
the Dzublik-Zickendraht transformation. 

3. THE GROUP Yjlc(2, R) IN THE SCHROOINGER 
REPRESENTATION OF COLLECTIVE STATES 

In the representation wherein the operators X I"'" xn are 
diagonal an A-particle state I tp) is represented by the wave 
function tp (Xl"'" x n ), which is an element of a Hilbert space 
JY'. The wave functions tp 1 , .... I ,,(X p .•• ,xn ), representing the 
states I tp I , I,,) defined in Eq. (2.3), form a basis of JY'. 
Projection onto the collective subspace JY'c of JY' is carried 
out by means of the Dzublik-Zickendraht transformation. 
Although the projection of the collective part of an arbitrary 
Hamiltonian has already been worked out and the dynami
cal group of collective states has been obtained in that way by 
Moshinsky and his collaborators, 15 we exhibit below the de
tailed application of the Dzublik-Zickendraht transforma
tion for two purposes. First we wish to show that the collec
tive states and their dynamical group derived in Sec. 2 
coincide with those of Ref. 15. Second, we shall need their 
explicit form in Sec. 5 so as to establish a mapping between 
JY'c and the Barut Hilbert space of collective states .7 c to be 
introduced in Sec. 4. 

For the one-dimensional case, the Dzublik-Zicken
draht transformation has the form2 

x,=pD~s(aI, ... ,an._I)' s=I, ... ,n, (3.1) 

where 

(. 

n .)112 
p= L x~ 

\'= I 

(3.2) 

is the collective coordinate, and a I ... ,a n _ I are the remaining 
n - 1 noncollective coordinates. In Eq. (3.1), liD :s(alll is an 
n X n matrix defining the IR of the SO(n) group character
ized by 1. As we do not need the full matrix of the representa
tion but just the row t = n, we have only n - 1 angular co
ordinates a rather than the full complement of !n(n - 1). 
Note that to be consistent with the definition of collective 
states as O(n) invariant states, one should use a representa
tion matrix ofO(n) instead of that ofSO(n) appearing in Eq. 
(3.1). The replacement of O(n) by SO(n) in the definition of 
collective states in one dimension was justified in Sec. 2. 

The elements of the collective subspace JY'c depend 
upon the single collective coordinate p. We shall denote by 
I/I( p) the wave function of an arbitrary collective state 11/1). 
The functions <P N( p), representing the states I<PN) defined in 
Eq. (21.5), form a basis of JY'e. We shall find their explicit 
form below. Before coming to that point, let us first consider 
the realizations of the groups Y jI(2, R ) and Y jI c (2, R ) in the 
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Hilbert spaces JY' and JY'e, respectively. 
When replacing the boson creation and annihilation op

erators in Eq. (2.12) by their definition (2.1), we get a realiza
tion of the generators of Y;l(2, R ) in JY' that we continue to 
denote by the same symbols: 

ot_ 1 "'( 2 2 2' 1 ~ -"2 L,- - p, + x, - IXsPs - ), 

g) = + ~ ( -p; + x; + 2ix,ps + 1), (3.3) 

'6' = ~ L (p~ + x;). 
2 s 

Carrying out the transformation (3.1) in Eq. (3.3), we can 
express the generators of YjI(2, R) in terms ofp, a l , ••• , 

an _ I ,a lap, a laal,· .. ,anda laan. Ifin those expressions we 
keep only the part depending uponp and a lap, we get their 
projection on JY'e' In this way, we find that the generators of 
Y jI c (2, R ) are realized in JY'c by the following operators: 

Oct 1 [a 2 (n - 1 ) a 2 ) 
J/ =- -+ -- -2p -+p -n ,(3.4a) 

2 ap2 p Jp 

,0J c = ~ [J 22 + (n - 1 + 2P)~ + p2 + n), (3.4b) 
2 Jp p Jp 

'6'c=~ [_ ~ _ n -1 ~+p2]. (3.4c) 
2 Jp2 P Jp 

One can check that the operators (3.4) satisfy commutation 
relations similar to Eq. (2.1) and that the Casimir operator 
f1 c defined in terms of them fulfills Eq. (2.22), as it should. 

As shown in Eq. (2.I8c), the basic collective states I<p N ) 

are the eigenvectors of the weight generator '6'c of 
YA(2, R) corresponding to the eigenvalues 2(N + nI4). 
The functions <P N( p) that represent them in JY'e are therefore 
the solutions of the differential equation 

~[_ d: _ n-I~+p2]<PN(P)=2(N+!!....)<PN(P)' 
2 dp~ p dp 4 

(3.5) 

which is the radial equation of an n-dimensional harmonic 
oscillator. They are given by 

(3.6) 

where b N is a normalization coefficient, andfN In - 2112( p) can 
be expressed in terms of an associated Laguerre 
polynomial,I7 

f~~' - 21 (p) = [2(N)!] 1/2[r(N + nI2)] - 1/2 

Xexp( - ~p2)pln- II/2L~-21/2(p2). (3.7) 

The functionspZ~ - 2112( p) are normalized in such a way that 

1'" dp f~' 2112( plf(~ - 2112( p) = ON'N' (3.8) 

To calculate the normalization coefficient bN in Eq. 
(3.6), we first have to determine the measure dr( p) of the new 
Hilbert space JY"c. In ,W" the scalar product of any two ele
ments cP (x P'''' xn) and tp (x I , ... , xn) is defined by 
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We choose the measure dr( p) of cW'e in such a way that the 
scalar product of any two elements ¢J (p) and t/J{ p) of cW'e is 
the same whether calculated in cW'e or in cW', i.e., 

(¢J It,b) = L+ ",'" dxl· .. L+ 00'" dXn ¢J *(p)t,b(p) 

= 1'" drip) ¢J *(p)t,b(p). (3.10) 

When expressed in terms of the variablesp, a l , ... , an _ p the 
volume element dx I .. ·dxn , becomes2 

(3.11 ) 

where dcu(a l, ... , an _ I) is the measure in the space of non col
lective variables. Therefore 

drip) = Apn - Idp, 

where 

A = f dcu(a l,· .. , an_ I) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

is a constant that remains to be determined. For that pur
pose, let us apply Eq. (3.1) to the wave function of the vacu
um state by taking ¢J (p) = t,b( p) = ¢Jo( p), where 

¢Jo( p) = l/'o .. ,o(x I , ... , xn) = 1T - nl4 exp( - !p2). (3.14) 

One gets 

dr( p) = 21T"12 [r (n!2)] -Ipn - Idp. (3.15) 

It can be easily checked that the realizations (3.4a) and (3.4b) 
of g et and g e are Hermitian conjugates of each other and 
that the realization (3.4c) of Ife is Hermitian with respect to 
the scalar product (3.10) and the measure (3.15). 

In order that the wave functions ¢IN( p) form an orthon
ormal set under that measure, i.e., 

f dr(p)¢J 'f,(P)¢JN(P) = ON'N' 

bN must satisfy the condition 

IbN I2 =A -I, 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

owing to Eqs. (3.6) and (3.8). Only the phase of bN now re
mains to be determined. Up to now, we have only considered 
the realization in cW'e of the last of Eqs. (2. 18a)-(2. 18c). 
When considering the first of these equations (the second 
follows from it by Hermitian conjugation), one can fix the 
relative phase of the bN's. It was shown in Ref. 17 that the 
functionsf~ - 2)12( p) satisfy the following equation: 

J.-[_ ~+2p~ 
2 dp2 dp 

+ (n - ~~~ - 3) _p2 + 1 Jr~-21/2(p) 

= 2[(N + I)(N + nI2)]1/2f~:;:}/2(p). (3.18) 

Therefore ¢IN(P) will fulfill the condition 

J.- [~+ (n - 1 _ 2p)~ + p2 _ n]¢JN(p) 
2 dp2 P dp 

= 2[(N + I)(N + n!2)]1/2¢JN+ tip) (3.19) 

if b N + I = - b N' By requiring that the expressions for ¢Jo( p) 
deduced from Eqs. (3.6) and (3.14) be the same, one gets 
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bo = 1 so that the overall phase factor of the bN's is deter
mined to be ( - 1 )N. The final result for b N is therefore 

bN = ( - I)N(l/v2)1T- nI4[r(n!2)] 1/2. (3.20) 

This completes the derivation of the explicit form of the 
functions representing the collective states in cW'c' 

In the next section we shall proceed to realize the collec
tive states and their dynamical group in the Bargmann Hil
bert space of analytic functions. 

4. THE GROUP .Y /lA2, R) IN THE BARUT 
REPRESENTATION OF COLLECTIVE STATES 

In the Bargmann realization of quantum mechanics,9 
an arbitrary A -particle state II/' ) is represented by an analyt
ic function W(ZI, ... ,zn) of n complex variables zs' s = 1, ... ,n. 
The space Y spanned by those analytic functions is a Hilbert 
space, whose scalar product is defined by 

(4'> II/') = f dll(z d· .. dll(Zn) [(j) (ZI,,,,,Zn)] * W (z I"'" zn), 

(4.1) 

where 

dll(zs) = 1T-
I exp( - zsz~) d Re Zs dIm zs' s = 1, ... , n. 

(4.2) 

The Bargmann representation is well adapted to harmonic 
oscillator problems as the boson operators (2.1) are repre
sented by 

17s =Zs and Ss = alaz,. (4.3a,b) 

The functions W I, ... I Jz I, ... ,zn)' representing the basic 
states (2.3), are obtained from the ground state function 
WO .. O(ZI, ... ,zn) = 1 by action of the creation operators (4.3a) 
and are therefore written as 

WI ,.1 JZI, ... ,zn) = (A') ... ffn!)-1/2z/ ' ... i n
ln

• (4.4) 

They span an orthonormal basis of the Bargmann Hilbert 
space Y. From Eq. (4.3), it is easy to show that the gener
ators of the dynamical groups Sp(2n, R ) and .Y jl(2, R ), de
fined in Sec. 2, are given by 

and 

s<,t = 1, ... ,n, 

a2 

Dst = ---, s<,t = 1, ... ,n, 
azsazt 

a 
Est = Zs - + ~os" s, t = 1, ... ,n, 

az, 

a n 
If = Izs -+-, 

s azs 2 

respectively. 

(4.5) 

(4.6a) 

(4.6b) 

(4.6c) 

In Sec. 2, we showed that the basic collective states are 
given by Eq. (2.15). In Bargmann representation, their wave 
functions can be written as 
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(4.7) 

by using the expression (4.6a) of the generator §t. This ex
pression of iN suggests the introduction of the complex col
lective variable 

(4.8) 

As can be easily seen, w is the only scalar with respect to O(n) 
that can be built from the vector components z,. The n com
plex variables z" s = 1, ... ,n, can therefore be replaced by the 
single complex collective variable wand n - 1 complex non
collective variables, whose explicit expression will not be 
needed hereafter. The wave functions (4.7) of the basic col
lective states are rewritten as 

iN(W) = 2 -N[N{; t] -1I2WN, (4.9) 

and form an orthonormal set of functions in Y, i.e., 

I d,u(ZI)···d,u(zn) [iN' (W))*iN(W) = ON'N . (4.10) 

As any collective state ItIt) can be expanded in terms of the 
states I,pN)' it is represented in Y by an analytic function of 
w, ¢(w). All those functions span a subspace Y c of Y. We 
shall proceed to determine the nature of that subspace 
below. 

Before coming to that point, let us first realize the dyna
mical group of collective states Y A (2, R ) in Y c. As the 
collective wave functions depend upon w, we have to retain 
in Eq. (4.6) only the terms containing w ora law. In this way 
we get 

!iJct = w, 

!iJc = 4w ~ + 2n ~ , 
aw2 aw 

WC=2w~+~. 
aw 2 

(4.11a) 

(4.11b) 

(4.11c) 

In agreement with Sec. 2, the Casimir operator of the sym
plectic group becomes a multiple of the unit operator in this 
realization. It can be also checked that the operators (4.11) 
act on the functions iN(W) in accordance with Eq. (2.18). In 
particular the functions iN(W) are the eigenfunctions of WC 
corresponding to the eigenvalues 2(N + n/4). 

To make Y c a Hilbert space we have to equip it with a 
scalar product. That scalar product follows in a natural way 
from the scalar product (if> 11/1 ) defined in Y by restricting it 
to collective states. When replacing W(ZI, ... ,Zn) and 
$ (ZI, ... ,zn) by ¢(w)andi (w) respectively, Eq. (4.1) can indeed 
be put into the form 

(,p ItIt) = Id,u(Z.) ... d,u(Zn) [i(w)]*¢(w) 

= IdoiW) [i(w)]*¢(w), (4.12) 

after performing the transformation from the variables 
ZI, ... ,zn to the variable wand n - 1 noncollective variables 
and integrating over the latter. The measure 
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doiw) = f(w) d Re w d 1m w (4.13) 

of Y c depends upon a weight functionf(w), independent of 
the functions ¢(w) and i (w), that remains to be determined. 

Instead of explicitly performing the transformation 
from the variables Z I , ... ,z n to the collective and noncollective 
variables, it is much easier to determine the weight function 
f(w) from the Hermiticity condition to be fulfilled by the 
realizations (4.11a) and (4.11b) of !iJct and §c, i.e., (!iJct)t 
= §c. For arbitrary collective wave functions ¢(w) and 
i(w), the following relation must hold 

I doiw) [wi (w)] *¢(w) 

I - [a 2 a]-= doiw) [,p (w)]* 4w -2 + 2n - tIt(w). 
aw aw 

(4.14) 

By integrating by parts in the right-hand side ofEq. (4.14), 
we obtain the differential equation 

[ a2 a}r 4w -- - 2(n - 4) - - w* (w) = o. 
aw2 aw 

(4.15) 

When we multiply this equation by w, we obtain a differen
tial equation invariant under the transformation 
W-->-W exp(icp). Let us therefore consider a new variable 
u = (WW*)1/2, in terms of which Eq. (4.15) becomes 

[ 2 d 2 d 2}r 
U - - (n - 3)u - - u (u) = O. 

du 2 du 
(4.16) 

For the scalar product of ¢(w) and i (w) in Y c to be conver
gent, an asymptotic condition has to be imposed onf(u) 
when U-->-oo. Taking this into account, the solution of Eq. 
(4.16) is given by 

flu) = au1n - 2)12K 1n _ 2)12 (u), (4.17) 

where K is a modified Bessel function 18 and a is a yet unde
termined constant. It can be checked that with the weight 
function (4.17), the realization (4.11c) of WC is Hermitian as it 
should be. 

Finally we determine the constant a by imposing Eq. 
(4.12) validity. For that purpose, we only have to consider 
two particular functions for ¢(w) and i (w), for instance 
¢(w) = i(w) = io(w) = 1. Equation (4.12) then reduces to 
Jdoiw) = 1, and using formula (6.561.16) ofp. 684in Ref. 18, 
we finally get the measure 

doiw) = hr2n12r(nI2)]-I(ww*)1/4In-2) 

X K lI21n _ 2) (vww*)d Re w dIm w. (4.18) 

As a consequence ofEq. (4.12), the set offunctions iN(W) 
remains orthonormal in Yc, i.e., 

(4.19) 

A scalar product similar to the one defined in Eqs. (4.12) 
and (4.18) was obtained by Barut and Girardello ll in consid
ering the coherent states associated with the Lie algebra of 
the symplectic group Sp(2, R ). Therefore the states left invar
iant by the transformations of the orthogonal group O(n) 
span a Barut Hilbert space. A similar result was obtained by 
Kramer et al. to for 0(2) in another context. 

In the next section we shall consider in detail the map-
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ping between ¢(w). which we shall call the Barut representa
tion for the above-mentioned reasons. and the Schrodinger 
representation t/J(p) encountered in Sec. 3. This will achieve 
a link between the two realizations of the collective states 
considered above. 

5. UNITARY MAPPING BETWEEN THE SCHRODINGER 
AND BARUT REPRESENTATIONS OF COLLECTIVE 
STATES 

For the purpose of establishing a mapping between the 
collective subspaces Kc and Yc. let us briefly recall the 
relation between the Schrodinger and Bargmann pictures in 
the full Hilbert space.9 The representations 1/1 (x I.·.·.X n) and 
iif(ZI, ... ,Zn) of any state 11/1) in dY' and Y, respectively, are 
related by the integral transform 

V/(ZI ... ·,zn) 

= fdXI ... dXnA(ZI,XI) .. .A(Zn,Xn)I/I(XI, ... ,Xn), (5.1) 

whose kernel is given by 

A (zs, x,l = 11"-1/4 exp [ - !(Z~ + X~) + V2zsxs]' 

s = 1, ... ,n. (5.2) 

That transformation is unitary, meaning that the scalar 
product (rp 11/1), defined in Eqs. (3.9) and (4.1) for JY'andY, 
respectively. is preserved. 

Let us now show that the transformation (5.1) maps JY' c 

onto Y c· If 1/1 (x I.···.X n ) is the Schrodinger picture t/J( p) of a 
collective state. iffollows from Eq. (5.1) that its Bargmann 
picture is given by 

W(ZI •... 'Zn) = f dx I· .. dxn A (ZI. xIl· .. A (zn' xn )t/J(p). (5.3) 

It can be easily seen that the right-hand side of Eq. (S.3) is 
invariant under the transformation zs-!.,Os,z, ofO(n). so 
that the left-hand side depends only on the collective vari
able wand thus belongs to Yc. Using Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12), 
the integral transform (S.3) takes the form 

¢(w) = f dr(p)B(w.p)t/J(p). (S.4) 

where the kernel B (w,p) results from the integration Over the 
noncollective variables. We shall. however, use another 
method to determineB (w.p) because the direct method just 
outlined leads to very complicated calculations. 

For that purpose. let us profit from the fact that the 
action of the generators of Y,Ilc(2. R) must be the same in 
both the Bargmann and Schrodinger representations. This 
leads to the following relations: 

- f 1 [a2 (n - 1 ) a w¢(w) = dr( pJ B (w. pJ- - + -- - 2p -
2 ap2 p ap 

+ p2 _ n] t/J( pl. (S.Sa) 
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(4W a
2

2 + 2n 3....)¢(W) 
aw aw 

= fdr( p) B (w. p)..!.. [~ + (n - 1 + 2p)~ 
2 ap2 p ap 

+ p2 + n ]t/J(P)' (S.5b) 

2w-+- t/J(w) (
an )-

aw 2 

f 1 [ a2 
n - 1 a 2)01.() = dr(p)B(w.p)- - -2 - ----+p 'f/ p. 

2 ap p ap 
(5.5c) 

when Eqs. (3.4) and (4.11) are used. As these relations must 
be satisfied by any collective function t/J( pl. they are equiv
alent to the following system of partial differential 
equations: 

[ a: +(n-1 +2P)3....+p2+n-2w]B(W,P) =0, 
ap p ap 

[ a2 (n - 1 ) a 2 a2 
-+ -- -2p -+p -n-8w--
~2 p ~ a~ 

- 4n 3....]B (w, p) = 0, 
aw 

(5.6a) 

(5.6b) 

[
a

2 
n-1 a 2 a ] 

-2 +---- -p +4w-+n B(w,p)=O. (5.6c) 
ap p ap aw 

To solve the latter it is convenient to first substract Eq. (5.6c) 
from Eq. (5.6a). In this way we get the first-order equation 

[p; +p2]B(W. P)= 12w :w +W]B(W. P)' (5.7) 

whose solution is 

B (w, p) = exp( - ~ p2 - ~ w)g(x), (S.8) 

where g(x) is an arbitrary function of x = Wp2. Any of the 
three equations (S.6a)-(5.6c) then leads to the same ordinary 
differential equation for g(x), 

d 2g dg 
2x-+n- -g=O, (S.9) 

dx2 dx 

whose regular solution is an hypergeometric function 
oFdnl2; xI2). The kernel of the integral transform (5.4) is 
therefore given by 

or 

B (w. p) = 1T - nl4 exp( - ip2 - ~ w)oFl(nI2; ! w p2), 
(5.1Oa) 

B (w, p) = 11" - n/4r (nI2) exp( - ~ p2 - ! w) 

X [p(wI2)1/2] - (n- 2)
/2

1(n _ 2)/2 [p(2W)I/2],(5.1Ob) 

where 1 is a modified Bessel function. 18 The normalization 
coefficient has been determined by the condition that the 
Schrodinger picture of the vacuum state ¢Jo( p) = 11" - "/4 

exp( - ~ p2) be mapped on its Barut picture io(w) = 1. In its 
calculation, formula (6.631.4) ofp. 717 in Ref. 18 has been 
used. 

From Sees. 3 and 4, we know that the scalar product of 
two collective states is the same whether calculated in JY'(Y) 
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or in JYc (Y c). From the unitarity of the mapping between 
JY and y, it follows that the scalar product of two collective 
states is preserved when going from JYc to Y c: 

f do(w) [¢(w)]*¢(w) = f dr(p) [<,6 (p)]*tP(p). (5.11) 

By introducing the integral transform (5.4) into the left-hand 
side of Eq. (5.11), we obtain the relation 

f do(w) dr(p) dr(p') [B (w,p)]*B (w,p')[<,6 (p)]*tP(p') 

= f dr(p) [<,6 (p)]*tP(p), (5.12) 

which implies that 

fdo(W) [B(w,p)]*B(w,p') 

(5.13) 

This expression is nothing else than the reproducing kernel 
of JYc : 

fd7'(P'){f do(w) [B(W,P)]*B(W,P')}¢'(P') = tP(p). 

(5.14) 

By permuting the order of integration in the left-hand side of 
Eq. (5.14) and using Eq. (5.4), we get the inverse transform 

tP(p) = f do(w) [B(w,p)]*~(w). (5.15) 

As the transformation is unitary, it is not surprising to find 
that the kernel of the inverse transform is the complex conju
gate of that of the direct transform as was already the case for 
Bargmann's representation. 

The last point we want to discuss in connection with the 
Barut space Y c is its reproducing kernel. Let us apply suc
cessively Eqs. (5.4) and (5.15). We obtain 

~(w') = f do(w) dr(p) B(w',p)[B (w,p)]*¢(w), (5.16) 

which means that 

K(w', w) = f dr(p)B(w',p)[B(w,p)]* 

is the reproducing kernel in Yc, i.e., 

~(w') = f do(w) K (w', w)~(w). 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

A simple calculation, using formula (6.615) ofp. 710 in Ref. 
18, leads to the relation 

K (w', w) = 2(n - 2}l
2r(nI2)(w'w*) - (n - 2)/4/

112
(n _ 2 [(w'w*)1/2], 

(5.19a) 

or 

K (W', W) = oFJ(n/2; 1 w'w*). (5.19b) 

The reproducing kernel K (w', w) will play an important part 
in considering coherent collective states in the next section. 

6. COHERENT COLLECTIVE STATES 

As shown in Sec. 4, the collective states span a Barut 
space associated with a well-defined IR of Y,hc (2, R ). This 
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makes it possible to define coherent collective states. 
The reproducing kernel, defined in Eqs. (5.18) and 

(5.19), is an analytic function in both complex variables w' 
and w*. Its complex conjugate [K (w', w)]* is therefore an 
analytic function of wand belongs to Y c. Let us denote by 
Iw') the state whose Barut representation is given by [K (w', 
w)]*, w' playing the role of a complex parameter. 

The scalar product (4.12) of /w') with an arbitrary state 
I¢') is equal to 

(w'I¢') = f do(w)K(w', w)~(w) = ~(w'), (6.1) 

using the definition of the reproducing kernel. The Barut 
representation of a collective state is therefore given by a 
scalar product, as for any representation in quantum me
chanics, provided the states Iw') form a basis. This will be 
the case if they give rise to a resolution of the unit operator ( 
of the collective subspace Yc, i.e., if 

f do(w) Iw)(wl =Ic' (6.2) 

To prove Eq. (6.2), one only has to show that the matrix 
elements of both sides with respect to the basic collective 
states 1<,6 N) are equal, or in other words that 

(6.3) 

From Eq. (6.1), one has (WI<,6N) = ¢N(W), so that Eq. (6.3) 
reduces to the orthonormality condition (4.19) of the set of 
functions ¢N(W). Therefore the closure relation (6.2) holds 
true and the states 1 w) span a basis of Y c. It is interesting to 
note that when the left-hand side ofEq. (6.2) is considered as 
acting on the whole space Y, the operator Ic in the right
hand side must be replaced by the projection operator g; ct 

defined in Sec. 2. 
The overlap between the old basis states I<,6N) and the 

new ones Iw) follows from Eqs. (6.1) and (4.9), 

(WI<,6N) = ¢N(W) = 2 - N [N!(n/2)N] - Jf2WN, (6.4) 

and implies the following expansion: 

Iw) = f I<,6N) (<,6Nlw) 
N~O 

= f 2- N[N!(nI2)N)-J/2(w*t/<,6N)' (6.5) 
N~O 

This expression is very useful in proving the most important 
property of Iw), namely that Iw) is an eigenvector of the 
lowering operator gc of YJlc(2, R) corresponding to the 
eigenvalue w*. Acting with!iJc on Eq. (6.5) and using Eq. 
(2. 18b), we get immediately 

gCl w) = w*lw), (6.6) 

showing that 1 w) is a coherent state associated with the Lie 
algebra of Y,hc (2, R ) in the sense of Barut and Girardello. J J 

The coherent states Iw) are overcomplete and do not 
form an orthonormal set. From Eq. (6.1), the overlap be
tween any two coherent states is nothing else than the repro
ducing kernel 

(w'lw) =K(w', wI. (6.7) 
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As a consequence of the closure relation (6.2), any collective 
state It/!) can be expanded in terms of the coherent states Iw): 

It/!) = J da(w) Iw) (wit/!) = J da(w) ¢(w)lw). (6.8) 

The coherent states introduced in the present section 
will play an important role, similar to that of the usual coher
ent sates associated with the Heisenberg algebra, 19.20 in the 
collective operators (or collective part of operators) repre
sentation and in their matrix elements evaluation. 

7. GENERALIZED HOLSTEIN-PRIMAKOFF 
REPRESENTATION OF Y/zc(2. R) 

In this section we present a third realization of the dyn
amical group of collective states that is suitable for investi
gating the relation between the microscopic model of collec
tive states considered in the present paper and the 
macroscopic model known as the IBM. 5 In one dimension 
the latter makes use ofa U(I) group instead of the U(6) one 
considered in three dimensions. Therefore we have to estab
lish a connection between the basic collective states ItPN) and 
the eigenstates of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, 
whose symmetry group is U(I). For such purpose, it is inter
esting to define new boson creation and annihilation 
operators. 

Let us first introduce a creation operator at that is act
ing on ItP N) as the creation operator TJ acts on a one-dimen
sional harmonic oscillator state 

atltPN) = (N + I)1/2ItPN+ I)' 

It follows that its Hermitian conjugate a acts as 

al<pN) =vNltPN_I), 
and that ata measures the number of quanta, 

ataltPN) =NltPN)' 

(7.Ia) 

(7.Ib) 

(7.2) 

Moreover the a and at operators so defined obey the commu
tation rule 

(7.3) 

Next let us realize the generators of Y /zc(2, R ) in terms 
of these boson operators. From Eq. (2.18a), we know that 

£O ct ltPN )=2[(N+ I)(N+ nI2)]1/2ItPN+ I)' (7.4) 

Using Eqs. (7.Ia) and (7.2), this relation can be rewritten as 

£Octl tPN ) = 2at [ata + nI2]i/2ItPN)' (7.5a) 

A similar analysis leads to 

£Ocl<PN) = 2 [ata + nI2]i/2altPN ), (7.5b) 

and 

(7.5c) 

We therefore obtain the following realization of YA(2, R) 
in terms of boson operators 

£Oct = 2at [ata + nI2]i12, 

£Oc = 2 [ata + n12]i/2a, 

~c = 2 [ata + nI4], 

(7.6a) 

(7.6b) 

(7.6c) 

which is simply the generalized Holstein-Primakotf repre
sentation l3 of Y/zc(2, R), previously derived by Mlodinow 
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and Papanicolaou21 in another context. 
Finally we are able to invert Eq. (7.6) and to express the 

U( 1) generator associated with the one-dimensional harmon
ic oscillator in terms of the generators of Y /zc (2, R ). From 
Eq. (7.6c), the generator ofU(I) is given by 

~ = ata = !(~C - nI2). (7.7) 

Introducing Eq. (7.7) into Eqs. (7.6a) and (7.6b), we also get 
the boson creation and annihilation operators in terms of the 
generators of Y/zc(2, R): 

at = £Oct[2~C + n] -1/2, (7.8a) 

(7.8b) 

The results of the present section will make it possible to 
express the collective part of any operator in terms of boson 
creation and annihilation operators and to study under 
which conditions it reduces to the predictions of the IBM. 

8. OUTLINE OF THE GENERALIZATION TO d 
DIMENSIONS 

In this section we wish to determine the dynamical 
group of collective states in the d-dimensional case (where 
d = 2 or 3) and show how to find realizations of that group 
similar to the ones described in the preceding sections for the 
one-dimensional case. 

For a system of A particles in d dimensions, the Jacobi 
coordinates and their conjugate momenta are denoted re
spectively by Xis and Pis = - iJIJxis ' where i = I, ... ,d, and 
s = 1, ... , n = A-I. Boson creation and annihilation opera
tors, 'TJis and 5is' can be defined by relations similar to Eq. 
(2.1). A basis for the A-particle states is made of the states 

d n . 

1'11 1" I
d

) = II II [(ffis!)-1/2'TJ'i>110), 
;= 1.'i= I 

ff ll , .. .J1idn = 0, 1,.... (8.1) 

A dynamical group for the states (8.1) is the group of 
linear canonical transformations in dn dimensions Sp(2dn, 
R ), whose generators are l4 

Disjt ='TJisTJjt' is<.jt=II, ... ,dn, 

DiSjt = 5is5jt' is<.jt = 11, ... , dn, 

EiSjt = !(TJis5jt + 5jt'TJisl 
(8.2) 

= Cisjt + ! 8/)st' isjt = 11, ... , dn, 

where 

(8.3) 

are the generators ofthe U(dn) subgroup. The analog ofthe 
chain (2.9) is 

Sp(2dn, R )::>U(dn)::> OJ--(d)X U(n), 
(8.4) 

OJ--(d)::>Yd(d), U(n)::>O(n). 

The generators of OJ-- (d ) and U (n) are the operators 
n d 

Ctf ij = I Cisjs , and Cst = I Cis.it , (8.5) 
s= 1 i= 1 

respectively. Those of Y d(d) and O(n) are the angular mo
mentum operators Lij in the d-dimensional space and the 
operatorsAst' defined in Eq. (2.7), respectively. 
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The states (8.1) belong to one of two IR's ofSp(2dn, R ), 
(!dn) or qdn - I!) according to whether the total number of 

hosons ff = !.1 = I !.= = Iff is is even or odd, and to the 
IR[.A1 ofU(dn). By taking appropriate linear combinations, 
they could be classified according to the other groups of the 
chain (8.4). The IR's of 9t(d) and U(n) contained in the IR 
[.A1 of U(dn) are characterized by the same partition 
[hl ... hp ] of ff, where p = min(d, n). Those of Y &(d) and 
O(n) are specified by L and A. respectively, where A. denotes a 
Young diagram (A. I ... A.[nI2])' Some additional quantum num
bers may now be necessary to complete the classification of 
the states. 

The collective A-particle states belong to the IRA. = (0) 
ofO(n). To form invariants from the boson creation opera
tors, we now have at our disposal d vectors 'T/is' s = I, ... , n, 
corresponding to i = 1, ... ,d. The basic invariants ofO(n) that 
can be formed from them are their scalar products 
l:; = I "1 is 'T/jS' where iq = 1, ... ,d. 16 A basis for the collective 
states therefore consists of the states 

(8.6) 

depending upon !d (d + 1) quantum numbers Nij' iq = I, 
... ,d, which can take the values 0, 1, .... 

The properties of the states (8.6) are most easily dis
cussed in the framework of the chain 

Sp(2dn, R PYfi(2d, R )XO(n), 
(8.7) 

Yfi(2d, R):::> 9t(d):::>Y&(d), 

where Yfi(2d, R) is the group of linear canonical transfor
mations in dn dimensions conserving the O(n) symmetry. 14 

Its generators are the operators 
n 

§L = L 'T/is'T/js' iq= 1, ... , d, 
s= 1 

n 
§ij = L SisSjs' iq = 1, ... , d, 

s= I 

n 
= 9{f ij + "2 Dij' i,j = 1, ... ,d, 

and satisfy the following commutation relations: 

[~ij' ~rl] = Djr ~ il - Dil ~i'j' 

[~ij,§t·]=Dj"§&' +Dg §!., 

[~ij, §i'l] = - D;;'§jl - DU·§j,., 

[§L. §tl ] = [§ ij' §.j'] = 0, 

[§ ij' §tl ] = Dir ~lJ + Du' ~i'j 
+ Djr ~li + Dff ~"i' 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 

The weight generators are the operators ~ ii' i = 1 • ... ,d. The 
basic collective states (8.6) can be rewritten in terms ofthe 
operators § L as 

d 

I'" ) ex: II (§T.)NijIO) 'f'NII···Ndd lJ· (8.10) 
i<J= I 
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They belong therefore to a single IR of Y fi(2d. R ), charac
terized by its minimum weight «(n/2)d) corresponding to 
the vacuum state ItPo ... o) = 10). 

The dynamical group of collective states is the restric
tion of Y fi(2d, R ) to the IR(O) of O(n). It is generated by the 
operators 

§'f/= 9 c§L9c' iq= I, ... ,d, 

§ij = 9c§ij9c> iq= 1, ... ,d, 
(8.11) 

and 

i.j = 1, ... , d, 

where as before 9 c is the projection operator onto the col
lective subspace and we may drop one of the 9 c operators in 
the definition of §ijt, §ij, and ~ij. As the operators (8.11) 
satisfy commutation relations similar to Eq. (8.9), the dyna
mical group of collective states is a symplectic group in 2d 
dimensions, which we denote by Y A (2d, R ). In the case of 
the hypothetical two-dimensional space considered in Refs. 
3 and 4, we get here the group YA(4. R ) which is locally 
isomorphic to the group SO(3, 2) found in those papers. Our 
general result shows that when going to the physical three
dimensional space, the dynamical groups becomes 
YA(6,R). 

As in Refs. 3 and 4 the projection onto the collective 
subspace was partly discussed in terms of the rotation group 
SO(n), it is worthwhile to examine what happens when we 
replace O(n) by SO(n) in the preceding discussion. The basic 
SO(n) invariants that can be formed from the d vectors 'T/is 
(s = 1, ... , n), i = 1, ... ,d, include the determinants 

'T/i,1 'T/i,1 "1i"1 

L1 t .. = "1i,2 'T/i,2 "1i"2 
"'2""" 

"1i,n 'T/i,n 'T/i"n 

I<il <i2 < ... <in <d, (8.12) 

in addition to the scalar products l:~ = I "1 is 'T/js' 
iq = I .... ,d. 16 As those determinants only exist when d>n, 
we conclude that all the SO(n) invariant states remain invar
iant under O(n) whenever the number of particles A is large 
enough to fulfill the condition n = A-I> d. In the latter 
case, the collective states and their dynamical group may be 
studied in terms of either O(n) or SO(n). 

When d>n however, one must be cautious in using 
SO(n) instead ofO(n). Fortunately, the condition d>n is only 
fulfilled in three borderline cases: those of three particles in 
two dimensions (d = n = 2), and of three or four particles in 
three dimensions (d = 3, n = 2 Or 3). Let us construct a basis 
for the SO(n) invariant states in these three cases. By using 
the relation 

§t. 
'oJ, 

§T. 
• oJ" 

gT. .,," (8.13) 

§t. §t. gt. 
'''/. l,,h Inln. 

the product of any two determinants (8.12) can be reex-
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pressed as a polynomial in the operators Pi) ij, so that the total 
degree of the basic SO(n) invariant states in the determinants 
..1;, ... i. may be restricted to the values zero and one. In the 
former case, we get the states (S.lO), and in the latter one the 
states 

d 

..1 !,...k. IT (Pi)Z)NijIO) , where 1,k l < ... <kn,d, 
i<j= I 

and Nij =0,1, ... , i<J= 1, ... d. (S.14) 

As seen before, the states (S.lO) can be generated from 
the vacuum state by application of the generators of yo fi(2d, 
R ) and belong to a single IR of the latter, namely (12). (13), 
or (f) according to whether d = n = 2, d = 3 and n = 2, or 
d = n = 3. In thesameway,all the states (S. 14) can begener
ated from one of them, which is of minimum weight with 
respect to yo fi(2d, R ):..1 1210), ..11310), or..1 12310) accord
ing to whether d = n = 2, d = 3 and n = 2, or d = n = 3. 
They therefore belong to a single IR of yo fi(2d, R ), which is 
(22

), (122
), or (f), respectively. In conclusion, the group 

yo fi (2d, R ) separates the SO(n) invariant states into two 
classes corresponding to two inequivalent IR's of yo fi(2d, 
R ): the O( n) in varian t states on one hand, and the pseudosca
lar states on the other hand. Projection onto the collective 
subspace can be made in two different ways: either using 
O(n) directly, or in two steps, first using SO(n) and then dis
carding the pseudoscalar states as in Ref. 3. In any case, 
however, YOA (2d, R ) is the dynamical group of collective 
states as mentioned before. 

As in the one-dimensional case, it is possible to find 
three explicit ways of carrying out the projection onto the 
collective subspace. First by considering theA -particle states 
in the Schrodinger representation, we get a Hilbert space cW', 
whose collective supspace is denoted by cW'c' The projection 
onto cW'c is carried out by using the Dzublik-Zickendraht 
transformation in d dimensions, which can be written as2 

d 

Xis = I PjDJi(OI'···.Oq)D~ __ d+j,s(al'··.'ar)' (S.IS) 
j=1 

wherepi , ... ,p~ are connected with the principal moments of 
inertia of the A-body system, 0 1, ... ,Oq are the q = ~ dId - 1) 
Euler angles taking us from the frame of reference fixed in 
the body to the one fixed in space, and a I' ... ,ar are the 
remaining r = d [n - !(d + I)] noncollective variables. In 

Eq. (8.1S), the matrices liD Ji(OI"'" Oq)11 and liD :s(a)11 are 
d X d and n X n matrices defining the IR characterized by 1 
of the Y & (d) and SO(n) groups, respectively. In writing the 
transformations, we have implicitly assumed that we are in 
the general case where n > d, for which O(n) may be replaced 
by SO(n). For the three borderline cases for which n,d, one 
should use an IR matrix ofO(n) instead ofSO(n), and we 
refer the reader to Ref. 2 for the corresponding detailed ex
pression of the Dzublik-Zickendraht transformation. When 
realized in JY'c' the basic collective states (8.10) are repre
sented by square-integrable functions <P N" .. N"" (p I , ... , P d; 

0lt ... , 8q ), and the generators of their dynamical group de
pend uponpl"",Pd' 0 1"", 8q , JIJplt···, JIJpd,JIJO I , .. ·, 

JIJOq • In the two-dimensional case, one should find the re
sults of Refs. 3 and 4 again. 

Second we can also represent the A -particle states in a 
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Bargmann Hilbert space:Y of entire analytic functions in dn 
complex variableszis ' where i = 1, ... ,d, and s = 1, ... ,n. A 
basis of that space consists of the functions 

_ d n . 

lfI.v" ... VJZII,· .. ,zdn) = IT IT [(ffis!)-1/2ZiS j ;,], 

j= 1 s= I 

%11"'" ffdn = 0,1,... . (8.16) 

The boson creation and annihilation operators 1] is and Sis are 
represented in:Y by Zis and J IJzis ' respectively. Conse
quently, the generators of Y fi(2d, R ) are realized in:Y by 
the operators 

n 

Pi) & = I ZisZjS' i<J = 1, ... ,d, 
s = 1 

i<J = 1, ... ,d, (8.17) 

n J n 
/&' .. = ~ z· - + -0, i,}' = 1, ... ,d. 

IJ LISa. 2'J 
s = I Zjs 

Complex collective variables can be easily constructed 
from the dn variables Zjs by noting that the latter can be 
grouped into d vectors with respect to O(n), corresponding to 
i = l, ... ,d. The complex collective variables are therefore the 
v = ~ d (d + 1) scalar products of those d vectors, 

" wij = I ZisZI" i<J = 1, ... ,d. (8.18) 
.\"=1 

The analytic functions in these v variables form the collec
tive subspace Y c of :Y, which may be equipped with a scalar 
product making it into a generalized Barut Hilbert space. 
The functions 

(S.19) 

representing the states (8.10), form a basis of ,r c' 

The realization of the dynamical group Y A (2d, R ) in 
Y c is also very easy to obtain. For that purpose, we have to 
retain in Eq. (S.17) only the part depending upon W,', ..• 'Wdd ' 

JIJw", ... ,JIJWdd' By proceeding in that way, we straight
forwardly get 

~t-w 
ij - ii' 

and 

Wij = I (1 + Okj)W ik ~ + .!!.-Oij' 
k JWjk 2 

As in the one-dimensional case, we could establish a unitary 
mapping between eW'e and Y e and define coherent collec
tive states in ,7,. 

Finally, we can also implement the projection onto the 
space of collective states by considering a generalized Hol
stein-Primakoff representation of their dynamical group. 
That representation establishes a connection between the ba
sic collective states I<pN" ... N

d
) and the eigenstates ofa v-di

mensional harmonic oscillator, where v = ~ d (d + 1), by in
troducing v boson creation and annihilation operators, a~ 
and aa' a = l, ... ,v, in terms of which the generators of 
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Y,he (2d, R ) can be expressed. The al and aa operators can 
be used to define the generators 

f!afJ =alap , a,/3= 1, ... v, (8.21) 

of the U(v) symmetry group of the v-dimensional harmonic 
oscillator. Inversion of the generalized Holstein-Primakotf 
representation leads to the expression of the operators f!a{3 in 
terms of the generators of the Y,he (2d, R ) group. Actually 
the generalized Holstein-Primakotf representation of the 
group Sp(4, R ) has been explicitly worked out by Mlodinow 
and Papanicolaou in another context. 22 Their results can be 
directly used to study the link between Y,he (4, R ) and the 
U(3) group of the IBM in two dimensions. In a similar way 
we could study the relation between YA(6, R ) and the U(6) 
group of the IBM in three dimensions. 

We plan to implement in subsequent publications the 
step briefly described in the present section. Another point of 
interest to be considered later is the projection of the collec
tive Hamiltonian from an arbitrary A-nucleon Hamiltonian. 
As was shown here for the generators of the dynamical 
group of collective states, that projection might be easier to 
carry out in the Barut representation than in the usual 
Schr6dinger representation. 

As a final point, let us mention that the dynamical 
group of collective states, as derived in the present paper, 
could be used to establish some connections between the 
O(n) invariant collective model and the symplectic shell 
model of collective motion developed by Rosensteel and 
Rowe. 23 The latter is indeed based upon the Y,h( 6, R ) group 
[Note that the authors of Ref. 23 use the notation Sp(3, R) 
instead ofSp(6, R )], from which the dynamical group 
YA(6, R) is projected out. 

Note added in proof After completion of the present 
work, A. O. Barut and M. Moshinsky pointed out to us that 
the Holstein-Primakotf representation ofSp(2, R ) was al-
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In this paper we investigate certain first order partial differential equations which formulate the 
relationship between the light reflected from a surface and its shape. Particular emphasis is given 
to eikonal equations. Two results are presented. First, we prove that a special type of eikonal 
equation has only one convex and positive C 2 solution in some neighborhood of a singular point. 
Using this result, we show that a restricted form of this equation has exactly two solutions. These 
results have application in scanning electron microscopy. 

PACS numbers: 42.1D.Fa, 42.30. Va, 42.30.Di 

1. MOTIVATION 

How much information about the shape of an object 
can be inferred from its image? Weare interested in a special 
aspect of this question: the reconstruction problem, which is 
to determine the shape of an object from measurements of 
the light reflected from its surface. Our work is based on 
Horn's thesis. I He formulated a set of conditions (which are 
discussed in the next section) which lead to a relation be
tween the perceived brightness of a small patch of a surface 
and its normal vector. This relation, the image irradiance 
equation, is a first order partial differential equation (abbre
viated in the following by FOPDE) and each of its solutions 
determines the shape of an object. The problem of finding 
solutions to the image irradiance equation is referred to in 
the literature as the shape from shading problem. 

We will take two approaches towards finding a solution 
to the shape from shading problem termed as the local and 
the global approach. By the local approach we mean that 
only a small patch of an image is used to determine the shape 
of a surface. To the contrary, in the global approach we ex
amine images in which a silhouette can be detected (here we 
refer to the outline of an image as a silhouette). 

Intuitively, it seems clear that by looking at an image in 
which a silhouette can be identified we should be able to 
conclude more about the shape of a surface whose image we 
are analyzing than by just looking at a little patch. We will 
show that from certain images which contain a silhouette we 
can uniquely infer the shape of the surface which gives rise to 
that image. Unfortunately, the global approach is not always 
satisfactory; there are also many images containing silhou
ettes which could be the images of infinitely many different 
surfaces. There are also infinitely many surfaces which local
ly look the same. So we will determine conditions under 
which the global approach is better than the local approach. 
Notwithstanding, one can sometimes draw interesting con
clusions about the shape of surfaces which give rise to the 
same image by just looking at a small patch of this image. 

The local approach is taken to an extreme when we pose 
the following question: What can be deduced about the 
shape of a surface from so-called singular points of an image 
irradiance equation? At these points the surface normal to 

·'Present address: IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, P.o. Box 218, York
town Heights, New York 10598. 

all solutions to such an equation is uniquely determined by 
the brightness there. We investigate the above stated ques
tion for a certain class of image irradiance equations, the so
called eikonal equations, which describe a variety of physical 
phenomena. For instance, experimental data suggest that 
the flux of secondary electrons in a scanning electron micro
scope can be described by an eikonal equation. 2 By using 
these secondary electrons to modulate the appropriate de
vices, an image of a surface is created by the microscope. 
Such an image exhibits shading (Ref. 1) and therefore to de
termine the shape of a surface from its image one effectively 
has to solve an eikonal equation. In the case of eikonal equa
tions, we show that the absolute value of the Gaussian curva
ture at a singular point of all surfaces which give rise to a 
particular image, is the same. Furthermore, assuming that 
the surface is convex at a singular point, we show that its 
shape can be uniquely determined in some neighborhood of 
such a point from the image intensities alone. 

The other aspect of the shape from shading problem 
which we explore is its solution when the image contains a b
silhouette (which is defined below). In this case a global ap
proach is taken. Let us first define the bounding contour of a 
surface: a point P is on the bounding contour if the line con
necting the viewer and P grazes the surface (i.e., if this line 
lies in the tangent plane of P). Furthermore we assume that 
no two parts of a surface obscure each other, i.e., we assume 
that the bounding contour is not an occluding contour. The 
image (assuming orthographic projection) of a bounding 
contour will be called the b-silhouette. The surface normal at 
a point on a bounding contour is parallel to the normal vec
tor to the b-silhouette and both vectors lie in the same plane. 
Thus, some or all of the first order partial derivatives of the 
function defining the surface are infinite for points on the 
bounding contour (we will say that some components of the 
surface gradient are singular along a curve). 

For example, the bounding contour of a hemisphere 
lying on a plane is a circle. Consider a Lambertian surface, 
which has the property that each surface patch appears 
equally bright from all viewing directions. If we look at a 
Lambertian hemisphere such that the viewer and the light 
source are at the same point, its b-silhouette can be deter
mined from its image. In this case the image irradiance equa
tion describing the imaging situation is singular and all the 
surfaces which satisfy such an equation have a bounding 
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contour. (In Sec. 4 we extend the notion of a singular func
tion to equations.) 

As the image irradiance equation is a FOPDE, it does 
not, in general, provide enough information to solve the re
construction problem uniquely. It remained an open ques
tion whether there are any imaging situations for which ev
ery surface gives rise to a different image. As indicated 
before, taking the global approach towards finding a solu
tion to the shape from shading problem allows us to answer 
this question affirmatively by proving a uniqueness result for 
a class of eikonal equations. 

2. THE SHAPE FROM SHADING PROBLEM 

There are basically three components to the shape from 
shading problem which must be taken into account. They 
are the light source, the object, and the camera as depicted in 
Fig. 1, which is taken from Ref. 3, p. 32, and are termed an 
imaging configuration. Henceforth, we will assume that an 
image of a surface is produced by a camera. The shading of 
such an image can be explained as follows. The exposure of 
film in a camera (for fixed shutter speed) is proportional to 
image irradiance, the light flux per unit area falling on the 
image plane. Similarly, grey levels measured in an electronic 
imaging device are quantized measurements of image irradi
ance. It can be shown that image irradiance in turn is propor
tional to scene radiance, the light flux emitted by the object 
per unit projected surface area per unit solid angle.4 The 
factor of proportionality depends on details of the optical 
system, including the effectiveJ-number. Scene radiance de
pends on the 

• surface material and its microstructure, 

• the incident light flux, and 

• the orientation of the surface. 

Now we want to relate the shape of a surface to the 
shading of its image. Consider a viewer-oriented coordinate 
system with the viewer located far above the surface on thez
axis. If the objects imaged are small compared to their dis
tance from the viewer, one can approximate the imaging sit
uation by an orthographic projection: 

i = xJ Izo, Y = yJ Izo, (2.1) 

where (i,y) are the coordinates of the image of a point (x,y,z) 
made with a system of effective focallengthf, and the viewer 

SURFACE 
NORMAL 

FIG. I. Imaging configuration. 

CAMERA 

v 
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is at a distance Zo above the origin. We assume that 
(x2 + y2 + z2)<z6. For simplicity and without loss of gener
ality it is also assumed that the viewing direction coincides 
with the z-axis. 

The orientation of a patch of a surface can be specified 
by its gradient (p,q, - 1), where p and q are the first order 
partial derivatives of z with respect to x and y. For a given 
surface material and known incident light flux, scene radi
ance will depend only on surface gradient. The function 
which describes this dependence, R (p,q), is called the reflec
tance map. 

Recall that image irradiance and scene radiance are 
proportional and that we assume orthographic projection. If 
E (x, y) is the observed image irradiance at the point (i,y) in 
the image, then 

R (p,q) = E(x,y), (2.2) 

where (p,q) are two components of the gradient at the corre
sponding point on the object being imaged. This equation is 
called the image irradiance equation. Unless otherwise stat
ed, we will assume that the functions R (p,q) and E (x,y) are 
C I. We will refer to image irradiance equations of the form 

p2 + q2 = E (x,y) (2.3) 

as eikonal equations. 
In general, at a point (x,y) in the image plane, the gradi

ent is constrained by an image irradiance equation to a one
parameter manifold. Only at so-called singular points does 
the measured image intensity uniquely define the surface 
normal there and we will investigate such points further. We 
now give some relevant definitions. 

Definition: Let R (p,q) = E (x,y) be an image irradiance 
equation. Then a point (xo, Yo, Po,qo) is a critical element if 
(xo, Yo) is a stationary point of E (x,y) and (Po,qo) is a station
ary point of R (p,q). 
The point (xo, Yo, Po,qo) is a critical point of the image irradi
ance equation ifit is a critical element and if the values 
(xo, Yo, Po,qo) satisfy the image irradiance equation. 
The point (xo, Yo' Po,qo) is a singular point if it is a critical 
point for which the values (Po,qo) are uniquely determined by 
the values (xo,Yo)' 
A point P is an isolated critical element if in some neighbor
hood of it, it is the only stationary point of E (x,y) and R (p,q). 
Isolated critical (singular) points can be defined similarly. 

3. SINGULAR POINTS 

The question addressed in this section is: How much 
information about the shape of a surface can one obtain from 
a singular point of an eikonal equation? To obtain our results 
we will impose some technical conditions upon E (x,y) and 
thus define constrained eikonal equations. 

Definition: An eikonal equationp2 + q2 = E (x,y) is con
strained if E (x,y) is a C 3 function satisfying the following 
conditions in some neighborhood of the point (xo,Yo): 

(1) (xo,yo) is a stationary point of E (x,y), 

(2) E(xo,yo) = 0, (3.1) 

(3) E(x,y) > 0 for (x,y)~(xo'Yo), 

(4) E (x,y) vanishes precisely to second order at (xo,yo)' 
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Let us discuss these conditions a bit further. Since the 
reflectance map of an eikonal equation is R (p,q) = p2 + q2, 
the point P = (x, y, p,q) = (xo, Yo,O,O) is a critical point of a 
constrained eikonal equation, whence it follows from condi
tions 2 and 3 that P is an isolated singular point. By using a 
suitable linear transformation we may assume, without loss 
of generality, that the point (0,0) is the stationary point of 
E (x,y). We will denote the (limited) Taylor series expansion 
of E(x,y) as 

E (x,y) = ax2 + pxy + ry2 + O((/x / + /y/f). (3.2) 

Since E (x,y) is assumed to be positive near the origin, 

ax2 +pxy + yy2>0 for (x,y) ¥= (0,0) (3.3) 

defines a positive bilinear form. Thus the subsequent in
equality (Ref. 5, p. 182) holds: 

(3.4) 

Moreover, a and y must be positive. 
The first result which we prove in this section is formu

lated in the following theorem. 
Theorem: Letp2 + q2 = E(x,y)beaconstrainedeikonal 

equation. Then there exists a unique locally convex solution 
in some neighborhood of the singular point. 
The theorem can be expressed in other words as: If z = z(x,y) 
defines one locally convex solution, then i = - z(x,y) de
fines the other. Hence this result can be viewed as a unique
ness result modulo the concave/convex ambiguity. To sim
plify subsequent discussions, we will say that z(x,y) is a 
locally convex solution to a constrained eikonal equation ifit 
satisfies the following positivity conditions in some neighbor
hood of the origin: 

(1) z(O,O) = 0, 

(2) Z(X,Y)EC 2
, 

(3) z(x,y);>O. 

(3.5) 

Before proving this theorem we introduce some rel
evant concepts and show a lemma. 

Definition: Let p2 + q2 = E (x,y) be a constrained ei
konal equation and let S denote the four-tuple (x, y, p,q). In 
some neighborhood of the singular point, the characteristic 
equations can be written as 

dS =AS + G(S), 
dt 

where A is the four by four matrix 

A~C 
0 2 

~) 0 0 

2a p 0 
p 2y 0 

and where G has the following properties: 

(1) G(S)EC 2
, 

(2) G(O) = 0, 

(3) JG (0) = o. 
as 

Every solution S = S (t) to (3.6) is called an orbit. The 
equation 
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(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

dS =AS 
dt 

(3.9) 

is called the linearized characteristic equation. An orbit 
S = S (t) is quasiradial if 

lim sit) =0. (3.10) 
t"_ ± 00 

Lemma: Let p2 + q2 = E (x,y) be a constrained eikonal 
equation. If a locally convex solution exists in some neigh
borhood of the singular point, then it is swept out by quasira
dial characteristic curves. 

Proof Suppose a locally convex solution z = z(x,y) ex
ists. Asz = z(x,y) is assumed to be C 2, we can writep andq in 
some neighborhood of the singular point as 

p = allx + allY + o(/xl + /y/), 

q = a\2x + auy + o(/xl + Iyl), (3.11) 

where theajj's, for i,j = 1,2, are constants. Since the origin is 
a singular point,p and q have no constant terms. Note that 
the Gaussian curvature K of z = z(x,y) at the origin is given 
by 

K=a lla22 -at2' (3.12) 

Substituting the expressions (3.11) into the first two charac
teristic equations of a constrained eikonal equation gives 

dx 
- = 2(a llx + a\2Y) + o(lx/ + Iyl), 
dt 

dy = 2(al~ + a2lY) + o(lxl + Iy/). 
dt 

(3.13) 

Using a standard theorem from the theory of ordinary differ
ential equations, the so-called node theorem, we deduce that 
the characteristic curves are quasiradial if and only if both 
eigenvalues of the linearized equations have the same sign 
(Ref. 6, p. 213). A simple calculation shows that this is the 
case only when K> O. Assuming that K> 0, the sign of the 
eigenvalues is the same as the sign of a II or equivalently of 

a
22
•• Pro%/theorem: We have to show that a locally convex 

solution to a constrained eikonal equation exists and is 
unique. This is achieved by showing that the unstable mani
fold is the locally convex solution. It follows from the pre
vious lemma that if such a solution exists, it is swept out by 
quasiradial characteristic curves. To prove its existence, we 
investigate the linearized characteristic equations (3.9) of a 
constrained eikonal equation. An easy calculation shows 
that the matrix A has two positive real eigenvalues and two 
negative real eigenvalues. Thus, we can apply the stable 
manifold theorem which states that there exist exactly two 
C 2 manifolds, each of which is swept out by quasiradial char
acteristic curves (Ref. 7, p. 527 and Ref. 6, p. 242). Hence we 
can deduce that a locally convex solution exists and is 
unique. From the node theorem, we get that the solution 
z = z(x,y) satisfying the positivity condition is the unstable 
manifold, whereas the stable manifold is the surface defined 
by i = - z(x,y) .• 

In the case where E (x,y) is C = we can compute the 
locally convex formal power series solution as shown in the 
following lemma. 
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Lemma: Let p2 + q2 = E (x,y) be a constrained eikonal 
equation where E (x,y) is COO. Then there exists a unique, 
locally convex formal power series solution to this equation 
in some neighborhood of the singular point. 

Proof (outline) Equating the appropriate terms in of a 
formal power solution we obtain 

• an equation for the quadratic terms and 

• a recurrence relation for each of the higher order 
terms. 

First we prove that there is a unique solution to the equation 
for the quadratic terms if we impose the constraints that the 
formal power series solution be positive and convex. The 
next step is to determine the higher order terms which is 
done by inductively solving the recurrence relation. If the 
quadratic terms have been determined such that the formal 
power series solution is convex, each step of this induction 
can be carried out uniquely. The details of this proof can be 
found in Ref. 8 .• 

In the case where E (x,y) is analytic we can show the 
following lemma. 

Lemma: Let p2 + q2 = E (x,y) be a constrained eikonal 
equation where E (x,y) is analytic. Then its formal power se
ries solution is the solution to the equation. 

Proof A version of the stable manifold theorem proves 
that if E (x,y) is analytic, then the stable (unstable) manifold is 
analytic (Ref. 9, p. 330). The lemma follows .• 

The second main result of this section is formulated in 
the following theorem. 

Theorem: Let p2 + q2 = E (x,y) be a constrained eikonal 
equation. Then at the singular point, the Gaussian curvature 
of each integral surface has the same absolute value and is 
determined by the (limited) Taylor series expansion of E (x,y) 
at that singular point. 

Proof Recall that the curvature at the origin, denoted 
byK, is 

(3.14) 

Using Eqs. (3.11) in an eikonal equation, we derive an expres
sion for this curvature in terms of a, {3, and y: 

IK 1 = ~ 1(4ay - (3 2)
1/2 1. (3.15) 

The details of these calculations can be found in Ref. 8 .• 

4. 8-SILHOUETTES 

As discussed, our goal is to find sufficient constraints 
such that an image can be interpreted in a unique way when 
its image irradiance equation is known. We now investigate 
whether the knowledge of b-silhouettes can be used to inter
pret an image and thus study singular image irradiance 
equations: 

Definition: Let R (p,q) = E (x,y) be an image irradiance 
equation. It is called singular if there exist finite values for x 
and y denoted by Xo and Yo such that 

lim E(x,y) = ± 00. (4.1) 

.v-Yo 

Note that the b-silhouette consists of such points (xo' Yo). 
In this section we will identify three constraints upon an 
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image irradiance equation, one upon the reflectance map, 
one upon the b-silhouette, and one upon the function E (x,y). 
If these constraints hold for some image irradiance equation, 
exactly one surface defined by a C 2 function which satisfies 
the equation exists. 

4.1. Uniqueness theorem 

Let 

R (p,q) = E (x,y) (4.2) 

be a singular image irradiance equation. Consider the fol
lowing constraints upon this equation: 

(C2) The b-silhouette defined by w(x,y) = 0 is a closed, 
smooth curve in the x-y plane. Furthermore, the points (x,y) 
at which the image irradiance equation is defined lie in the 
region bounded by this b-silhouette. 

(C3) The function E (x,y) has exactly one stationary 
point (xo,Yo) and satisfies the following conditions in some 
neighborhood of (xo,yo): E (xo,yo) = 0, E (x,y) > 0 for 
(x,y) # (xo,Yo) andE (x,y) vanishes precisely to second order at 
(xo,Yo)' 

Uniqueness Theorem: Let R (p,q) = E (x,y) be an image 
irradiance equation for which constraints CI, C2, and C3 
hold and suppose a C 2 integral surface defined by z = z(x,y) 
of this equation exists. Then the only other solution to the 
equation is i = - z(x,y). 

Proof Let R (p,q) = E (x,y) be a fixed image irradiance 
equation for which constraints Cl, C2, and C3 hold. First 
note that the point P = (x, y, p,q) = (xo, Yo,O,O) is an isolated 
singular point of the image irradiance equation. There are 
then two observations which allow us to prove the theorem. 
First, as the b-silhouette is a closed curve, an integral surface 
of the equation has to be compact. Second, from constraints 
C 1 and C3 we can deduce that such a surface is convex at the 
singular point, which allows us to apply results of the pre
vious section. 

Suppose z = z(x,y) defines a C 2 integral surface of an 
image irradiance equation. Then from C2 we may infer thatz 
defines a compact surface. Note also that z(x,y) is defined at 
every point (x,y) which lies within or on the b-silhouette and 
therefore has a bounding contour. Thus there exists a point P 
at which z has an extremum from which it follows that the 
tangent plane at P is parallel to the x-y plane. From condi
tion C3 we can deduce that there exists exactly one such 
point (xl),yo,zo), i.e., P = (xo,yo,zo)' By the assumption on 
E (x,y), z is either convex at P or has a saddle point. Since Pis 
the point where the surface has maximal (minimal) height, z 
must be convex there. 

In the previous section we proved that if an image irra
diance equation satisfies Cl and C3, there exists exactly one 
positive and one negative convex solution denoted by zp and 
z" = - zp' respectively. Thus there are exactly two integral 
surfaces z = z(x,y) and i = - z(x,y) .• 

By using transformation methods, we can enlarge the 
class of singular image irradiance equations for which the 
uniqueness theorem holds. Let 
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f(Ap2 + 2Bpq + Cq2 + 2Dp + 2Eq) = E(x,y) (4.3) 

by a singular image irradiance equation wherefis a bijection 
and A, B, C, D, and E are real constants such that 8 > 0 and 
..:1S < 0 where 8, ..:1, and S are defined in the following 
equations: 

8 =AC-B2, 

A B D 

..:1= B C E 

D E 0 

S=A+C. 

(4.4) 

The constraints upon the constants A, B, C, D, and E in Eq. 
(4.3) assure thatthe curves R (p,q) = c, for any constantc, are 
closed. Let the b-silhouette of the equation be a closed and 
smooth curve. Then (4.3) can be transformed into an image 
irradiance equation ofthe form (4.2) for which C2 holds. If, 
after the transformation, the function E (x,y) satisfies C3, 
then the uniqueness theorem holds for (4.3). 

The next corollary follows directly from the uniqueness 
theorem in this section. We will abbreviate (x2 + y2)1/2 by r. 

Corollary: Let p2 + q2 = E (r) be an image irradiance 
equation whereE (r) satisfies constraints C2 and C3. Suppose 
a C 2 integral surface of this image irradiance equation exists. 
Then it is rotationally symmetric and can be obtained by 
integrating E (r). In this case the b-silhouette is a circle. 

Proof First we write the eikonal equation in polar 
coordinates: 

(4.5) 

Let i = i(r) define the rotationally symmetric integral sur
face of the above eikonal equation. Thus z,J (r) = a and we 
can compute both rotationally symmetric solutions by inte
grating ± v'E\r}. It follows from the uniqueness theorem 
that the image irradiance equation has no other solutions .• 

Note that the above corollary is false if we omit the 
condition that the image contains a b-silhouette. The inte
gral surfaces of a continuous rotationally symmetric eikonal 
equation are not themselves necessarily rotationally 
symmetric. 

4.2. Counterexamples 

In the previous section we discussed sufficient con
straints under which the solution to a singular image irradi
ance equation is unique. Are these constraints necessary? 
Although we are not able to answer this question complete
ly, we now shed some light upon it. In particular, we will try 
to find the class of image irradiance equations for which 
most likely there is no set of constraints that assure the exis
tence of only one global solution. 

Image irradiance equations satisfying the constraints of 
the uniqueness theorem have closed iso-brightness curves, 
i.e., the curves R (p,q) = c are closed. Let us now examine 
singular image irradiance equations whose iso-brightness 
curves are not closed. One such image irradiance equation is 
given by 

p + q = - (x + y)/(1 - (x2 + y2))1/2. (4.6) 

While constraint C2 holds for (4.6), an image irradiance 
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equation whose refiectance map is R (p,q) = p + q never has 
a singular point. The general solution to (4.6) is 

z(x,y) = (I - (x2 + y2))1!2 + w(y - x), (4.7) 

where w is any C 1 function. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate some 
solutions to Eq. (4.6). 

Another example of an image irradiance equation 
whose iso-brightness curves are not closed is 

pq = xy/(1 - (x 2 + y2)). (4.8) 

This equation satisfies constraint C2, i.e., its b-silhouette is a 
closed and smooth curve. Furthermore the origin is the sin
gular point of (4.8) and E (x,y) vanishes precisely to second 
order there although E (x,y) is not positive in the neighbor
hood of (0,0). One of the solutions to (4.8) is the sphere 

z(x,y) = (I - (x 2 + l))1!2, (4.9) 

whereas another surface satisfying (4.8) is 

z(x,y) = f(t) + x 2 
_ y2, 

where 

t = I _ (Xl + y2) 

and 

f(t) = t (l/4t + 1)1/2 + H\n((1/4t + 1)1/2 + 1) 

- In((l/4t + 1)1/2 - 1)]. (4.10) 

Recall that constraint C2 expressed the fact that the b
silhouette is a closed and smooth curve. We now demon
strate that if the b-silhouette does not obey C2, our unique
ness result does not hold. An example of an equation for 
which Cl holds, but whose b-silhouette is not a closed curve, 
is 

(4.11) 

Equation (4.11) does not have a singular point. A solution to 
this equation is 

z(x,y) = ~x + y, (4.12) 

which is shown in Fig. 4. Two other solutions to (4.11) are 

FIG. 2. z(x,y) = (\ _ (x' + y'1)1I2. 
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z 

FIG. 3. z(x,y) = (\ _ (x2 + /)112) + (y - X)'. 

Z(XJI) = X( (4~ + 1) 112) + i[ In( (4~ + 1) 112 + 1) 
- In( (4~ + 1 y/2 - 1)], 

(x( 1 8x))1/2 1 (( 1 )112) Z(XJI) = - - --arctan - - 1 
2 4y12 8x 

+ (3)1/2y. (4.13) 

Only when the b-silhouette is a closed curve can we deduce 
that a surface is convex at the singular point, an observation 
which allows us to prove the uniqueness theorem. For the 
following eikonal equation we give two solutions only one of 
which is convex: 

X2 +y2 
p2 + q2 = (4.14) 

1 - x2y2 

Equation (4.14) has a singular point and it satisfies con
straints Cl and C3. Two solutions to this equation are 

z(x,y) = arcsin(xy), 

z(x,y) = (1 - x 2y2)1/2 + (x2 - y2)/2. (4.15) 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have investigated the question of how 
much information concerning the shape of an object can be 
deduced from its shaded image. Even assuming that ade
quate data is available to derive an image irradiance equation 
is insufficient to solve the reconstruction problem uniquely; 
in general, for a fixed imaging configuration there are many 
surfaces which have the same shaded image. Thus our goal 
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z 

FIG. 4. z(x,y) = ~x + y. 

has been to identify constraints by which the reconstruction 
problem can be solved uniquely. 

We discussed how singular points of an eikonal equa
tion constrain its possible solutions. In particular, we proved 
that for any eikonal equation of a certain type there exists a 
unique (up to translation in the Z direction) positive convex 
surface which satisfies the equation in some neighborhood of 
a singular point. 

However, our ultimate ambition was to answer the fol
lowing question. 

Is there a set of constraints which assure that if an image 
irradiance equation has a solution, it is unique? 
We answered this question affirmatively in Sec. 4. It was 
shown there that if three constraints on an image irradiance 
equation are known to hold, the information about the imag
ing situation and the surface as captured by this equation 
allow one to reconstruct the shape of the surface uniquely. 
Furthermore, one can easily check whether an image irradi
ance equation satisfies these constraints. It is surprising that 
our uniqueness theorem holds only when the b-silhouette is a 
closed curve (constraint C2). 

In order to evaluate the usefulness of our uniqueness 
theorem, we need to know which of the commonly arising 
image irradiance equations actually obey the above men
tioned restrictions. In his paper on hill-shading, 10 Horn dis
cusses eighteen different reflectance maps which are applied 
to solve that problem. Constraint Cl holds for five of those 
reflectance maps. These equations are of the form 

R(p,q)=/(p2+q2), (5.1) 

where/is a bijection. A reflectance map of the form (5.1) 
describes, for instance, the situation where the object is Lam
bertian and the light source and the viewer have the same 
position. In addition, eikonal equations can be used to auto
matically analyze images taken by a scanning electron 
microscope. 
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The modal solution to a biconical receiving antenna with arbitrary arm angles and lengths is 
presented in the form of sums over special functions; sums which are exact in the sense that no 
electromagnetic approximations are made. The antenna load is confined within a sphere of small 
radius centered at the apices of the cones. The analytical formulation is presented, along with 
solutions for "p very small and very large, and certain selected numerical data. The general 
solution permits calculation of all detailed fields near and far, both receiving and transmitting 
current modes on the antenna arms and caps and the power and the momentum absorbed by the 
antenna from an incoming plane wave. It is shown that the receiving current modes are 
necessary for electromagnetic momentum to be conserved during power reception. Detailed 
calculation of comparative receiving and transmitting admittances confirms that they are 
identical, as predicted by the reciprocity theorem. The radiation patterns, however, for 
retransmission during reception and for transmission differ. 

PACS numbers: 84.40.Af, 02.30.Lt 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The receiving antenna parameters of radiation imped
ance and radiation pattern commonly are found by finding, 
first, the properties the antenna would have were it transmit
ting and, second, by using reciprocity to show that these 
properties carryover to receiving. Although there is no ques
tion of the validity of this approach, a detailed, modal, and 
mechanistic view of the functioning of a receiving antenna 
may still be of interest. For example, although integral ex
pressions give quite accurate results for linear, cylindrical 
receiving antennas, \-6 still, exact solutions are available only 
for vanishingly small or limitlessly large ones, in contrast 
with the solution presented here which is electromagnetical
ly exact for a biconical receiving antenna of arbitrary arm 
length and cone angle. Results are given as sums over an 
infinite series of special spherical functions, with certain 
ones selected for numerical analysis. 

This work is a direct extension of previous work on 
biconical transmitting antennas.6-8 For the first time it pro
vides, for a receiving antenna of arbitrary size, expressions 
for all fields near and far, surface currents on the antenna 
arms and caps, power and momentum transfer between field 
and antenna, and a direct confirmation of the reciprocity 
theorem. As a specific example of its potential use, even van
ishingly small dipolar antennas, when properly loaded, ab
sorb power from a fully directed, correctly polarized wave, 
and presumably time reversal of all currents would result in 
the same dipole transmitting a fully directed wave. The solu
tion presented here permits the calculation of the currents 
needed for such a result to be obtained. 

The antenna analyzed is centered at the origin of co
ordinates, and is spherically capped, symmetric, and biconi
cal with arms of length a and half-angle "p, see Fig. 1. The 
center load is a uniform, spherical one centered on the origin 
and of radius b, which is a small fraction ofa wavelength, i.e., 
kb(l. 

Space surrounding the antenna is divided into three re
gions, see Fig. 1. Region I is the spherical load, region II is a 
concentric spherical volume of radius a, but excluding re
gion I and the antenna arms. Region III has radius r > a, and 
is empty. 

It is most convenient to consider an incident plane wave 
of unit electric field intensity, polarized with its electric field 
collinear with the z axis and the axis of the antenna to be 
analyzed. We pick its magnetic field to be collinear with the 
x axis. The wave travels in the positive y direction and is 
scattered by the antenna. We seek to find the absorbed pow
er, the surface currents, the scattered field, and the force on 

BICONICAL ANTENNA 

-' 

REGION ill 

, 
" ' 

///)' 

, 

, , , , 
I , , 

FIG. 1. Representation of a biconical receiving antenna with a small, 
spherical load of radius b, perfectly conducting arms oflength a, and half
angle 1/1. Region II contains the open area with radius < a, Region III is all 
space with radius > a. 
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the antenna as functions of the configurative parameters a 
and if; and the load impedance. 

II. THE FIELDS 

A. Plane wave 

The incoming wave has phase exp [i(wt - ky)]. In 
spherical coordinates and with suppressed time dependence 
the spatial phase dependence is exp ( - iO' sin (J sin 4> ), where 
0' = kr, (J = polar angle measured from the z axis, and r/J = a
zimuth angle measured from the x axis. Expanding the phase 
factor in terms of spherical Bessel functions of integer order 
jl (0'), and associated Legendre polynomials P i(cos (J ), it is 
shown in Appendix A [see (AI)-(AI4)] that 

exp( - iO' sin (J sin 4> ) 

00 I CI 
= II/(I + 1) ~ jl(O')Pi cos m4> 

20 m 
Ie me 

oc I C 
- iIII (I + 1) ~ jl(O')P i sin m4>, 

I I m 
(1 ) 

10 rna 

where 

C _ 2m(21 + 1)(1- m)!U(m)D(1 + m,2q) 
1m - 21/(1 + 1)[1 + m/2]![/- m/2]! ' 

(2) 

where U(m) is the step function 

U(m) = ° for m <0, 
=! form = 0, (3) 

= 1 form>O, 

where 15 is Kronecker's delta function as defined in (4), and q 
is any integer, 

15 (I + m,2q) = 1 for I + m even, 

= ° for I + m odd, (4) 

and sUbscripts 0 and e below the summation indicate, respec
tively, only odd or even values are to be taken for the summa
tion index indicated. This redundant notation assists in later 
integral evaluations. Equations (1)-(4) lead to the radial 
components 

00 1-1 jl(O') 
E, = III(/+ I)Dlm -Pi cos mr/J 

100' 

898 

10 me 

Ie ma 

10 me 

00 I jl (0') 
- iIII(1 + I)Clm -Pi sin mr/J 
220' 

Ie me 

10 me 
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(5) 

(6) 

Ie ma 

where 71 = wave impedance and it is shown in Appendix A 
(AI5)-(A34), that 

and 

D _ 4(21 + 1) (/- m)!U(m) 15(1 + m,2q + 1) 
1m - 2fl(/ + 1) [(/- 1 + m)/2]![(/- 1 - m)/2]! 

(7) 

0(1 + m,2q + 1) = I for I + m odd, 

= ° for I + m even. 
(8) 

The angular fields follow directly from the radial ones, and 
complete the set for ay-directed, z-polarized plane wave. 

B. Scattered field 

The formal description of the scattered wave has two 
differences from that of the plane wave: the spherical Bessel 
functionsjl(O') are replaced by spherical Hankel functions of 
the second kind hf(O'), where 

(9) 

where Yf(O') are spherical Neumann functions and the con
stant field parameters may be different from those of the 
plane wave. It is convenient for what follows to define two 
sets of constants aim andf3lm' In these terms, the radial com
ponents of the scattered field are described by (10) and (11). 

"" 1- 1 hI (0') m 
E, = I I 1(1 + I)Dfm f3fm -P I cos m4> 
100' 

10 me 

(10) 

Ie rna 

10 rna 

00 I hI (0') 
- iII/(1 + I)Clmalm -Pi sin m4>. 

2 2 0' 

(11) 

Ie me 

C. Total field, region III 

For the total field, the radial components are the sum 
of(5) and (10) and of (6) and (II). For the angular compo
nents, it is convenient to define two additional sets of radial 
functions JI(O') and HI (0'), where 

Jf(O') = J... ~ [O'jl(O')] (12) 
0' dO' 

and 

1 d 
HI(O') = - - [O'hl(O')]. (13) 

0' dO' 
In these terms, the total fields in region III are described by 
the following equations. 

(14) 
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Ie me 10 ma 

10 me Ie rno 

Ie me 10 mo 

10 me Ie ma 

Ie me to mo 

10 me Ie mo 

Ie me 10 rno 

D. Total field, region II (References 6-9) 

Since the antenna arms exclude all fields within angle ¢ 
of the z axis, the appropriate mathematical functions to de
scribe the fields are associated Legendre ones of integer or
der m and noninteger degree v, 

P:;'(cos £}) and P:;'( - cos £}), (18) 

multiplied by spherical Bessel functions ofthe first and sec
ond kind and of fractional order v, 

(19) 

where the order of each Bessel function is equal to the degree 
of the corresponding Lengendre function. For the special 
case where b, the radius of the source region, is much less 
than A., the wavelength, the multiplicative coefficient of 
j _ y (IT) is small and, for purposes of this paper, we put it equal 
to zero. 

Exclusion of fields from the z axis by the antenna arms 
permits the presence of a TEM mode within region II. For 

L T(cos £} ) =! [P T(cos £}) + P T( - cos £} )] , 

and 

M:;'(cos £}) =! [P:;'(cos £}) - P:;'( - cos £} )], 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

this case, v = 0 and the zenith angle function is the zero
degree associated Legendre function of the second kind, 
Qo(cos £} ), multiplied by zero order spherical Bessel and Neu
mann functions,jo(lT) andYo(lT): 

Qo(cos £} )(Cojo(lT) + DoYo(lT)), 

where 

Qo(cos e) = In cot (e 12). 

(20) 

(21) 

Since spherical Bessel functions of the first kind of order 
greater than zero satisfy 

(22) 

it follows that only the product functions (20) describe real 
power carried to or from the source region for a physically 
small load located at the center of the antenna. 

Turning to the polar angle solutions (18), since P:;' 
(± cos () ) are neither simple odd nor even functions of cos e, 
we construct functions of definite parity 

(23) 

(24) 

where the dummy index A. of (23) is named for future convenience. An antenna loaded at the center and driven by the plane 
wave described in region III will have field symmetries in region II similar to those in region III. Combination of all the above 
shows the TE and TM fields in region II to be 

'" jy(lT) . '" jv(lT). 
Er = IIv(v+ l)Yvm -M:;'cosmt,6-IIIv(v+ I)Yvm -M:;'smmt,6, (25) 

v> 0 0 IT v> 0 I IT 
me mo 
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rna me 

rna 

me ma 

me ma 

me rna 

rna me 

rna 

rna 

Off-centered loads would result in additional field terms 
with other symmetry. All fields are subject to the boundary 
conditions6

•
8 

E,(cos 1/1) = 0 (31) 

and 

(32) 

Equations (31) and (32) affectthe solutions in two ways. First 
they restrict m to be less than azimuth indices v or A and, 
second, they require that 

M:;'(cos1/1) =0 (33) 

and 

(34) 

Figure 2 shows values of v and A for which (33) and (34) are 
satisfied as a function of 1/1, for m = 0 and 1. Appendix C 
contains numerical values of v at roots of My (cos 1/1) obtained 
by numerical techniques as shown in Appendix B, while Ap
pendix 0 contains the functions My (cos (}) at v values which 
are roots of Mv(cos 1°). 

In terms of the functions shown in (20) and (21), the 
TEM fields are 

900 

EI} = .~ (Cocos a-+ Do sin a-) 
la-Sme 
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(35) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

and 

(36) 

8 

6 

5 /',:'-' 
SECOND,/> 

./ - ,~' 

4 

FIRST 

---.-- Mv 
;> .-

--- M~ 
- dLl/d8 

I ___ . .J __ L._~_L __ ~------.J 

o 10 20 YJ 40 50 60 70 

FIG. 2. Root values vor A as a function of antenna half-angle ",for the three 
functions M". M~. and dL lidO. 
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It is convenient to define circuit parameters in terms of the 
TEM modes. Although the fields are singular across the 
load, the circuit parameters are not.6,8 The potential V(r) 
between antenna arms is found using the equation 

V(r) = !!... EodO. 111"-'" 

k '" 
(37) 

The characteristic admittance G of a biconical transmission 
line for the TEM mode is 

G = ___ 1T' __ _ (38) 
1/ In cot (tP/2) 

It follows from (37) and (38) that the TEM electric field of 
(35) can be written 

Eo = 1/ G V(r) . (39) 
21T' r sin 0 

The radial current I (r) is calculated from the equation 

I (r) = !!...i2

11" H~ sin 0 d¢ I . (40) 
k 0 0='" 

It follows from (40) that the TEM radial current of (36) can 
be written 

H~ = _I_(~r)~ 
21T' r sin 0 

(41) 

It is also convenient for what lies ahead to express V (r) and 
I (r) in terms of their values at the antenna termination where 
r = a. In those terms, the circuit quantities are 

and 

V(r) = V(a){ cos k (a - r) + i[ Y(a)/G] sin k (a - r)} 
(42) 

I(r) = V(a)[ Y(a) cos k (a - r) + i G sin k (a - r)], (43) 

where Y(a) is the termination TEM admittance. The load 
admittance YL presented between the conical apices of the 
antenna is known or can be measured, and is equal to the 
ratio 

YL = I (0)1 V (0). (44) 

In terms of known parameters, the TEM admittance at all 
other radii is 

Y(r) 

G 

YL - iGtana 

G - i YL tan a 
(45) 

Comparison with SchekunotF shows identical admit
tance and voltage dependencies for the transmitting and re
ceiving cases. 

The surface current density is related to the magnetic 
field adjacent to it as 

fiXH = I, (46) 

where I is the surface current density in amperes per meter 
and fi is a unit vector normal to the conductor. Knowledge of 
the field coefficients and (46) permits the calculation of all 
antenna currents. Those due to the m > 0 modes are the re
ceiver modes, and the m = 0 modes are the transmitter 
modes.4 
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III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The boundary conditions yet to be applied are that the 
angular fields are continuous at radius a. Each of the four 
field components, separately evaluated in regions II and III, 
are equal to their own value across the interface within the 
aperture angle tP < 0 < 1T' - tP, and the angular electric fields 
are zero in region III immediately adjacent to the spherical 
cap, i.e., for 0,0 < tP and for 1T' - tP < 0, 1T'. Table I contains a 
list of integrals useful to establish the needed equalities, 
while Table II shows useful integral groupings. To evaluate 
all field constants another set of integrals is needed similar to 
(11-2)-(11-5) except sin m'¢ is exchanged by cos m'¢, and 
cos m' by - sin m'¢. Evaluation of these integrals and plac
ing each equal to itself across the interface, including the 
pole caps for angular electric fields in Region III, yields the 
set of equations contained in Table III. Table III is sufficient 
to permit the evaluation of all field constants. Appendix E 
contains numerical evaluations of some integrals of Table I, 
for the tP = 1°, m = 0 case. 

Once the parameter set(J/o is known, (III -1) may be used 
to determine V(a). Equation (45) evaluated at r = a deter
mines Y(a) and since I (a) = Y(a)V(a), (42) and (43) may be 
used to determine V(r) and I (r) for all radii. V(O) andI(O) are, 
of course, the load voltage and load current and sufficient to 
describe the receiving antenna as a circuit element. Equation 
(111-3) may be used to determine the parameter set Y><J. This 
completes the solution for all m = 0 modes. 

IV. THE FIELD CONSTANTS 

A. Spheroidal biconical antennas 

The spheroidal biconical antenna is the special case of a 
biconical antenna with tP approaching 1T' /2. As was shown by 
Schelkunoff,6 the complementary waves within the antenna 
region may be neglected when the gap between arm tips is 
much less thanA /2. For this case and for m = 0, (III-I) and 
(111-2) lead to the following equation for (JIO' where a is the 
interfacial value: 

_ J/(a) _ 1/G2 p/(cos tP) 
H/(a) 1T'~ D/oH/(a)Y(a) 

x( 2/+ 1 )2: Dl'oP/,(costP) 
1(1 + 1) /' H/,(a) 

and since p/(cos tP) decreases toward zero as tP approaches 
1T'/2, it follows that 

(J/o ~J/(a)lH/(a). (47) 

In a similar way, for m > 0, the equations of Appendix C lead 
to the result that 

(48) 

and 

(49) 

Equations (48) and (49), of course, are descriptive parameters 
for scattering from a conducting, spherical scatterer. 
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TABLE I. A table of integrals of associated Legendre functions. m = 0 values are found in Ref. 9. 

~ 

P,!,L';:sinBdB 
2 sin r/JL ';:(dP,!,ldr/J) 

= 1(/+1)-2(2+1) 8(/+ m,2q) =Ia 

2L';:(cos r/J) 
--:-:-::-~--:-...:..:...- [(1- m + I)P,!,+ I - (I + I) cos r/JP';']8(1 + m,2q). 
1(/+1)-2(2+1) 

2. i"-~ P,!,M'; sin BdB 
2 sin r/JP,!,(dM';Idr/J) 
v(v+ 1)-/(/+ I) 8(/+ m,2q + 1)=llv 

- 2P'!'(cos r/J) 
------(v - m + I)L ';+ I (cos r/J)8(1 + m,2q + I). 
1(/+ I)-v(v+ I) 

3. L ';L';: sin BdB= ~L,;:--A-8(v,A)=/.u. 
f.

"-'" 2 . r/J d 2Lm 

~ 2A + I dAdr/J 

4. M';M';:sinBdB= _ ~ __ v __ v 8(v,A)=lvv' 
f.

"- '" 2 . • 1. dMm dMm 

'" 2v+ I dv dr/J 

5. i" P,!,P~ sin B dB = _2_ (I + m)! 8(1,1') = 1/1' 
o 21 + I (I - m)! 

f.
"- '" . dP,!, dL';: m2P,!,L ';: 

6. '" smBdB dB dB + sin2 B =2(2 + I)la· 

1"-'" dLmdLm m 2L mLm 
7. sin BdB_A _v . ~ v =2(2 +1)/Av' 

" dB dB sm B 

1"- '" dpm dMm m2Mmpm 
8. sin BdB-1 

__ v + .;' =/(/+ 1)1, •. 
" dB dB sm B 

f.
"-'" dMm dM m m 2M mMm 

9. sinBdB __ v __ A + ; A =v(v+I)/vv' 
'" dB dB sin B 

f.
"-~ dMm dLm m 2MmLm 

10. sin BdB __ v _A + ; A =0. 
'" dB dB sin B 

i

" . dP,!, dP~ m2p,!,p~ 
II. smBdB-- + =/(/+ 1)1/1' 

o dB dB sin2 B 

f.
"-'" d 12. m dB-(P,!,M';) =0. 

'" dB 

f. 

.. - ~ d 
13. m dB-(L';:M';) =0. 

¢ dB 

14. mf."-'" dB~(L';:P,!,)= - 2L';:P,!,8(/+m,2q+ I). 
'" dB 

15. mi" dB~P,!,P~)=O. 
o dB 

B. General solution. m = 0 

The set of field constants for m = 0 follow from (111-1)
(111-3). Solving them for PIO gives 

(50) 

TABLE II. Aperture expressions for establishing the equations. 

I. m =0 f dBH •. 

2. fdn(E. dPr' cosm't/!-E. m:r;' sinm't/!). 
dB 5mB 

f (
dM';/ m'M';' . ) 

3. dn H.--cosm't/!+H.-.-sinm't/! . 
dB smB 

4. fdn(E. m:P~' cosm't/!-E. dP~' Sinm't/!), 
smB dB 

S. fdn(H. m:L';:: cosm'~+H. dL';:: Sinm'~)' 
smB dB 
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where the symbol " over the summation indicates that the 
I' = I term is not to be included in the sum, and where 

2i1]G 2 
• 

AI = -/(1 + I)DloJJII + --PI(cos ¢J''iPI'ol!'P/, (cos ¢) 
1TY(a) I' 

+ 1(1 + nI JJIV. IF(/' + I)DI,o.il./I'v' 
v v(v + IVJvv I' 

( 
2i1]G2 2 

BI =DIO 1(/+ 1)HIIII- -- [Pdcos¢)] hi 
1TY(a) 

-/2(1 + IfhlL Jv(Ilv!2 ), 
v v(v + I)jJvv 

( 
2i1]G2 

rl' =DI,o --Pdcos¢)hl,PI'(cos¢) 
1TY(a) 

J II II' ) +/(/+l)/I(/'+l)h l 'L v v.v • 

v v(v + IVJvv 

Equation (50) may be solved to obtain each of the coefficient 
sets PIO to whatever accuracy is warranted. 
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TABLE III. Equations for establishing values of coefficients. 

3. v(v+ l)rvmjJ~ = I,/(/+ 1)D'mU, + {3'm h,)l,v' , 
4. 1(/+ I)C,mU, +a'mh')/II = ~1i(1i + 1);),mjJ/A' 

5. Ii (Ii + 1);),m J),/),), = A (Ii + I)? C'm( J, + a'mH')//A - 2mLT(cos I/J)? D,mU, + (3'mh,)P'!'(cos I/J). 

Field coefficients for the m > 0 modes follow from 
(111-2)-(111-5). Combinations of (111-2), (111-3), and (111-5) 
give an equation for 131m of the form 

131m = _1_, (j);,f3l'm + B;m + If;.al'm), (51) 
Flm I' I' 

while (111-4) and (111-5) give an equation for aim of the form 

aim = _1_ (j);~al'm + B;;" + If;~f3l'm). (52) 
Fi;" I' I' 

aim and 131m may be found concurrently to whatever accura
cy is deemed worthy of being obtained. Once aim and 131m are 
known, (111-3) and (111-5) permit the calculation of rvm and 
tJ..m' Knowledge of these parameters give the total solution 
to the external field problem around a receiving antenna. 
Parameter values from (51) and (52) are given in Table IV. 
Appendix F contains some functional values of 
JJv(v + lliJvv at roots of Mv (cos 1°). Each electric multi
pole interacts with other electric multipoles and all magnetic 
multi poles. 

TABLE IV. Parameter values for (47) and (48). 

All m = 0 modes are damped by the antenna load, 
However, for t/J small and approaching zero, the parameters 
v approach integer values only slowly, as may be seen from 
Appendix C and Fig. 2. Therefore the integrals llv remain 
significantly large even for t/J quite near zero, as may be seen 
in the values of Appendix E. The m > 0 modes, on the other 
hand, are undamped by a physically small and centered load, 
and their scattering is independent of it. 

D. Thin blconlcal antenna 

The thin biconical antenna is the special case of a bicon
ical antenna with t/J approaching zero. For this case vap
proaches an odd integer, A approaches an even integer, PI 
(cos t/J) approaches unity, and Pi(cos t/J) approaches zero as 
sinmt/J. 

E.m=O 

For this case, using Schelkunofrs results,6 Sec. 2.lO, 
and solving (111-1)-(111-3) we obtain, for very small values of 
t/J, 

13 = jl (rIO - DIO ) 
10 h D ' 

I 10 

(53) 

gi'm = 1(1 + 1)1'(/' + 1)D"m h" I, (JJ,J,·v)/(v(V + lliJ~) - 4m2P,!,D"m h"P'P I, [j),(LT)2]/[1i (Ii + 1).1),/),),], 
v v 

Fi:" = 1(1 + I)C'mh'/1I - C,mH, ~ [Ii (Ii + lli),(I,),)2]/( JJ),),), 

B i:" = -/(1 + I)C,,.j,III + ~ C'·mJ,· ~ [Ii (Ii + l)j),I/A//')' ]/( J),/),),) - 2m ~ D,.,.j"P'P ~ (j;,//ALT)/( J),/),),), 

/7-m = -2mD'PP'Ph" ~(J)'//ALT)/(J),/),),), 

g7-m = C/'m H" ~ [Ii (Ii + lliJ,J/,), ]/( J),/),),). 
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VIa) = 2iG ~; Y 154) 
a Y(a) f'1 101 \ 

10 

r -[D 1]G
2
c?hl ( 2/+1):' .J 

10 - /0 - Y(a) 1(1 + 1) ~rl'o.1l' 
1'0 

X [1 + 1]G
2

c?hJ/ ( 21 + 1 )] -I. (55) 
1TY(a) 1(1 + I) 

Since G approaches zero as the logarithm of tf;, (53) and (55) 
lead to 

riO = DIO and 1310 = 0, (56) 

while (45), (54), and (56) combine to give 

Vial ~ -- = 2 tan qLDIOJI\q). 
a I 

(57) 

10 

F.m>O 

The coefficients for m > 0 may be evaluated using (51) 
and (52) for 13'm and a'm' respectively, combined with the 
defining equations of Table IV. The results are 

131m = iml21 + I) c?JI(q)P'l(cos ¢)LCI'mJI'P'r(COs tf;), 
Dlm l (l+l) " 

(58) 

where, in (58), (I + m) and (I ' + m)areoddandevenintegers, 
respectively. 

im(21 + I) , . ( )P m( .I')"'D . pm ( .1,) a'm = crJ, q I cos Of' ~ I'mi,. I' cos Of', 
Clm l(l+l) " 

(59) 

where, in (59), (I + m)and(I' + m) are even and odd integers, 
respectively. Equations (58) and (59) combine with the equa
tions of Table III to show that, in the limit as tf;--'>O, 

~Im - Clm = aim Clm (hJjl)' (60) 

(61) 

It is, perhaps, of interest to note that in this thin antenna 
case, the scattered electric multipolar field has its origin in 
the driving magnetic multipolar field, and vice versa. Equa
tions (58)-(61) show that aim' 131m' ~/m - Clm' and YLm 

- Dim all approach zero as sin2m¢. 

V. RECIPROCITY 

The electromagnetically exact solution for an arbitrar
ily sized biconical receiving antenna permits direct confir
mation of the reciprocity theorem for antennas, 

The equality of admittance in an antenna when used for 
either reception or transmission may be seen by use of the 
following argument. Using (III-I), the terminal admittance 
is of the form 

(62) 
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while (III-2) may be written 

i(1 + I)DloXJII = - 1]GV(a) PI(cos tf;) 
1Ta 

+ 1(1 + I)II JIIllII,Z'(l' ~ 1)D,.x" 

v (' v(v + lliJvv 
For a receiving antenna 

XI = JI(q) + fllOh/(q) 

and for a transmitting antenna 

XI = f310 htlq)· 

In both cases 

1 d 
XI=--XI · 

q dO' 

(63) 

Since solutions are obtained by elimination of X, from (62) 
and (63), it follows that ultimate solutions for Via) and Y(a) 
are identical in the two cases. 

Radiation patterns produced by the transmitting modes 
for receiving and transmitting are not the same. The radi
ation pattern for the m = 0 mode follows from Poynting's 
theorem and the field equations (14)-(17), and is 

00 DFo (dPI )2 N=----Z 
r L 2 c? dO (, 

1 1] 
(64) 

10 

where N r is the radial component of the Poynting vector, 
and where for reception 

ZI = Re 1310 + 13/013 ro . (65) 

Although the formal result is the same in the two cases, the 
parameters are not, and as shown in (G8), 

(f3;2+p;'2)_ (/3;2+13;'2) 

= (213; - 1) sin2y + 13;' sin y cos r, (66) 

where notation is defined in Appendix G. Since the differ
ence in 135 is I-dependent, different values of I will be weight
ed differently in the radiation transmitted during reception 
or transmission, and therefore the radiated power patterns 
will differ. 

VI. POWER FLOWS 

The power absorbed by an antenna may be calculated 
by the use of Poynting's theorem. Writing N for the Poynt
ing vector and N r for its radial component, 

N r = (EoH: - E",H:)l2, 

where the asterisk indicates complex conjugate, and intro
ducing differential solid angle dfl, where 

dfl = sin 0 dB d¢, 

it follows that the power flowing in through a Gaussian sur
face of large radius surrounding the antenna is 

(67) 

and using conservation of power, P is also the power ab
sorbed by the antenna. Evaluation of(67) using the external 
field equations when r is very large shows that 
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4U(m)(21 + 1)(1 - m)!(1 + m)!(RePlm + PlmPt..) 
X--------------------~----------~ 

2211(1 + 1)[(1 - 1 - m)/2]!2[(1 - 1 + m)/2]!2 

+(!±+ !±) 
I I 2 2 

10 rno Ie me 

m2(21 + 1)(1 - m)!(1 + m)!(Re aim + aim at.. ) } 
X . 

2211(1 + 1)[(1 - m)/2W[(/ + m)/2W 
(68) 

The plane wave also carries momentum, and mometum 
will also be transferred to the antenna. According to Ein
stein,1O even though it is very small, it still must be con
served. The momentum density associated with an electro
magnetic wave is N/c2

• Since we are considering an 
incomingy-directed plane wave and, by symmetry, there can 
be no other directions of momentum transferred to the an
tenna, we confine our attention to y-directed values. It is 

convenient to work with directed power, which is c times the 
rate of change of momentum. The directed power passing 
through a Gaussian surface of radius r is 

P jAl = ~rNrsin () sin tP dfJ. (69) 

In the absence of any scatterers, a plane wave with Poynting 
vector magnitude No will show directed power 

2rrrNo 

passing through the region. The difference between this val
ue and (69) evaluated with the antenna in position is the 
momentum extracted from the beam. Conservation of mo
mentum requires that difference also to be the momentum 
transferred to the antenna. c times the rate at which momen
tum is received by the antenna is, therefore, given by Py , 

where 

(70) 

where the prime over the integral indicates that only those 
terms proportional to a 1m' Plm , or products thereof are to be 
retained. 

Evaluation of(70) yields the following expression for py • 

after rather lengthy algebra. 

- 2rr {('" I-I '" I-I) 4U(m)(1 + m)!(1 - m)! 
Py 

= TJk 2 ~ ~ + .t ~ 221 [(/ - 1 + m)/2]!2[(1 - 1 - m)/2]!2 
10 me Ie ma 

R [ (21 + 1) a (1 2{3*)( (I + m + 2) a (I - m - 1) a (m + 1)(21 + 1) )] 
X e 1(/+l)JJlm+ + 1m (/+W JJI+I,m+l+ J2 JJI-I,m+l+ 12(/+1)2 al,m+1 

(~~ ~~) (m)(1 + 1)!(/- m)! Re[ m(21 + 1) a (1 2a*)( (m + 1)(1 + m + 1) a 
+ LL+ LL (I )2(/_)2 1(1 1) 1m + + 1m (I 1)2 1+I,m+1 

I I 2 2 221 + m ! ---.!!!. ! + + 
10 mo Ie me 2 2 

+ (m + 1)(/- m) a _ (1- m)(1 + m + 1)(21 + 1) a )]} (71) 
12 1-I,m+1 12(/+W JJI,m+I' 

Appendix C and Fig. 2 show that for the m = 0 case the 
parameters v approach integer values quite slowly with de
creasing t/J. Therefore the integrals f lv remain significantly 
large for values of v in the neighborhood of I even when t/J is 
quite small, as may be seen in Appendix D. The currents pass 
through the load and, generally speaking, are damped. The 
situation with the m = 1 modes is quite different, v and Ii 
approach integer values much more rapidly with decreasing 
t/J, and the currents are undamped and unaffected by the 
load. Nonetheless these currents are essential to the process 
of power reception, as we shall see. 

Since transmitting antennas, generally speaking, do not 
have infinite gain, the ratio of radiated directed-to-total 
power satisfies 

(72) 

For example, in the case of a center-loaded biconical trans
mitting antenna, the ratio (72) is equal to zero, A receiving 
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antenna, on the other hand, will gather power from the wave 
and, generally speaking, some of it will be dissipated in the 
load and the remainder reradiated away in the manner of a 
transmitting antenna. The received directed-to-total power 
ratio satisfies 

(73) 

Let us apply these concepts to (68) and (71). For the 
m = 0 case, these equations become, respectively, 

P = - 8rr ~ (21 + 1) __ 1'_2 __ 
nk 2 LI 1(/+ 1) (/~ 1 )4 (RePlo +PlOpro) ., 221 ___ ! 

~ 2 
(74) 

and 

P = - 4rr ~ (21 + 1) __ 1_'2 __ 

y TJk 2 t 1(1+ 1) 221(_I_~_I_y RePIO' 
(75) 
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Power absorption occurs when Re P/O < O. For that case, the 
term proportional to 8 Rep/O in (74) represents power ex
tracted from the beam while the 8 PI 0/3 ro term represents 
power radiated away with no net momentum. Therefore, 
directed power in proportion to 8 Re /3/0 is extracted from 
the y-directed beam. Yet by (75) the momentum of the beam 
is reduced just half of that amount. We conclude, therefore, 
that the m = 0 terms cannot by and of themselves describe a 
satisfactory solution to the receiver problem. The /310 terms 
are insufficient to account for the conservation of momen
tum and, therefore, the receiver modes and the momentum 
transfer associate with them are essential for power recep
tion to occur. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper contains the modal solution of a biconical 
receiving antenna. The solution permits the calculation of 
antenna directivity and impedance, momentum and power 
flow to the antenna, all current modes on the arms and caps, 
and all electromagnetic fields including near and scattered 
ones, all in response to a driving plane wave. It is shown that 
although the m > 0 modes contribute no useful load power, 
they must necessarily be present for momentum to be con
served in the act of power absorption. The special cases of 
very thin and nearly spherical antennas are treated, and cer
tain selected numerical results are shown. Detailed calcula
tion of comparative receiving and transmitting admittances 
confirms that they are identical, as predicted by the reciproc
ity theorem. The radiation patterns, however, for retrans
mission during reception and for transmission differ. 
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APPENDIX A 

It is desired to make a spherical harmonic expansion of 
e- iky , as 

e - iu sinO sint,6 

00 I I (I + 1) L L C~m jl(a)P'{' (cos 0) cos m¢ 
I=Om=O m 

-i! ± C lm 1(/+ 1) jl(a)P'{'(cosO)sinm¢, 
I=Om=O m 

(AI) 

from which it is necessary to evaluate the coefficients C~m 
and C lm . Multiplying (AI) by P ~'(cos 0 )cos m'¢ and inte
grating over the full range of solid angle gives 

f" d¢ .r sin 0 dO P '{'(cos 0 )cos m¢ e - iu sin 0 sin 4> 

= 211" (I + m)! I (I + 1) C~m jl(a)[ 1 + 5(O,m)] , (A2) 
(I - m)! 21 + 1 m 

while doing similarly with P~'(cos 0 )sin m'¢ results in 
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f" d¢ 1" sin 0 dO P '{'(cos 0 )sin m¢ e - iu sin 0 sin4> 

= 211" (I + m)! 1(1 + 1) C lm jl(a). (A3) 
(I - m)! 21 + 1 m 

Using the limiting value ofjl(a) that 

I, . () 2111/! 
im1la = ---

u-+O (2/ + I)! 
and taking the I th derivative of both sides of (A2) with re
spect to a, then letting a become vanishingly small results in 
(A2) becoming equal to 

(2" (" Jo d¢ Jo sin 0 dO P '{'(cos 0 )cos m¢ ( - i sin 0 sin ¢ )1 

=211" (/+m)! 1(/+1) 21/f Clm [l+o(O,m)] 
(/-m)! 2/+1 (21+ I)! m 

and (A3) becoming equal to 

f" d¢ 117' sinO dOP '{'(cos 0 )sin m¢ ( - i sin 0 sin ¢ )1 

= 211" (I + m)! 1(1 + 1) 21/!2 C lm 
(/-m)! 2/+1 (21+ I)! m 

(A4) 

(AS) 

To evaluate the left sides of (A4) and (AS) we note from sym
metry that 

12
" d¢ sinl¢ cos m¢ = 0 unless (I,m) are both even integers, 

(A6) 

J" d¢ sin I ¢ sin m¢ = 0 unless (I,m) are both odd integers, 

(A7) 

1" sin 0 dO sin lOp '('(cos 0) = 0 for (I + m) odd, 

_( 1)(m_I)/2 21 +
1
/!(/+m)! (I ) - - , +m even. 

(21 + I)! 
(A8) 

Since C~mand elm exist only for different sets of (I,m), it is 
no longer necessary to keep track of them separately, and the 
exponential may be written 

(

00 I 00 I ) 
exp( - ia sin 0 sin ¢ ) = L L cos m¢ - iLL sin m¢' 

o 0 1 1 

Ie me 10 rno 

I (I + 1) C . ( )P m( II ) X 1m 11 a I cos u . (A9) 
m 

By use of the identities 

sin2l¢ = 2~1 [:~~ ( - 1)1- k 2 (~) cos 2(1 - k)¢ + (~)]. 
m even, (AW) 

sin21-1¢ = _1_ I~l ( _ 1)1+ k-l (21 - 1) sin(21 _ 2k _ 1), 
221 - 2 k~O k 

m odd, (All) 

we obtain 

f17' d¢ sinl¢ cos m¢ = 22~ (- 1)m/2 CI + ~)/2)' 
m even, (A12) 
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(1T . I . A. 21T ( I)lm-1 1i2( 1 ) Jo d¢sm¢smm'f/= 2'-1 - (/+m)/2 ' 

m odd. (Al3) 

Combination of (A5), (A8), (A9), (Al2), and (Al3) results in 
the equality 

C = 2m(21 + 1) ( 1- m ) 8(1 + m,2q), (AI4) 
1m 2'/(1+1) l+m)/2 

where q is an integer. 
Turning to the field equations, we consider ay-directed 

plane wave with field values 

E=i and H=(l/1])x, (A15) 

where x and i represent unit vectors in the direction indicat
ed. Using (A15), we obtain 

or 

1 . . (! . ~ 
H r = - sin e cos ¢ e - UT SIO Sin 'P 

1] 

Hr = J... sin e cos ¢ (! ± cos m¢ - i ! ± sin m¢ ) 
1] 0 0 I I 

Ie me 10 rno 

X /(/+ 1) C .( )pm( e) 'm it u I cos . 
m 

(A16) 

Since 

..!...-~ e - i(7 sin e sin tb = sin e cos ¢ e - ;(7 sin e sin tb, (A 17) 
u a¢ 

it follows that 

Hr = J... (! ± cos m¢ - if ± sin m¢ ) 
1] I I 2 2 

10 rno Ie me 

i,(u) m 
x/(I+l)C'm-P,(cose). (A18) 

u 

Next we seek an expression for the radial component of 
the electric field. We know that 

Er = cos e e - iasin esin tb (A19) 

and we seek a solution of the form 

Er = (! ± D Jm cos m¢ - if ± D:m sin m¢ ) 
o 0 0 0 
, m , m 

X/(I + l)i,(u) Pi(cos e) (A20) 
u 

from which it is necessary to evaluate the coefficients 
DJmandD:m· 

To begin we note that 

__ i_ ~ e - iasin esin tb = cos e e- ;(7 sin esin tb (A21) 
u sin ¢ ae 

and 

1 00 

-.- = 2 I sin(2s + I)¢. (A22) 
sm ¢ s~o 

Combination of (A9), (AI9), (A20), and (A2I) gives 
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Er = sto (~~sin m¢ +i ~ * cos m¢ ) 

/0 rno Ie me 

X 2 sin(2s + 1)¢ / (I + 1) C'm 
m 

il(u) 
X --P i(cos e ). 

u 
(A23) 

We work in detail the case of / odd, and note that the solution 
for I even follows in a parallel way. For / odd we equate (A20) 
and (A23), then differentiate each side (/- 1) times with re
spect to u, then let u become vanishingly small, to obtain 

eto D~m cosm¢-i mto D;m sinm¢ ) Pi(cos e) 

I 00 2C'm dP i(cos e) 
= I I sin m¢ sin(2s + I)¢ -- . 

I S~O m de 
rna 

(A24) 

Since multiplying (A24) by sin m¢ and integrating on ¢ from ° to 27T shows that D;m = 0, we are justified in dropping the 
superscript on D Jm . Multiplying (A24) by cos n¢ d¢ and in
tegrating on ¢ from ° to 21T results in 

D'n [1 + 8(0,n)]P7(cos e) 

00 Clm dP i( COSe ) 
= I - ---.:...--

s~o m de 
X (1 + 8(0,n))[8(n, lm - 2s - 11) 

- 8(n,m + 2s + 1)] 

and the right-hand side (rhs) of(A25) may be written 

(I - n - 1)/2 C dP 2s + 1 + n 

h " 1.2s + I + n I r s= L ----
s ~ 0 2s + 1 + n de 

+ 
(I + n - 1112 C dP 2s + I - n I '.2s+l-n --'--

s ~ n/2 2s + 1 - n de 

In - 21/2 C dP n - 2s - I I l.n-2s-1 __ 1 __ 

s~o n-2s-1 de 

(A25) 

(A26) 

Substituting into the last term of (A26) that s' = n - s - 1 
changes it to 

n - 1 C dP 2s + 1 - n - I '.2s-l-n --'--

s ~ nl2 2s + 1 - n de 

which, when added to the center term, gives 

(I + n - 1)/2 C dP 2s + 1 - n I 1.2s+l-n --'--

s~n 2s + 1 - n de 

into which the substitution s' + n = s shows that it is equal 
to the first term, or 

('-n-I)/2 C dp 2s+ l + n 

rhs = 2 I '.25 + 1 + n , (A27) 
5 ~ 0 2s + 1 + n de 

Use of the identity from the theory of associate Legendre 
functions that 
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dpm 
_I =H(/+m)(/-m+l)p;"-I-p;,,+I] 
de 

and combination of (A2S). (A27). and (A28) gives 

Dim [1 + c5(O.m)]P;"(cos 0) 

= (l-yl)/2 CI.2s+1+m 

s=o 2s+1+m 

X [(i+2s+ 1 +m)(/_2s_m)P;,,+2s 

(A28) 

(A29) 

It may be shown using the theory of associated Legendre 
polynomials that 

in" sin e dO P ;"(cos e)p;" + 2s(COS e) 

2( - 1)' (I +m)! 

(21 + 1) (1- m - 2s)! 
(A30) 

MUltiplying (A29) by P ;"(cos 0 )sin 0 dO, then integrating 
over 0 from 0 to 1r and using (A30) results in the equality 

[1 + c5(O,m)]Dlm 

(I-m-l)l2 C ( I)S 
= 2/(/ - m)! I 1.2>+ 1 +m __ "---_1....-__ 

s=o 2s+ 1 +m (/-2s-1-m)! 

Equations (AI4) and (A31) combine to give 

D _ 4(21 + 1)(/- m)!U(m) 
Im- zt/(/+l) 

(A31) 

(I-JoI)/2 [/( _ 1)/(1 + 2s ~ 1 + m)! (1- 2s ~ 1 - m}] 

(A32) 

which, in turn, may be summed over s to obtain 

Dim = 4U(m)(21 + 1)(/- m)!/2I/(l + 1) 

X e -1
2
+ m) ! e -1

2
- m) ! (A33) 

for m even. 
By a parallel argument, for 1 even D fm = 0 and Dfm 

may be written without a superscript. It too satisfies (A33). 
These results may be summarized as 

Dim = 4(21 + 1)(1- m)!U(m)c5(1 + m,2q + 1)/21/(/ + 1) 

(A34) 

where q is an integer. 

APPENDIXB 

Numerical values of the functions may be obtained by 
using the expansion of the function P ':;( cos 0 ), valid for 
o <O<1r.H 

p':;(cose) = (SinO)m f r(v+ 1 +m+s) 
2 s=or(v+l-m-s) 

X (- 1 Y (1 - cos O)s. 
s!(s+ m)! 2 

(Bl) 
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We first programmed (Bl) on an HP-3SC hand calculator to 
obtain results accurate to several places. Knowing 
P ':;(cos e), the functions L T(cos 0) and M ':;{cos e) may be 
calculated directly by using (23) and (24), and 
dL T(cos 0 )/dO may be calculated using the identity 

dLm Lm Mm 
_-< = -(A + 1)_-<_ +(A-m + 1)~. (B2) 
d8 tan e sin e 

Useful recursion formulas are 

Mm+l L m Mm .. ! 

y = 2m cot e Y - (v + m)(v - m + 1) Y (B3) 
L':;+! M':; £':;-! 

and 

=----
(v-m + 1) 

[ 
L m Mm ] 

X (2v + l)cos 8 v - (v + m) Y- I . 

M':; L':;_I 
(B4) 

Initially values of P ':;(cos e) were obtained for 
[v:(1 + m)(O.I)1O] and [8:1°(1°)89°]. Root values of M':; and 
dL ':;/de for m = 0 and m = 1 are shown in Fig. 2. The 
procedure was then repeated using FORTRAN G language on 
The University of Texas at El Paso's IBM-360 to ten-place 
accuracy, and all points confirmed with values given in Ref. 
11. 

The University of Texas at El Paso program was then 
combined with a root locator algorithm to evaluate roots to 
ten place accuracy at the 19 cone angles t/J shown in the 
primary lists of Appendix C. The numerical approach t/J~ 
shown was obtained using the root equation 

(BS) 

where /0 and '?Yo represent cylindrical Bessel and Neu
mann functions, respectively, and using the calculator. 

Root values of v so obtained were then placed into (B 1) 
and the IBM-360 program used to obtain the results shown 
in Appendix 0, for the special case of t/J = 1°. Values of I vi in 
Appendix E were obtained directly from (1-2), without nu
merical integration. Values of IvY' however, did require use 
ofa numerical integration algorithm (BI), and (4) of Table I. 

Appendix F was obtained by using I vv in Appendix E 
and obtainingjy(a) from the expansion 

(B6) 

and then finding Jv(a) from (12). 
All numerical work has since been confirmed using the 

Fortran H language on The Pennsylvania State University 
Computing Center's IBM-370. 

The HP-34C program utilized to evaluate (B 1) follows: 
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m=O. (v,STO 1) (O,ST02) 

1. 1 11. RCLI 21. RCL 1 31. RCL2 
2. RCL2 12. hLBLA 22. 32. RCL5 
3. h cos 13. 23. RCL4 33. hy' 
4. 14. + 24. X 34. X 
5. 2 15. ST04 25. RCL5 35. RCL3 
6. 16. RCL 1 26. gx2 36. + 
7. ST02 17. 27. 37. ST03 
8. 1 18. ST05 28. RCL7 38. hPSE 
9. ST03 19. 1 29. X 39. RCL4 

10. ST07 20. 30. ST07 40. OTOA 
Results were read on RCL 3. 

APPENDIX C: ROOT VALUES OF v AND ..1.,1/1 IN DEGREES 

First Root 

My (cos 1/1) M~(costP) 
dLl 

1/1 -(costP) 
dtP 

·0· 1.0 2.000 000 000 3.000 000 000 
1.262 954 024 2.000 911 197 2.998 168 483 

2 1.319 814 347 2.003 622 267 2.992 665 960 

3 1.365 553 298 2.008 084 527 2.983 548 116 
4 1.406 369 289 2.014 240 156 2.971 011 775 
5 1.444 484 008 2.022 029 558 2.955 427 410 

6 1.480 985 851 2.031 395 310 2.937 339 167 
7 1.516 503 611 2.042 284 342 2.917 433 609 
8 1.551 441 338 2.054 649 074 2.896 484 410 

10 1.620 624 163 2.083 645 601 2.854 594 866 
12 1.690 041 573 2.118 126 236 2.817 293 581 
14 1.760 654 396 2.157 927 288 2.788 554 311 

16 1.833 170 003 2.202 973 048 2.770 595 146 
18 1.908 170 247 2.253 268 671 2.764 320 834 
21 2.026 463 290 2.338 751 346 2.776 954 627 

24 2.153 206 357 2.436 817 899 2.815 071 616 
27 2.290 146 521 2.548 404 204 2.877 385 093 
30 2.439 211 866 2.674 829 833 2.963 078 409 

33 2.602 622 864 2.817 847 128 3.072 097 215 
36 2.783 012 956 2.979 721 955 3.205 260 472 

• tP My (cos 1/1) 

1O~ I 1.1628 
1O~2 1.1185 
1O~3 1.0932 
1O~4 1.0767 
1O~5 1.0652 
1O~6 1.0567 
1O~8 1.0450 
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Second Root 

¢ Mv(cOS ¢) M~(cos ¢) 
dL 1 
_A (COS¢) 
d¢ 

0° 3.0 4.000 000 000 5.000 000 000 
3.323 635 023 4.003 018 842 4.995 412 764 

2 3.408 792 057 4.011 853 585 4.981 677 947 

3 3.480 410 488 4.026 054 557 4.959 404 322 
4 3.546 353 691 4.045 132 592 4.930 263 571 
5 3.609 447 465 4.068 627 165 4.896 983 164 

6 3.671 078 494 4.096 131 586 4.862 897 552 
7 3.732 050 336 4.127 299 086 4.831 274 760 
8 3.792 882 288 4.161 840 460 4.804 752 716 

10 3.915 488 842 4.240 140 918 4.773 179 415 
12 4.040 892 484 4.329 641 388 4.773 224 272 
14 4.170 419 778 4.429 491 154 4.802 816 920 

16 4.305 101 966 4.539 238 182 4.857 824 606 
18 4.445 838 186 4.658 731 348 4.934 396 643 
21 4.670 155 684 4.856 487 210 5.083 590 406 

24 4.912 930 502 5.077 505 745 5.268 995 091 
27 5.177 336 316 5.323 737 373 5.488 160 381 
30 5.466 996 648 5.597 956 269 5.741 125 621 

33 5.786 177 372 5.903 821 160 6.029 812 247 
36 6.140 009 840 6.246 108 497 6.357 771 283 

Third Root 

¢ Mv(cos ¢) M;,(cos¢) 
dLl 
-(cos¢) 
d¢ 

0° 5.0 6.000 000 000 7.000 000 000 
5.370 105 197 6.006 286 581 6,991 425 007 

2 5.480 449 956 6.024 299 328 6.966 025 869 

3 5.576 003 415 6.052 455 008 6.926 687 356 
4 5.665 740 078 6.089 212 072 6.880 075 073 
5 5,752 872 182 6.133 271 729 6.834 977 834 

6 5,838 969 859 6.183 600 616 6.799 147 416 
7 5.924 941 074 6,239 398 091 6.777 224 978 
8 6.011 373 196 6,300 052 314 6.770 720 621 

10 6.187 171 603 6.434 193 311 6,800 868 046 
12 6.368 665 718 6.583 557 048 6.877 844 394 
14 6.557 438 143 6.746 844 503 6.989 952 845 

16 6.754 772 476 6,923 496 022 7,129 303 339 
18 6.961 836 378 7,113 448 485 7.291 169 285 
21 7.293 192 695 7.424 042 290 7.570 807 920 

24 7,653 099 721 7.767 442 393 7.891 793 298 
27 8.046 109 253 8.146 987 690 8,254 315 347 
30 8.477 509 679 8.567 166 410 8.661 058 944 

33 8.953 593 052 9.033 722 907 9.116 675 708 
36 9.481 976 769 9.553 887 870 9,627 700 794 
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,p 

O· 
1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8' 

10 
12 
14 

16 
18 
21 

o· 

2 
3 
4 
5 

7.0 
7.410 226 
7.544 461 

7.663 241 
7.776 369 
7.887 327 

7.997 804 
8.108 776 
8.220 872 

8.450 112 
8.688 042 
8.936 451 

9.916 846 
9.470 647 
9.909 637 

9.0 
9.446 
9.604 
9.745 
9.882 

10.016 

M,,(cos ,p) 

643 
085 
782 
175 
936 

873 
080 

993 
960 
150 

564 
292 
389 

907 
984 
746 

707 
436 
608 

8.000 
8.010 
8.040 

8.085 
8.143 
8.210 

8.286 
8.368 
8.456 

8.648 
8.857 
9.084 

9.327 
9.587 

017 
220 
962 
226 
968 

APPENDIXD: VALUES OF M,,(cos 0) FOR ,p = 1· 

,p = l' 

0 v = 1.262 954 0243 

l' < 10- 10 

2 0.162 260 5584 
3 0.257 081 6503 
4 0.324 185 6071 
5 0.376 004 6792 
6 0.418 066 9846 
7 0.453 315 1285 
8 0.483 501 1912 

10 0.532 834 8235 
12 0.571 532 6264 
14 0.602 488 5992 
16 0.627 417 0994 
18 0.647 415 9295 
21 0.669 739 6172 
24 0.684 284 3657 
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Fourth Root 

M~(cos,p) 
dLl 
-(cos,p) 
d,p 

000 000 9.000 000 000 
667 627 8.986 211 284 
509 575 8.946 210 761 

815 898 8.888 900 491 
364 235 8.831 226 255 
719 660 8.789 441 405 

124 006 8.771 759 942 
326 238 8.778 817 933 
439 665 8.807 573 992 

077 529 8.915 298 914 
062 784 9.071 013 712 
704 568 9.260 834 113 

878 843 9.477 515 817 
669 951 9.717 448 016 

>10 >10 

Fifth Root 

10.000 000 

V= 3.323 635 0233 

_10- 10 

0.187 714 7334 
0.296 877 0784 
0.373 231 2456 
0.431 022 1462 

0.476 544 9264 
0.513 128 0784 
0.542 740 8592 
0.585 692 7923 
0.611 513 5449 

0.623 496 7863 
0.623 702 2477 
0.613 591 6298 
0.581 569 1255 
0.532 233 5250 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

27 0.692 141 1019 0.468 625 7760 
30 0.694 067 0231 0.393 725 7040 
33 0.690 621 0462 0.310 530 8851 
36 0.682 239 5539 0.222 062 7049 
40 0.663 999 3163 0.101 101 8973 

45 0.630 839 0439 - 0.045 224 3570 
50 0.587 304 3781 - 0.174 570 3302 
55 0.534 524 4815 - 0.276 463 2005 
60 0.473 596 2113 - 0.343 164 7370 
65 0.405 618 4787 - 0.370 230 3843 

70 0.331 709 2602 - 0.356 813 0941 
75 0.253 012 3164 - 0.305 677 6002 
80 0.170 697 5391 - 0.222 919 1141 
85 0.085 957 2579 - 0.117 407 2380 

APPENDIX D (continued) 

t/I = I· 

e v = 5.370 105 1974 v = 7.410 226 8727 

10 < 10- 10 < 10- 10 

2 0.202 713 9504 0.212 273 1240 
3 0.319 606 7561 0.333 207 6818 
4 0.399 696 4972 0.413 586 6081 
5 0.458 129 0225 0.468 960 0659 

6 0.501 546 8402 0.506 121 2166 
7 0.533 447 3023 0.528 684 1391 
8 0.555 907 1645 0.538 872 8638 

10 0.577 513 0415 0.527 993 1063 
12 0.573 311 3518 0.482 727 5712 

14 0.547 697 0835 0.410 629 7953 
16 0.504 149 8180 0.318 992 3601 
18 0.445 847 9211 0.215 179 2871 
21 0.337 554 7858 0.052 661 4461 
24 0.213 681 9963 - 0.097 348 8006 

27 0.084 800 2001 - 0.215 140 9168 
30 - 0.038 969 7475 - 0.286 883 9044 
33 - 0.148 508 1400 - 0.306 115 3199 
36 - 0.236 246 5808 - 0.274 243 7632 
40 - 0.310 064 0053 - 0.168 154 9007 

45 - 0.325 091 9397 0.014 787 2856 
50 - 0.259 316 3344 0.175 911 7239 
55 - 0.134 330 5362 0.248 094 6657 
60 0.016 502 4759 0.206 014 1167 
65 0.155 796 9813 0.074 216 2516 

70 0.250 550 1384 - 0.085 536 4145 
75 0.279 384 2210 - 0.201 827 9133 
80 0.237 066 8715 - 0.224 313 5343 
85 0.135 352 9673 - 0.144 791 5271 
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APPENDIX D (continued) 

if! = 1· 

e V= 9.446 643 0.169 

1· < 10- 10 

2 0.218 106 0884 
3 0.340 412 7266 
4 0.418 405 9502 
5 0.467 725 7562 

6 0.495 254 4730 
7 0.504 803 9872 
8 0.498 927 8909 

10 0.448 721 5053 
12 0.358 868 1314 

14 0.243 148 9032 
16 0.115 525 8239 
18 - 0.010 394 5959 
21 - 0.169 676 2038 
24 - 0.266 456 8403 

27 - 0.285 795 6745 
30 - 0.231 251 6238 
33 - 0.122 872 8504 
36 0.008 362 3998 
40 0.160 474 8434 

45 0.229 416 4579 
50 0.137 188 2283 
55 - 0.042 042 7157 
60 - 0.181 790 8100 
65 - 0.189 354 1079 

70 - 0.065 488 6098 
75 0.100 044 1961 
80 0.191 876 0055 
85 0.147 773 6022 

APPENDIX E: EXAMPLE EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS 

if! = I· m=O 

V= l.262 954 0243 3.323 635 0233 5.370 105 1974 

Ivv = 0.458 631 1361 0.194 573 0789 0.116 495 1668 
Ivl = 0.545 603 0742 0.043 806 5007 0.D18 188 0377 
IVJ = - 0.051 167 0902 0.228 452 8684 0.026 357 4559 
IV5 = - 0.017 210 1421 -0.034 595 5027 0.138 905 9110 
IV7 - 0.008 772 2773 - 0.012 962 6301 - 0.026 769 5043 
Iv9 = - 0.005 335 4918 - 0.007 116 3367 - 0.010 428 3607 
Ivll = - 0.003 588 4906 - 0.004 560 4705 - 0.005 930 1007 

V= 7.410 226 8727 9.446 643 0169 

Ivv = 0.079 294 7911 0.057 645 2754 
Ivl = 0.010 184 2647 0.006 540 9851 
Iv} = 0.012 198 6631 0.007 289 9134 
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Ivs = 0.018 965 6803 0.009 187 5305 
Iv? = 0.096 772 9489 0.014 753 9302 
Iv') = - 0.022 044 4934 0.072 316 6208 
Iv!! = -0.008 728 1148 - 0.018 792 8094 
IV!3 = - 0.005 061 790 - 0.007 485 2265 

APPENDIXF: VALUES OF JJa)/v(v + 1) jJa}/vv AT THE FIVE ROOTS OF Mvfcos 1°), FOR SIX SELECTED 
VALUES OF a = ka. m = O. 

ka 1.262 954 0243 3.323 635 0233 5.370 105 1974 7.410 226 8727 9.446643 0169 

0.1 17.250 488 57 15.459 654 41 15.983050 65 17.017 464 67 18.362 852 3 
0.8 2.045 846 653 1.903 091 756 1.983 455 853 2.118 224 302 2.289025 68 
1.6 0.843 044 447 0.905 737 954 0.969 480 875 1.045 360 643 1.134 818 31 
2.4 0.328 900 228 0.550329 109 0.620979 924 0.681 397 636 0.745 665 65 
3.1 - 0.030 323 860 0.372 344 643 0.456 292 318 0.512 777 777 0.567012 09 
4.0 - 0.730 655 518 0.210 073 547 0.320 328 783 0.377 798 951 0.425 932 87 

APPENDIX G: RECIPROCITY OF ADMITTANCE 

For m = 0, the boundary conditions which led to (111-
1)-(111-3) may be put in the form of(Gl) and (G2): 

I(a) . 
- = 2lG L DloxlPI(cos t/J), (Gl) 

a I 

VIa) = tTl (I + 1) [L L JJIJI,)'(I' + I)DI'oxl' 

a 1/GP/(cos t/J) v I' v(v + lliJvv 

- D/OXIIII ] (G2) 

where 

XI =jl +/3lo h/, 

(G3) 

XI = JI + /3/OHI· 

Equations (G 1) and (G2) also describe biconical transmitting 
antennas>, where 

XI =/3/Ohl' 
(G4) 

XI =/3/OH/. 

An iterative solution to (G2) is used to find XI where, for 
example, we may put VIa) = 1 as a normalization procedure. 
Since the correct complex number of set XI is a unique solu
tion to the equation, the same set applies both to cases (G3) 
and (G4). Therefore I (a), as calculated from (G 1), is identical 
in the two cases and, therefore, so is Y(a). This verifies the 
equality of admittance during reception and transmission. 

The radiative coefficients /3/0 in the two cases are quite 
different. Dropping the (/,0) coefficients, writing SUbscript r 
and t for reception and transmission, respectively, and' and 
" for real and imaginary parts, respectively, shows that, for 
each value of I, 
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and 

/3 ;' = /3;' - sin r cos r, 
where 

tan r = j(a)lY(lT). 

(G5) 

(G6) 

(G7) 

Since the power radiated in the two cases is proportional to 
the sum of the squares of the real and imaginary parts of the 
/3 coefficients, we note that 

(f3;2 + /3 ;,2) - (f3;2 + /3 ~2) 

= (2/3 ; - 1) sin2 r + /3 ;' sin r cos r· (G8) 
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Erratum: Nonuniqueness in the inverse source problem in acoustics and 
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Reference 1 (N. Bleistein and N. N. Bojarski, "Recent
ly developed Formulations of the Inverse Problem in Acous
tics and Electromagnetics," DRI Report #MS-R-7501, 
NTIS #AD/A-003, 1974) should be replaced by N. N. Bo-

jarski, "Inverse Scattering," Naval Air Systems Command 
Report to Contract NOOO19-73-C-0312, October 1973, Sec. 
11, pp. 3-6. 
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